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A taste for tradition
T raditions like school mascots have gone the
way of beauty queens and rumble seats on
most college campuses, but K-State defies the
trend. Always a tradition-oriented school, the
campus has held on to customs considered stale
by some. Practices such as Homecoming, Greek
living or just plain school pride were stronger at
K-State than perhaps they've ever been before. t
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Jeff Taylor
Traditional path — Fall colors add to the college
scenery on the southeast end of campus as a stu-
dent heads toward class.
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Tradition
Because of its eagerness to cling to traditional
values, K-State's stability and maturity has often
been confused with being unprogressive or even
reactionary.
It is a paradox that K-State's conservative image
actually feeds off the dynamic individualism of its
students and staff. Tradition survives unhampered
on the campus because of the inner strength of the
individuals on campus. What appears to be a sea of
homogenity from the outside is really a collection of
individuals who have the inner confidence to
operate in a group without losing their own dynamic
outlook.
Dynamic. Long known for outstanding colleges of
engineering, agriculture, veterinary medicine and
home economics, some newly discovered programs
also brought the University recognition, such as the
Division of Biology's cancer research laboratory. t
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Bugging out — Tim Verbanic, senior in
management, and Lemuel Moore, senior in
computer science, attempt to debug a computer
program at the computer room in Fairchild Hall.
No strings attached — David Viestenz, senior in
finance, displays his throwing form in a contest
for accuracy. The Union recreation center
sponsored the frisbee contest.
Hurnyet ^Vydogan
Right on cue — Wilhelm Lohmar, freshman in
agricultural engineering, shoots as Anne
Gulbransen, freshman in animal science and
industry, and Helen Reynolds, senior in interior
design, await their turn during a break in the
basement of the Union.
Hurriyet Aydogan
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Tradition
The dynamic spirit of a changing campus was
evidenced by the opening of the new academic
buildings, Bluemont and Throckmorton halls. And
despite tightened federal and state budgets, K-State
actually recorded funding increases from both
sources. The KSCJ Foundation received a record
$4.4 million in private donations on behalf of the
University to help ensure the school's progress in
an era of uncertain finances.
Individualism marked the record-sized student
body of 19,982 which hailed from all 50 states and
over 60 foreign countries. Controversy continued
because of individual convictions about Iran,
Maranatha Christian Ministry and whether to
allocate student money toward a new $20 million
coliseum.
Individual motivation was the key for a mother
and housewife to commute from Junction City to
complete her degree requirements. It also compelled
a marketing major with a part-time job to volunteer
his time at the Fone Crisis Center. The
individualistic spirit was even seen on a rainy
Halloween night in Aggieville.
Scott Williams
Without the big tent — The Royal Lichtenstein
Circus drew a large crowd during a noon hour
performance in the fall. The group performed
under the open sky between the Union and
Seaton Hall.
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Thumbs up — Randy McCoy, senior in predesign
professions, watches the K-State — KCI football
game in Lawrence. The hill south of the stadium
provides a good spot for watching and socializing
during the intrastate match.
Facing the campus — Ralph Nader answers
questions during a news conference at K-State.
Nader was a Landon lecturer in October.
Scott Williams
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Purple music — The marching band provides the
opportunity for individual talents to mold into one
performance during halftime of the Nebraska
football game.
Shooting marbles — Aggieville has more to offer
students than bars. Movie theatres attract large
numbers who go to view the latest in box office
productions.
Allen Eyestone
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Tradition
Symbolizing the unique combination of dynamic
individuality and a taste for tradition is a student
artist's drawing of the Wildcat mascot on the front
cover of the 1982 Royal Purple.
Dynamic. Individualistic. The terms describe a
Wildcat in its natural surroundings, just as they
describe K-State students in their surroundings. |^
Rooster — Keith Banks, sophomore in
physical therapy, leads the crowd in a cheer
while he sits on the shoulders of Kevin Karst,
senior in architecture.
Allen Eyestone
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j\T othing is laced with more tradition than the social
* * life at K-State. Life just wouldn't be the same with-
out midnight food-runs, floor parties, road trips and, of
course, Aggieville. There is something magical about
spring break, parents' weekend or the long awaited
graduation day.
Traditions were adjusted for fads and fashion,
though. Electronic games nudged out mechanical bulls
for entertainment, and bandanas topped more outfits
than tennis visors. But the changes in taste for fun and
clothes didn't rock any traditions about good old-fa-
shioned college life, isa
photos by Scott Williams
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The seven-week itch
Students barely settle in before the
urge to get away for a few days hits
10
Asteroids and empty pockets
Saving quarters is next to impossi-
ble for addicts 14
Pure Prairie League
Concerts return to K-State, but
McCain misses the sellout mark in
ticket sales 58
News
For some glimpses of events that
affected you 74
Point, counterpoint — Vicki Quarles, junior in social
work at the University of Kansas, trades points with
Kevin Kisner. K-State senior in business. The two
met during the K-State-KU football game on
Campanile Hill overlooking the stadium.
10 getting away
The long and winding road — The Bright Angel
Trail proposes a challenge for hikers Drew
Westcott, senior in industrial engineering, and
Bruce Loyd, senior in mechanical engineering.
Rocky trail — The obstacles along the way lead
Bruce Loyd and John Dillon, senior in natural
resource management, along the Grand Canyon
floor.
Skiing down a blanket of freshly fallen snow to the
bottom of the slope greeted by a cup of hot,
buttered rum; laying on a white sandy beach, basking in
the sun's rays while the ocean waves peacefully lull you
to sleep; backpacking down a narrow trail in the most
amazing canyon Mother Nature has ever carved.
Do these phrases seem like a homework assignment in
descriptive writing? Or are they ways students elude
homework, projects and tests?
If you guessed the latter, you have probably felt the
pressures of the everyday college routine. Every student
experiences the desire to "Get away from it all."
The urge to pack up usually occurs after everything
gets moved into the room, class schedules are worked
out after countless trips to the drop/add line, and the
first round of tests are over.
Escapes vary from the spontaneous weekend trips
home to week-long vacations planned by the Union
Programming Council.
Trips to the Grand Canyon, Padre Island, Colorado, the
Ozarks and other places are sponsored by GPC's
Outdoor Recreation Committee or Travel Committee.
Wherever the destination, students use trips to get
away from the pressures of classes. But taking trips will
not solve all of the problems. The homework, projects
and tests will all be there when he returns, but at least
the trip can postpone the routine for a period of time.
"Getting away from it all" may need to be amended to
read "Getting away from it all — for awhile." ma
by Jerry Katlin
photos by Rob Clark
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Another round of threes — "Threefers." a
popular Aggie Station feature, keeps Trish
Wietecter, sophomore in sociology, busy]
delivering drinks.
12 barmaids
'After all, a job's a job, right?'
T""Near Linda,
^"^Sorry I haven't written in a while,
but I have been busy with my new job.
Since I know you're standing there,
mouth gaping, I'll tell you how it all
came about.
On a crazy whim, I decided to balance
my checkbook. To my surprise I
discovered that an emergency student
loan can only be stretched so far. So in
a desperate attempt to earn some
pocket money, I applied for a barmaid
job in Aggieville.
Don't laugh; the work does have its
good points. You get to see a lot of your
friends (so what if they're all laughing
and drinking while you wipe up a table
covered with remains of someone's
dinner) and the pay isn't too bad. After
all, a job's a job, right?
I think that I'm getting the hang of it
though. At least 1 can spot the pinchers
pretty well. They're usually sitting on
the edge of the booth, arms dangling
with a glazed look in their eyes. 1 would
like to know where my contract states
that once I become a waitress, I am
suddenly public property. I've learned
fast how to maneuver just out of reach
while simultaneously carrying two full
pitchers and praying that the six-foot
fellow in front of me stops swinging his
arms in an ape-like fashion.
The boss is a pretty nice guy too. He
even allows drinking on the job. That is
as long as we can still "perform our
duties."
Even that little incident last week has
been forgotten and I think the boss is
glad he's given me another chance. Well
it's only fair - the floor does get pretty
slippery towards the end of the night
and it's not as if I spilled that pitcher on
his girlfriend purposely.
Am I painting a pretty dismal picture
of all this? If so, 1 don't mean to.
Honestly, 1 think this job is a great
learning experience. Maybe its just the
old "tell the bartender syndrome," but
I've heard enough stories to even make
Abbey's ears burn.
Then there's the jokes. Some of them
are even funny the twenty-fifth or
twenty-sixth time. Naturally some are
rather risque (there's always the excuse
that liquor loosens the tongue) and I
have no doubt that my terminal blush
will soon be cured.
At times though 1 can't help but feel
as if I am losing my identity. I used to
be flattered when guys asked my name,
but now 1 know better. In the future I
hope to avoid having it screamed at the
top of someone's lungs in the middle of
a slow song. Last week I was Susan,
Tammy, Donna and Flo just to play it
safe.
While 1 realize I'm no great authority,
having only worked a couple of weeks,
I've come up with a few "words of
wisdom for the working waitress." This
is just some advice for those beginning a
bar job or even contemplating the idea.
1. Never offer a cute fellow a free
beer until you check to see if his
girlfriend is standing right behind him.
2. Don't dangle the bar rag out of
your back pocket; hold it in your hand.
You'd be surprised at the guys that
major in "towel-whipping" at K-State.
3. Always keep your eyes open.
Besides hearing juicy gossip, you can
actually become proficient at translating
slurred speech. "Two mugs" and "two
Buds" can sound very similar when the
speaker is under a table with someone
else's foot in his mouth.
4. When taking checks at the bar, just
be sure that they've signed it. A current
address isn't as important, since most
can't remember it when asked anyway.
Don't even attempt a phone number.
5. Be sure there is always plenty of
popcorn made. Gnawed tables do not go
over well with the management.
6. Never tell coworkers your birthday
unless you enjoy seeing crude remarks
about yourself on the marquis outside
the bar.
Who knows Linda, if I'd seen a copy
of these beforehand I might not be
where 1 am today, but 1 doubt it. I'm
just a sucker for excitement.
Love, Sharon [fyEldy Sharon Riley
Socializing customers — Trish Wietecter listens
to Brian Stack, senior in hospital management,
while Doug Rasmussen. senior in finance, pays
for the scotch and waters.
/ needed a rum and coke — An incorrect drink
order brings Angela Schnieder, sophomore in pre-
professional elementary, back to the bar so Glenn
Parker can remedy the problem.
barmaids
Video
addiction
leaves
empty
pockets
I
am an,addict. My symptoms
include the urge to spend
numerous quarters on something from
which I receive nothing in return, and
stopping for a few minutes anywhere
imaginable to test my luck against
invading Martians, dot-eating yellow
mouths, asteroids in space or missiles
from an enemy craft.
Yes, I am a videoaholic. Medical
science has not found a cure, except
possibly a shortage of quarters or a
complete power failure.
Unfortunately, my addiction has not
been completely analyzed. Maybe it is
my competitive instinct to beat the
high score and get my initials on the
screen. Maybe I have the desire to
save the world from enemy attackers.
Or could it be that everyone else is
doing it and I hate to be left out?
1 believe the surgeon general should
label electronic games with a warning
that playing the device could be
hazardous to one's health.
Side effects include losing the
ability to blink (you may miss an
oncoming attacker), finger and wrist
cramps from pushing buttons and
moving control sticks and an empty
pocket (which previously housed
several dollars of quarters).
The game inventors must be
making a fortune. Seriously, how
much overhead is needed for a game
that just sits there, lights up and
makes strange noises? It's getting
harder for us addicts because
everywhere we turn, there is a video
game haunting us for another quarter.
Most of them can be found in bars,
which lead to the consumption of
alcohol, which leads to the attitude of
"what's another quarter?"
Bars are not the only place these
machines can be found. Laundromats,
bowling alleys, shopping malls, the
Union recreation center and even
restaurants include them as interior
decorations.
Videomania will probably remain as
long as there are people who will
spend their last quarter on a few
minutes of fun.
1 am really trying to quit because I
cannot afford the extra expenses each
time I walk out the front door.
But until then, "Does anyone have
four quarters for a dollar?" QBE!
by Jerry Katlin
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Quarter here, quarter there — A wide variety of
video games await potential players who will
spend numerous quarters for a few minutes of
intense action.
Electronic maze — Leroy Boker, senior in
accounting, attempts to win a free game while
others concentrate on the many devices in the
area. Electronic game parlors are opening up in
the Manhattan area for students and residents to
challenge their reflexes and empty their pockets.
electronic games 15
-Rockin' to country
Twistin' my body in every position
imaginable, sweat rollin' down my
back, breathin' heavily, 1 wonder how I
learned these moves so fast. Swing
dancin' (well, what did you think 1 was
doing?) 1 decided is the best.
Yes, Miss Rock Concert herself, lover
of Journey, Kansas, and Pat Benatar, is
in her white Mikes and Calvin Klein's
struttin' to Willie Nelson. Just a couple
years ago 1 wouldn't be caught listening
to Country 107.
Sparked by movies that said country
is "cool" and disco is "dull," 1 have
again been brought into line by a fad.
Although I can't bring myself to wear
pointy-toed cowboy boots or a big-
buckled belt, I've always admired people
who have perfected the art of swing
dancing.
There is something about
complementing your partner's dancing,
moving as a single unit, as compared to
"doing your own thing" to rock and roll.
It makes dancing more enjoyable when
you dance with someone rather than by
someone. Besides, 1 always seemed to
get the guys who were trees with no
trunk action or the American Bandstand
dance contest rejects. After years of
scorning proper touchdancing, 1 found
out that two-steppin' is fun.
I still recall when my equally
inexperienced dance partner and I
ventured down to the Rocker for our
first Monday lesson.
1 was surprised to see couples as non-
country as my partner and me in a bar
that surely had seen many a real
tobacco chewing cowboy. A pony-tailed
sorority girl in shorts, a tall lanky guy
who had trouble coordinating his walk
much less his dancing, and some
"preppies" were all part of the same
group.
Our instructor told us not to get
frustrated — it's easier than it looks.
Within 5 minutes 1 was frustrated, and 1
thought it was harder than it looked! My
head was dizzy from going around in
circles, my sweaty palms couldn't hold
on to his, I had stepped on his feet a
hundred times and he had returned the
favor. Because I'm lefthanded I confused
matters by naturally turning left instead
of following his lead to the right.
Just when I was about ready to sit
down and cry, we made a back pass
without any effort. Then other turns
started to work and soon we could do a
slide, a window, and a sweetheart hold.
Four weeks later we were doing
pretzels, double windows, sweetheart
figure 8's and Texas two-steppin' —
Kansas style. To anyone who thinks he
can't learn swing dancing, I say, as they
do in the Cotton Eyed Joe, "Bull -- !"
Yes, swing dancing is really a blast
and you can bet I'll get right back to it
as soon as I recover from my dislocated
shoulder. [IS by Susan Arnoldy
16 swina dance
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Frisbee and
Hacky
Sack
'ultimate 7
games
Recreation: it means different things
to different people. While some may
find the wrist action of tipping a cold
Coors stimulating enough, others devote
leisure time to developing skills in
games of challenge and finesse.
Games that became popular on the
campus are Hacky Sack, Frisbee Golf
and Ultimate.
Hacky Sack is played with a small
leathery sack filled with beans and
became popular in many residence halls.
The object is simple in theory. All that
is required is to keep the sack in the air
by using any part of the body but the
hands. In practice the game looks like a
twisting torture for flying arms and legs.
"The game does not require any
special talent, just limber people,"
Charlie Ray, sophomore in computer
science, said, t
Kickin' — Dave McNaghten, junior in
archictecture shows his skill with the Hacky
Sack ball. The game makes for limber limbs,
as players attempt to defy gravity to keep the
ball in flight.
Scott Williams
Looking for an out — Brad Loucks, senior in
milling science, searches for a teammate, then
sneaks the Frisbee past guard John Steeves,
junior in pre-veterinary medicine during a game of
Ultimate.
18 games
According to Ray, the game calls for
agility and coordination and is now being
used in other sports as a warm-up
exercise.
"We like to warm-up with a game of
Hacky Sack before we play Ultimate,"
David Zentz, senior in marketing, said. It
loosens up the muscles and puts you in
better condition to play."
Developed in 1968 by Joel Silver and
Buzzy Hellring, of Mew Jersey, Ultimate
is a Frisbee sport that requires running
as well as catching and throwing skills.
At K-State students get together for a
"friendly" game only to discover that
the pain of twisting limbs is overlooked
in the midst of competition.
"The game can get pretty intense at
times," laughed Mark Styles, senior in
biology. "It's a lot like soccer or
basketball in that it can be real hard on
the body."
Members of the K-State Flying Disc
Liberation Army are well acquainted
with sore joints and even occasional
knee surgery, but despite these, they
continue to support their sport.
According to Zentz, the club started
informally with friends calling each other
to start a game when they had free
time. After being kicked off their playing
field at the Old Stadium, however, they
decided to become affiliated with the
University.
"We used to play on the field where
the band practiced, but we got kicked
off that too," Zentz said. Mow that the
club is registered with the University, it
is allowed to play by checking out the
stadium for a certain amount of time.
"We don't get to play that often, so
when we manage to find time when all
of us aren't busy we go for a game," he
said.
In a typical game of Ultimate, the
object is to gain points by scoring goals.
It is similiar to football because it is
played on a field that is approximately
the same size, but no contact is allowed.
The frisbee may only be passed, and a
goal is scored when a player
successfully passes the disc to a
teammate in the end zone which that
team is attacking.
With seven members on each team all
scrambling to gain control of the same
object, play becomes fast and furious.
"It's like any other game, how good
you are depends on how much you play.
It takes practice," Zentz said. While the
K-State members play primarily for
enjoyment, they also enter tournaments
and competitions with teams from other
areas.
"It's a lot more involved than you
would think," Styles said. "The half
dozen teams that qualify for nationals
are very serious about their game."
Each team trys to psych out the
opposing team by developing interesting
defensive and offensive strategies, he
said.
Styles played Ultimate when he lived
in California and found enthusiasts to be
even more zealous there.
"It's amazing, for some guys it's like a
job. People get to the point where they
really devote a lot of time and energy to
it," he said.
When members of the K-State club
travel to tournaments the money must
come from their own pockets. Entry fees
for each team can be anywhere from
$30 to $50 and if many teams are
represented, incentive increases
accordingly, Styles said.
"We recently went to Springfield, Mo.,
for an Invitational," Styles said. "We
weren't taking things seriously — just
going mainly to have some fun but we
made $225."
For Frisbee enthusiasts more
interested in developing the individual
aspect of the sport, there is Frisbee golf.
According to Styles this is one of the
highest paying Frisbee sports because
there is a professional disc golf
association.
A 14-hole golf course is located on the
K-State campus but players are careful
to play when it isn't crowded with
students going to class.
"We made a map of the course for
Rec service to distribute so that people
would know where we were playing,"
Styles said. "We try to stay on the
edges of the campus because not too
many people appreciate getting a frisbee
thrown in their face.' iru3! by Sharon
Riley
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The eyes have it
From clutzy frames to sexy eyes
You've noticed us before. We can't
venture into Kansas wind without
becoming tearyeyed and we often have
blinking fits of 10,000 blinks per minute.
Our eyes are always bloodshot by 10
p.m. and we can often be seen swirling
our eyes in outlandish directions. We are
the contact lens wearers on campus.
We're so cool! No more covering our
youthful faces with repulsive, unalluring
glasses. No more flirting and "making
eyes" through thick, clutzy lenses.
Never again will we need miniature
windshield wipers for our glasses in the
rain. With contact lenses, the poor-
sighted college student has it made.
Well, almost. After initially purchasing
contacts, deciding what color, type and
size, and going through training sessions
to learn to use them, new contact
wearers are all set — except for a few
minor difficulties that are never
mentioned by the eye doctor.
It's important for wearers to train
themselves not to blink excessively.
Over-blinking is a dead giveaway for new
contacts and women will find themselves
attracting unwanted attention in bars.
Wearers should always be able to recall
how to remove their contacts, whether
it's after pulling an all-nighter at Seaton
or returning from the two-for-one special
at Kite's.
Once the minor difficulties have been
mastered, the new contact lens wearer
still cannot be considered a professional
wearer. He can only become a true pro
if he learns to handle the dilemmas that
even longtime wearers unfortunately but
inevitably face. Jane, typical lens
wearer, fell prey to such a situation.
There she was, on her first date with
Rick, the fraternity man of her dreams.
The dark movie theater was the
idealistic setting to let her imagination
run wild with fantasies about the
gorgeous guy sitting beside her.
The evening was progressing the way
Jane wanted when halfway through the
movie, disaster struck. A speck of dust
plopped into her left eye and scooted
under her green-tinted contact lens. Jane
tried to remain calm, determined not to
annoy Rick with her excruciating pain.
She tried to get rid of the speck by
blinking lightly, but it was persistent.
She blinked harder. Soon she was
sniffling, dribbling and drooling. By this
time, Rick, a non lens wearer who had
no idea that Jane wore contacts,
couldn't decide if she was some sort of
weirdo or if she was drooling over him.
Finally, the speck was out. Jane
desperately tried to regain her
composure, but it was difficult. She was
left with a flushed face, bright red eyes,
matted eyelashes, dripping mascara and
a runny nose. For some reason when
Jane bumped into Rick in Aggieville the
next night, he couldn't seem to
remember who she was.
Ernie also suffered through a situation
only a pro could handle. He was
sprawled out in his chair in psychology
lecture, his last class on Monday
afternoon. Totally bummed out after a
wild weekend, Ernie was having trouble
staying awake. When he closed his eyes
Ernie felt an itchy sensation from his
contacts, but he was too tired to worry
about it and fell sleep.
He was awakened by the sound of
moving students. He assumed they were
leaving class. He couldn't tell for sure
because his eyes were dryed up and his
eyelids stuck together. Ernie managed to
wrench his eyelids apart but normal
sight was still impossible since there was
a hazey film covering each contact. With
eyes burning, Ernie stumbled out into a
stinging Kansas wind. His ten minute
walk back to the dorm seemed like an
eternity.
Jane and Ernie are not alone. I've had
my own share of experiences with
contacts. I made my Art History class a
lot more interesting one afternoon. We
were in the middle of an exam when I
took time out to whip my head around
and give the cute guy behind me the
eye and my contact popped out. I
whispered urgently to everyone in my
surrounding area not to move. I was
crouched down, frantically searching,
when a guy two rows down whispered
too loudly that he found my contact.
What could I do when I, along with three
hundred other students, heard him
scraping my contact along the floor as
he tried to dig his nails under it to pick
it up?
Despite never-ending predicaments,
most wearers wouldn't give up their
contact lenses. Look for us on campus.
Whether on hands and knees in the
Union looking for another lost contact or
walking through campus with tears
streaming down our faces from a strong
wind, we'll brighten up your day with a
good laugh. [rf| by Beth Bowen
Right on target — Doug Allen, senior in milling
science, puts in his contact lens. Contacts are
purchased to improve eyesight, but also for social
reasons.
Complicated accessories — Part of wearing
contact lenses is learning to use solutions and
machines for both hard and soft lenses.
photos by Rob Clark
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There is a devastating plague descending upon college campuses across the
country. Here at K-State it is responsible for such afflictions as
malnutrition, nausea, and in some of the more extreme cases, trips to local
restaurants. This article wishes to take an in-depth look at the third largest
killer of young males: student cooking.
Although it afflicts both male and female alike, the majority of student
cooking fatalities occur in males. In reviewing past cast studies it has been
found that male college students living in isolated areas with access to cooking
utensils are highly susceptable to the student cooking syndrome (SCS). Female
students, although demonstrating a much lower affliction rate, are also
susceptable to SCS.
Why has there been such a rapid expansion in SCS related illnesses? The
primary reason has been a lack of knowledge on the part of the student
toward preventive measures. In a landmark study conducted here at Kansas
State University by the Committee for Student Sickness Prevention (CSSP),
guidelines have been established for the novice student cook. The following is
a brief summary of the CSSP's recommendations.
Guidelines set for student cooks
Student cooking has been one of our
largest concerns since the
establishment of the Committee for
Student Sickness Prevention. Although
many attempts have been made to
alleviate this problem, the rate of
student cooking illnesses has continued
to increase.
It is therefore the decision of this
committee to release general guidelines
for the prevention of cooking illnesses.
We hope that by making the average
student more aware of the dangers
involved in cooking, a reduction in
uncontrolled cooking will soon follow.
Male students have the most limited
information and experience in regard to
cooking. This is not surprising due to
the large number of barriers faced by
the male student. Many cultural taboos
exist for the male student cook. One of
the most severely emotional trials
experienced by the male student is
having to shove his hand into a turkey
to reach the giblets inside. However, this
report does not wish to limit itself to the
male student. Therefore, the following
guidelines are universal in application.
When cooking on overhead burners
the following should be kept in mind. On
a gas range it is not necessary to have
flames extending up the sides of a
saucepan or kettle. Although this is a
common practice in many Tarzan
reruns, it is not necessary in domestic
application. On an electric range it is
more difficult to judge the heat being
applied. However, when lighting in the
apartment begins to flicker and dim, it is
generally a good indication that the
burners may be set too high. When
using the oven on your cooking unit, it
is recommended that the controls not be
turned beyond their numbered heat
range. If pans become welded to racks
inside the oven, or if clothing bursts into
flame when the oven door is opened the
controls are also probably set too high.
In cooking over a charcoal brazier, one
should avoid wearing shorts or low-cut
blouses. Getting a drunk guest to feel
the charcoal in an attempt to find out if
they are lit, is not considered responsible
or socially acceptable behavior. Starter
fluid should not be used in an attempt
to get the food to brown evenly.
Leaving steak to thaw on a counter
for several days is not recommended as
a tenderization process. If a tenderizing
utensil is not available, it is not
recommended to slam the cut of meat
on exposed counter edges or
uncooperative roommates. Not even in
extreme cases should the meat be
tenderized by holding it in the hinge of a
refrigerator and slamming the door
repeatedly.
Stuffing a turkey does not involve the
use of cotton packing, glass eyes or
nailing the bird to a wooden base.
When opening canned goods an
attempt should always be made to
remove any metal filings that have fallen
inside. If canned goods explode when the
can-opener is first applied, it is usually a
good indication that spoilage may have
occurred. No canned food product
should be eaten unless it is at least the
same color or remotely resembles the
product on the label.
When eating cereal and encountering a
particularly crunchy item, it may be in
the student's best interest to simply
swallow rather than look to see what the
object was. When looking into a cereal
box and finding that the contents are
moving, it is recomended that the cereal
be discarded.
The use of hallucinogenic mushrooms
as a pizza topping is a dangerous
practice, and should not be used in an
attempt to get mom and dad to loosen
up on Parents Day.
In conclusion we would like to quote
Dr. Thomas L. Rankin, director of the
Clinic for Cooking Rehabilitation (CCR).
Dr. Rankin has developed three axioms
of self-preservation for the novice
student cook.
— Never eat anything your roommate
has prepared, unless you have
assisted in the preparation.
— Dispose of all cooking catastrophies
at government designated landfills.
— Never try to cook anything that is
bigger than you are.
It is hoped that this article will make
the average K-State student more aware
of the dangers involved in cooking.
Through scientific research and proper
control, SCS related illnesses can
become a thing of the past, [rf! by Larry
Meysing
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Looking closer: K-State has its fads
Mick Jagger never did have a stop-over in Ahearn, and Brooke Shield never modeled Calvin
Kleins in Justin Hall, but K-State wasn't oblivious to national fads. There were plenty of
marketed crazes to tide students over for entertainment. Picking all of the new fads and fashions
out of the picture, as well as some traditional K-State stereotypes, like GDI's, preppies, and the
ever-present cowboy, should be easy for the experienced K-State watcher. Look again though,
because just like the campus itself, there are always more aspects involved than first observed.!^
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Character list— Thanks to Sarah Neustrom, Kelly Presta, Rhonda
Williams, Merilee McCaustland, Layton Smith, Liz Lawless, Chris
Kelly, Barb Glenn, Doug Winter, Max Eulert, Tony Firner, Andrea
Baldauf, Cleion Whitebread, Fritz Edmunds, Jill Hummels, Everett
Gardner, and Joyce Kracht for being in the photograph. Special
thanks to Dave Jacobs for helping set up the lighting.
staff photograph
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International friendships help
Visitors find transition difficult
Many international students in
American schools return to their
homelands thinking Americans are
"apathetic, racist, and unfriendly."
This is what Bob Taussig, professor of
surgery and medicine, learned during the
time that he and his wife, Mary, were
missionaries in Africa. They talked to
countless Africans who had returned
home after two to six years in American
schools, and what they heard disturbed
them.
"They didn't like it here," Taussig
said. "In their countries, foreigners are
welcomed, invited into homes and
visited. They come to America expecting
the same treatment. When they don't
get it, they withdraw from American
society."
Americans often ignore international
students. "Americans don't know what
to do. They're shy," Taussig said.
Additionally, Americans have their own
friends, and are generally "ignorant of
the rest of the world," Taussig said.
Many international students who arrive
during the summer have a tough time
finding an apartment and getting started.
Leila Lobo, a graduate student in
foods and nutrition from Bombay, India,
is one such student. "There was no one
to help me the first ten days. I'd just
been left to fend for myself."
Elvira Dumayas, a graduate student in
agricultural economics from the
Philippines, had similar experiences.
Other Philippino students helped her
much more than Americans so they are
the first people she goes to when she
needs help, Dumayas said.
To combat some of the problems
international students have, and to
develop cross-cultural communication,
the Taussigs began inviting Africans into
their home in 1976.
"We tried to do things for them. Most
of them were feeling isolated," Taussig
said.
Soon, more Africans were coming
over to their home than the Taussigs
had time to visit with or help. They
began to appeal to local churches for
help in 1977 and then to Campus
Christian Fellowships in 1980 for
volunteers to create friendships with
international students.
In 1978 a program was started called
Helping International Students, or HIS.
Currently, 230 Americans are paired
with 280 international students. The
pairs are divided into smaller groups of
10 to 15 pairs, each with a unit
coordinator.
"The unit coordinator reminds
Americans to contact their international
friends, and finds out how each
relationship is developing," said Janet
Maxwell, a former unit coordinator. Each
unit functions separately, with a variety
of activities for the group to do together.
Potlucks, holiday parties, and picnics are
popular.
The success of HIS "depends upon
the attitude of each American involved
and what their commitment is to the
program," said Susan Denzon, graduate
student in agricultural education from
the Philippines.
Amy Malone, junior in business, said
about the program, "They really need to
screen Americans to make sure they're
willing to give time and effort to the
relationship. HIS needs to be sure people
don't have 'the poor little international
student' attitude. Foreign students are
just as good as we are. They can sense
when we're looking down on them."
David Riffel, senior in architecture,
said that some Americans are not
putting their whole heart into the
program. "HIS is serving a purpose, but
it could be doing more."
Another important factor to the
success of HIS is that each American
take the initiative in developing the
relationship. But many international
students have never been contacted by
the person who signed up to be their
friend.
Leila Lobo had not been contacted by
her American friend as late as
Thanksgiving. "The first thing I did was
go to the International Student Center,"
she said. "I signed up Aug. 10 (for an
American friend). I was the first to sign
up I think. I was really disappointed."
In some situations, Americans have
trouble contacting their international
student because of housing changes the
students make. To avoid this,
international students are asked to
contact the ISC after they have moved,
so a Taussig can inform the American.
Although housing changes are a
reason for lack of communication,
Taussig said, most of the failures in
communication are usually on the part
of the American.
When commitment occurs, however,
there are often positive results. "Mary
Taussig, Dr. Taussig, Sally Coltrain, and
Dr. Shaver, who to me represent the HIS
program, were the very people who
encouraged, inspired and gladdened me
up during my first days at K-State,"
Denzon said. "I was depressed, confused,
lonely and 1 almost sank. But there they
were, calling me up, comforting me, and
encouraging me. They even invited me
to their places. I surely can't forget
them."
Communication is necessary, but
sometimes difficult to achieve between
international students and Americans
involved in HIS. A student who wished
to remain anonymous said he found
Midwesterners to be superficial in their
conversations with him. He feels
Kansans keep their distance from
foreigners, pointing out that he never
sees Americans and international
students mixing in the Union.
"It's really hard sometimes to get past
the superficial level," Malone said. But
she has successfully crossed the cultural
barrier in her relationships with two
friends from Malaysia. "I've been blessed
with two really outgoing friends. They're
willing to communicate. We're willing to
accept each other as we are and we
aren't trying to change each other."
Both international students and
Americans see the HIS program as a
success.
Denzon changed her attitude towards
Americans because of HIS. "I expected
Americans to have superiority
complexes and to be snooty, but I have
found them to be helpful, open, friendly
and independent."
Maxwell also believes the program is a
success in giving international students a
positive reaction to Americans.
"There is so much you can learn,"
Maxwell said. "Americans almost can
get more out of HIS than the
international students if they are willing
to spend the time."
"HIS is great," acording to Dumayas.
"It's a good way of helping international
students and helpful if you have a
language problem. If we have a question
or a problem, we always have someone
to go to." (be) by Heidi Bright
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Friends — Wan Asma Ibrahim, sophomore in
chemistry. Amy Malone, junior in business, and
Hing Chong Pheng, freshman in food and science
industry, enjoy the acompany of one another. The
trio met through the Helping International
Students Program. Ibrahim and Chong are from
Malaysia.
photos by Allen Eyestone
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Al-Anon, Alcohol Abuse Prevent Center offer help
Drinking takes toll on some students
JM ike, a K-State student, one day
. woke up to find that he was failing
in school, his wife and child were gone,
and that he had lost all his friends. Even
then he wouldn't admit to himself that
alcohol was causing his problems. Mike
eventually dropped out of school. After
finally realizing he needed help, Mike
turned to Alcoholics Anonymous.
"I went to an open meeting ("open"
means that the public may attend) and
found nobody was there to judge me. It
was just people sharing their personal
experiences with alcohol, giving strength
and hope to each other. I found out I
wasn't alone."
Mike admitted that he was powerless
over alcohol — that his life had become
unmanageable. He had taken the first
step of the twelve steps to recovery of
AA.
"The alcoholic has not learned to
cope with life. His mind basically self-
destructs. A normal person gets a
hangover and stays away from it
(alcohol) for awhile, but not the
alcoholic."
"The chains of alcohol are too strong
to be felt until it is too late," Mike said.
"Many (alcoholics) pursue the idea that
they can handle their drinking. In reality
it just doesn't work. One drink is one
too many for the alcoholic."
After not drinking for awhile, Mike
drank a beer. He went through this
episode more than once. Each time he
went through the same personal hell:
lack of control.
"I am a recovered alcoholic, but that
does not mean I am cured. 1 take one
day at a time."
According to the National Institute on
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, two-
thirds of the adult population in the
United States drink at least occasionally.
Among the youth of this country, a
survey found that most American
adolescents have had experience with
alcoholic beverages. Almost 80 percent
have had at least one drink; about 74
percent have had at least two drinks;
and over one-half of all adolescents drink
at least once a month.
Even after months of treatment,
alcoholics do not find it easy to stay
sober, according to experts. They are
forced to revise their whole life style to
exclude alcohol. Some turn to religion,
while others rely upon a close-knit
family relationship or membership in
Alcoholics Anonymous.
In 1978, an alcohol-related behavior
survey taken at K-State showed
freshmen as the most frequent alcohol
users on campus. The same survey
taken in spring 1981 showed two
improvements in behavior. There was a
13.2 percent decrease in driving after
drinking along with 17.2 percent more
persons suggesting that a friend should
decrease his drinking.
Another survey at K-State showed a
70-80 percent correlation between
misconduct cases in residence halls and
alcohol abuse.
The surveys were taken by the
Alcohol Abuse Prevention Program at re-
state. The program is not a professional
counseling agency, although it works
closely with professional counselors, said
Laura King, director of the program.
Counselors from the Pawnee
Comprehensive Mental Health Center are
available at Lafene Student Health
Center free of charge.
Alcohol Abuse Prevention sponsored a
media campaign in the Collegian and
Manhattan Mercury about alcohol use
and abuse. They also held a Second
Annual Alcohol Awareness Day in
October. Some of the topics in the
information-sharing-activity were drinking
and driving, alcohol violence, alternate
activities to drinking, women and
alcohol, coping skills and counseling.
Also available were free samples of non-
alcoholic beverages.
The program focused on having an
"uncocktail" party. It also provided tips
for a party serving alcohol.
There will always be alcohol at K-
State, but the Alcohol Abuse Prevention
Program hopes to encourage responsible
use only.
"There is nothing wrong with alcohol
if it is used in moderation," King
said. lEUfcy Susan Arnoldy
It all "ads" up — The Alcoholic Abuse
Prevention Center ran a series of advertisements
in the Collegian encouraging responsibility
towards drinking. Pat Honors, senior in fine arts,
designed the ads for the Center.
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You are about to enter a world of darkness, danger, and intrigue. You are about to
So, you think you know a lot about
K-State. Think again. Oh, you may
have finally unraveled the mystery of
registration, and perhaps you've even
been through drop-add and are still living
to tell about it.
Yet, even if you're one of the few who
found Seaton 63 on the first try, you
may not know about one of K-State's
most intriguing features.
Used by the University for mechanical
purposes, the tunnels that run beneath
ground all over campus have become a
secretive amusement for students.
"Going down" into the tunnels can be
highly charged with adventure and more
frightening than a haunted house.
After your feet meet each rung of the
ladder with caution, and finally touch
solid ground, your anticipation of the
journey ahead mounts. Immediately to
the right is a stagnant pool of water of
indeterminate depth. The heat of the
small room you are in is overpowering,
and the smell that accompanies it is
revolting.
Turning to the left, there is a decision
to be made: which tunnel to explore? It
is decided that the adventure will begin
with the brick and concrete tunnel on
the right. A necessary flashlight cuts
through the dark and reveals a shoulder
level pipe along the left wall that carries
steam heat from Seaton to points south.
Bundles of bare wires accompany the
pipe.
For some distance the ceiling runs
about six feet high, but it decreases and
suddenly it is necessary to crouch.
artwork by Ken Young
Because of a large steam pipe, the width
of the tunnel is now only about three
feet.
The heat in the tunnels is extremely
dry and may reach 150 ° F, according to
Fred Ferguson, director of building
utilities for University Facilities. Indeed,
after 15 or 20 minutes in the tunnel, the
heat begins to smother you and the fear
of suffocation invades your thoughts.
The imagination takes over and
breathing becomes laborious.
A seam in the steam pipe emits a
rush of scorching steam that is definitely
to be avoided. Dick Lewis, assistant
supervisor of the pipe shop in the power
plant, said these leaks are strong enough
and hot enough to sever a broom
handle.
Because of an overabundance of
pipes, the tunnel becomes almost
impassable after about 15 minutes of
exploring. The best plan appears to be
retracing steps back to the starting
point, and getting back to the cool air of
campus.
Fourteen separate tunnels wind
beneath the K-State campus, leading
from one building to the next, and
eventually to the power plant that
provides steam for most buildings on
campus. They are utility tunnels, used
for protecting steam pipes and returning
condensed steam back to the power
plant for reuse.
Ferguson expressed concern about the
number of students going down in the
tunnels for amusement. Although he
knew of no disciplinary policy for those
caught in the tunnel, he agreed with
Lewis that the safety hazard needs to be
taken seriously.
Lewis warned that if a leak had
enough pressure behind it, it could
seriously injure someone who walked
through it.
A common rumor among students
that the tunnels could be used as
protection in case of military or nuclear
attack was disputed by Ferguson. He
said that if the steam were turned off
people could go down, but the tunnels
do not have room to accommodate all
the students.
A more fantastic story among veteran
tunnel explorers is that a congregation
of devil worshipers at K-State performs
rites in the tunnels near Farrell Library.
Although Ferguson and Lewis were both
vague about this point, they agreed that
the tunnel near the library is blocked off
at both ends by large fences.
Some students are convinced that the
devil's followers hold meetings in the
tunnels. Tom Adamson, junior in
construction science, claimed that in an
excursion with his older brother, they
encountered two men wearing black
capes.
"We saw 'em and we took off,"
Adamson said.
Even with the risk involved in
tunneling, students continue to go down
and to share their newfound amusement
with friends. Perhaps it is the risk that
makes the adventure so exciting, and
the accounts so dramatic. SIU by Lisa
Hooker
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Better than a diving board — Manhattan
residents enjoy the fun Tuttle Creek has to offer.
Whether boating, fishing, swimming, basking in
the sun or diving off trees, Tuttle is the place to
be in the middle of a scorching Kansas summer.
Lunch with Mozart — Ronald Grun, Dan Kelley
and Richard Goldfarb, forming the group Mozart
on Fifth, serenade the lunchtime crowd in front of
Burger King on Poyntz Avenue. The trio of two
clarinets and a basson was on tour from New
York.
Scott Liebler
Go for it — Mike Boisvert, freshman in fisheries
and wildlife biology: Pete Polonski, freshman in
prelaw; Dave Reitz, sophomore in pre-design
professions; and Craig Delano, freshman in pre-
design professions, take advantage of the frozen
southeast corner of Manhattan City Park with a
game of ice hockey.
Richie Berge
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Students bite into the 'little apple 7
Manhattan: the little apple. And yet
somehow the apple doesn't seem
so small as 20,000 students from all
over the country pour into Manhattan
for the start of fall classes.
The town swells, ripening with the
additional commerce. Stores shout their
specials from display windows and
tavern owners breathe a sigh of relief.
The campus is once again buzzing
with activity.
For a handful of students this scene is
a little overwhelming. Those that see it
after spending the summer in Manhattan
find it a definite contrast to the relaxing
months they may have spent as simply
a "Manhattan resident".
"The pace is much slower. Everything
is more relaxed," Marty Athey, junior in
arts and sciences, said. As Athey
explains, living in the town for the
summer makes one realize that
Manhattan and K-State are not
necessarily synonymous.
"The town just seemed friendlier to
me, more personal. The bars were less
crowded and it was easier to meet
people. It wasn't such a big place where
you get swallowed up by the masses,"
she said.
Like other K-State students, Athey
found the relaxing atmosphere of the
summer a refreshing break from the
frenzied college lifestyle.
"I didn't go to school so I had the
chance to do some different things. 1 got
to know Manhattan better. Also, all my
friends weren't up here so I got closer to
the ones that were."
While Manhattan does settle into a
peacefulness in the summer that many
students never witness, it is not without
recreational activities to keep residents
occupied.
"There's usually always something
going on here in the summer," Ann
Link, senior in home economics, said. "1
especially liked the Arts in the Park
because it's free and there's a lot of
people that go to it."
Arts in the Park is a program
sponsored by the Manhattan Recreation
Commission that involved 52
performances consisting of children's
theater, national tours, and local bands.
"It's a nice thing to do on a summer
evening," Link said.
Greg Johnson, senior in accounting
agreed. "They had some terrific concerts
and there were always a lot of people
standing around, getting together, or
playing frisbee. Every night of the week
there was something going on," he said.
Though Johnson was a full-time
summer school student, he said he still
found time to do the things he enjoyed,
like waterskiing, playing tennis and
watching softball games.
"I feel like I learned more from the
summer school classes than from the
classes I took over a semester," he said.
Johnson said the main reason was that
so much material was condensed in so
short a time he was able to retain more.
"I went to school five days a week
and at tests it seemed like I'd just
studied the stuff the other day."
Johnson also said he enjoyed
Aggieville more since it was less
crowded. "It was more laid back. There
were no tremendous crowds. Some
friends and I would go for three-fers at
Aggie Station and we didn't have to
fight our way through."
Working at a local pizza parlor also
gave Johnson the interaction with
different age groups that he missed
during the school year.
"Right before all the students come
back, a lot of the stores had specials.
Kind of a break for Manhattan residents
and I got into that. I got to meet a lot of
people outside of the University, older
and middle aged couples too," he
said. BsEl by Sharon Riley
Allen Eyestone
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Manhattan twinkles — The view from K-Hill
overlooks Manhattan. « * »
Sharing is the key
Roommates: male, female or both
1 I'll give you shelter from the storm."
• • • * Shelter. One of the most basic of
human needs. Sometimes it's simply a tent in the forest.
It could be a mansion in Beverly Hills. But it probably is
neither of those extremes.
In a college town like Manhattan, not only is the
question one of shelter, but who to shelter with.
Roommates can make a year, even a semester, seem
interminable. But good roommates can make a six-year
college career whiz by like four.
Twenty-five years ago most college students lived
either in what were then called dormitories or other
organized living groups like fraternities and sororities.
Today, the range of choices is greater, and living
arrangements are more varied. In fact, in recent years,
more students have chosen to live off campus than on.
Off-campus housing can take many forms. One of the
most common of which is the two-man "bachelor pad"
of singles-set fame. More often than not, this "pad"
becomes simply a haven for dirty dishes, full-to-
overflowing trash bags crammed with beer cans, assorted
issues of Playboy, Penthouse, Sports Illustrated and tons
of old newspapers.
Another common arrangement is two women living
together. This type is typified by various issues of
Vogue, Glamour and — for the truly cosmopolitan and
risque — Playgirl, displayed in an orderly fashion among
a jungle of plants that would make any botanist swoon.
Following closely behind in popularity is cohabitation.
New views of sexual morality have increased the
acceptance of this new arrangement. Living with a
member of the opposite sex has always held a certain
charm, and now has little or no social stigma attached to
it. Unless of course you talk to Mom and Dad.
But some off-campus living arrangements are
extraordinary. Some intrepid souls are willing to try
almost anything during their college years. Think of
having a big family, with no time to get used to your
brothers or sisters. No break in period of five years or so
to get your bearings. No parents to mediate the
inevitable squabbles. Right here, in Manhattan, Kansas,
Heartland USA, there are some strange cohabitational
arrangements. There are houses full of five or six men,
or the same number of women, or a combination of
both. Add to this the omnipresent pets and other
hangers-on, and some of these accomodations become
almost comic.
Imagine a stately old house in Manhattan occupied by
two men, four women, a cat, some goldfish and an Irish
wolfhound. Collecting for bills from all these different
people creates problems. Who will wash the dishes? Who
takes out the trash? In these situations, the most
carefully planned schedules tend to blur into a jumble of
statements like, "It's not my turn, I did it last week," or
"It's not my dog, so I'm not cleaning that mess up."
Of course, many of these arrangements involve a
certain amount of sexual interaction. Inevitably, there is
some attraction between people who have lived together
for a while. Romances develop, and some even last a
lifetime.
But because of the rising costs of everything from rent
to food to utility bills, not all male-female living
accomodations are of the carnal nature. It is not unusual
to find two compatible people of the opposite sexes who
are sharing room and board — and nothing else — as a
cost-cutting measure. Separate bedrooms, separate lives,
the same house. These places look much like an
amalgam of the male-male and the female-female
arrangements. The Sporting News is carelessly tossed
atop a copy of Cosmopolitan. The plants are there, but
not quite as many. And her cat and his dog stay out of
each other's way. Not surprisingly, these arrangements
tend to work out. The pressure is off, there are no
commitments (other than bills, of course), and the
relationship is relaxed.
This is not to say there are no problems. In any
situation involving two people, there is bound to be
friction. Who uses the bathroom when, and for how long,
can sometimes be a problem. In fact, in a recent
scientifically conducted study, five women who live
platonically with men have said that men spend too
much time preening, and the women are unable to get
into the bathroom themselves. But there is one major
advantage to living with a person of the opposite sex. It
is very easy to get rid of a date who turned out to be a
dud. [HP] by Jim Laurencig
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Gift givers 'gram 7 it up, using balloons
Sending flowers isn't always the best
answer anymore when wishing to
send a special message to a friend. K-
State students discovered bellygrams
and balloon-o-grams, both begun in
August, to be unique, personalized gifts
fitting many occasions.
Bellygrams are specifically intended to
entertain males. "Rasha" and "Marisha,"
professional bellydancers, started their
own bellygramming service in
Manhattan. They did bellygrams
anywhere from hospitals and campus
offices, to bars, fraternity houses and
residence halls.
Rasha, who preferred not to use her
real name, said she always has an escort
go ahead of her and single out the
intended recipient. Then, in bellydancing
costume complete with harem pants,
Rasha makes her entrance. She clicks
her finger symbols to the Middle Eastern
music she brings and dances around the
usually startled recipient. She proceeds
to take off her scarf and make a turban
out of it on the receivers head.
"This always goes over big," Rasha
said. "If the person can stand up
(sometimes they're too drunk), then I try
and get them to dance with me. Some
are shy, but others try and dance a
little. Sometimes the crowd gets
enthusiastic and claps along to the
music. It's fun to get a large audience
response."
It seems that the audience might get a
bigger kick out of the bellygram than
the receiver does. "Some people just
look at me as though they want me to
go away," Rasha said. She always brings
a message along to the receiver telling
him who sent the bellygram.
Mitch Lee, freshman in accounting,
was in the middle of his fraternity's (Phi
Kappa Tau) formal dinner when Rasha
danced for him as a birthday surprise.
"She danced for (what seemed like)
hours," Lee said. "I was embarrassed
and really red. She put this turban on
my head and I just got redder."
To let Brian Herbel, junior in business
administration, know he was
appreciated, a floor of girls from West
Hall sent him a bellygram before
Christmas break. Rasha danced in the
lobby of Haymaker Hall for him. "I
didn't know whether to look at her or
not," Herbal said. "I felt like I was alone
in the middle of a football stadium and
everyone was watching me. There were
about 70 guys there."
Bellygrams were complimented by
balloon-o-grams, which were started by a
local business. Six brightly colored,
helium-filled balloons tied with satin
ribbons and strung to a container filled |
36 grams
and bellies
with caramels, cinnamon, butterscotch,
and peppermint candies, balloon-o-grams
were about $12, about half the price of
a bellygram.
Almost resembling a miniature hot air
balloon, it carries a message card
naming the sender. A care and
maintenance card, also attached to the
balloon-o-gram, said that the balloons are
filled just prior to delivery, and float for
12-14 hours.
Sheryl Setter, sophomore in fashion
marketing, received a balloon-o-gram as
a surprise from friends. "We were all
sitting in the Union eating lunch, when
the deliverer brought in the balloon-o-
gram." said one of the senders, Connie
Kolch, sophomore in fashion marketing.
"She started singing Happy Birthday. I
think Sheryl wanted to hide, but the
attention we got was all part of the
fun." iro3 ! by Beth Bowen
Tongue tied— Tom Patterson, part-owner of
Import Car Parts in Manhattan, enjoys his 55th
birthday surprise; a bellygram from Marisha.
Although many of Rasha's and Marisha's
bellygrams are performed for college students,
some of their business takes them into
Manhattan, and as far as Wamego and Ft. Riley.
Birthday surprise — Barbara Ott, junior in
accounting, picks up her balloon-o-gram from
Karen VanMeter, sophomore in business
administration, at the front desk of Goodnow
Hall. Balloon-o-grams were delivered many places
on campus from residence halls to the Onion
Stateroom.
Jeff Taylor
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Shout — Kevin Hensley, fifth year student in
architecture, and Ginny Fortmeyer, senior in
agronomy, let out a yell during the first day of
the 64 hour event.
Final hours — Bump-A-Thon dancer Kathy
Garrison, junior in journalism and mass
communications, and 11-year-old Kevin Mesloh
from Silverlake, dance to raise funds for Muscular
Dystrophy research.
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The 64 hour dance
Bumping for Jerry's Kids
They could have danced all night!
Anyone who has tried dancing "all
night" knows how tiring it can get. Add
two nights and three days to that and
there is quite a challenge. Nevertheless,
eleven couples took that challenge in the
form of the 8th Annual Muscular
Dystrophy Bump-A-Thon. Mother's
Worry was the site of the 64 hour
marathon dance in January. Of the 22
dancers that began, all but one danced
the whole marathon.
Kathy Garrison, junior in arts and
sciences, said that the encouragement
she received from the other dancers, as
well as those who came to watch, kept
her spirits up and her feet moving. "Just
having other people there to talk to was
excellent. They kept my mind off the 64
hours," she said. "The people who gave
foot rubs were really good."
Garrison also said that the friendships
formed were the best part of the dance.
"I've seen the friends I made since then
and it's like we know each other well,"
she said. "We just spent so much time
together. I met a lot of new people and
got closer to the ones I already knew."
Terry Schroff, senior in journalism and
mass communications, echoed those
sentiments. He noted the "camaraderie
of everyone there" as the best memory
of the dance. "Everyone kept each other
going," he said.
The Bump-a-Thon raised about
$10,000, according to Mike Mueller,
president of the Bump-A-Thon executive
council. The proceeds went to the
Muscular Dystrophy Association.
Mueller, senior in biology, said that the
total was half of what was raised in the
past two years.
"We got more people to come down
to Mother's and support it," Mueller
said. "It's just that people weren't giving
money. We also didn't have as many
couples dancing. We usually have about
20. Everything else went well and ran
smoother than in previous years."
Schroff also noted the lack of dancers.
"It's underrated by a lot of people.
People get a slanted view when they
look at the time element of the dance,"
he said. "I used to think that way, but
now I encourage everyone to give it a
try."
The money raised came from pledges
to the dancers and other money-making
events. There was an auction at
Mother's Worry, a KMKF radio auction,
a jail that students paid to put friends
in, and a goldfish swallow.
"Yeah, they were real goldfish,"
Mueller said. "I swallowed a couple of
them. It wasn't that hard. Once you
swallow one you can't feel it at all. Then
you chug the fish down. It's just the
thought of it, watching those things
swimming around."
Garrison urged others to participate in
the Bump-A-Thon next year. "After you
do something like that, you feel like you
can do almost anything," she said. "It
was so great to finish. I feel so much
better about myself." \*&=\ hy Brad
Gillispie
Rest time — Solveig Brant, senior in foods and
nutrition, and Scott Grossett. freshman in
engineering, rest their feet during one of the
hourly breaks.
photos by Scott Williams
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Mixture of
Snow white, snow bright is a
complaint of Barbara Mulligan,
freshman in pre-design professions. "The
snow hurts my eyes." She offers the
idea of making the snow psychedelic.
And yet, Kendall McFall, sophomore
in grain science, likes the snow for its
whiteness, but adds, "if only it would
stay nice and white."
As first semester drew to a close and
Christmas break approached, the
upcoming vacation brought to K-State an
abundance of cold weather and,
naturally, snow.
Snow brought a mixture of feelings
from K-State students. "I hate snow," J.
Hooper, junior in computer science, said.
Hooper, along with other students, has a
multitude of complaints about snow:
"It's a mess to drive in," "You can't go
anywhere," "It turns black and gushy
after a few days. " |
Wipe-out — Jo Lynn Cody, freshman in pre-
nursing, and Carolyn Koca, sophomore in office
administration, skim the snow on the Manhattan
country club lawn, during a bumpy "tube" ride.
Richie Bergen
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feelings fall with snow flakes
But put most students outside after a
freshly fallen snow, and their complaints
diminish. It seems almost everyone likes
at least one thing about snow.
Even Hooper has a favorite snow
sport: tubing. "Tubing is better than
sledding because the innertube bounces
and the snow doesn't have to be
packed," he said.
Hooper also likes to pull someone on
an innertube behind his car. This isn't
always a leisure ride. Hooper sets two
goals: (1) to see how much snow he can
get to land on the rider, and (2) to see
how quickly he can dump the rider.
After Manhattan's first big flurry,
students were out writing messages in
the powdery snow. Hooper said this is
not as easy as it looks. It's hard to
make your letters look good and it's
especially difficult to get from one letter
to the next without leaving a trail
between your letters. "It's easy to fall
flat on your face if you're not careful,"
he said. Hooper thinks the tragic part is
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Rob Clark
that despite strenuous trudging through
snow, when the message is completed,
the letters always look out of proportion.
Snowball fights are always popular.
Judy Whetzel, freshman in animal
science, said she loves to have snowball
fights. She shows no favoritism for
friends or foes, "I'll have a snowball
fight with anyone I can beat."
Whetzel doesn't stop at Winning
snowball fights either. After beating her
roommate, she proceeded to bury her
roommate's head in the snow. "She was
quite upset," Whetzel said.
Kristen Bosnak, freshman in
horticulture, likes snow because it
provides the special ingredient for
making snow ice cream. She likes the
special taste and "Snow ice cream
makes a fun treat after playing in the
snow."
Jeff Bowers, freshman in computer
science, was in for a surprise when he
went home for a weekend to find his
mother had been playing in the snow
and making snow angels.
"I think playing in the snow is for kids
from one to 92," Mulligan said.
Mulligan may be right. K-State
students, despite grumbling complaints,
seem to have discovered the
opportunities for fun that snow offers.
And if being "big college students"
hasn't stopped them from enjoying
snow, then why should it when they're
92? W3 by Linda Mines
Glistening beauty— As snow envelops the
campus in February, Nichols Gymnasium
becomes part of a winter wonderland.
Hurriyet Aydogan
You can't have it — The weather doesn't hinder
Doug Walker, freshman in arts and sciences, and
other friends from Moore Hall second floor from
enjoying a rowdy game of football in the snow.
snow 41
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If something is only
done once, then
it should be done right.
Shooting Star's performance in
McCain Auditorium in December
illustrated that statement. The group's
dynamic, high energy rock-n-roll left no
doubt in the audience's mind that not
only does Shooting Star put on a hard-
driving concert, but that a K-State crowd
can reciprocate the same energy,
creating a combustible, unforgettable
atmosphere.
"The crowd was crazy. We really had
fun performing," Van McLain.lead singer
and guitarist, said.
Shooting Star landed in Manhattan
after four months on the road. Denver,
San Francisco, Oklahoma and Texas
were a few of the places they toured,
and, according, to Steve Thomas,
drummer, "we didn't think we were that
well-liked; it was a surprise to sell out
shows in San Francisco and. Denver."
Although Shooting Star's concert in
McCain wasn't sold out before their
performance, the auditorium was packed
by the time they took the stage. A local
band, Plain Jane, warmed up the crowd
with a variety of energetic numbers,
including the popular song, "Jessica."
After Plain Jane's performance,
Shooting Star took the stage, and after a
few numbers it was obvious they had
taken the crowd also. They opened their
act in a traditional, high-excitement
approach with the spirited song, "You've
Got What I Need." The group never
slowed its relentless pace until the
second encore, ending the show with
one of their latest songs. "She's Got
Money."
Shooting Star's climb to success had
been marked by many concert
performances, but the K-State show was
"exceptional," according to McLain. "It
was a great way to finish our tour.
We're ready for a vacation now," he
said.
McLain's summarization of the show
did justice to explaining the scene that
night. The crowd remained on its feet
from the moment Shooting Star took the
stage until the houselights were raised,
signaling the end of the show.
Songs such as "Break-out," "Flesh
and Blood," and "Bring It On" sparked
the crowd's enthusiasm to enormous
heights while the older, classic Shooting
Star tunes, "Tonight" and "Last
Chance" satisfied the group's hard-core
fans.
Encouraging yells, foot-stomping and
applause from the audience
accompanied Charles Waltz, violinist, |
Scott Williams
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and McLain as they performed a class
rock-n-roll jam. First the electric guitar
screamed out. Then Waltz's violin
"talked back." The echoing rhythms
grew and grew until the final explosion
of a powerful drum solo by Thomas.
Gary West showed his musical talents
by moving from guitar to keyboards
while singing lead vocals throughout the
show.
The overall group effort and the
intense response to Shooting Star's
performance contributed to a hard-
driving rock-n-roll concert that won't
soon be forgotten.
"Sure we'll be back," McLain said,
"and we'll definitely perform in this type
of location."
To the people in the crowd, those
promising words should let them believe
that, indeed, rock-n-roll never forgets.
And if McClain can no longer host
musical displays like the one Shooting
Star exhibited, with its exuberant burst
of a good-times another building
somewhere will open its doors to that
special magic. B*p1 by Dana Neal
Showman — Van McLain, lead guitarist and
vocalist, hot dogs with the guitar as the show
comes to an end.
High energy — A concert-starved K-State crowd
shows enthusiasm. McLain, member of Shooting
Star, said the show in McCain was exceptional
because of the receptive audience.
Sticks — Steve Thomas, drummer for
Shooting Star, gave a powerful performance in
a classic rock-n-roll jam
Scott Williams
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Ready smiles — Mike Dougan, sophomore in
business administration, and Nina Knoche,
sophomore in arts and sciences, show off their
Hawaiian attire during a luau party, held in
Marlatt Hall.
Hit or miss? — At the Phi Delta Theta fraternity
casino party, dealer Bret Scoville, sophomore in
sociology, challenges the players at his table
during a game of Black Jack.
TIME/HIES
P unked out, prepped out, decked out,bummed out . . . Whatever the
attire, the various themes of parties at
K-State allowed students to be creative.
Imaginations excelled when party goers
got together to invent costumes and
activities to coincide with each theme.
"Having a theme gets more people
involved in the party, more into the
spirit of it," Darla Keener, senior in
home economics, said. Goodnow Hall,
floors five and six, held a Mardis Gras
party in February. Keener said there was
a large, colorful dragon decorating one
wall of the sixth floor lobby. "Girls wore
mini-skirts and high heels. People were
throwing confetti everywhere."
Students seem to agree that having a
specific theme adds to a party.
Terry Cordova, sophomore in
engineering technology, donned dark
blue pajama bottoms and a blue and
white striped PJ top to his fraternity's
(Pi Kappa Alpha) pajama party. "People
went totally off. Everyone was relaxed,"
he said, "Some couple wore matching
pajamas and girls were carrying around
Teddy Bears." I
44 party themes
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ENHANCE PARTIES
"Parties with crazy themes are more
fun." Cordova said he enjoyed crazy
themes more than semi-formals and
formals. People feel tight when they're
all dressed up, he said.
Themes often have a special dress
code intermingled with a special activity
planned for the party. Suitcase parties
are popular among fraternities. The men
of a house pool their money and plan a
trip to send one winning couple at the
party anywhere from Las Vegas to New
Orleans for the weekend.
Gina Ross, sophomore in arts and
sciences, didn't know who her date to
the Alpha Delta Pi "Cowboy Crush"
party was going to be until she walked
down the stairs to leave. Gina said the
idea of the party was for each ADPi to
make a list of three guys they'd like to
go with, and their roommates would set
them up with one. Which date the
roommates had picked was a kept
secret until the last minute. "Not
knowing who my date was continued to
build up excitement all week," Ross
said. "People wore western clothes —
bandannas, cowboy hats and boots. The
dress kept everyone relaxed and
comfortable."
Relaxed and comfortable . . . essential
conditions to starting off a fun party.
Themes seemed to put people at ease
and get them psyched for a good
time. Ir^ l by Beth Bowen
Happy partiers — Deb Storey, junior in business
administration, and Karen Johnson, junior in
recreation, both members of the Kappa Alpha
Theta sorority, goof off during an "American
Bandstand" theme party.
Predominantly punk — Kappa
Alpha Theta sorority members
and their dates enjoy a mellow
moment during their "American
Bandstand" party. Outfits
included punk to anything
imaginations could put together.
party themes 45

, he Gnion Stateroom, Ahearn
i Fieldhouse, chemistry lecture, the
football stadium, and Aggie on a Friday
night. At first it may seem to the re-
state freshman that everywhere he goes
there is an immense K-State crowd, a
crowd waiting to swallow him up with
its massiveness, so that he is
unrecognizable among everyone else. It's
not uncommon for the freshman to be
overwhelmed by the "strength" that re-
state crowds radiate.
Crowds are a major contributing factor
to the spirit, excitement and friendliness
of the K-State campus. They certainly
don't exist to squelch the individualism
of students. The K-State freshman will
soon realize that the ambition and desire
to "stand out" — prevalent in everyone
— are very attainable at K-State. And it
is the crowd, both students and faculty,
that communicates support and
incentive to each individual.
Whether the engineering student runs
for senator for the College of
Engineering, the journalism major spends
his nights in the Collegian room, or the
art major volunteers her spare time to
the (JPC Arts Committee, each student
has the opportunity to prove and display
their uniqueness.
Yes, crowds are characteristic of K-
State. From the multitude of basketball
enthusiasts, to the sun-hungry mobs who
populate Tuttle Creek at the first sign of
warm weather, to standing-room-only
audiences at Landon Lectures in McCain,
the crowds will always be an impressive
part of K-State. But it is the individual,
contributing original qualities and ideas,
who performs with other individuals to
create such notable crowds. At K-State,
each student is distinguishable. CbH by
Beth Bowen
Close up— Jacque Horlick, freshman in marketing,
enjoys the company of friends in the Union State-
room. A popular meeting place for lunch and social-
izing, the stateroom is often packed with students.
But a closer look reveals the make-up of these
crowds — each individual.
Separating
the individual
from the crowd
photos by Scott Williams
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By unanimous vote
Alpha Kappa Alpha joins Panhellenic
Panhellic Council voted unanimously
in January to accept Alpha Kappa
Alpha, the first primarily black sorority
to be admitted into the council.
Susie Hines, senior in accounting and
Panhellenic president, said letters were
sent to Delta Sigma Theta, another
black sorority and AKA during the fall
semester asking them to join the
council.
Members of AKA decided to join, and
once the Panhellenic Council received
notice of their decision, a vote of
admittance was immediately made,
according to Mona Lucas, junior in
social work and AKA vice-president.
Delta Sigma Theta was unable to
become a member of the Panhellenic
Council due to its financial situation,
Teresa Switzer, senior in biochemistry
and Member of Delta Sigma Theta, said.
"We don't want to be separate and
have nothing against Panhellenic, but
our financial situation is that we have to
look at things realistically." Switzer said.
Panhellenic membership requires that
constitutional bylaws are followed,
according to Barb Robel, greek affairs
adviser. One of the council's
requirements is that those participating
in rush must have a 2.5 grade point
average.
AKA's required grade point average
for those participating in rush was 2.0,
Lucas said.
Barbara Phillips, AKA national
president explained that the sorority has
a rush system which differs from other
sororities.
Since the council requires a higher
GPA for those active in rush, she said
AKA "could raise its standards to
comply with school regulations."
Although AKA is presently an all-black
sorority, Anne Butler, director of
Educational Supportive Services and
AKA adviser, said that is not always the
case.
"There have been several non-minority
members in the chapter," she said. "As
long as the person in question is in sync
with the goals and purposes of our
organization, they will be pledged."
"I don't think there will be any
problems. You don't learn
anything by being in the same
little group of people. We could
learn to work with people
different than us, not just people
in black organizations."
Lucas expressed no apprehension
about AKA being the only black sorority
among a group of white sororities.
"1 don't think there will be any
problems. You don't learn anything by
being in the same little group of people.
We could learn to work with people
different than us, not just people in
black organizations," she said.
Greater communication is one
advantage that the Panhellenic Council
provides for its members, Robel said.
"A house would gain increased
communication and coordination of
greek activities," Hines said.
"AKA (the national chapter) doesn't
encourage houses for undergraduate
chapters," Phillips said. "We're different
from traditional sororities and fraternities
in that we have alumni chapters, some
which also don't have houses. On those
campuses where housing is required, we
provide as much assistance as possible."
Alpha Kappa Alpha is smaller than
the other 11 K-State sororities with only
10 members, Hines said.
"It (AKA) being much smaller than the
other 1 1 sororities, I think we (the
council) could gain more insight into
how they work because they don't have
a house," Hines said.
AKA, which has existed at K-State
since 1976, was strongly encouraged by
its national chapter to become a part of
the Panhellenic Council, according to
Butler.
"A national official visited us in
November of 1980 and recommended
that we affiliate with the council," Butler
said.
Phillips said one reason she wanted
AKA to join the Council was because of
the activities it provided.
"I feel we should have a choice in
their (the council's) activities," she said.
"It covers the sororities in an umbrella-
like fashion and I feel that we should be
a part of that structure."
Lucas said the reason AKA waited
until now to join the Panhellenic Council
was because they did not think it was
worthwhile and that they would get
nothing more out of the council than
going to a meeting twice a month.
"No one had a clear definition of
where we, as a chapter, wanted to go,"
Lucas said. "We needed more
information to find out the advantages,
such as being more visible, attracting
new members and having a voice in
things."
Hines said she was not aware of why
Panhellenic waited until now to have a
black sorority as a member.
"We (the council) saw as a semester
goal trying to get as many sororities
involved in activities as possible." Hines
said. CbH />y Chris Moore
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Home wrecker — Two fraternity members watch
as a bulldozer knocks down the fire-gutted Sigma
Chi fraternity house. The fire did not destroy the
kitchen and eating areas of the house.
Sigma Chi house gutted by fire
A large crowd gathered for a flaming
** spectacle June 2 as a 56-year-old
fraternity house was destroyed. The fire
left members of Sigma Chi fraternity
homeless for the school year.
The house was being renovated over
the summer. The fire was believed to
have started because of a workman
removing paint with a blowtorch. The
internal wood structure may have
smoldered several hours before the fire
broke out and gutted the older part of
the house.
The newer part of the house sustained
moderate smoke and water damage and
was salvaged. The four-year-old addition
included the kitchen and dining areas.
Sigma Chi's returning in the fall
stayed in a local hotel until they found
shelter in a near-by apartment complex
with the help of alumni. The complex
had just been completed and was able to
house all 60 members. The salvaged
part of the house was used as dining
facilities for the fraternity.
The burned structure is expected to
be replaced by Aug. 1, 1982. The
insurance policy on the old house was
about $350,000. Fund raisers and alumni
donations are expected to cover
remaining costs of a new structure.
The old house was built in 1925 and
was occupied by the Delta Tau Delta
fraternity before the Sigma Chi's
purchased it in December 1949.
by Char Heinke
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1, 2, 3 . . . — Preparing to take her group of
rushees to another party, Lori Phillips, junior in
pre-professional elementary, counts the group of
women for which she and another rush counselor
were responsible.
Nightie night— Members of Alpha Delta Pi say
goodbye to a group of women who have just
watched their skit depicting the trials and
tribulations of waking up each morning during
rush week. Rush skits were a part of the week
which helped the rushees form an opinion of each
sorority.
50 sorority rush
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Emotions fill
rush activities
ii J liked it. I didn't think it was
* horrible at all."
— "Everybody seemed so fake."
— "It was confusing but fun."
— "It was a blast! I made a lot of really
neat friends."
The feelings and emotions that linger
are varied, but Rush Week-1981 remains
a common memory many K-State
women won't forget. In August, 461
women left their homes and summer
vacations to journey to K-State to join, if
they found it to their liking, one of ten
sororities.
Decisions whether to join came after
five busy days of open houses, skits,
progressive luncheons and preference
parties. Free time was spent in the dorm
talking, laughing, crying and making new
friends.
"Rush is aptly named because it's a
rushed and hectic week," Barb Robel,
Greek Affairs adviser, said. "It's a
mutual selection system which allows
sororities to add to their membership."
According to Robel, approximately 75
percent of the women going through
rush pledged a house. Of these women,
258 were freshmen and 58 were
upperclassmen.
Diane Doctor, Alpha Xi Delta
membership chairman, loved going
through rush, but thinks the whole
process is a "tough thing."
"I don't think any rushee can imagine
what rush is going to be like. I don't
care if her mom, sister or grandmother
have all been in houses. CIntil you |
Welcome — Chi Omega actives greet their
visitors with a hello song. House tours on the
first day of rush allow rushees to see the entire
house and get information about costs of living in
the sorority system.
Tea time — Beth Freshnock, senior in
accounting, serves refreshments to Kappa Alpha
Theta members Carrie Egan, sophomore in
clothing and textiles, Deanna Orr, sophomore in
finance, and rushee Malaura Daum, freshman in
arts and sciences.
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experience it, there is no way you can
determine what it will be like."
Going through rush is a good idea for
those women who aren't exactly sure
what they want, Doctor said.
"If they find out they do want to be in
a sorority and decide to join one, then
they'll be happy. If they do go through
rush and decide they don't want to join
a house, then they won't be
disappointed later because they know
basically what they're missing," she
said.
Linda Lane, freshman in business
administration, and Delta Delta Delta
pledge, said that rush was a nervous
time for many of the girls.
"I was just looking at it as having
fun," Lane said. "With that attitude it
was much easier."
Cindy Rietcheck, freshman in general
and Kappa Alpha Theta pledge, called
rush "exciting but scary."
"It really depends on the person
whether they like rush," Rietcheck said.
"If I was talking to my sister, I'd tell her
how scary it was, but she'd probably go
through out of curiosity, just like I did."
"I'm happy now, but I'd never go
through it again," she added. "I'd never*
yet Aydogan
Under the sign — New pledges of Kappa Delta
meet actives in the parking lot of Haymaker Hall
the morning after receiving invitations to pledge.
Surprise — Rush counselors reveal their sorority
affiliation during a skit. Affiliations of the
counselors are kept secret during the week to
provide rushees with unbiased help or advice.
Scott Williams
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had one whole week of fear in my life."
Lauren Messersmith, senior in
psychology and prelaw and member of
Kappa Kappa Gamma, said it is much
easier to be a "rusher" (active) during
rush.
"You don't have the feeling that you
are constantly being judged — that
you're on the line," she said.
Despite the pressures, Messersmith
said the "benefits of being in a house
outweigh the uncomfortableness of going
through rush."
Lynn Randall, senior in journalism and
mass communications and member of Pi
Beta Phi sorority, was a rush counselor.
Rush counselors are on the best side of
rush activities, Randall said.
"We are just trying to get to know the
people as friends," she said. "We
weren't trying to make an impression or
worrying about getting the girls to
pledge our houses."
Being an active can be difficult
because girls may become "attached to
rushees who may end up pledging
different houses," Randall said.
"Rush is simply a means to an end,"
Theresa Korst, freshman in business and
prelaw and Alpha Xi Delta pledge, said.
"It has its ups and downs."
Korst added that it was sad that so
many "neat girls" didn't pledge sororities
simply because there wasn't enough
room in the sororities.
The problem is eased by the
colonization of Sigma Sigma Sigma at
K-State in the fall. The sorority did not
take part in formal rush, but plans to do
so next year, Robel said. Approximately
182 women went through Tri-Sig rush
and 115 women pledged.
Robel said the response to the
colonization was "fantastic." Panhellenic
Council will wait a few years to give Tri-
Sigma a chance to get started and build
a house, before deciding if another
sorority is needed.
"At that time we will see where the
interest is and if K-State can
accommodate another sorority," she
said. ^B by Beth Herde
Thank God it's over — The final morning of rush
week finds Lorie Jones, sophomore in arts and
sciences, holding her invitation to join Alpha
Delta Pi and embracing Karen Wright, sophomore
in arts and sciences. Jones was one of the
upperclassmen participating in rush.
Scott Williams
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Homecoming is a winner
54 Homecoming
Students got a breather from the
ragged fall semester in the form of
balloons, contests, Halloween and a
gridiron upset. Organized by Blue Key
student honorary, Homecoming 1981
was packed with traditional events.
Union Day opened Blue Key activities
on Wednesday. Living group
competitions included Yell Like Hell,
Body Building and Balloon Stuffing
contests. Spirit Banners were also
judged.
Woven between the games were
performances by Concert Jazz Ensemble,
Kappa Pickers, Larry Weigall and the
United Black Voices.
Blue Key created a new facet by
designating Friday as K-State Day. The
morning was again filled with musical
entertainment in the Union Courtyard.
Early afternoon competitions, such as
egg tossing and phonebooth stuffing, had
administrators face-off against students,
football players against cheerleaders and
college council leaders against college
deans.
Open contests were held throughout
the day until Yell Like Hell finals.
"It was great," Fritz Edmunds,
sophomore in business administration,
said. "The whole idea was to get a
fraternity and a sorority working
together to promote spirit and crowd
enthusiasm. We (Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity and Kappa Kappa Gamma
sorority) did formations, chants and
spelled out words using our bodies to
form each letter."
Kappa Alpha Theta sorority and
Kappa Sigma fraternity took first place
in the competition. They were judged on
group participation, generation of spirit,
crowd response, originality and
creativity.
Capping the day was the traditional
bonfire featuring the K-State Marching
Band and the cheerleaders in Memorial
Stadium. Living group competition
winners were announced. Kappa Kappa
Gamma and Alpha Tau Omega captured
the moving float division points to put
them in first place for total points for
the week.
The Saturday morning parade from
downtown Manhattan to Aggieville was
led by the K-State Marching Band and
Manhattan High and Marysville High
School bands.
A slightly overcast day didn't dampen
events for Pam Jorns, senior in early
childhood education, and Mike Yowell,
junior in pre-dentistry. The two were
named K-State Ambassadors in pre-game
activity. Ambassadors represent the
Willie's ready — Members of Sigma Nu fraternity
place the Wildcat mascot on their Homecoming
float while members of Alpha Delta Pi sorority
make last-minute preparations before the parade.
The Sigma Nu's and ADPi's tied with Alpha Xi
Delta sorority and Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity
for first place in the Greek non-moving float
competition.
Scott Williams
University across the state for the year.
It had been 1 1 years since the football
team had won on Homecoming day, but
alumni and students were treated to the
biggest win in Coach Jim Dickey's four
years at K-State. The Wildcats were
victorious over 11th ranked Iowa State,
10-7.
Many K-Stater's celebrated with Pure
Prairie League in one of two
performances by the group in McCain
Auditorium that night. Others headed for
Aggieville or private parties, but they all
carried part of Homecoming with them
when they resumed the regular fall
routines. IrtPl by Janie Allen and Beth
Bowen
Just hot air — Gene Russell, sophomore in
electrical engineering, blows a bubble in the gum
blowing contest during Union Day activities. Brad
Bromich, sophomore in accounting, was Master of
Ceremonies during Onion Day and K-State Day.
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Allen Eyestone
Get Rowdy — Students gather in the Gnion on K-
State Day to watch the Yell Like Hell finals.
Performing a stunt are Kappa Alpha Theta
sorority members and Kappa Sigma fraternity,
which won first place in the competition.
Toot, toot — The alumni band participates in the
Homecoming festivities by playing at the K-State
— Iowa State game.
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PPL ignites volatile
""The spirit that engulfed the football
'stadium after the Wildcats'
Honaecoming victory spilled into McCain
Auditorium for the Pure Prairie League
concert. The group performed two shows
on Halloween night.
Glowing pumpkins helped set the
Halloween mood and the group took the
stage with all three vocalists wearing
greasepaint in KISS fashion.
A small but concert-hungry crowd
enjoyed the opening act performed by Ed
McPheeters, senior in psychology, and Joe
Stegeman, junior in engineering technology.
The duo captured the audience from the
opening moments and received a standing
ovation.
Pure Prairie League kicked off its show
with "Two Lane Highway." Lead vocalist
Vince Gill occasionally changed the lyrics
to excite the crowd — still elated from the
victory over eleventh ranked Iowa State.
"Since K-State kicked the sh- out of
Iowa State, this time I'm really gone," Gill
sang.
The group then switched to new
material. The title track off its latest
album, "Something in the Night," ended
with a flying guitar spotlight on Jeff
Wilson.
The crowd was enthusiastic but stuck to
its seats for the majority of the concert. A
few loyal fans in the front row would stand
to greet the fiddle and guitar solos by Gill.
The guitar solos, such as the one
featured in "Don't Keep Me Hanging," were
anthems pledging Pure Prairie League's
dedication to rock'n'roll. The rock roots
have always existed, according to bass-
player Mike Reilly, and several personnel
changes have helped bring this to light.
The familiar album cuts were translated
Local vocals— The duo of Ed McPheeters. senior in Staged — Pure Prairie League ends its 1981 concert
psychology, and Joe Stegeman, junior in engineering season with an encore performance. The
technology, open the Halloween show for Pure Prairie Homecoming audience gave them a standing ovation
League. . for their efforts.
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audience
into rocking concert features ending in the
usual jumping crescendos, which the
crowd loved.
The concert was a special event for both
the musicians and their fans. This was the
first Homecoming concert for K-Staters
since Billy Joel appeared in 1978, and last
engagement for Pure Prairie League in
1981.
Dedications filled the evening. "Let Me
Love You Tonight" was dedicated to the
Marshall Tucker Band.
The audience was motivated from its
seats with the energetic "I'll Be Damned."
The clapping and singing initiated in this
song was continued in the eagerly awaited
"Amie." The road crew joined the act, each
costumed in a pair of Groucho Marx
glasses and a nose. The road crew also
received a gospel song dedicated that
displayed the tight harmony among the
vocalists.
"It's like a family," Reilly said. "We live
on the road 250 days a year, and we have
to get along. We see them more than we
do our old ladies."
The circle of musical variety was closed
in the encore with the energetic bluegrass
offering "Picking to Beat The Devil."
"We tour and perform mostly at
colleges." Reilly said. "They're better
audience, they're hipper to our
music." ir^l by Kelly Blair.
Halloween mask — Lead guitarist, Vince Gill, sings
'Two Lane Highway" as the first song of the evening
concert. The audience reacted with enthusiasm as
the Homecoming victory over Iowa State lingered in
the air.
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Punking out — Susan Clark, graduate in political
science, and Debbie Olson, junior in sociology,
model eyewear made fashionable by new wave
music groups.
58 welcome back concert
Students ready to return to classes in
the fall got the chance to relax to
the music of Plain Jane and The Clocks
while repressing the thought that the
end of school was only 32 weeks away.
A free "Welcome Back" concert was
held Sunday, Aug. 30, by the Union
Program Council and local radio station
KMKF.
"I thought the concert was a great
idea," said Connie Cooper, junior in
sociology. "I got to see some friends I
hadn't seen all summer and it was a
good afternoon to relax and listen to
good music."
The crowd, estimated at 1,100 by
UPC, spent the afternoon tanning on
blankets or getting reacquainted with old
friends.
"I was really happy with the way
things went," Barbara Burke, program
adviser for UPC said. "We had a much
bigger turnout than last year and from
all the positive feedback, I'd say
everybody really enjoyed the show."
According to Burke, actual
preparations for the concert began six
weeks earlier at the end of July after
she approached KMKF about joining
UPC to do the show.
"I knew that KMKF had helped
sponsor a concert last year and they
were enthusiastic about the idea of doing
it again," she said.
Last year's concert was on a Friday in
October, and fewer than 500 students
attended. Burke attributed this year's
success to planning it for a day when
most students would be in town.
"We wanted to have it on a Sunday
rather than a Friday night so we
wouldn't have to compete with all the
Aggieville bars," Burke said.
Publicity for the concert stressed that
University and state rules do not allow
liquor in public places on state property.
Since the concert was on Sunday
when no liquor can be sold in Kansas,
there were very few problems enforcing
the ordinance, Burke said.
Martha Chapin, promotion director for
KMKF, said communication was the big
plus that made the concert so
successful. She also felt that the
students were especially well-mannered.
"I think campus officials were
probably a little nervous about the idea
of an outdoor concert with so large a
crowd," Chapin said. "But after they
saw how smoothly things went, they
were super-impressed." Provisions for
the concert included extra security, a
flatbed truck to transport the band, and
advertising to make the students aware
that it was a free concert.
Both Plain Jane and The Clocks were
popular with the K-State crowd and have
made frequent appearances at Brothers
Tavern in Aggieville.
"I especially liked the concert because
not only was it free, but they managed
to get two really good bands," said Pete
Lewis, senior in political science. "I
didn't think the sound was as good
photos by Rob Clark
Center stage — Jerry Riley, lead singer for the
Clocks belts out a number.
outside as in Brothers though."
Dan McKee, senior in marketing,
agreed but felt the concert should have
been publicized more. "I heard about the
concert from a friend of mine, but I'm
glad 1 went. When you go to Brothers to
hear one of these bands, it's usually so
packed you can't move around, but in
this case, you got to hear both of them
and you didn't have to pay a cover."
"I think it all went over fantasticly
well and I've been hearing a lot of good
things about it," said Steve Jack, KMKF
announcer. In addition to getting the
bands, Jack was also in charge of the
radio crew that broadcasted portions of
the concert from Weber lawn.
"We always enjoy playing to a
Manhattan crowd and everyone seemed
really enthusiastic," said Jim Bond, lead
vocalist and bass guitarist for Plain
Jane. During the concert Plain Jane
spurred audience participation by
insisting "they can't hear you down at
KU" and prompting students to yell a
certain obcenity at the band that had
become a ritual when the band plays in
Aggieville.
Burke said UPC hopes to have a
similiar concert every year since this one
was successful. "It's a good way to start
off a semester, and I think the students
enjoyed the afternoon." IrfI by
Sharon Riley
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Grand opening — The subjects are the same, but
some class locations changed with the opening of
Bluemont Hall, the new general classroom and
office building. Jean Palma, freshman in business,
and Jill Hummels, sophomore in business
administration, listen to a lecture by Patrick
Gormely, associate professor of economics.
Tassel time — After four or more years of
adjusting to class schedules, finals and college
nightlife, students are faced with the ultimate
collegiate tradition of donning the cap and gown.
Inside view is different
^letting lost in the crowd is a common
freshman fear. They associate K-State with
numbers and stereotypes instead of faces and
names. But quantity does not reflect quality, and
stereotypes only hold when a subject is looked at
from a distance. |
A
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Loo/c for f/je arches — The modular or cube
styled architecture of new campus buildings is
contrasted by older structures such as Calvin
Hall, with its limestone arches and traditional
collegiate looks.
Halloween or bust — Pranksters give the bust of
William Harris a new look for the holiday. Harris
A/as a legislator, U.S. Senator and K-State
benefactor.
y
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Book break — Robin McDowell, freshman in
English, and Dale Mader, senior in marketing,
take time out between classes to enjoy the warm
weather on a campus lawn.
Inside view
After becoming part of K-State,
the view becomes personal. What
used to be just a bunch of
rednecks becomes the people
next door. And a preppy turns
out to be your partner in a
psychology project. I
Turning Chicken?— Steve Stoskopf, senior in
business administration, and his chicken get
ready for the first flight of the Third Annual
Chicken Flying Contest. Held at Enoch's Tavern,
all the proceeds go to the Muscular Dystrophy
Association.
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Caf juggler — John Hubbard, senior in
engineering technology, said he finds juggling a
good way to wake up.
Colors for credit — Phil Blanton, sophomore in
pre-design professions, Kathy Marsh, junior in pre-
design professions, and Mary Poole, junior in art,
try to capture a farmhouse and barn on paper for
a water-color class.
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Allen Eyestone
Tree-top two step — Mel Stanford, senior in
natural resource management, practices tree
climbing for trimming branches with a chainsaw.
Close to the action — Official Jeff Sheets, senior
in natural resource management, looks to see if
Randy Lobaugh, sophomore in management, gets
a legal pin during an intramural wrestling
tournament. Lobaugh won the match but later
lost to Mike Daniels, junior in journalism and
mass communications. Daniels won the 167-
pound weight class crown.
Allen Eyestone
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Strummin'— Peter Stephans, junior in music,
enjoys the outdoors as he practices his lute. The
lute was used by strolling minstrels in the middle
ages.
Sudden storm — Dawn McMullen, sophomore in
elementary education, surprises Melanie Ballard,
freshman in general at Manhattan Christian
College, with sudden shower from her residence
hall window.
Muscle tone — Eric Harth, senior in construction
science, is called forward by the judge to
demonstrate a pose. Harth placed third in the
open division of the 1981 Kansas Bodybuilding
Championship in Wichita.
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Hand in hand— Susan Gunsauley, sophomore in
animal science and industry, and Mike Brotz,
freshman in management, are silhouetted against
the swimming area at Tuttle Creek.
Basketball buddies — Bart Redford, junior in
construction science; Dave Whiteside, sophomore
in business administration; Tim King, junior in
business administration; and Max Guenther,
senior in architecture, all from the Lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity, take a break from a game of
winter basketball.
Scott Williams
Inside view
A s the college years draw to a close,
**• seniors realize that they have made
a lot of good friends from the large
number of people at K-State and are
reluctant to leave. Some friendships
may even last a lifetime. The inside
view really is different. EH
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Landon Lectures
Who to ask?
Suggestions sought
\ \ 7 hen the audience sits down in McCain
Auditorium to listen to John Block or another
notable Landon speaker they are hearing the end
result of hours of organization done by the Landon
Lecture Series committee.
When deciding who to ask to be a Landon
speaker, William L. Richter, professor of political
science, and chairman of the Landon Lectures, said
the committee will "take suggestions from just
about anyone who offers it. 1 check with
representatives of groups on campus to see who
they are interested in hearing."
Richter said there are four main people he goes
to for opinions on who to ask to be a Landon
lecturer: the student body president, the president
of Faculty Senate, the chairman of Landon patrons
and Phillip Kirmser, professor of electrical
engineering, and chairman of All-University
Convocations. Richter said that former Governor Alf
Landon, the series namesake, is also consulted
frequently.
After picking a possible lecturer, Richter then
checks that person's credentials.
"Once we decide on a person, I check this person
out with two people who actually know the speaker-
to-be," Richter said.
If the process follows through, then the proposed
speaker is given a formal invitation, usually in the
form of a letter, by President Duane Acker.
If the invitation is accepted, the arrangements are
made and a date is worked out with McCain
Auditorium for the convocation, ma
.he rate of wage
to decline before the
.... „rker can hope to benefit
from a lower inflation rate and increased
national productivity, according to
Federal Reserve Board chairman Paul
Volcker.
Volcker delivered the University's 54th
Landon Lecture. He spoke on methods
of dealing with inflation.
"Wages and salaries account for
approximately two-thirds of the national
income," he said. "They are the
dominant share of business costs. So
long as the momentum of high wage
settlements continues, there is a clear
danger that real activity, as well as
prices, will be squeezed and financial
restraint is brought to bear.
- . unemployment and
slow growth. On a local or industry
level, lay offs. plant closings and even
bankruptcies would be the symptoms."
"If inflation is to be unwound and our
industry is to restore full
competitiveness and provide high levels
of employment, private behavior in wage
bargaining and containing costs generally
will need to reflect the new realities of
the marketplace.
"With restrained monetary and fiscal
policies, that will happen," he said.
Volcker defended the Fed's monetarist
policies as the only way to attack
inflation sucessfully.
He said present inflation woes began
in the '60s when the government began
increasing expenditures without raising
taxes;^ar4je^i
increasing demands for private credit
further complicated the problem.
Volcker said he is encouraged by the
Reagan administration's budget-cutting
attempts
"Moreyer, further large budget cuts
will be required in future years to make
room for the tax reduction that we need,
and those additional cuts in federal
programs to which we have all become
accustomed may be even more difficult
to achieve than those currently under
consideration.
"The effort is dictated by only one
overriding fact: I see no other way to
reduce the inexorable pressure that the
federal budget places on our financial
and economic system."imz>y Damien
Semanitzky
Landon Lectures
Sept. 30, 1981 — The United States should be wary
towards the Russians because of the current weakened
economic condition of the Soviet Onion, according to Harolc
/ilson, former British prime minister who spoke at the 15th
nniversary of the Landon Lectures. w/^ E55
ilson, who served as British prime minister from 1964-70
_nd 1974-76, spoke on "The Western World: Economic Crisi
An inability to produce enough grain to feed its people an«
ivestock, coupled with low coal production, are two major
-orfi causing Soviet economic woes, according to Wilson,
le Russians are diverting attention away from their
conomic problems by using force and threats, he said.
"When the (Russian) bear is sick, watch out for his claws,
Wilson said.
ilson also discussed world economics, noting the
ndence of world economies on oil. The United States
it be increasingly self-sufficient due to a "steady and
rowing supply from the Yukon," he said.
An economic change has occurred in Britain and the U.S.
vithout being noticed, he said. Major companies are becoming
socialized" because workers supply the money for investme
i stock and other investments through their pension funds,
n the United States more than 60 percent of the stock of
-jjor companies is owned by pension funds, he said.
Public ownership has been blundered into without anyone
salizing it, Wilson said.
it's a course the United States is taking "perhaps not by
irate action but by instinct."^ by Leslie Frost
Oct. 30, 1981 — The expansion of foreign exports will play
major role in the future of American agriculture, according
tcretary of Agriculture John Block. Block spoke in the
Landon Lecture. fiiS§a BaSlI
"Without a strong and prosperous agriculture, this country
ill have little hope of recovery. Agriculture is going to make
»e difference," he said.
Agriculture accounts for 20 percent of the gross national
roduct and 20 million people depend either directly or
idirectly on agriculture for their livelihood, he said.
"Agriculture has shown a nearly $30 billion surplus in world
ade while non-agriculture (trade) has suffered over a $50
illion deficit," Block said. "We can compete in agriculture,
people of the land are depending on us."
vever, agriculture is not without its problems, he said,
arm prices, the effects of the Soviet grain embargo,
s-digit interest and inflation rates, estate taxes and pages
islation that have a direct impact on agriculture are
of the problems it must contend with, Block said.
: government can clear the way for the nation's farr
increasing exports, he said. Increasing demand and
'ucing the worldwide supply of U.S. products is importan.
he future of American agriculture.
Don't underestimate for a minute what you can do —
tat the combined will of the American people can achie
-d. ^by Kathleen Pakkebier
photos by Rob Clark
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Staff photo
10, 1981 — Modern history
„,^ ,~.e been "cleaned up" to reflect
hat Americans want to hear, according
ces FitzGerald, Pulitze- ' '
uthor for her 1972 1
Gerald's most recent book,
....•;.-. , -::;:;: . ,
idem
of.
Wi: ::<^*M
"Mostly why college professors bring
ie to colleges is to show the students
+ they, as history teachers, are not
__y or subversive for teaching United
tates history in a way that's different
lan the one that's explained in most
ktnrv tpxts " Fit7dpr;ilri said.
with St
guidelines and many have political
implications.
The onesidedness of the texts in the
1950s illustrates United States as
agricultural plenty and technological
magnificance. It says nothing about
Indians and there is very little about
European history in either old or ne\
texts. Lavish adjectives are used to
describe the Civil War, according to
FitzGerald.
"The plight of the Negroes under the
rule of the carpetbaggers and
scallywags and then, apart from a
paragraph on Booker T. Washington,''
are all that is said about Negroes in n
history according to FitzGerald. [gel
country like a business. What business?
ffaHML
t cuts by the Reagan
Staff photo
rge corporations
ixpense of the small business.
Winpisinger is a left-wing laf"
•esman and president of
mal Association.^&.„
ospace Workers (1AMAW).
According to Winpisinger, the Reagan
"I don't believe that very many
£ Americans . . . would rather live in a
country run by private corporations than by
elected public officials," Winpisinger said.
He criticized Reagan s budget cuts
saying that national security involves
more than the Pentagon's budget. It
involves a vigorous economy, high
employment, a sound dollar, a thrivinn
industrial base and strong elements of
} trade, : ,v-'-v.
'
idministration's proposed cuts threaten Winpisinger said economic recovery
"Reagan said he was going to get the IAMAW to make government better
overnment off the backs of the people. serve individual citizens. However, h
>ut let me tell you that's just a code also said that he has no illusions about
'ord for putting the corporations on." how difficult it will be to achieve the
Sept. 21. 1981 »,,..,.
publisher of the National Review,
advocated Reagan's policies concerning
the minimum wage, MX missiles, social
programs cuts and illegal aliens.
Rusher answered questions in a press
conference preceding the convocation.
Rusher said Reagan's policies will in
turn encourage productivity in the
private sector.
"In the past we kept raising the
minimum wage to exclude young people
and minorities from the job market. We
kept getting booted into higher tax
brackets. Reagan is changing this."
The Democratic leadership in
Congress failed to defeat Reagan's
lalBlft mVm
missile program Rusher said. "The MX
missile is a necessity. Land based
strategic missiles, as a result of Soviet
improvements, are vulnerable to first
strike regardless of the money spent."
The problem of illegal aliens has beer
a touchy subject Rusher said.
"Politicians are afraid of the situation
and won't handle it. But Reagan has
come forth with a plan making it hard<
(for them) to come in."
During the convocation Rusher spok
on the topic, "What's Right about
America?" discussing the difference-
between the free enterprise system and
communication through the
failfcHESSItyMwTMiilmkT'M >M.-.
Allen Eyestone
Kansas politician — Dave Owen, Republican
gubernatorial candidate, spoke to the Alpha
Kappa Lambda fraternity in October. Owen was
one of many speakers sponsored by different
groups.
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Ralph Nader
Oct. 19, 1981 — Society has stereotyped studen..
persons who "are not expected to be concerned with proble
outside of campus — sticking to the books until time to go
out into the cold, cold world after graduation."
So said Ralph Nader, consumer advocate, in his address,
"The Citizens' Movement in America — The Quest for a
Democratic Culture," to a standing-room-only crowd in McC
Auditorium.
Society has a way of keeping young peope in their place,
Nader said. In the United States, it is a prolonged adolescen
until the mid-20s to keep youth from challenging the way
things are done.
Students should realize they can contribute to society mo
now than in later years, he said. Once students enter the
employment arena it is not as easy to induce change.
Corporate values are spreading through society. Universit:
are full of professors doing research for businesses and
corporations and there is also a tremendous amount of
corporate money going into political campaigns from specia
interest groups.
These actions, along with increases in communication an<
advertising, are "basically exploiting young minds so they a
more receptive when they have money in their pockets,"
Nader said.
However, consumers could use check-offs to balance the
influences of corporate and political policies, Nader said.
Everybody can do something in his own area, Nader said.
But he also pointed out that they must be able to respond 1
defeat because they will experience rejection. 1*^1 by Gail
Garety
Scott Williams
mmmmm^mmmmimm
Penny Lennoux
March 8, 1981 — Although the
teagan administration doesn't recognize
t, there is an alternative to sending
United States troops to EI Salvador,
according to Penny Lernoux, reporter,
who lived in Latin America for 20 years.
Lernoux delivered an All-University
Convocation speaking on her book, "Cry
of the People: The Struggle for Human
Rights in Latin America."
The alternative is to nego
olitical settlement including all of those
involved in the civil war in El Salvador.
Lernoux said she sees two advantages if
such an alternative were used.
First, the killings would halt, and
secondly, it might help insure that the
governmenl that emerges in El Salvador
is not hard Marxist, according to
Lernoux.
Lernoux claimed nothing is ever the
black and white it appears to be. By
ignoring the complexities and profound
painted itself into a corn
results."
Lernoux said coverage of the El
Salvador issue is being oversimplified.
"Editors cite lack of space or air as a
reason for not explaining these
complexities, but I think there is another
reason, and that's that we
communicators don't listen."
"We have a responsibility to listen *•
what the Latin Americans are sayinc
and 1 mean all Latin Americans,
Landon not the only lectures
HThe Landon lecture series always has a lineup of
prestigious speakers for the campus. However,
many groups on campus also sponsored speakers
on subjects ranging from religion to nuclear arms to
body language.
The Union Programming Council, The Lou
Douglas lecture series, Black Student Union,
Campus Crusade for Christ and Icthus were just a
few of the many groups who brought speakers to K-
State. Living groups, such as Alpha Kappa Lambda
sponsoring Dave Owens, Kansas gubernatorial
candidate, also sponsored speakers, r^n
convocations 69
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Nooners
March 4 - Tim Verschelden, senior in chemistry
education, performed contemporary Folk and
Christian music.
March 31 - Joe Schuch played Folk and Rock
music along with original tunes.
April 7 - Mary Wehde, junior in english
education, played Folk music.
April 21 - Mary Bohnenblust, senior in business
education, and Juliet Boege, Manhattan, performed
contemporary Christian music to piano and guitar.
April 28 - The group "Gold Rush," consisting of
Kurt Knusen, senior in veterinary medicine, Eric
Simonson, and Poli and Stess Weidner, played
Bluegrass music.
Nooners were performances by ^udents coordinated by the Union Program
Council's Coffeehouse Committee. In their seventh year, Nooners were open
to any student who wanted to entertain and had a talent to share, according to
Sylvia Scott, Coffeehouse program adviser. "The purpose is to let people play.
It's a free program to help them (performers) get experience."
To perform, students filled out an application and were chosen by the
committee.
The Union Catskeller, with wooden tables and beemed ceilings, created an
intimate atmosphere for Nooners, which usually attracted 70-80 people. Most acts
were acoustic musical acts and corresponded well with the Catskeller's mellow
atmosphere. IrpI by Leslie Frost
There were only 100 seats available in the Purple Masque Theatre, but the
intimacy of the theater called for a different acting technique by the actors,
according to Mary Nichols, publicity manager. "It's almost harder to act. The
people are closer. Shows put on in the Purple Masque Theatre might become lost
if put on in McCain," she said.
With its workshop atmosphere, Purple Masque was like a "training ground."
"Very few people can go right out on a stage like McCain. Here, they can act on
a smaller scale first," Nichols said. "It's a good control of stage fright."
The K-State Players were the producing organization for Purple Masque
productions but the plays were not limited to those who paid dues to the
organization. Anyone taking at least one credit hour could participate in play
productions.
A combination of acting and directing classes produced the shows. Faculty
members selected the productions which were most beneficial to the students,
and to the size of the Purple Masque Theatre. "They pick shows that will lend
themselves to small groups," Nichols said.
Besides the usual Purple Masque productions, there were other activities in the
theater.
The "Lunchbag Theater" performances took place during the day. They were
intended to be informal plays so that a lunch time audience could view the
shows. Performances were free, and the Lunchbag performers received a good
audience without much advertising, according to Nichols.
A summer group performed "On Golden Pond" in July. Although it was
difficult to cast a play when most students were gone, by opening tryouts to
community members, there were enough actors to do the production, according
to Nichols. The play was sold out every night. The K-State Players hope to put
on more summer productions, Nichols said.
An improvisational group, a comedy of impromptu skits, also contributed to
Theatre productions.
With only 100 seats, the theatre was small. But it offered K-State many plays
and performances, put on in an intimate atmosphere, making the Purple Masque
Theatre unique. [rPI by Beth Bowen
Sept. 15 - Ed McPheeters, senior in psychology,
performed "Livingroom and Dulcimer Tunes," He
provided an enjoyable nooner of corny jokes.
Sept. 22 - An outdoor Nooner, "Country and
Old-time Fiddle and Harmonica Music" was
performed by Jim Hurlburt, freshman in animal
science and industry.
Sept. 29 - Jason Lopez, junior in journalism and
mass communications; Tim Verschelden, senior in
secondary education; and Cedric Saunders, senior
in engineering technology, played "Earth Music,"
music about nature's attributes and often, man's
ignorance toward them.
Oct. 6 - David Boyd, graduate student in
mechanical engineering, performed Folk and Pop
music.
Oct. 13 - "Original and Popular Mellow Music"
brought Greg Gomaz, sophomore in business, to
the Catskeller to sing and accompany himself on
the guitar. His original songs were the best musical
offerings of the Nooner.
Oct. 20 - A chorus of students, faculty and staff
members chose songs that expressed their ideas,
particulary feminist ideas, in "Women of the
Heartland: Singing Our Lives."
Oct. 27 • John Works, senior in journalism and
mass communications, and Pat Novak, senior in
agricultural mechanization, provided "The Good
Ole Boys Easy Listening." Their earnest attempt at
humor and encouragement of the audience,
successfully carried off the hour.
Nov. 3 - In "Combo Nova," Mike Sweigart,
Manhattan; John Bode, sophomore in arts and
sciences; and Matt Dollar, freshman in journalism
and mass communications, incorporated several
elements of rockn-roll's evolution into a unique
Nooner.
Nov. 10 - Susan Brink, graduate, and Kevin
Chase, sophomore in animal science and industry,
performed original and popular music.
Jan. 19 • Jeff Tyler, graduate in entymology,
played a combination of bluegrass and country
music.
Feb. 2 - In "The Magic of Mark," Mark Austin,
junior in journalism and mass communications,
livened the atmosphere of the Catskeller with a
comedy magic show.
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Feb. 9 — Mark and Monte Selby performed
"Folk and Country Rock, Original Tunes," an hour
of acoustical music. Mark is a professional
musician, while Monte was a sophomore in music
and math education.
Feb. 16 — A 12 person Nooner, "Brian Tucker
and Friends" put on a musical collage. Tucker,
senior in psychology, had friends join him in
playing and singing in small groups of two or
more.
Feb. 23 — A small sample of "Gianni Schicci,"
an opera performed in McCain Auditorium in
March, was presented by the K-State Players in the
Union Courtyard.
Purple Masque
April 2-4 — "Amen Corner" was a production
of K-State's ethnic troupe, the Ebony Theater
Company. Including gospel singing throughout, the
play was about a woman's search for herself.
April 30-May 2 — Part of the Playwright's
Workshop program, "Only Good Business" was
written by 70-year-old Chloris Killian, graduate in
speech. The play was created in the comedy
tradition of "Arsenic and Old Lace."
Oct. 22-24 — "The Dust-Storm Wedding," was
sponsored by the Playwright's Workshop course
which was designed to bring original works to the
stage. Writer Chloris Killian and the KState players
attempted to accurately portray life in tiny western
Kansas communities.
Dec. 3-5 — England's symbolic play about an
angry young man, "Look Back in Anger," was
directed by David Tompkins, graduate in speech.
The intimacy of the Purple Masque Theatre
enhanced the production, revealing every twitch of
anger to even the back row.
Feb. 18-20 — "Getting Out" was about the
struggles of a young woman recently released from
prison. The audience watched her juggle her past
and present, and witnessed her search for the
future.
photos by Allen Eyestone
A little bluegrass — Jeff Tyler, graduate in
entymology, offers a lively Nooner, with his quick
fingering on bluegrass picking songs and low,
easy voice.
Stick 'em up — Randy Glegg, senior in theater,
portrays "Arrow" in the play "Cop-Out"
performed by the Lunchbag Theatre in February.
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Scene I
Symphonic Wind Ensemble Concert, March 12
McCain Auditorium was filled with the music con-
ducted by Alfred W. Cochran.
Emanual Ax, March 31
Ax, internationally famous American piano recita-
list, performed pieces from Schoenberg and Cho-
pin. The performance termed by critics as "unfail-
ing elegance," "Poetic instincts" and "sparkling
technique" was one of the events offered by the
McCain Auditorium Series.
My Fair Lady, April 9, 10 and 11
The K-State Players' production was the first
McCain production for Charlotte MacFarland, di-
rector. The performance was the last of the four
major performances by the Players in spring.
K-State Concert Band, April 22
The band performed under the direction of Alfred
W. Cochran.
The Kansas City Philharmonic with PDQ Bach,
April 24
The Series production featured the antics of Pro-
fessor Peter Schickele and starred Kansas City
Philharmonic under the direction of Marc Gottlieb,
conductor. The performance received six curtain
calls as well as a standing ovation.
A Celebration of Music and Dance, April 30, May 1,
and 3
The celebration was presented by the Department
of Health, Physical Education and Recreation.
Dimitri, May 2
The Swiss clown was brought to McCain as a
Series production.
Symphonic Wind Ensemble, May 4
The performance was the last for the Ensemble of
the 1980-1981 season.
The K-State Singers, May 7, 8 and 9
The group made up of non-music majors under
the direction of Gerald Polich took a contempo-
rary look at music. The performance was the last
event in McCain for the 1980-1981 season.
Picnic, Sept. 24
McCain opened its doors in the fall with this
performance presented by the Missouri
Repertory Theatre.
Talley's Folly, Sept. 25
Also by MRT, the play, as does Picnic, depicts life
in the Midwest. MRT members also conducted
workshops open to the public in the Purple
Masque comparing the two.
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Begins second decade
McCain stages Act 2
McCain Auditorium is now in its second act. Beginning its
second decade, the promotional theme for the year was
appropriately called Act 2. >
Doreen Bauman, auditorium director, provides services for
the departments of music and speech. A multi-use facility,
McCain houses Landon Lectures, alKJniversity convocations
and performances by the K-State Symphony, Marching Band,
Symphonic Wind Ensemble, jazz bands, the K-State Singers
and other university and community choral groups.
The K-State Players, under the guidance of the Speech and
Music Departments, present four major performances each y
year.
: /A
The theme changes each year, the only thing remaining
constant being the IVlcCatn Auditorium Series.
"The highlights of the year for the Series were the
performances of George Shearing Duo — an electrifying
performance — the sold-out performance of acclaimed violinist
Itzhak Perlman and the Nikolais Dance Theatre," Bauman said.
McCain currently has acts scheduled far in advance because
there are no funds available to pick up unscheduled acts. "By
educating enough people to want to buy tickets through
outreach, it may be possible to build a profit to make a
programming reserve fund possible," Bauman said.
Last year was the first time season tickets were made |
Up in arms — The Knight of the Mirrors portrayed by David Atchison
challenges the reality of Quixote's world in the K-State Players' presentatiOR
of "Man of La Mancha,"
Illusions — David Seebach opens his Wonders of Magic show in McCain
Auditorium by causing scarves to be transformed into his assistant, June.
The beginning act left the audience in awe.
photo- by *lfcn I .-.-• ." "•
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Scene II
Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf, Oct. 8, 9 and 10
Edward Albee's play was presented by the K-
State Players and the Department of Speech.
The play was preceded by Avant La Piece
banquet on Oct. 9 and 10 in the Bluemont
Room of the K-State Gnion.
George Shearing, Oct. 12
Shearing, internationally acclaimed interpreter
of jazz classists, performed in duo concert with
Brian Toriff, bassist.
Nebraska and K-State Glee Clubs, Oct. 16
"The Great Glee Club Battle" took place
preceding the Nebraska football game that
weekend.
Wichita Symphony, Oct. 18
The symphony conducted by Michael Palmer
with the K-State Bach Choir, K-State Chamber
Singers and K-State Concert Choir performed
works of Igor Stravinsky, Joseph Haydn and
William Walton. Palmer was cited by the
Saturday Review magazine as one of the finest
outstanding young American conductors. The
major musical production combined the efforts
of community residents, students and the
Wichita symphony orchestra.
Itzhak Perlman, Oct. 23
Perlman, acclaimed violinist and winner of
three Grammy awards, performed before a sell-
out crowd as part of McCain Series.
University Sing, Oct. 25
More than 750 students from 10 different
groups competed, each with at least two
different songs to perform. The program was
coordinated by Sigma Chi fraternity with the
proceeds donated to the Sunset Zoo.
Smurthwaite Cooperative House and Haymaker
Hall won first with renditions of "Set Down
Servant" and "Johnny, I Hardly Knew Ye." The
K-State Singers also performed at finals.
Chinese Youth, Oct. 26
The international group performed in a one-
night show during a goodwill tour.
K-State Symphony, Oct. 29
McCain houses a variety of events. The
Symphony was just one of the musical groups
to perform at the auditorium.
Concert Jazz Ensemble, Oct. 30
The free concert was one of the first rate jazz
bands to perform at McCain.
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Scene III
Nikolais Dance Theatre, Nov. 3 and 4
"With his wildly beautiful stage effects and com-
pelling multi-media switch-ons, he is, in my opin-
ion, the greatest pure showman in American the-
atre," a critic said of Alwin Nikolais, artistic direc-
tor of the theatre group. A lecture demonstration
was held in McCain for Theatre Appreciation class
with no admission fee.
Marching Band, Nov. 5
The Marching Band in concert publicized by spon-
soring a contest to win a free trip on the Love
Boat.
Jazz Ensemble, Nov. 6
The Ensemble entertained the public at no charge
throughout the year.
Groucho, Nov. 7
Lewis J. Stadlen as Groucho Marx performed the
special Parent's Day event. The show also fea-
tured Nancy Evers in the role of Emily Schmall-
hausen, Groucho's perennial foil.
Man of La Mancha, Nov. 19, 20 and 21
The musical, presented by the K-State Players,
the Speech Department and Music Department,
was directed by Charlotte MacFarland, instructor
of speech. She chose to highlight the comic por-
tions of the show.
A Christmas Carol, Nov. 30
More than 100 figures sang and danced. Preceding
the show, a special Dickens Dinner was held in the
Bluemont of the K-State Onion. Manhattan youth
were treated to the entertainment by volunteers
from 28 fraternities and sororities who are part of
Manhattan's Big Brothers-Big Sisters program.
Christmas Festival, Dec 2
The entertainment featured the Concert Choir,
Chamber Singers, Collegiate Chorale, Bell Ringers
and Glee Clubs.
Wind Ensemble, Dec. 4
The Ensemble entertained its audience with a spe-
cial Christmas performance.
Messiah Sing Along, Dec. 7
All were invited to attend the special sing-in. All
singers provided their own score.
String Fling, Jan. 15, 16 and 17
Spring Semester began with a ring as the musical
presentation opened the doors of McCain for
Spring semester.
Danny Embry Jazz Quartet, Jan. 20
The Quartet was an extra feature to McCain Audi-
torium from Los Angeles.
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McCain, Act II
available to the public.
"The season tickets provide us a base of operating money.
In the field, there is some disagreement as to whether a
discount should be offered. While our tickets do offer a
discount, there are other advantages to having this type of a
ticket. You have the same seat each time and are assured of a
seat. Also, you don't have to keep coming back to the box
office," Bauman said.
Special features of McCain consist of a movable ceiling,
which, according to Bauman, isn't very common to
auditoriums. It can be moved into 3 positions for acoustical
purposes.
"We need a new stage and move sophisticated lighting. I'd
like to have computerized lighting system. The sound also has
been worked hard and long for 10 years. I'd like to have
changes made in the lobby area, and have a permanent
concession stand," Bauman said.
"If I were rebuilding McCain, I'd like to have the front of the
house different and not have the continental seating, rather
have the traditional seating with a center aisle," Bauman
said. EH by Susan Somora
Twister — The Nikolais Dancers demonstrate a different concept of space
using the theory of Alwin Nikolais.
Rain in Spain — Henry Higgins, Portrayed by David Ollington, helps Eliza,
portrayed by Ida Quick, pronounce her "H's" with the aid of a candle in the
K-State Players' presentation of "My Fair Lady".
Scott Williams
Scene IV
Gary Karr, Jan. 21
Karr, double bass, performed in duo concert with
Harmon Lewis on the keyboard. The event was a
joint presentation of McCain's Act 2 and the
Chamber Concert Serie.
Bass Fishing Meeting, Jan. 29, 30 and 31
The many interests of both students and commu-
nity residents are served by McCain in lectures.
Greek Follies, Feb. 5
Greek Week culminated in this event. Participat-
ing Greek groups were divided into teams. The
winning group for Follies consisted of: Alpha Chi
Omega, Delta Delta Delta, Kappa Kappa Gamma,
Lambda Chi Alpha, Phi Gamma Delta, Phi Kappa
Tau, Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Sigma Chi.
Wonders of Magic, Feb. 9
David Seebac performed the escape act that
made Houdini famous 100 years ago. Other acts
included levitation, and disappearing bodies.
Jazz Festival, Feb 12 and 13
The festival featured 34 groups from Illinois, Kan-
sas, Oklahoma and Missouri. Friday's concert fea-
tured Mainstreet Palace Jazz Band and Bill Harsh-
barger Quartet. An awards concert with the win-
ning bands and guest soloists honored took place
during Saturday's concert.
Opera, K-State Players and Department of Music,
March 4, 5 and 6
The opera billed as "Two Faces of Puccini" dis-
played two very different aspects of Giacomo Puc-
cini's style.
Alan Marks, March 8
Marks is recognized as one of the premiere pia-
nists of his generation. In addition to his annual
concert tours, Marks is regularly engaged for cam-
pus and community residencies throughout the
U.S.
Symphonic Wind Ensemble, March 9
McCain housed the final performance for the
Spring semester.
Flint Hills Choral Festival, March 10
Eight Kansas high school choirs performed at the
festival. The performances were critiqued during
the pre-contest.
TOPS Conference, March 12 and 13
Workshops were held and honors were given out
during the Kansas TOPS State Recognition Days.
Veterinary Medicine Conference, March 18, 19 and
20
The Conference was attended by students from
Veterinary Colleges from all over the U.S. and
Canada. Speakers from many places in the CI.S.
held lectures with social activities planned at
night.
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National-International News
Pope, Sadat Shot
On May 13 Pope John Paul II became the target of
an assasin's bullet as he conducted an outdoor audi-
ence in St. Peter's square. Mehmet AM Agca, a 23 year-
old Turk, shot the Pope in the abdomen and the hand.
The Pope was rushed to a nearby hospital where a long
operation saved his life. Agca was captured and later
told police he was "protesting U.S. and Soviet imperial-
ism" and was sentenced to a life sentence.
Another spokesman for peace, Anwar Sadat, be-
came the victim of assasins' bullets. Sadat, whose
peace with Israel changed the course of Mid-East histo-
ry, was killed on Oct. 6 when six men jumped from a
truck in a military parade and fired automatic weapons
into the reviewing stand.
Cuts, basis of Reaganomics
More than a year after his sweeping victories in
Congress concerning budget cuts and military build-
up, high interest rates and a strong recession plagued
President Reagan's plans for bolstering the economy.
Reagan's first year success in Congress had been
achieved in an unlikely coalition of southern Demo-
crats and northern Frost Belt Republicans.
That coalition was expected to face severe strain
because of Reagan's 1983 budget calling for further
tax cuts, and further budget cuts for social programs,
as well as continued real growth in the military budget.
The White House's own numbers predicted a $91.5
billion deficit. The whopping deficit, interest rates in
the 16 to 20 percent range, along with unemployment
near nine percent, made it doubtful that Reagan's pro-
grams would get through Congress literally untouched,
as did his 1982 budget. Reagan, however, was main-
taining a hard-line posture about compromise budget
plans and vowed to hold out for his original plan.
Prayers for Sadat — Moslem students take part in a special prayer for
Anwar Sadat. The ceremony was held on the basketball courts at the
Jardine Terrace Apartments.
Wayne Williams Convicted
With the conviction of Wayne B. Williams in the
slayings of Nathaniel Cater and Jimmy Ray Payne,
police closed the books on 21 other Atlanta area
slayings in a 22-month string of killings, according to
Atlanta Public Safety commisioner Lee Brown.
The special task force created in July 1980 to inves-
tigate the Atlanta murder cases was disbanded in
March after Williams, a 23 year-old black freelance
photographer was convicted by a jury of eight blacks
and four whites.
During the sensational nine-week trial, prosecutors
presented witnesses, blood stain and fiber evidence
linking Williams to 10 additional deaths in an attempt
to prove a pattern to the slayings. Williams was sen-
tenced to two consecutive life terms.
Glimpses
Sandra O'Connor appointed to
the Supreme Court
Ronald Reagan appointed Sandra Day O'Connor as the first woman
to the U.S. Supreme Court. Her appointment was objected to by the
Right-to-Life proponents suspicious of her views on abortion.
Violence continues in El
Salvadorian civil war
Despite military aid and advisement from the United States, the government
of El Salvador could not quell guerilla activity by armed leftists. The Reagan
Administration charged that the Soviet Union was behind the rebels, creating
conflict in the Central American region. Reagan announced a three-year, $750-
million economic aid program in an effort to shore up the regions's faltering
economic and political systems.
Columbia, first space shuttle
Columbia, the world's first reusable space shuttle was launched in April
1981 as a nation of eager viewers gathered around televisions to watch. It made
a second venture into space in November and another was planned for the
spring of 1982.
Strikers fired, PATCO decertified
President Reagan fired approximately 1 ,700 air traffic controllers after they
went on strike for higher pay and better working conditions. PATCO, the air
traffic controllers union, was decertified by the federal courts making it ineligi-
ble for any further contract negotiations.
Baseball strike puts out fans
Something was missing during the summer when the baseball players
walked off the fields June 12. The strike lasted 50 days and negotiations went
back and forth from almost being resolved to total breakdowns. The season
was reworked to include division champs determined by the two split seasons.
The division champions were determined by records before and after the strike.
The playoff system was also revised to determine the participants in the World
Series.
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Martial law in Poland
Although the threat of Russian military intervention
had decreased, Martial law in Poland continued to strain
relations between Russia and the United States. Martial
law was imposed by the Polish government in December
to stem unrest caused by increasing action of the nation-
al labor union, Solidarity. The labor union continued to
protest government policies through strikes and work
slowdowns. Solidarity leader Lech Walesa was held in
custody along with more than 5,000 Solidarity organizers
after the Martial law was imposed. Offers by the govern-
ment to provide release to organizers who agreed to leave
the country were not taken up in large numbers. Both the
United States and Russia accused the other of tampering
with the internal affairs of Poland by pushing solidarity
and the Polish government toward conflict.
737 crashes in icy Potomac
In January, a Florida bound jetliner roared from a snowy takeoff
and crashed into a Potomac River bridge, smashing automobiles and
plunging beneath the icy water.
The Boeing 737, an Air Florida flight, was bound from Washington
National Airport to Tampa and Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., when it crashed
into the crowded commuter bridge killing 78 persons.
Salvage operations battled bitter temperatures to pull bodies from
the icy water, as debris and victims were scattered over an area
almost the size of a football field.
The search for the flight recorders of Flight 90 continued for days
before they were retrieved from the week-old wreckage.
The National Transportation Safety Board investigation into the
crash centered on whether the Air Florida jet might have had too
much ice on its wings when it took off during a steady snowfall.
Investigators interviewed more than 100 witnesses to the crash
and made detailed examinations of the recovered pieces of the
wreckage.
Clues sought in Hyatt case
Inadequate design was cited by federal investigators as the reason
why hotel walkways collapsed at Kansas City's Hyatt Regency Hotel
June 17.
According to the National Bureau of Standards investigation, the
walkways were structured to hold less than a third of the weight
capacity required by city building codes.
One of the walkways which should have supported 68,000
pounds, including the structure itself, collapsed and fell on the
walkway beneath it, killing 113 people and injuring 200 more in the
most devastating structural collapse in the history of the United
States.
According to the Bureau's report, a decision to change the design
during construction added to the stress place on the support beams
of the walkways and while the original design would have been far
short of city codes, in all probability it would have prevented the
July 17 disaster.
The design change allowed for the fourth floor walkway to hang
from one set of rods with the second floor walkway hanging directly
from it. This caused the fourth floor walkway to bear the weight of
both walkways.
Belushi — Actor John Belushi, 33. was found dead at a rented
bungalow in Los Angeles. At first, there were conflicting reports
on the exact cause of his death. An official coroner's report stated
Belushi died "due to intravenous injections of heroin and cocaine."
Belushi was famous for his roles in Saturday Night Live, Animal
House and Neighbors.
Glimpses
Saudis purchase AWACS
The O.S. Senate approved a S8.5 billion package sale of arms to
Saudia Arabia. The Saudi's expressed "deep gratitude" while Isreal
reacted with restraint. The Soviet's said that the sale would spur a
new arms race. Some Congressmen believed that Reagan's support
of the controversial sale had lost him support on Capital Hill.
Debate centered on the proposed use of the war arms. Supporters
stated that the Saudi's would abide to the agreement to use the
arms only for defensive reasons. However, adversaries were
concerned that the arms would be used in an offensive capability.
Charles, Lady Diana wed
It was proclaimed the most extravegant wedding ever, as millions
of people across the world watched Lady Diana and Prince Charles
exchange wedding vows at St. Paul's Cathedral in London. The
wedding had Americans up at 4 in the morning viewing a nervous
Diana, who transposed two of Charles' four names during the
ceremony. The couple rode through the streets to greet the
thousands of spectators who had gathered to catch a glimpse of the
royal couple. The two announced four months later that they were
expecting their first child.
Libyan squad rumored
Administration officials, having evidence that Libyan strongman
Muammar Kaddafi tried to murder two American Ambassadors,
reported last December of his plans to assassinate President Ronald
Reagan through hit squads. Although none of Kaddafi's hit men
materialized, Reagan announced the second phase of his anti-
Kaddafi campaign, banning imports of Libyan oil and the sale to
Libya of American drilling equipment in March 1982, his first being
invalidating all O.S. passports for travel to Libya and asking
Americans living in Libya to return home. Although the first wave
of O.S. economic actions had little effect on Kaddafi, it was believed
that the second phase of Reagan's campaign would have more
effect.
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Lansing plagued with problems
A n inmate serving a life sentence at the Kansas
^^State Penitentiary was charged with first-degree
murder Oct. 12, 1981, in the stabbing death of a
prison guard.
According to Robert Atkins, prison director, the
state's lack of a death penalty contributed to an
atmosphere where prisoners can kill guards and
other prisoners with no fear of punishment.
Robert Davis, Leavenworth County attorney, filed
Tax plan debated
Senate President Ross Doyen referred the bill to
two Senate committees. The move made it more
difficult to get the bill to the Senate floor for debate
and a vote.
House speaker Wendell Lady said that the
severence tax would raise $78 million its first year
that is vitally needed for education and highways.
Doyen contended that no additional funds were
needed by the state, except for highways. He
advocated a gasoline and diesel tax increase to
provide these additional funds.
If the bill passed, it was expected to allocate 20
percent of the revenue raised into a state trust
fund, and 5 percent to school districts and counties
to make up for property tax base erosion that the
severence tax would cause.
The tax was estimated to generate $103.2
million annually. Of that total, $4.4 million would go
to the counties and school districts, $20.6 million
would go to the trust fund and the remaining $78.2
million would go to the state general fund and be
used mainly for school finance and the rebuilding of
state highways.
Lady said he supports the severence tax because
it's right for the people and the future of Kansas. "I
think we need the revenue, and I'm willing to stand
up and be counted," Lady said.
a murder charge against Mark Osborne, 25, of
Wichita, who started serving a life term in 1977 for
aggravated kidnapping, rape and other charges. The
charge was the slaying of guard Robert Hurd, 41, of
Olathe who was stabbed repeatedly with a dinner
knife, Oct. 11.
Governor John Carlin ordered the firing of the
director, Atkins, and Robert Nye, deputy director for
operations of the Penitentiary. According to Carlin,
the institution needed a change in management and
new leadership.
Kenneth Oliver replaced Atkins as director. Oliver
is a former deputy state secretary of corrections
and prison director.
Scott Williams
Project completed — Members of Jehovah Witness leave from the first
meeting in newly constructed Kingdom Hall on Casement Road. The Hall
was completed by volunteers in 48 hours.
Glimpses
LSD stamped comics
Lysergic acid dethylamide, LSD, was discovered on stamps bearing
cartoon-like characters attractive to children. Unconfirmed reports of the
stamps occurred after Wichita undercover detectives purchased stamps
from individual sellers.
Stiffer DWI penalties delayed
A controversial proposal to impose stricter penalties for convictions of
driving while intoxicated was sent back to committee after lengthy and
heated debate in the Kansas House. The proposal would impose a
mandatory 90-day license suspension for a person's first conviction plus a
fine ranging from $100 to $500. The bill will be considered again during
the legislative session.
NCAA puts WSU on probation
Although Wichita State President Clark Ahlberg emphasized most of the
violations occurred under the university's previous coaching administration,
the Shocker's basketball team was barred by NCAA from post-season play
for two years and one scholarship for each of the two years in connection
with recruiting and other violations dating back to 1975.
Winn enters guilty plea
Rep. Larry Winn (R-Kan.) appeared in court and pleaded guilty to a charge
of driving while intoxicated and under the influence of prescription drugs.
Winn, 61, appeared in the Douglas County District Court, where he entered
the plea and paid a $175 fine and court costs. He was placed on probation
for the term of a 30-day jail sentence.
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Raid nets 15 arrests
D iley County Police arrested 11 persons including
10 students as a result of a four-month-long
undercover investigation. Armed with search
warrants, the police raided three residencies with
three teams of seven officers. Ending at one a.m.,
the raid resulted in no reported problems or
incidents.
According to Alvan Johnson, RCPD director, the
people involved were considered "quite significant"
in the Manhattan drug scene. Expectations of
recovering "large quantities" of several types of
drugs were dashed for the raid ended in no large
amount of drugs being confiscated.
The raid did result in a total of 15 people
including 11 K-State students, 2 soldiers from Fort
Riley, a Manhattan resident and a Lawrence resident
being arraigned for charges including felony sale of
LSD, marijuana, hashish and amphetamines as well
as possession and delivery of the drugs.
Mall plans are made
Downtown business merchants had the
opportunity to ask city planners and designers of
the downtown redevelopment how the project would
affect their businesses. Gary Stith, city planner,
gave a brief introduction to the merchants and
introduced the basic ideas of the plan during a
meeting open to the public. According to Stith, the
redevelopment project will be developed in three
phases, including streetscaping in an area designed
for seating, lighting and landscaping; building facade
improvements; and a plaza design which would be
located at the entrance of the proposed mall at
Third and Poyntz.
"It (the plaza) would be a focal point for
downtown public space and would be designed in
such a way that would attract people ... a space
that would draw people into the downtown area,"
Stith said. Tom Keohan, full-time coordinator for the
downtown project, gave a presentation which
included history of downtown development. He
stressed the importance of using available assets,
such as existing buildings and designs, to keep the
character and integrity of downtown Manhattan.
Stith said there would be a series of workshops
available for downtown business merchants to have
imput into the redevelopment of downtown.
Inspection — Secretary of the Army John Marsh toured Fort Riley
during the summer. Marsh called for an increase in the number of
military reserves during a local speech.
Shortage - from bad to worse
In order to increase Fort Riley's division strength, an increase
from 19,000 to 21,000 personnel will take place during the next
year or two according to Major Jack Horns, public affairs officer at
Fort Riley.
The increase will place a further strain on an already tight
housing situation. In addition to the limited amount of housing,
there has also been an increased K-State enrollment and therefore
an increased need for off-campus housing.
Senior citizens center approved Little APPle made memorable
A senior citizen's center to be located at Fourth and Leavenworth,
Manhattan, was approved by the Manhattan City Commission by unanimous
vote. City and county funds will provide the $27,500 financial shortfall
necessary to build the center.
Foster grandchildren of the College Hills Skilled Nursing Home residents
collected pledges to sponsor the Second Annual Rock'n'Roll Jamboree at the
nursing home to benefit the American Heart Association. Another jamboree
was also held at Wharton Manor.
Although Manhattan hasn't grown to rival "The Big Apple," its trademark,
"Little Apple" has been effective in other ways. Manhattan was first registered
as the "Little Apple" because other cities use labels and logos and the
trademark could not be used by other towns. The Chamber of Commerce,
which the trademark is legally registered to, seeks to encourage business and
make Manhattan memorable through the label. A large red apple is to be
painted on the water tower above Tuttle Creek Boulevard according to Don
Harmon, Manhattan city manager.
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A'university
already recognized for many areas, K-
'State continued to build upon its reputation. Long-
standing recognition for the academic level in schools
of Veterinary Medicine, Agriculture and Engineering
was evidenced by a record volume of research grants
and continually rising enrollment. Younger but just as
respected programs such as the Institute of Environ-
mental Research facility also increased K-State's visi-
bility.
But being a land grant university with its feet firmly
planted in traditional values of education did not keep
K-State from moving forward in some very non-tradi-
tional areas.
Whether using a Telenet system to reach students
across the state or intensive English courses to aid
foreign students, K-State used its past as a foundation
for the present and future.
Increased enrollment and tighter budgets did cause
problems for the University, however. Competition
with industry to keep qualified faculty had to be con-
tended with, just as rising costs did.
The problems changed as well as the names and
faces of the students, but the traditional values about
academic goals remained firmly rooted. ®a
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Cardwell queries — Scott Stannard, freshman in
electrical engineering, quizzes Charles Thompson,
professor of psychology, after the bell for his
psychology class in Cardwell Hall.
Scott Williams
Skipped education enhances imagination
Serenely, the first orange glow of the
sun flickered harmlessly into the
room, across the bed, and over the
coiled up fetal-positioned body. As the
body swayed in the sleepiness of a
dream, the soft sound of sheets
surrounding the warm flesh of the
innocent was barely audible. A dream of
laughing, of lovers touching hands, of
... of ... going to class? Shattered!
The alarm screams, a hand slides out
like a switch-blade, and a dying clock
drops to the floor, bouncing, to lie
quietly. Red eyes open along with a
passing thought: "I'm not going." Red
eyes close.
Decisions and excuses made, in the
wink of an eye, a student can find
himself over-sleeping, skipping classes or
battling through a blinding blizzard to
make it to an English Composition class
at 7:30 in the morning. To skip or not to
skip, is that the question?
In an instant an excuse can be flung
off the cuff by a student who has
skipped a class, unlike the attending
student who needs no cuffs to fling his
excuses off. The attending student needs
to spend no time using imaginative
thought for finding excuses, but instead
will direct his will toward completing
assignments and improving grades.
But yet, shouldn't we stop and
examine the creativity and originality of
the non-attending student. An average
student just doesn't have the resources
to think of a good explanation as to why
he has not been to class for three
weeks. Only an experienced class cutter
with fresh ideas can think of something
that the instructor hasn't heard many
times before.
There is a certain amount of courage
involved, also. Anyone can skip a 300-
person lecture class where no one
notices or even cares. What about the
small class where attendance is required
and it's quite obvious when someone is
missing? Now, how many students can
skip that one and show up the next
class time with all the confidence in the
world.
Many students have justifiable reasons
for missing class. For some of them,
Mom and Dad made them come to college
and they can't seem to remember whether
it is to get an education or to party. On
the nights they take the partying route
is is pretty difficult to get up in the
morning and go to whatever that class is
at 8:05 on Thursdays. Bad weather is
another problem. It seems some people
can just never find their umbrella when
it's raining and really, is class worth
getting wet over?
Of course, attending students will
surely argue the benefits of going to
class. They claim they learn more by
actually hearing the lecture instead of
copying someone else's notes. They also
think that since they are paying for an
education, they should do everything
Cultural Concert — As part of the Hispanic
Cultural Awareness Week, Grupe Caribe, a
calyspo band from Lawrence, visits K-State. The
area in front of the Union is a popular spot for
noon-time entertainment that may draw students
away from their classes.
possible (including going to class) to get
the most out of it.
Skippers would regard this as a boring
and monotonous lifestyle, but to each
his own.
An attending student has discipline, a
strong desire to learn and no moral
conscience to bother with. The non-
attending student shows signs of low
motivation, lack of interest in learning,
but most important of all, he has the
creativity and the guts to face a
disappointed teacher and relate an
imaginative, epic excuse to retrieve his
neck from the noose.
The strong of will always survive, and
then again, the weak of will also survive
— they just do it with a lower grade
point average. A student retains the
choice to make his own decision. To
skip or not to skip, that is the
question. IrpI by Paul Cunnick and Jean
Nicholson
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Reasons for skipping:
Are any of them yours?
Reasons you didn't go to class
—
I thought I might get sick later on in the day.
— It looked like rain (or snow, or a tornado.)
— The sweater I wanted to wear was dirty.
—
I was out of shampoo.
—
I didn't want to see my test.
—
I was afraid I had a test.
—
I had a hangover.
—
I needed to go drink a beer.
—
I forgot my assignment.
— I wanted to watch my soap opera.
— 1 didn't want to see the person I stood up last
weekend.
— 12:30 is just too early.
— It was too cold.
— Because it was there.
Excuses you told your professor
— My 14th aunt or cousin or dog died.
— They forgot my wake-up call.
—
I have an incurable disease.
— Personal problems.
— The people next door were noisy all night.
—
I forgot to set my clock for daylight savings
time.
—
1 ran out of gas.
— I/my mother-fatherbrother-sister-grandmother-
grandfather-dog was in the hospital.
—
I got stuck in a snowdrift.
— The dog used my paper and 1 had to stay up
all night writing another one.
— Someone told me we didn't have class.
— Don't we get off for Columbus Day?
—
1 thought dead week meant we didn't go to
class.
— I'm on the Royal Purple and it's deadline.
Count up how many of these you have used and
check below to see where you fit in.
Above 20 — Quit school (you don't go anyway)
15 to 20 — Do your parents know they're paying
for this?
10 to 15 — little more experience and you'll have
it down pat.
5 to 10 — Good student, but boring.
Below 5 — Devoted aren't you? How many
honoraries are you in?
Good view — Daniel Grubbs, junior in
mathematics, spends some time between classes
relaxing in a tree. Students are often tempted by
a sunny day to skip classes.
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JUDO CLUB
FRONT ROW: William H. Johnson, Benjamin
Powell, Greg Smith. SECOND ROW: Myron D.
Flickner, Chris J. Rollhaus, Ike Wakabayashi.
BACK ROW: Mike W. Shelton, Frank E. Bur-
row, Robert C. Smith, Wesley B. Hansen.
STUDENT DIETETIC
ASSOCIATION
FRONT ROW: Lisa K. Kramer, Sally J. Schultz,
Pam R. Barnes, Jan M. Medlin, Cynthia S, May,
Carol A, Schaefer, R. Elaine Curry, Denise A.
Wiseman. SECOND ROW: Julie A. Ewing, Patti
J, Moser, Ann M. Iwinski, John J. Cannava Jr.,
Pamela L. Chapman, Karen B. Wheeler, Deb-
orah Canter. THIRD ROW: Donna M. Barnett,
Cynthia L. Sanders, Carla J. Shoemaker, Cindy
A. Stuckey, Linda Ranney, Lori E. Coman, Julia
A. Beemer, Martha M. Paschal. BACK ROW:
May Hou, Lori M. Elliott, Steph Hemmer, Diane
O'Shea, Mary L. Gress, Barbara Brooks, Kim A.
Ward, Mindy Levy, Julie W. Rundell.
DIARY SCIENCE CLUB
FRONT ROW: Dennis A Dridik, Robert E
Schutz, Fred H. Heersche, Donald J, Rotting
haus, James G. Hermesch, Jeffrey S. Steven
son. SECOND ROW: Erie E. Bartley, Kevin D.
Davis, Patrick D. Scanlon, Samuel S. Peabody
Kevin Lickteig. THIRD ROW: Robin L
Hughes, Michelle R. Weingartner, Eugene
George, Marlene R. Richardson, Steve M. Frey,
Rick R. Klein. BACK ROW: Maureen G. Kelley,
Pamela I, Van Horn, Sue A. Henry. Beth Ken
worthy. Sheila S. Brennan, Maureen K. Eggle
ston. Sharon S. Bowman.
WHEAT STATE
AGRONOMY CLUB
FRONT ROW: Brad G. Rubottorn. Mark W.
McAllister, Ed. J. Irvine, Kimberly M. Kepler,
Kevin L. Fox. Michael D. Anderson. SECOND
ROW: Ron L. Temaat, Mark S. Bowman,
Dwight F. Call, Galen L. Meyer, Rick A. Case,
Steve Thien. THIRD ROW: Walter H. Fick, Regi-
nald C. Wescott Jr., Verle W. Amthauer, Ed K.
Twidwell. Dale A. Weishaar, Dr. Gerry Posler.
FOURTH ROW: Frank A. Cole Jr., Mary G.
Bunck, Daniel G. Bogner, Kirk A. Zoellner, Dar-
rel L. Blakeslee, David L. Goetsch, Gary L.
Stradtman, BACK ROW: Matt J. Doperslski,
Ab B. Smith, Larry L. Lockhart, Jerome E.
Buser, Ronald E. Wulfkuhle, Brian E. Vining.
Paul M Rueh, Michael A. Sandburg.
CHIMES
FRONT ROW: Bill F. Beckelhimer, Sandra D.
Scott, Lois 1. Offutt, Renee A. Nyhart, Darci L.
Moore, Janette F. Roth. SECOND ROW: Trina
D. Cole, Lance A. Reynoso, Patricia E. Oswald,
J. Darren Gale, Lori A. Price. THIRD ROW:
Gary L. Hassenflu, Stephanie Young. Kurt May,
Rhonda Werner, Michael D. Beck. BACK ROW:
David P. Mueller, Karlene K. Ediger, Randall J.
Hubert, Michelle M. Maddux, Douglas E. Her-
man.
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Setting and
If you are compiling a list of Duane
* Acker's vocabulary, don't forget the
word "goals." It is a central element in
his philosophy as president of K-State.
"One of my goals is to move our
university toward a more goal-oriented
leadership."
Acker believes that saying, "Here's
our goals, let's mark them off," is a key
step in accomplishing them.
"One goal you could say is to have
the most effective teaching, research
and extension programs. This is good
and noble, but hardly measurable. I like
to put things down that are
measurable."
Defining objectives and how to
achieve them requires faculty and
student input, Acker said. He cited a
meeting with 70 students, faculty and
deans in January 1981 as one way to
get input. The group discussed a list of
80 goals at Rock Springs retreat camp.
The goals ranged from finding research
funds to abolishing extra paperwork.
Acker's other lines of communication
include daily meetings with the provost
and periodic meetings with deans and
the student body president.
Acker said he puts a particular
emphasis on effective academic advising
and increasing the student success rate,
which he described as "helping the
student achieve the standards for which
K-State is known. I do not mean all A's
and no failing grades and I don't mean
grade inflation."
Establishing a good international
posture is another objective Acker hopes
to achieve by giving faculty international
experiences and exposure for students in
an international context in their
discipline.
His list of goals is endless and ranges
from improving campus appearance to
statewide indentification. Though goals
are set for improvement, Acker is quick
to point out what K-State already has
going for it. The strongest asset of the
university Acker described in one word,
faculty.
K-State has made tremendous strides
in getting the colleges to function as a
single unit instead of individual entities,
Acker said. Sometimes this involves
sacrificing for the good of the whole
University.
It's all a matter of setting goals, (sU by
Jean Nicholson
IT
achieving goals crucial to Acker
Cort Anderson
Student contact — Laughing over a joke. Vice
President Gene Cross and President Duane Acker
attend a Student Senate meeting to present
information on the proposed coliseum.
Concentrating — In his office in Anderson Hall,
President Duane Acker listens attentively to an
interviewer's questions.
Jeff Taylor
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Jeff Taylor
Picture this — Pir Maleki, mathematics
instructor, communicates to his students with the
aid of his hands.
Adjustments — Instructor Yun-Long Liaw
manipulates an open-end manometer so students
in his lab class can begin their next experiment.
Russell Short!
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Understanding the teacher
Communication barrier possible problem
Sometimes it is hard enough for
students to understand the teacher,
let alone the subject material for a class.
Such might be the case when students
are taught by foreign instructors.
It might help to know that upon
employment, all teachers, graduate
teaching assistants, as well as new
international students entering the
graduate school, are required to take
English and speech proficiency
examinations. The English exam is
administered by the English department.
Those who fail this written portion are
required to enroll in English for Foreign
Students. Those who fail the oral portion
given by the speech department are
required to take Spoken English for
International Students. Those applying
for GTA positions also take a separate
oral screening given by their department
X\}%1
heads.
Pir Maleki, math instructor at K-State
for five years, said communication with
students is not a problem for him. Maleki
teaches college algebra, intermediate
algebra and calculus.
"Maybe the format of the recitation
class prevents possible problems.
Students can feel free to ask questions;
that's what a recitation class is for," he
said.
J.Y. Lan, a chemistry major and lab
GTA, has been teaching at K-State for
two years since he graduated from a
high school in Taiwan. Lan is fulfilling a
curriculum requirement by being a GTA.
The only problems he has faced while
teaching at K-State seem to be common
to all teachers, Lan said.
"They always forget to wear goggles.
I'm always reminding them of little
things," Lan said. "I want my students
to feel free to ask questions if they can't
understand me."
Some students, however, have
difficulty adjusting to having a foreign
instructor.
"My foreign instructor tried to answer
questions, but the language problem was
so great, my teacher couldn't
understand," said Tammy Tracy,
sophomore in computer science.
The communication barrier can be
lessened, however.
"Many instructors recognize the
problem of communication and go to
lengths to overcome it. My teacher
accomplished this by speaking slowly
and explaining things more fully," said
Bob Shuey, sophomore in electrical
engineering. IrfI by Susan Somora
*<3
\
Follow the arrow — Pir Maleki, mathematics
instructor, explains a vector concept to his class.
Jeff Taylor
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Private industry lures teachers
Faculty loss a 'continuing problem 7
If it takes one teacher for twenty
* students, then it takes two teachers
to teach forty students — right? Wrong.
Or at least that has not been the case
recently at K-State.
"We need more (instructors). We don't
have enough," President Duane Acker
said. "We have had a 1,600 student
increase with no increase in faculty
since the fall of 1978."
The college deans agreed with Acker's
assessment of the need for instructors.
Many departments are finding their
faculty lured away by higher paying
industrial positions.
Robert Lynn, dean of the College of
Business, called the faculty loss "a
continuing problem." The business
college loses an average of three faculty
a year, he said.
The losses are usually highly qualified
people, according to Lynn.
"We replace everyone we lose
eventually, but with lower qualifications
artwork by Kristi Tankersley
-31 C
and cost."
In some cases industry can double or
triple a faculty member's pay, Lynn
said. K-State's average faculty salary is
"substantially lower than other
universities."
The College of Engineering lost three
faculty members last year, which is
above the average of one, or less, per
year, Donald Rathbone, dean, said.
"We replace everyone we lose
eventually, but with lower
qualifications and cost."
~~~,—~~^^^—
Rathbone said that engineering is hurt
more than most colleges by low salaries.
There are "unfilled jobs in engineering
from coast to coast," he said.
Other colleges are affected less
severely. Salaries don't pose too much
of a problem for the College of Home
Economics, Dean Ruth Hoeflin said.
Most faculty defections were related
to family ties, Hoeflin said. Attraction of
new faculty was sometimes a problem
because the college could not offer
enough pay without exceeding salaries
of existing faculty members.
The problem may be eased by a
proposed salary hike. Rathbone hopes to
receive a larger share of the money for
engineering since he feels it is hit
hardest by low salaries.
"No matter what, we won't
compromise and let quality suffer,"
Rathbone said.
Acker shared the feeling and said that
not all faculty are feeling the pull of
higher salaries.
"We've retained some really good
ones. They apparently like K-State, feel
a pride in K-State, and like what they
are doing." gog^y Jean Nicholson
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Slow moving traffic — The kickoff parade moves
toward its finish in front of Seaton Hall during
Open House. For the first time the parade
featured entries from most of the colleges.
sOpen House
K-State dresses for weekend interview
Like a college graduate interviewing
for his first job, K-State, dressed in a
suit and tie and put its best image
forward to impress students, parents and
community at the 1981 All-University
Open House.
An all-university parade, kicked off the
first day of Open House on March 27.
"Traditionally the parade was all
engineering," Natalie Haag, junior in
agricultural economics, said. "This is the
first year that the other colleges have
participated." Haag was the assistant
coordinator of Open House.
Just like the graduate who gives his
resume to many a company, academic
displays were designed to inform future
students and their parents of
opportunities at K-State. However, Pat
Bosco, assistant to the vice president for
student affairs, said Open house is also
for the present K-Stater.
"In addition to their appeal to
prospective students, the academic
displays also allow students already
studying at K-State an opportunity to
explore their career options," Bosco
said.
The College of Engineering gave out
its own departmental award. Agricultural
engineering won the trophy for the third
year iq a row for extensive participation
and quality in individual displays.
The College of Home Economics
sponsored a style show featuring
garments designed and constructed by
students. Restaurant management
students demonstrated ice carving in
front of Justin Hall. A cheese sampling
display also caught many people's
attention.
Arts and Sciences covered a variety of
topics within its college. The modern
language department had an
international sidewalk cafe complete
with belly dancers. A chemistry magic
show was performed in Willard Hall.
Tours of McCain Auditorium and Music
Scholarship auditions were held.
K-State closed Open House by relaxing
with entertainment from two sources.
"Asleep at the Wheel," a country rock
music group, performed in McCain
Auditorium, while the KSG Rodeo gave a
second night show in Weber Arena^
Will K-State be hired to house and
educate all the students that interviewed
it at Open House? Probably not. After all
a graduate doesn't get job offers from
everybody. FrfI by Susan Arnoldy
Engineering College photo
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It's really simple — Mike Palmer, senior in
industrial engineering, tells visitors about a
design for ground water recharge developed by
students in civil engineering.
Civil demonstration — Gary Weidman and Art
Clmble, juniors, John Palma, senior, and Jim Coen,
junior in civil engineering, ride a parade float. All
the engineering departments were represented in
the parade.
Engineering College photo
EHNGI ENGINEERING
Dressed up — Art Gmble, Jim Brennan, Jim
Dice, Kevin Kandt, and John Phelps pose with
Professor Bob Smith sporting proof that they
survived his class. Route Location and Highway
Design. The students are all seniors in civil
engineering and took the class as one of the
requirements.
Engineering College photo
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'I feel like a freshman all
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Landmark — The department of education was
moved out of Holton Hall to make way for the
Center for Student Development, Greek Affairs
and the University Learning Network. The
department of education moved into the newly
completed Bluemont Hall.
Sideshow — Students watch as workers progress
in the construction of Durland Phase II. Classes
are scheduled for fall 1983 in the new building.
Allen Eyestone
»—^ 1
Allen Eyestone
92 buildings
over again
FN ear Little Sis',
*—
' Remember when I said "You can
always tell a freshman?" They walk
around with their campus maps in their
shaking hands trying desperately to find
Seaton Hall or Cardwell 101 before class
starts without them. That's what I used
to think. But now, with all the new
buildings on campus, I feel like a
freshman all over again and I've been
here four years!
I didn't worry when my line schedule
said I had a class in Bluemont Hall (or
the Generic Classroom Building as my
friends still call it). Who can miss a
building right in the middle of campus? I
knew where it was.
But I didn't count on trouble finding
my room once I got inside the building.
That place is like one of those mazes
they have little mice run through in
psychology labs. Once you do get it
figured out, though, it really is nice.
Everything is so new and modern. Too
bad my apartment isn't like that.
Throckmorton Hall is easier to find
your way around inside. Throckmorton
is Plant Science Phase One and the old
dairy barn is being remodeled as Phase
Two. They go through a lot of phases
around here.
The real problem is around Durland
Hall, because of the addition of
Engineering Phase Two. I get frustrated
trying to get from Ackert Hall to the
center of campus. I have to go the long
way around because the road is fenced
off, with big NO TRESPASSING signs all
over the place.
The fence is also because of the
addition to the chiller plant. The street is
going to be blocked off for the next two
years. I think I'll cry.
Construction of a third floor on
Shellenberger Hall is planned and the
road by it may be blocked off at times,
also. I may need a helicopter to go to
class!
Some of the old buildings on campus
are getting remodeled. Holton Hall will
house the Center for Student
Development and the south wing of Burt
Hall will be renovated to hold
biochemistry research labs.
I almost jumped for joy when I found
out funds had been allocated for
planning reconstruction of Nichols
Gymnasium. I love that old building. If
all goes well, it will house computer
science, speech and statistics. I wish I
could be here to see it happen. Ten
years from now I may not recognize this
place.
Bye for now, sis, I've got to go to
Bluemont 123 — wherever that
is' tsSby Teryl Scott
ALPHA EPSILON DELTA
FRONT ROW: Kirby L. Klug, Darren D. Haun,
Blake E. Wendelburg, Andrew C. Tsen, Pete
Bradshaw. SECOND ROW: Julie A. Nottorf,
Philip N. Heinecke, Steve H. Kimura, Debbie L.
Doubek. BACK ROW: Tammy S. Martin, Cris-
tie G. Carriker, Marci j. Eck. Joan E. Morton.
Medge D. Owen.
ALPHA KAPPA PSI
FRONT ROW: Sanna Sondergard, Kimberly S.
Myles, Theresa J. Yoeom. Cindy J Shepard,
Mary E. Despard, Tracey Johannes, SECOND
ROW: Harry W. Justvig, Roger L. Taylor. Gary
A. Scott, Joe! D. Bloom, Lynne M. Tracey.
THIRD ROW: Thomas S. Feldman, James E.
Mosimann, Janice M. Schuler, Fred Rock, Den-
nis D. Dillon, Richard Mross. FOURTH ROW:
Mark Phillips, Mary McCamant, Maria Richard
son. Connie Edmonds. Jean Hintz, Michele
Wegner. Brenda Jelltson. BACK ROW: Teri
Sharpe. Jana L, Fadely, Sarah J Potter. Karen
Plumer, Diane J. Russell. Lou Ann Miller. Gina
D. Bowser.
CHI EPSILON
FRONT ROW: Ronald D. Vaupel. Gary w. Weid
man, David R, Black. SECOND ROW: James J,
Brennan, James A. Coen. Harlan D. Foraker.
THIRD ROW: Kevin F. Kandt, Richard A.
Schlattmann, Stephen W. Smutz BACK ROW:
Darci L. Moore, Mark G. Schuler, Kent A. Wag-
oner. Patricia A, Dufault.
FAMILY ECONOMICS
INTEREST GROUP
FRONT ROW: Shauna L. Horn, Teresa L
McCamant. Joni K. Schwartz. SECOND ROW:
Kathy J, Holman, Susan E Traskowsky.
THIRD ROW: Becky J. Schwarz. Janet D
Payne, Karen D. Stadel. BACK ROW: Tamrnie
K, Craigmile, Lori D. Meens, Cindy L. Kasper,
Lisa K Scheunemann.
GAMMA THETA UPSILON
FRONT ROW: Stanley R. Wiids. Brad D. Hagen,
John B Bascom SECOND ROW: Kurt E.
McCultey, Ken E. Breisfor4. Joel K. Elliott. '
BACK ROW: Dawn M. Hagen, Alan Frye. Ste-
ven E Smiley. Lori J. Davis
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94 environmental research artwork by Lori Hicks
Hey, do you wanna make 12 bucks?
1
1
Twelve dollars! I could really use
ithat kind of money," I thought to
myself as I scrambled through my
backpack for another dime for a Coke.
It sounded like easy money to me.
The Institute of Environmental Research
was conducting another experiment and
I decided to find out what I needed to do
for this "easy money."
I had a few minutes before my next
class so I went to Seaton Hall to find the
IER. As an accounting major, I had
never been in Seaton and trying to find
the IER took longer than a few minutes.
After asking for directions twice, I found
the part of Seaton used for the IER.
After talking to the office personnel I
was convinced it was a harmless
experiment and I signed up.
A week later I was at the IER waiting
to take part in the experiment. The lab
attendant handed me a short-sleeved
shirt and a pair of cotton pants and told
me to put them on. They weren't form-
fitting, but at least they were comfortable
Wired up — Electrodes measure the body
temperature of Renee Toyer, freshman in social
work, during a clothing experiment.
All I did was sit in the environmental
chamber and study. Every 30 minutes I
was to fill out a form about the
temperature and how comfortable I was
in the clothing. I also had to change into
another set of clothing in the middle of
the experiment. I hadn't been
overworked for my $12 and I even got
some studying done.
When the experiment was finished
Fred Rohles, director of the IER, told me
that 1 was among thousands of K-State
students who took part in setting
comfort standards used across the
country.
The IER has been in operation for 16
years and the research done is used in
conjunction with the American Society
of Heating, Refrigerating and Air
Conditioning Engineering Inc.
"ASHRAE looks to us for what man
will tolerate as far as thermal
environment is concerned," Rohles said.
The experiments are conducted in a
box like room called the environmental
chamber. K-State's chamber is one of
three in existence. All three are operated
by K-Staters.
With the $12 securely in my pocket I
couldn't help but wonder where the
money came from to pay volunteers.
ASHRAE has provided grants to the
IER ranging from $25,000 to $60,000 for
most of the research according to an
article in the K-Stater Magazine. The
institute also does research for
companies. For instance, the Ford Motor
Co. sponsored a $250,000 study of
efficiency of their air conditioning
systems. The experiment used 2,900
volunteers.
Much of the research conducted at
the IER is tied to other departments on
campus. For the clothing study, the IER
had the help of the clothing and textiles
department.
Walking out of Seaton into the Kansas
heat, I brushed back a bead of sweat
from my forehead. How could a person
like me — who can't stand Kansas heat
— set comfort standards for other
Kansans?
"Oh well," I thought, "Maybe I can
help people in Wisconsin!" [E£] by Char
Heinke
Andy Schrock
El
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Budget cuts
Deciding whether they have enough
money to go to Aggieville on
Saturday night or if they can afford a
new pair of Levi's is the extent of some
students' financial worries.
For many other students the problem
is much more serious. President
Reagan's budget cuts to education, along
with a tuition increase, forced students
relying on financial aid to contribute
more of their own money to pay for
college expenses.
Pell Grants, formerly known as the
Basic Education Opportunity Grants, and
the Guaranteed Student Loan program
were two victims of budget trimming in
1981.
The budget cuts affected the 1981-82
school year in three basic phases,
according to Robert Evans, director of
student financial aid. In March the Pell
Grants received an across the board $80
cut. Students receiving the grant lost an
average of $80 depending on their
financial situation in 1980.
The second phase of cutbacks began
Oct. 1 when the interest rates for
Guaranteed Student Loans rose from 7
percent to 9 percent.
Also, the grace period before payback
was shortened. Students who received
loans before Oct. 1 had nine months
after leaving school before beginning
payment. The first payment was moved
up to six months for persons who got
their loans after Oct. 1.
The third phase went into effect in the
spring when money for work-study,
supplementary grants and National
Direct Student Loans runs out, according
to Evans.
He pointed out that the cutbacks will
not drop many students from the
financial aid program, but just reduce
their package.
Carla Gasper, junior in special
education, had a large reduction in her
financial aid. Gasper's Pell Grant was cut
in half and she received no work-study
after getting it for two years. Instead she
received campus payroll for one
semester working at the library. |
My check, please — Jeannie Hayes, freshman in
arts and sciences, fills out forms while her award
package is checked by the receptionist at the
financial aid window in Fairchild Hall.
Andy Schrock
96 financial aid
"Students will probably have to
make an additional sacrifice. But
I don't think it's a sacrifice so
destitute that it's going to keep
them out of school."
affect awards
"The only reason I got a job was
because I was the only one who knew
reference in the library. 1 don't know
what I'll do next semester."
Gasper did receive a GSL which she
felt she got because she applied as early
as February. Most financial aid is based
on need and the day the application is
received. Although no awards are based
on classification in school, graduate
students have more loans available to
them because they do not have access
to the Pell Grant or work-study, Evans
said.
Dale Dubbert, sophomore in electrical
engineering, received the same amount
of grants and loans as he did last year
but said he went through a lot of paper
work to get them.
"They (financial aid) checked and
rechecked our family net income and I
finally went to the office in person. But I
was really happy with what I received. I
know it could be worse."
The director of financial aid said there
are more budget cutbacks yet to come.
Evans said that parents and students
have to recognize that they have a
greater responsibility to financing the
student's education.
"The slogan that I've been trying to
use is that this isn't the end of budget
cutting in Washington and it won't be
the last time we get a cutback. We hope
the coming cutbacks are not so big."
As more cutbacks are made, the
financial aid office will continue to point
students to the sources of aid still
available, Evans said.
"Students will probably have to make
an additional sacrifice. But I don't think
it's a sacrifice so destitute that it's going
to keep them out of school."
"They may just have to budget a little
more carefully, they may have to work
a few more hours, or if they haven't
been working, they may have to get a
part time job."
"As students select colleges — and K-
State is not the only one — some of
them will have to start making
decisions. Am I willing to work a bit
more? Can my parents help me a little
bit more than they thought they could?
Those are the types of sacrifices which
all parents are going to have to face
sooner or later." ^B by Susan Arnoldy
PHI CHI THETA
FRONT ROW: Dedra K. Manes, Patricia A.
Sandberg, Octavia M. Russell, Carol J. Stone-
cipher, Laurie A, Frisbie, Rick L. Legleiter. SEC-
OND ROW: Maureen A. Mechler, Kari J. John-
son, Pamela L, Franklin, Ann L. Peterson, Carol
A. St'rne, Jan M. Alexander. THIRD ROW: Mar-
tha P. Keil, Sherry N. Nelson, Sandra L.B. Kidd,
Marlene J. Heskamp, Jean A. Nicholson. BACK
ROW: Mary A. Bohnenblust, Joanne E. Wu,
Nancy A. Judge, Hiroko K. Ohno, Sharon L.
Tuttle, Kelly L. Hossfeld.
PHI GAMMAS
FRONT ROW: Norma M. Lawrence, Julie K.
Fox, Diane L. Mershon, Maria L. Newell, Sondra
K. Flynn, Teresa D. Teel. SECOND ROW: Dan-
ette K. Decker, Stephanie S. Sage, Karen S.
Hesemann, Sandy Reynolds, Penny A. Coirng-
ton. THIRD ROW: Penny S. Sullan. Jeanette E.
Mitchell, Angie Bottenberg, Lisa (Jlrich, Becky
Buchanan, Heide L. Swearengin. BACK ROW:
Laurie J. Smith, Gayla L. Guard, Andrea L.
Moss, Jennifer S, Korchak, Kathy L. Vuano.
MG PHI EPSILON
FRONT ROW: Carol A. Heinz, Pat Schlegel,
Amy R. Malone, Emily A. Coble. SECOND
ROW: Gilbert D Chanza, Randy L. Doerksen,
James R. Rahtjen, Brett A. Wolgast. THIRD
ROW: Louise E. Fankhauser, Diane L. Zoeller,
Mark E. Vittetoe, Janet K. Riedel, Phillip T.
Westgate, Marita L. Martin. FOURTH ROW:
Susan D. Johnson, Beth A. James, Teresa L.
Shea. Valerie L. Oltman, Cheryl D. Glahn,
BACK ROW: Kim Johnson, Kerry L. Oberg,
Shannon K. Hall, Kyla Stolfus, Tammy McCar-
thy, Janet K. Anschutz.
SPURS
FRONT ROW: Jean A. Hintz, Lynne Harris, Sal-
ly A. Coltrain, Marty L. Young, Loretta M. Ninci,
Tricia Otto. SECOND ROW: Mark R Ban
holzer, Pam S. Dicken, Michael H. Gibson, Scott
D. Johnson, Karen E. Mayer, Jeff Ramsey.
THIRD ROW: Beth M. Rogenmoser, Kent D.
Funk, Beth E. Price, Paula B. McRae, Alan K.
Kraft, Yvonne M. Mersman. FOURTH ROW: Ed
L. Wierman, David Carlin. Linda D. Teter, Mark
Squires, Kevin McElgunn, Debra L. Yarrow,
Roger K. Muse. BACK ROW: Alice M. Hyland,
Bob L. Larson, Mary L. Giilmore, Marj B. Little,
David R. Rome, Susan M. Graber.
SIGMA GAMMA EPSILON
FRONT ROW: Lex Shaw, Michael Larmer, Kent
Scribner, George R. Clark, SECOND ROW:
Stephen M. Farley, Michael C. Krenger, David
C. Zoe, Bill D. Richards. BACK ROW: Stephen
L. Mergenmeier, Valerie J. Broedel, Warren B.
Kollns, Link A. Evans.
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Family experience may
If you are a descendent of
L.W.
Newcomer, grandchild of Olinda
Haberer or have had two years service
as a carrier of the Manhattan Mercury,
believe it or not, you are eligible for
scholarships offered at K-State.
Approximately $950,000 of
scholarship money was offered by the
KS(J Foundation for the year, according
to Tom Carlin, publications director of
the Foundation. The money provided
financial assistance to about 1,900
students.
To apply for a scholarship a student
must complete a Kansas Student Data
Form and indicate scholarship interest.
The form is part of the ACT financial
aid packet used at K-State.
Eight colleges offer scholarships for
their specific areas. Scholarship
prerequisites vary from simply majoring
in a department to fulfilling specific
credentials. A student need only fill out
the Kansas Student Data form to be
considered for all scholarships offered,
according to James Gpham, associate
director of Student Financial Assistance.
Fulfilling the credentials, however, may |
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equal money
be another matter.
For instance, the College of
Agriculture offers a scholarship
commemorating Dr. Richard A. Pickett.
To be eligible, the student must be an
animal sciences and industry major with
"a very promising future." Dr. Pickett
was student body president at K-State
and a longtime member of the animal
husbandry department.
The same college offers the Thomas
and Jessie Page Memorial. The eligibility
requirement can be fulfilled simply by
majoring in agriculture and milling
technology. Thomas Page was a miller
in Topeka and the scholarship was set
up as a tribute for his contributions to
industry and growth in Kansas.
A grandchild of Olinda Haberer is
eligible for a scholarship established in
her memory by friends and former
associates. Olinda Haberer raised three
children as a widow and the scholarship
honors her for her job as a mother.
When no grandchildren remain, the
scholarship funds will convert to a
general fund of K-State scholarships.
Being a Protestant male is an
eligibility requirement for the Herbert M.
Low Scholarship offered by the College
of Engineering. The memorial was set
up to honor Lowe and was sponsored by
members of his family. A member of
Sigma Tau engineering honorary is
further eligible and the memorial is
renewable as long as the applicant
remains qualified.
The Ely Bergman Scholarship requires
students to check their roots. To be
eligible the student must be a direct
descendent of Ely Bergman. He or she
must be a junior or senior — preferably
from Marshall County. The scholarship
was created by Bergman's husband,
Edward, and their children.
There is even a scholarship for people
who write stories like this one. The
Marlene Myers Memorial is for third year
students who are members of the Royal
Purple yearbook staff, (rpi by Susan
Somora
That will do it — In her Chemistry I class, Kelly
Murray, freshman in physical therapy, puts the
final adjustments on a gas generator. She is
attending K-State with the Lewis B. McConaughy
scholarship.
AG. EDUCATION CLUB
FRONT ROW: Brenda F. Hundley, Stan E.
Park, Daryl L Strouts, Mark D. Metzler, Sheri S.
Sleenbock SECOND ROW: V. Lee Weis. Stan
L. Buscher, Dale E. Davidson, Mark E. Worces-
ter, John D. Parmley. THIRD ROW: Marvin L.
Fehlman, Bill Yoakum. Tom Reist, James A.
Morgan. FOURTH ROW: Jim T. Ryan, Daniel
R. Berning. Frank L. Shoemaker, Nicholas E,
Meyer. BACK ROW: Steven J. Kipp. Bret W.
Gillmore. Bill D. Johnston. Timothy N. Ohlde,
David A. Gerken.
AG MECHANIZATION
CLCIB
FRONT ROW: Ed McQueen, J. Kim Claassen,
Jolene Revey. Greg Kropf SECOND ROW:
Gregg A Denholm. George L. Layppe, John L.
Erker, Ed M. Blanchon, Dwight A. Beker.
THIRD ROW: Dan E. Kolterman, Sam W. Shub-
lorn, Anthony J. Stueve, Lee M. Garner, Paul A.
Schmidt. FOURTH ROW: Loren J. Schmidt,
Dale E. Thomas, Ralph I. Lipper. Ray A. Ham-
marlund. BACK ROW: Steven Fehr. J.D. Clark,
Romney L Heinrichs. Christopher J. Schrick.
Jeffrey A. Brockhoff. Martin G. Weishaar.
AMATEUR RODEO CLUB
FRONT ROW: Kenneth G. Klamm, William H.
Barnes, Walter F. Rausch, Quentin A Owen.
Aaron N, Friesen. SECOND ROW: Robyn L
Sanders, David Yoder. Doug S, Howard, David
W. Richards, Jeffrey D. Jenkins, THIRD ROW:
David C Nail, Eric L. Unruh, Doyle L. Slack,
David J.H. Lerret. FOURTH ROW: William H.
Dawes, William G Jurrens. Karla J Jurrens,
David L. Jacobs, Gary I, Hoyes.
SOCIETY OF INTERIOR
DESIGNERS
FRONT ROW: Karla C Sjogren, Brenda L Mey-
er, Laura E. Tinker, Charlotte M Kinderknecht.
Shelley A, Way, Paula N. Cox SECOND ROW:
Linda L. Bigham. Carolyn A. Burnett, Rita A,
Eddy, Christ] L. Dutton, Cheryl F, Kruse, Fran
Newby. THIRD ROW: Kristi A, Nelson, Jolene
S- Chase, Donna J, Holl, Susan K. Heckethorn,
Sandra J. Underwood, Todd M. Hesher.
FOURTH ROW: Linda A. Strong, Anita J. Bu
chanan, Romalyn S Fox, Cheryl A. Farney,
Terri K. Bishop. Rebecca J- Sapp. Natalie
Burns, BACK ROW: Brenda D Hobbs, Andrea
K. Roundy. Kelly J. Gammell, Denise K. Harper,
Terri J. Smith. Janette A. Pauls, Linda D. Teter,
ASSOC. FOR
COMPUTING MACHINERY
FRONT ROW: David F. Smith, Shelly Fisher,
Janet B Lauttman. Carol A, Stine, Phillip G.
STump. SECOND ROW: Robert L Miller, Lee
L Smith, Steve W, Roy, Aaron Molitor, Antoni
P. Firner. THIRD ROW: Christi A Hooper, Gene
A. Johnson, Robert W Moss. James L. Patter-
son, Dan M. Rockers BACK ROW: Mitchelle D.
Kilby, Donald Akagi, Callyn Payne. Richard C.
Pierce. Joci L. McQuillan, Jack V. Farr
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AM. SOCIETY OF CIVIL
ENGINEERS
FRONT ROW; Gary W. Weidman, Ronald D.
Vaupel, David R. Black, James J. Brennan,
John M. Phelps. SECOND ROW: Richard A.
Schlattmann, Harlan D. Foraker, James W.
Manges, Jawad M. Talab, James A. Coen.
THIRD ROW: Michael R. Baldwin, Sami A. Dir-
bashi, Kevin F. Kandt. Steven D. Schaub.
BACK ROW: Darci L. Moore, Dianne J. Kar-
meier, Patricia A. Dufault, Michele C. Perrin,
Mark G. Schuler.
AM. SOCIETY OF
MECHANICAL
ENGINEERS
FRONT ROW: Harry W, Conway, Mary E. Aus-
tin, Owen C, Taylor, Marty L. Aaron, Nancy K.
Foust. SECOND ROW: Doug E. Metcalf, Gary
L. Hermesch, Dennis J. Disberger, Donald A.
Cooper Bryan A. Megee, Brad J. LaRue, Dan R.
Mulcahey. THIRD ROW: William K. Kroupa,
Lloyd W. Cade, Jeff L. Owen, Keith V. Skid-
more, Rick M. Line, Mark S. Groves, Dave M.
O'Reilly. FOURTH ROW: William B. Pards,
Paul W. Neal, Kurt D. Snyder, Michael J. Meys-
ing, Stephen L, Burnette, Bill Mahaffey, Denzil
D. Smith, Tom J. Gaeddert. BACK ROW: Sam-
uel J. Ramsdale, David L. McCoy, Bob A. Sim-
mons, Greg Zimmerman, Douglas C. Knox. Bart
J. Natoli, Mark S. Koster.
AM. SOCIETY OF AGRI-
CULTURAL ENGINEERS
FRONT ROW: David L. Hansen, Jerry D. Marr,
R. Shannon Johnson, Richard A. Weber, Ronald
D. Shinogle. SECOND ROW: Michael B. Blu-
manhourst, Michael J. Eliedge, David J. Dorn-
busch, David S. Chase, Curtis R. Janssen,
James R. Smart, Ebrahim Soltani. THIRD
ROW: Kent D. Funk, Kevin L. Salter, Michael C.
Wonderlich, Timothy A. Beim, Bradley R.
Briggs, Walter J. Bradbury. Dale L. Heise, Gar-
cia J. Judith. BACK ROW: Mark A. Eilert, Larry
E. Wagner, Edward J. Helm, Richard B.
League, Stephen B. Hennessey, Clyde J. Long,
Naomi K. Regier.
SOCIETY OF WOMEN
ENGINEERS
FRONT ROW: Edwin C. Lindly, Barbara G.
Lindholm, Rebecca A. Noble, R.C. Royce-Lati-
gue, Eugene R. Russell. SECOND ROW: Patri-
cia Anthony, Linda R. Carrico, Elizabeth M.
Glidewell, Lisa K. Christensen, Karen Hummel.
THIRD ROW: Diana L. Stoner, Terrie S.
Spangler, Janice M. Russell, Susan E. Phipps,
Beverly R. Jaderborg, BACK ROW: Patricia A.
Dufault. Allecia L. Remington, Marie R. Ford,
Deborah L. Edelman, Sandy S. Yang.
SOCIETY OF WOMEN
ENGINEERS
FRONT ROW: Darci L. Moore, Susan M, Swan-
son, Tammy C. Venters, Teresa R. Ford, SEC-
OND ROW: Maria J. Stauth, Linda L. Rolf,
Jackie M. Rohr, Jayne M. Schmitz. THIRD
ROW: Andrea K Bell, Denise D. Sullenger,
Claire M. Guislain, Glna T. Pacumbaba, Eileen
A Wolken. FOCIRTH ROW: Jackie M. Wolf,
Debbie D. McKain, Ann M. Sack, Karlene K.
Gieber, Missy D. McCullIck, Sonja D. Smith,
BACK ROW: Susan D. O'Connor, Angela D.
Pickett, Tracie L. Stroucse, Michele C. Perrin,
Linda M. Carra, Evelyn M. Northum.
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WRC moves
Many students are unaware of
programs designed specifically for
them even when the service is located in
the middle of campus. Such is the case
regarding the Women's Resource Center.
Approximately ten years old, the WRC
has been housed in Fairchild Hall, Holtz
Hall and in the SGS Office of the K-State
Union. In mid-October, the Center made
yet another move to Holton Hall.
According the Caroline Peine, director
of the WRC, the move was beneficial.
The Center last year was housed in the
SGS Office in a room the size of a small
cubicle. "Although the walls at Holton
aren't soundproof, there certainly is
more privacy there and consequently
more confidentiality," Peine said.
Peine succeeded Margaret Nordin
when Nordin chose to concentrate on
the Fenix Program, a program for
undergraduate students over 25.
According to Peine the Commission on
Status of Women sent a letter in 1980 to
President Acker asking for a larger
university commitment to the WRC and
women's programs. Peine became
director at the same time.
"In the past, the Center was highly
invisible." Peine said, "Every counseling
service has a similar problem"
She said the problem was being
corrected. "The visibility is improving
and the Center is already getting more
traffic."
Peine was unable to give exact
increases in student use since she had
not been involved with the Center
extensively in the past.
One aim of the WRC was to inform
students of women's problems. The
subject of one such program was
pornography.
"This is definitely on area of concern.
The program was a vehicle to show
violence against women," Peine said.
The program consisted of small group
discussion lead by Ann Bustor of the
psychology department who provided
the basic information.
To publicize the Center, Michelle
Crosby, graduate in history, assisted
the WRC by making contacts with the
residence halls to provide information
and to answer questions.
"There are several misconceptions
about the WRC," Peine said. "Althought
the more loyal supporters are women,
men also come to the WRC. I
to Holton
According to Peine, both men and
women come to the WRC with a variety
of personal concerns.
One major concern is child care by a
single parent, whether the parent is a
man or woman.
Rape education and prevention is
another major concern.
"There is a heightened awareness
when a reported incident occurs that
usually lasts two weeks. The Center
must take advantage of this."
The WRC is financed in part by
student tuition. Student Governing
Association provides the salary for work
study positions and advertising budget.
The remaining operating budget is
subsidized by the Center for Student
Development. IHfI by Susan Somora
Speaking out - Informing students about rape,
Caroline Peine, director of the Women's Resource
Center and Julie Talge, sophomore in fashion
design, participate in an anti-rape rally early in
the fall. The rally was jointly sponsored by Fenix,
WRC, and Womens Study and Student Council.
Mark Sageser
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Labs aimed at bilingual foreign students
K -State has approximately 750 foreignstudents enrolled. For this reason,
The English department offered classes
that concentrated on foreign student's
problems in English, both in writing and
grammar.
Karma Smith, head of the writing lab
program, has taught at K-State since
1974. She usually had two or three
foreign students in her composition
classes, she said. Smith felt that foreign
students needed extra help in specific
areas so she started the writing lab
program.
Smith pointed out that foreign
students' native language causes
interference with their ability to master
the English language.
"Each native language brought
particular problems," Smith said.
"Different countries put different
emphasis in areas of the English
grammer, both grammatical and
vocabularily: English articles or forms of
structure."
"Also," she added, "that is why
foreign students need to learn different
ways of thought; in the way ideas are pre-
sented to the reader.
"In the oriental language, it would be
considered offensive to use a direct
thesis statement. They concentrate on
the indirect pattern in sentence
structure, and this is sometimes an
advantage as well as a disadvantage to
the reader."
Smith said she enjoys working on the
program because she learns as much as
students in the classes, but that time is
a problem.
"Yes one problem that I find is that
15 weeks is too short a period of time to
cover all the areas in which the students
need help. This is mainly because the
students are on different levels and
therefore need extra help in different
areas from each other."
Don Niessen and Naomi Ossar also
teach special English classes.
Ossar said she had learned a lot more
from the average foreign student than
American students on the same
academic level.
"Most of them have had more life
experience than American students, that
is, they've had jobs before attending
school," Ossar said.
The University provides four
supporting courses in English for foreign
students. The speech department offers
spoken English and the English
department offers written English,
English Composition I and English
Compostions.
One on one — A Writing Lab instructor gives
personal attention to a student during a walk-in
lab.
The goals of Composition I for
international students are to give
bilingual students instruction and
practice in writing in the straight line
style of American academic prose.
At least 80 percent of the work is
carried out in class. It is more of a
laboratory course rather than a lecture
course.
In spring 1981 English for foreign
students had 1 1 students enrolled,
Composition I for international students
had 27 enrolled and Composition II had
47 enrolled. This brought the total to 85
students.
Before being admitted to K-State,
international students must demonstrate
English proficiency on tests administered
in their respective countries.
After admission, University policy
requires students to take "in house"
English proficiency tests to determine
whether or not they need to take special
English courses in addition to their
normal course load.
During the summer the English
department, along with the Division of
Continuing Education offered an
Intensive English Program for advanced
students of English as a second
language. The program was backed by
the Graduate Council which said the
University should provide "a more
comprehensive program in English for
students from abroad." There were 23
enrolled in the program which ran for
eight weeks, five days a week.
The goal of the program was to
improve the English proficiency of
students who were academically |
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qualified for admission to K-State but
needed more work in the English
language before undertaking a regular
program of study.
The program served as a trial basis to
determine whether or not a regular
special English program should be
established. As a result 14 out of 25
were granted provisional admission to K-
State.
The program was financially self-
supporting through student fees. The
four basic courses offered were
Structure and Writing, Speaking and
Understanding, Reading and Cultural
Orientation. The program also included
special activities such as campus tours
and recitations. ESE1 by Kabura Githaiga
Booking it — Writing Lab gives bilingual foreign
students practical experience in writing American
prose. Together the Speech and English
departments offer four supporting courses in
English for foreign students.
Word it right — Individual attention is given to
each student that uses the writing lab program.
photos by Jeff Taylor
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TACI BETA SIGMA
FRONT ROW: Lorri L. Banman, Teresa R. Ob-
ben, Kay S. Scarbrough, Nancy R. Pihl. SEC-
OND ROW: Jennifer P. Cook, Lori A. Dunlap.
Linda M. Luginbill, Lisa E. Embree, Lori A.
Rucker. THIRD ROW: Joan M. Martin, Ruth E.
Fager, Caryn E. Heiniger, Pamela R. Brenner.
BACK ROW: Lori L. Puffer, Jennifer A. Cale,
Merrie K. Martin, Connie Reishus.
(IPC OUTDOOR RECREA-
TION COMMITTEE
FRONT ROW: James C, Armstrong, Chip May,
Bruce L. Loyd, Rob Clark Jr. SECOND ROW:
Nancy E. Flott, David W. Bussen, Monet J.
Cooley, Gary Jepson. BACK ROW: Kelly M.
O'Connor, Carol A. Lose, Gail Garey, Sally A.
Hardesty, Sylvia Williams.
UPC FEATURE FILMS
COMMITTEE
FRONT ROW: Greg Cooper, Eric W. Foster,
James A, Seymour. Terry B. Schroff. SECOND
ROW: Richard R, Arnold, Pete Manfredo, Janet
Coen, T. Edward Hollander. BACK ROW: Jana
L. Fadely, Susan J. Petro, Karen S. Barancik,
Tracy L. Komarek.
UPC ARTS COMMITTEE
FRONT ROW: Kendall C. Young, Kristi A. Nel-
son, Patricia Honors, Patrick J. Harford. BACK
ROW: Regina M. Conroy, Dianne M. Vogt, Janet
Sorensen, Carolyn S. Jackson.
WOMEN IN COMMUNICA-
TIONS
FRONT ROW: Melissa A. Brune, Judy K.
Klemm, Dee A. Weinrels, Jayne Depew, Cindy
K. Wilson. SECOND ROW: Natalie A. Roberts,
Lynn A. Randall, Dianne R. Danner, Liz Dicken-
son. BACK ROW: Frances A. Brennan, Anne K.
Schmitz, Leah Ann Cook, Julie A. Piel, Kath-
leen Pakkebier, Diana L. Fink
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Just a few more —Clean dishes are unloaded
from a dishwasher in Derby Food Center by Rick
Teaford, graduate in animal science, and his wife
Lynne, sophomore in horticulture.
It's not mom's, but it's pretty close
Despite Ronald Reagan's declared war
against it, inflation hit food prices
again. Even your favorite fast food meal
of a Quarter-Pounder, fries and a Coke
isn't much under $3. Now try to imagine
feeding yourself on $3.20 for a whole
day.
K-State residence hall food services
showed that it can be done and done
well enough to receive recognition by
the National Restaurant Association and
the National Association of College and
University Food Services.
Most students complain about "dorm
food" at one time or another, but not
many restaurants give out seconds on
hamburgers, bread, soup, potatoes and
vegetables, and also chili and spaghetti.
Although nothing can beat mom's
cooking, the food centers try to give a
good atmosphere in your "home away
from home." On holidays and in the
spring special dinners are prepared that
entice the most finicky eater to "pork
out." Turkey and stuffing, pumpkin pie,
crecent rolls and a salad bar at
Thanksgiving, steak and baked potatoes
at Christmas, and a Hawaiian Luau with
roasted pig are just a few of the special
dinner menus.
The "Land of Ah's" was a
special dinner served May 6, featuring
filet of beef with frog legs, baked
potatoes, corn-on-the-cob, five different
salads, fresh baked wheat bread with
honey butter, along with chocolate cake,
pie and rainbow sherbert for dessert.
For the dinner K-State won first place
in the University Food Services section
of the National Restaurant Association's
"Great Menu Awards Contest,"
according to Jean Riggs, director of
resident hall food service.
On July 9, 1981, K-State received
another award from NACGFS at its
annual meeting in Salt Lake City. A
Hawaiian Luau served in residence halls
last April was recognized as the
"Outstanding Special Event Dinner."
The menu included pina colada appetizer
punch, roast pork, chicken breast, baked
salmon, oriental vegetables, tossed salad,
banana muffins, Hawaiian sweet bread,
pineapple-nut cake, island fruit, coconut
ice cream and other tropical delights.
Feeding hall residents is no small task.
There are five food centers on campus:
Van Zile, Derby, Kramer, Putnam and
Boyd. On an average weekday dinner,
Derby alone serves 2,234 students on
seven cafeteria lines along with 110
athletes on scholarships at the training
table, said Helen McManis,
administrative dietitian and instructor at
Derby Food Center.
To plan for meals Derby has
developed a computerized system which
projects how many students should eat
a certain meal. The computer tells
dietitians how many "batches" of a
particular recipe are needed for that
meal. Batch cooking uses pressure
cookers and huge ovens continually to
cook food in smaller quantities
throughout the meal instead of making
one large recipe. For instance, if mashed
potatoes are needed for a thousand
people, four batches of potatoes for 250
people will be made during the meal.
Keeping in step with rising prices, K-
State Housing reports that residence Hall
room and board will rise from $780 per
semester to $880 per semester for the
1982-83 school year. However, the cost
of a meal there will still only be a
fraction of the price of a meal eaten in a
fast food restaurant and perhaps more
nutritionally complete, irpi
Keep it moving — Frank Ringhofer, sophomore
in pre-design professions, and Julie Harms,
freshman in arts and sciences, remove the dirty
dishes from trays as they move down the
conveyer belt at Derby Food Center.
photos by Allen Eyestone
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Diversity; key to clubs
hf -State clubs are for students on
* ^-campus or off, new students or
older ones; for students who like to help
others or those who need help; those
who want to meet people in their major
or meet people around the world; for
students interested in saving wildlife or
shooting guns, those who love to ride
horses or those who love to heal them;
for students who love to cook or those
who eat too much, those who enjoy
arranging flowers or those hooked on
sewing; for students who love to fly
airplanes or those who fall from them,
those who love to sail flying discs
through the air or those who kick a
soccer ball through goals; for students
who are in two majors or those who are
graduate students; those who are
fascinated by their major or those who
want impressive resumes.
There are nearly 200 organizations and
they can be divided into five major
categories: service organizations, in-major
organizations, honoraries, religious
groups and special interest groups.
One of the best known service groups
on campus is Circle K. The biggest
project for the organization is helping
with the Red Cross blood drives,
according to Paul Laugesen, club
president. In addition, Circle K also helps
the elderly in Manhattan and is involved
in sponsoring Special Olympics.
Students wanting to meet others in
their major, to learn more about their
field and to learn about the job market
may join an organization in their major.
One typical in-major organization is the
Ag-Mechanization Club. According to
adviser Ralph Lipper, the club promotes
the major, and allows for students to
learn about job opportunities.
Students who have a high grade point
average may be invited to join an
honorary. Blue Key is in charge of
coordinating all Homecoming activities
and also sponsors the ambassador
program at K-State. Each year two
students are chosen as K-State
ambassadors.
There are also plenty of religious
groups for those so inclined. One of the
more active of these is Ecumenical
Christian Ministries (ECM).
According to Mike Sanderson, an ECM
member, the group is not sponsored by
one church but four, on a statewide
level.
"Our main project is having a supper
every Sunday for students on campus
since the food centers close down. At
the supper we present a program of
some type either dealing with current
issues or entertainment of some kind,"
he said.
Even students having specific interests
such as politics and minority affairs or
hobbies like weaving or horse-back riding
may easily find an organization to cater
to their needs. Bsl by Sue Schmitt
The crunch — John Dubois, senior in accounting,
passes the ball that has come out of the "scrum
down" for mation to Rugby Club team mate Mike
Patten, graduate student in architecture. The K-
State Rugby Club faced a difficult season with
rookies making up nearly half the squad. The
game is fast and frenzied, and continues to gain
popularity on campus.
Scotl Williams
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Bargain books — Ray Hansen, sophomore in
psychology, looks over the books at the Student
Association of Graduates in English book sale.
The books were sold for less than one dollar each
to raise money for the club.
HORSEMEN'S ASSOCI-
ATION
FRONT ROW: Chris Hall. Beth Saunders, Lyn-
etta Janne. Kirn Hamilton, Melissa Foltz, Jackie
Baker. Sonja Larson. SECOND ROW: Harlan D.
Foraker, Greg Fowler. Bill Denlinger, Bill Riese.
Dennis Sigler. Kevin Dwyer. THIRD ROW: Dun-
can B. Wilson, Royce A. Wilson. Vanessa
Brands, Chris Fahrenholz, Kim Sellers, Thann
Boyum, Kathy Jackson, FOURTH ROW: Jo-
lene S Chase. Heidi Bright, Kristen A. Gray,
Suzanne Sims, Staci Baird, Betsy Claflin, Deb-
bie McDermott. BACK ROW: Joe L. Camac,
Carol L. Camac, Kay A. Hopson, David L. Mc-
Coy, Melinda K. Douglas, Elizabeth J. Heid,
Beth R Walz.
K-LAIRES
FRONT ROW: Kim R Phillips, KristieL. Kenne
dy. Susan K. Chadwick. Mindy S Levy. SEC-
OND ROW: Gary D Schulteis, Terry R Carney
Duane S. Bayless. Richard A, Weber, Larry
Schalles, THIRD ROW: Karen S. Closson. Sher
ry R Geisler, Jeff L. Kimmeil, Timothy S. Ham
belton, R.ck R. Klein. FOURTH ROW: Angela C
Huntsman, Sonya Haddock, Marrie K. Martin
Nancy S. Bigham, Jodi A. Schultz. BACK
ROW: Susie E. Maineri, Tracy A. Stack, Whit-
ney J. Vincent. Joy L. Mellring, Michael G
Seele, Trudy L. Norman.
K-LAIRES
FRONT ROW: Jim M. Tepper, Kent D. Been,
Phillip B. Thompson, Richard A Evans, Joe
Bhots, Michael W. Warren. SECOND ROW:
Brendan J. Carlin, John W. Jones, Quentin L.
Peach. Paul E. Mellring, James R Smart.
THIRD ROW: Dianna L. Byers, Brenda J. Heine,
Kevin E. Stueve, Larry E. Wagner. BACK ROW:
Nancy K. Foust. Sharon M. Cordel, Kathleen
A. Pittman, Rhonda K. Brown. B. Ellen John-
son.
NEWMAN MINISTRIES
FRONT ROW: Larry H. Erpeidmg, Chnstyn L,
Stumps, Debbie Brungardt, Anita J. Hulsing,
Regina S. Stadler. Diane C. Scott. Glenda M.
Carlin. SECOND ROW: Curtis C. Long, Anth-
ony J. Stueve, John L, Works. Raymond J.
Buyle, Dave W. O'Reilly, Michael Gilmartin,
George A. Bauer, Robert A. Verstraete. THIRD
ROW: Gary L. Elder. Bart K. Bieker, Will J.
Navak. Richard A. Weiner. Mary A. Jwinski,
Steve J. Bellis. Scott T. Rauth. FOURTH ROW:
Sharon A. Berry. Elizabeth M, Hagen, Dianne L.
Mick, Elizabeth A. Budder, Jon EC. Pachta.
Marty L. Athey, Patrick J. Novak BACK ROW:
Ann M. Iwinski, Monica M. Neff, Sharon K-
Vishnefske, Lisa M, Baalman, Baretta G. Bill-
ings. Laurie A Baalman. Celine Blubaugh. Lo-
retta A, Kasper. Jacklyn K. Eye.
OMEGA CHI EPSILON
FRONT ROW: W.P Walawender, Brad W
Shultz, Thomas G. Lingg, Gregg E. Bartlett
Larry E. Erickson, L.T Fan SECOND ROW
Brad K. Kloefkorn, Kent E. Bryan, Jeff Hubbell
Larry Samson, Steven Spence, Ronald J
Smith. THIRD ROW: Scott J Ringle, Mark J
Isom, Mike S. Golvin. Kirk R. Barrett. Scott A
Marquess. BACK ROW: Carrie M. Mastin. Eve
lyn M. Northum, Sheila D. Hecht, Carrie J. Ler
void. Brent C. Bell, Ivan C. Ketter
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GRAIN SCIENCE CLUB
FRONT ROW: Roger A. Berquist, Kent E. Nolt-
ing, Mike R. Youngquist, Mice H. Hibbs, Steve
A. Konz. SECOND ROW: Dale Eustace, Tim J.
Bogner, Mary Iwinski, Sandi L. Kramer, Anne
M. Schletzbam, John W. Seymour. THIRD
ROW: Tyrone L. Rumford. Scott R. Witt, Mari-
lyn S. Bolt, Tim. C. Gouldie, Keith W. Hefty.
BACK ROW: Marc L. Smith, Mark A. Yoesel,
Frances M. Jilka, Brad A. Hover, Kelly T. Scan-
Ian, Scott W. Brooks.
PANHELLENIC COUNCIL
FRONT ROW: Dianne R. Danner, Janis M.
Pray, Deana D. Mohlstrom, Mary K. Morgan,
Karen Fogo, Lynda J. Heckelmann. SECOND
ROW: Jennifer A. Garrett, Christine A. Haug,
Maureen A. Meehan, Jill Matuszak, Yolonda S.
Salts. THIRD ROW: Melisa A. McCue, Karen B.
Johnson, Priscilla Banker, Jane E. Qottsch, Ka-
ren R. Bowen. BACK ROW: Allison C. McKim,
Andra S. Neal, Twila El-Beheri, Susie J. Hines,
Kathy J. Khadle, Cyndy M. Woelk.
GREEK AFFAIRS
FRONT ROW: Douglas K. Beichley, Ross A.
Myers, Scott A. Long, Mitch Fiser, Patrick L.
Clark. SECOND ROW: Marvin H. Stone, Mi-
chael E. Brown, Gerard J. Karlin, Kenneth D.
Hastert, David R Lippe, Mark T. Mills. THIRD
ROW: Edward J. Jaax, Charles R. Banks, Jef-
frey L. Meister, Tony A. Nemec, Jeff R. Wilson,
Kelly J. Presta. FOURTH ROW: David A. San-
dritter, Marty Watts. Dennis P. Schmidt, Chris
L. Miller, Kevin P. Reichmuth, Michael J. Mejia,
Jeffrey D. Brose. BACK ROW: Dan Hurford,
Randy Zorn, Richard N. Schiele, Dennis A.
Tucker. Wilfred D. Schuter, Howard M. Segal,
John J Gutschenritter.
GREEK AFFAIRS
FRONT ROW: Howard M. Segal, Wilfred D
Schuler, Kelly J. Presta, Mark T. Mills. SEC
OND ROW: Dianne R. Danner, Dennis A
Tucker, Deana D. Mohlstrom. Joan M. Minne
man. BACK ROW: Janis M. Pray, Susie J.
Hines, Lynda J. Heckelmann, Jennifer A. Gar
rett.
HOME EC EDUCATION IN-
TEREST GROUP
FRONT ROW: Shelley J. Purcell, Sally M. Hat-
field, Pat B. Bornholdt, Judy K. Reed. SECOND
ROW: Brenda K. Stottmann, Linda K. Young,
Lynette M. Shoemaker, Marilyn Pritchard, Pau-
la J. Fillmore. THIRD ROW: Kathryn A. Hixon,
Jeanne E. Dowell, Denise M. Ebert, Carla M.
Morrical, Cheryl K, Neises, Donna A. Wilber.
FOURTH ROW: Julie D. Clark, Carrie J. Wlens,
Tracey L. Pittman, Kathy K. Rupp, Monica J.
Kohake, Sonia R. Cooper. BACK ROW: Lori J.
Larson, Debra K. Nightingale, Becky D. Lund'
quist, Glenda L. Wentworth, Sandy I. Molitor.
A report from
It
was a simple request, to write a
story for the yearbook about a story
for the Collegian. Anyone could do that
— at least anyone who works with the
Collegian every day.
The basic idea was to follow a story
from its conception to its birth and
possibly its death. The story was not to
be anything too spectacular or too front-
page; most of the stories in the paper
are just not Watergate. As result, an
"average" and dependable (yet not
flashy) reporter would be necessary.
The story was to be on local flower
shops and what sort of threat the
campus FTD chapter was to business.
Who would suspect such a simple story
would cause so much grief for one
somewhat short, unsuspecting editor.
The reporter? One of the reporting
students would do. Not someone who
became easily excited by the prospect of
uncovering some dirt in the flower shop
business. Someone who would simply
finish the story on deadline, well written,
and proofread.
First, an explanation of Collegian >
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behind the story
verbage is called for. An R2 is not
something out of Star Wars, but rather a
student in his second semester of
reporting classes. Journalism students
must take Reporting-1 and Reporting-2,
thus the title Rl or R2. R2's are the
lowest form of life in the newsroom (ask
any editor), yet are a vitally important
mainstay of the paper. E2's are Editing
students in the second phase of editing
classes.
Had the news story panned out, this
would have told how the reporter, Scott
Kenyon, had wandered into the
newsroom one day, totally unsuspecting,
and been hit not only with the idea for
his story, but the idea for this one.
Then, Kenyon would have written the
story and returned to the newsroom.
Ideally, the news editor would sit
down with Kenyon and go over his hard
copy (what he typed on paper) to review
it. But, Jim, the spring editor, was busy
interviewing applicants for his spring
staff and Deanna, the news editor, was
working on another story. |
Candid cameras —Photography editor Rob Clark,
sophomore in journalism and mass
communications, is armed for action during a
men's basketball game in Ahearn Field House.
Typical typing — Typewriters are available to
students working for the Collegian or Royal
Purple. Connie Miller, senior in dance and a
Reporting-2 student, works on a story at one of
the eight typewriters in the room.
photos by Scott Williams
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Behind the story
Eventually, Deanna (wanting to get
out of Kedzie before midnight) picked up
the story and began the editing process.
She first typeset it onto the VDT (video
display terminal). With VDT's staff can
make corrections, deletions or additions
to a story by pushing a few buttons.
After typesetting the story, Deanna
edited it — correcting mistakes and
answering all the questions raised by the
copy. All the questions Deanna had, that
is. When she was done she told Deana,
the managing editor on duty, that the
story was ready to read.
Normally, copy is first read by Eva,
the copy editor, and then the editor.
However, Eva didn't come in until about
4:30 and on this particular day, the
editor was in early and wanted to get
some copy read.
In any copy, mistakes or typos are
bound to occur. This is the rationale
behind three editors reading a story —
so mistakes and questions can be found.
In the course of any afternoon at the
paper, there are inevitable interruptions.
Monday afternoon was no exception.
Dave Adams, director of Student
Publications, came in spouting off about
drowning not really being a word. Dr.
Marsh, head of journalism and mass
communications, came in to have his
mug shot taken and to discuss the E2
final with this editor. Giles Fowler,
Seaton professor in journalism and mass
communications, came in looking for
conversation, and Anton, the illustrious
yearbook editor, came to check the
progress of the story.
The story was finally edited, and
refiled into the computer to await Eva.
By this time Eva had arrived and
checked to see what copy had or had
not been read. She was asked to read
the sports copy first, rather than news
copy which this editor and Deanna were
working on, and then to read Scott's
story. All local copy was to be sent to
the composing room as soon as possible,
as the basketball game would make it a
late night.
The next few hours were simply a
mix of editing, eating dinner, working
with photographers and helping the
assistant sports editor with page layout.
Once Eva finished editing, Scott's
story was sent to the composing room.
During the copy editing, much else is
done in the newsroom. Simultaneously
the managing editor lays out the stories
onto the page and the E2's (remember
them?) are writing the headlines. Before
Diana went home at 7 p.m. Monday,
Scott's story had been laid out and
headlined.
Essentially, when Scott's story was
sent to composing, it was taken care of
for the night. But, after Dale lays the
copy on the pages it must be checked
by the editor to make sure that the
headline is correct and that the story fits
in its given hole. Scott's story would
have probably been a line or so too long,
in which case the editor tells Dale to cut
those lines off with his Exacto knife
when he pastes up the story.
Monday night we finished early — a
happy event for printers and editors
alike — when it happens. Had Scott's
story come in on Tuesday it would have
experienced a great deal more moving
around as editors had to take a 20-page
paper and re-lay it out as a 16-page
paper.
As it turned out, Scott's story fell
through. This has been what would have
gone into the story had it indeed been a
story. Every day, editors face stories
that fall through because either the story
just isn't a story or the reporter fails to
produce copy. Such days, the paper is
known to be called The AP Collegian
because most stories are from the
Associated Press wire service.
Usually, it requires effort from almost
50 students to publish the Collegian
every day. Because of that, writing a
story about the Collegian is really no
simple request, [fig by Alice Sky
Crashed out — Features editor Kimber Williams,
senior in home economics and journalism, takes a
nap after working on the Collegian.
Pressure release — Mary Poppins is a welcomed
interruption by Collegian staff members as they
gather around the Rim to watch television.
Balancing class loads and deadlines can make the
newsroom a tension filled place. Sometimes a
diversion is helpful, sometimes not.
Rob Clark
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Two weeks in the life of a reporter and a non-story
Tuesday
1:15 — Walked into newsroom. Was greeted with
"Scott, we have an assignment for you."
Received assignment. Assignment read: Local
florist shops feel threatened by the K-State FTD
club. Penciled in at the top it said: ... it occurs
to me that there's a story here — not just the
FTD club, but all campus clubs sales and the
merchants.
1:20 — Read the paper
1:30 — Listed all the organizations I could think of
that conducted sales.
1:40 — Not coming up with many — went to eat
lunch. Conducted an informal survey while
eating. Still didn't come up with much.
2:25 — Went to class.
3:20 — Conducted another informal survey in the
newsroom. The rumor that journalists are better
informed is not true. Didn't come up with
anything new.
3:45 — Went home.
Wednesday
Wednesday was a bad day. I didn't work on any
stories
Thursday
This was the day that my furnace broke and I
woke up with a house full of smoke. I got to the
newsroom late.
11:30 — Called Manhattan Floral • Spoke to a lady
who referred me to "Bill" who was out for the
day. Told me to call back tomorrow.
11:02 — Called Polley Florist. Told me to call
back after 12:30 and talk to Mildred Polley.
11:05 — Called Kistners Floral. Talked to a
woman who said that I should talk to her
mother, Kittie Orr, who had a definite opinion on
the subject. Call back after lunch.
11:10 — Went to the Union. Saw my friend Jim
who who is a horticulture major. Asked him if
he knew who was in charge of the KState FTD
chapter. He didn't know. Sat down and talked.
11:30 — Checked with the SGA office to find out
who was the club sponsor. They didn't have any
records on the club.
11:40 — Walked to Waters. Checked with the
departmental office. Secretary sent me to R.K.
Kimmins' office. He was out.
12:00 — Went to lunch. A morning of rejection
builds your appetite.
1:05 — Returned from lunch. Called Kittie Orr.
Said almost nothing.
1:15 — Called Mildred Polley — she was out
again. Back at three.
1:17 — Worked on assignment for another class.
2:25 — Ran into the instructor for my 2:30 class.
Guess I have to go.
2:30 — Went to class.
3:15 — Found the name of the club's president.
Called, but she wasn't home. Back after five.
3:25 — Called the girl who turned in the story
idea. Wanted to see if she had just made the
whole thing up. She wasn't home.
3:30 — Called Mildred back. Still not there. Waited
for her to return the call until . . .
3:50 — Went the bathroom.
3:52 — She called back.
3:55 — I call her back. Mildred would make no
comment on the record, but referred me to
Daryl Westerveldt.
4:05 — Called Blueville Nursery to talk to Dorothy
Westerveldt. Husband said she wasn't in.
Referred me to a Mr. Smith, among others,
4:20 — Talked to Mr. Smith at Green Thumb. He
would make no comment but referred me to
Carl Meyers at Horticultural Services.
4:25 — Called Meyers. Receptionist asked who
was calling. Put on hold. She came back on and
said that he was just pulling out and wouldn't be
back until five. Told me to call back at eight in
the morning. Have to cover another story
tonight.
Friday
8:32 — Call Carl Meyers. Said that there had been
a problem but it had all been taken care of. Said
that it was an old issue. Obviously did not want
to talk to newspaper, but gave a short
statement.
Sunday
6:40 pm — Got hold of the FTD club president.
She said she didn't know anything about it and
referred me to Kimmins. Told me that Kimmins
would be out of the state for a week for
Thanksgiving vacation.
BLEW OFF STORY FOR A WEEK ** WENT
HOME ON VACATION
Monday
1:00 — Called Kimmins. He said there wasn't
much problem. Said that he wanted to read any
story before it went into the paper. I said that
we couldn't do that, but read back what I had
written down.
1:35 — Called Dairy Sales. Line busy. Called Meat
Sales. Line busy.
1:45 — Called Dairy sales back. Got through to a
man named Harold Roberts. He explained that it
and the Meat Sales were departmental sales, not
clubs sales. Gave me a good interview.
1:55 — Meat line busy again. Work on other
stories.
2:30 — Talked to editor, story not really a story,
keep trying.
Tuesday
Afternoon — Discussed story with editor. Decided
to kill story.
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AM. INSTITUTE OF
ARCHITECTURAL
ENGINEERS
FRONT ROW: Joseph M. McChulkis, Sharon S.
Bickford, Vicki M. Logan, Stewart P. Jeske,
Jeanette E. Mitchell, Joseph M. Cahill. SEC-
OND ROW: Michael P. Drury, Karl C. Moyer.
Dennis D. Dunn, Joseph K. Crawford, Joseph
H. Schwartz, Michael V. Buscher, Keith B. Wils-
chetz. THIRD ROW: Bradley J. Hammond, Da-
vid B. Ahlstedt, Tom P. Hoover, Ronda K. Ber
gren. Dean C. Hiebert, Mike McCluskey, Steven
IS. Busey. FOURTH ROW: Dennis L. Downes,
Troy K. Heckart, Jerry D. Stevenson. Jeff E.
Setzer, William B. Hentzler, David E. Chick,
John H. Stuckenschneider. BACK ROW: Gina
M. Ross, Stuart G. Braden, Ralph A. Rauch,
David L. Yost, Mary A. Robarge, Gregory M.
Tinkler, Marc D. Feyh, Mike D. Sommer.
AM. INSTITUTE OF
ARCHITECTURAL
ENGINEERS.
FRONT ROW: Bradley L. Eggimann, Tim E.
Mizer, Angela K. Clemence, Leslie K. Franas,
Colin E. Sandt, Martin J, Murphy. SECOND
ROW: Donald G. Posson. Bill G. Simms, Tim. J.
Dieker, Don L. Provencher, Alan W. Lankford,
Joe G. Buchheit, Fred L. Hasler. THIRD ROW:
Maria J. Stauth, Douglas L. Fredendall, David
S. Broadstone, Brad J. Miller, William J.
Naeger, Mark J. Sewell, Kevin E. Burke.
FOURTH ROW: Fredrick E. Ferdinand, Edward
A. Andraos, Atallah M. Sayegh, T. Scott Carter,
Craig W. Wallace, James A. Lanr. Stephen C.
Young. BACK ROW: Debra A. Vincent, Michael
S. Glasker, Brian E. Guenther. Keithian L. Ar-
nold, Scott W. Peck, Jeff E. Skinner, R.C.
Royce-Lartigue, Anthony E. Pianalto.
AM. INSTITUTE OF
ARCHITECTURAL
ENGINEERS
FRONT ROW: Mike W. Shelton, Tadhi L
Silsby, Gretchen A. Williams, Karen S. Roberts,
Suzanne D. Shirvani, Kathryn L. Mendenhall,
Yvonne M. Bruner. SECOND ROW: Gary M.
Ploesser, Karl D. Barnett, Charlie P. Tann, Scott
R. Kramer, Gene R. Schuette, Mark E. Con-
rardy, David W. Douthit, Mike C. Costello.
THIRD ROW: Rick D. Luck, Don L. Wheeler,
Donavon D. Coup, Thomas G. Amsler, Chris T.
Haffner, Wayne D. Maxwell, Timothy E. Lan-
gunit, Kallen L. Hanson, Steven R. Carroll.
FOURTH ROW: Warren D. Schwabauer Jr.,
Bruce E. Hart, Roger C. Linneman, Brian R.
Bretz, John E. Brewer, Mehammadali Khavati-
darian, David M. McISaghten, Jeffrey R. White
head. BACK ROW: Susan Shadfar, Thomas A.
Trabue, Duane S. Henderson, Steve J. Knud-
son. Garth L. Durre, James B. Giroux, Bashir K.
Baba. Farhad H. Fallah, Saed B. Razizadeh.
AG. ECONOMICS CLUB
FRONT ROW: Dave E. Anderson, Natalie Haag-
Wallisch, James P. Roggenkamp, Kristin S.
Huxman, SECOND ROW: Les W. Isaac, Mark
C. Ward. Steve S. Mullins, Scott K. Bokelman,
Darrell D Holaday. THIRD ROW: Monte L. Van-
deveer, Kenneth W. Furgason, Cris D. Smith,
Galen H. Pelton, Stephanie J. Wagner.
FOURTH ROW: Alan K. Woodside, Mark A.
Kohman, Kim D. Hrehbiel. Michael D. Beck,
James E. Wulf BACK ROW: Dennis D. Fike,
Steve J. Ferris. Bruce J. Hall, Greg J. White-
chair, Kevin L. Karr.
HORTICULTURE CLUB
FRONT ROW: Katherine M. Larson, Sheri L.
Haberman, Charlene J. Horinek, Barbara L.
Benda, Julia K. Beems, Anita M. Sobba. SEC-
OND ROW: Mark E, Carinder, Casey W. Koch,
Galen D. Gates, Patrick McKernan, Nicholas E.
Meyer, Dennis L. Patton. Bryon Black, Georgia
S. Urish. THIRD ROW: Jim G. Brand. Shirley A.
Kristek, Debbie K. Glenn. Ellen K. Forsberg,
Dan P. Wright, Kirk C. Blerly, Penny L. West,
Teresa Stroud. FOURTH ROW: Harvey J. Lang,
Teri L. Bortz. Judy A. Hecht, Sandy K. Sawyer,
Charles G. Smith, Kay B. Daniels, Bonnie J.
Heard, Deidre D. Claxton, August L. Lietzen,
BACK ROW: Tina L. Sager, Sharon J. Heiniger,
Mary L. Albrecht, Sharon K. Masoner. Tarn-
rnie Haas, Maribeth Mazur, Susan Schoneweis,
Karen Brox.
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Education
over long
distance
There are three types of students: the
kind that attends class regularly, the
kind that attends only a portion of the
time, and the students that never go to
class at all. Actually, the third kind of
student may never even make it to
campus. Impossible? Not for a member of
the Non-Traditional Student Program in the
department of continuing education.
"This idea was formally designed in
1975, and was started so that students who
could not come to campus would still
attain their higher education needs," said
Buzz Muir, director of the Non-Traditional
Student Program. "Originally, there was no
program to put together the different off-
campus services that were offered to
students."
The number of older students continues
to grow while the 18 to 22 age group
decreases. This increases the need for non-
traditional programs for adults unable to
come to campus, Muir said.
The program included 160 active stu-
ents, living across the entire state. The
participants cannot make it to campus for
a variety of reasons. They may have a
family, or jobs that conflict with regular
school hours. They may be near a junior
college, but unable to complete their degree
at a four year school. For whatever reason,
they choose to complete their education
and they do it through the Non-Traditional
Program, Muir said.
The program operates as an aid to the
student. Students accepted into the
program work with a faculty member on
their course study.
At many universities, a student would
get a packet at the beginning of the
semester, read and answer the booklet, and
wait for a written response in the mail,
Muir said. At K-State it is mandatory that
interaction takes place between the
professor and student. This is usually done
via the telephone. The communication is
intended to keep the program creative and
uniform and makes the student feel more a
part of the University, Muir said. It can
also be supportive for students to know
that teachers care about completion of
assignments.
The program also uses Telenet — a
network that has hookups with 34 different
areas around Kansas. The system makes it
possible for a student to listen to a teacher
in a classroom setting and interject
questions whenever necessary. The Telenet
system was developed in 1970.
Because of the unique style of the
program, more responsibility is placed on
the student, Muir said. It is important
that students keep in close contact with
professors and advisers. Participation by
faculty is voluntary but the time
commitment is large because of telephone,
preparation and grading time.
Acceptance into the program requires an
application review by a faculty board. The
board reviews each applicant based on four
factors: the applicant's career goals,
academic goals, background for potential
quiz-out of credits and reason for not
attending classes on campus. The board
then accepts or rejects students who have
applied for admission into the program.
Although being degree-oriented is not
mandatory, 90 percent of the participants
work toward a degree. Not all degrees are
offered to non-traditional students, but the
program does include science, teaching and
general home economics degrees. Students
may work toward a special degree called
the degree of general study. The older
student with a lot of practical experience
who does not have a particular degree
interest may take courses in general study.
On the air — Students in the Telenet
broadcasting room, as well as students across the
state, listen to a guest lecturer speak on
exceptional children.
Any questions?— Warren White, assistant
professor of administration and foundations,
listens for questions from students at any of the
34 Telenet hook-ups in the state.
photos by Allen Eyestone
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Students get long distance education
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The program also helps older students
on campus by publicizing quiz-out
programs available to them. Teachers may
use the program as a consulting group,
Muir said. If a student has a good
academic background, teachers are not
always able to evaluate the level of
information possessed by the student. The
Non-Traditional Student Program can
provide suggestions for evaluating students,
or give pointers in finding needed
information.
The program pulls together information
and resources available to non-traditional
students into a central location, Muir said.
It provides a place where people
understand the needs and wants of non-
traditional students.
The program is the only four-year system
among Kansas' regent schools. Other
programs, such as at the University of
Kansas, require students to earn a portion
of credit hours on campus. The non-
traditional student at K-State may earn a
degree without ever setting foot on
campus. Since 1975, 25 students have
graduated through the program.
"That is quite an accomplishment, since
many times the student just takes a few
courses a semester," Muir said.
It is difficult to estimate the average time
spent in the program because many
students have previous college credit and
use the program to complete their degree,
Muir said. She added that non-traditional
students face problems when they return to
school.
"They are usually not eligible for
financial aid. Another problem is that it can
be difficult to advise them. Sometimes
practical experience can add to the college
education, but people have problems
following the entire process."
Non-traditional students are at a
disadvantage because of their isolation.
"On campus, you are easily exposed to
the library, and other resource forms," Muir
said. "But when you are in areas where
information is not so accessable, it can be
hard."
The disadvantages are overcome by
putting the student first and the institution
second, according to Muir.
"With a program like this one, there has
to be a commitment to helping the
student," Muir said. "That is our goal — to
help." iRPl fey Donna Hopson
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14 non traditional student
Window watching — Dale Weishaar, senior in
agronomy, finds a quiet corner with a view by the
southern windows of the recently completed
Throckmorton Hall. The new building houses the
plant sciences offices and classrooms.
Ivy League? — Anderson Hall, taken for granted
by the average K-Stater, is never seen by some
non-traditional students.
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BAKERY SCIENCE CLUB-
FRONT ROW: Charles W. Deyoe, Mary A.
Iwinski, Kevin K. Swiercinsky, Ed W. Reinwald.
SECOND ROW: Mark J. Hoover, David J. Col-
son, Dean W. Creighton, Hugh A. Hoover.
THIRD ROW: Brian L. Dodge, Janice A.
Dunaway, Kevin G. Hoover, Jeffrey S. Bilyeu.
BACK ROW: Sarah Q. Norrls, Linda L. Lawson,
Shirley E. Weber, Betsy Perry.
CROP PROTECTION
CLUB
FRONT ROW: Mitchell E. Meehan, Bill Bockus,
Rich Hammel, Matt Floersch, Ron Schulze.
SECOND ROW: Sally E. Schlueter, Jeff R.
Wynn, Daniel A. Filbert, Brad McKee. BACK
ROW: Hugh E. Thompson, Phil J. Howard, Phil-
lip C. Huston, Bret L. Norman, Jim L. McEvay.
FOOD SCIENCE CLCIB
FRONT ROW: Laura V. Bassette, Maryse Fay
Schultz, Nennette D. Luglnsland, Lachele A.
Harper, Dick Bassette. BACK ROW: Hector A.
DeVitre, Bruce J. Shanks, Charlton R. Allen,
Douglas A. Albrecht, Lyell E. Nelson, Don H.
Kropf
FTD STUDENT CHAPTER
FRONT ROW: R.K. Kimmins, Kelly Mur-
ray, Kyle Urban, Melva Shipley, Susan Hork-
man, Terry Clark. SECOND ROW: Glenda M.
Carlln, Teri L. Bortz, Penny S. Morgan, Sandy
K. Sawyer, Debra Bott, Tami D. Reeves. BACK
ROW: Janelle A. Kautz, Vicki L. Reynard,
Deanne M. Fountain, Lori K. Levin, Linda C.
Botkin, Dana M. Kieffer.
GERMAN CLCIB
FRONT ROW: David J. Penn. Katharine R.
Clarke, Mona R. Shannon. SECOND ROW: Ja-
net L. Baskill, Sandra Perkins, Glenn R. Sex-
bury. BACK ROW: Priska V. Chappell, Cheri G.
Streeher, Jack V. Farr, Melanie Keyset.
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Union displays
its many faces
K -State Union. The bright purpleletters stand bold on the walls of the
building to welcome those arriving at
their destination. The building itself may
appear a cold empty facility. However, it
is more than the physical feature that
was constructed over some 26 years ago
with the use of student activity fees.
For the doubting, try walking through
the Union on a Saturday evening, then
stroll through the building at noon on a
weekday. During the school hours, the
Union comes to life with the movement
of masses heading all directions to class,
home, meetings or to the cafeteria for a
bite to eat and a social hour.
"I usually walk through the Union
before and after class to see if I know
anyone. If I do, I'll end up taking a few
minutes to stop and talk," Kendre
Plonte, sophomore in fine arts, said.
"The Catskeller is a great place to
study. It gets me out of the house and
in a study environment," Julie Mewman,
senior in business administration, said.
Versatility is one of the Union's strong
points. The facility offers areas for
studying, socializing, meetings of
organizations and recreation. The Union
Bookstore is a popular place to purchase
books, supplies and K-State souvenirs,
especially to visitors.
"We find that our shirt sales
dramatically increase right before
Christmas and especially when
workshops and camps are held for high
school students," Sharon Riley, junior in
journalism and mass communications
and Bookstore employee, said.
The Student Governing Services (SGS)
and Union Programming Council (UPC)
offices are housed in the Union. Both
organizations are student operated. SGS
are groups, funded with the student
activity fee, that provide services to all
students. The SGS office includes
Student Governing Association (SGA),
the student attorney, Women's Resource
Center, and Consumer Relations Board.
UPC provides students with input into
the operation of the Union.
Like K-State, the Union is a collage of
individual groups in a single setting for
varied reasons. These individual
interactions give the Union its feeling of
life. Iflpi by Jerry Katlin
Politicking — The Onion provides room for
political expressions as well as providing other
services.
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For sale — The Union courtyard serves as a sale
yard for lost and found goods.
Where's mediums?— Ricardo Zayas, senior in
industrial engineering and finance, looks over the
selection of T-shirts in the Union Bookstore.
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Andy Schrock
Union lab — Cindy Reese, junior in marketing,
and James Gaar, senior in radio and television,
take a break between classes in the Union
cafeteria.
Crowd shot— The Union Stateroom is famous
for students who take time for lunch, socializing
and catching up on some last-minute studying
before a test.
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Dance program options expanded
In
the fall of 1977 the current
program offering dance as a major
in the College of Arts and Sciences was
initiated by Madeline Cantor and Ronnie
Mahler, both former K-State instructors.
The program was developed primarily as
a performance-oriented curriculum with
emphasis on the technical aspects of the
dance profession.
"I think one of the problems with the
technique-orientation is that no
university can really sustain a
respectable dance major with only
technique," Luke Kahlich, assistant
professor of dance, said.
"A student can go anywhere and take
technique classes, they can go to New
York, they can go to any studio. In a
university setting you want a lot more
than that, you should touch much more
Light image — The dance department expanded
its performance oriented curriculum to include the
theory and philosophy of dance.
Striking a pose — Lou Ann Kramer, senior in
dance, spots during a dance workshop.
than one small area of a field," Kahlich
added.
The department of health, physical
education and recreation, of which dance
is a part, began to re-evaluate the dance
program in 1980 and proposed a new
curriculum which was approved within
the department in April 1981. After
approval by the Board of Regents the
curriculum changes will go into effect in
fall of 1982.
The proposed curriculum would allow
the dance student more options within
the dance field. It would allow them to
study other areas of dance such as
history, philosophy or choreography.
"We're not slighting technique, it's the
basis of the performance of the art.
We're actually strengthening that, but
we're supporting it even more by the
theory, the history and the philosophies
— the thinking, intellectual activity,"
Kahlich said.
Problems with the old curriculum
arose as the first dance majors
graduated.
"They all had problems going on with
their major from K-State because there
were no performance outlets in this area.
Many of the students didn't want to
leave the area but they had no
theoretical background to do any sort of
teaching or graduate work," Susan
Warden, assistant professor of dance,
said.
Under the new curriculum the student
would choose between the
performance/choreography option or the
theoretical option if the talent lies in
writing, in history, philosophy or
criticism, Kahlich said.
Also, in order to graduate, a dance
major would no longer be required to
reach an advanced level in technique
class, Warden said.
"This is in line with our idea that
some people are not cut out to be
performing artists. They should not have
to reach an advanced level, it might
take them the rest of their lives. So
they'll only be required to reach the
intermediate level if they would choose |
photos by Allen Eyestone
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MICROBIOLOGY CLUB
FRONT ROW: Frank R. Rundle. James E. Ur
ban, Chris Moore, Mike Zanelli. BACK ROW
Guy W. Miller, Allen K. Sample, Melanie Z
Keyser, Michael D. Belluomo, Terri L. Bryant
ARNOLD AIR SOCIETY
FRONT ROW: Valerie J Schebor, James C.
Towle, Reed L. Goewey, Keith A. Barber, Mi
chael A. Jacobs. SECOND ROW: Karen A. Pul
len, Anthony M. Dearth, John A. Dyck, Deb
orah S. Kool THIRD ROW: Kathleen S. Grad
wohl, Joseph J. Egry, James A. Dice, Wanda D
Schoffner. BACK ROW: Kathleen A. DeJesus
Robert S. Clarke. Nathan A. Weinsaft, Laura J
Parker.
BAHAI CLUB
FRONT ROW: Scott D. Campbell, Houchang
Khatamian, Mark A. Herrmann, Adib Jamshedi.
SECOND ROW: Cuneyt Can, Merrilee S. Wad-
dell, Karen F. Herrmann. BACK ROW: Barbara
Campbell, Maureen H. Conn, Nasrin Khata-
mian, Michal W. Jamshedi.
RESTAURANT CLUB
FRONT ROW: Dale A. Schmitt, Frank A. Rizza
Richard Kitos, Larry J. Lindstrom, Charlie Part
low. SECOND ROW: Tim J. Van Allen. Beth L.
Jones, Lori K. Keiser, Anthony E. Smith, Ste
ven P. Hoover, Jr. THIRD ROW: Lois Y. Molz
Burkly R. Reed, Jeffery D. Miller, Patricia A
Lamb. BACK ROW: Lisa M. Hutchins, Mary
Hahn, Jane R. Burke. Stephanie A. Burke, Jef-
frey L. Gates.
FINANCE CLUB
FRONT ROW: John C. Martin, William K. Ed-
gar, Mark Fenton, Joel D. Bloom. SECOND
ROW: Lee L. Smith, Scott H. Melhus, Thomas
J. Perry, Fred Stork, Paul J. Robben. THIRD
ROW: Loretta A. Kasper, Verlyn D. Richards,
LeAnn Ebel, Sally B. Knapp. BACK ROW: Julie
A. Miller, Jenny A. Jones, Pamela J. Frerichs,
Denise A. Wenger, Hiroko K. Ohno.
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Dance program
the theoretical option," she added.
A class entitled "Dance as an Art
Form," included in the proposed
curriculum, was offered to students in
the spring. It is a course for all students
that gives a survey of dance as an art
form. Other proposed classes include a
second semester of choreography and
improvisation, a course on philosophy
and aesthetics, and a course on writing
for dance, Warden said. "Dance Styles
and Personalities" will complement the
current dance history class taught within
the history department. It will look at
the chronological growth of different
dance styles through history.
Adding introductory classes to the
curriculum is one way to immediately
draw freshman into dance as a thinking
activity and not a technical activity,
Warden said.
The present dance curriculum is based
on ballet, jazz and modern dance
techniques. Dance Workshop is the
departmental class that requires students
to perform.
In the spring the Dance Workshop
gave its first full evening dance concert.
In the past the Dance Workshop has
performed for half of a concert and the
music department has staged a one-act
opera for the other half of the concert.
Kahlich received a faculty research
award grant to pay for an original score
for an original one-act ballet he would
choreograph. The theme for the ballet
was based on Shakespeare's King Lear
but focused on the relationship between
Lear and his daughter Cordelia. Kahlich
held auditions, open to University and
public, in early December. Letters were
sent to the departments of music and
art asking for interested students to help
with scenery or to be a part of the live
orchestra that would accompany the
ballet. Composer Ronald F. Williams
from New York City was commissioned
to do the score. Williams came in
February to organize the music ensemble
of approximately ten people. The score
consisted mostly of percussion and was
a combination of tape and live orchestra
incorporating a synthesizer.
Kahlich, who holds a master's degree
in theatre and dance, may have the
answer for more exciting performances
in the future if the departments of
music, art, theatre and dance should get
together.
One of the main purposes for the
grant was for the arts to share what
they have in common rather that what
they don't, Kahlich said.t^^y Connie
Woodard
Dance stretch — Gina Ireland, senior in dance,
stretches in preparation for a dance workshop.
Legs — Julia Gilbert, senior in dance, stretches
during a workshop. Dance was first offered as a
major in the fall of 1977.
photos by Allen Eyestone
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ASSOCIATED GENERAL
CONTRACTORS
STUDENT CHAPTER
FRONT ROW: Andrea K. Bell, Neal Herman,
Carl Riblett, Michelle Prentice, Paul Lawrence,
Mark Krenger. SECOND ROW: Nancy
Swartwout, Cedric Willhaus, Randall L. Hewitt,
Joseph D. Ostmeyer, Henry Knerr, Richard G.
King. Bret W. Rose. THIRD ROW: Greg Brugge
man, Robert Tinker, Craig Alexander, Glenn
Shain, Mike Voorhes, Jim Doull, Mike Bolar.
FOURTH ROW: Mark M. Morton, Steve Koege
boehn, Carl Johnson, Pam Best, Steve Mohan,
Tom Engelland, Bob Ross, Kevin Hudson.
BACK ROW: Mark Wingfield, Brian Reihs,
James Seley, Steve Flynn, John A. Hart, Ste-
ven Cope, Gregory Stueve, Perry Hossfeld.
ASSOCIATED GENERAL
CONTRACTORS
STUDENT CHAPTER
FRONT ROW: Kent E Hayes, Scott D. Bu-
dreau, Denise D. Sullenger, Gary P. Dominguez,
Jonathan C. Skidmore. SECOND ROW: Merrill
E. Blackman, Phil Robertson. Ky Hornbaker,
Joseph Bramlage, Rob Curry, Tim Holmes.
THIRD ROW: Mike A. Allen, Tim J. Mueting,
Tim M. Wagner, Larry Huff, Kenneth Parks,
Tom Adamson, Curt Lanpher. FOURTH ROW:
Rick B. Quint, Mark J. Weishaar, Paul Oberle,
Doug Kimple, Roy Epps. Mark Kidd, Spencer
Matters. FIFTH ROW: Phillip L. Herrell, Todd J.
Forthaus. Timmie A. Barrington, Phil E. Hoo-
ver, Mark Sell, Jeff Banister, Bruce Fahsholtz,
Dave Schnittker.
STUDENT SENATE
FRONT ROW: Lori Price. Gayla Backman, Ka
ren Franklin, Sheri Smith, Brent Argo, Teresa
Jenkins. Kim Oanh, Nguyen, Marilyn DeJesus.
Lisa Grigsby. SECOND ROW: Steven Tessen-
dorf, Kenneth Christie, John Geiger, Michael
Gibson, Jeffrey Slaven, James Seymour, Jim
Ruder. Steve Oehme. Kelly Presta. THIRD
ROW: David Sandritter, Paul Stewart, Michael
Hegarty, Chris Anderson, Randy Reinhardt,
Dave Anderson, Edwin Kerley. Doug Dodds.
David Lehman, Paul Attwater. FOURTH ROW:
Scott Long, Phyllis A. Murphy, Michelle A. Ho-
ferer, Scot Stubenhofer, Jerry Katlin, Mark Phil-
lips, David Cartin, John Gilliam, Joe Neumann,
Dent Wilcoxon. BACK ROW: Beth Butler,
Stephanie Mowry, Esther Hagen, Julie Martin,
Anita Sheets, Geri Greene, Holly Grey, Angela
Scanlan, Kristie M. Miller, Caroline Peine, Bar-
bara Miller.
COLLEGIATE 4-H
FRONT ROW: Judi Wright, Hayley Jo Matson,
Kimberly Kepler, Kara L. Cederberg, DeKeta S.
Nicholson, Susan D. Schoneweis. SECOND
ROW: Joyce Meyer, Lucinda Lindholm, Dennis
Drudik, Calvin L. Trostle, Dan Clawson, Tim
Sjogren. Linda L. Bigham. THIRD ROW: Jenni-
fer Haggard, Diane D. McNeill, Cheryl Thole,
Kevin Postier, S. Dawn Smith, Lorene L. Jagels,
Dean L. Hiebert. FOURTH ROW: Linda Gibson,
Max A. Eulert, Kevin L. Karr, Willam Gale, Pau-
la J. Fillmore, Nancy S. Bigham, Dennis
Fike, Kevin L. Fox. BACK ROW: Rebecca Wag-
ner, Janice Hammarlund, Jacqueline Russ,
Diane Green, Christy Strauss, Nancy Malir, Jac-
queline D. Dorrell, Marilyn Clawson.
ISu &;:?Bt&
COLLEGIATE 4-H
FRONT ROW; Bryan Sechrist, Debora Herman,
Michael E. Goldschmidt, Sharon Fallier, Dao
Korakovlt, Scott McAllister, Lisa Lassman.
SECOND ROW: Mark Flamm, Bruce V. Beahm,
Thomas J. Knittel, Randall W. Bennett, Douglas
M. Sharpe, Douglas J. Levey, Dana Cunning-
ham. THIRD ROW: Brad Lechtenberger, Mark
Franzen, Patrick J, O'Brien, Michael H. Schoen-
bein. Robert J. Holtzmann, Kenneth S. Swihart,
Roger Reed. FOURTH ROW: Shawn Harding,
David W. Stark, Greg Emmons, Tamara L.
Koci, Michael Blinn, Duane R. Hicks, Brian
Tempas, Lawrence D. DeBarthe. BACK ROW:
Kent D. McLaughlin, M. Dean Sutton, Jeff M.
Paz, Thomas Perry, Michael J. Heule, Joh*
nathan E. Ruder, Kathleen Armstrong, Brian
Sullivan.
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Space limited
Looking for
Office spaces come in a variety of
shapes for graduate students at K-
State. What was an old dusty loft
located on the third floor of Waters Hall
(a storage attic for odds and ends of the
agronomy department) is now a
spacious, carpeted, well lighted office
space for agricultural economics
graduates. Green grass once highlighted
the south end of Calvin Hall, now
masses of trailer houses cover the lawn
and business graduates pour over their
sheets of credits and debits.
K-State has filled every nook, crook
and corner with old metal desks, file
drawers and graduate students working
on research projects. Architecture
students compete for space in Seaton
Hall.
"We don't make extra space for
graduate students at K-State," Helen
Cooper, space analyst with university
facilities, said.
Seaton Hall is like a second home to
many architectural, engineering and
construction science majors. With the
overload of students majoring in these
fields, there doesn't seem to be enough
space for graduate student offices.
"Each individual department makes
space available for its graduate
students," Cooper said, "Seaton Hall is
usually different from other departments
because its graduates need different
types of space."
Up until two years ago, many
agricultural economics graduate students
shared office space with instructors.
Now the graduate students are provided |
an office
ample space in a renovated attic on top
of Waters Hall, according to David
Mugler, dean of resident instruction.
"Two years ago funding came from
the central administration through the
University budget to renovate the attic
and provide office space for agronomy
and agricultural economics graduates.
Now agricultural economics graduates
occupy the complete space. Renovation
was completed by the physical plant,
but the preliminary work was done by
many people. The agronomy department
and some horticulture people organized
crews to tear out part of the attic
structures and the physical plant
completed the project."
Many graduate students do not have
the luxury of having an entire floor for
their offices.
"In the computer science department,
it is literally overflowing with graduate
students and no space for them,"
Cooper said.
The computer science department
may have space eventually if Nichols
Hall is renovated within the near future.
Although space is limited for graduate
offices, graduate students seem to make
do with what they have for office space.
"Many of the graduate offices are like
night and day. It just depends on what
the department does to meet the
demand of space for its graduates,"
Cooper said (HE] by Doug Putnam
Renovation — Esterlina Olan, graduate in
economics, sits at her office desk in Waters.
What was once an attic storage is now the
economics grad student's office.
PHI GPSILON OMICRON
FIRST ROW: Jullanne Cummings, Elizabeth
Gardner, Theresa L. Ehm, Julie W. Rundell,
Dana K. Cowley. SECOND ROW: Patti J.
Moser, Brenda K. Stottmann, Denise E. Manke,
Christi L. Dutton, Donna A. Wilber, Shelly K.
Dickinson. THIRD ROW: Julie D. Clark, S.
Dawn Smith, Renee A. Myhart, Jeanne E.
Dowell, Kathryn A. Hixon, Sonia R, Cooper.
FOURTH ROW: Sonya G. Lauppe, Esther M.
Hagen, Loren L. Jagels, Brenda L. Meyer, Linda
K. Ventsam, Kathy B. Belden, Qlenda L. Went-
worth. BACK ROW: Lori L. Shoemaker, Cas-
sandra A. Mikel, Kathy K. Rupp, Barbara K.
Christofanelli, Brenda J. Huntsman, Debra J.
Nightingale.
PHI CIPSILON OMICRON
FIRST ROW: Judy K. Reed, Jody R. Breiten-
bach, Pat Bornholdt, Cynthia S. May, Mindy
Levy. SECOND ROW: Jolene L. Sundgren,
Diane L. O'Shea, Patsy E. Tyson, Janice R.
Nehring, R. Elaine Curry, John Canava. THIRD
ROW: Beth E. Butler, Theresa M. Detwiler, Lin-
da Tannehill, Marcia E. Utt, Cheryl Wendt, Ja-
net Olson, Ginger Stejskal. FOURTH ROW: Su
san E. Traskowsky, David W. Bussen, Denise
K. Warne, Pam R. Jorns, Kimberly J. McFall,
Brenda J. Weir. BACK ROW: Michelle A. Swan,
Julie A. Quinn. Karen D. Stadel. Mary Ann
Rempe, Ramona Norris, Charlotte Kinderk-
necht.
AMERICAN INSTITUTE
OF INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERS
FIRST ROW: Charles C. Knight, Martha M.
Mesh, Casey Mussatto, Bart K. Bieker. Frank
A. Tillman. SECOND ROW: Jenise K. Hawley,
Marty L. Young, Cathy J. Marvel, Eric J. Thiele,
Paul F. Smyth, William E. Miller. THIRD ROW:
Claire M. Guislain, Lori K. Holvorson, Dexter E.
Bohn, David K. Nesbitt, Troy L. Wallace, Janice
M. Russell. BACK ROW: Rachel J. Roth.
Maria M. Munoz, Felipe R. Rendon, Bradley D.
Eckhoff, Robert M. Albracht, Greg J. Ruder.
AMERICAN INSTITUTE
OF INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERS
FIRST ROW: Edwin A. Betancourt, Steve E.
Hammock, Steven R. Ripper, Teresa R. Ford.
SECOND ROW: Kevin E. Kaberline, Eugene R.
Russell, Max J. Atwood, Keith R. Ice, Paul J.
Strecker. THIRD ROW: Tom Newton, Don Jer-
main, Mark Lindshield, Lisa Hoffmaster.
FOURTH ROW: Gregory M. Wacker, Doug Gill,
Jeffrey B. Dorsch, Rick Higgs, Mark A. Dreiling.
BACK ROW: Kevin R. Ashton, James C. Glea-
son, Tim Speed.
B'NAI BRITH HILLEL KSU
FRONT ROW: Lauren Kahn, Mark D. Atzen-
hoffer, Janis C. Galitzer, SECOND ROW: Mar-
tin J. Kolkin, Nathan A. Weinsaft. BACK ROW:
Michael E. Goldschmidt, Deborah L. Edelrnan,
Steve Galitzer.
Richie Bergen 123
SPRING COLLEGIAN
STAFF
FRONT ROW: Eva Wilson, Charlene Farrell,
Deanna Hutchison, Jim Laurencig, Tom Glass,
Gail Garey, Mike Fitzgerald. BACK ROW: Dave
Adams, Kelly Blair, Tim Gnruh, Tanya Branson,
Leslie Frost.
What next — Robert Holzwarth, junior in pre-
design professions, contemplates his next move
on his drawings at a late night session in Seaton
Hall.
Free-lancing,
Private citizen A wants to build an
addition to a house, but can't afford
the services of a professional architect.
Architecture student B needs experience
and money, so he agrees to do the work.
After one year, the foundation on the
addition begins to sink and causes
several hundred dollars worth of damage
to the structure. Who is at fault and
who pays for the damages?
The case is fictional but could easily
happen. The answer to the question is
not easy.
The situation would be the same
whether the student is an architecture
student or an engineering student,
according to John Dollar, assistant dean
of the College of Engineering. The party
at fault is probably different than the
one who will pay for it, Dollar said.
"He's (the student) open for some
such suit," Dollar said.
But since the student generally would
not have the money the owner would
likely have to absorb the cost of repairs,
according to some architecture students.
"They won't hold you liable. Most of
the drawings are not in full detail,"
Denise Sullenger, sophomore in
construction science, said.
"Specs are what get you in trouble,"
she said. "We don't get into telling them
how to put them together, either."
Sullenger had not done free-lancing for
a fee but had done projects for free for
outside groups. "I've been approached
by a lot of people," she said.
Chris Hansin, fifth year student in
architectural engineering, said that he
would not take on a project that he
questioned his ability to handle.
"I wouldn't do any thing that wasn't
the normal contracting," Hansen said.
His projects usually do not involve specs
either. }
WOMENS GLEE CLUB
FRONT ROW: Patricia D. Belden. Tamara K.
Bailey, Cindy F. Henning, Kathryn L. Peterson,
Gloria R. Roth. Marie A. Conlin, Lynette M.
Roth, Janette F. Roth, Sandy J. Clark, Marietta
Deets, Belinda Bellinder, Debby Walz, Debby
Ross. SECOND ROW: Lisa K. Grigsby, Mary K.
Prose, Mary S. Relihan, Lisa L. Hooker, Janice
L. Butts, Laura E. Jonas, Jennie A. Sooby, Jen-
elle K. Schoonover, Angie E. Miller, Michelle A.
Conway, Elsie M. Orpin, Suzanne Lee, Cara
Lane Norrls, Prlska A. Chappell. THIRD ROW:
Karen C. Seiwald, Mary L. Brigden, Monica M.
Neff, DeKeta S. Nicholson, Tanya D. Dutton,
Kathryn K. Jeffers, Cynthia Curts, Hally Colt,
Diane Nottingham-Heeriman, Susan B. Britton,
Colleen Todd, Nancy Jorchow, Stephanie J.
Stewart. Connie M. Turner, Joen F. Steward,
Veda L. Tate. BACK ROW: Megan Murphy,
Wendy S. Bradshaw, Lisa Williams, Merrie K.
Martin, Kristi A. Nelson, Solveeta A. Burgess,
Tamra Fitzmaurice, Joan Martin, Kim Fournier,
Mary Bunck, Gayle Hurst, Susan Sedlacek,
Sharla Headrick, Margie Daniels, Cynthia
Brookhart, Marcy Imel, Cheri Schwartz, Beth L.
Buchanon.
pain or profit?
"I did specs on one. Other jobs,
usually people have an idea of what
they want and they talk it out with the
contractor," Hansen said.
Sheila Roffler, Manhattan resident,
wanted some landscaping and an
addition onto her house. She hired two
architecture students to do the jobs by
placing an advertisement in the Collegian
personals column.
"I had quite a few calls," Roffler said.
"They were all architecture students."
Roffler said that she was confident in
the work, even though one of the two
students did not finish his portion of the
job.
"We didn't worry about the experience
on this particular job," she said. "1 don't
think for what I wanted done, there
would've been any problems."
If the project was larger, she would
have been more concerned, Roffler said.
The architect she hired showed her
plans of other freelance work he had
done.
"One student that I hired had done
free-lance work before," she said. "If I'd
wanted to, I could've called these other
people."
What if the work had been faulty?
"That didn't come into play. I'd had
some feedback from other nurseries that
would've done the job and I wasn't
worried," Roffler said.
The University should coordinate
student services to help out the
community, according to Roffler.
"I wish there was a facility on campus
that was open to the public," Roffler
said. "The students need to practice and
we are in inflationary times and I just
can't afford to go to a professional for a
job like this."
Dean Dollar agreed that free-lancing
can be beneficial to both the student and
the client.
"As long as the client understands the
situation," he said. "Whoever the client
is, they must know that the architect is
still a student, only."
The College of Engineering does not
have a formal program for setting up
free-lance work.
"If someone mentions a job to me, I
pass it along. That's really all there is,"
he said. ISjpI by Anton Arnoldy
INTERNATIONAL
COORDINATING
COUNCIL
FRONT ROW: Sam K. Kujiyat. Allan Brettell,
Dave S. Sachdeva. SECOND ROW: Anita Jo
Sheets. Mehmet Keskin, Mutaz A. Sajdi,
Pongthai Assavanant. BACK ROW: Felipe R.
Rendon. Ahmed D. Abid, Donna Davis.
SOCIETY FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF
MANAGEMENT
FRONT ROW: Michael J. Wentling, Donald P.
Oehlrich, Steven C. Ainslie. Bart A. Winter.
SECOND ROW: Jon L. Mould, Dan R, Mullin,
Diane D. Honigs, Roseann Umscheid, Doug Hen-
ricks THIRD ROW: Sandra J. Beisel, Susan C.
Webb, Roberta J. Riederer, Gene A. Johnson.
BACK ROW: Janeen K. Nelssen, Tawnya C
Kingsbury, Kevin L. Durler, J. Scott Vander-
voort, Carol B. Fisher.
AGRICULTURAL
AMBASSADORS
FRONT ROW: Jane M. Lauer, Marilyn K. Claw-
son, Brenda F. Hundley, Lisa M. Skoch, Lois J.
Heuchert. SECOND ROW: Christina M. Fields,
Dan F. Clawson, Fred F. Zillinger II, Richard V.
Llewelyn, Ron E. Wulfkuhle, Greg G. Diel,
George A. Bauer. THIRD ROW: Ron P. Win-
einger, Mark A. Baker, Carla F. Klein, Lachele
A. Harper, Susan K. Tousignant, Elizabeth J
Heid, Jeff E. Dillon, Douglas G. Gudenkauf.
FOURTH ROW: Larry Erpelding, Michael G
Seele, Shelly A. Hasvold, Penny S. Morgan, Tru
dy L. Norman, Anita K. Conley, Mary G. Koh
man, Kent A. Jaecke, Bryan L. Goodman
BACK ROW: Ed V. McQueen, Jeffrey A. Brock
hoff. Roger A. Meeks, Christopher J. Schrick
David L. Goetsch, Monte L. Vandeveer, Jon E
Pachta, Natalie Haag-Wallisch.
ALPHA PHI MU
FRONT ROW: Rachel J. Roth, Shahab A. Khan,
Leta Y. Richards, Kathryn S. Goss. SECOND
ROW: Kenneth A, Owen, Carlos A. Pico. Shyam
N. Geth, Keith R. Ice, Paul J. Strecker, Bryce B.
Miller. THIRD ROW: John E. Biegel, Tom New-
ton, Jack E. Fuson, Donald A. Nemetz, Prabhs-
karen Ramachandran, Don J. Jermain, Moo-
Young Jung, Jacob J. Smaltz. FOURTH ROW:
Robert M. Kirkpatrick, Casey Mussatto, Sidd-
barth R. Desai, Jeffrey B. Dorsch, Brad L.
Hafner, David B. Geist. BACK ROW: Janice M.
Russell, Diana L. Stoner, Steve E. Hammock,
Jong-Woei Whang, Min-Yong Park, Felipe R.
Rendon.
SISTERS OF THE
SPHINX
FRONT ROW: Kimberly A. Reed, Amy Pen-
land, Jill L. Leeburg, Linda L. Verboom. SEC-
OND ROW: Kelli D. Park. Jane E. Schmidt,
Anna Marie Schmidt, Carol Lee Corneluis.
BACK ROW: Brenda L. Puckett, Linda L. Rolf,
Diana L. Rhodes, Cynthia L. Farris.
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FALL COLLEGIAN STAFF
FRONT ROW: Gail Garey, Kelly Blair, Leslie
Frost, Becky Wilmoth, Tanya Branson, Diana
Fink, Mark Atzenhoffer, Alice Sky. BACK
ROW: Luke Brown, Jim Laurencig. Dana Neal,
Deanna Hutchison, Eva Wilson, Ron Brown.
SPRING ADVERTISING
STAFF
FRONT ROW: Louise Fankhouser, Kim Hanzli-
cek, Beth Herde. Judy Klemm. SECOND ROW:
Roberta Fidler, Donna Osborn, Debbie Stock.
BACK ROW: Bill Morosco, Jann Reinecker,
John McGrath.
AMERICAN INSTITUTE
OF CHEMICAL
ENGINEERS
FRONT ROW: W.P. Walawender, Bev R. Jader-
borg, Marie Ford, Bart Peterson, Allecia L. Rem-
ington, Tracie L. Strouse. SECOND ROW: Rif
S. Donovan, Steven G. Cater, Kenneth D. Jack-
man, Brad W. Schulta, Larry J. Samson. Ronald
J. Smith, Thomas Lingg. THIRD ROW: Susan
Phipps, Brad Crosby, Audie Bird, Jeff Hubbell,
Barbara Lindholm, Jayne Schmitz, John Roush,
Robert Black. FOURTH ROW: Mark Isom, Eli-
zabeth Glidewell, J. Thompson, J. Wiliard
Gibbs, Wesley C. Hensley, Ed Langford, Ross
MacKinnon, Kent Bryan. BACK ROW: Ann
Sack, Eyelyn Northum, Margaret Stewart, Lisa
K. Christensen, Michelle M. Weber, Terrie
Spangler, Robert Franke, Scott Ringle, Jackie
M. Rohr.
KANSAS STATE
ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGISTS
FRONT ROW: Doyle Slack, Daniel J. Barnard,
Linda M. Carra, Martin Wilde, Kirby H. Demott,
James N. Parrish. SECOND ROW: Brent T.
Murphy, William S. Harborth, Brian E. Bigelow,
Jon Jacobson, Larry McWilliams, Duane Bay-
less, Douglas R. Brewer, Kelly Jones. THIRD
ROW: Jeff Jelinek, Robert V. Vantuyl, Kurt
Snyder, David McCoy, Charles Brunnert, Rob-
ert Neibling, Wilmer Bartel, Arthur Vaughan.
FOURTH ROW: Dan Willits, Robert Jandera,
Richard Sayler, Randall Angell, Brian Hallman,
John Holmes. Kenneth Haney. BACK ROW:
Duane McAfee, James N. Barth, Scott Wil-
liams. Timothy Holub, Raymond Ryan, Phil Wi-
koff, Haytham Alsalih.
AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION OF
TEXTILE CHEMISTS AND
COLORISTS.
FRONT ROW: Frozan Pourboghrat, Karl Ar-
nold, Cindy Orr, BACK ROW: Barbara Reagan,
Dawn Isensee, Karen Vohs, Amy Holzle.
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Classes for
Ml anhattan isn't the only place where
* * K-State classes are in session. The
Wolf Creek nuclear power plant is a
temporary classroom for Kansas Gas
and Electric employees that want to
upgrade their education.
As part of a program designed for the
training of shift supervisors, senior
reactor operators and shift technical
advisers, both K-State and Emporia State
are teaching courses at the Wolf Creek
site northeast of Burlington.
The program is sponsored by KG&E
and will last one and a half years, from
June, 1981 to around Oct. 5, 1982.
According to Ted Wischropp, director
of Development for Continuing
Education, many utilities are realizing
the necessity of providing additional
training for employees, and programs
similiar to the Wolf Creek situation are
on the rise.
"Participants will receive a total of 64
credit hours from K-State and ESCI
combined," Wischropp said. ESQ is
providing 36 credit hours in basic
science with classes such as Advanced
Chemistry and Technical Calculus while
K-State is providing 28 credit hours in
engineering technology and nuclear
engineering.
The current program is taught under
the Department of Engineering |
Industrial classroom — Teachers from K-State
travel to the Wolf Creek Nuclear Power Plant in
Burlington for a series of classes to train shift
supervisors of the plant.
-'22*SSf£* r- ~
Wolf Creek
Technology and uses faculty from the
department of nuclear engineering. It is
actually a technology program, placing
most of the extra teaching burden on
the engineering technology faculty, but
because nuclear technology is most
applicable to power plant operators,
nuclear engineering faculty are also
utilized, according to Ray Hightower,
assistant to the dean of engineering.
The program was designed in eight-
week sessions of classes followed by
four week work schedules at the plant
site.
Most of the classes are taught at the
plant and KG&E paid all expenses of the
program, including tuition for employees,
and cost of faculty salaries.
As Hightower explained, K-State
faculty have agreed to teach the courses
on an overload basis. Faculty members
drive to the site, or stay overnight and
teach for a second day if that is
required.
They also have office time where
students in the program may go to talk
with the instructor. Classes are taught in
the same way they are taught at K-State
and the courses are videotaped for
future use.
As Wishropp explains, the videotapes
may later be used for preliminary
training of employees on the site and
thus save K-State faculty from driving to
Wolf Creek. PHfI by Sharon Riley
Kansas Gas and Electric photo
CONSUMER RELATIONS
BOARD
FRONT ROW: Sandy M. Clark, Elizabeth Gard-
ner, Jose L. Rivera, Susan Traskowsky, Tam-
mie Craigmile. SECOND ROW: Charlene Hen-
ton, Kathy J. Holman, Lisa Schuenemann, Lin-
da Maze, Laura Swoyer. BACK ROW: Janet
Payne, Virginia Thornton, Michelle Norris,
Kathy Sopcich, Pamela Kohman.
RODEO CLCIB
FRONT ROW: Terri Herman, Billie J. Evans,
Linda L. Gibson, Jo Lynne Wilber, Sharon Con-
ley, Stephanie Burke, Elizabeth Heid, Jackie
Baker, Lisa Leister. SECOND ROW: Jeffrey F.
VanPatten, Jim R. Zibert, Charles G. Aldrich,
Larry E. Dossett, Randy Olson, Dwight A.
Becker, Lloyd Schneider, Bernie Johnson.
THIRD ROW: Greg Fowler, Terry R. Vander-
plas, Scott VanPelt, Anthony J. Stueve. Steve
Angermayer, Michael D. Patrick, Marty Miller
Jeff McQueen, David Tole. FOURTH ROW
Mike Christensen, Todd A. Grizzell, Will J. No
vak, Jim F. Piuney, Robert W. Bacon, Dave W
Temple, Jerry D. Grinstead, Brad A. Nickelson
Jim L. Persinger. BACK ROW: Royce A. Wil-
son, Wendy S. Randall, Karen Cunningham
Cindy Brookhart, Michelle A. Malter, Brenda L
Meehan, Brian Keith, Dianna Duvall, Deann M
Hall.
PHI ETA SIGMA
FRONT ROW: David J. Rodenbaugh, James T.
Gleason, Roger W. Grier, Jon D. DeWyke, Barb
A. Teneyck, Ralph Field. SECOND ROW: Dan-
iel J. Hammel, Monte L. Vandeveer, Joel P.
McKinsey, Mark Douglas Comfort, Douglas G.
Gudenkauf. THIRD ROW: Ricky L. Pieschl,
Timothy P. Dalton, Kurt G. May, Jeff Ramsey,
Benjamin H. Price, Bruce Brecheisen. BACK
ROW: Carl E. Hopkins, Ricardo F.R. Patron,
Kelly R. Walden, David R. Rome. Kermit P.
Rainman, Roger L. VanSkike.
ASCAIA
FRONT ROW: Timothy P. Krug, Kathy Groo-
tendorst, Robert Joseph Rusbarsky, Paul T. Wil-
helms, Steven R. Opchurch, Thomas A. Wright.
SECOND ROW: Daniel C. Keiter, Larry W.
Long, Chris N. Sutton, James D. Rahe, Clark R.
Greenlee, Thomas S. Waggoner. THIRD ROW:
David E. Riffel, Michael P. Tchoukaleff, Randal
L. Peterson, Joesph K. Wiedemeier, Kevin B.
Ireland, Kenneth P. Graham, Kenneth D. Kalk-
brenner. FOURTH ROW: Paul L Bunton, Rich-
ard M. Canada, Gaines Jontz, Eric W. Foster,
Claude L. Bockhold, James C. O'Shea. BACK
ROW: Kelly D. Williams, John E. Cannon, Em-
manuel D. Solaris, Minoru Terada, William W.
Ward, Scott K. Saskill, Kevin R. Meinhardt.
COLLEGE REPUCLICANS
FRONT ROW: Randall J. Hubert, Robert W.
Crutchfield, David E. Lehman, David L. Fergu-
son, David L. Bond, SECOND ROW: Scott A.
Long, J. Wesley Ruzek. Jerry W. Lobb, Lonnie
L. Heinrich. THIRD ROW: Teresa J. Larson,
Jan L. Rutter, William A. Neal, Julie Youngdoff,
Mark A. Meng. BACK ROW: Geri A. Greene,
Linda K. Ventsam, Kelli D. Park, Pamela S.
Greene.
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'Pud' courses save brain strain.
i i a pud class is one that requires no
I\ brain effort whatsoever," Pamela
Hundley, senior in retail floriculture, said.
"You know, the ones that you're
embarrassed to tell your friends you're
enrolled in."
"Pud" classes — classes that are
considered to require little or no effort
from the students enrolled in them —
are popularly known as "G.P.A.
Boosters," according to Hundley.
"(A pud class is) a class like Music
Appreciation, Theatre Appreciation,
Advanced Bowling, Concepts of P.E.,
Jogging, Small Group Discussion, Square
Dancing, Aerobics," she said.
Other students, however, say they
have found "pud" work in such unlikely
sounding courses as Introduction to
Nuclear Engineering, and Impact of
Engineering Technology on Society.
A "classic" pud course is
Appreciation of Theatre, a two credit
hour course.
"It's super pud," Fred Rock, junior in
accounting, said. "All you do is listen to
lectures." He admitted that critiques of
performances were also required.
According to Rock, many students sleep
through class and "it's a good time to
write letters to your friends."
Joel Climenhaga, associate professor
of speech, instructs the course. "I tell
them it's a pud course. It's just
inconceivable that anyone could be so
stupid as to fail it, but some do. They
get C's and D's and so on," Climenhaga
said.
Like most pud classes, Theatre
Appreciation relies heavily on
attendance. "The class has 12 scheduled
events (that the students are required to
attend). If they go to all 12 events, have
an A in their attendance and pass the
final, they get an A," Climenhaga said.
One absence is a B, two a C and so
on, according to Climenhaga. The final
examination has 50 multiple choice
questions. A 50 percent or better score
qualifies as an A.
"Frankly, what I try to do more than
anything else ... is to give enough that
everyone will learn one thing that they
didn't know when they came into that
class," Climenhaga said.
Often, classes stressing a sport are
referred to as "pud." Terri Eddy, (Jnion
Recreation manager and instructor for
Advanced Bowling, said that grading is
based equally on attendance, effort and
a final exam. Eddy said the exam is
based on basic bowling knowledge such
as "methods of picking up a spare."
"It's not the hardest (one credit) hour
they've ever had. We hope they have a
good time while they're in the class,"
Eddy said.
Eddy doesn't feel that students are
spending their time uselessly in her
class.
"It's basically to introduce them to a
lifetime sport. It's one of the few sports
you can participate in at the age of 80
or 90."
Kim Ringer, junior in sociology,
described Advanced Bowling as a
relaxation period.
"It gave me more practice time. I
think a lot of kids just take it because
it's a pud class," Ringer said.
Not all classes which are generally
considered academically light have
simple titles. For instance, some believe
Introduction to Nuclear Engineering, and
Impact of Engineering Technology on
Society, both worth three credit hours,
are classes that can be labeled "pud."
Introduction to Nuclear Engineering is
designed to "provide some introductory
knowledge to students who are not
students in nuclear engineering,"
according to Herman Donnert, professor
of nuclear engineering and instructor of
the course.
Donnert listed the format of the class
as being "mostly lectures" accompanied
by reading assignments, 10 problem
assignments, five tests and one final
examination.
Attendance was taken by distributing
paper slips at the beginning of each
class. The student signs the paper and
turns it in. "There was no way someone
can do a forgery," Donnert said.
Mike Brown, freshman in finance,
disputed the idea of forgeries. He said
students would simply forge an absent
student's signature and the missing
student would be marked as present.
"Lots of times you could tell when
people were doing it just by the size of
the class," Brown said.
Brown also said that he was never
required to hand in problem
assignments. "He never asked for them,'
he said.
Donnert said that he "wouldn't count
off too much" in the class if an
assignment was not handed in. He also
said that "they (the class) took
advantage of it. I'm going to be more
strict this semester."
Margaret Matz, senior in management,
said she enrolled in Impact of
Engineering on Society as a "a surefire
way to pull up my G.P.A. I had a really
full load last semester, so I took it," she
said.
According to Matz, although book
reports were a required part of the
course and a final was given, attendance
was by far the most important grade
determinant.
"You could only miss like two classes
and get an A," she said. "He (the
instructor) gave five points for every
book report and took off five points for
every absence, so you could hand in
extra book reports to make it
(attendance records) balance out."
"I never once — never once — read a
book and 1 got full credit on my book
reports. 1 just read the back cover and
that's what others did," she said.
Since attendance was such a large
portion of her grade, Matz felt that her
instructor was especially hawkish. "He
had an evil eye out. You could tell he
was watching (for cheating on
attendance)."
Attendance was taken by having each
student pick up a card with his name
on it at the beginning of each class
period. The cards left would denote
absentees.
"We tried . . . (cheating on
attendance) . . . once and we got caught.
The bad thing for me was that I was a
girl and there were only two girls in the
class," Matz said.
Matz said there was no test except for
the final, which she felt "didn't even
relate to the course, really. It was just
going in there and writing."
Matz said that students carrying an A
at the time of the final were not required
to take it.
She does believe she gained from the
course. "You learn something about
people, yet you know you have three
hours credit going for you."
Are "pud" courses simply fillers for
elective credit or are they part of a
broader education? |
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Isn't that right? — Joel Climenhaga, instructor of
Appreciation of Theatre, typically uses a gesture
to emphasize memorable points of his experiences
with theatre.
Aim that way — During bowling class, John
Garetson, senior in wildlife biology and class
instructor, assists Brenda Stottmann, senior in
home economics, in her practice of the fine art of
obtaining a strike.
John Tracy, head of the department
of electrical engineering and a student
adviser, feels that students should enroll
in courses that are good, solid,
meaningful, and perhaps also difficult.
On the other hand, Vincent Gillispie,
assistant head of the department of
English and a student adviser, feels that
such courses "are important because
they offer a chance for exposure of the
sort that many (students) never had
before."
"Pud" classes. Laudable or
Laughable? You decide. HrjI by Veronica
Lorson
Scott Williams
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The 'rock' is back
KSDB increases power, goes stereo
KSDB-FM, which has been serving the
students at K-State for over thirty
years, underwent "reconstructive
surgery." The reason was not for an
ailment but for self-improvement.
The station converted to stereo and
increased its power output. The change
was in the works for approximately two
years and came to an end February 1,
1982, at 6 p.m. when KSDB signed on
with an extra 90 watts of power and
in full stereo.
KSDB, a public service radio station,
is a class D FM station. This means that
it is a low-wattage student station.
Lionel Grady, KSDB faculty adviser,
called the station an album-oriented
station. This means basically all it
played were cuts from albums. Every
weeknight from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m., KSDB
featured specialty shows ranging from
country to funk and soul. All of the disc
jockeys, the news people and the
management are students at K-State.
"Increasing the station to 100 watts
increases the coverage area to include
all of Manhattan and strengthens the
signal to people who already receive it,"
Grady said. The Federal Communications
Commission is trying to do away with all
of the 10 watt stations and this is why
KSDB applied to the FCC for the
increase, according to Grady. "KSDB
submitted the application to the FCC in
December of 1979 and received approval
in February of 1981."
Brady said the original target date for
the "New KSDB" sign-on had been set
for the first day of classes in the fall.
After waiting 14 months for FCC
approval, bids for the equipment had to
be let. He also pointed out that the
company that builds the 100-watt
transmitters was back-logged four
months because of the FCC ruling.
The power increase and the change to
stereo did not come inexpensively.
"Student Governing Association gave
KSDB $10,500 toward the purchase of
the new studio equipment required for
the transition. The College of Arts and
Sciences added $20,000 for the
transmitter and $2,000 was collected in
donations," Grady said.
For the installation of the equipment,
KSDB looked primarily toward Dave
Richards, radio engineer for the station,
and toward University Facilities
personnel and special help from Dave
Weise of KJCK radio whom Grady called
Finishing Touches — Television engineer George
Sheets consults with Dave Richards, senior in
electrical engineering, about some final audio
adjustments before KSDB can return to the air.
Allen Eyestone
"the best FM man in the area."
"The facilities people were involved
with a lot of the rewiring," Grady said.
A lot of the studio equipment had been
already installed over the summer but
the transmitter and the antenna system
were installed during Christmas break.
Grady thinks there is no question
about an upsurge in the listening
audience. "We are able to reach more
people with a better quality sound." As
for the disc jockeys, Grady thinks that
they are trying harder knowing there is a
bigger audience for which to perform.
The station changes did not affect the
format for the first semester after
installation. According to Grady, "The
station will keep the same programming
that it has this past year but I can't
really say what the format will be like a
year or two down the road."
The reason for this is due to the
students themselves, because it is a
student station and the students have a
major role in saying what the
programming will be. Irfi by Bill
Brothers
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Back on the air— Gary Novy, senior in radio and
television and station manager, slips an audio
cartridge back in place and prepares to broadcast
on KSDB's first day at 100 watts stereo.
WILDLIFE SOCIETY
FRONT ROW: Rob Unruh. Bruce White, Steve
P. Wingerson, Tom Heger, SECOND ROW: Ml
chelfe A. Metz, Brent L. Brock, Mike E. Bois-
vert, David J. Gabriel. THIRD ROW: Erik L.
Peterson, Ric J. Urban, Judy K. Bogusch, Co
leen K. Phillips. BACK ROW: Tom J. Troilo,
Steve E. Schuler, Sheryl A. Barnett, Kevin Q.
Morehead.
ETA KAPPA NU
FRONT ROW: Richard R. Gallagher, Randall L.
Clrban, Gary A. Koets, Mike H. Masters, James
H. Tracey. SECOND ROW: Keith W. Holt, Mark
L. Brown, Kenneth J. Kennedy, Michael R.
Wiegers. BACK ROW: Carmen G. McDonnell.
Diane M. Dalton, John W. Bartholomew, Alan
D. Rymph, Frank J. Marcotte.
MARANATHA
CHRISTIAN CENTER
FRONT ROW: James E. Stiiwell, Hope H. Ku
jiyat, Sam K. Kujiyat, Bob Tedford, Ken Marvel
SECOND ROW: Don Patterson, Tim McCown
Larry D. Bigelow, Beth Uphoff, Eric Nelson
THIRD ROW: Joe A. Cohen, Patty K. Cohen
Kenneth A. Hinkel. Mike Godwin, Tom H. La
very. BACK ROW: Debbie A. Reece, Jean A
Schartz, Joan A. Schartz, Susan K. Montgom
ery.
COUNCIL OF THERAPY
AND REHABILITATION
THROUGH
HORTICULTURE
FRONT ROW: Georgia S. (Irish, Penny L. West,
Ian R. Draemel, Dennis K. Boll. SECOND ROW:
Carla Koehn, Kirk C. Bierly, llene Myer, Sharon
R. Mueting. THIRD ROW: Elaine D. Hobson,
Julia K. Beems, Micki S. Spencer, Pat Camp.
BACK ROW: Ketti M. Johnson, Debra K. Glenn,
Karen L. Smith. Tina L. Sager.
FLYING DISC
LIBERATION ARMY
FRONT ROW: David M. Richardson, Tom E.
Coatney, David W. Cox, Mark F. Stiles. SEC-
OND ROW: Dave W. Gunther, W. Brad Loucks,
Rick Davidson, Shaun L. McGrath. THIRD
ROW: Kyle Burk, Mike Boisvert, David M.
McNaghten, Kirk Barrett. BACK ROW: Keith L.
Knamiller, Owen C. Taylor, Doug D. Penner.
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Campus Iranians divided over Khomeini
Otanding silently and shrouding their
''-'faces with paper plate masks, about
30 young Iranians bear signs reading
"Death to Khomeini" and "Condemn
Khomeini's Spies on K.S.G." It is Mov. 6
and the flyers being passed out are
asking "all freedom loving people to
condemn criminal acts of Khomeini's
regime and spying of his agents on
campuses abroad."
Alleged attacks on Iranians by Iranians
occurred on campus, and even in the
Union by what one source likened to "a
hit man."
Iranian students were allegedly forced
to sign petitions against their will with
threats that funds from their families in
Iran would be cut off.
The list of incidents continues. Who
are these groups? What purposes do
they serve?
The Iranian organizations on campus
are sharply divided into two groups:
those supporting the government, pro-
Khomeini, and those opposing it, anti-
Khomeini. Of about 130 Iranians on
campus, nine distinguishable groups
have evolved.
They are: The Iranian Muslem
Organization, also known as Muslem
Association at Manhattan or Iranian
Association of Students — Persian
Speaking (MSA-PSG); Progressive Iranian
Women; Iranian Student Association at
Manhattan or Iranian Student
Association at KSCI (ISA); Organization
of Iranian Students (OIS); Iranian Muslem
Student Society (IMSS); the People's
Mojahedin Organization of Iran (PMOI) or
Supporters of Mojahedin; Progressive
Iranian Students; and the Iranian Muslem
Association.
The MSA-PSG, a group registered
under the University Activities Board, is
the oldest and perhaps the most
controversial Iranian group at K-State. It
is by far the largest pro-Khomeini group
on campus and has been accused by
many of collecting information about
fellow Iranian students who are opposed
to Khomeini and sending the information
back to Iran — what opposing groups
term as "spying."
"Khomeini's agents on KSG collect
information and send it back to Iran. If
we go back we may be killed or they
may torture our families to get words
out of them," said one anti-government
Iranian who asked that he not be quoted
by name.
A MSA-PSG member, who asked that
he be identified only as Abbas, said,
"We are agents of the government and
we are agents of Khomeini." "Without
pay " another MSA-PSG member, was
quick to add. They said the information
is gathered so that in case something
happens, those people who have
threatened will be known as possible
offenders.
"Because it is our government,
because we like it, because we want to
keep it, we will do what we can to
protect this government," Abbas said.
Ahmed, a member of the Supporters
of Mojahedin, perceives their motives
differently. "The MSA-PSG are spies of
Khomeini; we feel a threat from them.
As soon as we finish (our studies at K-
State), we wish to go back, but the
threats that exist is another thing. We
would be killed."
"I know of several students that had
relatives that were executed for just
being a member of Mojahedin," said
another Iranian student.
Many groups feel that the K-State
administration should take steps to
condemn spying by Iranian students on
campus.
Mobarez, an ISA member, went to K-
State officials and asked that spying
activities be stopped. With him, he
brought a letter written by Mostafa
Aghorlikhani which thanked "the
Collegian photographer for taking the
picture of the Monafeghine
demonstration, because it is very useful
to us." Aghorlikahani is a MSA-PSG
member, but said he was acting as an
individual and not as a member of MSA-
PSG. He would not comment on why the
article was useful.
"I took the letter," said Mobarez, "I
went to the International Student Center,
to the Police Department and Dean of
Student Affairs
. . . (and told them that)
they shouldn't accept spying activities
on campus and you (the administration)
are responsible for our safety."
Jeff Taylor
He cited an example of what he
believed to be appropriate action. "Four
years ago they had the Shah's spies on
the (University of Kansas) campus.
People of Savak, which was the Iranian
secret police during the Shah's regime.
KG threw him (the spy) out. We think
the American officials here in this
university should take action. They
should stop the spying."
Abbas, a MSA-PSG member, feels
there is no danger. "Robbing places,
shooting people, assassinating, are the
only crimes punishable by death (in
Iran)," he added.
However, a member of ISA, tells
another story. "They are executing
people for having one (anti-Khomeini)
newspaper in their hand," she said,
"Just having them is enough to execute
them."
This is supported by "R," an Iranian
graduate student. "One of my friends
that I received a letter from, he lost two
brothers and one sister. His sister was
just 9 years old. For just distributing the
anti-government newspaper she was
killed in front of a firing squad."
Members of the MSA-PSG are cynical
about the anti-Khomeini groups. Many of
the Iranians now in anti-Khomeini groups
were once members of MSA-PSG.
According to Ahmed, once a MSA-
PSG member, she now belongs to the
Supporters of Mojahedin, the MSA-PSG
was originally neither anti, nor pro-
Khomeini. They were simply anti-Shah.
The group supported the new
government, Khomeini. After about six
months, said Ahmed, unfavorable reports
of the new government reached many
members. It was at this point the *
Silent Protest — Members of the Progressive
Iranian Students for Freedom and Democracy
protest alleged spying on campus.
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government
divisions began, he said. Many of the
higher-ranking officials of MSA-PSG, both
locally and internationally, retained a
pro-Khomeini attitude and those against
the new regime left the organization.
"For different reasons," according to
one Iranian, they separated. They all
went to different groups for a number of
reasons — financial problems and they
(anti-Khomeini groups) had a little more
money. They (the anti-Khomeini groups)
said, 'Come on towards me; I've got the
money. I take care of you,' or they had
English problems. Then the guy who
knew the language would say, 'Well, I
can help your language'."
Members of the Supporters of
Mojahedin laugh at this. "We are the
poorest of them all!" they said. "If they
have no money, tell me this. How are
they going to build a mosque that will
cost $70,000?"A supporter of Mojahedin
refuted the idea of the mosque by
saying that the plan was only tentative
and that a resident of the neighborhood
where the mosque may be built
informed him of this. He added that if
the mosque is built, only Moslems
supporting Khomeini would be allowed
to attend.
The MSA-PSG is not without
grievances as well. According to one
Iranian, a group he refers to only as "the
opposition" employs the services of
what he likens to that of a "hit man."
"This person," he said, "has been used
by the opponent group. He is just being
used to hit members of our group. Two,
three times this man did it (attacked
MSA-PSG »
ti
Rob Clark
Political placard — An Iranian woman marches on
campus displaying her loyalty to the Ayatollah.
Standing in line — Members of the People's
Mujahedin Organization protest in front of the
Union against the Ayatollah Khomeini's regime.
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Con troversy
members) and no one tried to stop him."
Then, according to the Iranian student,
the "hit man" approached a member of
the MSA-PSG in the Gnion and struck
him in the back of the neck. The victim
was assisted to the hospital and that
man later brought charges against his
assailant. The county attorney refused
the case and so far there has been no
conviction.
When asked about the incident, the
alleged assailant, a staff member for K-
State, denied the charges saying, "I
never hit anyone in the Gnion or any
other place. The charges are false."
The MSA-PSG is also discontented
about the behavior of campus officials in
regulating student activities.
Shortly after spring semester classes
adjourned the MSA-PSG staged a
demonstration in front of the Gnion.
Mostafa Aghorlikhani related the
incident. "We are marching. It has been
going on for at least two hours . . .
Suddenly, an opposition group, counter-
revolutionaries started, you know, giving
hand-outs and shouting against us . . .
and right at that time the police must
stop (it)! (MSA-PSG) had a demonstration
permit and the other group did not.
Right away because they have no right
to demonstrate (without permission). If
we would do it without, we would be in
jail right now!"
Aghorlikani also mentioned that at the
demonstration there were "FBI" agents
between the curtains by the window of
the Gnion information desk taking
pictures.
Another Iranian student who was
present at the demonstration mentioned
"people from the MSA-PSG" who were
behind the curtains taking pictures.
According to Art Stone, director of
Security and Traffic, he and another
officer were behind the curtains and they
were not taking pictures. "The only
reason we were there was to avoid a
physical confrontation, not to check
permits," Stone said. It is not his usual
policy to check demonstration groups
for permits, he said.
The Organization of Iranian Students,
OIS, is registered through GAB and also
has representatives in the International
Coordinating Council. "R," an Iranian
graduate student, said that although the
organization had no stated political
stance, the members were anti-Khomeini.
MSA-PSG attempted unsuccessfully to
revoke the OlS's GAB registration. MSA-
PSG felt the OIS was not representing
"the true Iranian people," and presented
a petition against OIS. It was signed by
about 30 Iranians.
According to three Iranian students,
many of those signing it did so under
the threat that funds from their families
in Iran would be cut off.
According to the same sources, one
man who signed the petition under
pressure, went to OIS and apologized for
signing it
Perhaps the most vigorously political
group is the Supporters of Mojahedin.
They say their purpose is "to
distribute Islam. What we believe is that
basically Khomeini is not a Moslem . . .
and is covering up the truth of Islam."
Mojahedin, is registered through GAB.
"The ISA," said a member who asked
to be identified as Mobarez, "is an
international group to oppose Khomeini
and support democracy." He voiced an
opinion that appears to be predominant
among the campus anti-Khomeini
groups; that though divisions occur in
those opposed to Khomeini, they are
"united in cause."
"The difference, we feel, for example,
let's say OIS has a different opinion of
how the government should work. But
we have the same thing in common —
opposing Khomeini," Mobarez said.
Pro-Khomeini— Members of the Moslem Student Association gather in the summer for a
demonstration north of the K-State Gnion.
Ahmed, a member of the Supporters of
Mojahedin, feels that only the MSA-PSG
leaders know what is truly going on in
the Iranian government and purposely
misinforms its members about events.
"Their leading members know what they
are doing, and they take the order of
Khomeini to report the students and spy
on the Iranians, but the lower rank of
MSA people, because of false literature
or bribery, they don't know what is
going on inside the country. They are
being tools in the hands of Khomeini."
The statements of the pro-Khomeini
and anti-Khomeini factions also conflict
in reference to physical attacks.
The MSA-PSG claims to have "never,
never initiated one physically violent
act."
All the anti-Khomeini groups
disclaimed any accusations of violence.
The Iranian Student Association at
Manhattan has representatives in ICC,
and like the MSA-PSG and Supporters of
He also cited a letter written to the
Collegian by 64 Iranians. He said
members of ISA, OIS and Supporters of
Mojahedin signed the letter.
Enghelabi, a member of ISA is also a
member of OIS and she sees no conflict.
Enghelabi said there are many other
students who belong to more than one
anti-Khomeini group.
This cooperation is not extended to
the pro-Khomeini faction. Enghelabi and
Mobarez said that the ISA had trouble
with MSA-PSG disrupting meetings.
"They stood up and said, 'This is
bullshit,' and 'you are lying.' '
The members of MSA-PSG are not
always from the K-State campus,
according to Enghelabi and Mobarez.
The MSA-PSG is an international
organization with chapters on campuses
all over the world. The ISA and other
Iranian individuals said that the MSA-
PSG sends members from other
campuses, since fc
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they will not be recognized, allowing
them to monitor meetings and heckle
speakers.
"Other MSA-PSG members from other
cities, like Lawrence, like Wichita and
Oklahoma
. . . will come and disrupt the
meetings," said Mobarez.
"We (ISA) ask them not to come, but
we will not prevent them," Mobarez
said.
This is not a policy followed by MSA-
PSG, according to the ISA. "If anyone
attends a meeting and asks questions
that are anti-Khomeini in nature, they
will be thrown out," Mobarez said.
According to the GAB conditions,
meetings of all (JAB registered groups,
as well as their memberships, are open
to all students.
The Iranian Moslem Student Society is
less politically, and more religiously
oriented than many Iranian groups. Acc-
ording to "R," the group has no set
political stance, but all the members
oppose Khomeini's regime. "Religion is
not far from politics," said another
member of IMSS. "They cannot be kept
completely apart."
There are other Iranian groups on
campus, but they are smaller or keep
low profiles. None is formally recognized
on campus.
Progressive Iranian Women organized
in the fall. Adviser Cornelia Butler said
that several Iranian women banded
together in indignation when an Iranian
man unintentionally addressed another
Iranian man by a feminine instead of a
masculine title in a Collegian letter to
the editor. The group meets, Butler said,
to allow Iranian women to update
themselves on current issues pertaining
to Iranian women. They do not have a
political stance, but the members oppose
Khomeini individually.
Progressive Iranian Students is a
group thought to be anti-Khomeini. They
did not wish to comment on their
organization.
The newest group on campus is the
Iranian Moslem Association. Its
membership includes at least one
member of the MSA-PSG; therefore, the
group may be pro-Khomeini.
The Iranian organizations on campus
are a population frought with
accusations, anger, fear and a fierce
loyalty to their country. Their life blood
seems to be their pride and patriotism.
Perhaps Abbas captured the intensity
of the Iranian student's ongoing political
feud when he said, "We support it until
the last drop of our blood. No matter if
it takes our life, our wives, children, our
property — I don't care. We stand for
it." [rpI By Veronica Lorson
LUTHERAN STUDENT
GROUP
FRONT ROW: Gregory 0. Weatherd, Don Fal-
lon. Steve K. Bieghler, Mark L. Bolin. SECOND
ROW: Paul E. Vincent, David L. Day, Patricia L.
Bieghler. Marianne A. Reed. THIRD ROW: Shel-
ley M. Schreiber, Laura J. Parker, Debra A.
Southwick, Chris K. Duffey, Patrick J. Harford.
SOCIETY OF
MANUFACTURING
ENGINEERS
FRONT ROW: Alvin E. Willems, David J. Wal-
terscheid, Brad J. LaRue, W. Andrew Cooke,
Steven W. Prowell, C. Carl Wilson. SECOND
ROW: Lisa A. Burghart, Chris Schmitt, David
McCoy, Kurt Snyder, Steve W. Barber, Don
Jermain. Kimberly J. Heronemus. THIRD
ROW: Linda M. Carra, Randall L. Angell, Edwin
A. Betancourt, James F. Curtice, David K. Nes-
bitt, Bart K. Bieker, BACK ROW: Balakrishnan
N. Anantha, Dale A. Crawshaw, Siddharth B.
Desai. Jeffrey B. Dorsch, Robert M. Albracth,
Drew C. Westcott, John J. Kramer. William
Phillips.
STUDENT SPEECH AND
HEARING ASSOCIATION
FRONT ROW: Deb S. Hunter, Catherine A.
McMahon, Jill L. Chapman, Janice S. Cope-
land. SECOND ROW: Lillian C. Larson, Annette
M. O'Connor, Deedee S. McGugin, Deb A.
Warne, John F. Strlckler. THIRD ROW: Kim M.
Sykes, Neta Wallace, Troy A. Scates, Cindy L.
Beck, Mike A. Drumpsier, BACK ROW: Janet
L. Bird, Julie A. McLain, Diane L. Luthi, Kay A.
Bartel, Gail L. McGaughey, Stephanie L. Young-
quist.
PERSHING RIFLES
FRONT ROW: Nels T. Dolan, Joanna L. Carra,
Ronald W, Weiskopf. SECOND ROW: Scott H.
Steele, Melvin L. Bruenger, John Karpiscak.
BACK ROW: Ronald D. Grapper, James A.
King, Charles R. Hitt, Douglas A. Carra.
K-STATE ENGINEER
MAGAZINE
FRONT ROW: Carotee A. Stark, Mike Sander
son, John M. Phelps SECOND ROW: Hurriyet
N. Aydogan, Doug D. Frederking, Kurt C. Wil-
bur. BACK ROW: Keith Wagner, Steve Koet-
ting, Gary Allred, Lisa Christensen.
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Bowser brings mischief to 'Vet Med
Long stretch — Bigmouth Bowser attempts to
make a steal from a desk drawer.
Can I look? — Terry Campbell, temporary
instructor in laboratory medicine, gains a little
moral support as Bowser helps him research.
Bowser may not make a very helpful
lab partner, but the students at the
clinical pathology lab don't seem to
mind. Bowser, a three year old African
Gray bird, was donated by the aunt of a
former student in 1975. Bowser has been
a permanent resident of the Veterinary
Medicine Complex Aviary ever since.
Bowser is under the care of students
who feed and play with him.
Terry Campbell, temporary instructor
in laboratory medicine, is also in charge
in the Veterinary Medicine Aviary.
"When Bowser is in the lab he usually
walks around on the cabinets," Campbell
said. "Bowser has a great curiosity
which tends to lead him into trouble.
One of his favorite habits is tearing the
erasers off the tops of pencils."
Bowser's ability to speak has caused
some incidents.
"That crazy bird just freaked me out
the first time I heard him talk."
Campbell said, "I was all alone in the
Aviary late at night, taking down nest
burrows off the top shelf when I heard
'Hello fella;' It just scared me to death."
Bowser also loves to imitate animals.
One of the veterinary students was
examining a horse in the next room, and
kept hearing a cat meow. When he went
to find the cat, much to his surprise he
found Bowser meowing.
The students really love Bowser and
will continue to keep him around as long
as he is living. For a healthy parrot the
average life span is 70-90 years
old. [rf! by Jennifer Zang
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need a second opinion — Candy Layton,
temporary instructor in surgery medicine, looks
over a lab report as Bowser gives it a close
examination.
Sign on the dotted line — One of Bowser's
favorite habits is playing with a pencil.
photos by Jennifer Zang
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UPC:
For the
students, by
the students
Concerts, movies, spring break trips
and art gallery exhibits on campus
don't just happen. There is a small
group of students who spend the time
and energy necessary to promote and
produce each event. These volunteers
are collectively called the Union Program
Council.
"UPC volunteers come from all
different groups on campus," according
to Diane DeForest, UPC president. "We
have students with majors from
accounting to wildlife biology."
GPC consists of eight different
committees, each with its own chairman,
DeForest said. "Even though each
committee handles a different area of
interest, each has some things in
common."
"The idea behind student
programming is to provide some unique
learning experience outside the
classroom," Deforest said. "Each
committee decides on the selection,
promotion and presentation of each
program. Everyone involved gets first-
hand experience with marketing, public
relations, advertising and business
administration."
The work, however, isn't really work,
according to a GPC volunteer. "Being on
GPC is a lot of fun," Rich Arnold,
Feature Films Committee member, said.
"It's an excellent way to meet new
people and make some new friends. We
have a good time at the meetings and
promoting the films."
"A lot of people don't realize how
much work these people up here in GPC
do," DeForest said.
"Many people aren't aware that it is
\
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students that volunteer their valuable
time to set up programs for other
students. No one is paid here except the
program advisers," DeForest said.
The program adviser's job is to guide
the chairman and the committee
throughout the year, and to help with
personal student development, according
to Sylvia Williams, one of four program
advisers.
"I think programming helps students
develop more fully because it exposes
them to more things," Williams said.
"My job is rewarding to me because it
puts me in a position to offer a variety
to students."
Williams got involved in student
programming as a sophomore in college.
"I was involved in student government,
a sorority and numerous other groups,
but I learned the most from my
programming experience," Williams said.
"My degree was in recreation
management, and I didn't realize how
well the two went together. I chose it as
a career because it offers me new
opportunities constantly."
GPC was formed even before the
Gnion was opened in 1956, according to
Walt Smith, Gnion director, who has
worked in the Gnion since 1957. "GPC
was originally formed because the first
Gnion director had a programming
background," Smith said.
The first committees included dance,
movie, hospitality, special events,
games, music, library and arts. "We had
a really strong dance committee when it
started," Smith said. In the late 1950's,
college students were dancing to the
sounds of Louis Armstrong and Harry
James.
"Overall, we have one of the better
program councils in the country," Smith
said. "We do more and better
programs."
Including the Executive Committee,
which consists of the president and
some assistants, there are eight other
GPC committees from which to choose.
The Arts Committee, according to Pat
Honors, chairperson, coordinates all
phases of the Gnion Art Gallery
exhibitions. "We also sponsor print sales,
an annual Arts & Crafts sale, and
Midday Arts series with musicians and
artists," Honors said.
Small scale concerts in the Gnion
Catskeller are set up by the Coffeehouse
committee. "Our Nooner series is
popular because it is students
entertaining students in just about any
way imaginable," Rob Slusher,
committee chairperson, said.
Friday and Saturday movies in Forum
Hall are the major GPC profitmakers.
The Feature Films committee tries to
bring the most recent and popular films
as soon as they are available, while also
bringing back old favorites such as
matinee and midnight films.
The other film series with GPC is
called Kaleidoscope. Jim Meliza,
committee chairperson, said they try to
bring films from every corner of the
world, including international films,
documentaries and American classics.
Issues and Ideas, according to Kurt
Wilbur, chairman, tries to inform the
campus of issues in the community,
state, nation and the world. Their |
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Stones fans — Weary students camp in the Union
concourse prior to the sale of Rolling Stones
Concert tickets. UPC sold 170 tickets beginning
at 7 a.m. Sept. 29 for the Oct. 4 concert in
Boulder, Colo.
Life size — A K-State student surveys one of the
many pieces of artwork in the Union Art Gallery.
UPC coordinates the exhibits during the year.
programs range from major speakers,
like David Toma and Peter James, to a
"Let's Talk About It" series of informal
discussions in the Catskeller.
The "cooperative wilderness
adventure" structure is the basis for the
Outdoor Recreation Committee (ORC)
trips. "We take students canoeing,
backpacking, and on other adventures
where they are given food and
equipment, but they have to work
together," according to Dave Bussen,
ORC chairman.
Special Events is the newest of the
committees. Along with major concerts,
they also provide the campus with
lectures, mimes, comedians and other
activities which don't fall under another
committee area. Fritz Behrhorst,
committee chairman, said the committee
was started to help meet the concert
demands at K-State.
The Travel Committee of UPC
sponsors trips throughout the year to
many different places. The most popular
trip for the past few years has been,
according to Phil Howard, chairperson,
the South Padre Island spring break trip.
"This year, in addition to Padre, we are
offering a ski trip to Winter Park in
Colorado, and a new trip to New
Orleans," Howard said.
Each spring semester, committee
chairpersons and members are selected
to serve the following academic year,
DeForest said.
"The selections are done on an
application-interview basis and anyone is
eligible," she said. "We look for people
who are willing to dedicate some time
and energy to provide K-State with
quality programs."
"We like to encourage anyone with
interest in any of our committees to
come up to the Activities Center in the
Union and check us out," DeForest
said. [sH by Pete Alantredo
Hurriyet Aydogen
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One more toast — Smiles and ties are donned
during a function in the lobby of third floor
Moore.
Function damages are costly
Partyin / Problems
photos by Richie Bergen
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Many students like to start the
weekend early and on Thursday
nights they may find a function at one
of the various residence halls.
"The definition of the term 'function'
is when individual floors have their own
party," said Greg Harms, junior in
electrical engineering and president of
Haymaker Hall.
Partial payment for the parties held
throughout the year is taken from the
$25 application fee students pay to the
residence halls. Each residence hall is
allocated a sum of money, varying
according to the size of the hall. The
money is taken from the hall social and
educational fund which includes an
application fee, advance housing
collection fund and money remaining
from previous years.
"It is up to each hall government
board to decide what to do with the
money," Thomas Frith, director of
housing, said.
Although each residence hall is
allocated money and divides it according
to hall preference, whether it be for
guest speakers, pizza parties or beer for
functions, the money is generally not
used for the intended purpose.
"Each floor is warned at the beginning
of the year that they must pay for any
damages caused at functions out of their
funds. If floors receive more damages
than they can pay for out of their
respective funds, they cannot have any
more functions," Gary Nelson, freshman
in pre-nursing and Moore Hall social
chairman, said.
"If one person damages something
and there is a witness to the fact, that
particular person is billed," Harms said.
"If something happens inadvertently
and there is not fault or blame to any
particular person, then the money is
taken from the floor fund," he added.
"West Hall doesn't have functions on
each floor as a result of problems
because of damage," Sharon Berry,
junior in natural resource management
and West Hall resident, said.
"Brother floor functions can be held in
the floor lobbies with the girls taking
care of their own escorting. The hall TV
room is usually where hall functions
take place," Berry added.
"If a damage is reported and the
respective floor account is in the hole,
the floor is not allowed to hold any more
functions. Often, a person is singled out
and reported. Judicial Board hears
both sides and then makes the decision as
to blame. If the person is found guilty of
the damage, he must pay for it. If the
person happens to not be a hall resident,
he may be banned from the hall," said
Dennis Aitken, junior in chemical
engineering and member of J-Board.
Decorations for the functions are up
to each individual floor, with most floors
always having a theme, Gerold Rappold,
freshman in sociology and social
chairman of Haymaker sixth floor, said.
"Floors try to pick something unique
when choosing their theme," Shari
Heitman, junior in social work and
Moore Hall president, said.
"Floors in Moore have had tie, jungle
and space themes for their functions this
year," she added.
A tradition for Haymaker sixth floor is
a Hawaiian party sometime in April. The
floor decorates and dresses for the
occasion. A large pole in the center of
the lobby is decorated as a "Teki god."
The floor participants make palm trees
and other decorations to correspond with
the theme.
"One year they had a swimming hole
with sand everywhere," Rappold said.
Many floors in the residence halls are
designated as dry floors with functions
not involving alcohol. An ice-cream
function was held on 8th floor of Moore
Hall this year.
"The average number of functions
held on each floor is one each semester.
Functions are often held around holidays
and during the week before Spring
Break. The prime time for functions is at
the beginning of the fall semester, since
residents are anxious to meet
everybody," Heitman said. IrfI by Susan
Somora and Lisa Kessler
Tied up — A tie function held on third floor
Moore draws a crowd. Theme functions are
popular in the residence halls.
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Lafene works on image
Are you hesitant of "no frill"
products? Lafene Student Health
Center is struggling "to be as attractive
as regular hospitals," Lafene
Administrator Roger D. Bimbaum said.
"We are trying to move away from
the thought of institutional medicine, but
how do you do that in the middle of an
institution?" Bimbaum asked.
"We have an excellent staff to handle
problems," Bimbaum said. The staff and
facilities are comparable to any other
health care units.
Lafene is striving to change the
institutionalized image into a feeling of
confidence and competence. Bimbaum
said the new goal is to "give more
patient privacy and patient rights."
Lafene's staff wants everyone to utilize
its services to the fullest and without the
fear of others seeing health records and
data. All files and records are kept
private, totally confidential, Bimbaum
said.
To keep all the files and records seen
by the minimum number of people, the
files are organized through the different
clinics. For example, the "La Femme"
clinic is designed primarily for women,
although it also deals with males in
some areas of family planning.
"Females have problems we males
don't have and they (females) need
private attention," Bimbaum said. He
emphasized that there is a choice of
whether to use the "La Femme" or to
go through the regular acute clinic.
"These clinics are a convenience for
patients," Bimbaum said.
Along with the regular staff each
clinic has a library of cassettes which is
a part of the new audiovisual system.
Slides are shown and cassettes are
played to educate the patients. For
example, in the area of "La Femme"
they have audiovisuals about allergies,
birth control methods and breast examina-
tions.
"These portable films are used to
routinely educate our patients." The
collection of available topics covers
virtually every possible interest,
Bimbaum said.
"We are back in the business of
health education," Bimbaum said. Lafene
hired Cindy Culver as health educator.
Her job is to get the updated health
information out to the public through
various forms of media. Bimbaum said
Lobby talk — Denise Worley, junior in arts and
sciences, and Joan Lopez, junior in health care
administration, talk in the lobby of Lafene Health
Center. Lafene is trying to change its
"institutionalized" image to one of confidence and
competence.
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the position had existed before but was
left vacant when the last health educator
resigned.
Bimbaum is also in the process of
finding a new pager recall system.
Lafene presently uses a "beeper"
system. A doctor, laboratory technologist
and x-ray medic are on duty 24 hours a
day at Lafene. Each of these staff
members carries a "beeper." They are
beeped when there is an emergency and
have 15 minutes to arrive at Lafene.
The new system being priced is a one-
way telecommunicator, with which the
nurse would notify the staff-on-duty as to
the extent of the emergency. Birnbaum
said the system would probably be set
up with a code language for description
of the injury.
Lafene has made other equipment
purchases already. They include a
blood analysis machine, a Culture
Counter, a set of electronic
thermometers, a blood pressure machine
for the main lobby area, an apparatus
for wart removal, fiber optic lights for
internal examination of patients, a
machine that rehabilitates bones and
muscle, a temperature biofeedback &
machine, audiovisual equipment and new
examining tables.
Lafene also implemented an
appointment system to complement the
walk-in system of patient care.
"It isn't necessary to use the
appointment system but we encourage
people to try it," Birnbaum said.
Birnbaum said that Lafene gets student
input from a student committee.
"A committee is established of all
students including a representative from
the Student Senate to relay the student's
wants in health care. Through the
Student Health Advisory Committee, we
know what you want." 1J5E] hy Lynda
Mines
Is there a doctor in the house? — Chuck
Reinecke, freshman in computer science,
heads the line of students waiting at the
medical records window at Lafene Health
Center. Lafene started an appointment system
along with the walk-in system of patient care.
Patient Patients — Students and faculty wait
in the main lobby for their names to be called
to report to a nurses' station at Lafene Health
Center.
photos by John Zidek
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"There are no words to describe
what it was like. It's a great tool to
study space. You could call it a
new vehicle exploring a new fron-
tier."
— Joe Engel, co-pilot of space shut-
tle Columbia, addressing people in
his hometown of Chapman.
"One set of tablecloths, to my
complete and utter horror, went
out to the dry cleaners and
shrunk."
— Muffie Brandon, White House so-
cial secretary, on the tablecloth cri-
sis.
"Today, children get a kick out
of things like this. Otherwise, why
didn't they (the other pupils) stop
me?"
— Substitute teacher Antoinette ln-
dovina after an eighth-grade stu-
dent dropped LSD in her coffee.
"Mr. Stockman misled the Con-
gress and the American people as
to the consequences of the Reagan
economic program . . His credi-
bility and the credibility of the pro-
gram he supports are in serious
doubt."
— House Speaker Thomas "Tip"
O'Neill, (D-Mass.) about David
Stockman.
"Because of recent events of
physical harrassment of oppo-
nents ofKhomeini at Lawrence and
our special vulnerability to attack
as women (witness the recent
rapes on campus) we, for our safe-
ty, cannot sign our names."
— Advertisement by "A Group of
Iranian Progressive Women" in the
K-State Collegian.
"I sensed the president stand. I
stood, too, and to my utter horror
and disbelief, I saw a man throw a
grenade at the stand, and then gun-
fire broke out."
— Vice President Hosni Mubarak
on assassination of Egyptian Presi-
dent Anwar Sadat.
"Her eyes were often dilated.
She had an icy stare, tight smile.
She would just look off in space, it
was controlled motion, maybe like
a hunting dog when the master
says heal, you sit and wait for the
next order."
— Frank Tillman, head of the De-
partment of Industrial Engineering,
on his daughter's involvement in a
local religious group.
"We will not play hopscotch eco-
nomics, jumping here andjumping
there as the daily situation
changes. To the paid political com-
plainers, let me say as politely as I
can: Put up or shut up."
— President Reagan after announc-
ing his 1983 budget, calling for a
deficit of $91.5 billion.
"The plumbing and utilities are
basically shot."
— K-State President Duane Acker
of Willard Hall in presenting K-State
improvements to the Legislative
Joint Committee on Construction
and Capital Improvements.
"This is the stuff of which fairy
tales are made of."
— Archbishop, Reverend Robert
Runcie of the marriage between
Prince Charles and Lady Diana.
"Last year I got about 45 bush-
els per acre. With all of the prob-
lems this year I'll be lucky if I get
25 bushels per acre.
"
— Kansas farmer, Frank Douglas
on the '81 harvest. A large reduc-
tion in yield was due to flooding,
hail, drought and freezing which oc-
curred throughout Kansas.
"The fire could have been a god-
send because our house was get-
ting old. I'm just glad it didn't hap-
pen while we were all here."
— Tim Peters, junior in finance and
rush chairman of Sigma Chi frater-
nity, after the house was gutted by
fire, June 2, 1981.
"Too much emphasis has been
placed on numbers — on enroll-
ment. I believe K-State is too big
for its britches."
— Bill Brown, former director of
Student Publications.
"We do a parts survey. We've
found that a hairy chest is the
number one asset."
— Fred Lechner, owner of Mother's
Worry on what criteria they use to
pick male dancers.
"The utmost fantasy of most
young girls. We always get enough
to do the layout."
— David Chan, photographer for
Playboy Magazine after it was an-
nounced that the September 1982
issue would feature girls of the Big
8.
"The rumors and lies which are
being circulated these days all
over the world about killings, tor-
tures and chaos in Iran do not sur-
prise Iranians. After all, these lies
and rumors come out of those
same mouths, magazines, net-
work, etc. which were silent not
only at the time of the previous
regime's crimes, but still do not
reflect the severly inhumane and
barbaric acts of those who kill peo-
ple from two and a halfyears old to
90 years old."
— Muslim Students' Association
advertisement in the Feb. 11, 1982
Collegian.
"If you are pro-Khomeini, and
anti-CI.S. government, then GO
HOME. That plane flies both ways,
and I'm sure the Iman would wel-
come you back to the chaos of civil
war, and eventually lead you into
the paws of the Red Giant."
— John Markiewitz, student in con-
struction science, in reply to MSA
Feb. 11 ad. in the Collegian. Mar-
kiewitz made the statement in his
own advertisement.
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"777 be sure to get a date out of
this."
— Bill Rogenmoser, senior in secon-
dary science education, said joking-
ly after winning student body presi-
dent elections.
"7 am firmly convinced the Jus-
tice Department will move on them
(those failing to register). I think
they are going to move all avail-
able manpower on this."
— Junior Elder, director of the
Kansas Selective Service on draft
registration.
"It's very unsanitary. I don't
think we should be open. All the
sewage and the germs are getting
on the floor down there and we
track the stuff upstairs to where
the food is being prepared."
— A student food service worker
after a sewer line broke in the base-
ment of the Onion. Food service di-
rector Malley Sisson did, however,
say measures were taken to insure
sanitary conditions.
"Jack Hartman's name surfaces
here because he has had great suc-
cess. ISames surface because of
success."
— David Strack, University of Ari-
zona athletic director, after the As-
sociated Press released a story stat-
ing Hartman was being considered
for position of head coach at Uni-
versity of Arizona, Tucson.
"It's a million-dollar job you'd
never want to do again."
— Angela Scanlan, former student
body president, reflecting upon her
previous year in office.
"I consider it a gamble. I've nev-
er had any second thoughts. Next
year, I might be a used car sales-
man. "
— Football Coach Jim Dickey on
his red-shirting program.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
FRONT ROW: Dean R. Blanken, Jon R.
Cranmer, Gary L. Bond, Steve A. Phillips. SEC-
OND ROW: Terri L. Hazen, David W. Bussen,
Thomas A. Trabue, Dave P. Mesh. BACK ROW:
Janet L. Baskill, Diane Russell, Sandra J. Lar-
son, Kathy J. Russell, Lisa A. Horner.
UNION GOVERNING
BOARD
FRONT ROW: Marshall K. Brown, Stephen F.
Oehme, Louis M. Herman, Joan M. Minneman.
Beverly A. Biggs BACK ROW: Michael R. Turn-
er, Mark S. Groves, Jack F. Connaughton, John
(Jhlarik, Bruce Hazeltine, Gerard J. Karlin, Mi-
chael L. Hatch, Richard J. McKittrick, Warren
V. Walker.
ALPHA TAG ALPHA
FRONT ROW: Gary Dale Merritt, Sheri S.
Steenbock, Don M. Honig, Julia K. Beems,
Brenda F. Hundley. SECOND ROW: Stanley L.
Buscher, Dale E. Davidson, Daniel R. Berning,
Frank L. Shoemaker. THIRD ROW: Roy A.
Speer, John D. Hays, Louis R. Wyrick, Rodney
A. Stewart, James J. Albracht. FOURTH ROW:
Ibrahim A. Bako, Kent D. Been, Lynn D. Rundle,
Joe C. Rickabaugh, David E. Hubert. BACK
ROW: Gregory S. Meier, Joe E. Neumann, John
B. Gilliam, Stan E. Park, Randall L. Wyatt, Mark
A. Herrmann.
FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION
FRONT ROW: Ali M. Fatomi, Bill M Copher,
Gary A. Scott, David E. Deckert, Joel D. Bloom
SECOND ROW: Daniel M. Hesse, James E.
Mosimann Jr., Connie M. Fagan, Sally B.
Knapp, John C. Martin. BACK ROW: Loretta A.
Kasper, Gregg A. Taylor, Dennis D. Dillon,
LeAnn Ebel, Debbie A. Stock.
KAN DANCE
FRONT ROW: Bradley H. Arnall, Joseph M.
Ponte, David M. Ollington, SECOND ROW:
Vicki Lashbrook, Gina Ireland, Louise Ann
Kramer, Connie R. Woodard, Margie Rowe.
BACK ROW: Lea G. Shroyer, Maria E. Fergu-
son, Loretta J. Zerba, Julia G. Gilbert.
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PARACHUTE CLUB
FRONT ROW: Julie Clay, Elizabeth Addington
Kari Hay, Kyle Burk, Lucinda Ellison, Connie
Kelty, Debbie Reeves, Edee Dalke, Dan Tu
berty, Scott Melhus, Kelty Sherwood, Terri Em
ley, Julie Koester. SECOND ROW: Brian T
Hettrick, Randy Russell, Robert L. Smith, Mi
chael Buscher, tarry Gronau, Ron Vaupel
Steve Glanville, David Dunn, Steve Sloan, Tim
Ahrens, Steve Hummell, Aaron Rice. THIRD
ROW: Ed McPheeters, Roy VanDeest, Jon
Mould, James L. Stewart, Jim McChesney, Bill
Hatcher, Dave Rook, Rod Clrbanek, Martin P.
Stockli, Paul Sodamann, Mark Young, Dave
Cox. BACK ROW: Ron Wilms, Kyle Patchen,,
Cindy Howard, David Bussen, Carla Klein, Nan-
cy Ross, Tracy Copenhaver, Dan Walter,
Haytham K. Alsalih, Phil Trout, Greg Retter,
Jim Brown.
BLOCK AND BRIDLE
FRONT ROW: Calvin L. Drake, Debbie K.
Jones, Brenda L. Shufflebarger, Tami D.
Reeves, Susan K. Chadwlck, Brenda M. Eric-
son, Sharon M. Yamashiro, Lisa D. Wulfkuhle.
SECOND ROW: Mark A. Root. Kevin C.
Barnes, Jerry D. Grinstead, Tim M. DeHoff, Ed
R. Kerley, Dan F. Clawson, Lance B. Lewis,
Chris M. Fields. THIRD ROW: Kris Baker, Brent
Kuehny, Kendall Hopp, Jon Mitchell, James H.
Hurlburt, Justin B. Waite, Leanne J. Bahe, So-
nya K. Haddock. FOURTH ROW: Mary A. Koh-
man, Donna K. Ricker, Justin T. Smith, R. Ke-
vin Chase, Larry T. Stangle, Robert W. Bacon,
Larry Schalles, Karen Noll, Becky Doores,
Melva Shipley. BACK ROW: Trudy L. Norman,
Patty E. Carey, Peggy J. Reid, Sonya G.
Lauppe, Lisa M. Skoch, Mary F. McCallum,
Randy McCallum, Carroll Mlddleton, Raidei Pet-
tlbone, Coree Smith, Marilyn K. Clawson.
BLOCK AND BRIDLE
FRONT ROW: Jeri J. Terreau, Lisa F. Redler,
Jane Ramsbottom, Leanne R. Milburn, Linda L.
Gibson, Lynn Bender. SECOND ROW: Steven
D. Roth, Bruce J. Shanks, Wes A. Beat, Mark A.
Baker, Randy E. Olson, David P. Tole, Bryce F.
Schumann. THIRD ROW: Jennifer A. Haggard.
Sherry L. Whitesell, Rose Marie Martin. Cathy
Bandyk, Kim Bandyk, Linda J. Hughbanks, Ma-
rie McCully, Jay Meyer, Blllie J. Evans.
FOURTH ROW: Julie Tessendorf, Nancy S.
Bigham, Patrick Fallon, Will Novak, Anthony J.
Stueve, Jeff Gale, Jim Moody, Scott E. Drake,
Diane Johnson. BACK ROW: Karen L. Chrisler,
Francy George, Janice M. Hammarlund, Denise
M. Steig, Kimberly M. Kepler, Jacqueline Russ,
Paul Sluder, John R. Garner, Jeff Filinger, Lon-
nie Kline.
BLOCK AND BRIDLE
FRONT ROW: Mary Ann Gilsdorf, Lew Ann G.
Schneider, Anita K. Conley, Dee Hoffman, Whit-
ney J. Vincent, Valerie J. Dickinson, Lynetta
Janne, Julie L. Smith. SECOND ROW: Greg S.
Goering, Tim R. Wiles, Kent A. Jaecke, J. Mark
Raaf, Max L. Olson, Lloyd T. Schneider, Duane
L. David. THIRD ROW: Scott L. Schaake, Mike
C. Simon. Kent B. Stewart, Kerry L. Ferguson,
Michelle A. Malter, Tina M. St.Clair, Judy E.
Brown, Lauri J. Diehl, Laine W. Wright.
FOURTH ROW: Kelly D. Foley, Tracy T. King,
Pete T. Anderson, Michelle M. Maddux, Marcia
A. Wiese, Don R. Thayer, Kevin E. Ericson,
David A. Gerken, Steven J. Kipp. BACK ROW:
Peg Reardon, Lori A. Lips, Lynette Landrlth,
Jane Baldwin, Lois J. Heuchert, Jonetta L. Cut-
shaw, Jim E. Plnney, Larry Hoover, Ken Shack-
elton.
BLOCK AND BRIDLE
FRONT ROW: Charles J. Voelker, Scott A.
Wendland, Earl D. Fink, Tammy L. Edwards,
Kathy A. Vink. SECOND ROW: Vaughn E.
Powell, R. Craig Patterson, Patricia C. Villas!,
Toni E. Timmis, Sheri L. Henry. THIRD ROW:
Carlin T. Murphy, Wayne R. Carlson, Scott L.
Hill, Diana S. Berry, Carol S. Horting, Debbie D.
Smart. BACK ROW: Gregory R. Kimzey, J.
Douglas Smart, Chris G. Akins, Cecelia M.
Rziha, Ronald W. Graber, Jeanette A. Weer.
You're kidding!— Kathy Larson, sen-
ior in marketing; Tim Miller, junior in
marketing; Karen Plumer, senior in
marketing; Priscilla Banker, senior in
marketing; and Hayden Wands, senior
in milling science and management,
give their group project presentation
in Wayne Norvell's Marketing Strate-
gy class. This class is taken after the
BAPP requirements have been com-
pleted.
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Business College installs program
Anew admissions policy became
effective spring 1982 for all students
entering the College of Business
Administration. The program was
entitled the Business Administration Pre-
Profession Program (BAPP) and was
designed as a non-degree program willing
students to take 60 credit hours, 44 of
which are pre-specified. The remainder
of the courses are to be selected by
students in consultation with their
advisers. Each student must also
achieve a 2.25 grade point average on
all work completed to apply for his
degree track program or profession
program. The policy only effects
admission to the College and did not
effect the requirements for the degree.
New freshman are automatically
placed into the BAPP program, while
transfer students must have a 2.0 GPA
to be admitted.
"When deciding to initiate the new
program, we didn't look at other
schools. We did what we thought we
should do." Robert Lynn, dean of the
College of Business Administration, said.
"The advantage of the program,"
Lynn said, "is it requires students to
take their required courses in
mathematics, communications, statistics,
etc., during their first two years. It will
thus assure the student to be adequately
prepared for his professional program of
study."
In January of 1981, the idea was
shared with faculty at meetings after a
committee was appointed to study the
admissions system. While no formal
input was sought by students, Lynn said
he had heard no negative comments.
According to Lynn, the Business Council
commented positively.
"The Business Council feels the BAPP
program will make K-State more
competitive with schools around," Julie
Youndoff, senior in psychology and
Business Council secretary, said "Many
schools around the U.S. are going
towards a five-year program, which I feel
the BAPP leads towards".
Lynn said the BAPP program will
Scott Williams
prevent students from putting off
courses until too late. It is beneficial to
the student to take the basic courses
their first two years because they will
need these courses to help in their later
courses, Lynn said.
"The quantitative required courses in
particular are somewhat difficult and
students have the tendency to delay
taking them. However, students need to
take these courses — they are
prerequisites," Kay Stewart, assistant to
the dean, said.
"The program will raise the academic
quality of the Business College as well
as assuring students to be adequately
prepared," Stewart said.
Another area involving all students at
K-State that the BAPP program effects is
the drop-add policy.
"There are overfilled classes at the
beginning of the semester until the first
test," Lynn said. "I feel there is a
necessity for shortening the drop
program."
By forcing each student to take
required courses, Lynn feels there will
not be the tendency to drop courses.
New students were notified of the
admission policy change by being given
a handout with a description of the
program as well as a list of required
courses. A suggested two-year program
of study was also included.
Sandra Kidd, new student adviser, said
she was unable to measure student
reaction. She feels the BAPP program
will upgrade the Business program and
make students become more serious
about what they're doing.
"My advising is the same as in the
past," Kidd said. "Many students have
already been following the BAPP
curriculum." One difficulty Kidd foresees
is problems for students changing from
one major into the Business College.
"Students having over 90 hours who
meet the 2.25 grade point requirements
may be admitted into a degree track
major. Students cannot enter a
professional program until they have
met the requirements," Stewart said.
Lynn said, "I feel the program inspires
greater academic endeavors. It has in
mind the 'go for broke' students who
succeed and make it."
"One company has hired 25
accounting graduates in the past few
years and feels K-State students are
tops," Lynn said. "The BAPP program
will uphold this reputation." [EIDfty Susan
Somora
"Sign here — Sandra Kidd informs prospective
student Jim Stein about the BAPP program.
Allen Eyestone
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Just the beginning
K-State prepares law and medical school
Why would a pre-medicine student
come to K-State when the
University of Kansas has the medical
school? Why would a prelaw student
come to K-State instead of a school
back East?
K-State may have a reputation as a
veterinary school but medical students
are also attracted to it, according to
Betty Dale, academic adviser for pre-med
students.
"Rural western Kansas students who
want to go to medical school usually
come to K-State for pre-medicine."
"People like the program because it is
smaller (than KCI)," Dale said.
Angela Paige, sophomore in pre-
medicine, said it was a matter of
convenience.
"It was closer to home. I knew more
about K-State. It just worked out better
for me."
For Sharon Miller, sophomore in
political science and a prelaw student,
K-State was financially more feasible as
compared to going to a school in the
East. When making a choice between
K(J and K-State, she chose K-State
because, "I like the atmosphere here
better."
"Besides, to me where you go to for
undergraduate studies isn't as important
as to where you go to law school. K-
State has a good political science
program that is giving me the
background I need for law school."
Dale said a good science faculty is
another reason for studying pre-medicine
at K-State. Three biology faculty
members have won Research Career
Development Awards bestowed on the
national level. Another biology faculty
member had won a modified version of
the award.
The last two Rhodes scholars chosen
from K-State were pre-med students
according to Dale. Ann Jorns, 1980
graduate in foods and nutrition and
home economics, now attends Oxford
and Elaine Hefty, 1979 graduate in
microbiology, attends John Hopkins
University.
Pre-medicine is an undergraduate
degree while prelaw is courses selected,
with the help of a prelaw adviser, along
with a regular degree that prepares the
student for law school. However, just
about anyone can apply to law or
medical school. The University of
Kansas Medical School expresses its
philosophy of pre-medical education in
the K-State pre-med/ pre-dentistry
brochure: "A broadly based education is
believed to be the most desirable basis
for the study of medicine. The field of
medicine is humanistic as well as
scientific. A cultural background in the
humanities and in related fields as well
as in science is the most appropriate
education for the future physician and
citizen."
Chemical engineers, philosophy,
history, education, physiology and
medical technology majors are just a
few of the undergraduate degrees that
go into med school besides the pre-med
majors. According to the Association of
American Medical Colleges, biology is
the most accepted major going into
medical school on a national average.
Regardless of the major, one is given
the opportunity to work closely with a
prelaw adviser in selecting courses
which will prepare one for law study.
Nancy Twiss, academic adviser for
prelaw students, said that law schools
look for four things in a student: (1)
communication skills, especially in
writing; (2) being able to think clearly
and constructively; (3) understanding the I
John Zidek
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society he or she lives in; and (4) depth
— major in a specific field.
"We want students to take the most
demanding courses they can that
emphasize these points," said Twiss.
To help students become more
familiar with law and medicine, there is
a Pre-Law Club and Alpha Epsilon Delta,
a pre-dental, pre-medical national
honorary fraternity on campus. Both
clubs host visits from the deans of
admissions of their respective
professional schools, listen to other
guest speakers, and participate in
campus programs such as the Activities
Carnival and Arts and Sciences Open
House.
Miller is a member of the Pre-Law
Club.
"It gives you exposure to the area of
law and you get a chance to meet other
prelaw students."
Grades and the Law School Admission
Test (LSAT) are two of the crucial
factors law schools look at, according to
Twiss. Likewise, the Medical School
Admission Test (MSAT) taken in the
spring of the junior year and grades are
the determining factors for medical
school according to Dale.
The grade point average of students
admitted to medical schools is 3.6 for
most schools. Twiss said there is no real
cutoff for law schools, that it varies with
the particular school.
The national average acceptance rate
into law schools was 60 percent. K-
State's acceptance rate into law school
is in the "high 90's" according to Twiss.
"I've talked to a lot of seniors and
they said they've really had no problems
getting into law school," Miller said.
Last spring approximately 75 percent
of the pre-med students who applied to
med school were accepted. When asked
about whether she was worried about
being accepted into a medical school,
Angela Paige replied, "I think that's a
pretty common word among pre-med
students. After I take my entrance exam
I'll know a lot more where I stand."
Most K-State students will go to an in-
state institution for medical school as
well as law school. However, Twiss said,
law students from K-State are accepted
into other schools such as Harvard,
Duke, University of Virginia,
Northwestern, along with KG and
Washburn. Although most med students
go to KG, others go to such schools as
Stanford, Gniversity of Nebraska and
John Hopkins Gniversity. iro3! by Susan
Arnoldy
Decisions, decisions — Bettie M. Dale, instructor
in arts and sciences, advises Cheryl Thomas,
freshman in pre-medicine, on curriculum choices.
SOCIETY OF ETHNIC
MINORITY ENGINEERS
FRONT ROW: Sharon K. Green, Jack M. Mar,
Laura I. Gelsi, Ruth A. Fletcher. SECOND
ROW: Karen J. Hummel, Craig S. Carter, Ed-
ward T. Robinson, Tunji Fakoya, Lee G. Willis
De Rajendra Singh. THIRD ROW: Harvey W
Bauer, Marvin L. Thomas, Siva R. Krishna
Kemo M. Thompson, Michael J. Mejia
FOURTH ROW: Sumbo A. Olatunji, Cecilia
Jayo, Christopher M. Henderson, Edwin A. Be-
tancourt, Steve P. Navarro. Donna L. Lattimore.
BACK ROW: Angela D. Pickett, Nesby E. Bol
den, Enrique S. Garibay, Angel M. Tabar, Keith
ian L. Arnold, Thomas B. Porter.
STUDENT FOUNDATION
FRONT ROW: James D. Wickersham. Steven
L. Bauer, Mark D. Mugler, Mark W. Peterson.
SECOND ROW: Tim G. Balfour, Marty Watts,
Randy H. Phelps, Michael J. Mejia. THIRD
ROW: Amy E. Bender, Kerry S. Vogt. John S.
Bradley, Anthony Q. Burnett. BACK ROW:
Mary E. Wiklander, Marj B. Little, Laura K.
Butler, Carolyn N. Teeter, Mark C. Meyer.
STUDENT BODY
PRESIDENT CABINET
FRONT ROW: Kurt C. Wilbur, Mark W. Skin-
ner, Richard J. McKittrick, Dan W. Chase. SEC-
OND ROW: Gerard J. Karlin, Jim F. Foster,
Gene R. Russell, Les Dixon. BACK ROW: Becky
D. Lundquist, Julie A. Fletcher, M. Angela
Scanlan, Phil R. Rendon, Marjorie M. Horton.
SGA EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE
FRONT ROW: David A. Sandritter, Scott A.
Long, Scot J. Stubenhofer, Joe Neumann. SEC-
OND ROW: David E. Lehman, Randy R. Rein-
hardt, Doug Dodds, Angela Scanlan. BACK
ROW: Beth E. Butler, Esther M. Hagen, Julie M.
Martin, Geri A. Greene.
UNION PROGRAMMING
COUNCIL
FRONT ROW: Robert P. Slusher, Kurt C. Wil-
bur, Jim Meliza, Michael L. Hatch. SECOND
ROW: Pete Manfredo, Sylvia Williams, Phil
Howard, Patricia Honors. THIRD ROW: Marilyn
Gilbert, Fritz Behrhorst, Barbara Burke, Diana
DeForest, David Bussen.
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Initial step taken by Senate
Anew coliseum for K-State came one
step closer to realization through
Student Senate's passage of a bill
committing $5.5 million in student fees.
"The coliseum issue has been debated
for years," Doug Dodds, Student Senate
chairperson said. "Student Senate did
not choose it as an issue; we inherited
it."
In November, Student Senate voted
43-7 to appropriate student funds toward
the construction of a multipurpose
coliseum to be used for intercollegiate
basketball, concerts, lectures and
convocations.
In spring 1979, students passed a
referendum that committed $2.5 million
in student fees for a proposed 20,000
seat facility to be collected only if
substantial progress was made in other
areas to obtain the additional funds.
Senate voided the referendum in spring
1982 because it felt substantial progress
had not been made and that the $2.5
million commitment was unrealistic.
"Our objective was to develop a
realistic, workable proposal, educate the
students, obtain an accurate assessment
of student opinion and resolve the
issue," Dodds said.
Representatives of Student Senate
visited campus living groups and
sponsored tables in the Union to present
Moment of decision — Agricultural senators, Joe
Neumann, junior in agricultural education, and
John Gilliam, junior in agricultural education,
listen intently to both sides of the coliseum
debate. The bill was passed 43-7 in favor of
appropriating $5.5 million in student fees toward
the arena.
information on the issue and to receive
student input.
"Visitations were a good chance for
one-on-one contact between senators and
their constituents," according to Jerry
Katlin, business senator. "A majority of
students visited favored the construction
of the coliseum. Those opposed stated
reasons as the burden of a fee increase
following the recent 22 percent tuition
hike and jeopordizing academic requests.
Some favored the renovation of Ahearn
over construction of a new arena."
To further gauge student opinion, a
survey was developed by Donald Hoyt,
director of educational resources. A
sampling of 500 students was asked to
participate. Information concerning
students' financial situations, class
status and living environment was
gathered as well as reactions toward the
proposal itself.
Seventy percent of the 366 responding
students supported the proposal and 51
percent of those in favor supported it
with reservations. The most common
concern of students was the financial
burden involved.
The proposed $20 million facility
would have an approximate seating
capacity of 15,000. The funding
breakdown includes $5.5 million to be
collected from student fees beginning in
fall of 1982 that span a 25-year period.
The first fee increase will be $9.75 per
semester. A second fee increase of $6.75
per semester is to take effect fall of
1983, creating a total fee increase of
$16.50 per semester for students. The
remainder of student funding is to come
from fees presently being collected for
KSO Stadium and Onion II bonds.
The Athletic Department determined
that a commitment of $2 million could
be raised through ticket and parking
surcharges. The KSU Foundation
conducted a survey indicating a
necessary and realistic contribution of $6
million toward the coliseum. The
remaining funds would be requested
from the Kansas legislature by President
Duane Acker in his 1985 budget
requests.
After the Senate's favorable vote, the
bill was sent to President Acker for his
consideration and approval.
Concurrently, the KSU Foundation
conducted an additional survey to
reaffirm its proposed $6 million
contribution.
If Acker approves the student fee
increases and for any reason the
Coliseum project is disbanded, collected
student funds would be applied toward
existing stadium and Union II
bonds. fiaPI by Donna Osborn
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Excerpts from the coliseum survey developed by Donald Hoyt appear below. Other topics included in the survey were age. marital status, living situation, classification and interest in collegiate basketball
Space was provided for additional comments. Of 500 students surveyed 366 responded. The results, by percentage, were as shown.
Statistics concerning date of occupancy, construction cost and seating capacity shown in the survey differ from those presented in the Senate bill. All figures presented were approximate according to Angela
Scanlon, student body president.
Student Characteristics
Check the statement below which best describes your financial situation.
25. 1 (1) I have adequate financial support to take care of my educational expenses without going in debt.
23.0 (2) To avoid debt, I have to be very careful about spending money while attendinq KSU.
47.3 (3) I can handle my educational expenses at KSU, but in the process I am incurring some loan obligations (GSL
NDSL; other)
4.6 (4) There is a fair chance that, at some point, I'll have to leave KSU (at least temporarily) because of inadequate
financial resources.
Reactions to the Proposal
Assumed Advantages. Besides providing an improved facility for playing and viewing basketball, proponents have
claimed that the coliseum would have the advantages listed below. Indicate whether you Agree (Ag), are
Undecided (Un), or Disagree (Dis) with each statement by checking the appropriate column.
AG UN DIS
57.7 20.2 22.1 (1) A new coliseum will noticeably improve our ability to recruit first rate players and coaches.
43.3 28.6 28.1 (2) A successful basketball program will make it easier to obtain support for the academic
program
37.4 23.8 38.8 (3) A new coliseum would help ensure KSU's continued membership in the Big 8.
47.7 26.0 26.3 (4) We can save $5-$7 million in remodeling which fire codes would require if Ahearn is used as our
basketball facility.
73.0 13.9 13.1 (5) A new coliseum would provide needed space in Ahearn for academic and recreational
program.
(6) A new coliseum will increase student seating capacity for basketball by about 2000.80.7 11.6 7.7
Student Input
(1) Did you read carefully the information sent to you about the proposal?
86.1 (1) Yes. all or most 13.3 (2) Yes, some 0.5 (3) No
(2) Did this information answer your main questions about the proposal?
62.9 (1) Yes 33.0 (2) Partially 4.1 (3) No
(3) Did it identify important issues or concerns which you had not previously considered?
44.8 (1) Yes, several 45.7 (2) Yes, one or two 9.5 (3) No
(4) How did the information influence your opinion of the proposal?
42.0 (1) Made me more favorable 42.3 (2) No effect 15.7 (3) Made me less favorable
(5) In addition to this poll, do you believe a student referendum should be held before Student Senate makes its
recommendation to President Acker?
65.9 (1) Yes 19.5 (2) No 14.0 (3) No opinion
Your Recommendation
The existing proposal is for students to contribute $6 million of a projected total cost of $19. 99 million by reassigning
fees currently assessed for the Stadium and the Union addition (after these bonds have been paid) and by phasing in
additional student fees of $16.50 per semester, beginning with an additional fee of $9. 75 per semester in the fall of
1982. How do you feel about this proposal?
34.6 (1)1 support it with no reservations 36.2 (2) I support it with reservations 27.0 (3) I oppose it 1.9 (4) Undecided
Improving the Proposal
(To be answered by those who responded "I oppose it" Which of the following helps to explain your response?
(Check as many as apply)
46 I am opposed in principle to assessing students for a purpose like this.
61 I believe that students are being asked to carry too much of the financial burden in this proposal.
44 I don't believe there is a serious need for a coliseum.
40 It is unrealistic to expect all of the other funding sources (contributions, surcharges, Legislature) to produce the
funds projected for them.
35 The seating capacity of the proposed coliseum (14,500*) is too limited.
35 The proposed date for occupancy (1988*) is too far in the future.
69 Construction or renovation of academic facilities should take precedence over a multipurpose coliseum.
28 I think the projected costs are out of line and that a less expensive option should be developed.
33 I believe it would be preferable to renovate Ahearn.
46 It is improper for current students to commit future students to pay for constructing a coliseum.
52 Additional fees of the size proposed would create a financial problem for me.
29 Other
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Runner-up
wins in end
Everyone's for the underdog, or at
least that is the way it was for Bill
Rogenmoser, junior in secondary science
education, when he nearly doubled his
votes in a run-off election to become
student body president.
"Although our campaign was
optimistic," Rogenmoser said, "the
margin was shocking."
It had been eight years since the
second runner-up in the general election
had won the run-off. Rogenmoser
received 1,218 votes while his opponent
Scott Long, junior in journalism and
mass communications, received 837.
The run-off resulted when none of the
eight candidates receiving votes in the
original election captured the majority.
"When no candidate receives a
majority vote, a run-off election is held. I
knew we would have a run-off this
year," Gayla Backman, election
committee chairperson and senior in
home economics education, said. "Eight
is an extraordinary number of candidates
running for office."
Two of the eight candidates were
write-ins and one of those comprised the
co-candidacy of Dick and Steve. They
received 191 of the 2,994 votes cast.
Fifty-nine student senators were also
voted into office and four were elected
to the Board of Student Publications.
The retiring Student Body President
Angela Scanlan, senior in agricultural
journalism, dealt with many issues
throughout her term. The main
responsibility of Senate was the
allocation of $831,736.43 of student
money. The money, collected by a
$25.25 activity fee paid by students as
part of their tuition was distributed
among various university services and
organizations.
The Parachute Club was the first
sport club to be funded by the Student
Governing Association in recent years.
The appropriation caused a debate over
allocations to all sports clubs.
Other projects of senate included the
improvement of campus lighting,
researching, defining and making
available the definition of K-State's dead
week policy and passage of a bill
pledging student support toward
construction of a multipurpose coliseum.
The passage of a campaign
expenditure bill set limitations on the
monies to be spent during student body
presidential and student senate election
campaigns.
"The idea behind the bill was to
lessen financial demands on individuals
running for office," Doug Dodds, student
senate chairperson and senior in political
science, said. "Students in previous
years, had spent up to $2,000 on their
campaigns. Also, the bill was designed
to encourage candidates to spend more
time talking with students rather than
relying on advertising."
The bill limited expenditures of
student body presidential candidates to
an amount equal to the incidental
expense (tuition) paid by a full-time, in-
state student incurred during an
academic year (fall and spring
semesters). Expenditures for Student
Senate and Board of Student
Publications campaigns were set at one
tenth of the same amount. The bill
invalidated the candidacies of students
who exceeded their campaign
expenditure limits. During the campaign
four expenditure reports were required of
presidential candidates and one report
from other candidates.
Twenty candidates (19 senate and one
Board of Student Publications) were
struck from the ballot because their
expenditure reports were not turned in
on time. They were still eligible to run
but were considered write-in candidates.
Student involvement in the elections
was up by almost 50 percent from the
previous year as 2,994 votes were cast
in the general election, up from 2,050
votes cast in the 1981 election, [rfI by
Donna Osborn and Jean Nicholson
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Question please — Paul Benlon, senior in
journalism and mass communications, takes call-
in questions to be asked during the presidential
radio forum on KSDB radio.
After the call — Friends congratulate Bill
Rogenmoser after he received the telephone call
confirming his election as student body president.
Jeff Taylor
Campaign trail — After hanging a sign promoting
his candidacy for Student Senate, Paul Lawrence,
junior in architectural engineering, talks with Don
Posson, freshman in architectural engineering, on
campus. Candidates were not allowed to post
signs until the official opening of the campaign.
Rob Clark
Campaign smiles — Dick Bergen, sophomore
in journalism and mass communications, Scott
Long, sophomore in journalism and mass
communications, and Steve Eller, sophomore
in general business administration, mug it up
at a party during the campaign for student
body president.
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Short course benefits farmers
Farmers are becoming more
concerned about an agricultural
education beyond high school, but they
don't always have the opportunity to
attend a college or university for a
regular academic program in agriculture.
To help young Kansas farmers
improve their present and future farming
business operations and to teach more
about the increasingly technical aspects
of the farming operation, K-State offers a
short course program for young farmers,
according to Dr. Frank Carpenter.
Carpenter is associate dean and assistant
director of resident instruction in the
College of Agriculture.
"The short course program will
provide university-level training in the
management and operation of a farm
business to young farmers who feel they
cannot participate in a regular two- or
four-year course in agriculture,"
Carpenter said.
The program employs 35-40 professors
and each student enrolls in four two-
credit hour courses that include
agricultural economics, agronomy,
animal science and agricultural
engineering. The courses last for eight
weeks and start in January.
"The program is taught during this
time period because the work on the
farm is in a slack period and farmers are
able to get away without a great deal of
problems," Carpenter said.
"The students taking the course are
considered K-State students and must
pay one semester of tuition," Carpenter
said.
The total cost of the program for a
Kansas resident is $897, which includes
room and board, tuition, fees and books.
Graduation from high school and an
interest in learning more about
successful farming are the only
requirements for admission.
"Young farmers today see the need
for knowledge of present farming and
the opportunities that are available on a
production and a marketing standpoint.
Farming is very competitive and farmers
should not be caught short in the profit
area and end up not being able to stay
in production agriculture," Carpenter
said.
The program involves four topic
sections and each section has a topic
leader. They are Stanley Ehler, leader for
agronomy, Leo T. Wendling for
engineering, Earl Farmer for animal
science, and Wilton B. Thomas for
economics.
In addition to being campus
coordinator of the program, Thomas also
serves as a topic leader for all four
sections. The program began in 1964,
but was dropped after two years for lack
of funds, he explained. Three years ago
Thomas came out of retirement to help
revive the program and said he feels it
is once again going strong.
"This is what you'd call an applied
course," Thomas said. "We tailor it a bit
to the students we have here." Thomas
explained that during the first week
students are questioned by instructors as
to what they want to learn from the
program.
"It changes each year. For instance,
this year students put more emphasis on
marketing," he said. In response,
instructors have added lectures in that
area.
"They (the students) give us tips on
what they want to get out of the
program. They nudge us in the direction
they want to go," he said.
Earl Farmer, professor in dairy science
and industry, sees the course as a way
to prepare young farmers for production
agriculture.
"The short course program gives
students many tools that they can use >
Learning by observing — Dan Hartzell, short
course student, listens to Steve Rutchmann,
swine unit research assistant, during a lecture.
Knowledge on to paper— Robert Hines,
professor of animal science, monitors young
farmers taking a test during the farmers short
course.
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FACULTY SENATE
FRONT ROW: Mary Rakowsky. Raiph Field,
Eugene Friedmann, L.V. Withee, Heinz Bui-
mahn. Larry Cindrich, John Riley, Nelda Elder.
SECOND ROW: Caroll Hess, Curtis Kastner,
Jim Greig, David Mugler, Kenneth Burkhard,
Wayne Nafziger, Richard Qallaher, Fred Appl,
Wellington Koepsel, Jim Koelliker. THIRD
ROW: James Townsend, Charles Corbin, Eliza-
beth Vallance, Al Davis, Cranston Heintzelman,
Mary Harris, Michael Lynch, Sandra Coyner,
Bettie Dale, Jerry Freiman, Dale Eustace.
FOURTH ROW: Michael Finnegan, Charles
Marr, Cienton Owensby, Roscoe Ellis, Robert
Scott, Donald Weiman, Carol Harbers, Wayne
Bailie, Robert Hollinger, Beth Butler, Douglas
Dodds, Margaret Nordin, BACK ROW: Larry
Corah, David Schafer, Angus Mundy. Robert
Poresky. Mary Ellen Sutton, Margaret Ordonez,
Gerry Posler, Richard Cox, Albert Adams, Jack-
son Byars, Katherine Burke, John Eck, Allen
Chapman, Clarence Johnson, Vincent Gillespie,
Rodney Ferguson, Lyle Dixson, Richard Elkins,
Lyman Baker, Naomi Lynn, Carol Miller, Anita
Gordon, Nancy Twiss, Vernon Dode,
BETA ALPHA PSI
FRONT ROW: Judith A, Farless, Lori A. Price,
Pam S. Donnelly, Nancy L. White, Denise M.
Fleming, Karen E. Kluge, Debi J. Speed, Brenda
S. Miller SECOND ROW: Robert L. Hooper,
Danial J. Olberding, Phil G. Stump, Kevin T.
McDermed, David A. Stuck, John C. Martin,
Barry Koster. THIRD ROW: Terri R. Marsh, Lori
Ludwig, Mitch Fiser, Jeff M. Fox, Doug Ewing,
Scott L. Janzen, Susan E. Cain, Jane B, Stock-
ard. FOURTH ROW: Susan E. Gravenstein, Re-
becca M. Rhein, Michele S. Moeller, Linda K.
Mosier, Cheryl L. Denton, Bradley J. Brill, Rob-
ert L. Steer, Mark Phillips. James R. Ginther.
BACK ROW: Amy J. Moorhead, Tammie A.
Rice, Kathi L. Champlin, Jeff Stephenson, Pa-
mela K. Heaton, Mark Piatt, Linda D. Billings,
Lorie Lindenmuth, Cathy Crager.
BETA ALPHA PSI
FRONT ROW: Maria J. Jorgensen, Teresa I.
Jenkins, Barbara A. Bowen, Shari L. Smith,
Jody A, Cleveland, Leslie J. Mendenhall, Julie
V. Potter, Jerilyn K. Erskin, Renee D. Walker,
SECOND ROW: Bruce H. Shogren, Eric C. Sa-
muelson, David A. Scott, John J. Degrande,
David E. Deckert, Gary P. Hamilton, Timothy E.
Diller, Chris Graham, Maurice Stark, David R.
Ward, THIRD ROW: Terry L. Carlton, Steven S.
Alexander, Gregory L. Vermillion, Markus M.
Frese, Gene A. Johnson, Steven L. Hixon,
Krista J. Tiemann, Margaret R. Daniels, J.M,
Winkler, Kevin J. Mast. FOURTH ROW: Ross
A. Myers, Philip D. Gordon, Martha K. Grimm,
Patrick J. Mills, Beverly A. Biggs, Lee L. Smith,
Steven A, Heidrick, Steven J. Hess, Jay R. Sig-
man, David E. Whitmer, BACK ROW: Janice R.
Ballou, Barbara J. Barnes, Mary K. Schmale,
Robin L, McDowell, Beverly G. Kool, Carol L.
Kidwell, Colleen F. Jones, Dilcia Estrada, Ira B.
Taylor, Mark W. Gardner.
AG ECONOMICS CLUB
FRONT ROW: Pamela A. Bell, Uchendu N.
Kalu, Dale R. Anders, Marilyn K. Clawson, Cheri
D. Schwartz. SECOND ROW: Steven F. Flan-
ders, Jeffrey B, Toews, Randy E. Fed, Steven C.
Wintermantel, Harry W. Dawson, Loren Troyer,
Terry Neher. THIRD ROW: James H. Blaauw,
Mikel C. Hadachek, Gregg Martin, Dave
Mueller, Kelly D. Miller. Norman Reed, Rodney
Jones. FOURTH ROW: Kevin D. Postier, D.
Bryant Mercer, Steven M. Bowser, Randy R.
Reinhardt, Rick C. Pinkston, David R. Stutz-
man. BACK ROW: Daniel W. Cashier, Trudy L.
Norman, Greg D. Berry, Markus M. Frese,
Douglas E. Wendt, Roger A. Meeks. Robert A.
Strickland.
NATIONAL AGRI-
MARKETING
ASSOCIATION
FRONT ROW: Larry H. Erpelding, Pamela A.
Bell, Peg Reardon, Loren R. Troyer, Steven M.
Bowser, David R. R. Stutzman, Anne M.
Schletzbaum, Fred Seiler, Ed McQueen, Daniel
Cashier, Harry W. Dawson, John R. Riley. SEC-
OND ROW: Dan M. Rockers, Lori A. Lips, Dean
H. Stutz, Anthony J, Stueve, Jeff A. Johnson,
Alan R. Boerger, Stacey J. Haufler, James H.
Blaauw, Kim D. Krehbiel, Douglas E. Wendt,
Christopher J. Schrlck, Rodney D. Jones, Alan
L. Maxwell. THIRD ROW: Christine E. Elam,
Loretta C. Sobba, Carol M. Sobba, Kendall M.
Hopp. Brent A. Rockers, Marilyn S. Bolt, Scott
W. Brooks, Monte Vandeveer, Timothy R. See,
Paul A. Schmidt, Norman R. Reed. BACK ROW:
Greg D. Berry, Robert W. Lenkner, Steve S.
Mullins, James A. Sterns, Rick A. Carnahan,
Mark C. Ward, Rick Case. Randy E. Fee, Eric B.
Smith, Darrell D. Holaday, Bruce D. Tryon,
James L. Droddy.
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Jeff Taylor
Test Time — Lisa Clarke, Topeka resident, takes a
test during the Farmers Short Course. The Course
manual, displayed in the foreground, is designed
to provide practical knowledge of farming.
Farm talk— Students in the Farmers Short Course
listen to Steve Rutschmann, foreman of swine re-
search, as he discusses a topic in the swine barn.
immediately, (such as nutrition, breeding,
and husbandry), after completion of the
course. Heavy attention is put on basics
and new developments instead of
detailed course work," Farmer said.
The course material is directly related
to Kansas agriculture because most of
the students are from Kansas.
"Students can see just what is
actually used today instead of what is
promised for tomorrow," he said.
The short course program is held on
the K-State campus to provide access to
University facilities, including
laboratories, the library, and the use of
extension and resident faculty members.
As Thomas explains, this is
advantageous to the students because it
gives them contacts with knowledgable
individuals on a variety of agricultural
subjects.
"The program is designed for the
immediate use of students and what
they're doing," he said. "Students can
make special appointments to talk with
instructors at the University not
necessarily connected with the short
course program."
According to Thomas, students
enrolled in the short course come from c
varity of different backgrounds. One
student, who has a political science |
Jennifer Zang
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degree from the University of Kansas,
said he decided to enroll in the short
course program for a better
understanding of agriculture.
"I am currently farming full-time with
my father, and I wanted some practical
education in agriculture, so I enrolled in
the short course," Larry Haas said. "I
learned a great deal and I am glad I took
the course."
Merilee McCaustlan, a current student
at K-State, majoring in journalism and
mass communication, said that she also
enrolled in the course for a better
understanding of agriculture. McCaustlan
comes from a farm background and
hopes someday to work in the radio and
T.V. field.
"Since Kansas is primarily an
agricultural state, I thought that the
course might help me out when I get
through with college," she said. "I think
that I would have gained a great deal
more from the course if I could have
gone back to the farm and utilized it,
like most the short course students."
According to Thomas, instructors and
topic leaders are always interested in
feedback from students, and the
program evolves in relation to students'
needs.
"They (the students) keep pretty
doggone busy while they're here," said
Thomas.
"We like to ask the students how
they're doing, if we've scheduled about
all they can handle or if they want
more."
Thomas added that while there are no
immediate plans to make the course a
two-year program, he speculated it could
grow outward into a program similar to
one found at Purdue University.
"Purdue's been running a program like
this for a long time," Thomas said.
"They have a number of short courses
available, and the student has a greater
variety to choose from." He said he feels
that as enrollment in the short course
grows, K-State too will be able to add
more classes to the program.
"The course has room to grow in
several additional directions in the
future, but that remains to be seen." he
said. (EHZ>y Sharon Riley and Jeff
Dillon
SIGMA LAMBDA CHI
FRONT ROW: Bill T. Pepoon, James F. God-
dard, Roy D Epps, Henry C Kerr. SECOND
ROW: Kevin Miller. Paul L. Oberle. Tim A. Bar-
rington. Jeff R. Banister. BACK ROW: Kevin N.
Kelley, Phil H. Hoover, Doug J. Kimple, Nancy
Swartwout, Robert C. Tinker.
PHI THETA KAPPA
ALUMNI
FRONT ROW: Dennis J. Disberger, Marvin L
Thomas Jr., Arthur M. Shook, Micheal J. Dis
berger, Allen D. Klassen. SECOND ROW: Shar
on K. Vishnefske, Cynthia L. Sanders, Mary L.
Lagemann, Rhonda R. Talient, Dan Partridge
THIRD ROW: Brenda M. Ericson, Patricia M
Standlast, Martha A. Disberger, Joni K
Schwartz, Cynthia S. Hoskinson. BACK ROW
Judy K. Reed, Lisa J. DeGarmo. Donna R
Swaney, Donna L. Gawith, Cindi L. Habluetzel
PEP COORDINATING
COUNCIL
FRONT ROW: Larry Hinkin, Dale Schmitt,
Stephanie J. Wagner. SECOND ROW: Traci A.
Taylor, Lisa M, Ford, Ann Sanders, Timothy F.
Schlieker. BACK ROW: Eric P. Bosch, Jane E.
Allen, Deb L. Chappell, Sandra J. Larson, Jane
Westhues.
INTERIOR
ARCHITECTURE
ASSOCIATION
FRONT ROW: Michael G. Flynn, Joel F. Brock
mann, Raymond R. Nelson, Kevin W. Pit
lingham. SECOND ROW: Steven R. Hefta
Dave K. Reeves, Bill Needle, Doug Parks.
THIRD ROW: Robyn L. Sanders. Patti A. Tobin
Cheryl L. Luck, Treyse L. Reed, Tim M. Mulli
gan, BACK ROW: Debora K. Herman, Kimberly
J. Zingre, Eric Swegle, Jean A. Harter.
ASSOCIATION OF
FILIPINO STUDENTS
FRONT ROW: Emmanuel S. Santiago, Diosile
G. Arlda, Romelito L. Lapitan, Al A. Manilay.
Alberto B. Manalo. SECOND ROW: Elvira E.
Dumayas, Marites S. Corpus, Joseph C. Salva-
cruz, Louis A. Divinagracia. THIRD ROW: Elgie
L. Namia, Leila P. Manalo, Jocelyn F. Catapu-
san, Jun C. Custodio. BACK ROW: Nora V.
Lapitan, Susan R. Denzon, Marie H. Santiago,
Rosseni M. Manalo, Isabelita M. Pabuayon.
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FORESTRY CLCIB
FRONT ROW: Jan D. Dawson. Keith E. Moser.
Laura Bergan, Roxanne Beatd. SECOND ROW:
David A. Gress. Barry New, Lillian V, Woods,
Steve Blue. BACK ROW: Thomas D. Warner,
Gary V. Helwig. Kris M. Irwin. Mike L. Warren,
Keith D. Lynch.
ENGINEERING COUNCIL
FRONT ROW: Hermann J. Donnert, Jeffrey A.
Slaven, John E. Roush, Jim L. Ruder, James A.
Seymour. John P. Dollar. SECOND ROW: Ke-
vin J. Schoen, David B. Lite, David E. Connor,
Gary W. Weidman, Doug E. Metcalf, Bill Mahaf-
fey. THIRD ROW: J Don Book. Gary P. Domin-
guez, Glenn P. Shain, Lisa Hoffmaster, Michelle
A. Hoferer. BACK ROW: Marilyn A. DeJesus,
Bradley K Streets. Janice M. Russell, Tim E.
Mizer, Allecia L. Remington. Keith Wagner.
INTERNATIONAL CLUB
FRONT ROW: William Schmidt, John W Al-
vey, Savvas C. Sideras, Mehmet Keskin, Allan
Brettell. SECOND ROW: Abdullah Sabo, Hi-
sham S. Hawart, Christos L. Athanasious. Mar-
tin P. Stockll, Larry Paris. THIRD ROW: Vargas
Jose. Leslie R. Allen, Kishor Sherchand, Felipe
R. Rendon, Craig M. Friedman, Christina L.
Chang. BACK ROW: Isabel C. Larriera, Mary J.
Twellmann, Diane M. Robson, Linda J. Hugh-
banks, Mike Anderson, Chi J. Jou, Jill S. (Jnder-
hill.
OMICRON NG
FRONT ROW: Ramona L. Norris. Patti J.
Moser, Diane M. Pankratz, SECOND ROW:
Jeanne E. Dowell, Kathryn A. Hixon, Patricia J.
McVey, Brenda J. Huntsman. BACK ROW: Lau-
rie R. Haflich, Debra J. Nightingale, Jana M.
Fishburn. Miriam Shaheed.
TACJ BETA PI
FRONT ROW: Frank A. Tillman, Jerry D. Marr,
Dennis C. Wike, David R. Black, Randall S.
Beikmann SECOND ROW: Kevin F. Kandt,
Richard A. Schlattman, Diane M. Dalton. Thom-
as A. Trabue. Gary A. Koets. THIRD ROW:
Mike Bergmeier. Michael R. Wiegers, Brian E.
Guenther. Curtis R. Janssen, Harlan D. Foraker.
BACK ROW: Alex L. Mlsak, Timothy T. Hill,
Mark G. Schuler, Keith E. Schoonover, Naomi
K. Regier.
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Funding for
K-State has always had horses and
taught courses about the equine
breeds, but it wasn't until recently that
K-State recognized horses as having a
much greater importance than just a
novelty item in the agricultural field.
The changes began when Don Good,
head of animal science and industry, and
Roger Mitchell, former vice president of
the College of Agriculture started looking
for someone to head up the equine
science division in the animal science
department. Good found Dennis Sigler, a
Texas A&M graduate with a PhD in
equine physiology. Sigler came to re-
state in spring 1980. His arrival marked
the beginning of changes in equine
studies and research conducted at K-
State.
Although K-State's equine research
and specialization is still in its infant
stage compared with leaders in the field
like Texas A&M, or Colorado State
Gniversity, the animal science
department has increased the equine
curriculum. It now offers eight hours of
equine science and a horse judging
team.
The horse judging team was organized
in Sigler's second semester at K-State. In
its first year of existence, the team won
the World Quarter Horse Show at
Oklahoma City. In the fall of 1981,
Sigler's horse judgers went to the
Quarter Horse Congress in Ohio in
addition to the World Quarter Horse
Show.
Sigler feels that equine studies have to
be approached from a scientific
standpoint.
"Our role will always be approached
from the standpoint that we're here to
primarily teach the science part of it,"
Sigler said. "My horse science course
will always be the primary course as far
as teaching horse facts and horse
information."
Sigler also hopes that he can broaden
his courses so the student can really get
a feel for horses.
"Things like a little more breeding
experience or actual hands-on experience
with feeding and handling horses and
training and things of this nature are
Equine hairline — A two-year old quarter horse
receives a grooming from student assistants, Eva
Stumpff, senior in animal science, and Joe
Peabody, graduate student in animal science, at
K-State's Horse Research Unit.
equine program growth needed
definitely going to be part of my
courses. Training and making the horses
useful are the end products of the horse
and I think they should be part of the
program," Sigler said.
Sigler's efforts are enhanced by the
aid of Walt Smith, professor in animal
science.
"Walt teaches horse breeding as
applied to genetics and this really helps
the student get a feel for equine
breeding," Sigler said.
K-State has always had horses in the
history of the school. However, Fort
Hays State University has a larger
equine program than K-State. Although
FHS has a larger program, Sigler feels re-
state can catch up with them.
"I think as far as the curriculum we
offer, 1 believe we have equalled Fort
Hays State but FHS has had its program
going for more than two years," Sigler
said. "We just can't change the world
overnight and the way the economy is,
we can't even get the Kansas legislature
to approve another livestock extension
specialist, let alone build more facilities,"
Sigler said.
"We'd like to build a barn that had 30
to 40 stalls and an indoor riding pen and
an area for a lab. I think we could do
this very easily for $500,000. This would
be a nice facility and not just a tin barn,
it wouldn't be a facility like Weber hall,
but I think we could build something
that would be useful for teaching and
research," Sigler said.
"Convincing the Governor and the
Kansas Legislature that we need more
facilities is the problem. The Board of
Regents recommended our livestock
extension specialist but the Governor is
the one who took it out of his budget,"
Sigler said.
Kansas quarter horse production ranks
fifth in the nation. Departmental funding
does not reflect the commercial figures,
according to Sigler.
"We have nearly as many quarter
horses in Kansas as there are sheep and
the sheep program receives three
percent of the total departmental budget
while we receive .9 percent of the total
budget." Sigler said. "As far as the
horse economy in dollars generated in
Kansas, 1 believe there is more money in
horses than sheep."
"As far as the funds allocated to us
by the department, we have only enough
to maintain the facility and our herd and
we are very close to the bottom in funds
provided," Sigler siad.
Because of the funding problem, Sigler
has only one research program being
conducted.
"Right now, we are conducting a
project approved by the experiment
station concerning improving
reproductive efficiency using different
types of hormones. We were allocated
$4,630. As far as funds, research grants
provided for equine, they are almost
non-existant at K-State," Sigler said.
"1 think if we had $5,000 a year, we
could do a reasonable amount of
research. We couldn't do adequate
research but we could do some
research," Sigler said.
Sigler believes that commercial horse
businesses must help initiate funding.
"The two things holding us back right
now are the lack of a horse extension
specialist and the facilities. The horse
extension specialist will not be available
until the people of Kansas get behind
our program. Until the people and our
government realize how important horses
are to the livestock industry, we are not
going to see any changes come about.
It's going to take people from within the
state to do it," Sigler said.
Another measure Sigler feels must be
taken is to get the horse people to
donate up to one-fifth the total cost in
building an adequate equine research
facility. By getting a commitment from
people in the horse industry, Sigler
believes that the program would stand a
better chance of receiving money from
the state government.
"If we could get the horse people to
donate $100,000, then maybe the state
Legislature would take a second look at
supporting the equine program at K-
State." IkPI by Doug Putnam
Scott Williams
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ANGEL FLIGHT
FRONT ROW: Cheryl L. Denton, Anne E. Beng-
ston, Mary E. Despard. SECOND ROW: Kay L.
Deever, Marcia E. (Jtt, Cleion L. Whitebread.
NATURAL RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT CLUB
FRONT ROW: Thomas D. Warner, Julie L.
Phelps, Randy G. Watson, D.W. Bidwell. SEC-
OND ROW: Gene M. Kotlinski, Kelley A. Col-
lins, Steve E. Prockish. THIRD ROW: Steve
Blue, Jane M. Sweeney, Steve Graber. BACK
ROW: Anita Morris, Victoria Ellman, Laura Ber-
gan, Jeff Sheets, Susan Fowler.
COLLEGIATE FFA
FRONT ROW: Randall D. Galle, Larry E. Dos-
sett, Paul N. Stevenson. SECOND ROW: John
B. Gilliam, Randy R. Reinhardt, Joe C. Ricka-
baugh. THIRD ROW: Michael G. Seele, Tracy
L. King, Joe E. Neumann, BACK ROW: Becky
A. Vining. Brenda F. Hundley. Debra L. Yarrow,
Natalie Haag-Wallisch.
DELTA PSI KAPPA
FRONT ROW: Meriam P. Poole, Sally R. Green-
bank, Carol L. Young, Leslie L. McGinnis, Lori
D. Lamb, Susan C. Miller, SECOND ROW: Ta-
mie D. Peugh, Shari D. Fiene, Lisa A. Marr,
Elizabeth J. Kolarik, Connie L. Goeckel. THIRD
ROW: Jackie A, Mignano, Deborah L. Pihl,
Tammy S. Totland, Roberta E. Faust, Sandy S.
Drury, Elizabeth E. Sloan. BACK ROW: Carol
A. Westfall, Susan K. Huggins, Pam J. Weimer,
Marietta Deets, Marcia L. Barnes, Kaylene L.
Sothers.
PHI EPSILON KAPPA
FRONT ROW: Steven K. Hower, Gary A. Coble,
Larry J. Spresser. SECOND ROW: Darrel Wild,
Vic Jury, Dave Mesh, Mark McGregor. BACK
ROW: Tom D. Rose, Brad A, Prescott, Craig L.
Cox.
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Transfer
troubles
They come from junior colleges,
private university settings, vo-tech
institutions and other public universities.
And the inevitable question they
receive is, "So why did YOU come to K-
State?"
To most transfers, K-State seemed to
be the most natural niche to fit into
their own lives at the time.
K-State simply filled the needs of the
transfer student. Academic, social and
ethnic experiences multiplied upon
arrival.
Kim Murphy, junior in pre-nursing,
attended Baker University her freshman
year. Baker is located in Baldwin City,
south of Lawrence.
Murphy said Baker University was too
small for her needs. "I felt that I needed
more alternatives to choose from, and a
bigger school offered more freedom to
do what you want to do."
The decision as well as the move
wasn't hard for Murphy because a lot of
her friends from high school were
already at K-State.
"I just flowed in — K-State is very
friendly, and that's coming from BU,
which was really friendly," Murphy said.
However, the transition does not
always come naturally. There is more to
moving from a familiar setting to a new
college. For Connie Kuhlman, junior in
animal science, Colby Community
College just didn't offer everything she
wanted in her curriculum.
Kuhlman is in agriculture, along with
a possible change of degrees to pre-
physical therapy. "What Colby was to
me was an extended high school,"
Kuhlman said. "I believe that CCC
publicizes 900 enrolled, and for me, that
was a big situation to come into from
Dighton, Kan."
"There were 35 in my high school
graduating class," Kuhlman said. "I
know that for the type of person that I
am, I wasn't ready for K-State. I loved
Colby my freshman year. The people,
the friends — we were inseparable."
Although Kuhlman believes her three
semesters at CCC were worthwhile, she
knew she was ready for a change. "I
decided that I wanted more than a two-
year education. Since agriculture isn't a
woman's field (by social measures), I
came up here for more schooling."
Kuhlman and Murphy agree that class
load and financial burdens are more
emphasized at K-State than at BU or
CCC.
"The main difference between K-State
and Colby is that it takes a lot more
studying up here to make the grade,"
Kuhlman said. "Tests at CCC were
easier, preparation requirements were
less. I could study the night before, for
most of my classes, whereas at K-State,
it takes a lot more
"The trade-off at K-State is that the
classes were smaller (at Colby),"
Kuhlman said. "They were definitely
more personal. At Colby you never
stopped going home because of books or
classes. Here you have to take in
account your class load — especially if
you know you won't study at home."
Murphy said K-State lecture classes
were larger but that "academically, the
K-State facilities are much greater in
quality and diversity."
"For me, and I'm sure other transfers,
the financial burden can't simply be
ignored if you came from a private
school," Murphy said. There is a trade-
off, because scholarships are harder to
come by up here."
Kuhlman also said that financial
pressures are greater at K-State. "I had a
basketball scholarship at CCC, and I
know there's no way I would want to go
to school if I didn't work at a job I
enjoyed."
Kuhlman works at the KSG Dairy
Barns. She said the cost of living is
considerably more in Manhattan
compared to Colby. "Rent, food, beer,
laundry — you name it!"
Yet with large classes and big
expenditures aside, K-State is the place
to be according to Murphy. "You know,
I was very shocked. BG plays on
personal attention as its big asset. But if
you want it — faculty and friends —
you can get the same personal attention
here. Even more."
"To me, people are more eager to
really help and get to know you up
here," Murphy said. "For me, there are
more worthwhile relationships — I guess
because the more people you have, the
more opportunities you have to find
friends that fit you." \F&>\ hy Janie Allen
artwork by Ken Young
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CLOTHING RETAILING
INTEREST GROUP
FRONT ROW: Debra S. Maike. Debra S. Ellis,
Lisa A. Fitzsimmons. Nancy K. Sowers. SEC-
OND ROW: Debra L, Frey. Barbara J. Webster,
Betty L. Gantzler. Tim Burrow, Brenda J. Weir.
THIRD ROW: Kimberly A. Anderson, Elizabeth
L. Meriwether, Teresa A. Gragg, Maria L. New-
ell, Kelli A. Kerr FOURTH ROW: Renee C,
Pankratz, Susan H. Harrell, Susan L. North,
Mary A. Rempe, Rebecca J Sapp. BACK ROW:
Brenda G. Gordon. Annette J. Krehbiel, Kathryn
K. Carnahan, Sara L. Firestone, Karen A. Brad-
ley, Linda S. Herman.
TINY RABBITS
FRONT ROW: Stephanie L. Youngqulst. Nicky
S, Master, Lynne J Litsey SECOND ROW: Mi-
chael W. Love, Richerd Kitos, Scott T. Bell,
David L. Ferguson, Diane V Werner. THIRD
ROW: Connie M. Shogren, Kerry S. Vogt, Kath-
leen C. Kennedy, Charlton R. Allen. BACK
ROW: Glenda A. Humbert, Pam A. Johnson,
Katherine D. Drew, Marcia L. Welsh, Lorrie M.
Harrison.
ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
FRONT ROW: Christina L. Topliff, Hayley Jo
Matson, Thoan T Phi, Laurie L. Weber. Cynthia
D. Roberts, Gerri A. Schuster. SECOND ROW:
Pamela S. Dicken, Ellen M. Stewart. Susan G.
Roush, Sara D. Dillon, Melinda K. Douglass,
Dee A. Headley, Karen Mayer, Lisa Stadler.
THIRD ROW: Carolyn N. Teeter, Sandy K. Col-
lins, Heather S. Woodson, Linda D. Teter, Claire
M. Guislaln, Sonya K. Haddock, Jean Palma.
FOGRTH ROW: Cindy B. Smith, Tracy L. Wil
liams, Elizabeth J. Heid, Lora A. Leu, Micki S.
Goldberg, Cynthia D. Maike, Martha J. Bearce,
Beth E. Price, Karen J. Rupp. BACK ROW:
Beth M. Dalton, Yvonne M. Costa, Shirley E.
Weber, Deidre Kay Oberle, Mary L. Gillmore,
Marj B. Little, Alice M. Hyland, Marilyn A. Lit-
tle, Lisa A. Heiniger.
INSTITUTE OF
ELECTRICAL AND
ELECTRONICS
ENGINEERING INC.
FRONT ROW: David L. Cheray, John W. Bar-
tholomew, Martha S. Higbee, Susan M. Stem-
mie, Kellie M. Johnson. SECOND ROW: Ken
neth G. Klamm, Mamoud F. Wagdy, Rajenda
Singh, Mark L. Brown, Frank J. Marcotte, Tim
J. Sobering. THIRD ROW: John C. Robarge,
James D. Burgess, Terry S. Schrepel, Tim I.
Butterfield, Patrick D. Powell, Laura A. Tracey.
FOURTH ROW: Bret A. Combs, Vince B.
Deems. Marcus K. Junod, Michael J. Mejia,
Mark W. Peterson, Randall L. Urban. BACK
ROW: Karen M. Ashmore. Donald M. Hummels,
Loren E. Riblett. Doug D. Frederking, Eric L.
Unruh, Scott D. Bucher, Keith W. Holt.
UNITED BLACK VOICES
FRONT ROW: Johnny K. Fleming, Kim A. El-
lis, Denny G. Pearson, Milton B. Thomas. SEC-
OND ROW: Everett D. Gardner, Angela F. Wes-
ley, David M. Moore. THIRD ROW: Cedric R.
Saunders, Deborah J. Marshall. Jeanne M. Har-
ris. Pat L. Pace. BACK ROW: Rhonda K. Wil-
liams, Jo L. Hammond, Joniece McFalls, Zelma-
Celeste M. Lewis, Pamela Bynum.
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Algebra problems?
Holton offers
Lonnie Inlow, senior in agriculture,
has his own private tutor. For three
hours each week, Inlow and his tutor,
LewAnn Schnieder, junior in pre-
veterinary medicine, meet to work on
and discuss problems in his Chemistry I
and Genetics classes.
The arrangement sounds too good to
be true. How much does it cost?
Nothing, the service is free to Inlow and
approximately 82 other students who
qualify for the tutoring service.
Located in Holton Hall, the tutoring
service is one of the programs included
in the Learning Academic Service, a
federally funded program. Other services
"It gives me a chance to meet
one on one with a student, it
improves my communication
skills, it improves my
understanding of the subject, and
there is good money in it."
include a math lab, and a learning skills
specialization service, which teaches
students test-taking techniques, reading
skills and how to study for a test, Kathy
Green, coordinator of the learning
service, said.
The tutoring service is the only
service that requires compliance with set
requirements, Green said. Applications
are based on a student's financial needs,
ethnic background or if the student is a
first generation college student.
After qualifying, a student is assigned
to a tutor, who is hired by the service.
"There are 25 tutors, most of them
are juniors and seniors," Green said. The
tutors are required to have a 3.0 GPA,
"but most tutors are close to a 4.0
grade point," she said.
A tutor and the student determine the
schedule of when they wish to meet.
"Most of them meet here," Green said,
referring to rooms in Holton Hall.
Generally a student will meet with a >
free tutors
tutor two or three times a week, Green
said.
A progress record is kept of tutors,
who fill out weekly evaluation reports.
Likewise, a student also fills out a report
on the tutor.
"College Algebra is the most
demanded class to be tutored," Green
said. The service generally offers
approximately 23 classes, and additional
courses are offered "based upon demand
and availability of tutors."
"The Service helps me, as it is a one-
to-one situation with somebody there
that knows what is going on to answer
my question," Inlow said. Inlow, who
meets with his tutor three times a week,
said the service has probably raised his
grade point by a point level.
Inlow's tutor, LewAnn Schneider,
tutors not only Inlow, but two other
students and generally puts in about six
to seven hours weekly.
"It gives me a chance to meet one on
one with a student, it improves my
communication skills, it improves my
understanding of the subject, and there
is good money in it," she said.
Besides the tutoring service, Holton
Hall features a math lab available to all
students. The lab, directed by Bernell
Ramsey, is open to walk-ins who seek
assistance in a class. The lab has
volunteer tutors, and approximately 16
people use the service, Green said.
Anxiety that may accompany a
student preparing for an exam can also
be helped by the learning academic
service. Ben Silliman is the director of
the learning skill specialization program
that aids students preparing for exams.
The program is also open to all
students.
In the future Green hopes "the
services could be used more in reaching
the people who really need them." A lot
of the students who use the service are
pretty well motivated. It needs to include
more students who need motivation to
raise their grade point, according to
Green, f^ by Kathleen Pakkebier.
ALPHA ZETA
FRONT ROW: Rebecca D. Crow, Pamela A.
Bell, Stephanie M. Mowry, Lisa D. Wulfkuhle,
Debra K. Glenn, Ellen I. Lowery. SECOND
ROW: Curt A. Thompson, Mark R. Holloway,
Loren R. Troyer, Duane A. Lankard, Douglas A
Regnier, Todd A. Gigstad. THIRD ROW: Ed
ward V. McQueen, Kenneth W. Furgason, Da
vid E. Ferrell, Kent T. VanAmburg, James H
Blaauw. FOURTH ROW: Lisa M. Skoch, Aman
da Distler, Cathryn A. Bandyk, Bradley G. Ru-
bottom, Kelly D. Foley, Trudy L. Norman, Ste-
ven M. Bowser. BACK ROW: Brenda F. Hund-
ley, Sherrie, L. Nash, Sandy K., Sawyer, Natalie
Haag-Wallisch, Becky A. Vining, LewAnn G.
Schneider, Sharon A. Berry.
ALPHA ZETA
FRONT ROW: Kimberty A. Wolfe, Anita M.
Sobba, Linda M. Lawson, Julia K. Beems,
Elaine D. Hobson. SECOND ROW: Jay A. Grif-
fin, Jeffrey D. Brose, Jonathan Haziscak, Ran-
dall S. Hubert, Mark C. Ward. THIRD ROW:
Jack G. Riley, Tony Kramer, David L. Goetsch,
Kelvin W. Belln, Gary W. Gatz, David R. Stutz-
man. FOURTH ROW: George A. Carley, Kim D.
Krehbiel, D. Zeller, Alice H. Hibbs, Randall K.
Spare, Chris Baker, Arlo Biere. BACK ROW:
Steven E. Vance, Katherine L. Pecchioni, Fran-
ces M. Jilka, Ellen K. Forsberg, Terri L. John-
ston, Markus M. Frese.
MARKETING CLUB
FRONT ROW: Tawnya C. Kingsbury, Janeen
K. Nelssen, Julie A. Miller, Debra S. Ellis, Judy
Bruli, Pamela A. Meadows, Julie A. Miller. SEC-
OND ROW: Diane M. Wondra, Christi L. Dut-
ton, Craig W. Denson, Casey Mussatto, Kevin
B. Kisner, Kerry D. Collins, Bryan K. Frey.
THIRD ROW: Joanne M. VanLerberg, Nancy L.
Clnruh, Brenda J. Heine, Karen L. Robben, Rod
D. Fell, Doran L. Gentry, Joe A. Paladino, Wil-
liam A. Neal. FOURTH ROW: Brenda S. Rober
son, Roseann Umscheid, Theresa D. Burgess,
Melissa A. Manning, Elaine F. Wendel, Sally B.
Knapp, Mary J. Nass. BACK ROW: Teresa A.
Thomas, Nancy K. Sowers, Lisa K. Ritz, Melin-
da L. Freidenberger, Pamela K. Davies, Sandra
J. Beisel, Lana K. Davis, Kimberly S. Myles.
MARKETING CLCIB
FRONT ROW: Claudia D. Stark, Ann E. Day-
vault, Carol B. Fisher, Gwyn E. O'Brien. SEC-
OND ROW: Michael L. Bach, Ron W. Welch,
David R. Lippe, Alan R, Peil, Thomas E. Mur-
ray. THIRD ROW: Dan R. Mullin, Syd P. Scherl-
ing, Jack C. Corn, Daniel K. Cook, Brett M.
Houston, Donald P. Oehlrich. FOURTH ROW:
Brenda J. Weir, Luetta Engler, Randall Waldorf,
John Mould, Mark Perkins. BACK ROW: Jean
A. Bugner, Dorinda L. Blocker, Cynthia N.
Smith, Patti A. Tulp, Melissa A. McCullough,
Linda F. Danzig.
POULTRY SCIENCE CLUB
FRONT ROW: Ronald J. Ladka, Jeff A. John-
son, Greg G. DIel, James V. Craig. SECOND
ROW: Mary S. Moses, Carlos M. Carazo, Cesar
Ruiz, Bagas Gonzuk, Ruben I. Diaz. THIRD
ROW: Tim Schrader, John B. Carey, Keith P.
VanSkike, Viddam Mohan, Paul E. Sanford.
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Re-birth of student after twenty year:
What prompts a person to quit a
good job, sell everything that won't
fit in the back of the car, box everything
that will, say goodbye to familiar signs
of security, i.e. financial and friends, and
head for school to become a full-time
student again? After 20 plus years away
from the classroom?
I wondered myself, many times, those
first few weeks, what drove me to do it.
I'm still not sure, except that I want my
degree.
Back home, some thought I was crazy
and said so. One regarded school as
"too much of a burden for a woman
your age."
"What do YOG know?" I was tempted
to fire back at her, but I kept quiet.
Others, however, envied me, my
courage and cheered me on, while the
family, after the first initial shock,
showed signs of pride.
So I turned my back on the pessimists
and focused instead, on the menagerie of
new faces. At first I was excited, then
confused and anxiety-ridden before
feelings of order and enthusiasm
returned again.
Enrollment day is embedded in my
mind. That's the day I not only paid my
fees and became a student at K-State,
but I became a grandmother, too. I stood
in line in that hot sun that day, actually
sweating, and worrying about a hundred
things, one of them my daughter. My
granddaughter was born while I was
inching my way through Ahearn
Fieldhouse. I don't remember ever
perspiring like I did that day.
After enrolling, I bought books in the
Gnion Book Store. There were so many
and they were so heavy, that the plastic
bag with the white draw string broke
and I had to hike them on my hip while
I trudged to my apartment in that
sweltering heat. Boy, what a day.
The next few hours were not much
better. My first class was cancelled but I
didn't know it until I'd sat in the empty
classroom a half-hour. Then I had to re-
schedule and learn all about drop-add.
During the first month I forgot a book
report, flunked a test, and wore a blister
on my heel. I was a bit frightened, too,
wondering if I'd make it. One woman I
met dropped out three days after school
started. When I heard, I gritted my teeth
and stared at the calendar — the one
from the Gnion showing the WHOLE
school year — and pleaded with God,
"Please don't let me quit."
I also experienced feelings of horror
those first days. What if the professor
called upon me in class and I HAD TO
SPEAK OGT LOGD IN FRONT OF
EVERYBODY? They did, and I did, and I
finally calmed down.
In the meantime, 1 found a friend, got
a part-time job on campus, and captured
Purple Pride. In short, I became a K-
Stater.
Gradually, 1 met others like me — or
almost like me. A conversation in the
hall at Eisenhower one morning set me
to thinking. I'd met her — The Other
Older Student — enrollment day and
hadn't seen her since. Bumping into
One of the crowd — Blending in with the rest of
the students, Karen Rainey, senior in journalism
and mass communications, makes her way across
campus.
Study hours — Deep in thought, Karen Rainey
sits in her apartment and studies for a class.
each other was like old home week. She
was as dazed as I was.
"Do you feel out of place?" she
asked.
"Yes," I mumbled.
She looked at the mob strolling by
and let out a long, wistful sigh. "All the
kids in their jeans," she said. "I'm just
not a jeans person anymore," and patted
a pudgy thigh. I sympathized. Later I
was amused that our feelings of
inadequacy stemmed from physical
appearance, not mental aptitude.
The day before school started in
August, a clerk at the grocery store
asked me if I had anyone in school this
year, I laughed. "Me," I said.
"Oh!" she grinned. "You'll have fun. I
took a night course once just for fun."
Her words made me mad. Who goes
to school for "fun" at my age? I was
going to school to complete a degree I'd
begun working on over 20 years ago. I
couldn't be more serious.
But it was fun, in a different way. An^
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accumulation of small incidents made it
so — going to football and basketball
games, drinking a beer in Aggieville, and
attending classical concerts and
afternoon movies. They were not a
steady stream of activities, but they had
the affect of putting me in touch with
life — at its heart beat. I feel good
about the future of America because of
the quality of people I've met a K-State.
Getting in touch occurred in various
dimensions. Just before enrollment day, I
was strolling around campus, looking for
Eisenhower Hall, (I was lost) when a
young woman stopped me. "Do you
know where Lover's Lane is?" she
asked.
"Lovers's Lane? On campus?" I
gasped as I whipped my campus map
out of my purse. If she was surprised,
she hid it well, and we stood there,
somewhere in the shade, looking for
Lover's Lane on the campus map — the
freshman and the senior.
I hope she found it.
Someday, I'll tell my granddaughter all
about the day she was born — the day I
came into being. lru?i by Karen Rainey
K-STATE SINGERS
FRONT ROW: Amy Eisiminger, Usa South-
worth, Marsha Adams, Deana Mohlstrom, Lori
Reynolds, Cindy Shaft. SECOND ROW: Bob
Chandler, Greg Vermillion, Steve Mulanax, Dan
Lindquist, Scott Schulte. BACK ROW: Dave
Feller, Doug Dilling, Jonathan Gillan, Randy
Gassman, Mark Ketterman, Sitannon Erickson.
WILLISTON GEOLOGY
CLUB
FRONT ROW: George R. Clark, David C. Zoe,
Bill D. Richards. SECOND ROW: Jay A. Dun-
field, Jeff T. Turner, Bret A. Hedenkamp, Chnir-
has W. Thuringer. THIRD ROW: Stephen M.
Farley, Bruce A. Pedersen, Andrew L. Clayton.
BACK ROW: Kevin I. Ayres, Link A. Evans,
Karen S. Shackelton, Jim M. Stone.
K-STATE PLAYERS
FRONT ROW: Kevin D. Brown, Mary R. Peter-
son, Thomas A. Paden, Leora R. Forstein. SEC-
OND ROW: Miles D. Phillips, Sharon A. Rhine,
Tammy A. Holbert, Ian F. Snider. BACK ROW:
Susan S. Young, Chamblee C. Ferguson, Randy
Clegg, Debra L. Myhre, Joe McCullough.
AMERICAN NUCLEAR
SOCIETY
FRONT ROW: Herman J. Donnert, James A.
Crotinger, Lon E. Paulson, Don George. SEC-
OND ROW: Elliott W. Jackson, Kyle R. Thomp-
son, William R. Levering. THIRD ROW: Lorrie
R. Blanchard, Kathleen A. Ortbals, Joel M.
Rtsner, T. Suzette Simes.
FRENCH CLUB
FRONT ROW: Ed Hathaway, Mitchell S. Far-
retl. Kenneth Rivers, Margie Daniels. SECOND
ROW: Lisa G. Prisock, Joyce L. Hoerman, An-
drea E. Smallwood, Jane M. Burke. BACK
ROW: Vicky L. Schmitt, Shelly J. Potter, Jill S.
(Jnderhill, Belinda S. Lueker, Margot E. Jones.
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PRELAW CLUB
FRONT ROW: Tracy N. Turner, Scott T. Rauth,
Karen L. Hummed, Steve J. Bellis. SECOND
ROW: Philip D. Gordon, Norman D. Burtness,
Kip B. Innes, Amy J. Sargent. THIRD ROW:
Nikki L. Hope, Shelly Theis. Tracy A. Gromer.
Brenda K. Gillette, Karen J. Mclntyre.
PRSSA
FRONT ROW: Jill Matuszak, Karen Fogo, Dee
Weinreis, Lisa Kessler, Tammy A. West. SEC-
OND ROW: Teri Groft, Edee Dalke, Cathy Da-
vidson, Charlene Farrell. BACK ROW: Diane P.
Doctor, Sandy M. Clark, Kathy S. Garrison, Ka-
ren Baranctk, Shari L. Saia.
RECREATION CLUB
FRONT ROW: Tammy S. Totland, Marietta
Deets, Debbie D. Landau. Margaret R. Titus.
SECOND ROW: Vic B. White, Annette L. Sitten-
auer, Sara J. Thompson, Steve K. Hower, Mike
L. Scantlin, Mary C. Hart. THIRD ROW: Molly
A. McGregor, Scott Rader, Marcia L. Barnes,
Terri M. Muller, Jennifer J. Pitzer, Angie Law-
rence, Don Bumey. FOURTH ROW: Barbara J.
Jacobson, Judy A. Narverud, Sandy K. Stege-
man, Megan Murphy, Mary L. Hutchison, Darla
D. Talbott, Jeanne M. Baier, Doug Stark. BACK
ROW: Steve A. Rolinsen. Brenda Heath, Peggy
McCandless. Molly Smith, Debbie Mueller, Ro-
berta Garrett. Karen Johnson.
RIFLE CLCIB
FRONT ROW: Douglas A. Carra, Phillip B.
Thompson, Warren T. Jones, Dan M. Ashmore,
Steve E. Steinhaus. SECOND ROW: Kelt! A.
Wood. Paul W. Neal, Lloyd W. Hickok, Kirk L.
Clark, Becky L. McDowell. Mary A. Stigge,
BACK ROW: Sean B. Dow, Glen Benteman,
Patrick L. Stump, Daniel L. Salsbury, Sharrai B.
Fletcher.
SOCIAL WORK CLUB
FRONT ROW: Marvin A. Kaiser, Kevin D.
McFarland, Lucinda M. Lindholm, L. Greg
Worcester. SECOND ROW: Monica M. Neff,
Mary L. Gillmore, Quinton R. Kidd, Christian B.
Wolff, Marilyn K. Flanders. THIRD ROW: Lestel
F. Kramer, Janice i. Morgan, Justine Jampo,
Teresa Brumley. BACK ROW: Diane C. Scott,
Kelly J. Pfoltner, Robin L. Bunton, Cheri L.
Pfanenstiet, DeAdre M. Orten.
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Getting out
After taking five years of classes,
including four summer schools,
three student loans, two government
grants, a pawned stereo and multiple
loans from Mom and Dad to reach the
long-awaited day of graduation, some
find it necessary to apply for yet another
loan.
Bachelor candidates for graduation
must purchase a cap and gown if they
decide to take part in the ceremony. The
cost is $12.75 plus tax which includes
cap, gown and tassel (also a collar for
women).
Candidates for Masters and Doctorates
as well as faculty can rent their
academic apparel. The price ranges from
$18 for full apparel to $8.25 for a hood
only.
The cost of apparel for Veterinary
Medicine students is $20.75 plus tax.
Adding the deadline late charge of $3,
the cost becomes even greater.
At least the cost of gasoline is not
involved since the apparel can be
purchased in the Union Bookstore.
In case it slipped by notice, the price
of gold and diamonds has gone up quite
a bit since high school graduation. Class
rings range from the traditional 10K ring
for men at $219 and for women, $167 or
the lustruim for men at $112 and for |
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women, $106 to the Art Carved
Diamonds 10K gold, up to $366.
Depending upon the number of people
attending the long-awaited event, hotel
room cost ranges from $8 without
television for one person to a poolside
room for $49 with two double beds.
Don't forget to make dinner
reservations far in advance of graduation
day or else waiting for a table will take
no less than two and one-half hours, not
including finding a parking space within
two blocks.
Don't forget the before costs. A bottle
of booze on the average costs $9 with
mixers costing $2, ice $1.50 and junk
food, $5. Remind friends it's BYOB. The
cost of party damages doesn't really
hurt because they will be deducted from
the apartment deposit and that's already
paid.
Well, late fee for cap and gown has
been paid, confirmation of hotel room
has been done only to find no room
available so the $8 room is reserved in
an older hotel, announcements have
been sent out with an aunt and uncle
left off the list by mistake — graduation
is over. College brochures tell how much
it costs to go to school, but neglect to
tell how much it costs to get out. [rf! by
Susan Somora
AMERICAN CHORAL
DIRECTORS
ASSOCIATION
FRONT ROW: Randy L. Doerksen, James R.
Rahtjen, Monte J. Selby. SECOND ROW: Beth
A. James, Tom J. Commerford, Leona M.
Fowler. THIRD ROW: Kerry L. Oberg, Carol A.
Heinz. Susan M. Graber, Lynn A. Hill. BACK
ROW: Kim J. Johnson, Kim K. Flanagin, Char
A. Loux.
CIRCLE K
FRONT ROW: Brent E. Ahsmuhs, Sherry R.
Geisler, Paul L. Laugesen, Robert A. McGregor.
SECOND ROW: Mary E. Pfenninger, Julie L.
Anderson. Tracy N. Turner. Michael A. Pezza,
Clinton Christian, Doug Sharpe. BACK ROW:
D. Alice Sky, Lisa A. Fitzsimmons, Kelly S.
Blair. Katie M. Laursen. Kathleen C. Kennedy.
AG COMMUNICATORS
OF TOMORROW
FRONT ROW; Gordon R. Dowe-I, Tim A. Lan-
caster, Michel D. Kidney, Mike T. Fitzgerald,
SECOND ROW: Karen Cunningham, Diane D.
McNeill, Susan K. Tousignant. THIRD ROW:
Dianna D. Duvall, Jeanie J. Johnson, Kimberly
A. Wolfe, Michael G, Seele. Douglas R. Putnam.
BACK ROW: Carol M. Sobba, Pamela I Van
Horn, Becky A. Vining, Jane Ramsbottom.
LUTHERAN YOUNG
ADULTS
FRONT ROW: Bill E. Griffith, Robert W.
Lenkner, Tim F. Ahrens, Gary Schulteis. SEC-
OND ROW: Mark E. Thowe, David W. Carlson,
Dean M. Becker, Paul A. Schmidt. BACK ROW:
Clint W. Grame, Lois Y. Molz, Donna N. Becker,
Karen S. Closson, Glenn M. Becker.
PI ALPHA XI
FRONT ROW: Debra K. Glenn, Barbara L.
Benda, Carol A. Romig, Elaine D. Hobson. SEC-
OND ROW: Richard P. Jauron, D.J. Haver-
kamp. Jack D. Fry, Michael L. Agnew. THIRD
ROW: Royce Kliewer, Harvey Lang, Carla
Koehn, Ellen Forsberg, Karen M. Brox.
FOURTH ROW: Robert P. Cutright, Donn L.
Ladd, Ann E. Quaintance, Kay B. Daniels.
BACK ROW: R. Kent Kimrnins, Teresa K. Boes,
Ward S. Upham, Lisa J. Roberts.
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Officials divert faculty salaries
l^ -State officials have been using funds earmarked
for faculty salaries to pay for operating expenses
for at least the past five years, President Duane Acker
said.
Acker said it has become standard practice at re-
state to leave faculty positions open and use the mon-
ey budgeted for those positions to pay for equipment,
transportation, supplies and travel.
Acker was in Topeka pleading the University's case
for a 13 percent faculty pay raise from the Legislature.
Gov. John Carlin recommended a 10 percent pay raise
for state university faculties.
In 1981, approximately $2 million budgeted for fac-
ulty salaries was diverted to the Other Operating Ex-
penses (OOE) fund, Acker said.
The Wichita Eagle Beacon reported that the funds
could have been used to raise faculty salaries, but
Acker disputed the report.
Acker said the Legislature budgets funds for the
University in two separate areas — salaries and OOE.
"It is legal, proper and normal to take salary monies
that we do not expect to use and use these funds
toward OOE," Acker said. "It is routine procedure."
Acker said using these funds for additional salary
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Dig in — Russell Lewis, University facilities, supervises the construction of
barricades between Senior Hall and the Union. The area was developed into an
entrance plaza to the campus for bicyclists and pedestrians. It includes two built-
in seating areas. Circle drives surround the area for motorists.
campus news
raises would have violated "legislative intent."
"Since we haven't been able to create any new
positions, it is possible that a department which loses a
$30,000-per-year professor might hire two $15,000-a-
year instructors to replace him," Acker said.
"Over the years, I would expect that this has led to a
greater percentage of instructors and graduate teach-
ing assistants within our faculty ranks."
The department head may also opt to leave a posi-
tion open and use the budget funds for OOE, according
to Acker.
It has become necessary to use salary money to pay I
operating expenses because the Legislature has been
f
raising the faculty salary budget twice as fast as the
jOOE budget over the past several years, Acker said,
adding that funding has been directed toward people
rather than equipment.
There was no input from Faculty Senate concerning
the transfer of salary funds to meet operating ex-
penses, according to Heinz Bulmahn, Faculty Senate
president and associate professor of modern lan-
guages.
"We have never dismissed anyone from a position
simply because we needed their salary to pay operat-
ing expenses. However, when someone leaves, we re-
view their position to see whether or not we should
attempt to fill it," E.J. Peterson, assistant to the direc-
tor of business and finance, said.
McCain loses
future concerts
Manhattan rock music fans may
have seen the last concert in McCain
Auditorium when Shooting Star left the
stage following their concert in De-
cember.
After the concert, broken chairs and
bottles were found. Because of the
damage caused by people standing on
the chair arms and cushions, McCain
will be closed to future rock concerts,
Doreen Bauman, McCain Auditorium
director, said.
Rock concerts "create camaraderie
and spirit, but McCain is not built for
that kind of concert," she said.
Bauman said that she and the
McCain staff made the decision to
close the auditorium to future rock con-
certs.
"We also have a very real concern
about beverages brought into McCain
in bottles," Bauman said.
A "worn out, tired, nervous house
staff" tried to keep people from break-
ing bottles and lighting cigarettes dur-
ing the concert, she said.
The Shooting Star concert was
scheduled by the Special Events Com-
mittee of the Union Program Council.
Barbara Burke, committee adviser,
said most of the tickets sold at the door
immediately prior to the concert were
to the general public, "so we knew we
had attracted a lot of high school stu-
dents."
The closing of McCain to rock con-
certs is causing the Special Events
Committee to look at other types of
acts, Burke said.
Faculty senate
adjusts drop/ado
A new drop-add policy was passed
by Faculty Senate. The policy states,
"The last day for dropping a course
without a 'W being recorded is at the
end of the 25th day of classes. After
the 10th week of classes courses may
not be dropped."
The previous policy concerning with-
drawal from classes stated, "The last
day for dropping a course without a WP
or WF being recorded is at the end of
the ninth week of classes. During the
last two weeks of classes courses may
not be dropped."
The Academic Affairs Committee of
Faculty Senate, which sponsored the
bill, stated their rationale concerning
the drop-add policy is to help students
learn "personal responsibility and ma-
turity."
"It's a step toward improving the
academic climate on campus," said
Heinz Buhlman, associate professor of
modern languages and Faculty Senate
president.
mtk
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Sign language — Campus police Reese Jackson and arrests were made. The reason behind the seizure was
James Taubagh look over about $1,000 worth of signs because Security and Traffic was approximately $1,000
from Marlatt Hall. Officers went to the residence hall over its traffic sign budget,
and asked students if they had any signs to return. No
Union hosts demonstration
A noisy crowd that grew to 150 people attimes gathered around a table in the
Union lobby to discuss politics.
The cause of the crowd was a sign dis-
played behind the table stating, "We the stu-
dents of Kansas State University oppose the
distribution of anti-U.S. materials on our cam-
pus."
The table was set up by John Markiewicz,
sophomore in construction science, to help
pay for advertising of this view in the Colle-
gian.
The advertisement attacked the pro-Kho-
meini Iranians at K-State. Markiewicz said
that it was prompted by the actions of the
Iranian students.
"I got the idea for the ad last week when I
walked out of the Union and was met by these
students and their anti-U.S. literature," Mar-
kiewicz said.
He said he set up the table in the Union
after some of his friends and others offered to
help pay for the advertisement. He said it was
an opportunity for others to express their feel-
ings.
A large jar sat on the table. Throughout the
day Markiewicz and his wife, Jill, asked pas-
sersby to contribute funds and sign a roster if
they agreed with the sentiments expressed in
Markiewicz's advertisement.
The collection in the jar totalled more than
$150 by day's end, and Markiewicz had col-
lected more than 375 signatures on the pad.
But not all the people gathered around the
table supported Markiewicz. There were sev-
eral discussions going on at all times in areas
around the table, often heated exchanges be-
tween American and Iranian students.
The mood of the gathering was captured by
Pat Eskew, freshman in political science,
when he said, "They're just acting on emo-
tions, not really thinking about any issues."
The following day another table, set up
near Markiewicz's table, asked for signatures
of those who agree with the statement, "Free-
dom of speech for all."
Megan Patterson, senior in management,
said the table was set up because "anti- or
otherwise, everyone has a right to be heard."
GLIMPSES
East side
changes
parking
Students who habitually parked east
of campus had to set their clocks
ahead 15 minutes to get ready for some
"preclass hiking.
City ordinance 3900 went into effect
in February which restricted parking
on the east side of campus from 2 to 9
a.m. Those who parked there without
authorization were issued tickets.
According to Qene Cross, vice presi-
dent for University Facilities, this
should pose no significant problem as
"there is adequate space on campus
for all residents."
Art Stone, director of Security and
Traffic, said "We are not forcing people
to park on the streets; it is their option.
(We're) not guaranteeing you'll be right
outside the door, but well guarantee
some place on campus to park."
Students feel 22% in-
crease
The Board of Regents approved a 22
percent tuition increase for the seven
regents institutions in April 1981.
The increase was seven percent
more than the original proposed in-
crease of 15 percent. The 15 percent
raise was approved by the Legislature.
The increase added $60 to the tuition
of $280 at K-State. Out of state tuition
increased by the same percentage,
from $820 to approximately $1,000.
The tuition figures do not include stu-
dent fees.
The motion was passed by a vote of
8-1; the only dissenting vote was cast
by Bernard Franklin, board chairman.
Golden Key colonizes
A new honor society was established
in May when the K-State chapter re-
ceived a charter from the Golden Key
national Honor Society. Golden Key
honorary society caters to upper class-
men who have exhibited outstanding
academic achievement, said Willard
Nelson, faculty adviser to Golden Key.
He is also director of the Pre-Education
Advisement Center and instructor of
education.
This type of society is new to the
University, Nelson said, because it hon-
ors students soley for academic
achievements and not extra-curricular
activities.
Golden Key is a national non-profit
organization with 20 charters through-
out the United States. It was founded in
1977 at Georgia State University.
To be a Golden Key member, a stu-
dent must be an undergraduate, have a
minumim of a 3.4 GPA and have 30
hours in residence at K-State, Nelson
said.
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Landscaping
dots campus
The Quinlan Natural Area and the
Jean Middleton Goldstein Nature
Walk was dedicated in November. The
ceremony took place on the Quinlan
grounds south of Boyd and Van Zile
halls.
The natural area was dedicated to
Leon Quinlan, retired professor of horti-
culture, who attended the ceremony.
Quinlan retired in 1964 after 25 years
of teaching at the University. He is
noted for categorizing trees on campus,
according to Norma Ross, community
relations coordinator.
The area is called a natural area in-
stead of a garden because the plants
will be allowed to grow naturally in-
stead of being pruned. Quinlan believes
in natural, untouched beauty.
The nature walk was dedicated to
the late Jean Middleton Goldstein, a
former K-State student. Her husband,
Jack Goldstein, dedicated the nature
path in her memory during the ceremo-
ny.
The area is designed to be used by
students for study in a natural setting.
The two projects are part of a Univer-
sity planning project for beautifying the
campus. In addition to the Quinlan Nat-
ural area and the nature walk, lands-
caping was also completed between
Seaton Hall and the Union.
Regents approve
housing increase
The Kansas Board of Regents ap-
proved increased rates for on-campus
housing for the fourth consecutive
year. The new rates, effective fall 1982,
are from 7 to 12 percent more than
1981.
Increases were based on financial im-
pact statements and recommendations
submitted by the University administra-
tion, according to Sandra McMullen,
chairman of the Regents. The financial
impact statements measured the ef-
fects of each category of increase.
"They look at how many people are
involved, what the amount of increase
will be, when the last time an increase
was approved — it's general informa-
tion which tells what this kind of in-
crease will do and how many people it
will affect," McMullen said.
Thomas Frith, director of housing,
said the new rates were necessary be-
cause of a general increase in the cost
of labor and materials.
Residence hall housing and food ser-
vice rates for the regular semester,
when paid in one payment, increased
from $780 to $870. Before, residents
paid $198 quarterly. Under the new
budget, payments are $220.
K-State up for
accreditation
Eight administrators and faculty
from other universities evaluated K-
State in February for accreditation by
the North Central Association of Col-
leges and Schools. The team did not
examine specific programs at K-State.
The review was a periodic check done
on all schools associated with the NCA
and was last performed in 1972. The
actual vote for K-State's continued ac-
creditation was not to occur until June
of 1982.
Paper work— Danny Williams, junior
in life science, and Ed Erickson, junior
in agricultural mechanization, fill out
financial information sheets. Many
students were effected by the scarcity
of student loan funds.
Grievance board sides with student
nr he Undergraduate Grievance Committee overruled
* a department's policy and allowed a student to
change instructors.
"It sets a precedent in the sense that a student's
wishes shall be considered if it's humanly and physical-
ly possible," said Hermann Donnert, head of the griev-
ance committee and professor of nuclear engineering,
adding that if a similar case came before the grievance
committee, the same decision will be made.
Robert Lyle, junior in construction science, filed a
grievance against Richard Summerhill, head of the
Department of Mathematics. He wanted to change his
calculus recitation section, but a five-year-old policy
prevented him. The policy "would not allow a student
to change from one section of a course to another . . .
unless there was a time conflict," Summerhill said.
Lytle began climbing a chain of command that led to
the Undergraduate Grievance Committee. In a letter to
Donnert, he said he had a problem in his recitation
class.
"I am having trouble understanding my present reci-
tation teacher because of a language barrier and the
way he conveys material in the class. I feel I am not
discriminating against an instructor because I simply
want the best education for myself by choosing a
different teacher that I can understand better," Lytle
said, adding that other students and the teacher were
also having trouble in the recitation section.
After three weeks in the class, Lytle visited other
recitation classes. "1 found one where 1 liked the teach-
er. I liked the way he presented the material, and I
could understand him," Lytle said.
The instructor, Tim Crice, graduate in statistics,
thought it would be possible for Lytle to add his class,
Lytle said.
Lytle talked to Summerhill who denied his request.
Then Crice went in to talk to Summerhill in an attempt
to settle the issue without going to the grievance hear-
ing. Summerhill again turned down the request.
"If you change your policy for those who scream
loudest, then it's not much of a policy," Summerhill
said.
The grievance committee consisting of two faculty
members and two students, tied in its final vote. Don-
nert was left with the decision and voted in favor of
Lytle.
Donnert said he wanted to accommodate students
and give them the best learning experience possible.
He added that students' wishes should be considered if
there is an alternative.
"We don't make a policy. We just make a decision if
there's a disagreement between faculty and students,"
Donnert said.
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JMC initiates
new policy
Long waiting lists for closed classes
in the journalism department prompted
a new drop/add policy in the journal-
ism and mass communications curricu-
lum, according to Harry Marsh, depart-
ment head.
The policy states that a student who
doesn't show up in class or notify the
instructor by the fifth day of the class,
may be replaced by someone on a wait-
ing list.
The policy was initiated to accom-
modate the long waiting lists for
classes, according to Donald Foster,
registrar and director of records.
Almost 10 percent of the classes
closed for the entire University were in
the JMC curriculum, Marsh said.
"We were concerned about empty
seats in classes when (actually) there
was a waiting list," he said. "Our
courses fill up and get waiting lists
even before January enrollment.
"We did try and let everybody know
by distributing the policy during pre
registration," he said. "In Reporting II
and Radio and TV (classes), not all peo-
ple on the waiting lists got in."
Priority on waiting lists is given to
those who may not have another
chance to take the course, Max Mil-
burn, associate professor of journalism
and mass communications, said.
STEEL RING:
FRONT ROW: Curtis R. Janssen, Gary W.
Weidman, Kenneth D. Jackman, Paul J.
Strecker, SECOND ROW: Nancy J. Swartwout,
Lisa B. Hoffmaster, Rich N. Schiele, Robert C.
Tinker Jr. THIRD ROW: Jeffrey R. Banister,
Brian E. Guenther, T, Suzette Simes, Gregory
A. Ochs. BACK ROW: Marilyn A. DeJesus, Be-
verly R. Ohrnan, Arthur K. Omble, Carrie J.
Lervold, Ray E. Hightower.
MORTAR BOARD
FRONT ROW: Edward J. Jaax, David R. Lippe,
Michael E. Hegarty, Michael E. Brown. SEC-
OND ROW: Dianne R. Danner, Mike A. Mueller,
Dennis A. Tucker, Steve M. Allingham, Cynthia
S. Bray. BACK ROW: Jan M. Ahnen, Patricia
S. Karlin, Linda L. Dobratz, Cheri L. Rolph, Pa-
tricia K. Schiegel.
AG STUDENT COUNCIL
FRONT ROW: Larry H. Erpelding. Dee W.
James, Nicholas E. Meyer, Mitchell E. Meehan,
Dan F. Clawson, Fred G. Seller, James A. Mor-
gan, Bryan W. Schurle. SECOND ROW: Tom C.
Karst, Douglas R. Putnam, Randall K. Spare,
Brian E. Vining, Tim Ohlde, Jay Meyer, Russell
Galle. THIRD ROW: Bob L. Larson, Kevin D.
Postier, Lachele A. Harper, Charlton R. Allen,
Susan Tousignant, Markus Frese, Gregg Mar-
tin, Kevin Dwyer. BACK ROW: Brenda E. Hund-
ley, Vicki L. Reynard. Kim M. Kepler, Maureen
G. Kelley, Astrid J. Miranda, Natalie Haag, Fran-
ces Jilka, Kim Wolfe, Charlene Horinek.
ASSOCIATION OF
RESIDENT HALLS
FRONT ROW: Lynn R. Smith, Corinne E. Bol-
lier, Lisa A. Orozco, Sharien R. Heitmann, Nan-
cy M. Mikesell, Ellen I. Lowery. SECOND ROW:
David P. Mueller, Steven R. Mills, Margie Dan-
iels, Donald K. Fisher, Katherine D. Frankamp,
Greg Harms, Veronica A. Lorson, Bob Ross.
THIRD ROW: Howard K. Jones, llene A. Swart,
Jan M. Alexander, Heidi M. Bright, Angela A.
Lawrence, Phyllis A. Lewis, Sharon A. Feltner,
Wendy F. Bradshaw. FOURTH ROW: Monica J.
Jones, Kelly K. Harvey, Kim S. Hefley, Sharon
A. Berry, Karen J. Rupp, Lachele A. Harper,
Glenda R. Humbert. Robbin R. Waldner. BACK
ROW: L. Christine Faulk, Michele A. Johnson,
Martin Wilde, Roger L. Messner, John S. Brad-
ley, Deborah Schoen, Stewart Bowersox. ,
ASSOCIATION OF
RESIDENCE HALLS
HONORARY
FRONT ROW: Katherine D. Frankamp, Ronald
D. Vaupel. Margie Daniels, SECOND ROW:
Howard K. Jones, L. Christine Faulk, Sharon A.
Berry, Ellen I. Lowery. BACK ROW: Martin
Wilde, Scot J. Stubenhoger, Stewart Bowersox.
Deborah Schoen.
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RECREATION SERVICES
COUNCIL
FRONT ROW: Mark J. Bonjour, Dennis C.
Wike, Monty C. McNeil. SECOND ROW: Ray-
don H. Robel, Howard M. Segal. Katherine D.
Frankamp, Roger J. Messner. BACK ROW:
Joan T. Beem, Barbara Jacobson, John S. Eck,
Barb Pretzer, Kevin W. Whiting.
PRE-VETERINARY
MEDICAL CLCIB
FRONT ROW: Astrid J. Miranda, Cathy J. Hin-
son. Christina L. Topliff, Maritza M. Perez, Den-
ise E. Peterson, Cindy K. Michel. SECOND
ROW: Joseph L. Cook, William J. Cleveland,
Mitchell S. Farrell, Greg Fowler, Eric J. Linn,
Alan Myers, Robert E. Bayona. THIRD ROW:
Karen A. Carle, Daniel L. Budreau, Marvin L.
Thomas, Jon E. Pachta, Wilfred Schuler, Doug-
las A. Regnier. Jose A. Rodriguez, Patricia M.
Standfast FOURTH ROW: Lisa L. Johnson, Re-
becca L, Pease, Mike Brown, Donna R. Swaney,
Robin L. Hughes, Ruth J. Heflin, Cesar Ruiz.
Signe Mayberry, Robb Hensleigh. BACK ROW:
Yvonne M. Costa, Elizabeth A. Nave, D. Keith
Johnson, Pat Spencer, Dayna L. Arnold, Randy
L. McFall, Laurie Hanson, Carol Carlson.
PRE-VETERINARY
MEDICAL CLUB
FRONT ROW: Nancy A. Wesley, Brenda L.
Shufflebarger, Sheila D. Wilson, Jeri J. Terreau,
Ellen I, Lowery. SECOND ROW: Les N Hat
field, Darrel C. Clark, Michele D. Schurer, Kirk
A. Lowry, Carlos A. Soto-Ortiz, Wayne R. Davis.
THIRD ROW: Jim Brull, Dave W. Temple,
Scott L. Mickelson, Mitch N. Faddis, Mark J.
Gottschalk, William M. Sagartz. FOURTH
ROW: Royce A. Wilson, Ruby A. Coats, Craig
Kressley. Denise M. Steig. Keith E. McGehee,
Reed E. Wilson, David S. Rolfe. BACK ROW:
Brenda J. Brandt, Rhonda L. Robbins. Maria L.
Guglielmino, Jonetta L. Cutshaw, Anne L. John-
son, Monna R. Metzger. Timothy J. Jones.
A AND O GRAD CLUB
FRONT ROW: Robert W. Barrick, Muriel F.
Lembright, Mary K. Connelly, Clarence F.
Kirby. SECOND ROW: Diane L Trimmer, Zee
Neely, Shahla Nikravan, Marge Oaklief. BACK
ROW: Charlotte F. Patterson, Gelani Gebril,
Shirley R. Stevenson, James Albracht.
NIGERIAN STUDENTS
UNION
FRONT ROW: James N. Hassan, Rifkatu Has
san, Joseph J. Tule, Bulus C. Badung. Sala
matu A. Juldi. SECOND ROW: Sam K. Kujiyat,
Mohammed Yunusa, Elizabeth L. Abashe
Amos W. Hamman, Athanasius A. Akpehe, Ju
liana L. Olorunfeml. THIRD ROW: Abdullah
Maikano, Zakka G. Badung, Sani B. Tukur
Asen T. John, Joseph A. Okwoli, Bagas G. Gon
zuk, Kabiru M. Suleiman. FOURTH ROW: John
I. Nongo. Alu Mohammed, Ismaila S. Ishaq. She-
puya I. Akure, Uchendu N. Kalu, Hassana H
Kujiyat BACK ROW: Lydia A. Fan, Joseph K
Akano, David Uluam Gambe, Ahmed Isa
Gwarzo, Nelson O. Adjei. Ibrahim U. Hadejia,
Cecilia A. Okwoli.
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High level
William Fateley, K-State professor of
chemistry, received a four-year
grant from the Air Force Office of
Scientific Research. A colleague of
Fateley's, Vernon Bode, professor of
biology, received a $13,238 grant from
the National Institute of Child Health and
Human Development.
Fateley and Bode are just two of the
many K-State faculty members involved
in research that utilizes over $21 million
dollars a year from federal, state and
private sources. Research not only
benefits a particular area of study, but
also graduate students assisting in the
research and eventually entire society
benefits. Research is divided into three
general areas according to Robert F.
Kruh, dean of graduate school. General
Research handles research involving
departments in the colleges of Arts and
Sciences. The Agriculture Experiment
Station controls the agriculture, home
economics and veterinary medicine
research and the Engineering Experiment
Station handles engineering research.
Three factors are involved in research,
Kruh said. It produces new additional
knowledge, it serves as a rich resource
to the state because an expert in almost
every field can be found on campus, and
the final product or result of a research
project can be incorporated into the
future study of the graduate student.
Support grants from the external
sources are given when a funding source
believes a research proposal is a good
investment. Kruh said faculty members I
learning
receive grants because of their ability to
come up with a good idea, their ability
to compete with others for the awards
and because of their reputation of
excellence in a field.
"K-State is one of the top 100 schools
for receiving federal funds," Kruh said.
Engineering, agriculture and biology
research projects are the most often
noted. However, other areas of study
such as art, philosophy, history and
education are also recipients of many
awards.
Faculty members are encouraged to
engage in research in their field,
according to Kruh.
"They are expected to contribute to
their field, be aware of new techniques,
new ideas, principles and theories," Kruh
said. Approximately 4,000 graduate
students are involved in a research
project in their studies.
"Research is the way of learning at
the most high level," Kruh said. Using
research to gain better knowledge into
the subject, graduate students probe
more deeply into a field.
Graduate students are paid "substance
money" to cover the minimal cost of an
education, according to Kruh.
Because the research field is a never
ending, continuously expanding program,
there is no limit to its growth. Research
will continue to play a major role in the
education of students and the bettering
of society, as there will always be a
better mousetrap to be built, according
to Kruh. (EU by Kathy Pakkebier
Wired — Richard Faw, professor of nuclear
engineering, works in the holographic laboratory
inside Ward hall.
Adjustments — P. Haran, graduate student from
India in electrical engineering, does research in
problems of signal processing.
photos by Jennifer Zang
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Grants, awards cover costs
K-State research: Cattle to cancer
Most people exercise their gerbi! on
a treadmill, not their 500-pound
steer. However, in the College of
Veterinary Medicine, beef cattle were
given a workout on a large treadmill for
research.
Cattle were placed under stress to
learn more about how stress can lead to
bovine respiratory disease.
Several other universities are
conducting research on respiratory
diseases, but their projects deal primarily
with infectious agents and vaccines,
according to Frank Blecha, stress
physiologist in the department of
anatomy and physiology, and member of
the team working on the project.
"The K-State respiratory research
project is unusual because of the stress-
factor approach," he said.
M. Roger Fedde, professor in
physiology who heads the team, said
respiratory diseases cause reduced
growth rate in animals affected.
"Respiratory diseases are the primary
dollar amount losses in beef cattle
production, and results from this project
could mean important changes for
Kansas' largest industry," Fedde said.
Other livestock are also affected by
respiratory disease. It is the leading
cause of economic losses in horses and
poultry, and the second leading cause of
losses in swine.
The research team's purpose was to
identify and alter factors that make
animals susceptible to respiratory
diseases.
The K-State research was supported
by a one year $40,951 grant from the
G.S. Department of Agriculture.
Fedde and Blecha worked along with
Richard Gallagher, bioinstrumentation
specialist in the department of electrical
engineering; Harish Minoch, virologist in
the department of laboratory medicine;
and Wade Kuhlman, a graduate student
in the department of anatomy and
physiology.
Not only is K-State striving for healthy
animals but healthy people, as well.
Four biology professors were
recipients of a "Research Career
Development Award" by the National
Institute of Health. The four faculty
members have their salary paid for five
years by the National Institute of Health
to do research.
The award was won in national
competition and allows the winners to
focus early in their careers on research.
Donald Roufa was in his fifth year of
studying cell genetics and cancer
biology. Larry Takemoto is also involved
in the never-ending cancer research. He
also is exploring the aging process and
cataract formation.
Paul T. Kelly chose to do research in
neurobiology and development of the
central nervous system. Why a body
rejects one kidney and not another is
one of the subjects of concern for L.
Scott Rodkey in his study of immunity
mechanisms.
Just as medicine reguires continuing
research, so does the area of energy.
A K-State professor of electrical
engineering is developing a system
through research that should help lower
the cost of electricity generated from
wind.
With a $76,500 grant from the G.S.
Department of Agriculture, Gary L.
Johnson is working to design a control
system which connects a wind generator
to the electric utility line.
Wind power can generate energy to
heat buildings along with drying grain
and also for air conditioning, according
to Johnson.
"The control system will be designed
for a wind machine that will supply
these needs and also produce surplus
power that can be sold to utilities,"
Johnson said.
"Machines this size are just now
becoming available, and control systems
for them are still expensive. We are
trying to get into 'economics of scale'
we can reduce the cost per unit of
electricity produced."
"Control systems now cost several
thousand dollars, but we can justify
perhaps $1,000 to make the entire
system more cost effective," Johnson
said.
An idea can be thought up in an
instant. But it usually takes years of
research and development before the
idea becomes beneficial to
society. EaEl hy Susan Arnoldy
so
CONCERT CHOIR
FRONT ROW: Sherry Foster, Emily Walters,
Kim Johnson, Louise Fankhauser, Lisa Cotte,
Wendy Sistrunk, Annell McKee, Connaitre Mill-
er, Sherry Dawson, Marita Martin, Diane Marrs,
Jamie Wood, Yvonne Mersman, Kelly Peavey,
Christina Whittle. SECOND ROW: Char Loux,
Janet Anschutz, Kim Flanagin, Wendee Litfin,
Marcia Craft, Susan Qraber, Jan Riedel, Ruth
Clements, Beth James, Leona Fowler, Amy An-
derson, Geri Nelson, Shelly McNaughton, Carol
Heinz, Kerry Oberg. THIRD ROW: Joseph Sim-
mons, Gary Siemens, Phillip DeBolt, Brett Wol-
gast, Greg Harms, Matthew Hinkin, David Tee-
ter, Darryl Wittich, Jerry Hall, Steve Wistuba,
Randy Doerksen, Clay Miller. FOURTH ROW:
Terry Thomas, Gary McAfee, David Huey, Gary
Wesche, Robert Clasen, Glen Hughes, Monte
Selby, James Jorns. Brent Weber, David
Carnes, Tom Commerford, Greg Hamilton.
MEN'S GLEE CLUB
FRONT ROW: Steve Kline, Jon Culley, Currie
Myers, Dave Carlin, Galen Pelton, Steve Ste-
phenson, Scott Schulte, Jeff Peckham, Tim
Dalton, Kevin Chase, Bob Eubank, Doug Dill-
ing, Paul Mellring. SECOND ROW: Mike Woo-
ton, Kevin Barnes, Mike Reyher, Randy McFall,
Shane Britt, Kevin Loop, Max Cooper, Jim Skid-
more, Marc Rhoades, Jim Ahrens, Kevin Laber,
Max Martin, Paul Stephens, Rich McKittrick,
Bryan Ragsdale. THIRD ROW: Steve Al
lingham, Mark Mueller, Wayne Carlson, Gary
Wrey, Jerry Lobb, Scott Johnson, Mark
Thompson, Richard Tippin, Ken Christie, Kent
Jaecke, Doug Regnier, Fred Johnson, Todd
Green, Tim Stites, Charles Long, Eddie
Hathaway, Brad Flipse. BACK ROW: Vernon
Hoobler, Tom Feldman, Dan Stark, Keith
Thompson, Scott Williams, Jay Pitzer, Jim Rin-
ner, Tracey Faulkner, Jud Price, Kelly Miller,
Brian Bigelow, Jeff Stark, James Wulf, Gary
Hamilton, Russ Galle, Terry Harts, Kevin Le-
Tourneau, Chriss Lesser, Gerald Polich.
Patent producers — Louis Fina, professor of
biology, and Jack Lambert, professor of
chemistry, display their patented "water
purifier." The device is used to take pollutants
out of water and is intended as an efficient item
for travelers.
Hoofing it — A calf undergoes tests dealing with
stress related respiratory diseases. The research,
done at the Veterinary Medicine Complex, was
aimed at reducing losses in cattle production.
Jeff Taylor
Scott Liebler
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Sports is perhaps the biggest stronghold of traditions
on the college level and K-State is no exception to
the rule. The levels of interest in particular sports
varied but opportunities to join in on some Wildcat
spirit were plentiful and many students did just that.
K-State, however, holds the distinction of trying to
break tradition and make it in the same year. Head
football coach Jim Dickey tried to fight the team's
losing history with a unique redshirting plan that was
unheard of in major college circles, while Jack Hart-
man attempted to build on K-State's strong basketball
tradition as it was.
Not all sports news was made on the playing field.
The resignation of Deloss Dodds marked the end of an
era for the Athletic Department. Dodds left after put-
ting the department's finances back in the black and
the integrity back in line with the NCAA. He was
replaced by a former undergraduate, Dick Towers.
When the issue finally came to a vote, Student Sen-
ate committed $5.5 million of student money toward a
proposed coliseum. Controversy about the role of
sports on campus and student input in Senate deci-
sions transcended normal sports boundaries.
But while some of the issues may have been clouded
by controversy, the traditional college sports scene
thrived at K-State. (^
Dick Towers
Deloss Dodds turns over the helm
to a K-State alumnus 180
The grand experiment
Jim Dickey pulls out all the stops in
a radical redshirting move . . 186
Ticket line
Four returning seniors and limited
seating put tickets in high demand
for basketball 204
On a streak
The women's basketball team enter
their first-ever NCAA tournament,
with a record winning streak. .214
Intramurals
Whether they are playing for fun,
competition, or exercise, more stu-
dents are working up a sweat
. . .
236
Got what it takes — Jim Murphy, freshman in arts
and sciences, bulls his way to a second place in the
State Powerlifting Championship.
Towers climbs to top of
With the resignation of Deloss Dodds in
mid-August came the search for a
new athletic director. Dodds, who had
served as athletic director since July 1978,
steered K-State's athletic department
through a bleak financial situation, a foot-
ball probation and a Title IX suit concern-
ing women's athletics. He left K-State ath-
letics in one of its most stable conditions in
recent years to become the men's athletic
director at the University of Texas in Aus-
tin.
The search for a new athletic director
ended on Oct. 26 with the appointment of
Dick Towers. Towers, a native Kansan and
1953 K-State graduate, came to K-State
with a broad knowledge of the athletic sys-
tem, its problems and 23 years experience
as a football coach and educator.
Towers had been hired in the summer as
the academic counselor for athletics. For
the preceding four years he had been the
athletic director for the Great Bend school
system.
Towers said he's always been involved
in athletics. "When I was growing up I
loved to be involved in outdoor activities
and athletics."
"I had a great experience at K-State in
track and football." Towers started and
lettered for three years in football and
track at K-State.
He also served as post athletic director
at Fort Leonard Wood, Mo., football coach
for Leavenworth and Manhattan high
schools and Hutchinson Community Col-
lege. In 1964 he returned to K-State as the
offensive backfield coach for two seasons.
From there he went to Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale where he served
as assistant and later head football coach.
In 1971 he was named college division
Coach of the Year.
Duke University was Towers' next stop
where he served as offensive backfield
coach from 1974 to 1977. He then returned
to Kansas to the Great Bend school sys-
tem. I
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"This is something I've really wanted. I
think all my life I've prepared for this. The
right opportunity came for me and I was
prepared," he said.
But he added, "It's important to keep
the proper perspective in this job." That's
probably why Towers has a variety of hob-
bies outside of the athletic realm.
Towers and his wife have built two
houses, one in Great Bend and one in Man-
hattan. The houses were built on weekends
and spare time.
Towers also likes to restore old cars. He
has a 1936 Chevy that he and his son
restored. He also has a 1947 MG-TC that he
bought while at Duke and a 1966 Toron-
ado, the first American-made car with front
wheel drive.
He makes his own lures and once a year
he takes a fishing trip to Montana. He is
also a licensed pilot. He likes to hunt and
golf.
Towers' goal for K-State is "very sim-
ple," he said. "I want to get our sports-
men's and women's — at a high level na-
tionwide, and do this with honesty and in-
tegrity. In other words, we will play by the
rules."
Basketball, he said, already has a com-
petitive edge nationally. "My goal is to get
football to be competitive. K-State is one of
the great land grant colleges in the coun-
try. We are a member of a great conference
that is nationally recognized and respect-
ed. K-State must be an important part of
that conference." IrfI by Kerri Matter
Past — Deloss Dodds discusses strategies for
the department before his departure to Austin.
Present—Speaking at a banquet in his honor,
Dick Towers addresses the goals of his
administration.
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Women's sports affiliate with NCAA
artwork by Anton Arnoldy
Pacesetter — Janet LeValley, junior in history.
takes an early lead in the women's 5,000-meter
race at Warner Park. LeValley, the fourth place
finisher, is followed by Deb Pihl, junior in health,
who won the race in 17:32.
Mark Sageser
j
eaving the Association for Intercolle-
*—
'giate Athletics for Women for affili-
ation with the National Collegiate Athletic
Association is a big step for K-State wom-
en's sports, according to Lynn Hickey, var-
sity basketball coach.
The coaching staff and players are in
favor of the division change. Because the
NCAA has television rights, more money
and publicity will be made for the team.
"The switch is not clear-cut," Scott Nel-
son, women's volleyball coach, said. "The
women's teams will be participating in the
NCAA championships, but the change has
no effect on recruiting, nor competition
right now."
The rules used under the AIAW division
will remain under the NCAA. The oppo-
nents will be basically the same as in the
past, but since there are fewer than six
schools having women's sports in the
NCAA, K-State cannot receive a regular
bid to the play-offs.
The only chance of getting to the play-
offs is by an "atlarge bid," which is easier
to get by playing teams we've played in the
past, according to Hickey.
"The spectators would be able to identi-
fy more with playing Big 8 teams, but it is
to our advantage that we won't be," Hick-
ey said.
"While the benefits won't be in the im-
mediate future, eventually, because of the
increase in publicity, there will be more
attendance at women's games," Nelson
said.
Becoming lost in the crowd seems to be
the main worry of players and coaches.
The NCAA is traditionally a male dominat-
ed association.
"The problem of male domination, how-
ever, will hopefully not be a problem since
the NCAA has agreed to have women on
all committees," Hickey said.
Switching affiliations is just one step of a
long process.
"One day, the women's teams will be
among the Big 8 Conference just like the
men's teams," Hickey said. Irf) by Susan
Somora
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Smack! — Jenny Koehn, junior in health, returns
a volley as Rita Harrington, also a junior in
health, stands ready to assist. The women's
teams hope that affiliation with the NCAA will
increase attendance in the future.
Jennifer Zang
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Reunion — Former K-State noseguard Monte
Bennett greets former equipment manager Jeff
Thorson. The two met after a Houston Oiler-New
Orleans Saints football game in Houston.
.
"I
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Many dream of it, but few have the opportunity
The dream to play professional sports is
in the minds of many K-State athletes.
The reality comes true for only a few.
K-State produced four professional ath-
letes and another graduate in a managing
position in 1981.
Two athletes were drafted
in football. Monte Bennett and
Steve Clark entered the pro-
fessional ranks after standout
careers at K-State.
Bennett, a former nose-
guard, was drafted by the
Mew Orleans Saints. He went
to the Saints' organization as
a defensive lineman.
Clark, drafted by the New England Patri-
ots also entered the pros as a defensive
lineman. Clark played defensive end and
tackle for the Wildcats.
Jeff Thorson broke into the professional
football scene, although not on the playing
field. Thorson, former assistant equipment
manager at K-State, was named head
equipment manager for the Houston Oil-
ers.
Rolando Blackman was the second
choice during the first round of the Nation-
al Basketball Association draft. Blackman
was chosen along with Mark Aquirre of
DePaul University and Jay Vincent of
Michigan State University as the building
blocks of the Dallas Maverick expansion
team. Blackman, a member of the 1980
'Going pro 7
Olympic team, had played a key role in K-
State's 24-9 season in 1981.
Shortstop Antonio Triplett went to the
Texas Rangers after two years in junior
college and one year at K-State. Triplett
landed a position with the Rangers' second
team but said he hoped to play for the first
team by the fall of 1982.
Moving to the pros is aided by the indi-
vidual team programs at K-State but each
sport handles informational releases in ap-
proximately the same manner.
In football, professional scouts contact
the team during the summer to check
graduating players. Prospects are timed in
the 40-yard dash and charted on their
weight lifting statistics. The Office of
Sports Information sends out weekly infor-
mational releases about the team mem-
bers. Along with these re-
leases, film clips of the play-
ers in action are sent to teams
requesting them.
Basketball scouts come to
the games and attend prac-
tices to see the athletes. They
also received statistics on the
players from Sports Informa-
tion.
Scouts recruiting for baseball see the
athletes at games and contact coaches for
additional information. Some teams hold
area tryouts for local talent. The Cincinnati
Reds held such a tryout during the sum-
mer at Frank Meyers Field.
Actually being drafted is a far cry from
surviving in the world of professional ath-
letics, but for at least a few K-Staters, the
dream is still alive. Only time answers the
question of how long it will continue, ir*^
by Tammy West
On Call— K-State defensive lineman Steve Clark
awaits a telephone call from a National Football
League team during the first day of the draft.
Clark was picked in the fifth round by the New
England Patriots.
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You're on — Younger players like Gary Morrill,
sophomore cornerback. gain valuable playing
experience while the seniors are redshirted.
I he team that has traditionally found
* ways to lose is experimenting with a
new way to win.
K-State football owns the worst
winning percentage of major colleges in
the nation for games after 1945. Coach
Jim Dickey took a drastic step to
reverse that trend by redshirting seven
senior starters. The group included
guard Amos Donaldson, linebackers Will
Cokeley and Vic Koenning, defensive
linesmen Mike Simeta and Wade
Wentling, defensive back Jim Morris and
offensive tackle Doug Hoppock.
Redshirting allows the player to
practice with the team but prohibits
playing in any game for the entire
season. The move is common in college
football to allow players an extra year of
maturity and training. It also increases
team depth by allowing the coach to
pick starters from a five-year recruiting
period instead of the normal four.
Dickey installed the redshirting
program which he hopes to pattern
similar to the University of Nebraska's
program. The difference is that
redshirting starting seniors was unheard
of in college football circles. Nebraska
and most other colleges redshirt players
on the sophomore or junior level.
Dickey denied rumors that he had
sacrificed the 1981 season for a better
Jeff Taylor
1982 season by holding out some of the
team's best players. The only comments
that he received about the decision by
the start of the season were positive,
according to Dickey.
"The redshirting is one of the
smartest things that could have been
done in building the program," according
to Vic Koenning. "Its like putting money
into a bank and receiving interest as we
are gaining experience and improving
physically by lifting weights and
running."
"It is very beneficial and it works in a
two-fold way as it gives the younger
players more experience while the
seniors and the other redshirted players
develop and concentrate on their
individual skills," said Wade Wentling.
What happens if the redshirt approach
doesn't produce the results in 1982?
"A new can of coaches may be in
order," Dickey said.
The results remain to be seen but as
one area newspaper put it, Dickey's
redshirt program may be forever known
as "the charge of the light brigade" in
college football, frg) by Char Heinke
Going outside — Practice scrimmage is a regular
occurrence for redshirts and other players alike.
Mike Pierson runs the ball outside during a
scrimmage.
Russell Shortt
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Dickey sees RED
with new
program
In his hands — Coach Jim Dickey has hopes that
his redshirting program will make K-State a
contender in the Big 8.
Scott Williams
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Dickey said
Cats to be
competitive
it was all a matter of numbers, according to Coach
*Jim Dickey. K-State just didn't have enough out-
standing athletes at one time to field a team and would
be bogged in mediocrity until something was done to
improve the situation. Thus, Dickey redshirted seven
starting seniors.
But Dickey insisted that the season was not being
sacrificed to build for the future and that the Cats
would be competitive. While sportswriters and fans
generally supported the redshirting decision, a substan-
tially fewer number were convinced by his reassur-
ances. El]
Heads together now — The K-State Wildcats are ready for action against
South Dakota. The Cats emerged victorious with a final score of 31-10.
K-State kicked off the year of the redshirt against South Dakota
in a resounding fashion. The Wildcats rang up a 31-10 deci-
sion over the Coyotes before 20,210 sun-drenched fans in KSCJ
Stadium.
The Wildcats, playing without the leadership of their eight
would-be starting redshirts, found a field general in Darrell Ray
Dickey. The junior quarterback directed a finely tuned offense
which amassed 536 yards against outmanned South Dakota, an
NCAA Division II school.
The total yardage by K-State represented the third-highest out-
put in a single game by any Wildcat team. Running the option to
near perfection, Dickey ran for 126 yards and passed for another
120 yards. His rushing yardage set a modern K-State record for
quarterbacks, surpassing the old mark of 100 yards by Steve
Grogan in 1973.
"They didn't want us to get the big play so they let me run the
ball," Dickey said. "A lot of those plays were option passes, but
since they were leaving me alone I just ran."
The defense was not lacking for leadership, either. Reggie Sing-
letary, playing in his first major college game, continually har-
assed the South Dakota defense. He finished with 12 tackles,
including four sacks for minus 17 yards.
"Reggie disrupted like we thought he would," Head Coach Jim
Dickey said. "He will be a big-League player in the Big 8 in the
next three years."
Hurriyet Aydogan
South Dakota head coach Dave Triplett accused the Wildcats
of running up the score and said the game was comparable to K-
State playing the Kansas City Chiefs.
The victory was a milestone for Jim Dickey, who recorded his
first opening-game victory at K-State. Eel
f \N KSU\
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Going into the game, Coach Dickey knew the defense would
have to play well to keep K-State within striking distance of
the 17th-ranked Huskies.
The defense held up its end of the bargain, but the offense did
an about-face and Washington saddled the Wildcats with a 20-3
loss at Husky Stadium in Seattle.
The Wildcats came into the game as underdogs to the Huskies,
who were coming off a 23-6 loss to Michigan in the Rose Bowl
after the end of the 1980 season. Still, the Huskies had a tough
time shaking the pesky Wildcats.
The game breaker came when sophomore quarterback Steve
Pelluer hooked up with split end Anthony Allen for a 69-yard
touchdown.
Washington tried to play into the hands of the Wildcats by
losing three fumbles and two passes to the active K-State defense,
but the Wildcats could not take advantage of opportunities to
score. To make matters worse, K-State also gave the ball away
five times.
The statistics battle did not reflect the advantage held on the
scoreboard. The Huskies outgained K-State 296-287. For the sec-
ond consecutive week, the running sparked by Masi Toluao with
78 yards, showed some punch pilling up 172 yards against the
Washington defense.
Darrell Ray Dickey completed only 5 of 19 passes against the
Huskies Iflpi
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Shooting the gap — Ivan Pearl, running back, crosses the goal from two
yards out to give the Wildcats a 14-3 lead over Drake. Drake came back to
win 1817.
t tit's a continued worry how we figure out ways to lose,"
ICoach Dickey lamented after K-State lost, 1817, to the
Drake Bulldogs before 31,220 stunned fans in KSG Stadium.
A six-yard touchdown pass from quarterback Gary Yagelski to
tight end David Borsh provided Drake with its winning margin.
That pass was the culmination of a second-half rally which saw
the Bulldogs recover from a 14-6 halftime deficit.
Yagelski riddled the Wildcat secondary for 206 yards passing
and fullback Amero Ware rambled for 142 yards as Drake built up
a 375-215 offensive advantage.
Drake dominated the second half from its onset. The Bulldogs
took the opening kickoff and marched 80 yards against the wind
for a touchdown which cut K-State's lead 14-12. The two-point
conversion attempt failed.
Neither team scored again until 4:58 remained in the game, re-
state kicked a 30-yard field goal to take a 17-12 lead.
The Bulldogs then began the winning game drive at its own 23-
yard line after the kickoff. iru3!
C'ive lost fumbles set up scores as the Golden Hurricanes
* gained strength for a second half victory, 35-21, at Skelly
Stadium in Tulsa.
To pull out the victory, Tulsa overcame a 21-7 deficit at half-
time and won their first time of the season after four losses by a
total of 12 points.
"The thing that really hurts was that Tulsa came back in the
second half and really wanted to win," head coach Dickey said.
"It also hurts that we only had four or five guys on both sides of
the line of scrimmage who played as well as they can."
Two of those players were defensive tackle Reggie Singletary
and linebacker Dan Ruzich. The two completed 18 and 17 tackles,
respectively. Singletary also disrupted the Tulsa attack for six
sacks for minus 17 yards.
"Reggie had one of the best games ever, and Danny Ruzich
played real well," Dickey said.
Tulsa scored in the third and fourth quarter to grab the victory
over K-State for the fourth time in many years. lrtp|
Free flight — Mark Hundley, running back, scores over the top in the
second quarter against South Dakota. K-State went on to win 31-10.
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Two years ago at Faurot Field in Columbia, K-State stunned the
Tigers. But there was to be no upset this time in the first Big 8
game for both teams.
Missouri scored 21 points in the first seven minutes, 29 seconds
of the game, enroute to a 58-13 triumph.
Two fumbles and a short punt gave Missouri excellent field
position to break open the game early. When the dust settled, re-
state had lost four fumbles and two passes, giving away 28
points.
"When you make one mistake they start to multiply," head
Coach Dickey said. "We were very generous. We made too many
mistakes to give ourselves a chance to stay in the game."
The Tigers took a 28-0 lead only 56 seconds into the second
quarter. K-State got on the board at the 10:35 mark in that same
period when quarterback Darrell Ray Dickey found split end Ernie
Coleman behind the secondary in the end zone for a 35-yard
completion.
In the third quarter, Dickey hit flanker Rick Manning on a 5-yard
toss, and the extra point was blocked. The Tigers tacked on a 1-
yard touchdown scamper by running back Bobby Meyer, his third
score of the day. HrfI
Scott Williams
Brought down —Split end Ernie Coleman is hit hard by a tough Missouri
defense. The Cats had difficulty with the Tigers and lost 58-13 in the
conference opener.
Head First — Nebraska running back Roger Craig dives over the defense
during the third quarter.
""The Cornhuskers were the foe for K-State in the season's sixth
* weekend. Nebraska continued the agony of the Wildcats with
a 46-point victory before 44,915 fans in KSG Stadium.
It was the second largest crowd in the 12-year history of the
stadium and a sea of red was given credit for the full house.
Much to the pleasure of the Big Red faithful in attendance
Nebraska lined up and did what it does best — run.
The Cornhuskers' rushing offense, third-ranked in the country
at the time, racked up 451 yards, and defensively, Nebraska
limited the Wildcats to only 136 yards.
Overall, Dickey was impressed with the Cornhuskers in all
phases of the game. "I said before the game that Nebraska was a
great team and I haven't changed my view," he said.
"We played some young players who were not ready to play at
this level. Our program is totally based on developing, but that
doesn't take anything away from Nebraska," Dickey said.
The offensive line enabled Nebraska to establish its superiority
and give the Cornhuskers' runningbacks room to run. "Their
backs looked like Oklahoma backs, I didn't think they had great
backs, but those guys can run," said Coach Dickey.
The top rusher for Nebraska was sophomore l-back Mike Rozier
who had 153 yards on 19 rushes. Most of that came on a 93-yard
romp early in the second quarter.
A 33-yard field goal by Steve Willis late in the third quarter
prevented the shutout. The only bright play came when sopho-
more punter Scott Fulhage hit a 48-yard punt out-of-bounds on the
Nebraska 7-yard line.
However, the Cornhuskers weren't in the shadow of their own
goal line for long. On the next play Rozier galloped 93 yards for a
touchdown. It was that kind of a day. IruH
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Leading the crowd — Reggie Singletary and D.L. Johnson celebrate victory
in the final seconds of a 10-7 win over Iowa State. The win was K-State's
first Homecoming victory since 1970.
Once again the University of Kansas rallied to beat K-State,
17-14, in Memorial Stadium at Lawrence, where placekicker
Bruce Kallmeyer booted a 28-yard field goal with only one minute,
33 seconds left in the game.
"It was a well-played game by both teams," Head Coach Dickey
said, "but it was a real disappointment to our team."
This was the 55th time K-State had been frustrated by the
Jayhawks in the series which began in 1902. The Wildcats have
tasted victory against the Jayhawks only 20 times, and four
games have been played even.
K-State led at halftime, 14-7, and seemingly had momentum,
but the second-half was a different ballgame. The fact that the
Wildcats could not score and made critical mistakes came back to
haunt them. "We couldn't get any points in the second half which
was vital to the outcome of the game," Dickey said. "We made
mistakes and I don't think you can make those kind of mistakes
and win a football game."
The game began as if K-State would run over the Jayhawks.
The lead held up until the end of the second quarter when KG ran
four yards for a touchdown after an 80-yard drive.
The Wildcats returned the favor on their next series. Starting at
the 28-yard line, K-State moved the length of the field in 16 plays,
with Mark Hundley going over the one-yard line.
Disappointment came on K-State's next possession. After driv-
ing to the two-yard line, KCJ strong safety Gary Coleman made a
game saving tackle on Dickey who was trying to score.
Three running plays after a Dickey interception, Kallmeyer
decided the issue once and for all, setting off the victory celebra-
tion for KG players and fans alike, by kicking a fieldgoal.
Disguised as giant killers on Halloween, the Wildcats tricked
the 11th ranked Iowa State, 10-7, and treated 26,650 enthu-
siastic fans to a happy Homecoming in KSG stadium.
The victory broke the 11 year drought for K-State which last
won a Homecoming game in 1970, a 28-15 decision over Oklaho-
ma State.
"I needed this one badly," Head Coach Dickey said after his
Homecoming triumph. "My stomach was going crazy."
He looked on as K-State amassed 257 yards against a strong
Iowa State defense. Tailback Mark Hundley led all rushers with
109 yards on 28 carriers. Masi Toluao had 80 yards on 17 totes.
"This was a game the players deserved to win," Dickey said. "It
was a great performance by our kids, offensively and defensive-
iy."
While the offense controlled the game, the defense stymied
Dwayne Crutchfield, the Cyclones' battering ram. He only gained
46 yards which was a personal low for any one game in his two
seasons at Iowa State.
The game began rather ominously, as K-State fumbled on the
opening drive to give Iowa State field position only 38 yards from
paydirt. It took only four plays to score as quarterback John
Quinn ran in from six yards out.
The Wildcats got a boost from the toe of Steve Willis in the
waning seconds of the first half when he converted a 38-yard field
goal.
"Those things just have a way of sparking the team," said
Coach Dickey. The 'Cats went on to score in the second half and
won the game 10-7. K-State chose to receive at the onset of the
second half of play. The offense marched down the field in an
impressive 19 play drive. A Hundley run around the right end of
the offense produced the game winning touchdown. [HPl
Bummer — Darrell Ray Dickey contemplates an interception just thrown to
a Jayhawker that sealed the defeat.
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LJead coach Jim Dickey and his staff knew that in order to beat
'Oklahoma, the Wildcats would have to play keep away from
the dreaded Sooner wishbone attack.
And it almost worked. In the end, the Sooners wiggled off the
hook and left KSU Stadium with a 28-21 victory.
"I think we were really ready to play," Dickey said. "Our
coaches had a good game plan against them." The plan drew on
numerous onside kicks designed to take advantage of an Oklaho-
ma flaw.
Maintaining possession of the pigskin was the key to K-State's
surprising start. K-State took the opening kickoff and marched 80
yards in 20 plays using up 10 minutes, 13 seconds in the first
quarter. Tailback Mark Hundley reached the endzone on a one
yard leap over the goal line.
Donnie Kirk kicked the football only 12 yards and fell on it at
the Sooner 43-yard line. At the end of a seven play drive, Hundley
was called on to use his leaping abilities for another one yard
score. The key play in the drive was a pass interference call in the
end zone which moved the ball to the one yard line.
The Wildcats threatened yet another onside kick but this time
John Chandler lofted it over the front line. Oklahoma ran three
plays and then katback James Robinson fell on a fumble at the
Sooner 39-yard line. Backup tailback losefatu Faraimo put K-State
ahead 21-0 when he scored on a 2-yard run around the right end.
The Wildcats called on Chandler to execute another onside kick.
He squibbed the ball along the ground and after a Sooner player
had touched it, he pounced on it at the Oklahoma 42-yard line.
However, a dead ball foul after the play pushed K-State back, and
the offense turned the ball over on downs.
It was time for the Sooners to roll. At the half, K-State lead 21-6.
At the end of the third period, the score was 21-14, and midway
through the final quarter the Sooners had closed the gap to 21-20.
A final touchdown made it 28-21.
The winning touchdown for Oklahoma had come after a fum-
bled Oklahoma punt which kept the Sooner's comeback alive, but
Coach Dickey refused to pinpoint the play as the reason for the
loss.
There were missed opportunities to score more points, accord-
ing to Dickey. "We're a better team than we were when we started
the season," he said.
\Without starting quarterback Dickey, the team's leading tack-VV ler in linebacker Dan Ruzich and tailback Mark Hundley,
who was hindered by a sore neck, the Wildcats struggled offen-
sively against the nationally ranked Oklahoma State defense. As a
result, the Cowboys prevailed, 31-10, before a Homecoming crowd
at Lewis Field in Stillwater.
Backup quarterback Rusty Hill made the start instead, playing
for the first time since the Nebraska game, as he completed 1 1-21
passes for 181 yards. Most of the yardage belonged to freshman
flanker Mike Wallace who caught seven passed for 146 yards and
one touchdown.
That touchdown was the start of a 10 point flurry at the
beginning of the third quarter as the Wildcats erased a 17-0
halftime deficit. Then Oklahoma padded its advantage with 14
fourth-quarter points including a 96-yard run with a fumble that
clinched the game with three minutes left.
Mistakes were also a factor in the demise of the Wildcats who
had played well in the prior three weeks. Seven fumbles, two of
them lost, stalled the running attack which had been productive
since the K(J game.
"Our injury situation is critical. We really don't like to play
without Danny Ruzich who has a lot playing experience," Head
Coach Dickey said before the game. rHPl
A nerve wrecking day — During the Oklahoma game played in Manhattan,
Head Coach Jim Dickey and Offensive Coordinator Jerry Boyce watch as
the Wildcats let a 21-6 halftime lead diminish into a 28-21 Sooner victory.
Jeff Taylor
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FOOTBALL
TOP ROW: Steve Brown, Bob Lindsey. Toby Harmon, Jim Gouldie,
Mitch Foote, D.L. Johnson, Todd Underwood, L.E. Madison, Reggie
Singletary, Mike Orr, Jim Kleinau, Brian Orr, Gregg Wolgast. TENTH
ROWt Mike Cox, Rick Lewis, Brent Willis. Eric Bailey, Darrell Wild, Carl
Post, John Morrissey, Hal Bentley, Mark Humburger, George Fowler,
Eric Mack, Rick Manning, Stu McKinnon, Kyle Clawson, Lyndon
McClintock. NINTH ROW: Jeff Koyl, Damien Johnson, Randy Voelker,
Calvin Switzer, Paul Villarreal. Scott Wentzel, Jim Northcut, WadeWen-
tling, Donald Walker, Greg Pemberton, Doug Hoppock, Tom Menas,
Jeff Stevens. EIGHTH ROW: Jack Williamson, Will Cokeley, Larry Wil-
lis, Danny Ruzich, Mark Newton, Kelly Radcliffe, Guy Higgins, Donnie
McKinnis, Dave Michenko, Amos Donaldson. Greg Case, Wayne Loy,
Tim Murray. SEVENTH ROW: Andy Harding, MarkPennybacker, Mike
Siliga, Stuart Shannon, Doug Johnson, Jerry Poole, Brent Bayer, Mark
Jackson, Craig Russell, Danny Sparks, Jim Kennedy, Jeff Kammerer,
Gregg Plank. SIXTH ROW: Kevin Winters, Charles Crawford, Jeff
Meyers, Jeff Neal, Mark Hundley, Galen Huck, Phil Switzer, Bob Ma-
jeski, Ernie Coleman, Bob Daniels, Blair Benedict, Jim Bob Morris,Mur-
ray Head. FIFTH ROW: Curtis Cobb. Rawn Williams, James Wither-
spoon, Kent Sedlacek. Greg Strahm. Monte McGinnis. Lonie Brock, Tim
Krone, Craig McMurray, Tony Brown. Barton Hundley, John Chandler,
FOURTH ROW: Kevin Vaughn, Mike Wallace, Bob Kerr, Terry Eisen-
hower, Brad Heinrich, Neil Groom, Vic Koenning. Greg Larsen. David
Smith, Darren Gale. Mike Pierson, Gary Morrill. THIRD ROW: Kilisimasi
Toluao. Steve Willis, Donnie Campbell, Todd Craig, Stan Weber, Doug
Bogue, Dave Le Tourneau. Greg Best, Ivan Pearl, Dennis Cashion,
James Robinson, Tim Overmiller. SECOND ROW: Rusty Hill, Scott
Fulhage, Nelson Nickerson. Harry Justvig. Darrell Ray Dickey, Scott
Lauridsen, Donnie Kirk, losefatu Faraimo, David Ast, Bill Woody, Mike
Kopsky. FRONT ROW: Mo Latimore, Dick Bumpus, Chuck Driesbach,
Don Bocchi, Gary Darnell, Head Coach Jim Dickey, Jerry Boyce, Jim
Davie, Joe Hatcher, Russ Riederer, Gary Bogue, Duane Dirk.
CTor the second year in a row, K-State and Colorado fought for
' the Big 8 basement in the season finale for both teams.
But unlike 1980 when K-State prevailed 17-14 on a last-second
field goal and tied the Buffalos for last place, Colorado got the best
of the Wildcats, 24-21.
One glance at the score might indicate that it was a good game
— far from it. Only a last-gasp effort by K-State in the fourth
quarter made it appear respectable.
Head Coach Jim Dickey, who was given a two-year extension
on his contract during mid-week, was displeased with the attitude
displayed by his team. It appeared as though the Wildcats were
playing out the string.
Both teams were sluggish in the first half. Colorado took a 10-0
lead and K-State responded with a touchdown just before half-
time.
That advantage ballooned to 24-7 on a pair of touchdowns in
the third quarter. Then the Colorado defense was called on to
preserve the lead.
K-State made an effort to pull the game out, but it was a case of
too little, and too late. A 3-yard run by Eric Mack and a two-point
conversion pass from quarterback Darrell Ray Dickey to fullback
Masi Toluao closed the gap to 24-15.
Minutes later, running back, Ivan Pearl, who caught four passes
for 94 yards, latched on to a 41-yard strike from Dickey. The snap
from center for the extra point went awry and the Wildcats trailed
24-21.
An onside kick attempt failed, and Colorado ran out the clock
for the game as well as the season. IrfI AH game by game copy
by Ron Brown.
The first phase of the grand redshirting experi-
ment ended with the Wildcats in the bottom
of the Big 8 again.
It was another year of "almosts" and
"would've beens" in a 2-9 season that made
Coach Jim Dickey remark, "It's a continued
worry how we figure out ways to lose."
But it was a season with a cause. Finally, so it
seemed, K-State had a plan to improve its foot-
ball team. While the Iowa State upset and the
exciting Oklahoma game highlighted the sea-
son, next year was always in the back of the
minds of players and fans. It remains to be seen
if the senior redshirt plan will produce results,
but it did add something to the old slogan,
"Wait, till next year." r^ introduction and
closing by Anton Arnoldy
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Taking it on the run
A one-mile run is an agonizing exper-ience for many people, while others
run five to ten miles a day with little effort.
Fun Runs offer all types of runners the
opportunity to spend a Saturday afternoon
exercising at their own pace.
Usually pre-planned, with pre-routed
courses, Fun Runs are sponsored by var-
ious groups to get visibility or promote a
cause.
In 1977, the First National Bank brought
Fun Runs to Manhattan with the first Little
Apple Road Race. The annual run has had
participants ranging from three years to
71 years old.
K-State students have gradually gotten
into the Fun Run craze. ROTC held a Fun
Run in September. The Recreation Com-
plex sponsored a pre-game Fun Run before
the University of Nebraska football game
in October.
Most Fun Runs have two courses. A
short course of two miles is available to the
runner out for some mild exercise and a
good time. For more serious runners, there
is a longer course, usually 10,000 meters
(6.2 miles).
Janis Rupe, graduate student in health,
ran in the Little Apple Road Race as part of
her training for a marathon. Anthony Wil-
cox, assistant professor for the Health,
Physical Education and Recreation Depart-
ment, participates in Fun Runs as a "sti-
mulous for maintaining training." Both
said they like the feeling of competition.
Jack Ayres, coordinator of the 1981 Lit-
tle Apple Run, said Fun Runs will remain
popular because they combine an empha-
sis on individual fitness with a planned so-
cial event. For whatever reason, Fun Runs
remain a popular activity at K-Sta-
te. rHpl by Beth Bowen
The end — Mark Roessler, senior in industrial
engineering, shows pain and relief after finishing
10,000 meters in the Little Apple Road Race.
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Manhattan to Lawrence: Via canoe
It
starts in Manhattan and ends in Lawrence, but during the
course of the K-State-KG Residence Hall Canoe Race, the Kan-
sas River wears down many old grievances, and a few new ones
rise to the surface.
"We get this big hype built up between the two schools, but you
get on this river, and you realize that people here (at K-State) are
not all hick farmers, and they realize that we're not all running
around with our noses in the air," Alan Bailey, University of
Kansas junior in geology, said.
The competition begins early at the Fish and Game boat ramp,
located on G.S. 24, east of Manhattan. A few chants fill the air as
race time nears.
The canoes are launched at 8 a.m., and the canoeists hurl mild
insults as they jockey for position. A shotgun report starts the
race, and 28 canoes drive ahead, bumping and ramming one
another. Eighty-four paddles slash the water as the canoes surge
toward the front of the flotilla.
Passing under a railroad trestle lined with teammates and sup-
porters, the canoes round the first bend, leaving the crowd behind.
The official map given to each team at the start of the race lists
eight locations where the spent rowers can be relieved. Many race
veterans have designed their own maps and checkpoints to re-
lieve rowers at more advantageous areas, according to Tony
Ferguson, senior in mechanical engineering.
Part of the race strategy is to read the river, according to Lee
Engler, senior in landscape architecture. The canoeists must
avoid sandbars that force them to drag their canoes to deeper
water.
As the canoes come into sight, the support crews wave team
flags and shout encouragement. The rowers summon a last burst
of energy and sprint toward their teammates.
The exhausted rowers roll out of their canoes and rest in the
water as the new rowers depart amidst cheers from their crew.
Back-up crews are essential to the race because it is their duty
to meet the canoe at the checkpoint.
One missed checkpoint can ruin a team's morale and cost
valuable time because the rowers become too tired to continue
the muscle-straining pace, Engler said.
The final checkpoint of the first half of the race is an island
outside St. Mary's. As the canoes arrive they are timed in order to
preserve their positions for the start on Sunday.
The day's competition behind them, the rowers set up camp
and begin to unwind. Coolers are produced as the rival teams
begin to compare notes, and discuss the politics of the two
universities.
But important decisions are also being made. The teams assess
their chances for victory. Some choose to drop out, others opt to
finish for finishing's sake. The leaders plan their assault on the
finishing line.
"We came down to have a good time, but we want to finish the
race," said Glenn Moreland, sophomore in construction science.
"There's competition out there, but I think the competition's
real good," said Terri Sween, KG freshman in mathematics.
"The people in the boats work hard, but all the rest of the time
you just lay back," said Roger Hansberry, freshman in general.
Race participants are joined at nightfall by friends who are not
participating in the race. Cars line the road leading to the camp-
Smooth Sailing —Some participants spend hours
planning their strategy while others participate for
the leisure of floating down the river during the
day and partying at night.
Jeff Taylor
site, and the all-night parties begin.
However, by 1 a.m. most of the racers have retired to their
sleeping bags, to rest for the day ahead.
On Sunday morning the race starts anew. The competitive
canoeists are now more determined — the rowing becomes stron-
ger, steadier.
Racers representing categories other than residence halls have
contests of their own. This year the overall race winner and
independent class winner was the K-State River Pigs with a time of
15 hours and 3 minutes. The Rogues, from KG, won the Greek
competition in 16 hours and 38 minutes. Van Zile Competitive
won the residence hall category in 16 hours and 58 minutes.
The 1 10-mile stretch of river took its toll on all the participants.
John Miller, senior in business administration, summarized
most participant's feelings at the end of the race, "Right now the
worst part is driving back from Lawrence to Manhattan because
everybody in your car goes asleep." Ise] by Tom Glass
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Drats — Taking a spill during the canoe race is
all a part of the competition. One participant
holds the canoe while the other is submerged.
Relief at last — A new team of rowers is sent on
its way while the old team cheers. Residence Hall
first place winners were Van Zile Competitive —
John Alexander, freshman in computer science,
Janice Schmitz, sophomore in architecture and
Dan O'Donnell, freshman in business
administration. Looking on are Jeff Greene, senior
in architecture, Beth Thomas, sophomore in pre-
veterinary medicine, and James Mather, junior in
architecture.
Stroke, Stroke — Die-hard canoeists dot the
Kaw, as the race goes on and on and on . . .
Jeff Taylor
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Books to football
Veterinary professor changes roles
very Friday afternoon during football
season, Dr. Dan Upson puts down his
textbook, picks up his whistle and heads
for the football field. Unlike the weekend
football fan who goes to the game for fun,
Upson goes to work.
"We have a philosophy that every Satur-
day our game for us is the biggest game in
the country that day. You have to ap-
proach it that way," said Upson, professor
in veterinary medicine at K-State and a Big
8 Conference official.
"And if you ever quit getting nervous
before the game, it's time to quit officiat-
ing," he added. Upson completed his 10th
year in the Big 8 Conference, but he hasn't
always been at the Big 8 level.
First, there were games involving junior
high and small high schools where his ca-
reer as an official began nearly 25 years
ago. Next, were games involving small
Kansas colleges like Washburn and Empo-
ria State.
From the small colleges he moved to the
Missouri Valley Conference which includes
Tulsa and Drake, two of K-State's oppo-
nents in the fall.
Upson's position on the officiating crew
is back judge. The back judge stands in the
defensive secondary and is always on the
press box side of the field. He concentrates
on running plays to his side of the field,
pass plays and punt returns. Upson be-
came a back judge because it was the posi-
tion most needed when he started officiat-
ing on the high school level. He has been
there ever since. In those days high
schools had four-man crews and he was
designated as field judge.
When Upson came into the Big 8 in
1972, policy stated that no official could
work a game for a university in his state.
Upson said this rule was later modified and
he can now officiate University of Kansas
games. He is still not permitted to officiate
K-State games.
Upson's years as an official outnumber
his years in teaching by three. He has been
teaching in K-State's College of Veterinary
Medicine for the past 22 years. Upson
graduated from K-State with a degree in
veterinary medicine.
After graduating at 22, Upson went into
private practice with another veterinarian
in his hometown of Hutchinson. A year and
a half later, he opened a private practice in
Pretty Prairie, where he spent the next five
and a half years. After seven years of pri-
vate practice Upson returned to K-State
intending to take some specialty work and
return to practice. However, he discovered
teaching and has been doing it ever since.
Upson teaches two classes to profes-
sional students and two classes of service
courses to agriculture students. He is also
in charge of the audio-visual systems for
the College of Veterinary Medicine.
Although Upson does not do surgery in
the veterinary hospital and has no patient
responsibilities, he does do experimental
surgery for classroom demonstrations.
"In my opinion, Dan is the ideal type of
instructor we look for in the College of
Veterinary Medicine." Russell Frey, head
of the department of anatomy and physiol-
ogy, said "Twice he has been the recipient
of the Norton Award, which is the Teacher
of the Year Award, and he has won the All-
Jennifer Zang
Hitting the books — Dan Upson, professor of
veterinary medicine, stands before his class at the
beginning of the period. Upson teaches during the
week and is a Big 8 referee on weekends.
University Teacher Award. I think these
accomplishments speak for themselves."
Upson's list of awards was lengthened by
the Kansas Veterinary Medical Association
in January. He was named Kansas Veterin-
arian of the Year.
Frey does not think Upson's officiating
interferes with his teaching because he
does not have Friday classes.
"He's gone some, but he ends up putting
in comp time on Sundays or early in the
morning to make up for it," Frey said.
Upson officiates one game every week-
end during the football season. The game
to which he is assigned determines what
time on Friday he must leave Manhattan to
be at that destination no later than 6 p.m. If
the game is not far away, he prefers to
drive his own car.
The same men work together on an offi-
ciating team throughout the season unless
there is a game involving an alma mater of
one of the members. The crew remains
together until reaching the mandatory re-
tirement age of 57.
The crew follows virtually the same rou-
tine each weekend. They have dinner to-
gether the night before the game. Later,
they watch a film of the game that they
worked the week before. The film is fur-
nished through the conference by the
home team. At each game a press box
official keeps a play by play sheet that
details every play of the game. During the
week, Bruce Finlayson, supervisor of Big 8
officials, uses the sheet as he studies game
film to grade the official's work. He makes
notations about calls made by the crew.
On Friday night, they read his comments.
It's breakfast together at 8 a.m. the next
morning and then on to the stadium.
"The players in the Big 8 Conference are
exceptionally fine, young men," Upson
said. "The old cliche about the dumb foot-
ball player has been gone for a long time."
"Football is an emotional game. If you
don't play with emotion, you are not going
to be a good player," Upson said. "The
players usually behave themselves be-
cause nobody wants to sit on the bench,"
he said.
Upson said the coaches in the Big 8 are
are a "super group" to work with. "We
couldn't ask for better coaches. They're all
high-caliber men with a lot of class. They
are under a lot of pressure. They get upset
with us, no question about it, but it is
understandable. As long as they stay with-
in the realm of enthusiastic, emotional
coaches there is no problem at all."
It is rare for a coach to be penalized
during a game, Upson said. "I think I have
thrown the flag on only one coach in 10
years."
"It is a mutual thing. If they think the
official is not doing his job, they'll sure get
on him and tell him, and they ought to," he
said.
"During the game we'll discover in the
midst of doing something that 'No, that's
not right there.' Usually, it requires the
entire crew getting together and talking
over the whole situation and we've
changed a lot of mistakes. "The rule of
officiating is 'Don't ever walk away from a
mistake that can be corrected. Sometimes
it makes you look bad, but that is better
than making a mistake that affects all
these young men," he said.
"1 enjoy the game, the excitement and
the color. We get emotionally prepared to
officiate just like we used to get emotional-
ly ready to play," he said.
"When you quit enjoying that sort of
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thing is when you need to quit officiating. It
becomes work then and you just wouldn't
be very effective."
Gpson likes officiating because "it is a
chance to stay active in athletics. I have
been in athletics all my life from grade
school on."
He believes his experience in athletics
has helped him in his career as a veterinar-
ian. "You learn from competition, setting
goals and teamwork. You learn to get men-
tally prepared about doing things," Gpson
said.
Officials who are assigned to work in the
post-season bowl games are the ones who
grade the highest in the eyes of the
coaches and Bruce Finlayson, the Big 8
supervisor.
"Those who make the fewest mistakes
are usually the ones in the post-season
games," Finlayson said.
Gpson was an official in the Liberty Bowl
game in December. Ohio State was the
victor in the game.
Gpson had officiated in five post-season
bowl games including the Sugar Bowl of
1979. It was between Alabama and Penn
State, who were ranked No. 1 and No. 2 in
the nation.
"I have a lot of faith in Dan," Finlayson
said. He added that he puts Gpson in some
of the toughest games because he consid-
ers him one of the best officials in the
conference.
To be accepted in the Big 8, Finlayson
said, an official must have a minimum of
three years experience working smaller
colleges or junior colleges. All officials
must pass a physical exam before each
season and are former athletes. There are
30 officials in the Big 8 Conference, five
from each of the six states included in the
Conference. Their occupations vary and
include attorneys, bank presidents, sales-
men and college professors.
They are paid $250 for each game plus
expenses for room and travel, Finlayson
said.
Being an official means being away from
home every weekend during the season,
sometimes interrupting family plans.
"I think the families of our officials are
very understanding," Finlayson said. "I
think they are very proud of having some-
one in their family who is a part of the Big
8."
"I've never really resented it too much,"
said Gpson's wife, Stephanie.
"I have had Elizabeth here so I'm not
alone much. You have to work at it be-
cause it cuts down on the time that Eliza-
beth and I spend with Dan."
artwork by Ken Young
Occasionally, it even works to the fam-
ily's benefit. In September, Gpson was as-
signed to the Oklahoma-Southern Califor-
nia game in Los Angeles where his other
daughter, Connie, lives. He was able to
spend several days with her after the
game. rHPi by Meredith Henderson
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The magic kingdom
It's really not that big of a deal is it? After all, basketball is
just a game and Ahearn is just an overcrowded fieldhouse
that needs replacing. K-State basketball is just a couple of
hours of entertainment on game night and something to talk
about over a Coke in the Onion. Isn't it?
It is something more, though, for most fans. K-State basket-
ball is that fairy tale land of enchantment, where all is well and
worries drift away.
Ahearn Fieldhouse is that "magic kingdom", where the good
guys always beat the bad guys and a happy ending is almost
always assured. Each time the "kingdom" is invaded, good
King Hartman sends forth five valiant knights to slay the
dragons. The battle can be fierce, but the victors remain poised
throughout.
And in those times when the victory is in danger, the knights
draw upon the power of the people for support. The deafening
roar of the crowds, the blasts of the royal band, and cheers
from a court of regal princesses, immobilizes the invaders, and
the knights move in for the kill.
The scene is repeated over and over, but the people always
believe in the power of the good king and his knights. And they
in return believe in the power of the people and the magic of
Ahearn. IrpI by Anton Arnoldy
Scott Williams
Pyramid power— The cheerleaders perform dance
routines and gymnastics with the yell leaders during
time-outs and half-times.
Traffic director — Tim Jankovich directs the offense
from the top of the key.
Jeff Taylor
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A case of the Willies
Two persons share the mascot position
No K-State basketball or football event
would be complete without Willie the
Wildcat. The mascot became an official
part of the cheering squad in the mid-60's,
and is still doing the traditional striptease
routine, much to the delight of the fans.
The identity of Willie is customarily kept
a secret. This helps prevent Willie from
being abducted before a game by fans of
the opposing team. However, the present
Willie said it wouldn't be hard to learn the
identity of Willie, if someone were serious
about kidnapping him.
"I think another reason for keeping the
identity a secret is because people tend to
view Willie as more a certain character
than a real person," Willie said, "and if
they knew who I am, it wouldn't be the
same."
Cue cards — Willie prompts the crowd with the
proper reply during the introduction of opposing
players. After each introduction, the crowd
responds with a yell such as "big deal" or "so
what."
Eyes right — The center trumpet player watches
the band director during a number in Ahearn
Fieldhouse. The band plays dance routines for the
cheerleaders as well as their own numbers.
The same person had been Willie for two
years until the fall semester when a cast on
his leg prevented him from performing.
The alternate Willie had been married in
the summer, and did not come back to
school at K-State, so tryouts for another
alternate were held the first week of
school.
The alternate Willie said he had always
wanted to be Willie, and when the alternate
position became open, he decided to try
out.
"I was pretty scared at first, because the
alternate position was so important for the
first year," the alternate said, "and I'd nev-
er had any practice at it."
The Willie tryouts are usually held in the
spring. The tryouts consist of doing the
strip-tease and an interview with the Pep
Coordinating Council. The applicants also
try on the Willie costume. They are judged
on how the costume looks and on how
outgoing they are. There are no set rules
for trying out, but they should be about six
feet tall.
"Last year a girl tried out for the alter-
nate position," Willie said, "but since the
Willie was a guy, it would have been obvi-
ous when she was taking his place."
Each Willie is free to develop his own
personality for the mascot. The athletic
department places few restrictions on the
actions of Willie.
"We are just expected to use our com-
mon sense, and not do anything that is in
poor taste," Willie said. Willie is not al-
lowed to touch the referees, coaches or
players.
"It's not good to tease the referees too
much either," Willie said. At one of the
basketball games this year a referee got
angry with his antics and told him to tone
them down. Willie said that he usually tries
to meet the referees before the game
starts. Most of the referees don't mind it
when he makes fun of them, he said, and
they feel it is a tension release for the
crowd if bad calls have been made.
The mascot's head, which is the princi-
pal part of the costume, weighs about 25
pounds.
"It gets very hot — like an oven —
especially at the basketball games," Willie
said. Because Willie sees through the
mouth of the head, vision is limited to what
is directly in front of him. His costume,
Scott Williams
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Willie Wildcat
props and travel expenses are paid for by
the athletic department. He receives one
hour of credit for his time as Willie.
Willie gets to travel to any game that the
cheerleaders attend. He said he doesn't
miss too much class because of his job as
Willie. He goes to basketball games about
an hour before they start, and practices
some of his shots. He also stays around
after the games to sign autographs and
talk with people.
"A lot of kids always want autographs
— but I have to sign a lot for college stu-
dents, too," Willie said.
Willie is allowed to talk, but he has to be
close for someone to hear him through the
mascot head.
"It's impossible not to talk — especially
if you've got a girl out on the basketball
floor and you are trying to get her to shoot
baskets," the alternate Willie said.
Having a fan shoot baskets at half-time
is a popular stunt. The girl is pulled from
the audience and taken out to the free-
throw line. Willie then has her shoot until
she makes one.
Sideline view — Reggie Singletary and Willie
watch first half action of the Drake football game
from the player's bench. Drake won the game, 17-
16.
"One time, I blindfolded a girl, and
turned her around so she was facing the
opposite basket three-fourths of the court
away, and had her shoot," Willie said.
"The crowd loved it, and I don't think she
was too mad about it. Most of the people
taken from the audience are good sports,"
Willie said.
Willie also uses props to entertain the
crowd. He has a purple "Super-Cat" outfit
complete with cape and a symbol similar
to Superman's. Willie also has an eyechart
that reads G R BLIND" at the bottom, as
well as a blind referee outfit. Whenever a
player from the other team is slightly hurt
or loses a contact lens, Willie comes run-
ning with his doctor's bag.
"I would never use the doctor's bag if a
player were seriously hurt," Willie said.
Both of the Willies said it isn't hard to
come up with new ideas to please the
crowd. A lot of the ideas are passed down,
and a lot are spur of the moment ideas.
Willie usually tries to meet the mascots
from the opposing teams and do some-
thing together.
"At away games it is especially good to
be with the other mascot for a while," Wil-
lie said. "It makes Willie more accepted."
The Willie alternate said most of the oth-
er team's crowds are nice, but that the
rudest crowd he's encountered has been
Missouri's. I
Russell Shortt
Long hours give something to
Russell Shortt
Back support — Merilee McCaustland, sophomore
in arts and sciences, performs a stunt with the
help of Bud Cook, sophomore in physical therapy,
during a practice at Memorial Stadium.
Aching and weary muscles. Intensive
hours of preparation. Unsmiling, deter-
mined faces. Fans never see this side of
the cheerleading squad as they greet the
Wildcats at all home games.
The squad, consisting of eight male yell
leaders and eight female cheerleaders, per-
forms double stunts, pyramids, and dance
routines at the beginning of each game and
during the time outs and half-time.
"Nothing is put before the crowd that
hasn't been tried and tested many times,"
Bea Pray, cheerleader adviser, said. "All
the cheerleaders must be mentally and
physically prepared or they don't cheer."
The squad practices every weekday for
at least two hours, putting in a minimum of
ten hours per week.
At practice, the yell leaders perfect pyra-
mids and tumbling, while the cheerleaders
rehearse dance routines for the half-time
programs.
"You four weren't together with the oth-
ers on the last eight counts," Pray criti-
cizes. "Okay, let's try it again girls, and
this time get those legs higher," she dir-
ects.
Interruptions like that are frequent
throughout the entire routine. "Sometimes
the criticizing really gets to me, but then I
realize that I will be a better person be-
cause of it," Judy Buzzard, junior in exer-
cise physiology and new squad member,
said.
Most of the squad was new with only
four members returning from prior years.
"It seems like just when you get used to
somebody, they leave, and then you have
to change partners," Kathy Arnold, senior
in elementary education, said.
A week-long tryout clinic is held each
spring where all applicants are taught ba-
sic routines and stunts. After the clinic, a
panel of judges, including past cheer-
leaders, representatives from national
cheerleading groups and former gymnasts,
considers all applicants.
Applicants must have a 2.0 grade point
average and plan to be in school for a full
semester after tryouts. Furthermore, the
cheerleaders are chosen on the basis of
dancing ability and yell leaders on gymnas-
tic skills. Both are judged on appearance
and double stunts.
"All of the present squad members have
to try out again each year," said Merilee
McCaustland, sophomore in arts and sci-
ences. "We don't get any breaks by being
cheerleaders for one or two years other
than knowing most of the routines and
stunts."
The cheerleading squad gets many op-
1
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"They bombed me with apples, oranges
and ice," he said, "and were yelling ob-
scenities at me. Their own cheerleaders
wouldn't even stand down in front of the
student section."
Willie said he thinks the worst crowd is
the University of Kansas. He said he has
been cussed at, had things thrown at him,
and people even tried to pick fights with
him.
Willie said the best crowd is definitely K-
State's.
"The fan's show a lot of appreciation for
what Willie does; they're also nice to other
mascots." He said that Oklahoma Universi-
ty's fans are nice, too; probably because
they don't have a mascot of their own. The
band and the cheerleaders are also very
helpful in developing enthusiasm for the
game, Willie said.
The current Willie graduated and said he
will miss doing Willie.
The alternate plans to try out for the
main position next year.
"The one thing I really enjoy is getting to
meet all the little kids because they get
such a kick out of Willie," he said.
He also said it would be fun to be Willie
because then he could develop his own
personality for Willie.
"When you are the alternate you can't
really develop a personality — you have to
try to be like 'the' Willie because there's
supposedly only one," the alternate said.
The alternate Willie did the women's
games to gain experience, and he also did a
lot of men's games over Christmas.
"The best thing about being Willie is
raising all that enthusiasm just by being
Willie and standing in front of the crowd,"
the alternate Willie said, "It's terrific." IHg
by Lila Ensminger
Hidden message — Willie invites a referee to read
the eye chart during the K-State — Arizona
basketball game in December. K-State won the
game 63-55 despite Willie's worry over referees.
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cheer about
portunities to practice the routines and
stunts set aside from programs done at
home games. Cheerleader representation
is stressed for all away games also.
However, the athletic department's bud-
get does not allow every squad member to
attend all away games so members must
decide among themselves who will attend
which games.
The athletic department does pay for
travel expenses, and provides for uniforms
and a summer cheerleading camp at Mem-
phis State University in August. There,
cheerleading squads from all over the Unit-
ed States share ideas for fight songs, dance
steps and pyramids.
These newly learned techniques are
shared with area junior and senior high
school students at local tryout clinics and
at the 10 to 12 benefits the cheerleading
squad participates in annually. IrjpI
by Pam Fitzsimmons
Showtime —Practicing 10 hours per week can be
a strain, but the payoff is on game night when
the routines are performed for the crowd. Cherie
Parish, senior in clothing retailing, performs a
dance routine at one of the games.
Allen Eyestone
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Diary of a
Noon Tuesday, Oct. 20 — The ticket
lines have already started already? It's
only Tuesday — the tickets don't go on
sale until Sunday!
9 p.m. Tuesday — Are these people
crazy or what? Gathering to stand nearly
five days in line for a basketball ticket.
This is really nonsense. How can a person
get in the line? Does he have to stay there
until the actual sale? What are the proce-
dures for basketball ticket sales?
Another fall and another hassle with the
basketball ticket lines. What will the sys-
tem be this year? No one has devised the
system of organization for this year's line
yet. A few stragglers begin to gather for an
"informational meeting" conducted by the
group at the head of the line, Marlatt Four.
Nearly five days of waiting left! Night
and day and tents and trash and colds and
complaints.
"It's silly to make you wait this long,"
Steve Bender, junior in radio and televi-
sion, said. "There's got to be a better
way."
Hopefully that better way is contained in
the new ticket line policies. Meanwhile
what can a person do? Complain to Stu-
dent Senate? The ticket office? The athle-
tic department?
Here are all these people, participants of
a system, devised in 1978 as a "positive
change" in the procedure of selling season
basketball tickets. |
photos by Scott Williams
Is it roll call, yet? — Looking out of their
temporary home, Ed Kerley, sophomore in animal
science and industry, and Perry Lutsch, senior in
agricultural economics, watch for roll call to
assure their spot in line for ticket sales.
No. 57 — Members of Marlatt Hall conduct one
of the many roll calls taken during the campout.
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campout: ticket line frenzy strikes again.
In the good old days of 1976 and 1977
students camped 12 and five days, respec-
tively, at the parking lot of KSG Stadium.
At the designated time, the gates were un-
locked, and the word "Sooner" adopted a
new meaning as the crowd rushed to lay
claim on those precious tickets.
Problems of missed classes, cleanliness
of the area and certain image problems for
the University led to the review of these
ticket procedures. The result of the review
was the lottery system presently used to
sell group reserve tickets, "eliminating the
need for camping out," but only for the
group reserved. What about the individual
ticket purchasers? For them, "camping
out will be permitted ..." Permitted?
A point of clarification: There are three
types of season basketball tickets:
(1) Group reserved — A group of up to
20 people are allowed to combine fee cards
(one fee card for each ticket desired) and as
a group, draw a number in a lottery system
at the Athletic Ticket Office. The lottery is
open for two days; then tickets are allotted
to groups according to the numbers drawn.
(2) Individual reserved — These tickets
are obtainable via a line at the north side of
Ahearn Fieldhouse. The ticket designates a
specific reserved seat for the ticket holder
for the duration of the season. The first
people in line receive the better seats.
(3) Non-Reserved — This ticket is differ-
ent from the other two types in that it does
not reserve an individual seat in Ahearn for
its holder. While a spot is guaranteed, it
may be anywhere in the designated non-
reserved sections. Therefore, those who
have these tickets must arrive early to
have choice seating in these sections.
10 p.m. — Sniff, sniff. Suddenly the
smell of trouble fills the air. The Front Row
Fanatics, a group whose goal at every
game is to sit on the front row, begin to air
their views against the line policies of Mar-
latt Four to the crowd.
"Fanatics do this every year," Chris Wa-
gers, junior in business, said.
The "Fanatics" aren't alone in their un-
happiness with the system.
"I feel like Student Senate should make
set rules," Paul Cowan, senior in graphic
design, said. "Maybe they could establish
some way to take applications rather than
a first-come, first-served basis to avoid the
needless overnight staying. It interferes
with classes and studies."
Midnight — The battle rages, the battle
ground gets messier, the air full of chaos,
seems to hold zero percent visibility for
most of the tired fans. Finally things are
being talked out and a "treaty" is reached
for now. Let's just go to bed.
9 a.m. October 21 — Student Govern
ment Offices. The Fanatics are in, bright
and early, to complain to Student Govern-
ment.
"This happens every year," Jenny John-
ston, secretary for Student Government,
said. Will Student Senate make a set plan
after this year? "They need to," she says.
"That is the solution in the long term,"
Dodds said. "To set up a permanent group
with permanent procedures. Next year I
foresee Student Government taking it
over."
4 p.m. — Dodd's office is filled with
Student Senators and they review last
night's problems. The group comes up
with a plan to submit to Marlatt Four and
Fisher, who is present. Confusion is clari-
fied (thank God). Meeting adjourned.
Wednesday night — No problems ex-
cept the weather.
Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday —
Smooth sailing. But this camping is a pain.
Look at all of the tents — 61 of them,
count 61 — just for one line. Obviously
something needs to come of this, all the
troubles. Something needs to be done.
"This is one of the things to be voted on
by this year's Senate," Dodds said. "So
that next year, when ticket buying season
rolls around we will have a set policy."
Another year goes by and the ticket situ-
ation is the same, a week's wait for a ticket
to see the Wildcats play. "The stupid part
of this whole situation," Collin Hulse, sen-
ior in milling science and management,
said, "is that there were still tickets left
over on Sunday after the line was fini-
shed." rKPl by Jerry Howard
Refreshments — Tom Troilo, senior in fisheries
and wildlife biology and Craig Alexander, junior in
construction science, camped in one of 90 tents.
Under cover — Lance Tittle, freshman in
elementary education, waits for the final roll call
while Vince Kalbach, junior in mechanical
engineering, rests under his blanket.
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Recruits
Jim Eads looks for two things when he
recruits a basketball player for re-
state.
"He must be a good shooter and have
good quickness," Eads, an assistant coach
and recruiter for Jack Hartman's club,
said.
Meeting the above requirements are La-
fayette Watkins, Kenny Williams, Greg Liv-
ingston and Eddie Elder. The four were
freshman recruits on basketball scholar-
ships this past season.
Watkins averaged 24 points per game at
Julian Percy High School in Chicago. He
also fired in an impressive 54 percent of his
shots. In six junior varsity games, he aver-
aged 17 points per game.
Watkin's varsity play has shown consid-
erable improvement on a daily basis.
"He's a winner," Eads said of Watkins.
"He's competitive, has a lot of desire and
wants to improve." Watkins chose K-State
over the likes of powerhouses DePaul and
Ohio.
Williams displays excellent quickness
and connects on jumpers from long range.
He is a graduate of St. Joseph's High
School in Chicago where he hit for an 18-
points-per-game average. Before being pro-
moted to the varsity level, Williams scored
12.5 points per contest in six JV games,
second only to Watkins. I
Allen Eyestone
Dribbling — Past a player from number one
ranked Missouri, freshman Lafayette Watkins,
attempts an offensive move as Tim Jankovich
looks on.
Sidelined — A victim of knee surgery, Parker
Laketa, watched the games from the bench.
Richie Bergen
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bring up the slack for varsity
"Kenny is an outstanding individual.
He's an outstanding competitor and has
good basketball skills," Eads commented.
Williams served as a reserve guard on var-
sity.
The only in-state recruit, Livingston, is
no stranger to K-State basketball. "We
watched him grow from a seventh grader
in junior high, to a high school player,"
Eads explained. The Coffeyville native had
attended seven of Jack Hartman's basket-
ball camps prior to his signing.
"He's a good shooter and an aggressive
player," Eads said. Livingston's quickness
is evidenced by the fact that he led the JV
team in steals with 18, over an eight-game
span. He stepped into a backup position at
guard for varsity.
Elder, the runner-up for Oklahoma's
player-of-the-year award in the 1980-1981
season, was a standout at Tulsa's Cascia
Hall High School.
He pumped in 22 points per contest,
hitting on 56 percent of his attempts. Also,
he hauled in 13 caroms per game. "He's
quick for a player of his height." Eads said.
The 6'8", 192-pounder works on weights to
build his slender body. Elder saw limited
action on the varsity.
Reach for the sky — Freshman Neil Degner
attempts to block a shot by an Iowa State player.
Degner saw limited varsity action and figures to
be a prominent player for K-State.
Neal Degner and Parker Laketa, also re-
cruits on basketball scholarships, are not
fleet of foot, but make up for their lack of
quickness in other areas. "Neal Degner has
intelligence for the game. He's very com-
petitive, has great hands and with matur-
ity, he'll be a very solid player," Eads said.
Degner has been used as a backup forward
on the varsity, seeing a considerable
amount of action.
Laketa didn't dress out for a single game
the past season because of surgery to his
right knee. He does have outstanding credi-
tionals. Laketa is a deadly outside shooter,
averaging 22 points per game at
Homewood-Floormoor High School in sub-
urban Chicago. The 6'7" freshman weighs
around 220 pounds and is an aggressive
player.
"His future will depend on his knee,"
Eads said of Laketa.
Eads notes that a lot has been written
about the freshman recruits as being one
of the best crops ever at K-State. "On pa-
per, this year's freshmen are potentially
outstanding," Eads said.
In addition to the freshmen recruits, K-
State also picked up senior Chris Rora-
baugh, an outstanding leaper. Rorabaugh
is a transfer student from Marymount Col-
lege in Salina. He saw action at the varsity
level as a backup forward.
"The players we signed were on our re-
cruiting lists from the beginning," Eads
said. "Our priority was to get five or six
good players that could adjust to K-State,
socially and academically."
In explaining his process of recruiting,
Eads said, "It's very important that we try
to keep in an area that is in our TV-news-
paper range, so we can keep up-to-date
reports on a player's progress." Eads listed
Kansas, Illinois, Missouri, Oklahoma and
Nebraska as K-State's primary recruiting
area.
"We're looking for a player that can per-
form efficiently in a team concept," Eads
explained. "We try not to bring a player on
top of another player." Eads futher ex-
plained his statement, "In order to avoid
having too many players at the same posi-
tion, we space players who play the same
position a couple of years apart so that our
team will have depth and more players will
have the opportunity to play.
If recruits produce for K-State like they
did for their high school alma maters, bas-
ketball in Wildcat land will have a rosy
future, lag] by Mack McClure
Double coverage — Senior transfer Chris
Rorabaugh is closely guarded as he attempts to
pass the ball. Rorabaugh used his last year of
eligibility at K-State after playing at Marymount
College.
Jeff Taylor
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Talk about a road game
fi>*TX->\\$.A# £1 k- ^\'\i tiL
IS -State basketball had an added world-
* *-wide flavor in July as the team trav-
eled abroad for the first time to participate
in the 1981 Kirin World Basketball series in
Japan.
The Wildcats were champions of the
double round-robin type tournament as
they were unbeaten against the national
teams of China, Czechoslavakia and host,
Japan.
The 14-day, all-expense paid trip was
sponsored by the Japan Amateur Basket-
ball Association (JABBA). The Wildcats'
performance on and off the court and Jack
Hartman's reputation were major reasons
K-State was selected for the tournament.
JABBA representative Gumi Kikuchi
said, "We are quite impressed with the
Kansas State program, and not only for the
player's basketball skills, they give the ap-
pearance of outstanding young leaders.
Plus, we were interested in inviting a team
that utilizes all five players
. . . the total-
team, or complete game concept.
"We believe the Japanese can learn a
great deal from Kansas State basketball.
Coach Hartman, of course — just the men-
tion of his name and you don't need to
explain anymore."
K-State's entourage was made up of 24
persons, including players from the team
that made the final eight of the 1981 NCAA
tournament and six cheerleaders from the
squad that finished second in nationals.
However, special arrangements had to
be made in order that one player could go.
Since Rolando Blackman had already been
drafted by pro-basketball's Dallas Maver-
icks, K-State had to pay a premium on an
insurance policy that would insure both
Blackman and the Mavericks against any
loss of services from an injury that might
have been sustained on the trip.
Blackman proved his worth in the Cats
opening game, an 87-68 victory over Japan
in Nobeoka. He scored 24 points and was
named player of the game as the team
struggled some to adjust to the open style
of International rules.
In game two, K-State faced the Czechs in
Nagoya and won 88-70. Game three saw
the team-oriented Cats put seven men in
double figures in a 1 14-80 rout of China at
Okayama City. The Wildcats only real test
"We believe the Japanese
can learn a great deal
from Kansas State
basketball. Coach
Hartman, of course, just
the mention of his name
and you don't need to
explain anymore."
came in game four at Matsue as they
pulled out a 79-73 come-from-behind win
over Czechoslavakia. In Tokyo, they
closed with wins over Japan 99-64 and
China 90-66. In the Japan game, Ed Nealy
won MVP honors, but Greg Prudhoe had 16
points and 11 rebounds in what assistant
coach Lon Kruger called, "the finest game
he has ever played."
"There were a lot of players who would
do well in American collegiate competi-
tion," Blackman said, referring to interna-
tional opponents. "Overall the level of
competition was not as strong as we
played here. But the best players on those
teams could play with the best players in
the Big 8. The Czech team was especially
good. They compared favorably with Mis-
souri and Kansas."
Whereas in Ahearn the Cats might play
before a packed house of 1 1,000, in Japan
crowds were no more than 4,000 but the
size of the audience wasn't the only differ-
ence according to Tim Jankovich.
"What amazed me with their fans was
that they would mob us after each game,
whereas here they would just clap for us.
They would come up to us and touch us
and shake our hands or get our auto-
graphs."
Basketball, however, wasn't the only in-
j
teresting part of the trip for the team.
When traveling from Nagoya to Kyoto,
the team rode on one of Japan's "bullet L
trains" that reach speeds of 120 m.p.h.
Also, one night they used chopsticks when
eating dinner with the Chinese team. Of
course, they had samples of the Japanese
cuisine. "We've tried about everything,"
said Dodds, "Some of the stuff we
wouldn't have even known what it was,
but we enjoyed it all."
Having played their games in five differ-
ent cities gave the team a chance to meet a
lot of people and do some sightseeing.
"Just being able to go over and see an-
other country was the great part of the trip
for me," center Greg Prudhoe said "I
couldn't believe how crime free it was over
there. They just leave their bikes unlocked
and all of the shops' doors wide open. The
police don't even carry guns."
Guard Tim Jankovich said, "The thing I
liked best were the people. We were given
first-class treatment by the Japanese. We
got to stay in their best hotels and were
able to see some great sights, such as the
ancient shrines in Kyoto. The downtown
area in Tokyo seemed like a giant Aggie-
ville every night. It didn't seem like the
city ever closed down. There were just
mass amounts of people in the city at all
times of the day."
Dodds said, "The Japanese people were
wonderful to us, everywhere we went. And
we were very, very impressed by the coun-
try. You don't see a dirty car. You don't
even see a car with a dent in it. The U.S.
could take some lessons from the Japa-
nese."
"They're still behind the American
game. But it was a great experience for the
kids. I told them how proud I was. They
were great ambassadors on the court and
off the court. They set a good example for
all of us," Dodds said. trashy Tony Blake
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D olando Blackman's absence from the
*^- roster had many fans wondering what
K-State men's basketball would do against
the Minnesota's and Missouri's. They
counted on the experience of seniors Ed
Mealy, Randy Reed, Tim Jankovich and
Tyrone Adams to pick up the void, along
with juniors Les Craft and Ed Galvao.
There was plenty of speculation about
what role the "super-crop" of freshman
would play in the season.
The answers came in an up and down —
mainly up — season that saw the Wildcats
end up 10-4 in the Big 8.
In the opening game the Wildcats
trounced Northern Iowa 86-50 at Ahearn
Fieldhouse.
Nealy and Adams led the Wildcats in the
assault with Nealy scoring his career high
of 28 points and Adams led the Cats with
seven steals.
K-State moved on to play South Dakota
beating them 91-44. Hartman played 14
players with only two of them not scoring.
Reed led K-State with 28 points.
In the game against Auburn-Montgom-
ery, K-State improved its record with a 83-
46 victory. In the second half, K-State shot
80 percent from the field, a new Big 8
record.
On the first road game of the season, K-
State lost to Illinois 55-49. Illinois guard
Craig Tucker was high scorer with 14
points and Ed Nealy was high scorer for
the Cats with 17 points. Thirteen turnovers
cost the Wildcats the game.
Back at Ahearn the Cats were on a roll
again, beating Arizona 63-55. Center Les
Craft was high scorer for the game with 17
points. Chris Rorabaugh added to K-State's
victory with a solid rebounding perfor-
mance.
Game six of the season had K-State
whipping Wisconsin-Parkside 83-63. Nea-
ly had a 23-point night and the Wildcats
shot 69.9 percent from the field.
In the second away game K-State fell to
the hands of the Indiana Hoosiers, 58-49.
again
K-State's 20 turnovers were a major factor
in the game, including a string of five in a
row. K-State only had two players in dou-
ble figures — Reed with 16 and Adams
with 15.
Eighth-ranked Minnesota visited Ahearn
and was handed a 62-52 loss against the
Cats. Nealy scored 22 points and claimed
10 rebounds. Reed added 21 points in 35
minutes of playing time. K-State held Min-
nesota's Randy Breuer to only eight shots.
Freshman Lafayette Watkins scored 12
points in a mismatch against Southern Illi-
nois. K-State won the game 82-53. Adams
topped the scoring with 17. Adams also
had eight assists and five steals in 33 min-
utes of action.
Nevada-Las Vegas came to K-State
ready to battle the Wildcats but lost 82-65.
K-State shot 63 percent from the field. Top
scorers were Nealy with 20, Adams with
20 and Reed with 19.
K-State next battled Marquette and won
70-65.
"That was the best ballgame I've seen
all year," Marquette's Hank Raymond,
said.
The Warriors did not commit a turnover
during the second half, but K-State still
overpowered Marquette. Nealy and Adams
were high scorers with 18 points and Reed
followed with 14.
In the last game before the Big 8 season,
K-State beat Western Illinois 67-57. The
Cats led by five at the half. Reed was the
leading scorer with 20 points. IrfI
Overpowered — Forward Tyrone Adams dribbles
past a Marquette player. K-State won the game
70-65.
Hurriyet Aydogan
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Cats vs. Cats — Freshmen Kenny Williams and Lafayette Watkins fight for
the ball against Ed Galvao during the annual purple and white scrimmage.
Purple won the scrimmage.
Airborne
Get on em — Ed Mealy and Coach Jack Hartman try to get the
attention of a player during the KCJ playoff game.
Rob Clark
Stretch — Randy Reed defends against an Arizona player.
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Cats second in Big 8
A career high 25 points from Tyrone Adams shot the Cats pastIowa State 75-55 in the Big 8 opener in Ahearn Fieldhouse.
The Cyclones never held the lead. K-State jumped out in front
with a three point play by Tyrone Adams just after the tipoff.
"Tyrone had a heckuva game," Hartman said. "He's playing
within himself, doing things he can do. That doesn't necessarily
mean points, but everything."
The effort was more than enough from the Cats as the Cyclones
were behind by as much as 19 points in the first half. Ed Nealy
pulled down 15 rebounds for the game high.
Randy Reed took the spotlight in the Cat's game against Colora-
do with a career-high 32 points in the 78-68 win in Boulder. Reed
was 14 of 15 from the field for the night. With K-State leading 7-6
in the first half, the Cats hit 10 straight shots over seven minutes
to take a 27-17 lead. Reed hit 8 of the 10. When Colorado drew
within two points, 53-51, in the second half Reed scored 13 of K-
State's next 15 points to hold back the Buffaloes. K-State shot
67.3 percent from the field, compared to Colorado's 37 percent.
Tyrone Adams had 20 points, followed by Nealy with 10. Nealy
had the team-high rebounding with 1 1. The Cats had been ranked
20th going into the game. |
Keep away — Two Kansas players guard Tim Jankovich as he passes the
ball
nabbing it — Fighting for the rebound, Ed Nealy gets the ball during the
game against Western Illinois.
Rob Clark
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Second in Big 8
The first real test of the regular season came in a 47-42 victory
over Oklahoma. Oklahoma lead by as much as five in the first
half before the Cats regrouped and went into the half with a 34-31
lead. The Sooners worked back to within two points at 7:59 to go
when a technical foul stalled their drive and the Cats sat on the
ball until less than a minute in the game.
K-State did not wait until the final minutes to seal its next
victory. The Cats won 70-53 over the University of Kansas in
Ahearn Fieldhouse. Kansas maintained full-court pressure
throughout the game but couldn't seem to rattle the Cats. Tyrone
Adams lead the scoring for K-State with 17 points and eight
assists. Nealy grabbed 10 rebounds.
The taste of victory was short-lived, for the Cats were upset in
the next contest. Oklahoma State burned the 14th ranked Wild-
cats 56-53 in Stillwater. The Cats lead for most of a tightly-battled
first half. The Cowboys went into halftime with a two point lead
and never gave it up. The Cowboys survived a late run by the Cats
to win.
Against Missouri the chance to knock off the number one
ranked team in the nation slipped by the Cats. Losing 59-58 on
national television, the Cats were unable to contain John Sund-
vold's 70 percent shooting during crucial periods of play. K-State
also managed to put four of its starters in foul trouble in the first
half. Although the fouls were a factor, Randy Reed said Missouri
deserved its ranking.
K-State went back on the winning track, beating Nebraska 75-
64 in Lincoln. Randy Reed scored K-State's first 12 points and
ended up with 25 for the night. The Cats shot 75 percent from the
field, just short of a Big 8 record. Tim Jankovich lead the rebound-
ing with seven.
Tyrone Adams helped hold off an upset by Colorado by pump-
ing in 20 points in the 65-58 victory. Colorado's tightly packed
zone defense forced the Cats to shoot from the outside. K-State
went cold 12 minutes into the scond half and the Buffs pulled
within four points. The Cats bounced back with two assists from
Lafayette Watkins to regain control of the game. Nealy pulled
down 16 rebounds during the game.
A fast paced running attack by the Oklahoma Sooners stunned
the Wildcats 68-58 in Norman. Twenty points from Chuck Barnett
and 20 from David Little of Oklahoma dropped K-State to 6-3 in
the Big 8. "We didn't lose the game as much as Oklahoma just
won it," Jack Hartman said. K-State never went to the free throw
line and shot only 42 percent from the field during the contest.
The Wildcats were given a scare in the game against Iowa State
but came away victorious, 58-49. The Cats were down by six with
10 minutes left in the game before popping in eight unanswered
points to regain the lead. Hartman credited the turn-around to a
change made in the offense to get more movement. Les Craft was
high scorer for the Cats with 12.
Oklahoma continued its hex on K-State with a 72-62 win in
Ahearn. The game put the Wildcats at 7-4 and second in the Big 8.
Hartman blamed the offense for the loss, saying it lacked aggres-
siveness. Adams had 22 points. Les Craft was the only other
Wildcat in double figures with 12. The Cowboys took the lead
early in the second half for keeps with a three point play.
The Wildcats needed a confidence builder and found one with a
solid thrashing of Kansas, 63-53. After being tied at 22, K-State
grabbed a six point halftime lead. In the second half Kansas was
better at collecting fouls than points and never challenged K-
State. "We came out in both halves with a lot of enthusiasm but
we really played well in the second half," Hartman said.
K-State found revenge against Missouri with two Nealy free
throws that put the score at 57-56 in Columbia. The shots came
with five seconds left in the game and gave the Cats their first lead
of the second half. The victory clinched a home court berth in the
first round of the Big 8 tournament. Missouri had already clinched
a home court berth. Nealy and Adams paced the Cats with 17
points apiece.
The Wildcats held Nebraska to 14 points in the first half and
went on to win the final game of the regular season 67-50. Les
Craft lead the scoring with 16 points. Hartman benched his five
starters for the final five minutes of play, but Nebraska could only
pull within twelve at the closest. The game left K-State at 10-4 and
in second place of the Big 8. frupl
All hands — Les Craft blocks a shot during the K-State Nebraska game.
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Post-season elusive; BC stops hopes
Jeff Taylor
Words of Wisdom — Coach Jack Hartman,
third most winning active coach, shouts
advice to team members.
It
was another "almost" season for re-
state as they fell to Oklahoma in the
Post-season tournament and Boston College
in the NCAA tournament.
Heading into the Big 8 Postseason
tournament K-State played University of
Kansas for the third time during the season
at Ahearn Fieldhouse.
K-State won the game, to advance to the
semi-finals against Oklahoma.
The game against the Sooners proved to
be a disappointment as the 'Cats trailed at
halftime and lost 62-68. Tyrone Adams was
the top scorer for K-State in the game.
Missouri was the winner of the Big 8
Conference as well as the tournament in
the game against Oklahoma.
K-State headed into the NCAA with a 21-
7 record.
The Wildcats received a bid for the
NCAA tournament and played their opening
game against Northern Illinois whose
previous record was 16-13. The 'Cats
defeated the Huskies 77-68.
The second round of the tournament had
the Wildcats paired with the Arkansas
Razorbacks. The Wildcats beat the
Razorbacks 65-64. K-State shot 60 percent
and Adams was high scorer with 21 points.
Nealy and Craft also had an impressive
game with scores of 11 and 13.
In the final sixteen teams of the NCAA
K-State battled Boston College who had
defeated DePaul to earn their place. The
'Cats were ahead at halftime 41-36 but
Nealy and Reed were in foul trouble for the
second half.
The Golden Eagles came back in the
second half to defeat K-State 69-65. The
leading scorers were Reed and Adams with
16 points. Nealy lead the team in
rebounding with 10. Boston College's top
scorers were John Garris and Michael
Adams with 20 points each.
K-State finished with a 23-8 record and
ended the K-State basketball careers of Ed
Nealy, Tim Jankovich, Randy Reed, Tyrone
Adams, Chris Rorabaugh and Greg
Prudhoe. \Fu?\ hy Char Heinke
/?
Men's Basketball
X
Northern Iowa 50 K-State 86
South Dakota 44 KState 91
Auburn-Montgomery 46 K-State 83
Illinois 55 K-State 49
Arizona 55 K-State 63
Wisconsin-Park side 63 KState 83
Indiana 58 K-State 49
Minnesota 52 K-State 62
Southern Illinois 53 K-State 82
Nevada-Las Vegas 65 KState 82
Marquette 65 K-State 70
Western Illinois 57 K-State 67
Iowa State 55 KState 75
Colorado 68 KState 78
Oklahoma 42 KState 47
Kansas 53 KState 70
Oklahoma State 56 K-State 53
Missouri 59 KState 58
Nebraska 64 KState 75
Colorado 58 KState 65
Oklahoma 68 K-State 58
Iowa State 49 KState 58
Oklahoma State 72 K-State 62
Kansas 53 K-State 63
Missouri 56 K-State 57
Nebraska 50 KState 67
Kansas 62 K-State 74
Oklahoma 68 KState 62
Northern Illinois 68 K-State 77
Arkansas 64 K-State 65
Boston College 69 K State 65
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17 wins in a row
Attitudes reflect season
The season was marked by speed, agil-
ity and dogged determination, as the
1981-82 Wildcats, led by third-year head
coach Lynn Hickey, piled up 26 wins and
only six losses. The impressive record
peaked with 17 wins in a row dating from
Jan. 7 to March 18, and included one of the
proudest moments in K-State basketball
history, a 76-67 victory over No. 1-seed Old
Dominion in the NCAA playoffs.
The Wildcats more than made up for the
off season of '80-81, when injuries were the
primary factor for a disappointing record.
With the victory over the ranked Old
Dominion in the NCAA post tournament,
K-State women showed their prowess and
power against a top-ranked team. Accord-
ing to Hickey this shattered the myth that
Midwest schools have trouble playing top-
ranked teams.
The Wildcats, who were without the ser-
vices of star center Tammie Romstad for
most of the '80-81 campaign, were paced
by a team full of experienced seniors,
which included Romstad.
Romstad, who sat out most of last sea-
son due to a third knee operation, was a
vital contributor to the team's success this
season. In 30 games, the 6'2" senior aver-
aged 16.3 points per game with her highest
total being against Oklahoma State. In that
match, she popped in a game-high of 30
points in leading the 'Cats to a 71-63 victo-
ry-
Not only was she a vital factor in scor-
ing, but she also was the teams' leading
rebounder. In 30 games, she pulled down
8.1 rebounds a game with her highest be-
ing 15 against Stephen F. Austin Universi-
ty.
Besides Romstad, Hickey also had the
services of three other seniors: 5*7" guard
Jean Roise, 6'1" forward Shelly Hughes
and 6'2" center Dee Weinreis. Roise aver-
aged 7.3 points and 2.5 rebounds per
game. Hughes averaged 4.8 points and 4.8
rebounds per game, while Weinreis poured
in 3.5 points and 2.3 rebounds a game.
However, due to injuries, the 'Cats were
without the services of seniors Kim Price
and Jeanne Daniels. Price, who averaged
12 points and 6.1 rebounds per game in |
"Shooting Star" — Tammie Romstad, senior in
physical education, moves in with a close shot in
first-half action against the Colorado Buffaloes dur-
ing the women's Big Eight Tournament. Romstad
scored 20 points and 10 rebounds to help lead the
'Cats to the championship over the Buffaloes, 76-71.
Rob Clark
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Coaching — Coach Lynn Hickey yells directions
to her team. Hickey said the Lady Wildcats had
more natural talent this year than they had in the
past.
Scrambling — K-State's Barbara Gilmore,
sophomore in psychology, and Minnesota's Marty
Dahlen wrestle for possession of the ball during
K-State's 77-68 triumph over Minnesota.
Jeff Taylor
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Off-guard — K-State guard, Betsy Sloan, junior in
physical education, slaps at a pass by Wichita
State's Kathy Garofalo. The Cats won 69-64.
1980-81, was redshirted this season. Dan-
iels, who has struggled to overcome two
knee operations in her career at K-State,
played in only nine games this season. In
those games, she averaged 4.1 points and
2.2 rebounds per game.
According to Coach Hickey, the 'Cats
were optimistic about the season. "We
started the season out with the attitude
that this was the best team that K-State
has had," she said. "And as you can see,
our record has proven that."
Along with the experienced seniors,
Hickey's team possessed strong depth.
The Wildcats had lost two key 1980-81
players in guards Gayle Williams and
Taryn Bachis.
A good recruiting year, however, helped
fill the gap with top-notch performers.
Gary, a junior college transfer from Shel-
by State Community College in Memphis,
Tenn., was the leading scorer for the wom-
en. Gary, who averaged 24 points per
game in her two years for the Salukis,
contributed 18.1 points a game while a
Wildcat. Not only was the 5'5" junior a
scoring machine, but she also demonstrat-
ed her jumping ability by snatching 5.1
rebounds per game.
Other players who contributed to the
team were guard Betsy Sloan, freshman
center Angie Bonner, and sophomore
transfers Erin Schreiber and Barbara Gil-
more.
"This year we had better natural ath-
letes than we have had in the past," Hickey
said. "Our running game was one of the
best that we have ever had."
The Cats managed to achieve a number
of goals during the season. Probably the
biggest one was winning the Big 8 Cham-
pionship tournament in January. The Wild-
cats won by defeating Missouri, Nebraska
and Colorado. In that tournament, Tammie
Romstad and Priscilla Gary were chosen to
the all-tournament team. Romstad, was
also named as the tournament's Most Valu-
able Player.
After the tournament, K-State won 17
games in a row. During that surge, the
'Cats defeated Kansas, Wichita State, Min-
nesota, Creighton and Drake. Of those
teams, only Kansas was rated in the polls,
during the regular season.
Graduation will take its toll on the 'Cats
next season. The Wildcats will lose five
seniors: Romstad, Hughes, Roise, Weinreis
and Daniels.
At least for one year, though, K-State
had a full roster of talent. \t*f\ by Tracy
Allen
Out of reach — K-State Angie Bonner and Drake's
Amy McDermont chase a loose ball. The 'Cats won
82-74.
Rob Clark
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Pacific Christian 36 K-State
Pittsburgh 63 K State
South Caroline 81 K-State
South Dakota 60 K State
Wayland Baptist 78 K-State
Missouri 62 K-State
Oklahoma City 64 K-State
Central Missouri State 64 K State
Detroit 35 K State
Jackson State 56 K-State
Arkansas 68 K-State
Mississippi State 79 K-State
Memphis State 83 KState
Tennessee 83 K-State
Missouri (,<> K-State
Nebraska '>/ K-State
Colorado 71 KState
Tulsa 54 K-State
Oklahoma State 63 KState
Kansas 74 K State
Wichita State 64 K-State
Minnesota bo K State
Creighton 49 K-State
Iowa State 50 KState
Drake 74 KState
Creighton 36 K-State
Kansas 69 K-State
Wichita State 63 K State
Central Missouri State 61 KState
Stephen F. Austin 75 K State
Old Dominion 67 K-State
Cheyney State 93 K State
103
79
65
73
93
64
71
66
70
73
53
78
72
68
72
81
76
94
71
83
69
77
79
72
82
68
66
78
V
Swat — Priscilla Gary knocks the ball away
during first half action.
K-STATE WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
SQC1AD
FRONT ROW: Andrea James, Jeanne Daniels, Kim Price, Angie
Bonner, Dee Weinreis, Tammie Romstad, Shelly Hughes, Erin
Schreiber. Becky Dobbins, Karen Franklin. BACK ROW: Head
Coach Lynn Hickey, Assistant coaches Sally Anthony, and Eileen
Feeney, Priscilla Gary, Shelley Woodard, Marilee Drouchard, Jean
Roise, Betsy Sloan, managers Cindy Ensign and Karen Laflin.
R/3V?
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Cats go past ODC to final eight
Overall, the Wildcats had an impressive record at the end of the
81-82 season but some of the most exciting moments as well
as the most disappointing both occured in the NCAA tournament.
In the first round of play, the Wildcats defeated Stephen F.
Austin by a score of 78-75. They then went on to play the number
three-ranked team in the country, Old Dominion. In her 100th
appearance as coach of the Lady Wildcats, Lynn Hickey said she
felt the 76-67 victory over Old Dominion was the biggest win for K-
State in the women's basketball history.
Though Old Dominion had the height advantage, K-State held
the Lady Monarchs to 12 points below their season average and
out rebounded them.
The pressure was also put on the Lady Monarchs defensively.
Foul trouble hurt Old Dominion and the 'Cats took advantage of it
scoring 30 times in the 34 free-throw chances they received.
According to Hickey, speed was a big determinant in the victo-
ry. All totaled, the Monarchs were whistled for 25 fouls while K-
State committed only 15. In the first half the Monarchs were
winning 31-28, but midway through the second half the 'Cats went
to work scoring eight unanswered points, bringing the score to a
36-31 advantage.
The ultimate 76-67 upset of no. 1 seed Old Dominion was aided
by veteran Romstad's 15 points and Pricilla Gary's 18 points.
Angie Bonner, a freshman, also came off the bench to score 1
1
points.
The 'Cats then advanced to play no. 2 ranked Cheyney State
but the Wolves outscored the 'Cats by 20 points to end their
season. The Wolves shot 54 percent from the floor as compared
with 45 percent for the 'Cats. Though Hickey was disappointed
with the loss, she said she was pleased that the Wildcats finished
in the top eight in the country.
In the game against Cheyney, K-State was led by Priscilla Gary
and Angie Bonner with 22 points apiece. Also in double figures
were Barbara Gilmore with 12 and Tammie Romstad with
1 1 . IrfI by Sharon Riley.
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Metal Frisbee? — Ray Bradley positions himself
to throw the discus at the University of Kansas
Relays. Bradley placed third in the discus and
second in shotput.
Track Teams get new coach, format
Can one man coach 33 percent of K-
State's varsity sports without going
crazy? The verdict isn't in but Steve Miller
is going to find out.
Miller is K-State's new head coach for
men's and women's cross country, indoor
and outdoor track. The six teams account
for one-third of K-State's varsity sports and
involve 120 students.
Miller doesn't do it all himself. He has
two assistants, Barry Anderson and Greg
Kraft, along with help from three graduate
students.
Having all six teams under one coach is
new to K-State. The system improves the
women's programs by giving them the
same professional coaching received by
the men, Miller said. And it seems to bring
out the best in both teams when they prac-
tice together.
After coaching in Chicago, Europe, and
Africa — where facilities were practically
nonexistent — Miller went to California
Polytechnic State University in San Luis
Obispo.
In his five years as head coach, Miller's
teams won five national championships,
three in track and field and two in cross
country. He was named National Collegiate
Coach of the Year six times, three times in
each sport.
When the position at K-State was of-
fered, Miller didn't want to come to Kan-
sas. He thought the best thing to come out
of Kansas was the "Wizard of Oz," Miller
said. His attitude changed after arriving.
Kansas, from Manhattan on west, is
"one of the more beautiful places in the
country," Miller said.
He said K-Staters sometimes have the
attitude of being second class citizens be-
cause positive aspects of sports and aca-
demics do not always take priority over
negative aspects.
Miller's own track program is an exam-
ple of the way he looks at the positive side
of things. In the spring of 1981, the track
program was under scrutiny for allegations
that athletes were allowed unauthorized
use of Athletic Department telephone cred-
it cards. Because of the previous problems,
Miller believes the athletes have a genuine
hunger for guidance and good coaching.
The response to a new coach is even better
because of this, Miller said.
Miller wants to avoid the "would'ves,
could'ves and should'ves" and concen-
trate on what the teams can do in the
future.
Track is a pure and measurable sport,
Miller said. Because competition is on an
individual basis, the athlete always knows
when he or she is improving.
"As long as you're improving you are in
fact successful," Miller said. "We don't
challenge ourselves often enough, and it's
my responsibility and the organization's
responsibility to provide an environment
that challenges the athlete to his fullest."
[rp| by Teryl Scott
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New Coach — Steve Miller, the new head coach
of cross country and track, enjoys his job at re-
state.
Mark Sageser
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Teams finish low
Individuals highlight track
rk Sageser
Rounding the corner — Deb Pihl sets the pace
during the mile run at a dual meet in Lincoln,
Neb. Pihl won the race with a personal best of
4:51.00. She also won the 880-yard run in
2:13.43.
The outdoor season was a disappoint-
ment as the men's track team finished
in seventh place at the Big 8 Outdoor
Championship while the women finished in
fifth place.
According to women's coach and assis-
tant men's coach Barry Anderson, the
Wildcats were faced with injuries to key
performers such as triple jumper Vince
Parrette.
The men, who had finished third in the
Big 8 indoor meet, were paced by Ail-
American Doug Lytle, Parrette and shot
putter Ray Bradley.
Lytle, from Merriam, was considered
one of the top pole vaulters in the country.
As a freshman Lytle set an Ahearn Field-
house record in the pole vault by vaulting
16 feet, 8'/2 inches in the K-State Quadran-
gular Meet. He also set a Big 8 record and
school record in the Big 8 Indoor Cham-
pionships in Lincoln by jumping 17-feet,
4 3A inches. With this jump, Lytle qualified
for the NCAA meet in Detroit where he
placed fifth in the pole vault with a jump of
17-feet.
Triple jumper Vince Parrette also had a
good season. The senior from Overland
Park finished first in the triple jump three
times out of eight meets. The most excit-
ing finish was in the TFA/CJSA Classic in
Kansas City. His jump of 53-feet, 4-inches
was good enough to qualify him for the
NCAA meet. However, in National compe-
tition, Parrette finished in sixth place with
a jump of 52-feet, 7-y4-inches.
Shot putter Ray Bradley, who also par-
ticipated in the NCAA meet, set an Ahearn
Fieldhouse record by throwing the shot 62-
feet 2- lA inches in the K-State Quadrangu-
lar. Bradley also established a school re-
cord in the shot at the Big 8 Indoor Meet
with a toss of 65-feet, Winch.
The Kansas Dual Meet highlighted the
season. The Cats had six first place fin-
ishes in the meet. They were Bradley, in
the shot put (61-0), Steve Wright in the
300-meter dash (30.92), Dan Schleicher in
the 2-mile run (9:08.63), Lytle in the pole
vault (16-8), Parrette in the triple jump (51-
7) and the mile relay team (3:22.25).
The Cats were not as fortunate in the
outdoor season. The Big 8 Championships
in Ames, Iowa, saw the Wildcats finish in
seventh place, but there were bright spots
in the meet. Joe Bramlage set a Big 8
outdoor record in the javelin with a dis-
tance of 264-feet, 5-inches. Parrette, who
had been out for a month due to injury
finished second in the triple jump with a
jump of 52-feet, 2- lA inches.
The season also had some bright spots.
Probably the biggest highlight for the men
was at the Drake Relays. Bramlage won
the triple crown in the javelin with a toss of
232-feet, 3-inches. The triple crown in-
cludes the Texas, Kansas and Drake relay
circuit. It was the first time since 1969 that
a K-Stater had won the javelin at the relays
and also the first time in 21 years that
someone had won a triple crown.
K-State also had an impressive showing
at the KSU Triangular where the Wildcats
finished in first place with a total of 80
points, six points more than the second-
place finisher, the University of Kansas.
Doug Lytle set a school record and a track
record in the pole vault with a jump of 17-
feet, 5-inches. Other first place finishers
were Bradley in the shot, Schleicher in the
5,000 meter run, Mark Smith in the triple
jump and Brian Howie in the 110-meter
high hurdles.
The women Wildcats finished fifth in
both the indoor and outdoor Big 8 meets.
According to Coach Anderson, the Cats
were faced with the situation of an average
recruiting year. "Due to money, we were
only able to give out 10 scholarships where
as other schools were able to give out 20,"
he said.
While lacking in numbers, the Wildcats
did manage to recruit Kim Haggar. Haggar,
a freshman from Chigwell, Essex, lead the
Wildcats in the pentathlon. The athletes
points are then totaled for these events and
that is his score. The individual with the
most points is declared the winner.
In the Big 8 Indoor Championships, Hag-
gar, not only set a school record of 3,776
points but she also qualified for the nation-
al AIAW Championships in Pocatello, Ida-
ho. In that meet, she placed sixth with a
score of 3,786 points.
The Wildcats were also fortunate to
have sprinter Wanda Trent. Trent, a senior
who specialized in the 300, 440, and 600
meter runs was a vital factor for the Wild-fr
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'n the pack — Rick McKean tries to break away
rom the pack during an outdoor relay.
WOMEN'S SPRING 1981 TRACK
FRONT ROW: Lawrette Rhea. Heidi Bright, Elizabeth Kolarik, Sherri Brogden. Sheila Harrison. Jolene Riley,
Janice Stuckey, Annette Sittenauer, Kelly McGlashon, Ronda Bergren, Peggy Hopkins. SECOND ROW:
Sherry Thomas. Janel LeValley, Karen Sothers. Deb Pihl, Meg Pyle. Deb Harrell, Dana Schaulis, Lori Reep,
Deb Walker, Lorraine Davidson. Ann Riedy, Lisa Doll. BACK ROW: Beckie Miller, Jeanette Roudebush.
Rochelie Rand, Lois Heuchert, Pat Daniels, Kari Jones, Cathy Saxon, Sandra Suggs, Barbie Miller, Kim
Hagger, Wanda Trent, Terri Emley, Sheila Vargo, Coach Barry Anderson, Kaylene Sothers.
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Coo! down — Ray Bradley cools himself off
before an attempt at the discus throw.
Flying high — Doug Lytle practices his pole
vaulting during a practice session of the track
team.
Track Season
cats.
During the indoor season Trent recorded
the fastest time in the United States in the
600 with a time of 1 minute-20 seconds at
the Big 8 Championships. She also tied the
school record in the 300-yard run at the
Wichita State Dual with a time of 35.9
seconds and placed third in the 600 meter
run at the National Championships.
In the outdoor season, Trent finished
first in the 400-meter run at the Arkansas
Relays, KSG Invitational, and the Big 8
Championships in Ames.
Other Wildcats who contributed greatly
to the team were shot putter Janice
Stuckey, middle distance runners Janel Le-
Valley and Deb Pihl, and high jumper Eliza-
beth Kolarik.
The women's season was highlighted by
the K-State Outdoor Invitational and the re-
state — Wichita State Indoor Dual. The
Cats won by a margin of 79 and 67 points,
respectively.
A new era for both track teams began in
the fall with the appointment of Steve Mill-
er as head coach of all track teams. Mill-
er's teams at California Polytechnic State
won the NCAA Division II Championship
three years in a row.fjUD by Tracy Allen
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English athlete pleased with K-State
Despite being from a foreign country,
leaving her husband behind, and re-
turning to school after a four year absence,
Kelly Wenlock was happy she enrolled at
K-State.
A freshman on the track team, Wenlock
came from London, England, where she
was one of the top British track and field
athletes. Wenlock placed 8th in the 1980
Olympic trials at Crystal Palace.
Wenlock had never heard of K-State un-
til Kim Hagger, sophomore on the track
team, told her about it.
"Kim told me how nice everyone was
and how good the facilities for track were,
so I decided to give some serious thought
about attending school at K-State," Wen-
lock said.
Hagger contacted track coach Barry An-
derson about Wenlock.
"I knew that Kelly would improve if she
came to K-State and received the excellent
training that America has to offer," Hagger
said.
Anderson asked Wenlock to come to K-
State as a student-athlete on a track schol-
arship.
"We needed a combination of a sprinter
and long jumper, and we knew that Kelly
could help us out," Anderson said.
Wenlock's decision to sign a letter of
intent at K-State didn't come easy. Not
only would she be leaving her parents and
country, but she would also leave her hus-
Vaulter leaps to new heights
Pole vaulter Doug Lytle has done what
few other K-State tracksters have been
able to do — become a world class per-
former in his event.
Lytle set the Big 8 indoor record in
spring 1981 by soaring 17'5" and was the
Big 8 indoor champion.
During his freshman year at K-State, Ly-
tle took fifth in the nation in indoor and
third in the nation in outdoor. He was
named all Big 8 and is an Ail-American in
both indoor and outdoor.
Steve Miller, K-State track coach, said
the Big 8 has three or four men that can
vault 18 feet, Lytle is one of them.
Lytle started his pole vaulting career in
the seventh grade.
"It looked interesting so I tried it," Lytle
said. "I started in my back yard with a solid
oak pole. It's a lot different from fiberglass
poles I use now. I really didn't know the
training aspects but it was still fun. I love
to propell my body through the air."
Lytle still vaults because it's fun.
"1 enjoy the feeling of jumping a new
height. There's no glory, just that personal
thrill. It's hard to explain."
Lytle also enjoys pole vaulting because
he likes "that self improvement."
"When 1 first started it was easier be-
cause improvement came every day," Ly-
tle said. Now improvement may not come
for days or weeks or even years. The high-
er you go, the harder is is to improve."
Lytle is a self-trained pole vaulter.
Through junior high to his freshman year
in college, he taught himself how to pole
vault.
"1 did everything on my own," said Ly-
tle. "Sure 1 had help but none in a technical
aspect." He added the coach he has now is
knowledgable in the area of pole vaulting.
"My coaches in junior high and high
school didn't know much about pole vault-
ing," Lytle said. "Coach Miller is now giv-
ing me the technical training I need."
Lytle added, "I think anyone could do it
if they put their mind to it. I just love the
sport."
Lytle came to K-State because of his
major, construction science. But because
of his determination in track he may not
continue in that same field, he said.
"I came here for my major, but because
track takes up a lot of my time 1 might
have to change it. There's another, or in
fact a few reasons why I came here," he
said. "I like K-State because it's close to
home and people will know me. I have
friends here, too."
"I'd like to repeat my past accomplish-
ments and add a few," Lytle said. "I'm
going to train harder than I have in the
past. You have to have determination."
He also has his sights set high. In the
upcoming year Lytle plans to clear the 18
foot mark. His personal goal is 18'5", but
he would like to "get near that ever elusive
world mark of 19'1- 3A" that all vaulters
dream of." dI3 by Pat Redman.
band, Martin, behind.
"That's the hardest part of all," Wen-
lock said. "Leaving Martin behind was
hard to do. But Martin supported the idea
of coming to Kansas," she said.
"Martin said there would probably be
only one opportunity like this, and I should
take advantage of it."
Wenlock said the most important part of
coming to K-State was to bring home a
degree, but she added that she had other
goals.
"Track is really important to me, and I
have personal goals that I have set for
myself, goals that 1 probably couldn't
reach if I were in England," Wenlock said.
Wenlock said she couldn't reach her
goals in England because of the weak em-
phasis on track and field there.
"Here in the U.S. they emphasize track
and field at the college level, whereas in
England they put more on track clubs,"
she said. "Clubs aren't as organized as col-
lege workouts. You practice on your own
time."
The move to K-State began to pay off in
the fall. Wenlock broke K-State's long
jump record with a leap of 19-feet, 6-
inches. Wenlock plans to get her degree in
public relations and return to England.
"I'd also like to coach a track team in
my spare time," she said. "Since only top
level coaches in England get paid to coach,
most coaches in England are part-time
coaches devoting spare time to track."
Wenlock's ultimate goal is to make the
British Olympic team.
"I've always wanted to compete in the
Olympics. It would please me just to be
able to say I represented England in the
Games."
Wenlock said her time at K-State will
help her in the 1984 Olympic trials.
"There will be a definite advantage for
me, because most colleges have indoor fa-
cilities. There are no indoor training facili-
ties in England," she said.
Wenlock plans to return to England but
said that hospitality at K-State is "extra
special."
"At first I felt like a stranger, out of
place. But people here are so nice, it's hard
not to fit in."
"I'm really glad I came here, the school
is nice, the town is attractive. I don't regret
leaving home, but as far as I'm concerned
England is home, and I'm going back after
I'm finished here," Wenlock said. SHE]
by Rodney Brogden
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Miller adds enthusiasm
Cross country restructured
There is a new face among both men's
and women's cross country teams;
Steve Miller, who is now head coach of
both squads.
"I came to K-State because it has had a
good tradition in cross country." Miller
said. "I also felt it was ready to make the
administrative and financial commitment
necessary."
Miller implemented a weight training
program into the team's training. Both
squads now also do drills before practice
such as bounders, hurdler drills which
build on coordination, agility and strength.
"I have made complete changes. There
is an entire new system and a new staff. I
brought better technical information to the
teams and have elevated the intensity get-
ting team members to work harder. The
women's program has especially been
changed. They now do the same training
as the men," Miller said.
"1 think this is one of the best things
that's happened to K-State track in some
time," said assistant coach Barry Ander-
son. "He's pumped some new life into us.
His work habits are demanding, which car-
ries over to the assistant coaches and ath-
letes as well."
"The practices are more structured,
Janel LeValley said. "We run on our own in
the mornings and have an organized prac-
tice every afternoon."
LeValley's personal training program
consists of running 85-90 miles per week to
build on strength and endurance. As it gets
closer to meets, she cuts back on the dis-
tance and concentrates on speed, a pro-
gram typifying most long distance runners.
LeValley is a senior member on the
squad. "Since I've been on the team the
team has definitely improved, especially in
mentality and attitude. They are much
more success-oriented and enthusiastic."
"There must be a balance between men-
tal attitude and training," LeValley said,
ranking most important things in running.
"You can be physically ready, but if you
don't have a good mental attitude, you
won't be at your top form."
LeValley will return for one more year of
eligibility as a result of being red-shirted
her sophomore year because of an injury.
The K-State women's squad began their
season well with a 2nd place finish at the
Wichita Gold Classic. Top placer for the
Cats was Cathy Saxon with a time of
18:06.
Three women ran the Nebraska Invita-
tional meet with times under 18:00, but
were disqualified for running the course
wrong.
"At the end of the race, we took a wrong
turn, running only about 100 yards off
course," Deb Pihl said.
Saxon, one of the runners running the
course wrong, came back to place 2nd at
the Iowa State Invitational with a time of
17:56.
The Cats grabbed the top four finishes at
the K-State Triangular to place 1st on their
home territory. Deb Pihl was the top finish-
er with a time of 17:32.7.
The year ended for the women at the
NCAA Championships at Wichita. Cathy
Saxon, K-State's only qualifier, placed
81st.
"The team has a more positive attitude.
We've greatly improved," John Holliday,
of the men's squad, said. "I run cross coun-
try to prepare for both indoor and outdoor
track as do all cross country runners on
the K-State squads."
The men's team started their season in
the middle of the pack and proceeded fur-
ther with a last place finish on home turf at
the K-State Triangular. Two men placed in
the top 10 finishers: John Holliday with a
7th place finish and Monty Johnson, 9th.
Three teams failed to appear at the Kan-
sas Invitational.
"I heard the tournament was not big
enough that they felt it necessitated them
to come," Rick McKean said. "We ran on
roads which made things even more un-
usual."
Rick McKean was the top finisher with
an 11th place finish at the NCAA District
men's championships in Wichita. No men
qualified for the cross country champion-
ships.
"Understanding what the new coach
was all about was the main goal achieved
this year," LeValley said.
"My initial reaction was not a super hap-
py one because of last year's perfor-
mance" Miller said. "Since I arrived in Au-
gust, I couldn't redo any recruiting. Howev-
er, my initial concern that the season
would be mediocre and my low expecta-
tions turned to pleasure. I'm quite happy
with our season," Miller said, mufcy Su-
san Somora
m-
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_ ^ Breath test — Nancy Freshnock takes part in a
women s v i maximal stress test given to all K-State cross
2nd Wichita Gold Classic country team members.
— Nebraska Invitational
2nd Iowa State Invitational
1st K-State Triangular
3rd Big 8 Championship
2nd NCAA District Championships
81st NCAA Championships
(Individual placing)
men's
7th Wichita Gold Classic
3rd K-State Triangular
3rd Iowa State Invitational
6th Big 8 Championships
2nd Kansas Invitational
9th NCAA District Championships Jk
Making tracks — Monty Johnson finished 9th at
the K-State Triangular Cross Country meet. One
Wildcat crossed the finish line before Johnson:
John Holliday who finished 7th.
Jeff Taylc
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Best since 1976
Pitching helps set record
Playing tag — K-State's Craig Danforth prevents
Robin Jones of Marymount College from stealing
second base in the Wildcats 4-0 win.
The 1981 season proved to be produc-
tive for the baseball team. They
chalked up a 34-21 record. It was the best
record since 1976. The team went eight
and 12 in Big 8 competition. The record
improved over last year's record of 15-29.
Baseball coach Dave Baker attributes the
improvement to several things.
"Our pitching improved 100 percent and
we have a new pitching coach, Bill Hick-
ey." Baker said. Another important ele-
ment in the success of the team was the
lack of injuries. "We were very fortunate
that we did not have any serious injuries,"
Baker said.
"All of our players did a fine job," Baker
said. "Louie Trujillo and Antonio Triplett
had a lot to do with our success. Mike
Johnson and Glynn Perry both had a good
season. Joe Goedert made honorable men-
tion in the Big 8."
The outlook for the team looks good
according to Baker.
"The team will be better than last year,"
he said. Baker believes the baseball pro-
gram is on the right track although lack of
money for the program has slowed the rate
of improvement. PrfI by Michael Meysing
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Winding up — Louie Trujillo, pitcher for
K-State, concentrates on throwing a
strike.
Pushups — K-State's Dan Linden tags out
a Nebraska player trying to make it home.
Scott Williams
Slidin' in — Don Grause slides safely into third
base in the Wildcat's 9-3 win over Fort Hays
State.
Baseball
Oral Roberts 8 KState 6
Oral Roberts 4 K-State 1
Oral Roberts 2 KState 1
Baker 4 KState 8
Baker KState 7
Kansas Newman K-State 1
Kansas Newman 3 KState 4
Benedictine 7 KState 9
Benedictine 8 KState 7
Baker 4 KState 8
Bethany KState 7
Bethany 1 K Stale 9
Creighton 10 K-State 7
Creighton 3 KState 2
Creighton 6 K-State 9
Creighton 8 KState 1
Creighton 9 K-State 13
Creighton 12 KState 2
Creighton 10 K-State 13
Creighton 10 K-State 3
Fort Hays State 11 KState 12
Fort Hays State 3 KState 9
Fort Hays State 3 K-State 13
Fort Hays State 5 K-State 9
Marymount 6 K-State 7
Marymount K-State 4
Washburn 9 KState 15
Washburn 1 KState 7
Missouri 5 KState
Missouri 7 KState 2
Missouri 5 KState 1
Missouri 17 KState 15
South Dakota State 8 K-State 15
South Dakota State 1 K-State 11
Kansas K-State 2
Kansas 8 K-State 3
Kansas 2 KState 8
Kansas 8 K-State 9
Oklahoma 17 KState 3
Oklahoma 14 K-State 3
Oklahoma 15 KState
Oklahoma 4 K-State 5
Nebraska 11 KState 10
Nebraska 10 K-State 3
Nebraska 8 KState 12
Nebraska 5 KState 6
Central Missouri State 4 K-State 5
Northwest Missouri State 3 K-State 13
Northwest Missouri State 4 K-State 9
Emporia State 1 K-State 2
Emporia State K-State 5
Iowa State 11 K-State 13
Iowa State 2 K-State 3
Iowa State 6 KState 1
Iowa State 12 K-State 6
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Most wins ever for women softballers
A longer playing season and an im-proved team helped set a new record
for most games won in a season.
Charlotte Michal, in her first and last
year of coaching Wildcat softball, led the
team to a record of 22 wins and 27 losses.
Michal resigned in November to go into
private business.
Ralph Currie was named to replace her.
The spring season started out slowly
with the Wildcats suffering four losses at
the Sooner Invitational in Norman, Okla.
Although pitcher Janel Anderson pitched a
four-hitter against Texas A&M, a run in the
fifth inning won it for A&M, 1-0.
The Cats improved their record at the
Emporia State Invitational. The team
placed second in the tournament. They
lost their first game to Benedictine but
then went all the way through the loser's
bracket, to play for first, but lost to cham-
pion Creighton team.
The Cats next split doubleheaders with
Wichita State University and Cloud County
Community College. Poor fielding by both
CCCC and K-State were the cause of both
team's losses. Coach Michal recognized
the Cats' mistakes.
"We did pretty well. (However) we would
have won both games if we hadn't made
those errors in the seventh inning of the
first game. It was as simple as that."
The Southwest Missouri State Invita-
tional proved to be tough for the Cats.
They lost four and won one in the 17-team
tournament of mostly Division II schools.
K-State then won both ends of a double-
header with Missouri Western. In the first
game Lisa Packard hit an in-thepark home
run with pinch runner Gail Seiler on first
*
Women 's
Softball
Nebraska-Omaha 9 KState 7
Western Illinois 8 KState 5
Texas A&M 1 KState
Northern Colorado 8 K-State 3
Benedictine 2 KState 1
Augsborg 1 KState 4
South Dakota 1 KState 10
Benedictine 2 K-State 10
Emporia State 1 KState 2
Creighton 5 KState
Wichita State KState 7
Wichita State 10 KState 7
Cloud County Community College 4 KState 3
Cloud County Community College 5 KState 12
Minnesota 1 KState
Oklahoma State 7 KState
Stephen F. Austin 4 KState 1
Northwest Missouri State KState 8
Southwest Missouri State 3 KState 1
Nebraska-Omaha 1 KState 8
Nebraska-Omaha 2 K-State 3
Missouri Western State 2 KState 3
Missouri Western State K-State 7
Marymount 4 KState 5
Southwest Baptist College 5 KState 1
Washburn KState 2
Benedictine 1 K-State 5
Washburn 1 KState 5
Washburn 2 KState 5
Nebraska 6 KState 2
Nebraska 2 K-State 1
Washburn 3 KState 6
Washburn KState 20
Emporia State 1 K-State
Emporia State 12 KState 1
Iowa State 3 K-State 2
Missouri 4 K-State 3
Cloud County Community College 2 KState 3
Cloud County Community College 5 KState 2
Wichita State 4 KState 6
Wichita State KState 4
Northwest Missouri State 5 KState 3
Northwest Missouri State 4 KState 2
Creighton 6 KState 1
Creighton 3 K-State
Nebraska 4 KState 3
Nebraska 1 K-State 1
Iowa 3 KState 2
Minnesota 11 KState 2
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base in the seventh inning to win 3-2.
The Wildcats easily won the second
game 7-0. Coach Michal was pleased with
the performance.
"Things are beginning to click for us.
The girls are learning more about each oth-
er and feeling better about things too." she
said.
The Wildcat softball team went on to
place second in the Washburn Tournament
by winning three out of four games, losing
only to the tournament champs Southwest
Baptist College, 5-1.
Sweeping their next doubleheader
against Washburn gave the Cats a 16-13
record, tying the school record for most
wins in a season set in 1976 — the year
when women's varsity softball started at K-
State.
Nebraska then denied the Cats 6-2, and
then 2-1 in a ten inning game.
The record finally fell with a 6-3 win over
Washburn in the first game of a double-
header. The Cats completed the sweep
with a 20-0 thrashing of the Ichabods in the
second game.
Errors in the tenth inning of the first
game against Emporia gave ESQ a 1-0 win
over the Wildcats. Janel Anderson hit Em-
poria's Laurie Hill with a pitch with bases
loaded, forcing in a run. Emporia also won
the second game 12-1.
K-State was eliminated in the first two
rounds of the Big 8 Championships at Still-
water, Okla., losing by one to both Iowa
State and Missouri.
"The girls really played well." Michal
said. "I think they were at their top poten-
tial playing but we just got some bad
breaks. We played a very even game
against Iowa State. They just got one of
those hits that you can't do anything
about."
K-State split a doubleheader with Cloud
County Community College and took two
easy wins from Wichita State to put its
record at 21-20 to stay above the .500
mark.
However, the Cats slumped in the last
part of the season, losing seven more and
winning only one to bring their final record
to 22-27.
Ralph Currie was named as the new
head coach. Currie began his career as a
player in 1939 and coached and played
softball for the last 43 years, irfi by Susan
Arnoldy
Slide — Despite the stolen base by Leslie
McGinnis, K-State lost the doubleheader against
Nebraska.
staff photo
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KState Invitational
Emporia State w
Missouri-K.C. w
Missouri-Columbia L
Northern Iowa Tied
Doane L
North Dakota State L
Kansas L
Washburn W
Bethel W
Husker Invitational
Southwest Missouri State L
Minnesota L
Kansas W
Iowa State L
Bethel W
Kansas L
Texas Longhorn Classic
Texas L
Oklahoma L
Texas A&M L
Central Florida W
Minnesota L
Nebraska L
Oral Roberts Invitational
Nebraska L
Texas L
Kansas W
Tennessee L
Oral Roberts L
Kansas W
Nebraska L
Cyclone Invitational
Missouri L
Drake W
Marquette W
St. Louis w
Iowa State L
Drake L
Big 8 Championships
Kansas L
Nebraska L
Iowa State W
Nebraska L I
v Oklahomafes= yf
Hurriyet Aydogan
Going over — Spiking the ball is one of Jennifer
Koehn's specialties.
Allen Eyestone
Bump. Set, Spike — Sharon Ridley prepares to
bump the ball as Beth Wiseman spikes it to an
Oklahoma player.
Spikers place third
The volleyball squad ended the season
with a 16-23-1 record and placed third
in the Big 8 Championships. Head coach
Scott Nelson, in his second year of coach-
ing, was disappointed with the team record
but was pleased with the progress of re-
state volleyball.
"The program goals are to become a
regionally powerful team," Coach Nelson
said. The team had a losing record but
twelve of its losses were to teams ranked
in the Top 20.
Individual Honors were earned by certain
team members. These honors were tourna-
ment as well as KState awards.
Jenny Koehn was K-State's Most Valu-
able Player, Best Senior and Best Forearm
Passer. "Jenny is very positive toward the
program," Nelson said about the All-Tour-
nament player at the Texas Longhorn Clas-
sic. Many of the Top 20 teams were invited
to the tournament.
Sharon Ridley was named Most Im-
proved Player and K-State's Best Attacker.
Senior Susan Drews, who had an injured
ankle late in the year, had an excellent
season despite the injury. She played well
in the Big 8 Tournament, according to Nel-
son, and was named Co-Best Blocker. She
shared the honor with Carla Diemer.
"Carla is coming around and has good
court concentration," Nelson said.
K-State's Rita Harrington was named
unanimous All-Tournament at the Big 8
Championships and K-State's Best Defen-
sive Player. She setted every minute of
every game for KState.
"All of our players improved skill-wise,"
Nelson said, "but now we need to work on
the team concepts."
Volleyball is one of K-State's largest
women-participant sports. They hold
tryouts and recruit throughout the year.
They qualified for Division I and have a
recruiting budget.
Nelson is the first full-time coach for the
volleyball squad. The addition of an assis-
tant coach came with the hiring of Bill
Fritsch. Fritsch coordinates the training
and conditioning for the team, irfi hy Char
Heinke
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Without University support
K-State soccer surprises the Big 8
A sport with one of the best records at K-State didn't receive a dime of support
from the athletic department or Student
Senate. The men's soccer team compiled a
20-8-3 record.
"We have an impressive record; espe-
cially when you consider that we aren't
varsity," Reid Nelson, player-coach, said.
Along with other minor sports clubs, the
soccer team was turned down by Student
Senate for funding through student fees.
"It's a shame we aren't formally recog-
nized," Nelson said. "It's not so much the
money that we need; it's the recognition."
Aside from the University of Nebraska
team, K-State soccer is the only Big 8 team
not funded by their school. Despite the
lack of funds, K-State ranked second in Big
8 play.
Part of the team's expenses are covered
by Budweiser, but players must cover trav-
el expenses. Costs amount to around $40
per tournament to pay for gas, lodging
food, and beer, according to Nelson.
The roster included thirty players, most-
ly with Kansas City backgrounds. There
are several players from St. Louis and a
few from foreign countries. The team also
boasts the Big 8 leading scorer, Kurt Kru-
sin, and the Big 8 Most Valuable Player,
Akrum Al-Ani, the team's goal keeper.
Nelson said the team was a close-knit
group. "I guess the thing that unifies this
team is our love for the game. We go out to
win games, but we sure have a good time
doing it."
Soccer games last for an hour and one
half, including the half time. Play is con-
tinuous and fatigue leads to many of the
injuries that occur, according to Nelson.
The most common injuries are ankle and
knee sprains.
The spring semester season consists
mainly of tournaments while the fall sea-
son is made up of more single game sched-
ules. The team upset number one ranked
Missouri in the spring 1981 Big 8 tourna-
ment.
"I don't think they were expecting us to
play so well," Nelson said. "We really sur-
prised them."
One tournament that does occur in the
fall is the Ed Chartrand Memorial Tourna-
ment at K-State. Dedicated to the memory
of a former K-State soccer player, the tour-
nament was won by K-State making the
team two-time champions of the event.
Much of the fun in soccer takes place
after the games. "It's really nice for the
two teams to get to know each other over a
beer," said Nelson, adding, "Sometimes
we bring a video tape of the game and joke
about the errors we made."
As with most K-State sports, K-State
soccer's big rival is the University of Kan-
sas. They beat K-State two of the three
matches last semester. "We usually alter-
nate winning semesters," Nelson said. "I
have a feeling we'll get the better of them
this semester."
Although the rivalry is intense, the two
teams have a friendly disposition towards
one another. "On the field we'll do any-
thing to win, but off the field we get along
really well," Nelson said. "After all, Peter,
my brother, coaches the KG team." 1*^1 by
Reid Nelson and Anton Arnoldy.
Stop that ball — Akram Al-Ani, freshman in
engineering, leaps to stop the ball during a soccer
club practice.
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Interest in women's soccer increases
T"^ he Women's Soccer Club has been in
* existence for two years and acted like
it intends to stay. The club finished with a
3-2 record in the spring and in the fall
season, it finished 4-4.
"There is a growing interest," said Viv-
ian Bliss, head coach of the team.
"There are more women coming out
each semester and we are always recruit-
ing," Bliss said.
The women's team is sponsored by
Busch. The money Busch donates is used
to pay tournament fees, referees, buy uni-
forms and warmups and soccer balls, ac-
cording to Bliss.
"It would be very difficult to have a
women's soccer team if it were not for
Busch," Bliss said.
One of the team's major concerns, ac-
cording to Jan Rutter, assistant coach, is in
letting the students know that K-State has
a women's soccer team.
"1 think once people find out about us,
we will get more support from the stu-
dents," Rutter said.
"I feel we deserve more recognition
since we represent the University, " Rutter
said.
The women's team plays both semes-
ters, according to Bliss, with the fall semes-
ter being the busiest of the two.
"We try to work out a schedule," Rutter
said, "with the men's schedule in mind.
This way we can cut down on travel ex-
penses and both teams can support each
other."
The women's team traveled to Topeka,
Wichita, Lawrence and Kansas City, ac-
cording to Rutter.
Four teams in the Big 8 have women's
soccer teams. They are University of Kan-
sas, University of Missouri, Oklahoma
State University and K-State.
"I think that the other Big 8 schools will
start teams but the thing holding them
back is the money situation," Rutter said.
"I think there are enough women interest-
ed in playing the game."
"Playing soccer," Bliss said, "is a good
way to go out and exercise and stay in
shape."
"Anyone is welcome to come out and
play," Rutter said, "if the person wants to
put the effort into learning how to play."
"The hardest thing is probably learning
the rules," she added.
Practice for the women was held Mon-
day through Thursday throughout most of
the year, Rutter said.
"Playing soccer is a chance to socialize
and meet new people," Bliss conclu-
ded. [rEFl fry Joe Sasenick
Surrounded — Judy Bogusch, junior in fisheries
and wildlife biology, is surrounded by three
University of Kansas players in Memorial
Stadium. K-State lost 5-2.
Craig Chandler
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Tennis, anyone? Service — Tim Downey works on his serveduring a doubles practice.
The men's tennis team placed a discour-
aging 8th place in the Big 8 Champion-
ships during the spring season. Steve
Webb, Matt Westfall and Gary Hassenflu
filled the top three spots for the team dur-
ing the spring season. Due to the addition
of three Californians, K-State improved its
team and its fall record. Finishing 4-1 dur-
ing the fall, K-State was looking to a possi-
r \
Men's Spring Tennis
Oral Roberts 9 KState
Kansas 7 K-State 2
Mebraska 6 KState 1
Cowley County Invitational KState 1st
Emporia State Inv tational KState 1st
Colorado 9 KState
Kansas 6 KState 3
Oklahoma State 9 KState
Creighton KState 9
Missouri 8 KState 1
Nebraska 6 KState 3
Baker 3 K-State 6
Oklahoma 9 KState
Iowa State 8 KState 1
Emporia State 4 K-State 5
Big 8 Championsh ps KState 8th
Men's Fall Tennis
Southwest Baptist 1 KState 8
KState Invitational KState 4th
Kansas 2 K-State 7
Mebraska 6 KState 3
Kansas 1 KState 8
Iowa State 4 K-State 5
Women's Spring Tennis
Emporia State
Big 8 Championships
Fort Hays State
Wichita State
Kansas
KState
K-State
K-State
KState
K-State
8th
9
1
7
Women's Fall Tennis
Nebraska 9 KState
Wichita State 8 K-State 1
Wichita State 9 K-State
Oral Roberts 8 KState 1
Stephens 3 K-State 6
Oklahoma City 2 KState 7
Kansas 9 KState
Kansas 7 KState 2
Nebraska 8 KState 1
Colorado 9 KState
Oklahoma State 9 K-State
Oklahoma 9 K-State
Iowa State 6 KState 3
Arkansas 9 K-State
Minnesota 9 KState
Wichita State
*=
9 KState
ble 3rd place finish for the spring 1982
season. But the team lost two of its best
players for academic reasons. Steve Snod-
grass was coach of both the men's and
women's tennis team.
"We were looking to improve our record
from 8th to 3rd, but it could be a long
season," Snodgrass said, "However, the
team is competitive and we are not giving
the season up."
The fall season included an impressive
15-2 record by Tim Downey. The sopho-
more from Saddleback Community Col-
lege in San Clemente, Calif., had wins over
Southwest Baptist, the University of Kan-
sas, Nebraska and Iowa State. Downey en-
couraged his former doubles partner,
Blaine Patton, to come to K-State. Patton
was to play for K-State during the 1982
season, but grade transfer problems made
him ineligible. Downey later was declared
ineligible for the 1982 season because of
grades.
That left the men's team with only five
players. Snodgrass was forced to recruit
two additional players from the intramural
tennis program.
Mark Westfall, Steve Webb and Gary
Hassenflu planned to return for the 1982
season.
Mark Westfall, who is recovering from a
1978 accident in which he broke both legs,
progressed considerably.
"Mark is by no means 100 percent, but
he compensates in other areas to improve
his game, including key volleying," Snod-
grass said. He finished 5-3 in the fall season
with wins over Southwest Baptist, and 2nd
in the K-State Invitational and at the Uni-
versity of Kansas.
Steve Webb had wins over Southwest
Baptist and KG.
The women's tennis team also finished
8th in the 1980-81 spring season. Coach
Snodgrass inherited the women's coaching
position and started the spring season with
Brenda Bennett, junior from Sterling, and
Tamie Peugh, freshman from Dodge City,
as the top players.
Tamie Peugh held the No. 1 position
during the spring and fall seasons. Peugh
finished the fall season with wins over Ste-
phens, Oklahoma City and Iowa State.
Christel Felder, from California, joined K-
State tennis in the fall season. From Sadd-
leback Community College, "she is a solid
player," Snodgrass said.
According to Snodgrass, a lack of re-
cruiting in the women's team would make
the spring season a long one. He said that
recruits would help improve the fall sea-
son.
The University helped K-State tennis by
resurfacing the Washburn Complex courts
and adding windscreens to the facility. The
improvements will help the team as well
as the intramural program, according to
Snodgrass.
Snodgrass, who is also the manager and
part owner of a local racquet club, helps
provide facilities for winter practicing of
the teams. The investors in the club pro-
vide the facility free of charge to the team
with a walk-on basis clause.
K-State tennis was able to give out eight
scholarships for the first time since the
1960s. K-State and KG are the only tennis
teams who weren't giving out scholarships
in the Big 8.
"There are many good players who are
all worthy of full scholarships but that just
isn't possible," Snodgrass said.
Even though the 1982 team was put
together in a short time, the team is look-
ing for big improvements. 1*^1 by Char
Heinke
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Crew wins Big 8 Regatta at Tuttle
The Kansas State Rowing Association
spent time raising money as well as
training for competition.
The rowing team started the fall pro-
gram in late August and rowed until about
Thanksgiving, according to Pete Hamma,
head coach of the club.
Joel Anderson, junior in education, was
the vice-president of the club and also
team captain for the men.
"We would lift weights three times a
week and run every day," Anderson said.
"It's a necessity to get your legs strength-
ened and your body in top physical shape
so that you can compete at an intense
level."
In the fall season the club travelled to
Creighton, Neb., for a regatta.
"We helped the novice team learn tech-
nique at the Creighton Regatta," Anderson
said. "Basically, this gave the novice team
some racing experience."
The president of crew is Allison McKim,
junior in psychology. She is also captain of
the women's team.
"In the fall semester there was not much
competition," McKim said. "But during
the spring season it was really time con-
suming. From March 27 to May 1, we had
a meet every weekend."
There were about 25 women involved in
crew, according to McKim. "First year
members were on an equal level. It was a
new experience for them."
"I learned a lot of self-discipline and got
a lot of satisfaction being a member of
crew this past year," McKim said.
"It takes a lot of strength," McKim ad-
ded. "Rowing is really good for the body.
You use all the muscles in your body. It's
like swimming. You do not have a bunch of
strength in one area."
There were about 18 men on the varsity,
Hamma said, and 12 on the novice team.
The crew raised money all sorts of differ-
ent ways, Hamma said. "We worked foot-
ball games and basketball games parking
cars. We worked a Royals play-off game
also."
"We went to Esbon, Kan., for its Okto-
berfest to show the people what we are
doing and to get some donations," Hamma
added.
There were also a couple of benefits at
local bars to raise money, he said.
Over spring break the team went to Aus-
tin, Texas, to practice, Hamma said. "We
wanted to get some water time plus give
the guys a break."
"The novice team spent more time in
the water to learn how to work together in
unison," he said.
The crew went to Austin to practice due
to ice on Tuttle Lake. After Austin the
season had a hectic schedule, Anderson
said.
"We traveled to Nebraska for the Big 8
Championships," Anderson said. The fol-
lowing week was the state championship
in Topeka. After that was the University of
Kansas — K-State match and finally the
Midwest Rowing Championship in Madi-
son, Wis.
"The minute I touched the water in a
boat, I fell in love with the sport," Ander-
son said. "We worked at 5:30 in the morn-
ing (men's varsity). The combination of
physical exertion and the serenity of the
nature around us, proves to be a great
natural high. |rp] by Joe Sasenick
Splashing success — The novice crew celebrates
after winning the Big 8 Regatta at Tuttle Creek
Reservoir.
Cort Anderson
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Both teams place 8th
Golf seeks players, improvement
HP he women's golf team was a young
1 club which finished 8th place in the
Big 8 championships. The men's golf team
also placed 8th in the Big 8 champion-
ships.
"The women made considerable pro-
gress," Coach Ray Wauthier said, "but
they still had a way to go when the season
ended."
Wauthier was looking forward to having
five girls back for the 1982 spring season
but only two returned.
Rose Atkins, sophomore in retail floricul-
ture, and Becky Stromgren, sophomore in
physical education, were the only return-
ing players.
Atkins had an average of 91.9 for seven
rounds and Stromgren finished with a
103.9 average.
"Our problem is that we have no one
with much golfing experience," Wauthier
said.
There was a lack of interest in the wom-
en's golf team. The team must have five
players in order to compete in intercolle-
giate competition.
All of the Big 8 universities have com-
petitive women's and men's golf.
George Furney and Jon Carlson were
seniors on the men's golf team in the
spring. "George Furney was our most con-
sistent player," Wauthier said. Furney end-
ed with an average of 79.7.
Coach Wauthier was disappointed in the
men's season because they had difficulty
playing consistently as a team. A couple of
players would shoot well while the others
would shoot high, according to Wauthier.
Brad Johnson, who is returning in 1982,
had a bad leg in the 1981 season but
played well the last half of the season.
Johnson shot the low for the team with
79.1.
The men could not put it all together at
one time and there wasn't a tournament
they played where each player was playing
at his capacity, according to Wauthier.
Potential low scorers for the 1982 sea-
son will be Kevin Crow and Greg Hig-
gins.rJUEl by Char Heinke
Eyeing the ball — Brad Johnson hits out of the
sand trap during a practice at Manhattan Country
Club.
r Men's Golf Women's Golf
-\
Baker Invitational
Fort Hays State Dual
Park College Invitational
Bethany Invitational
Wichita Classic Invitational
Fort Hays State Dual
Drake Relays
Big 8 Championships
Individual Results
\
Brad Johnson
George Furney
Jon Carlson
Allen Kraft
Scott Johnson
Todd Herington
Greg Higgins
Tracy Faulkner
Larry Tickel
Rounds
10
14
15
3
12
2
3rd
Won
10th
3rd
Lost
10th
8th
Average
79.1
79.7
79.9
BO 5
82.5
82.5
83.0
85.0
86.0
Iowa Invitational
Stephens Invitational
Big 8 Championships
7th
6th
8th
Individual Results
LuAnn Singleton
Rose Atkins
Julie Navrat
Nancy Hagen
Becky Stromgren
Rounds
7
7
7
7
7
Average
88.3
91.9
95.0
97.6
1036
J
Scott Williams
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Coach to step down
Rugby places fourth in Nationals
* 'T^he Rugby Club's goals for the coming
* year are to get back into the same
competition, and to go as far as the club
did last season," Coach Greg Young, said.
This goal, however, may be difficult to
accomplish.
There is no intercollegiate league for
Rugby teams. Each team is a member of a
"union" and play different unions in their
respective territories. The nation is divided
into four territories. The Rugby Club at re-
state is a member of the Western Terri-
tory.
The season began with a championship
win at the 1981 Heart of America Colle-
giate, a Union game played in Lawrence, re-
state beat Missouri 13-0, Pittsburg 21-4,
and University of Kansas 7-4. The Heart of
America championship qualified the team
for the finals in the Eastern Zone of the
Western Territory. The team went on to
beat Principia of Kansas City, 9-4, Oklaho-
ma, 26-3, and New Mexico State, 13-1 1, to
take the Western Territory Championship
in Denver. The National Championship
was played at Dayton, Ohio, where K-State
lost to California-Berkley, the eventual
Champion and then lost again to Miami to
take 4th place.
"It's marvelous. We deserve it because
we worked hard. The team just clicked,"
Young said, when commenting on the 4th
place finish.
There is, however, a tournament played
in the spring that is intercollegiate.
"The intercollegiate tournament is now
an annual event in the spring," Scott Ska-
nan, team captain, said. "The K-State
Rugby Club focuses its spring season on
bettering last year's finish."
"We love to stress winning fourth in the
tournament," Skahan said.
"In terms of available talent and on pa-
per we should go as far as we did last
season," Young said of the spring 1982
season. "You never know what can hap-
pen since there are so many other things to
consider, such as traveling."
The cost of travel is paid for by the
individual team members. The team usual-
ly consists of a squad of 30. If the team
reaches the final four, the team is spon-
sored and given travel cost and accomoda-
tions.
"There's not that much difference be-
tween performance in home and away
games," Young said. "It is easier to orga-
nize the team if the game is played at
home, but last season we played so many
away games and did really well."
Bill Knopick was named Rookie of the
Year for the squad.
"Not only is Rugby a team sport, but it's
a social sport as well," Knopick said. "It's
not like football where team members nev-
er really get to know the opposing team. I
play Rugby because I thought it would be
fun to get to know a bunch of guys. After
the games, we all go out for a beer. 1 also
play for the physical activity."
"I'd like for the team to go as far as they
did last season," Knopick said. "My per-
sonal goals are I'd like to do my best for the
club, help out the team as much as 1 can
and influence everybody."
Besides Knopick receiving the Rookie of
the Year Award at the club's fall banquet,
Most Outstanding Back was awarded to
Pete Lewis, Outstanding Forward to John
Ford and Most Outstanding Player to Don
Harris.
The team did not fare as well in the fall
as it did in the spring.
"The fall was a disappointment after last
spring as we lost a few key players last
year," Skahan said.
The team lost to K(J for the First Lady's
Cup and to Kansas City Rugby Club in the
consolation finals of the Heart of America
Rugby Tour. The scores were 7-3 and 12-0.
The fall was Young's last year as head
coach. According to Skahan, Young spent
a lot of time and dedication toward the
club. Team coaches are not paid for their
time with salaries, [rf! by Susan So-
mora.
Jeff Taylor
Moving it out — Mike Hepperley confronts a
Nebraska player during a match in the spring of
1982.
Scrumming — K-State tries to gain possession of
the ball against the Nebraska team.
Jeff Taylor
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High step— Bill Hoyt, assistant instructor of horti-
culture, battles for the ball during an intramural
soccer game with a Haymaker team. Hoyt's facul-
ty/staff team won the game.
Scott Williams
I've got it— Marlatt's first floor football team lost
its last chance to score over Haymaker's first floor
team when the ball went up for grabs during the
game. The final score was Haymaker 20, Marlatt 13.
Get rid of it— Ross Meyers, senior in accounting,
from the Phi Delta Theta team, tries to tip the volley-
ball over Alpha Tau Omega defenders James Beller-
ive, sophomore in civil engineering, and Dave Cox,
junior in electrical engineering.
HUrriyet Aydogat
Mark Sagese
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The t-shirt turn on
Intramural participation on the increase
It
can be tiring to look at the same old
books day after day. Sometimes it
seems as if college is just a series of ex-
ams.
Well, for some K-State students intra-
murals prove to be the answer as students
shun the pains of classroom work and
headed out into the world of athletics.
According to assistant intramural direc-
tor Steve Martini, intramurals give stu-
dents the opportunity to get away from the
frustrations of college life and into some-
thing which students could feel more at
ease.
"There are a thousand reasons why stu-
dents participate in intramurals," Martini
said. "For some, it's an opportunity to
meet people. It allows them to compete
with friends on various levels of competi-
tion," he said.
"For others, it's a part of their life and
therefore, competing is just a natural thing
for them."
At K-State, organized living groups and
independent teams are eligible to partici-
pate in the intramural program. There are
15 sports from football to badminton of-
fered to students. Competition takes the
form of men's, women's, and co-rec Greek,
faculty, and independent leagues.
In each division, teams battled for the
right to wear a T-shirt proclaiming their all-
university championship in a particular
sport.
According to intramural director Ray Ro-
bel, the T-shirt is an ego booster for many
students. "These T-shirts are a popular
outgoing sign for students," Robel said. "It
is an ego booster. It shows that you are a
champion."
Martini agrees. "The T-shirt is some-
thing that you can use," he said. "Not only
that, but it gives the Rec Center a little bit
of recognition as well. It (T-shirt) lets peo-
ple across town know that you are a divi-
sional champion."
Besides the T-shirt, teams also compete
for points in each sport. Points are figured
on the basis of the number of games won
and lost; as well as whether or not a team
won a particular sport, say for instance
basketball. At the end of the school year,
the team with the most points is declared
the overall intramural champion.
"Not many schools use the point system
anymore," Martini said. "Many of the
schools just award the winners with a tro-
phy rather than go through all the hassle of
Face to face — Dave Roe and Kyle Hahn wrestle
in the intramural semi-finals. Hahn won the match
in the 150-pound class.
Allen Eyestone
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figuring out points."
According to Martini, K-State has one of
the finest intramural programs in the coun-
try. With the completion of the Washburn
Recreational Complex, he sees intramurals
on an upswing for many students.
"Since having the complex, the opportu-
nities for students to participate in free
time recreation has increased," he said.
"At first, when we were only able to use
Ahearn, it was a disadvantage because the
facilities were not as good as they are
now."
"With the Complex, I felt that we have
attempted to meet the needs of everyone
that we are responsible to cater to whether
they are students, faculty or Manhattan
residents," he said.
For students, the intramural program
gives them the chance to meet new peo-
ple. "It's a different kind of atmosphere,"
John Preut, junior in elementary educa-
tion, said. "It gives you the chance for
fellowship with a group of guys, both those
you do know and those you don't know.
"It's a neat opportunity to build charac-
ter in your life such as unity and patience,"
Preut said.
For some, intramurals allows them to
carry on athletic competition from high
school. According to John Wolters, "intra-
murals allows me to carry on the athletic
competition that I was involved in when I
was in high school."
'It's a good break from school," he said.
"It gives me the opportunity to relax and
play with people I like." 1*^1 by Tracy
Allen
Guarded — Mari Hemmert, is closely guarded by
Susan Hamilton in the championship game of
women's basketball.
Time out — The Breakers talk during the
Championship game. They lost to the "Hot to
Trotters".
Allen Eyestone
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Pledge Bowl — The Tau Kappa Epsilon team
defeated the Pi Kappa Alpha pledges in an
intrafraternity football game. TKEs Darren Knox,
freshman in business. Wade Horton, freshman in
agricultural economics, and Mike Lutz, freshman
in industrial engineering, celebrate.
Passing out — Charles Knight, junior in industrial
engineering, looks for an open man. The R.H.
Crushers won the game in double overtime.
Jeff Taylor
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KState abuse — University of Kansas fans
display one of the traditional banners brought
out for the basketball games.
Defense — Defending the goal is part of
Tammie Romstad's job as center.
Sports
Up, up and away
Jeff Taylor
Being passed up is all part
of being Willie the Wildcat.
KState sports had its share of accom-
plishments during the year including
impressive record-breaking and awards
gained by some of K-State's best athletes
ever. The awards mentioned are only a few
of the highlights of honors given to KState
players.
Tammie Romstad
As one of the KState women's basket-
ball players, Romstad, a senior in health,
physical education and recreation, was no-
minated for the Wade Trophy. The Wade
Trophy is given to the top woman athlete
of the year in the country. A committee of
Rob Clarl
coaches from around the nation choose
the winner of the award.
K-State vs. University of Kansas
The men's basketball team placed sec
ond in the Big 8 Conference, causing ai
opportunity to play KG for the third time ii
the season during the first round of tb
post-season tournament. KState beat K(
for the third time this season with a win c
74-62. This meeting marked the first tim
since the 1976-77 season that K-Stat
came up the winner for all three games.
Willie the Wildcat
Willie the Wildcat added another perfo
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Rob Clark
Rebounder's ball — Coach Jack Hartman gives
Ed Nealy the basketball representing Nealy's
1,000th career rebound.
Newcomer — Reggie Singletary added a new
dimension to the K-State defense with his size
and quickness.
mance to his act during a football game.
Being passed up is a ritual at K-State which
usually held for the women, but at the
South Dakota game, Willie had the oppor-
tunity to be lifted over student's heads, in
his free ride to the top of the stadium.
Ed Nealy
Senior Ed Nealy improved his career col-
lege rebounds to over 1,000. This put Nea-
ly in third place in the Big 8 Conference for
all-time rebounds in a college career. He
also landed first place of K-State's rebound
kings. He replaced Jack Parr whose career
rebounds totaled 889. Nealy was also
named to the honorable mention team in
college basketball.
Academic All-Americans
Several K-State athletes disproved the
old saying that athletes are all brawn and
no brain.
Football player Darren Gale, strong safe-
ty, was named captain for the Ail-Ameri-
can football squad. Gale, a junior, earned a
3.91 grade point average in nuclear engi-
neering.
Forward Ed Nealy and guard Tim Janko-
vich, men's basketball players, were elect-
ed to the Academic All-American team for
basketball.
Nealy had a 3.09 average in engineering
technology and business. Jankovich had a
3.7 average in economics and finance.
In the previous year Nealy and Janko-
vich were also second team All-Brain hon-
orees and are two-time Academic All-Big 8
members. They were eligible for the nation-
al All-American team in March.
Reggie Singletary
As a sophomore, Reggie Singletary
played his first year of K-State football. As
a defensive tackle Singletary was named
Defensive Newcomer of the Year in the Big
8 Conference. iru?i by Char Heinke
Jeff Taylor
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\\/ ^en stuc^ents ta'k to friends and younger broth-vv
ers or sisters about college life, it's a safe bet that
academics is only a portion of the conversation.
The answer to the question "What's college like?"
sometimes depends more on where the student lives
rather than who his or her teachers are. The answers
are as varied as the types of housing at K-State.
The 26 fraternities, 11 sororities, nine residence
halls and two cooperative houses, are complemented
by off-campus living — a diverse living group in itself.
However, choice of traditional Greek life may give
students a different outlook than perhaps apartment or
residence hall life but there are similarities between the
choices.
Whether they are a racquetball partner or a shoulder
to cry on, roommates, fraternity brothers or sorority
sisters all form a large part of the memories and friend-
ships that last a lifetime.
In any case, traditional college living was stronger
than ever at K-State. BSB
Jennifer Zang
The Greek resurgence
Changing social attitudes and
more allowances for freedom
within the system have lead to
increased numbers 244
Greeks 246
Differing opinions
It all depends on your point
of view, but residence hall
life isn't for everyone 322
Residence Halls 324
Off-Campus 392
Food friends — Lynda Heckelmann, senior in
biochemistry, shares some watermelon with Lynn
Randall, junior in journalism and mass
communications, at a sorority rush picnic.
Heckelmann and Randall were counselors for rush
week in the fall.
Scott Williams
Changes in attitudes contribute to
Let's get tanked — Members of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon ice down kegs for their annual fall
welcome back party.
Which came first: the alligator or
the Greek?
According to Richard P. Coleman,
associate professor in marketing at K-
State, "The preppy look is almost a
trend of the times, not narrowly confined
to one subculture (the Greeks)."
Through informal surveys in his
marketing classes Coleman found that
the resurgence in the popularity of
Greek life did not directly contribute to
the popularity of the preppy look in
fashion.
Coleman asked for comments from his
students to help define collegiate sub-
cultures and how they influence
consumption patterns.
The same attitude that phased out
tiedies, worn blue jeans patched with
American flags and political protests,
paved the way for Izods, monogrammed
Shetland sweaters and oxford cloth
button-down shirts.
Unity that sprang from a crisis in Iran
and Reaganomics extended into a
willingness to be indentified with a
group. On campus this pull-together
sentiment contributed to a continued rise
in the popularity of Greek life.
At K-State fraternity and sorority life
has always been a viable option, even a
decade ago when disfavor closed many
houses nationally. At K-State, 1982 saw
a continued gain in popularity and
acceptance of Greek living.
"The unhappiest are those with no
clear-cut self-identity and affiliation,"
Coleman said, adding that comments
showed "Greeks like to fancy
themselves not wholly and narrowly
responsive to only one subculture
group.'
Probably the most graphic illustration
of the growing popularity of Greek life
was the formation of Sigma Sigma
Sigma, the first sorority to be organized
at K-State in 20 years. Tri-sig was begun
in the fall of 1981 with 120 women
pledging the new sorority.
The measurable decline in Greek
membership between 1961 and 1971 is
even more dramatic when compared
with the rise in K-State enrollment
during the same 10-year period. In 1961
enrollment was 7,244. In the next 10
years, a 104 percent increase brought
the number of students to 14,789 in
1971.
Changes in student attitudes are just
one factor contributing to the rising |
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popularity of Greek life. Sororities and
fraternities at K-State have also changed
with the times, according to Barb Robel,
adviser for Greek Affairs at K-State.
"There is an increased emphasis on
the individual and they're working on
eliminating those things negatively
associated with Greek life.
f
por example,
hazing, the practice of physically or
mentally dangerous or demeaning acts
involving pledges is now prohibited,"
Robel said.
Although there are still standards to
be upheld, there are more allowances for
freedom, according to Robel. Houses no
longer have closing times; instead each
member has a key or combination.
She said that some long-standing
stereotypical views of Greeks are ill-
founded. Seventy-five percent are
working to help with college expenses.
Pledges are judged on "self" — not
what "Daddy" does. This information is
not even made available.
Emphasis is still placed on scholarship
in houses. Greek grade point averages
are consistantly higher than those of
university students at large.
"Another example of changing
attitudes in Greek houses is the role of
housemother," she said. Ten years ago
she was a chaperone, locking doors,
shooing out visitors of the opposite sex.
Her function now is closely related to
that of a hostess and meal planner. She
no longer represents a mother figure in
terms of enforcing rules and regulations,
Robel said.
Today's student seems more willing to
express his or her individualism within
the confines of a group. During the
Vietnam era, students rejected sororities
and fraternities as part of the distrusted
"establishment."
"Students 10 years ago seemed more
interested in the 'me'," Robel said. "I
think we're seeing more of a 'we'
attitude now, a willingness to go beyond
self and take on responsibilities of
service and leadership. Students are also
more recep*>ve to identifying with a
group, being a member."
While members of fraternities and
sororities are more accepted by non-
Greeks in 1982 than they were by
independents a decade ago, many house
members observe that animosity among
their independent peers is not dead.
"1 know when people find out I'm in a
sorority they form definite opinions,"
said Lyndee Santero, sophomore in
community services and social work and
member of Chi Omega. "It's mainly
based on their overall attitudes toward
Greeks. I would prefer people didn't
know and would take me for who I am."
Fred Pruitt, senior in sociology said, "I
have a lot of Greek friends but I
wouldn't want to be one. They're
interested in things that I'm not — like
social competition."
"The antagonism felt by some
students toward the Greek system has
prevailed since the 1930's," Coleman
said. "They're part of a 50-year
tradition." rKp] by Donna Osborn
Tradition survives — Gamma Phi Beta sorority
members Susan Sears, junior in pre-nursing,
Francie Bailey, sophomore in pre-nursing and
Marsia Green, sophomore in interior design, are
served by houseboy Don Deshazer, junior in
veterinary medicine. Although many aspects of
Greek life are changing with the times, formal
weekly dinners are one of many remaining
traditions.
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Acacia
ROBISON, GRACE E Housemother
BARNOW. KENT Topeka
Pre-Law Junior
BATES. JEFFREY S Ellsworth
Finance Junior
BAYER, BRENT B St. Marys
Business Administration Junior
BAYER, STEVEN M St. Marys
Business Administration Senior
BEVER, DAVID Sedan
Animal Science and Industry Senior
BLATTNER, RICKEY A Cimarron
Animal Science Senior
BLAYS. PACIL H Ellinwood
Accounting Junior
BUSTER, BRYCE G Larned
Agricultural Mechanization Sophomore
CALDERWOOD, TIMOTHY T Topeka
Electrical Engineering Freshman
CRIST, LOREN Scott City
Dairy Production Senior
CULLEY, JON B Topeka
Business Administration Junior
DEUTSCH, GALEN D Larned
Geology Freshman
DOLEZAL, DAN C Ellsworth
Business Administration Junior
FLEMING, GARY L, Altamont
Pre-Law Freshman
FLIPSE, BRADLEY R Colby
Accounting Sophomore
FLIPSE, BRENT R Colby
PreMedicine Freshman
FRIESEN, VON T Newton
Business Administration Sophomore
GREENLEE, CLARK R Emporia
Architecture Junior
GUTSCHENRITTER, JOHN J Larned
Milling Science and Management Sophomore
HAFFNER, CHRISTOPHER El Dorado
Architectural Engineering Junior
HARTS, TERRY D Ellsworth
Finance Junior
HENDERSON, JEFFREY P Topeka
Arts and Sciences Freshman
JANZEN, SCOTT L Newton
Accounting Senior
KEFFER, DENNIS F Wichita
Civil Engineering Sophomore
CACIA GIRLS
FRONT ROW: Sherri L. Philgreen, Deanne Jacobs,
Stephanie M. Mowry, Lori Temme, Shelly McMillan.
SECOND ROW: Sandi K. Dlpman, Terri M. Bachelor,
Pamela S. Dolezal, Kim D. Foskuhl, Anita J. Buchanan,
Gary Patterson. THIRD ROW: Lisa G. Prisock, Kara D.
Ream, Julie L. Cox, Shelly M. Scheufler, Kathy Todd,
Carol E. Sasenick., FOURTH ROW: Laurie M. Martell,
Lisa A. Fowler, Judith A. McConnaughhay, V. Lanette
Barton, Kathleen A. Vink. BACK ROW: Linda L. Steinbr-
ing, Jane A. Meister, Sierra K. Munson, Renee J. Letour-
neau, Peggy A. Kramer, Jody B. Hobbs.
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KLINE. STEPHEN M Wichita
Marketing Senior
KRAMER, JOHN P Ulysses
Civil Engineering Junior
LEIGHTY, STUART D Tecumseh
Chemical Engineering Freshman
LETOURNEAU, KEVIN R Wichita
Management Senior
LONG, SCOTT A Council Grove
Political Science Junior
MARVEL, KENNETH L Wichita
Marketing Senior
MCALISTER, DANIEL K Sedan
Physical Education Freshman
MILLER, KELLY D Ellinwood
Agriculture Economics Senior
NEAL. JEFFREY Caldwell
Finance Junior
PARSA, BRUCE N Leawood
Arts and Sciences Freshman
PERRY, CLIFFORD A Ellsworth
Accounting Junior
PROSSER, ED F Larned
Agriculture Economics Freshman
RHOADES, MARC C Newton
Fashion Marketing Junior
RICKS, JOE A Topeka
Electrical Engineering Junior
RICKS, MATTHEW R Topeka
Foods and Nutrition Science Sophomore
ROEPKE, RICK W Randolph
Computer Science Freshman
SCHNEIDER, JEFF E Shawnee
Engineering Technology Junior
SMITH, KYLE D Larned
Accounting Freshman
STACKLEY, DAVID A El Dorado
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
STEWART, PAUL G Springfield, III.
Crop Production Senior
SUMMERVILL, MARC R Wichita
Geology Junior
TADTMAN, JON B Manhattan
Philosophy Sophomore
WALKER, JEFF R Newton
Accounting Sophomore
WILLIS, STEVE L Overland Park
Business Administration Freshman
WOOTON, MICHAEL J Larned
Education Sophomore
YOWELL, GLENN D Delphos
Pre-Dentlstry Senior
You get an "A" — Five Acacia fraternity
brothers form an "A" for Acacia in front of
their house sign.
Russell Shortt
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Alpha Chi Omega
DOUGLAS. NELL B Housemother
BEARD, SHERRILL A Wichita
Fashion Marketing Freshman
BEARDMORE. TRACY Topeka
Accounting Senior
BERNICA, SUE Topeka
Elementary Education Senior
BORCHARD, PAMELA L Wichita
Education Senior
BORTZ, DIANNE M Downs
Industrial Engineering Freshman
BOWEN, KAREN R Lenexa
Milling Science and Management Junior
BRITTON, SUSAN B Shawnee Mission
Arts and Sciences Freshman
BROWN, TERESA Great Bend
Industrial Engineering Junior
BURKE, JANE M Shawnee Mission
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Freshman
BURKE. LIZ A Mission
Business Administration Senior
BURNETT. CAROLYN Overland Park
Interior Design Senior
BUTLER, KELLY K Salina
Marketing Sophomore
CHAPPELL. KELLY A Morganville
Industrial Engineering Junior
CLARK, CONNIE J Pratt
Pre-Medicine Junior
CLARK. KIMBERLY K Preston
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Freshman
CONRAD, CLARISE R Overland Park
Education Junior
CONRAD, MARY C Overland Park
Engineering Freshman
DALTON, DIANE M Overland Park
Electrical Engineering Senior
DAVIDSON, CATHY M Belpre
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
DITZLER, CYNTHIA Overland Park
Humanities Sophomore
DODD, ROBYN A Great Bend
Business Administration Freshman
DOWNIE, LIZ A Rockfalls. III.
Marketing Freshman
EVANS, CARRIE L Kansas City
Modern Languages Sophomore
FLASPOHLER. MARY A Kansas City
Pre Nursing Freshman
FRAZIER, JEA L Larned
Office Administration Sophomore
GEORGE. MONICA A Wichita
Fashion Marketing Freshman
GERBER FIELDS, DONNA Overland Park
Dance Junior
GOENS, LISA Basehor
Fashion Marketing Freshman
HATTENDORF. BARBARA D Scott City
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Sophomore
HAUG, CHRISTINE A Chesterfield, Mo.
Physics Education Freshman
HEATH, BRENDA Olathe
Physical Education Junior
HEIKES, LISA A Riley
Home Economics Education Sophomore
HENDERSON, SHELLY R Pierre, S.D.
Engineering Freshman
HENDERSON, SHERYL M Pierre. S.D.
Civil Engineering Senior
HIGHT, LISA K Goddard
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
HINNERS. KAREN L Wichita
Management Sophomore
HOHNBAWM, MELANIE A Leawood
Marketing Freshman
JACKSON, TAMMY S Spring Hill
Physical Education Junior
KANDT, VICKI E Lindsborg
Fashion Marketing Freshman
KENNEDY, CAROL A Sedan
Construction Science Junior
KISSINGER. JULIE A Hiawatha
Business Administration Junior
KITCHEN. BRENDA S Shawnee
Philosophy Freshman
KLEIN, KIMBERLY A Leawood
Accounting Sophomore
KNAPP, SALLY B Coffeyville
Finance Senior
KNEHANS, VIRGINIA M Mission
Management Sophomore
KRACHT, JOYCE D Junction City
Pre-Physical Therapy Freshman
LAMPKIN, SHAWN Overland Park
Interior Design Junior
LAWRENCE, JULIE M Lenexa
Early Childhood Education Junior
LOCKWOOD, SHAWN E Overland Park
Textile Science Sophomore
LONG, JOANN K Lacygne
Apparel Design Sophomore
LUKENS, TERESA J Yates Center
Industrial Engineering Freshman
LYNN. SUSAN M. , , . '. Prairie Village
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
MARSHALL. REBECCA Eureka
Arts and Sciences Freshman
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MASONER, SHARON K Fontana
Horticulture Sophomore
MCCULL1CK. DEBRA J Minneapolis
Education Senior
McDONALD, LISA K Overland Park
Pre-Nursing Sophomore
McLAIN. JULIE A Overland Park
Speech Pathology Senior
McMAHEM. CATHERINE A Overland Park
Speech Pathology Junior
McMILLAN, SHELLY G Stafford
Education Junior
McNAGHTEN, NANCY L Overland Park
PrePhysical Therapy Sophomore
MEEHAN, MAUREEN A Shawnee
Elementary Education Senior
MELSTER. ALLISON R Hiawatha
Animal Science and Industry Junior
MEUSBURGER, PATRICIA A Kansas City
Radio and TV Freshman
MEYER. BRENDA Topeka
Interior Design Senior
MILES, JANE L Kansas City
Marketing Sophomore
MILLER. DIANE L Wellsville
Dietetics and Industry Management Junior
MILLER, GAY A Lenexa
Pre Design Professions Sophomore
MILLER, MARY R Dallas, Texas
Physical Education Freshman
MILLER. MELISSA A Fredonia
Computer Science Sophomore
MINOR. KELLY L Overland Park
Architecture Sophomore
MORSE, MARY B Joplin, Mo.
Accounting Junior
MOSBCJRG, DEBORAH A Lake Quivera
Marketing Senior
MOWRY, STEPHANIE M Council Grove
Agriculture Economics Junior
NELSON, LAURA L Manhattan
Business Administration Sophomore
NICHOLS, ROBYN L Overland Park
Elementary Education Freshman
NORDEN, MEG Prairie Village
Fashion Marketing Junior
OBANNON, GINGER D Kansas City
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
O'NEILL, SOPHIE S Lawrence
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
OSE, CAROL A Overland Park
Animal Science Industry Junior
RATHER. SHARON C Mulvane
Pre-Law Sophomore
RICE. ALICIA M Overland Park
Fashion Marketing Junior
ROBERTS, ANNIE Manhattan
Finance Sophomore
ROMBECK, JULIE R Topeka
Fashion Marketing Junior
SCHLEGEL. PATRICIA K Ness City
Economics Senior
SCHMIDT, SANDI Overland Park
Psychology Freshman
SCHONEMAN, LAURIE A Kansas City
Finance Junior
SCOTT, LORI Belleville
Management Sophomore
SHEPHERD. LAURIE A Leavenworth
Journalism and Mass Communications . . Sophomore
SHERWOOD, KELLY D Council Grove
Pre-Nursing Freshman
SOMORA, SUSAN M Independence
Accounting Sophomore
STEINBRING, LINDA L Jetmore
Fashion Marketing Senior
STRONG, KIM Prairie Village
Physical Education Junior
STRONG, LAURI L Medicine Lodge
Art Freshman
STRONG, LINDA A Medicine Lodge
Interior Design Senior
TAYLOR, PAMELA L Overland Park
Pre-Dentistry Freshman
TINBERG, KAREN J Linwood
Accounting Sophomore
TRACY. TAMMY L Great Bend
Computer Science Sophomore
VENTSAM, LINDA K Leoti
Home Ecomomics Extensions Senior
VOEGELE, PATTY S Leawood
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Senior
WALTER. DAWN A Chesterfield, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
WILLIAMS. LISA L Prairie Village
Arts and Sciences Freshman
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BENJAMIN. JULIE L Manhattan
English Education Freshman
BLOXOM. ANN A Emporia
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Junior
BREITHAUPT, JODIE M Topeka
Interior Design Freshman
BROWN. DIANA C Columbia, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
CARLSON. DAWN E Manhattan
Elementary Education Junior
COSGROVE. MARY C Council Grove
Art Junior
DAUM, MALAURA A Derby
Arts and Sciences Freshman
DOBRATZ, LINDA L Beloit
English Senior
DOLEZAL, PAMELA S Ellsworth
Speech Pathology Freshman
DUBOIS, MARIE A Overland Park
Business Administration Junior
DUSENBERY, LISA D Liberty, Mo.
Pre-Design Profesilons Sophomore
FLICK. TRACY J Winfield
Horticulture Sophomore
FLICKINGER, AMY Halstead
Interior Design Sophomore
FUTRELLE, DANA L Des Moines, Iowa
Early Childhood Education Sophomore
GERICHTEN, DENISE C Overland Park
Marketing Junior
GREENE, GERI A Garden City
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
GREENE, PAMELA S Garden City
Foods and Nutrition Science Freshman
GROMER, TRACY A Overland Park
Accounting Sophomore
HAGEN, KATHY Manhattan
Computer Science Junior
HAGEN, MARY D Manhattan
Accounting Freshman
HANKAMER, SALLY A Topeka
Journalism and Mass Communications .... Sophomore
HARMAN. SHERILL L Fort Riley
Horticulture Therapy Sophomore
HECHT, SHEILA D Bern
Chemical Engineering Senior
HOCH, BRENDA D McPherson
Family Life and Human Development Sophomore
JONES, LORIE Kansas City
Elementary Education Sophomore
KROEKER, CATHY L Wichita
Interior Design Freshman
LAIR, JILL A Piqua
Business Administration Freshman
LEONARD. KATHY L Overland Park
Marketing Senior
LEONARD, TAMMY S Overland Park
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Freshman
LILLY, KARLA L Derby
Arts and Sciences Freshman
LIPPOLD, PAM Leawood
Elementary Education Senior
LITFIN, JENIFER S Topeka
Elementary Education Sophomore
LITFIN, WENDEE K Olathe
Radio and Television Sophomore
LONGAN, HEATHER R Fairway
Arts and Sciences Freshman
LOOBY, LAURA J Webster Groves
Food Science and Industry Senior
LOVELL, PATRICIA A Wichita
Early Childhood Education Junior
MARRS, DIANE H Arkansas City
Business Administration Junior
MARTIN, JULIE M Topeka
Pre-Medicine Sophomore
MCDONALD, KELLI J Topeka
Elementary Education Senior
MEADE, JANE F Abilene
Business Administration Junior
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METZGER, MONNA R Council Grove
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
MILLER. JULIE A Topeka
Finance Junior
NEMEC, BARBARA A Topeka
Accounting Sophomore
NEMEC, MARY E Topeka
Family Life and Human Development Freshman
MORRIS. MICHELLE L Mt. Pleasant. Texas
Consumer Interest Junior
O'BRIEN. JODY R Leawood
Arts and Sciences Freshman
OEHME. SUSAN L Manhattan
Journalism and Mass Communications ... . Junior
PENNINGTON. LYNN A Derby
Fashion Marketing Sophomore
PETERS. LEIGH Larned
Finance Senior
PHILLIPS. LORI A Overland Park
Modern Languages Junior
Champs again — Alpha Delta Pi for the third
ear in a row won the Sigma Chi Derby Day.
Rob Clark
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PHILLIPS, VICKI L Overland Park
Home Economics Sophomore
POLING, TIMI Wichita
Psychology Freshman
PONTE. KENDRA J Wichita
Radio and Television Sophomore
RAMM, KAREN M Overland Park
Home Economics with Liberal Arts Junior
REINKE, DEE A Wichita
Business Administration Sophomore
ROGERS, TYRA L Wamego
Physical Education Sophomore
ROSS, BONNIE J Overland Park
Art Sophomore
ROSS, GINA Overland Park
Family Life and Human Development Junior
SASENICK. CAROL E Roeland Park
Family Life and Human Development Junior
SASENICK. MARY P Roeland Park
Marketing Senior
SHANKLIN, KIRSTIN J Overland Park
Arts and Sciences Freshman
SHIPLEY, STACEY J Eldorado
Pre-Professional Secondary Education Sophomore
SPENCER. STACEY Oakley
Pre-Physical Therapy Junior
SWAN, CHARLENE A Overland Park
Pre-Professional Secondary Education Sophomore
SWAN, MICHELLE A Overland Park
Apparel Design Junior
SWEETMAN, TAMMY D Great Bend
Family Life and Human Development Senior
TAYLOR, SUSAN E Prairie Village
Physical Education Junior
TEETER, CAROLYN N ... Topeka
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
THOMAS, THERESA G Winfield
Marketing Junior
TINKER, SALLY A Wichita
industrial Engineering Freshman
TOLLY, MACHELL J Olathe
Accounting Freshman
VIVONA, LAURA A Overland Park
Accounting Sophomore
VLADER, THERESA R Russell
Speech Pathology Sophomore
WALSH. JANICE E Prairie Village
Accounting Senior
WERNER, PATT1 A Victoria
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Sophomore
WERNER, RHONDA K Victoria
Elementary Education Junior
WILHELM, DIANA S Wichita
Pre-Nursing Freshman
WINTERMAN, GRACE A Mission
Pre-Nursing Freshman
WRIGHT, KAREN L Tecumseh
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
YOUNGERS, SHER1 R Hutchinson
Business Administration Sophomore
ZAGNONI, LORI L Overland Park
Arts and Sciences Freshman
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HABIGER, MARGARETTE E Housemother
ALBRECHT. DOUGLAS A Lindsborg
Food Science and Industry Senior
ANDERSON, DAVE E Jamestown
Agricultural Economics Junior
ANDERSON. DEAN E Jamestown
Agronomy Senior
ANDERSON, PETE T Claremont, Minn.
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
ANGERMAYER. STEPHEN B Spring Hill
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
BAKER. JON C Leavenworth
Animal Science and Industry Senior
BAKER, MARK A Leavenworth
Agriculture Freshman
BARNES, KEVIN Salina
Animal Science and Industry Junior
BEAL, WESLEY A Mt Hope
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
BOKELMAN, SCOTT Washington
Agricultural Economics Junior
BOWMAN, MARK S Norton
Agronomy Junior
BRAND, JIM Valley Center
Horticulture Junior
BRANSON, KEITH R Wellington
Veterinary Medicine Freshman
BRYANT. JEFF B Arkansas City
Agricultural Education Senior
CARLSON, JON D Marquette
Earth Science Education Sophomore
CARNAHAN, RICK A Altamont
Agricultural Economics Junior
CHASE, KEVIN R Eldorado
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
CLARK. RANDY W Havana
Animal Science and Industry Senior
CORBETT, RICHARD D Garden City
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
DEHOFF, ROBERT E Tonganoxie
Animal Science and Industry Junior
DEHOFF, TIM Tonganoxie
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
DRAKE. SCOTT E Winfield
Animal Science and Industry Senior
FANGMAN, TOM J Topeka
Veterinary Medicine Freshman
FILINGER, JEFFREY J Strong City
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
FRANCIS. JON T Attica
Agriculture Freshman
GALLE, RANDALL D Moundridge
Agriculture Freshman
GALLE, RUSSELL D Moundridge
Milling Science and Management Sophomore
GUTSCH, PERRY A Burdwick
Agricultural Economics Senior
HANSON, DANE A Jamestown
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
HOPP, KENDALL M Marquette
Animal Science and Industry Junior
JAMES, DEE W Clay Center
Animal Science and Industry Senior
JOHNSON, BERNARD B Assaria
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
KERLEY, EDWIN R Peck
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
KUEHNY, BRENT Medford
Animal Science and Industry Senior
LATOURELL. DANIEL L Lyons
Animal Science and Industry Senior
LINSCOTT. MICHAEL J Effingham
Agricultural Economics Senior
MARTIN. GREGG D Pittsburg
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
MEYER, JAY B Palmer
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
MITCHELL, JON A Marquette
Feed Science and Management Freshman
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MORGAN. JAMES A Greeley
Agricultural Education Senior
OHLDE, TIMOTHY N Linn
Agricultural Education Sophomore
PARK, STAN E Protection
Agricultural Education Senior
PARMER. DAVID A Tonganoxie
Agricultural Economics Senior
PETERSON. MARVIN J Council Grove
Agricultural Economics Senior
REINHARDT, MARK W Erie
Dairy Production Senior
REINHARDT. RANDY R Erie
Agricultural Economics Junior
ROCKERS. BRENT A Greeley
Agricultural Economics Senior
ROCKERS. DANIEL M Garnett
Computer Science Senior
ROCKERS, DENIS K Greeley
Radio and Television Junior
ROOT. MARK A Medicine Lodge
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
SCHAAKE. SCOTT L Lawrence
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
SCHNEIDER. LLOYD Logan
Bakery Science and Management Freshman
SCHUMANN, BRYCE F Lawrence
Animal Science and Industry Junior
SCHUTZ. ROBERT Hebron
Animal Science and Industry Junior
SEILER. FRED G Colwich
Agronomy Senior
SJOGREN. TIMOTHY L Concordia
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
SMITH, TIM J Ottawa
Agricultural Economics Senior
STEPP, DAVID D Fairbury, Neb
Animal Science and Industry Junior
STRICKLER, DOUGLAS L lola
Agricultural Economics Senior
THIESSEN, THOMAS Beloit
Agricultural Economics Freshman
WARD, MARK C Dodge City
Agricultural Economics Senior
WOODS, JEFFREY A Ottawa
Animal Science and Industry Junior
WULF, JAMES E Newton
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
ZILLINGER, FRED E Phillipsburg
Agricultural Mechanization Freshman
RHOMATES
FRONT ROW: Diane J. Green, Pam S. Dicken, Diane E.
Johnson, Nancy J. Wingert, Margarette E. Habiger. SEC-
OND ROW: Loretta C. Sobba, Kathleen Dudney, Colleen
L. Thiessen, Denise E. Sauerwein, Lisa A. Heikes, Susan
L. Smith. THIRD ROW: Kathy A. Bearnes, Janice i. Mor-
gan, Dee Hoffman, Sharon Masoner, Denise A. Albrecht.
BACK ROW: Gayla J. Gutsch, Anita M. Sobba, Carol J.
Francis, Jane Ramsbottom, Lisa M, Sjo, Roberta A.
Beyer.
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Alpha Kappa Lambda
BALDWIM, ROY J Derby
Marketing Freshman
BREWER, GREGORY D Fairfield. Ohio
Natural Resource Management Freshman
BROSE. JEFFREY D Valley Falls
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Junior
BROTZ, MICHAEL T Junction City
Management Freshman
COON, JEFFREY Goshen, NY
Interior Architecture Sophomore
COOPER, JOHN A Brooklyn, N.Y.
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
DAVIS, DONALD Walden, N.Y.
Pre-Design Professions Junior
DAVIS, LOREN P Phillipsburg
Electrical Engineering Freshman
DECKER, CURTIS L Mt. Vernon, III.
Philosophy Sophomore
DEWITT, MARK B Overland Park
Mechanical Engineering Junior
DONNELLY. JOHN B Mt. Vernon, 111.
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
FLYNN. MATTHEW Leawood
Business Administration Graduate Student
LITTLE SISTERS OF
ATHENA
FRONT ROW: Susan Laverentz, Beth Turner, Ann
Fye, Diane Dalton, Becky Fleenor, Ginger Howiett,
Julie Doshier, Karen Stahl, Brenda Roberson. SEC-
OND ROW: Denise Esslinger, Rose M. Martin, Kim
Miller, Beth Drake, Susan Gunsauley, DeeDee Fagot,
Maria Guglielmino, Rita Waldmann, Sherri Beach,
Vrenda Pritchard, Kelfy Meier, Maria Baalman, Linda
Botkin, Cleion Whitebread, Theresa Burgess. BACK
ROW: Pamela Walker, Donna Biggs, DeeAnn Berger,
Jill Kratz, Becky Miller, Renee Kirkpatrick, Lori Hoi-
vorson, Suzanne Lee, Peggy Danford, Deanna Eas-
ter, Renae M. Grame, Melanie Paris, Amy Bren-
decke, Laurie Runnebaum, Leslie Padgham.
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GARNER. JOHN R Fredonia
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
GILLISPIE. BRADLEY N Manhattan
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
GILLISPIE, JEFFREY L Manhattan
Geology Senior
HEISE, DALE L Scranton
Agricultural Engineering Sophomore
HENSLEY. WESLEY C Winfield
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
JACKS, HOLGER Junction City
Natural Resource Management Sophomore
JOHNSON, KENNETH W Evergreen, Colo.
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
KENNALEY, ROBERT J Kansas City, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Junior
KIEFER, LESTER P Leoti
Engineering Technology Junior
LICKTE1G, BLANE A Wichita
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
LINDSTROM, JEFFREY P Topeka
Physics Freshman
MACK, JIM F Lee's Summit, Miss.
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
MACKINNON, ROSS W Ulysses
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
MCCALLIAN, RUSS J Girard
Pre-Law Junior
MESSINGER. JOHN Sabetha
Finance Freshman
NEWTON, DOUGLAS D Merriam
Bakery Science and Management Sophomore
PADIN. STEVEN Sunnyvale, Calif.
Geography Senior
PERKINS. DAVID F Winchester
Pre Veterinary Medicine Freshman
PETROSKY. JOSEPH M Highland Mills
Pre-Design Professions Junior
PHILLIPS, WILLIAM C Valley Falls
Mechanical Engineering Junior
REINHARDT. JOHN J Wichita
Finance Freshman
ROOD, DAN G Winfield
Mechanical Engineering Senior
RUYACK. BRIAN T Topeka
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
SABBERT, DOUGLAS S White Cloud
Agricultural Economics Senior
SCHERER, DAVID W Winchester
Electrical Engineering Freshman
SCHUMACHER. JOHN G Kansas City, Mo.
Consumer Interest Junior
SELLS, THOMAS A Topeka
Industrial Engineering Sophomore
SHOCK, JERRY R Topeka
Nuclear Engineering Junior
SLUDER, PAUL K Quenemo
Animal Science and Industry Junior
SMALL, MARK A Flossmoor. III.
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
SUMNER. SCOTT B Junction City
Arts and Sciences Freshman
THOMAS, ANTHONY W Topeka
Crop Protection Junior
TOWLE, JAMES C Osage City
Agricultural Economics Junior
VON THAER. LEWIS F Topeka
Electrical Engineering Junior
WALTER, BRIAN S Topeka
Industrial Engineering Junior
WENDFELDT. GREGORY Overland Park
Natural Resource Management Freshman
WILSON. LARRY E Topeka
Agricultural Economics Senior
WOODELL, REX B Winfield
Agricultural Economics Junior
WRIGHT, JAMES P Wichita
Pre-Nursing Sophomore
YORK, BRENT A Junction City
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
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NICHOLS, BETTY M Housemother
ALSTADT, MICHAEL A Ellisville. Mo.
Architecture Graduate Student
BAKER, STEWART I Pleasantop
Business Administration Junior
BAYOUTH, BRYAN R Wichita
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
BELLERIVE. JAMES A Stockton
Civil Engineering Sophomore
BINDER, DAVID McPherson
Accounting Freshman
BOLEN, TIM J McPherson
Pre-Physical Therapy Sophomore
BOLLING. MARK L Kansas City, Mo.
Management Senior
BROWN, MICHAEL E Hoisington
Finance Senior
BURK. KYLE C Manhattan
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
COONROD, GREGG R Overland Park
Journalism and Mass Communications Graduate Student
COX, DAVID W Overland Park
Engineering Technology Junior
CRANEY, BENJAMIN J. Topeka
Mechanical Engineering Senior
DICARLO, PATRICK V Kansas City, Mo.
Construction Science Sophomore
DILLON, JEFF E Lawrence
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
DOULL, JAMES D Overland Park
Construction Science Junior
DREILING, MARK E Sharon Springs
Business Education Sophomore
DRESSLER, DARRIN D Leawood
Arts and Sciences Freshman
DCINFIELD, JAY A Wichita
Geology Junior
DUNGAN. JOHN M Emporia
Pre Design Professions Sophomore
EDMUNDS, FRITZ Overland Park
Business Administration Sophomore
FIRNER. ANTHONY P Tribune
Computer Science Senior
FISCHER, GARY A Kansas City
Construction Science Junior
FRYE. ROBERT Lee's Summit, Mo.
Architecture Senior
GATES, JEFFREY L Derby
Business Administration Sophomore
GILL. DOUGLAS P Mission
Industrial Engineering Senior
GRAHAM, THOMAS A Prairie Village
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
GRIEBEL, JOHN C Stockton
Animal Science and Industry Junior
GROSDIDIER. PHIL E Kansas City
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
HASSELWANDER, GREG J Booneville, Ark.
Architecture Junior
HERRELL, PHILLIP L St. Louis. Mo.
Construction Science Senior
HERRON, DAN Olathe
Arts and Sciences Freshman
HINDMAN, BRYANT L Overland Park
Computer Science Freshman
HOFFMAN, MILT E Wathena
Construction Science Sophomore
HOLIDAY, JOHN M Overland Park
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
HOUSE, KELLY R Leawood
Electrical Engineering Freshman
SISTERS OF THE MALTESE
CROSS
FRONT ROW: Nancy L. McNaghten, Abbey A. Pe-
ters, Patricia D. Belden, Cathy J. Carlson, Susan P.
Buller, Vicky S. Wernes, Catherine A. McMahen.
SECOND ROW: Corrine D. Nelson, Tami L. Reh-
mert, Carolyn S. Blair, Letltia A. Piper, Melanie A.
Hohnbaum. Lisa M. Ford, Dianne M. Bortz. THIRD
ROW: Marti McGrath, Mary B. Lohrey, Jolie V. Hal-
deman, Mary A. Robarge, Connie J. Clark, Peggy M.
Schlaak, Kathy S. Arnold, Lindsay Townsend.
FOURTH ROW: Brenda A. Shevlin, Lisa K. Mc-
Donald, Cindy M. Ditzier, Brenda S. Kitchen, Susan
J. Clark, Colleen A. Nelson, Sue A. Osner. BACK
ROW: Kelll L. Moldrup, Julia A. Pharis, Diane R.
Schindler, Julie K. Martell, Sherri F. Inman, Jacque-
line A. Klein, Jean A. Nicholson. Mary C. Saysoff.
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JERMA1N. DON J Wathena
Industrial Engineering Senior
JERMAIN, JERRY F Wathena
Engineering Technology Sophomore
JOHNSON, BRYCE K McPherson
Marketing Freshman
JOHNSON, JEFFREY S Derby
Management Freshman
JONES, DAN D Olathe
Accounting Sophomore
KELLEY. GREG A Belleville
Pre Dentistry Junior
KRIZMAN, GARTH R Overland Park
Business Administration Sophomore
LOBAUGH, RANDY L Junction City
Marketing Junior
LONG. JAMES J. Wellington
Finance Senior
MAXWELL, WAYNE D St. Joseph, Mo.
Architectural Engineering Junior
MCANULTY, BARRY L Newton
Horticulture Freshman
MCCULLOUGH. GREG S McPherson
Business Administration Junior
MEIER, KEITH P Denver. Col.
Architecture Junior
MILLER. SCOTT F Marienthal
Agricultural Economics Senior
MOLDRUP. KURT M Overland Park
Correctional Administration Sophomore
MULCAHY. TIMOTHY T Prairie Village
Civil Engineering Junior
O'REILLY, HUGH J. JR Emporia
Business Administration Freshman
OLTJEN, TOM L Robinson
Finance Sophomore
REED, STEVEN J Hoxie
Engineering Freshman
REESE, CURTIS J Overland Park
Agricultural Engineering Sophomore
REHMERT. RORY S Overland Park
Marketing Senior
ROBSON, DANNY D Wichita
Marketing Junior
SCHUKNECHT. TROY L Topeka
Architectural Engineering Sophomore
SHOEMAKER. JEFF D Raytown
Construction Science Senior
SILER. MARTIN V Kansas City. Mo.
Horticulture Senior
SMITH, CRAIG W Hill City
Psychology Graduate Student
STUCK, DAVID A Shawnee
Accounting Senior
THOMAS, JON S Overland Park
Pre-Law Freshman
TRAYFORD. MARVIN L Overland Park
Natural Resource Management Sophomore
WALLACE, KENT E Topeka
Radio and Television Junior
WALSH, ED B Topeka
Accounting Senior
WIDRIG, GREG D McPherson
Pre-Medicine Junior
WIDRIG, MIKE R McPherson
Pre Medicine Freshman
WILBORN. KEVIN R McPherson
Pre Nursing Freshman
WILLE, DAVID L Overland Park
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
YOUNG, KENDALL C Overland Park
Marketing Sophomore
Hello down there — Housemothers look out over the
Alpha Tau Omega annual block party. The party was
Sept. 11 and lasted most of the afternoon. Ten
fraternities and 10 sororities were invited, and about
1,500 people turned out for the Friday event. Two
houses from the University of Kansas were also invited.
Delta Gamma and Alpha Tau Omega. The Clocks, a
popular area band, provided the entertainment and 45
kegs of beer made up the refreshments. All of the
invited houses paid an equal amount to help defray
expenses.
Jeff Taylor
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Alpha Xi Delta
ANDERSON. AMY L Denver, Colo.
Fashion Marketing Junior
ANDERSON. JILL D Manhattan
Marketing Senior
ANDERSON, KAREN M Perry
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
BALDWIN. CATHY J Salina
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
BARNES. MARCIA Sedan
Recreation Senior
BAUER. BRENDA K Wichita
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
BECKER. LESLIE A Leawood
Fashion Marketing Junior
BELKNAP. JENNIFER K Wichita
Early Childhood Education Junior
BELKNAP. KATHY J ..Wichita
Accounting Sophomore
BESSETTE. KIMBERLY C Wichita
Business Administration Freshman
BLAIN, TRISHA S Mission
Pre Veterinary Medicine Freshman
BUCHNER. PENNE Overland Park
Fashion Marketing Freshman
BURCH, DEBBIE LYNN Ottawa
Marketing Junior
BUZZARD, THERESA ANNE Overland Park
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Freshman
BYRNE, BONNIE S Wichita
Business Administration Freshman
COOK. STACEY L Kansas City
Pre Law Sophomore
COOPER, JILL D Garnett
Marketing Sophomore
CRAIG, TERI L Great Bend
Psychology Junior
CUPIT, CHRISTIE L Wichita
Accounting and Finance Junior
DAVIS, CATHLEEN ANN Manhattan
Psychology Junior
DAVIS, HOLLY L Lake Quivera
Marketing Freshman
DIETZ, DINAH S Preston
Arts and Sciences Freshman
DOCTOR. DIANE P Overland Park
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
DOCTOR, SUSAN D Overland Park
Elementary Education Freshman
DUNCAN, SONDRA Manhattan
Fashion Marketing Sophomore
ENSMINGER. LILA L Moran
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
FENTON. BETH A Overland Park
Accounting Senior
FERGUSON, JAN M Overland Park
Arts and Sciences Freshman
FITZGERALD, TAMMY L Wichita
Journalism and Mass Communications ... Sophomore
FLOHR, CINDY J Lindsborg
Elementary Education Freshman
FORNELL1, CYNTHIA M Shawnee Mission
Pre Law Junior
FOGST, B. GAIL Bucklin
Elementary Education Senior
FOWLER. KAREN L Shawnee
Health Senior
GOSS. KATHRYN SUE Overland Park
Industrial Engineering Junior
GRAHAM. ALYSON Manhattan
Accounting Freshman
GRINNELL. SHELLY Galena
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
GROFT. TERI A Wakeeney
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
HARRIS, KIMBERLY R Hutchinson
Elementary Education Freshman
HERDE. BETH Manhattan
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
HERDE, JANE E Manhattan
Pre-Law Sophomore
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irSMES, MEG L Manhattan
Physical Therapy Freshman
IRVINE, JUDY K Manhattan
Business Administration Junior
JOHNSON, DIANE E Smolan
Agriculture Freshman
JOHNSON, PATTI Manhattan
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Sophomore
JOHNSON, VICK1 SUSAN Great Bend
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
JURCZAK. CINDY A Overland Park
Pre-Veterinary Education Sophomore
KAUFMAN, NANCY J El Dorado
Accounting Junior
KOMLOFSKE, ROBIN A Garden City
Horticulture Freshman
KORST. THERESA A Wichita
Management Freshman
LEWIS, CYNTHIA K Great Bend
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
LINCOLN, SHARON A Overland Park
Office Administration Senior
LOVELL. KARLA K Englewood, Colo.
Pre-Nursing Sophomore
Singing sisters — Jill Anderson,
senior in business administration,
plays the piano during song practice
at the Alpha Xi Delta sorority.
rriyet Aydogan
MACKEY, SUSIE M Olathe
Agriculture Sophomore
MAGGIO, AMY L Stilwell
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Sophomore
MAI, LAURA Wakeeney
Marketing Junior
MARSH, TERR1 R Manhattan
Accounting Senior
MCCAUSTLAND, MERILEE Bucklin
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
MCDONALD, NANCY R Overland Park
Computer Science Freshman
MCKENZIE. STEPHANIE C Wichita
Clothing Retailing Sophomore
MENDENHALL, KAREN J Sedan
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
MOELLER, MICHELE S Kansas City
Accounting and Finance Senior
NELSON, GERI LYNN Lindsborg
Physical Education Sophomore
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MICHOLS. NANCY C Leawood
Marketing Sophomore
OBORG. MARTHA K Smolan
Early Childhood Education Freshman
O'HARA. KELLY Topeka
Arts and Sciences Freshman
OVERHOLSER, SONIA D Overland Park
Pre-Law Sophomore
PIHL. DEBORAH L Falun
Physical Education Junior
POULSEN, JULIE A Wichita
Fashion Marketing Junior
PRATT, KRISTI L Wichita
Accounting Freshman
PRISOCK, LISA G Wichita
Radio and Television Freshman
REALS, MARY C Wichita
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
REESE. CINDY L Overland Park
Marketing Junior
REESE. LdANN Overland Park
Home Economics Senior
ROSE, LESLIE A Manhattan
Natural Resource Management Sophomore
ROWE, MARGIE A St. Louis, Mo.
Dance Freshman
SCHARNHORST. ANGELA K Olathe
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
SCHARNHORST. VICKI J Olathe
Civil Engineering Senior
SCHEUFLER, SHELLY M Ellinwood
Family Life and Human Development Junior
SCHLAGER. LORI S Garden City
Modern Languages Junior
SCHNEIDER, SANDY Lenexa
Arts and Sciences Freshman
SHOEMAKE, KAREN D Wichita
PreDesign Professions Sophomore
SHORTALL, LISA M Topeka
Home Economics and Mass Communications Sophomore
SIU, DEBBIE J Jefferson City. Mo.
Foods and Nutrition Science Sophomore
SJOGREN. KARLA L Lindsborg
Interior Design Senior
SMELSER, SHANNON C Topeka
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
SMITH, ALLISON R Manhattan
Foods and Nutrition Science Freshman
SOUTHARD, LAURI J Great Bend
Accounting Sophomore
SPENCER. NINA E Scott City
Early Childhood Education Senior
STEHLEY, JILL Manhattan
Music Education Senior
STEVEN, DARLENE R Wichita
Arts and Sciences Freshman
STUPAS, PAM D Overland Park
Interior Design Sophomore
THOMAS, TRACEY S Wichita
Pre-Nursing Junior
TILTON, CAROL Lamed
Pre Physical Therapy Freshman
VANDERWEIDE, LINDA L Garden City
Elementary Education Junior
VANIER, SHARON L Salina
Retail Floriculture Junior
WALLACE. ANNA M Manhattan
Education Freshman
WARREN. TAMMY J Galva
Business Education Junior
WEIGEL. SUSAN K Hutchinson
Correctional Administration Sophomore
WEISS, JENNIFER L Overland Park
Business Administration Freshman
WELLS, PAM D Mulvane
Business Administration Freshman
WERNER, TAMMY J Garden City
Fashion Marketing Freshman
WOOLWINE. KATHY M Pratt
Fashion Marketing Senior
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BECKER, DWIGHT A Melvern
Agricultural Mechanization Sophomore
BEICHLEY, DOUGLAS K Salina
Architecture Junior
BOERGER, ALAN R Topeka
Natural Resource Management Senior
BRUENGER, MELVIN L Independence
Physical Education Senior
DORTON. KEVIN C Admire
Agricultural Economics Junior
FREDRICKSON, KCIRT D Oberlin
Veterinary Medicine Freshman
FROELICH, DAN L Emporia
Electrical Engineering Freshman
GRABER, SCOTT W Hutchinson
Management Junior
GRAME. CLINT W Berryton
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
HANSEN. CRAIG A Colby
Civil Engineering Junior
HARMS. JEFF W Overland Park
Mechanical Engineering Senior
HUSSELMAN, RICHARD C Salina
Correctional Administration Senior
JOHNSON, EDWARD W. JR Leawood
Business Administration Sophomore
JORNS. JAMES W Manhattan
Agricultural Economics Freshman
JORNS. PHILIP K Preston
Physical Education Freshman
JUNDT, SCOTT R Norfolk, Neb.
Civil Engineering Freshman
KLEIN. CLAYTON W St. Louis, Mo.
Architecture Senior
KLEMA, MICHAEL L Russell
Management Sophomore
KOLTERMAN, DANIEL E Onaga
Agricultural Mechanization Sophomore
KRCISE, DWIGHT A Fairview
Agricultural Economics Senior
LANG, SCOTT A Wichita
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
LENKNER. ROBERT W Medicine Lodge
Agricultural Economics Senior
LINDER. DAVID W Lenexa
Horticulture Junior
MANN, SCOTT J Hutchinson
Pre-Law Junior
MELLRING, PAUL E Topeka
Pre Design Professions Sophomore
MINES, JOSEPH E Oberlin
Accounting Junior
MONTGOMERY. TODD J. Montevideo, Minn
Milling Science and Management Freshman
MOON, ALLEN E Junction City
Nuclear Engineering Freshman
MOORE, ERIC Dresden
Agricultural Economics Senior
MURPHY, CARLIN T Alton
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
SCHMIDT, GLEN E Mount Hope
Electrical Engineering Junior
SHARP, JAMES L Kansas City
Music Education Sophomore
SHOOK. ARTHUR M Hutchinson
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Senior
SMITH. BRIAN J Topeka
Bakery Science and Management Sophomore
SPRICK, MARK D Junction City
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
SWANSON. GCIY S Hutchinson
Accounting Junior
YOST, DAVID L Olathe
Agricultural Engineering Freshman
ZABEL, JOHN A Athol
Agronomy Sophomore
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RANDALL, MARIE M Housemother
ASHEN, JEFFREY S Overland Park
Chemical Engineering Freshman
ATTWATER, PAUL R Wichita
Economics Junior
AYRES. MARK Wichita
Accounting Senior
BELL. SPENCER Great Bend
Finance Sophomore
BOYD, LAWRENCE A Norton
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
BRUEMMER. KEVIN C Prairie Village
Business Administration Freshman
CAHILL, JOSEPH M Kansas City
Architecture Freshman
COPHER, WILLIAM H Prairie Village
Finance Senior
DEARDORFF. BRET A Wichita
Economics Senior
DELLETT, BRIAN W Stilwell
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
DEVAULT, JERRY R Hutchinson
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
DEVLIN, SHAWN P Wichita
Geology Freshman
DYCK, JOHN H Peabody
Electrical Engineering Freshman
EXLINE, BROCK W Salina
Biology Freshman
EXLINE, DAVID E Salina
Architecture Graduate Student
FAITH, DAVID M Omaha, Neb.
Agricultural Economics Junior
FREY, GARY D Newton
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
FUNK, BRYAN B Overland Park
Electrical Engineering Junior
GARINGER, NED D Buhler
Electrical Engineering Junior
GEIGER. JOHN Manhattan
Mechanical Engineering Senior
GRIFFIN, MONTE C Arkansas City
Business Administration Freshman
GUNN. FRANK B Salina
Accounting Freshman
HEATH T. BRETT Overland Park
Geology Senior
HENDERSON, GEOFFREY A.
Business Administration
HITE. RICHARD R
Arts and Sciences
JONES, MICHAEL A
Almena
Freshman
Wichita
Senior
Lee's Summit
Chemical Engineering Freshman
JONES, WARREN T Lee's Summit, Mo.
Agricultural Sophomore
KEHR, WILLIAM M Wichita
Accounting Senior
KRAFT, ALAN K Wichita
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
LAFFERTY, STEPHEN B St. Charles. Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
LEE. MICHAEL T Manhattan
Engineering Freshman
MARSHALL, ROGER W Eldorado
Biochemistry Senior
MARTIN, JOHN C Leawood
Finance Senior
MARTIN, MAX Wichita
Construction Science Sophomore
MAYOTT, STEWART W Glens Falls. NY
Mathematics Senior
MERCER. R. RICHARD Wichita
Construction Science Senior
MILLER. R. CLAY Manhattan
Accountng Sophomore
MOHLER, STEPHEN J Arkansas City
Business Administration Senior
MORE. TERRY W Lee's Summit, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
MROSS. BOB W Wichita
Electrical Engineering Junior
MURRAY. MATT W Olathe
Construction Science Sophomore
NOLDER, RONALD A Manhattan
Business Administration Sophomore
OLSON, PETER G Arkansas City
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
OSBORN. DOUGLAS S Derby
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
PIERCE, DONALD E Salina
Business Administration Freshman
REYHER. C MIKE Lenexa
Marketing Sophomore
SAGE, S. SCOTT Phillipsburg
Business Administration Freshman
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SAILORS, DON R Erie
Finance Freshman
SALSBURY, DANIEL L Ottawa
Business Administration Sophomore
SALTS, GERALD V Holton
Pre Design Professions Freshman
SCHREINER. NOEL M Wakeeney
Social Sciences Junior
SEE, TIMOTHY R Fort Dodge. Iowa
Agricultural Economics Senior
SELBY, MONTE J Russell
Music Education Sophomore
SPIER. STEPHEN L Columbia. Mo.
Architecture Senior
STITES. TIM H Manhattan
Art Education Senior
TRACY, BRENT A Arkansas City
Chemical Engineering Freshman
TRAVIS, JOHN F Topeka
Accounting Sophomore
TURNER, MICHAEL R Hutchinson
Pre-Medicine Junior
WAGNER, KEITH L Hoisington
Chemical Engineering Junior
WEDEL. MONTE Hutchinson
Computer Science Senior
WEEKS, MARK E Hoisington
Accounting Sophomore
WEST, JEFF J Salina
Accounting Sophomore
WICKERSHAM, JAMES D Newton
Business Administration Junior
WILBUR. KURT C Manhattan
Electrical Engineering Junior
WILBUR, MICHAEL R Lawrence
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
WILSON, DUNCAN Kansas City
Agricultural Economics Senior
ZUERCHER, GREGORY B Wichita
Radio and Television Senior
A piece of the rock — Pledge brothers Pete
Olson, freshman in animal science, and Jeff
Henderson, freshman in business, attempt to
repair the latest assault on the Beta rock.
Allen Eyestone
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ALSOP, MARY L Roeland Park
Home Economics Freshman
BAUMGARTNER, JAMIE K Mulvane
Business Administration Sophomore
BENSON, JEAN A Overland Park
Chemical Engineering Freshman
BURKE, JANE R Manhattan
Restaurant Management Freshman
BUTTS, JANICE L Emporia
Arts and Sciences Freshman
CAIN, SUSAN E Overland Park
Accounting Senior
CARLISLE, SUSAN C Louisburg
PreVeterinary Medicine Sophomore
CARNEY. PATRICIA A Wichita
Business Administration Sophomore
CARNEY, POLLY C Wichita
Elementary Education Freshman
CLEVELAND, DEBRA S Maples
Business Administration Sophomore
CLEVELAND. JODY A Minneapolis
Accounting Senior
COLTRANE, TRICIA A Elmhurst, III.
Marketing Junior
COOLEY, LISA G Wichita
PreVeterinary Medicine Sophomore
CRONENWETT, CATHERINE Overland Park
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
CUMMINGS, CAROLYN K Kingsdown
Fashion Marketing Junior
DANEKE. BETSY Independence
Arts and Sciences Freshman
DAWSON, SUE A Abilene
Management Senior
DEBO, KATRINA U. Independence
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
DEBO, KYRIE D Independence
Psychology Freshman
DICKINSON, SHELLY K Coffeyville
Foods and Nutrition Science Junior
DREES, MARY S Overland Park
Finance Junior
DREWS, SUSAN Hutchinson
Life Sciences Senior
ECKES, TRACY A Salina
Fashion Marketing Junior
ELSTON. KIM A Mulvane
Accounting Junior
ERSKIN, JERILYN K Sheilds
Accounting Senior
FRANZEN, SUSAN M Shawnee Mission
Art Junior
GLACKEN, CHRISTINE M Shawnee
Engineering Freshman
HAMMERGREN, CONNIE L Wichita
Pre-Physical Therapy Sophomore
HARBER, KELLY L Leawood
Arts and Sciences Freshman
HARTLEY, SHELLY A Norton
Marketing Freshman
HATCHER, SUSAN C Leawood
Finance , Sophomore
HAYDON, LAUREL J Wichita
Management Sophomore
HAYDON, LESLIE J Wichita
Radio and Television Freshman
HELFFRICH, MELISSA A Lee's Summit, Mo.
Landscape Architecture Freshman
HILL, SANDRA D Grandview, Mo.
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
HISEY, JAN Topeka
Fashion Marketing Sophomore
HOCOTT, DIANA C Olathe
Marketing Freshman
HOUTS. KATHY E Council Grove
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
JAMISON. GINA M Perry
Fashion Marketing Junior
JONES. COLLEEN F Topeka
Accounting Senior
KEITH. TACY L Prairie Village
Journalism and Mass Communications ... Sophomore
KERR. KELLI A Lawrence
Fashion Marketing Senior
KIRKENDALL. KALEEN S Norton
English Education Junior
KLOTZBACH, STACEY R Topeka
Marketing Sophomore
KOOL. BEVERLY G. Maples. Minn.
Accounting Senior
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KUKUK, JOAN M Lawrence
Elementary Education Junior
LECHTENBERGER. BRENDA L Colby
Fashion Marketing Freshman
MCCUE. MELISA Hutchinson
Family Life and Human Development Sophomore
MCK1NZIE, CAROL J Overland Park
Interior Architecture Junior
MEALY, JEANINE M Scott City
Fashion Marketing Sophomore
MERSHON, DIANE L Manhattan
Marketing Senior
MILLER. GRACE Mission
Pre-Physical Therapy Freshman
MILLER. SUSAN C Prairie Village
Business Administration Junior
MOHLSTROM. DEANA D Lawrence
Radio and Television Senior
MONTY. REBECCA A Manhattan
Accounting Graduate
MORGAN. LISA A Manhattan
Accounting Sophomore
MORGAN. PATRICIA A Manhattan
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
MURPHY. DIANE L Omaha, Neb.
Marketing Sophomore
MEAL, ANDRA S Magedon. NY.
Psychology Sophomore
NELSON, TRACEY L Emporia
Family Life and Human Development Sophomore
NETHERLAND, CATHERINE Ottawa
Business Administration Freshman
NEWELL, MARLA L Stafford
Fashion Marketing Senior
PATTERSON, MEGAN S. Prairie Village
Management Senior
PETRY. BRENDA R Centralia
Life Sciences Senior
PYLE, ELIZABETH A Manhattan
Arts and Sciences Freshman
PYLE. MEG M Manhattan
Art Senior
REINECKER. JANN L Overland Park
Agriculture Sophomore
RILEY, MEGAN R Hiawatha
Political Science Sophomore
ROLPH, DEBRA Delphos
Philosophy Freshman
RUCH. RENEE N Marysville
Radio and Television Sophomore
ROLIDEBUSH, JEANETTE S Overland Park
PreNursing Sophomore
SANTERO. LYNDEE S Overland Park
Family Life and Human Development Sophomore
SCHMID, LYNNE D Cheyenne, Wyo.
Pre-Medicine Freshman
SCHMITT, SHERRY J Scott City
Journalism and Mass Communications
.
. Junior
SHILLING, JULIE L Olathe
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
STANFORD. VALERIE L Wichita
Electrical Engineering Freshman
STUTTERHEIM. NANCY K Salina
Pre-Law Sophomore
TEICHGRAEBER. TANYA M Emporia
Apparel Design Freshman
TROJOVSKY. CAROL J Hiawatha
Psychology Junior
VANBRIMMER, BRENDA K Great Bend
Finance Junior
WALKER, DARA G Emporia
Education Junior
WHITNEY, SUE M Overland Park
Food Science and Industry Sophomore
WILLIAMS, JODI L Overland Park
Speech Pathology Freshman
WILSON. RENEE J Arkansas City
Art Sophomore
YOUNG, CINDY J Prairie Village
Computer Science Sophomore
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ALEXANDER, KELLY A Baldwin
Fashion Marketing Freshman
ALLEN, JANE E Valley Center
Home Ec. and Mass Communications Senior
ANDERSON, JEAN K Topeka
Engineering Technology Senior
ANTENEN. KIM K Ness City
Education Junior
BARR. MARGARET E Lawrence
Fashion Marketing Senior
BATES, BARBARA D Mission
Business Administration Freshman
BACIER, JGDI E Derby
Architecture Junior
BECKER. LISA V Wichita
Philosophy Sophomore
BEVIER, JANA R Bonner Springs
Pre-Physical Therapy Junior
BIGGS, BEVERLY A Leavenworth
Accounting Senior
BINKLEY. MICHELLE C Topeka
Psychology Sophomore
BOLLER, TONI J Norton
Accounting Freshman
BOUDREAU, MARY P Prairie Village
Business Administration Junior
BRASS. SARAH L Topeka
Finance Junior
BROADIE, LISA C Hays
Elementary Education Senior
BULLOCK. ANNE D Norton
Marketing Junior
BURMEIER, JULIE M Wichita
Pre Physical Therapy Freshman
CALIBANI. LISA A Wichita
Fashion Marketing Junior
CARPENTER. ANNE B Overland Park
Office Administration Junior
CARPENTER, MICHELE M Overland Park
Family Life and Human Development Freshman
COE, CAREN A McPherson
Social Sciences Senior
COMER, JULIE K Kansas City
Apparel Design Senior
DAVIS, DIANE Manhattan
Accounting Sophomore
DICINTIO, ANNETTE M Overland Park
Office Administration Junior
DOVE. MARY B Great Bend
Accounting Senior
DREHER, DARLA R Wamego
Modern Language Sophomore
DUNSHEE, STEPHANIE A Overland Park
Management Freshman
EXL1NE, KYLE A Salina
Biology Junior
FITZPATRICK, SALLY A St. Joseph
Interior Architecture Senior
FROST. LESLIE E Arkansas City
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
FRESCHETT, PATTI Overland Park
Marketing Junior
FUNK, SUSAN L Oakley
Chemistry Junior
GAREY. GAIL E Stafford
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
GISH. LINDA R Shawnee Mission
Elementary Education Senior
HAGGARD, KATHERINE A Overland Park
Psychology Junior
HAJINIAN, KARIN A Overland Park
Pre-Physical Therapy Junior
HALE. LISA K Prairie Village
Finance Senior
HARTENSTEIN, KRISTEN A Wichita
Business Administration Sophomore
HAYMAN, CHERI E Leawood
PreNursing Sophomore
HEATH, KYLE A Overland Park
Social Work Sophomore
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HEIDERBRECHT, LAURA L McPherson
Elementary Education Junior
HIGCASON, KELLY J Norton
Pre-Nursing Senior
HUGG1NS, SUSAN K Beloit
Physical Education Junior
HUMPHREY. SUE F Newton
Marketing Freshman
JENKINS. SUSAN D Topeka
Pre-Nursing Junior
JENKINS. TERESA I Topeka
Accounting Senior
JOHNSON, CINDY A Medford
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
JOHNSON, CINDY L Salina
Physical Education Junior
JOHNSON, LISA A Olathe
Physical Education Sophomore
JONES, KARI L Pratt
Physical Education Senior
KEPPLE, ANNETTE L Manhattan
Medical Technology Junior
KNADLE. KATHLEEN J Bucyrus
Marketing Senior
Crescent drive — Cars are forced to park in the
crescent in front of the 51-year-old Tri-Delt house
which houses 67 women, but only provides 20-25
parking spaces.
Russell Shortt
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KRAMER, NANCY E Kansas City
Engineering Technology Junior
LAME, LINDA M Shawnee Mission
Business Administration Freshman
LASHBROOK. VICKI L Kansas City
Dance Senior
LEE, DEBBIE Topeka
Physical Education Junior
LYONS, AMIE C Leawood
Elementary Education Sophomore
LYONS, MARY E Leawood
PrePhysical Therapy Freshman
MANNING, MARY L Wichita
Pre-Law Freshman
MANNING, MELISSA A Wichita
Business Administration Junior
MCGRODER. AMY L Overland Park
Physical Education Freshman
MCKEE, ANNELL A Manhattan
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
MCKIM. ALLISON C Overland Park
Psychology Junior
MICKEY, CYNTHIA A Manhattan
Accounting Freshman
MILLER, BARBARA J Manhattan
Physical Education Sophomore
MILLER. REBECCA L Manhattan
Physical Education Sophomore
MOEHRING, SUSY A Wichita
Finance Junior
MUSOLINO, CAMILLE Dallas
Interior Architecture Junior
POTTER. JULIE V Baldwin City
Accounting Senior
REEP, LORI B Larned
Horticulture Sophomore
ROWLEY, KATHRYN L Kansas City
PreMedicine Junior
RUTTER, JANET L Overland Park
Marketing Junior
SCHEUERMAN. LISA M Great Bend
PreMedicine Freshman
SCHMER, NANCY K Overland Park
Elementary Education Sophomore
SCHMITT. SALLY A Wichita
Pre-Nursing Sophomore
SHEETS, ANITA J Topeka
Business Administration Sophomore
SHIPP, PATRICIA L St. Joseph
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
SHIVELY. JULIE J Lebanon
Education Sophomore
SMITH. SHERI L Kansas City
Accounting Senior
STEWART. STEPHANIE Topeka
Marketing Freshman
STONE, SUSAN E Overland Park
Family Life and Human Development Freshman
SUITER, SUSANNE K Macksville
Interior Design Freshman
TEBBUTT, AMY S Topeka
Medical Technology Freshman
TOLMAN, LORI A Overland Park
Modern Language Sophomore
VANOVER. SHELLY L Topeka
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Sophomore
WATSON, DEANNE K Manhattan
Elementary Education Junior
WELLEIVER. ROBIN R Phoenix
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Senior
WESTFALL. CAROL A Kansas City
Physical Education Junior
WIGGINS. TONI S Minneapolis
Elementary Education Senior
WINKLER, VICKI A Overland Park
Art Freshman
WOODS. MELODY M Overland Park
Marketing Sophomore
YOUNGDOFF. JULIE Overland Park
Modern Languages Junior
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ALLRED, GARY L Coffeyville
Chemical Engineering Junior
ANDRADE, JOSEPH A Prairie Village
Physical Education Junior
AVILA, JOSEPH M Kansas City
Engineering Technology Junior
BARKER, STEVE R Coffeyville
Accounting Junior
BEEBE. RICK L lola
Agricultural Economics Senior
BISHOP. CRAIG A Salina
Business Education Sophomore
BOND, DAVID L Abilene
Biology Freshman
CARMICHAEL. DAHL R Wichita
Architecture Freshman
COFFLER. DOUGLAS Godfrey
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
CROSS, JOHN R Hutchinson
Political Science Freshman
DAVIDSON. RICHARD C Kansas City, Mo.
Architecture Junior
ELLIOT, JOHN B Kansas City
Engineering Freshman
FERRARI. MICHAEL B Wichita
Biology Sophomore
FERRY. ARNOLD L Liberal
Pre Design Professions Freshman
FINK, ERNEST P Wellington
Agricultural Engineering Freshman
FISCHER, STEVEN C Coffeyville
Food Science and Industry Sophomore
FRANZ. ALAN D Sedgwick
Pre Design Professions Sophomore
FREDERKING. DOUGLAS D Salina
Electrical Engineering Senior
FREEMAN. WAYNE L Godfrey. III.
Architectural Engineering Freshman
GOGOLSKI. TIMOTHY B Paxico
Natural Resource Management Senior
HARRELL, ROBERT D Mission
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
HATHAWAY, KENNETH A Kansas City
Arts and Sciences Freshman
HAYNES, TONY Junction City
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
HIGGASON. STEVEN B. Otis
Engineering Technology Senior
HOLDCRAFT, JIM N House Springs, Miss.
Architecture Junior
JOHNSON. BRADLEY Abilene
Microbiology Senior
JONES. MICHAEL P Abilene
Marketing Freshman
JORGENSEN. STUART S Brookings. S.D.
Economics Senior
KASTER. FLOYD D Easton. Mo.
Construction Science Junior
KNAPP. TIMOTHY D Prairie Village
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
LONG. CRAIG A Topeka
Electrical Engineering Junior
MCMILLIN, GEORGE R Junction City
Natural Resource Management Freshman
MEJIA, MICHAEL J Topeka
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
MERTZ, DAVID R Butztown, Penn.
Pre-Design Profession Sophomore
MEYER, MARK C Chapman
Pre-Medicine Sophomore
MOORE, CHRIS M Abilene
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
NEMETH. LOUIS E Northhampton. Penn.
Architecture Senior
PEPOON, WILLIAM T Paola
Construction Science Senior
PHELPS, RANDY H Wellington
Finance Junior
QUASEBARTH. SCOTT A Wichita
Accounting Senior
SAMUELSON. ERIC C Newton
Accounting Senior
SCHEIBE, WAYNE T Kansas City
Electrical Engineering Freshman
SCHONEWEIS. MARK Manhattan
Art Senior
SEGURA, MARCO A Fairway
Finance Freshman
SHUEY, ROBERT D Independence
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
STEINHAUSER. NEAL C Abilene
Milling Science and Management Freshman
SULLIVAN. JAMES D Martins Creek. Penn.
Mechanical Engineering Senior
TAYRIEN. DOUGLAS B Leavenworth
Management Senior
WATTS, MARTIN R Prairie Village
Mechanical Engineering Senior
YUNG, MARC T Valley Center
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
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CHAPPELL, MARY B Housemother
ANDERSON, CHRIS J Overland Park
Accounting Junior
BECKMAN, BRENT A Oakley
Management Senior
BELL, STEVE G Overland Park
Agricultural Engineering Freshman
BOOMER. KENT S Portis
Electrical Engineering Freshman
BRASS. DAVE R Wilmore
Agricultural Engineering Senior
BROOKS, MARK C Rossville
Civil Engineering Freshman
CALDWELL, RICKY D Portis
Arts and Sciences Freshman
COOK, LEWIS L Topeka
Pre-Physical Therapy Junior
COOPER. SCOTT W Manhattan
Arts and Sciences Senior
COWAN. MARK V Rossville
History . - Senior
CRONENWETT, F.J Overland Park
Architectural Engineering Junior
DEARDORFF, MIKE J Wichita
Management Sophomore
GARBER, ERROL W Council Grove
Pre-Dentistry Freshman
GUNYA. JOE Shawnee Mission
Civil Engineering Sophomore
HARDING. ROB L. Cheney
Business Administration Senior
ISCH, J.R Morrill
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
JAAX, BRYAN G Garden Plain
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
JAAX, EDWARD J. Garden Plain
Mechanical Engineering Senior
JAHRACJS. JOE G Farina, III.
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
JOHNSON. BRADLEY J Wakeeney
Geology Senior
JURCZAK, MIKE Overland Park
Industrial Engineering Junior
KELLY, CHRIS A Leawood
Industrial Engineering Sophomore
KENNEY. WILLIAM Overland Park
Finance Junior
KLCJGH, DAVE B Prairie Village
Architectural Engineering Junior
KNORR, JAY W Overland Park
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
KRENGER, MARK E Abilene
Construction Science Senior
KRENGER, MICHAEL C Abilene
Geology Senior
LAWLESS, JOHN J Overland Park
Marketing Junior
LITTLE, JEFF P Prairie Village
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
MACY, JAY H Minneapolis
Business Education Senior
MCGEHEE, GREG S Hesston
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
MEDINA, MARK J Abilene
Business Administration Freshman
MOYER, CLINTON I Phillipsburg
Engineering Freshman
MYERS, LYNN C Perry
Pre Law Freshman
NEAL, WILLIAM A Garnett
Finance Senior
warn
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OCONNER. JIM P Salina
Electrical Engineering Senior
OSBOURN. MIKE R Overland Park
Civil Engineering Freshman
OTEY, JIM W Overland Park
Radio and Television Junior
RING. ROBERT E Overland Park
Business Administration Freshman
ROBERTSON, ELLIS Coldwater
Engineering Freshman
ROE, DAVID A Wakeeney
Computer Science Junior
SCHERICH, KEVIN L Wilmore
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
SHERMAN. JOHN C Coldwater
Arts and Sciences Freshman
STARR. BLAIR H Hutchinson
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
STEIMEL, LYNDON B Wright
Pre Law Junior
SWANSON. BRUCE A Council Grove
Electrical Engineering Freshman
THARP. ROBERT L Lenexa
Marketing Sophomore
TIERNEY, TIMOTHY J Overland Park
Chemical Engineering Senior
TOUSLEE. DARRELL Colby
English Junior
WALL, JEFFREY D Russell
Biology Junior
WEBB. CHARLES S Prairie Village
Animal Science and Industry Junior
WILLIAMS, JOHN S Manhattan
Business Administration Sophomore
W1NGATE, JEFFREY E Wichita
Industrial Engineering Junior
Winter evening — Bare trees and a snowy lawn
iurround the Delta Tau Delta house.
Richie Bergen
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AHSMCIHS. BRENT E Wichita
Computer Science Senior
ANDERSON. DONALD S Anthony
Pre-Law Senior
BAHR. STEPHEN J Great Bend
Accounting Junior
BOLAR. MIKE S Wichita
Construction Science Junior
BREEDEN. JOHN W Westport, Conn.
PreVeterinary Medicine Junior
BURNETT, GREGORY M Scott City
Accounting Sophomore
BCITEL. JOHN L Overbrook
Mechanical Engineering Senior
CASTOR, MITCHELL L Russell
Accounting Freshman
COONROD, SCOTT A Overland Park
Pre-Medicine Sophomore
CORNELL, DON E Wichita
Management Senior
DEGENHARDT, MARC J Topeka
Agricultural Economics Junior
DESHAZER, GARY L Hutchinson
Accounting Junior
DILLON. KELLY E Ozawkie
Construction Science Junior
DIVINE. JAMES A Salina
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
DOULL, JOHN K Overland Park
Finance Junior
DUBOIS. JOHN E Overland Park
Engineering Freshman
ill /$ /i
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EBERLE, RUSELL L Salina
Electrical Engineering Freshman
GARFOOT, ROGER D Omaha, Neb.
Electrical Engineering Freshman
GOSS. MICHAEL F Great Bend
Finance Senior
GRIMM. DOUGLAS A Shawnee
Business Administration Junior
GROSDIDIER. GLEN C Eudora
Agricultural Economics Junior
GUNN, MARK P Salina
Finance Freshman
HALLMAN. BRIAN V Hutchinson
Speech Education Senior
HERN. BRADLEY D Topeka
Accounting Sophomore
HEWITT, RANDALL L Topeka
Construction Science Sophomore
HIEGER, STANLEY Andale
Accounting Sophomore
JACOBSON, JON H. JR Overland Park
Engineering Technology Senior
JANSSEN, TAD A Scott City
PreVeterinary Medicine Freshman
JONES. BRIAN L Wichita
Finance Freshman
JORDAN, TROY R Salina
Business Administration Sophomore
KAPPLER. JOHN M Redmond. Wash.
Architecture Senior
KEMPIN. BRUCE E Overland Park
Electrical Engineering Freshman
KRCJSE, MAX L Oakley
Accounting Sophomore
KUT1NA, LARRY G Great Bend
Pre Dentistry Sophomore
LAROCCO, ANTHONY J Overland Park
Accounting Freshman
LAWRENCE, PAUL D Norton
Construction Science Junior
MAHANNA, KENT W Hoxie
Pre-Medicine Freshman
MCKELVEY. JOHN C Olathe
Civil Engineering Sophomore
MEYERS. DOUGLAS B. Merriam
Accounting Senior
MEYERS. GREGORY T Merriam
Arts and Sciences Junior
MORROW. RIC M Salina
Finance Junior
NEELLY. STEPHEN Overland Park
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
NEMEC. TONY A Topeka
Accounting Senior
OBERLE. PAUL L. JR Claflin
Construction Science Senior
PEARCE, JEFF D Overland Park
Business Administration Freshman
PIERCE, CURTIS C Salina
Milling Science and Management Freshman
POSSON, DONALD G Norton
Architectural Engineering Freshman
REINHARDT, BRADLEY M Great Bend
Mechanical Engineering Junior
SCHWERTFEGER. ALAN Satanta
Business Administration Sophomore
SCHULER, WILFRED D Atchison
PreVeterinary Medicine Sophomore
SEILER, GERARD K Mt. Hope
Arts and Sciences Junior
SHARPE, DOUGLAS M Olathe
Architecture Junior
SHELTON, GREG L Wichita
Accounting Sophomore
SHIRLEY, DALE L Axtell
Agronomy Junior
SPILLAR, BILL H Great Bend
Construction Science Sophomore
STANLEY, TODD R Topeka
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
STEIDER, DAVE R Overland Park
Construction Science Freshman
TEETER, DAVID W Hutchinson
Political Science Senior
UPCHURCH. STEVEN R Green Forks, Ind.
Architecture Junior
WALDEN, PATRICK F Garden Plain
Business Administration Sophomore
WEST, NATHAN O Garden City
Electrical Engineering Junior
WINTER. BART A Colwich
Finance Senior
WITTER. DAVID P Galion. Ohio
Physical Education Senior
WURM, WARD A Oberlin
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
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BANKS. CHARLES Wamego
Agriculture Economics Senior
BLAACIW. JAMES H Philmont, N.Y.
Agriculture Economics Senior
CARLIN. DAVID Smolan
Pre-Law Sophomore
CARLSON. WAYNE B Smolan
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
CARLTON, TERRY L Little River
Accounting Senior
CARNAHAN, BRIAN E Wamego
Milling Science and Management Senior
CARNES, DAVID A Hays
Music Sophomore
COTT. ROBERT J Clay Center
Agronomy Junior
DAVIS. DIRK B Wichita
Pre Medicine Junior
FURGASON. KENNETH W Preston
Agriculture Economics Senior
GALE. J. DARREN Agra
Nuclear Engineering Junior
GARDINER, GREG A Ashland
Animal Science and Industry Senior
GARDINER. MARK R Ashland
Animal Science and Industry Junior
GATES. CHAN E Coldwater
Animal Science and Industry Senior
GILLMORE, BRYAN H Moundridge
Computer Science Senior
GOLDEN. JEFF Hoyt
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
GOOD, KEVIN T Charlotte. Minn.
Animal Science and Industry Senior
HADACHEK, MIKE C Cuba
Agriculture Economics Sophomore
HARSTINE. STAN D Eldorado
Mathematics Senior
HERBSTER. JEFFREY C Morrill
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
HILDEBRAND, ALAN D Stafford
Agriculture Education Freshman
HILL. SCOTT L Mosby. Mont.
Animal Science and Industry Junior
HOCH, KEITH E McPherson
Engineering Technology Senior
HORNBAKER. GARY A Stafford
Agronomy Sophomore
HUNT, BRIAN J Arkansas City
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
ISAAC, LES Liberal
Agriculture Economics Sophomore
JANKE. BRIAN A Chapman
Veterinary Medicine Freshman
JOHNSON, SCOTT D Smolan
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
KEMP, TODD E Pretty Prairie
Arts and Sciences Freshman
KETTER, IVAN C Sabetha
Chemical Engineering Junior
KIMMELL. JEFF L Kiowa
Agronomy Sophomore
KLUG. KEITH M Lorraine
Electrical Engineering Junior
KREHBIEL, KIM D Pretty Prairie
Agriculture Economics Senior
LARSON, BOB L Hiawatha
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
LINDQUIST. DANIEL J Waterville
Radio and Television Senior
LLEWELYN, RICHARD V Riley
Agronomy Sophomore
MCFALL, RANDY L Sabetha
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Junior
MEYER. JEFF L Stafford
Agriculture Mechanics Junior
MORTON. MARK M Wamego
Construction Science Junior
MUGLER, MARK D Manhattan
Horticulture Senior
OLSON, MARK R Herndon
Veterinary Medicine Senior
PATTERSON, ROBERT C VanWert, Ohio
Animal Science and Industry Junior
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PAUL, STEVEN B Sharon Springs
Finance Junior
PAULSEN, DAVID S Stafford
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
PELTON, GALEN H Burdett
Agricultural Economics Junior
PENNER. TIMOTHY M Assaria
Microbiology Senior
POSTIER, KEVIN D Wakeeney
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
RAGSDALE. BRYAN D Topeka
Architecture Graduate Student
ROBETORYE. RYAN S. Valley Center
Biology Junior
RCINDLE, LYNN D Axtell
Agriculture Education Senior
SALES, DARYL G Valley Falls
Agronomy Junior
SEVERANCE, FREDERICK J Beloit
Agricultural Journalism Freshman
SEVERANCE, JAMES W Beloit
Electrical Engineering Junior
SMITH, CR1S D. " Fremont, Neb
Agriculture Economics Junior
SPARE, RANDALL K St. John
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Junior
SPEER, ROY A Amistad, N.M.
Agriculture Education Senior
SQUIRES, MARK A Anita, Iowa
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
SWALLOW. KEVIN W Manhattan
Agriculture Engineering Senior
THOMAS, TRACY L Clay Center
Animal Science and Industry Senior
THOMPSON. CURT A Hays
Natural Resources Management Junior
TOEWS. JEFFREY B Whitewater
Agricultural Economics Senior
VISSER. KARL K Wakefield
Agricultural Engineering Senior
WALKER. KIM A Ft. Worth. Texas
Social Work Senior
WENDLAND, SCOTT Maple Hill
Animal Science Sophomore
WHITE. TIM K St. John
Engineering Freshman
WINEINGER, RON D Marion
Agricultural Education Freshman
YOWELL, KURT L McPherson
Agricultural Economics Freshman
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Mayer, Brenda Hoch SECOND ROW: Kelly J.
Gammell, LeeAnne Thompson, Karen I. Garten,
Jeanne Dennis, Lynette Sylvester, Wendy Pick-
ell. THIRD ROW: Teresa A. Thomas, Sally A.
Coltrain, Suzanne Pulliam, Dawn E. Gale, Susan
A. Oltjen, Teresa J. Larson. FOURTH ROW:
Denlse Warne, Darci Moore, Susan D.
Schoneweis, Sandi K. Oltjen, Cindy A. Johnson.
Marietta Deets.
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Gamma Phi Beta
AYERS, LOIS E Housemother
BAILEY, FRANCE A Overland Park
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
RANSON, MISSY J Wichita
Family Life and Human Development Freshman
BERBOHM, MELANIE S Manhattan
Pre-Physical Therapy Sophomore
BRADDOCK. ELIZABETH A Lenexa
Family Life and Human Development Junior
BLAIR, CAROLYN S Lawrence
Home Economics and Mass Communications Sophomore
BRENSING. KELLY A Manhattan
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Senior
BRENT, LYNNE M Springfield, Mo.
PreNursing Sophomore
BROC1S, BABETTE M Shawnee Mission
Elementary Education Freshman
BRC1NER, SUSAN Sedan
Business Administration Sophomore
BUCK, KAY L Sedan
Physics Freshman
BURKHEAD, TERRI S Lawrence
Elementary Education Senior
COUGHENOUR. LAURI L Wichita
Interior Design Senior
DAY, NANCY R Lincoln
Family Life and Human Development Sophomore
DEMBSKI. HELEN G Overland Park
Radio and Television Senior
DETTMER, RHONDA S Leawood
Art Freshman
DROUHARD, MARILEE K Danville
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Freshman
FERGUSON, KAREN J Overland Park
Psychology Junior
FORD, LISA M Wathena
Radio and Television Freshman
GODDARD, MELANIE A Overland Park
Management Freshman
GARRISON. KATHY S Norton
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
GOETSCH. GAYLA J Hutchinson
Medical Technology Senior
GREEN, MARSIA E Lawrence
Interior Design Sophomore
GROVES. LINDA J Overland Park
Management Freshman
Prairie Village
Sophomore
Mission
Junior
Garden Plain
HARMLESS, ANN E
Accounting
HEETER, LISA M
Elementary Education
HEIMERMAN, LISA A
Journalism and Mass Communication Sophomore
HEINEN, STACY R Lawrence
Food and Nutrition in Business Freshman
HEINTZELMAN, THERESA A Olathe
Pre- Law Freshman
HEINZ, MARY M Winfield
Arts and Sciences Freshman
HOLLAND, FLORENCE, K Merriam
Elementary Education Junior
HOLLAND, SONDRA Merriam
Arts and Sciences Freshman
HOOVER, MARCIA A Clay Center
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
HORLICK. JACQUELYN L Oakley
Marketing Freshman
HOWARD. JODI A Emporia
Fashion Marketing Sophomore
KARLIN. CATHERINE J Grmnell
Journalism and Mass Communications . . Sophomore
KARLIN. PATRICIA S Grinnell
Accounting Senior
KISSINGER, MARILYNN K Shawnee
Consumer Interest Sophomore
KENNALLY, MAUREEN J Overland Park
Arts and Sciences Freshman
KLUGH, ELIZABETH A Prairie Village
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Freshman
KRIEN, KIM J Bird City
Chemical Engineering Freshman
LAMMERS, PELE A Burdett
Political Science Freshman
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KRIZMAN, ANNE Leawood
Business Administration Senior
LARSON. KARA L Pretty Prairie
Management Freshman
LAWRENCE, SHAWNA L Norton
Arts and Sciences Freshman
LEVITCH, ROBIN L Overland Park
Fashion Marketing Senior
LUEBBERS, BEV Marienthal
Accounting Junior
LUEKER. CINDY L Hoisington
Fashion Marketing Sophomore
MATUSZAK. JILL Salt Lake City, Utah
Journalism and Mass Communication Senior
MILLER. PAULA J Hutchinson
Management Sophomore
MILLS. JULIA P Leavenworth
Mathematics Education Sophomore
NEWLIN, MICHELLE A Kansas City
Elementary Education Senior
NEWMAN. HEATHER L Overland Park
Early Childhood Education Freshman
NORTON, DANA L Overland Park
Psychology Education Freshman
PALMA, JEAN Topeka
Accounting Sophomore
PETERSON, KELSY L Mt. Hope
Arts and Sciences Freshman
PEUGH, TAMERA D Dodge City
Physical Education Sophomore
PIPER. LETITIA A Parsons
Music Education Freshman
REDFERN. APRIL L Anthony
Pre Nursing Junior
REESE. MARY K Hiawatha
Computer Science Sophomore
REYNOLDS. DEBBIE L Overland Park
Accounting Junior
SAGE, STEPHANIE S Phillipsburg
Elementary Education Junior
SCHROCK, YVETTE M Oakley
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
SCHROTH, VICKI A Colby
Dance Sophomore
SEARS, SUSAN K Overland Park
Pre- Nursing Junior
SELLERS, KIM S Lyons
Fashion Marketing Sophomore
SHANKEL, DENISE L Overland Park
Pre Nursing Freshman
SMITH. SUSAN L Ottawa
Fashion Marketing Freshman
STOSKOPF, BECKY L Valley Falls
Dietetics and Institutional Management ... Sophomore
SWEENEY. SHELBY A Quinter
Fashion Marketing Sophomore
TATGE. AMY E Herington
Early Childhood Education Junior
THOMAS. TERESA Clay Center
Marketing Junior
TOWNSEND. LESLIE Overland Park
Finance Sophomore
TOWNSEND, LINDSAY L Overland Park
Finance Junior
TUNIS, MELVA J Garden City
Fashion Marketing Sophomore
VUONO, KATHY L Manhattan
PreProfessional Elementary Education Junior
WAIDE, STACY L Perryton. Texas
Home Economics Junior
WALLIS, CINDY L Topeka
Engineering Technology Freshman
WALTERS, EMILY J Topeka
Computer Science Sophomore
WATSON, VIKKI K Great Bend
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
WELCH, KELLY S Overland Park
Social Work Sophomore
WEST, TAMMY A Shawnee
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
WESTHUES, JANE Overland Park
Elementary Education Junior
W1ESMANN, KIM Shawnee Mission
Accounting Freshman
WOOLDRIDGE. MARGO J Prairie Village
Elementary Education Junior
WRIGHT. KIMBERLY K Overland Park
Political Science Freshman
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Kappa Alpha Psi
ATKINS. PHILIP R East Elmhurst, N.Y.
Food Science and Industry Senior
GARDENHIRE. KEVIN R Salina
Social Sciences Senior
HENDERSON. MICHAEL N Kansas City
Engineering Technology Senior
HENDERSON. VICTOR R Kansas City
Marketing Junior
JOHNSON. JAMES A Tacoma. Wash.
Life Sciences Junior
LEE. MELVIN D Tacoma. Wash.
Fashion Marketing Sophomore
SMITH. MARK T Salina
Psychology Senior
STONE, MARVIN H Wichita
PreDesign Professions Senior
THOMAS, MARVIN L Salina
Electrical Engineering Junior
Jeff Collin;
Stepping out — Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity
members survey the weather from their house
across from the city park on 14th Street.
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Kappa Alpha Theta
ROETH. INA L Housemother
AHNEN. JANICE Prairie Village
Early Childhood Education Senior
ALBRECHT. SHARI L Russell
Speech Pathology Sophomore
ALMES. BARBARA A Wichita
Pre-Professiona! Elementary Education Freshman
ANDERSON. D. DEE Shawnee
Speech Pathology Senior
ANDERSON, DEBBIE R Shawnee
Elementary Education Sophomore
BANKER. PRISCILLA Russell
Marketing Senior
BARBEN, SUSAN L Olathe
Business Administration Freshman
BARKER. KATHLEEN M Manhattan
Radio and Television Freshman
BEAVER, SHARON K Andover
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
BELL, DIANE K Overland Park
Pre-Law Sophomore
CAZIER, JANET M Topeka
Computer Science Freshman
COEN. JANET M Ottawa
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Sophomore
COLEMAN, MARY S Lawrence
Arts and Sciences Freshman
CONRAD, DIANE L Prairie Village
Business Administration Freshman
CONROY. REGINA M Beloit
Interior Design Senior
COOLEY, MONET J Shawnee
Marketing Junior
CR1SS. SHANNON R Prairie Village
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
CROFT. SUZANNE D Overland Park
Biochemistry Junior
CURRAN. PENNY S Stafford
Fashion Marketing Freshman
DAWSON, MONA L Medicine Lodge
Apparel Design Junior
DEFOREST. DIANE J Peabody
Anthropology Senior
EGAN, CARRIE K Peabody
English Education Sophomore
ESFELD, MELEESA Great Bend
Engineering Freshman
FINN, JOYCE M Wichita
Interior Design Sophomore
FLOTT. NANCY E Cortez. Colo.
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Senior
FORBES. STACEY E Stilwell
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
FOWLER, LISA ANN Larned
Marketing Freshman
FOX, JULIE Shawnee
Fashion Marketing Freshman
FREEMAN. DEBRA L Topeka
Accounting Freshman
HAGEL, LYNN M Overland Park
Pre-Physical Therapy Freshman
HAWES, REBECCA A Emporia
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
HICKEY. WENDY L Olathe
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
HOBBS. JODY B Prairie Village
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
HOLLADAY, JANA L Kansas City, Mo.
Home Economics Education Junior
HOOK, JAN G Shawnee
Finance Freshman
HORNE. ANGELA M Manhattan
Pre-Law Freshman
HUBERT. JACKIE E Mullinville
Fashion Marketing Senior
HUBERT, STEPHANIE K Mullinville
Fashion Marketing Sophomore
HULSING, CHERYL A Topeka
Elementary Education Junior
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HUNTER, JILL M Overland Park
PreProfessional Elementary Education Junior
JACOBS, DEANNE L Prairie Village
Elementary Education Junior
JACOBS, LAURA R. . Prairie Village
Business Administration Freshman
JOHNSON, DIANE R Overland Park
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
JOHNSON, KAREN B Prairie Village
Recreation Junior
KAISER. GINA A Hoisington
Fashion Marketing Sophomore
KELLER. PAULA K Manhattan
Computer Science Senior
KLOTZBACH. KATRINA A Topeka
Arts and Sciences Freshman
KOELLER, KELLY Lenexa
Interior Architecture Junior
KLOCH, CONNIE K Hampton. Va.
Fashion Marketing Sophomore
KOPP. LIZABETH L McPherson
Pre Law Sophomore
LETOURNEAU. RENEE J Wichita
Engineering Sophomore
MADL, JODI K Overland Park
Pre-Nursing Freshman
MARTELL, LAURIE M Topeka
Computer Science Sophomore
MCDOWELL. A1MEE S Chanute
Marketing Junior
MCGILL. BRIDGET M Shawnee
Pre Physical Therapy Sophomore
MCKINNEY. NANCY K Independence
Business Administration Senior
MCVICKER. TANYA D Abilene
Business Administration Senior
MEARS, SHERRI A Independence
Philosophy Senior
MERRILL. SARAH E England
Elementary Education Senior
MERSHON, MICHELLE A Manhattan
Pre Physical Therapy Freshman
MILLER, BRENDA S Topeka
Accounting Senior
MOSS. JANET S Salina
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
MURRAY. KELLEY K Leawood
Horticulture Senior
NINCI, ANGIE A Prairie Village
Arts and Sciences Freshman
OAKES, LESLEY C Yates Center
Business Administration Freshman
O'CONNOR. KELLY M Shawnee Mission
Associate of Sciences Junior
ORR. DEANNA L Lewis
Finance Sophomore
OSTERTAG. PAMELA S Shawnee Mission
PreProfessional Elementary Education Freshman
PETERSILIE. KIM R Ness City
Computer Science Junior
PETRO. SUSAN J Topeka
Elementary Education Junior
PLUMER, KAREN R Overland Park
Marketing Senior
PLUMER. LINDA S Overland Park
Radio and Television Freshman
PRAY. JANIS M Wichita
Finance Junior
PUGH. JANICE B St. Louis. Mo.
Food and Nutrition Science Senior
RATHBUN, DEANNE G Overland Park
Fashion Marketing Junior
ROBERTS. CYNTHIA D Overland Park
PreProfessional Elementary Education Sophomore
RIETCHECK, CYNTHIA S Wichita
Arts and Sciences Freshman
ROLLINS, SHARON L Prairie Village
Arts and Sciences Freshman
SANDERS, BETH E Prairie Village
Journalism and Mass Communications .... Sophomore
SCHROEDER, VAL A Overland Park
Biochemistry Sophomore
SEILER, CHEREE Wichita
Pre Nursing Freshman
SELDEN. LAURIE A Prairie Village
Food and Nutrition Science Freshman
SETTER, SHERYL Junction City
Fashion Marketing Sophomore
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SKUBITZ. SUZANNE H Wichita
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
SMITH, BRENDA S Ft, Leavenworth
Pre-Nursing Freshman
SMITH. MACHELLE L Wichita
Interior Design Sophomore
STEIN. LORI A Leawood
Accounting Freshman
STEPHAN. LISA K Wichita
Marketing Sophomore
STOREY. DEBBIE A Wichita
Management Junior
SWANEY, ELLEN K Wichita
Business Administration Sophomore
TEMME. LORI K Larned
Accounting Sophomore
TENEYCK, BARBARA A St. John
Computer Science Sophomore
THIES, AMY S Great Bend
Dietetics and Institutional Management Junior
TILTON, SUSAN A Wichita
Pre Nursing Sophomore
TODD. KATHY Minneapolis
Computer Science Sophomore
WALTER, LISA K Jetmore
Elementary Education Freshman
WHITE, DENA L Prairie Village
Family Life and Human Development Senior
WOODSON. HEATHER S Penalosa
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
Pyramid power — Kappa Alpha Theta and Kappa
Sigma members perform during the finals of the
Body Building contest in the Union Courtyard.
The event was part of Greek Week activities and
pitted pairs of Greek houses against each other in
displays of Greek spirit. This group was named
the winner of the contest for its efforts.
Jeff Taylor
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EVANS, PEGGY Housemother
ATHEY, KAREN E Overland Park
Radio and Television Senior
BACHELOR, TERI M Wichita
Accounting Freshman
BLEDSOE, FAITH E Wichita
Speech Pathology Junior
BRANT, SOLVEIG Isabel
Foods and Nutrition Science Senior
BUSSE, JANA L Kansas City, Mo.
Interior Design Senior
CARLSON, CATHY J Emporia
Journalism and Mass Communications .... Sophomore
CARPER. CYNTHIA A Wakeeney
Biology Junior
CASEY, KELLY A Junction City
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Sophomore
CHAMPLIN, KATHI L Cedar Vale
Accounting Junior
CONDREY, TERESA V Dothan, Ala.
Marketing Sophomore
COOPER, PAM D Manhattan
Business Administration Freshman
CORSON, MELANIE A Overland Park
Family Life and Human Development
. Sophomore
CURTIS, KIM D Mission Hills
Elementary Education Sophomore
DEARDEN, STARLA S Scott City
Medical Technology Freshman
DECKER. CATHY A Overland Park
Interior Design Senior
DOGD, CYNTHIA M Wakarusa
Radio and Television Sophomore
FIELDS, JANA S Wichita
Management Sophomore
FOSKLIHL. KIM D Dodge City
Fashion Marketing Sophomore
FOSTER, SHERRY L Caldwell
Radio and Television Sophomore
FRANCIS, CAROL J Attica
Agricultural Journalism Junior
FYE, ANNE K Manhattan
Elementary Education Sophomore
GAPSKE, BARBARA L Overland Park
Business Administration Freshman
GILE, MICHELLE D Scandia
Fashion Marketing Senior
GRAME. RENAE M Berryton
Accounting Sophomore
HAGUE, SCISAN M St. Joseph, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
HARRIS, DEANNA M Parsons
Accounting Junior
HENSON, LYNDA G Leawood
Speech Pathology Freshman
IOANIDIS, CHRIS A Ft. Erwin, Calif.
Elementary Education Junior
JADERBORG. BEVERLY R Overland Park
Chemical Engineering Junior
KARST. SHERI L Topeka
Art Senior
KELLY, MARY J Lawrence
Marketing Junior
KIGHTLINGER, MONA F Hutchinson
Education Junior
KING, SHAWN C Wichita
Accounting Freshman
LEVIN, DEBBY L Leawood
Art Junior
A
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LOVELL. DAY L Arkansas City
Pre-Physical Therapy Freshman
MALLON, DONNA L Overland Park
Elementary Education Senior
MCCLARY. KRYSTAL Centralia
Family and Childhood Development Sophomore
MCLAUGHLIN, PAULA Chapman
Elementary Education Sophomore
MEADOR, JUDY A Overland Park
Accounting Junior
MILLER, MARTY Prairie Village
Fashion Marketing Junior
MILLER, NANCY J Prairie Village
Pre-Nursing Sophomore
MITCHELL. LORI K Ellsworth
Fashion Marketing Senior
MOSS. ANDREA L Hutchinson
Arts and Sciences Freshman
NELSON, JODY M Lawrence
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
O'CONNER, SUSAN D Dodge City
Electrical Engineering Freshman
PAGE. MARY S Manhattan
Arts and Science Freshman
PARTAIN. DEANNE L Topeka
Elementary Education Junior
PATE, JANICE K Overland Park
Marketing Junior
PERPARAS, SHERRY M. Overland Park
Early Childhood Education Senior
Hurriyet Aydogan
Whose got the key to the house? — Members of
Kappa Delta welcome their new pledges to the
house after rush.
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PERRY, LISA B Topeka
Social Work
. Sophomore
POTTER, TAMERA L Arkansas City
Agricultural Education Sophomore
PRESTER, MONICA S Salina
Fashion Marketing Freshman
REDLER, MARY A Overland Park
Natural Resource Management Senior
REHMERT. TAMI L Overland Park
Home Economics Sophomore
REYNOLDS. HELEN K Lawrence
Interior Design Senior
RITTER, SALLY L Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Humanities Freshman
ROBARGE, MARY A Topeka
Architectural Engineering Sophomore
ROLF, LINDA L Pratt
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
ROLPH, CHERI L Delphos
Political Science Senior
RUNYAN, DENISE K Osage City
Business Administration Sophomore
SCHLAAK, PEGGY M Manhattan
Fashion Marketing Sophomore
SCHROFF, JANE A Topeka
Sociology Sophomore
SEIWALD, KAREN C Prairie Village
PreNursing Sophomore
SEVART. JANET S Hutchinson
Elementary Education Junior
SHEVLIN, BRENDA Topeka
Art Sophomore
SIEMENS, LORI L Burrton
Accounting Sophomore
SMITH, LINDA M Hutchinson
Early Childhood Education Freshman
STOREY. JOYCE S Hartsburg, Mo.
Interior Architecture Freshman
SWANSON, SUSAN M Manhattan
Industrial Engineering Junior
TOB1N, LISA M Overland Park
Fashion Marketing Freshman
TRIPLETT, LARINDA M Salina
Business Administration Freshman
(JHLRICH, BETH A Wamego
Business Administration Sophomore
(JTECH. TERESA A Topeka
Home Economics and Mass Communications . . Junior
VINCENT. DEBRA A Norton
Architectural Engineering Freshman
VSETECKA. LANA J Wakeeney
Art Freshman
WALSH, REBECCA L Collyer
Physical Education Junior
WEBER, LAURIE Hutchinson
Elementary Education Sophomore
WINGERT. NANCY J Ottawa
Fashion Marketing Sophomore
WISE, DONNA L Clearwater
Speech Pathology Freshman
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WALK, LOU Housemother
ADAMS. MARSHA S McPherson
Life Science Junior
ACILD, SUSAN A Wakefield
Apparel Design Freshman
BAIRD, JANE A Arkansas City
Accounting Junior
BARANCIK, KAREN S Roeland Park
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
BARTH, KAREN L Kansas City, Mo.
Business Administration Senior
BAUCUS, LOG D Arkansas City
Pre Law Freshman
BIGGS. DONNA J Leavenworth
Health Freshman
BLASI, KAREN K Wichita
Accounting Junior
BLISS. MELANIE Overland Park
Music Education Freshman
BRITO, RUTH M Wichita
Fashion Marketing Freshman
BRUMMETT, ERIN K Hutchinson
Radio and Television Freshman
BULLOCK, SUE D Manhattan
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Freshman
CARDWELL, TERI A Lenexa
Business Administration Freshman
CARLSON, PATTI M Overland Park
Marketing Junior
CARROLL. MICHELE L Prairie Village
Dietetics and Industry Management Sophomore
CASE, DONNA J Shawnee
Elementary Education Sophomore
COLE. TRINA D Modoc
Apparel Design Junior
COPHER, CAROLYN A Prairie Village
Pre Professional Elementary Education Sophomore
DANZIG. LINDA F Overland Park
Marketing Junior
DAYTON, ALICIA Manhattan
Art Junior
DAYVAULT, ANN E Wichita
Marketing Senior
DEARDORFF, DEBBIE K Wichita
Interior Design Junior
EATHERLY. JULIE A Garden City
Fashion Marketing Senior
EDIGER, KARLENE K McPherson
Biochemistry Junior
EL BEHERI, TWILA San Francisco. Calif.
Consumer Interest Junior
FLETCHER, JULIE A Bucklin
Arts and Sciences Junior
FOUNTAIN. AMY W Overland Park
Architecture Senior
FRESHNOCK, NANCY L Manhattan
Psychology Freshman
FREY, LYN A Overland Park
Elementary Education Sophomore
GALE, DAWN E Agra
Marketing Freshman
GARRETT, JENNIFER A Overland Park
Architecture Junior
GIBBS, TRACEY R Lenexa
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
GRACY, KIMBERLY K Wellington
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
GRIEBEL, LISA A Stockton
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
HAGAN. NANCY A Salina
Dietetics and Industry Management Senior
HAMPEL, DONNA G Garden Plain
Health Junior
HARMS, KRISTA A Ottumwa, Iowa
Arts and Sciences Freshman
HOWARD, BETH A Liberty, Mo.
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
HOWSE, JOAN Wichita
Accounting Junior
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Kappa Kappa Gamma
Chorus line — Kappa Kappa Gamma
actives greet pledges during rush week
with a song about their sorority. After
being serenaded with a "Camp Kappa"
song, pledges were escorted inside the
house to get acquainted with the members.
HUTCHINS, LISA M Dighton
Dietetics and Industry Management Freshman
JAAX, JANET M Andale
Pre Medicine Freshman
JENKINS. KENNA J Kansas City. Mo.
Home Economics Education Junior
JOYCE, MELODIE F Garden City
Art Junior
KOEHN. JENNIFER E Concordia
Physical Education Junior
KREBS. DEENA R Scott City
Business Administration Sophomore
LAMARRE, JANE A Kansas City, Mo
Early Childhood Education Sophomore
ZANG, JENNIFER L Towanda
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
LARSON, STEFANI R Overland Park
Radio and Television Sophomore
LITCHFIELD. JENNIFER A Leawood
Fashion Marketing Senior
LUNDQUIST, REBECCA D Lindsborg
Home Economics Education Junior
MARTIN. SARA J Leawood
Finance Freshman
MATSON, HAYLEY J Clifton
Home Economics Extensions Sophomore
MATZ. MARGARET M Wichita
Management Senior
MAYHEW. KATHY Hutchinson
Accounting Senior
MCCOSH, ANN E Manhattan
Arts and Sciences Freshman
MCGRATH, MARTI Leawood
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
MEREDITH, SHELLY L Wellington
Pre-Professional Design Sophomore
MEREDITH. SUSAN R Wellington
Architecture Senior
MESSERSMITH, LAUREN Wichita
Psychology Senior
MINNEMAN. JOAN M St. Louis, Mo.
Interior Architecture Senior
MISAK, LANA K Caldwell
Business Administration Freshman
MORROW, RICHAE Salina
Arts and Sciences Freshman
NINCI, LORETTA M Prairie Village
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
NOON, DEBRA E Overland Park
Architecture Sophomore
ODDO, CATHY A Overland Park
Arts and Sciences Freshman
ODDO. LINDA L Overland Park
Management Senior
ODLE, TAMMY J Glade
Arts and Sciences Freshman
OSWALD, PATRICIA E Hutchinson
Engineering Junior
OTT. CARLA M Peck
Business Administration Senior
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PARTRIDGE, AMY B Wichita
Business Administration Sophomore
PEARCE, JULIE Overland Park
Family Life and Human Development Sophomore
PRINSLOW, LAURA S Arlington Heights, III.
Accounting Senior
RAMOS, CONSTANCE Leawood
Pre-Design Professions Junior
ROBINSON, STEPHANIE Wichita
Interior Design Senior
ROSS, GINA M Leawood
Architectural Engineering Sophomore
ROSSI. KARLA R Wichita
Accounting Sophomore
SCANLAN, M. ANGELA Abilene
Agricultural Journalism Senior
SCHMIDT. KATHLEEN Caldwell
Pre-Nursing Senior
SCOTT, CHERYL D Tecumseh
PrePhysical Therapy Freshman
SCOTT, SANDRA D Tecumseh
Dietetics and Industry Management Junior
SHAFT. CINDY K Hutchinson
Pre Professional Elementary Education Junior
SKAER. SARA Little Rock, Ark.
Pre Professional Elementary Education Junior
SMITH, SONJA Salina
Architectural Engineering Freshman
STUTTERHEIM, KAREN L Salina
Pre-Nursing Senior
SWADER. CARITA G Gardner
Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
THUROW, TONNIE Hugoton
Philosophy Freshman
TILLMAN, LISA A Manhattan
Pre Medicine Freshman
TOTTEN, CYNTHIA Overland Park
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
TUCKER, VANESSA V McPherson
Business Administration Freshman
TURNBULL, JAN L Stockton
Pre-Nursing Junior
TYLER. DEBBIE R Wichita
Family Life and Human Development Senior
VAIL, NANCY Ft. Richardon, Alaska
Management Sophomore
VICKERS, LAURA D Wichita
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Junior
VINES, CLAUDIA Wichita
Physical Sciences Junior
WAGNER, LORI S Overland Park
Physical Education Sophomore
WALDEN. KELLI A Garden Plain
Finance Junior
WEIR, BRENDA J Pratt
Fashion Marketing Junior
WOLF, BARBARA A Olathe
nterior Design Sophomore
WURZER. JILL A Kansas City. Mo.
Arts and Sciences Freshman
YANCEY, LISA R Manhattan
Political Science Senior
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JOHNSON. KATHRYN Housemother
AHNEMANN, GREGG W Shawnee
Finance Junior
AYRES, KELLEY V Smith Center
Agricultural Economics Senior
BAKER. PHIL E Pleasanton
Management Sophomore
BEDNAR, BRIAN K Oketo
Engineering Technology Senior
BEDNAR, TODD A Oketo
Construction Science Junior
BENEDICT. SCOTT J Leawood
Arts and Sciences Freshman
BLANCHON. ED M Bucyrus
Engineering Technology Junior
BOXBERGER. MARK A Russell
Agricultural Economics Senior
BCIRFORD, J. DOUG Leawood
Business Administration Sophomore
COOK, JIM L Louisburg
Business Administration Sophomore
DEMOTT, KIRBY H Overland Park
Engineering Technology Senior
DICKERHOOF, ROBERT E Chanute
Business Administration Freshman
DOWELL, THOMAS R Olathe
Marketing Freshman
EICHER, ERIC L Colby
Pre-Law Sophomore
EISSLER, CHARLES L Topeka
Electrical Engineering Junior
ELLER, JAMES S Great Bend
Business Administration Sophomore
EUBANKS, MIKE E Shawnee
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Junior
FANKHAUSER. ALAN L Garden City
Business Administration Senior
FOREMAN, PAT G Overland Park
Business Administration Junior
FOWLER, RAY C Lamed
Animal Science and Industry Junior
GARDNER, MICHAEL E Milo, Mo.
Pre Design Sophomore
GAUNCE, ROBERT D Kansas City
Pre-Pharmacy Junior
GEORGE, DON E. Wichita
Nuclear Engineering Senior
GILLETTE. ROBERT L Great Bend
Life Sciences Senior
GREEN, TODD J Overland Park
Management Sophomore
HAUN. DARREN Larned
Pre-Dentistry Junior
HAUN, DAVID A Larned
Engineering Freshman
HEDRICK, BRADLEY E Shawnee
Pre-Design Professions Junior
HOOK, STEVE R Shawnee
Business Administration Sophomore
HORTON, GREG A Arlington
Engineering Freshman
HUFF, LAURENCE E. JR Shawnee
Construction Science Senior
HUGHES, LOREN A Eureka
Physical Education Junior
IBARRA. CARLOS O Garden City
Art Senior
INGRAM. GARY J Charles, 111.
Electrical Engineering Freshman
JACOBS, LARRY L McPherson
Agricultural Economics Junior
JOHNSON. D. KEITH Kansas City
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Junior
LEVIN, BEN J Leawood
Accounting Freshman
LIPARI, JAMES B Louisburg
Business Administration Sophomore
MACE, JEFFREY R St. Louis, Mo.
Business Administration Freshman
MANN, DAVID D Kansas City. Mo.
Agricultural Economics Junior
MCMILLEN, SCOTT A , Shawnee
Business Administration Sophomore
MURPHY. MARTIN J Great Bend
Architectural Engineering Senior
NOBLE, JEFF S Shawnee
Computer Science Sophomore
OVERMILLER, TIMOTHY V Smith Center
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
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OWENS, STEVEN M Manhattan
Radio and Television Sophomore
PLATT. MICHAEL A Medicine Lodge
Agriculture Senior
POLSON, BRADLEY N Vermillion
Finance Junior
RADKE, DWIGHT Great Bend
Geology Junior
RE1NHARDT, DAVID K Chanute
Engineering Technology Sophomore
RINNER. THOMAS D Topeka
Engineering Senior
SCHARTZ. BERT W Larned
Agricultural Mechanization Sophomore
SCHARTZ, PETE J Larned
Agricultural Economics Freshman
SCHERLING. SYD P Smith Center
Marketing Junior
SCHULTZ. DAVID D Lenexa
Mechanical Engineering Junior
SCOTT, STUART E Wichita
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
SKILLET, GARY L Centralia
Pre-Dentistry Junior
SMITH, DEE A Enterprise
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
SMITH. STACY L Ozawkie
Agricultural Economics Senior
STOLTENBERG. MICHAEL J Hiawatha
Animal Science and Industry Junior
SCIDA, RICHARD A Fenton, Mo.
PreDesign Professions Sophomore
TAGUE, TRACY J Emporia
Geology Sophomore
TAYLOR, ROBERT L Manhattan
Correctional Administration Sophomore
VASKO, GREG G Calumet, Penn.
Biological Science Education Junior
WALLE, JOSEPH G Culver
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
WALTER. LOREN E Peru. III.
Agricultural Economics Senior
WHISLER, KENT H Topeka
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
YARBER, STEVEN D Overland Park
Electrical Engineering Junior
ZORN, RANDY J Smith Center
Bakery Science and Management Senior
KAPPA SIGMA
STARDUSTERS
FRONT ROW; Theresa Thomas, CeCe
Mayerle. Carrie Evans, Ann Patzell, SEC-
OND ROW: Shari A. Rippe, Krystal G.
McClary, Marian Olander, Laura Tracey,
Marilyn Pritchard. THIRD ROW: Kimberly
M. Potter, Cara Tangari, Denette Vonada,
Meg Schwensen, Joleen M. Dowler.
FOURTH ROW: Carla S. Bryant, Mona F.
Kightlinger, Karla K. Lovell, Cheri D,
Schwartz, Theresa M. Detwiler, Jody Nel-
son, Sophie O'Neill. BACK ROW: Cathy L.
Osborn, Stacy R. Klotzbach, Michele M.
Biarnesen, Julie A. Kissinger, Kimberly S.
Myles, Janet S. Sevart.
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Lambda Chi Alpha
CURNUTT, RAE H Housemother
ARROYO. GARY L Mulvane
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
BAILEY KEVIN H Manhattan
Art Sophomore H ^t "
BALBINOT. BRIAN J Prairie Village \ ~ —' "W W ^ T
Management Junior ^ -"?" ' ^ *"^W -^Sfi%
BEARDMORE. RICHARD R. Overland Park ^A
-*|^^ A. J? *W^^^k <Jr 1
Architecture Senior .^BBF 1 Bk. ^^^BB *WB^ ^ * "^^ Bl HI ,^^A "H^W^
BECKEMEYER, LYNN H San Francisco, Calif.
Architecture Senior ;B\
BEIKMANN STEVEN G Manhattan /•HbV » BB
Arts and Sciences Treshman #k *^B f iBk*
BLANKENSHIP, GUY W Junction City § m * B) % ^ *U W 1 "*
Correctional Administration Sophomore \ ^7 ™ ,^
BOARDMAN, ROBERT D Eldorado ' ^SMB * S. W ""-S.
Engineering Sophomore J&7V ~"9W
BORTHWICK, KENDALL B Salina "W ^^-^ "^^^. VI "W^^k^ J
Wat dMM M iM A
CHASE, DAN W Overland Park
Art Senior
CLARK. BRAD A Derby
Architecture Junior
DAVIS. WILLIAM L Topeka
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
DR1NG. PAUL C Prairie Village
Landscape Architecture Junior
EADENS, CHRISTOPHER L. Scott City ^L gf
. *"1|rBfc^^ i^BU I iBW A
Electrical Engineering Junior ^A^^^L I^BBW _^B t'jZ IBi B\ ^ Bj Bh ^^Bm P : ,_Vim WflaBialBmlk
ENGELBERT. JAMES A Beloit
Engineering Sophomore
FOLLETT. KEVIN M Ft. Collins, Colo.
Mathematics Education Junior
GLADBACH. JAMES P. Concordia
Animal Science and Industry Senior
GUENTHER, MAX M St. Joseph, Mo.
Architecture Senioi .' %w<^|»B|B% *9 ^A ? I W
MAI I I Y. DUANI I . Webster Groves, Mo. ^*F^B j ^JrV ^M # JL .^d. . '"*''^^Bw^landscape Architecture Senior j^4 ^B <^L Bw B\ A, Bkk^ ^Bl ^^ .^0 — Ba
4 flat t*«*!% flt al
HALL. TRACY R Springfield, Mo.
Architectural Engineering Senior
HEGARTY, MICHAEL E Effingham
Political Science Senior
HILL, KEVIN L Shawnee
Electrical Engineering Junior
^f ^**
HOWARD. TIM W Hutchinson '
~4L- >
Management Senior ttf-^Msr A JrW.
KING. JAMES D Overland Park <^k
^j§ ^^k *WM^ ",^Pk J ""^W b^BBbComputer Science Sophomore ^^BBmm KW. ^Bk ~»^B¥ H bbbbbvb 1 Ibw J8&L Bw ^BW bbIAmA^i^ f ikBfil
KISNER, KEVIN B Garden City ^^^ ....
Business Administration Senioi
.JaBk B^k. #B^ dBi^^ /^B^Bk
KNIGHT, IONATHAN Topeka '**< JPB| Bk IB fill *^bV JS^"™*
Architecture Junior fc~" if ^B|BV MfT^ B\ yr^ Bj m
LANGSTON, KEVIN D Vandalia, Mo ff 41 #Mf S Tj, 4fl0A T -R W ' *5*
Architecture Junior , j|L 3* I^^J
LATIMER Ri )BERT L Overland Park 1 W» 'J^B^™
Business Administration Junior A % 'W-** f \ ^12* r /
LAWLESS. THOMAS F Overland Park ^_B
~*W^_
~Jfr .^bV Jf
Milling ience and Management Junior B\ 4%.VB^ *^flr^jBw # ^. ' BIBV JJJ>^k^ ,^B^L ^^^.iul b1»b^b^b^bIbb aVfc
LIPPE, DAVID R Topeka
Marketing Senior
LOYD, JOHN W Warrensburg, Mo.
Architectural Engineering . Sophomore Jfl ^llR m?
LONDIN, MARK C. Manhattan |f , mJU Er** iU -*• gM W ^fflA ' — jk*
Construction Science Senior -m 0m ^P
MARLEY, STEVE P Overland Park
. v
^
,
-* V t«**fS B* '^"JB
Radio and Television Junior -"* ^ a
MARQUETTE, JOHN S Overland Park
^P'BV ^. ^^^^« I ^^B\
Construction Science Freshman > ' ^B^^,
_^gB\ Bi ^BmL ^^^_ IKi M|B^B\ Sk W,
.flBB^IIIJaMM.
MCCARTHY, MARK G Mission
-^^
Radio and Senioi J'BlBW £. A /^Bv /^Hk
Mil I I I.' LYNN E #^B ^* B j.. . Bk B,
PreDesign Professions Freshman f ' B\
MILLER, MARK F Independence Bf •*WBbIM I"** 1 f * *^ 1
Mechanical Engineering Junior BB ^J f j» 4©^ > a
II WMAI
I
MICHAEL J Overland Park
ft.
'^BbT A *""^ W J X^'lMt
Natural Resource Managemenl
^BSkt-^it^r^^ 7^^^ *~-» ^^^^^r
OVERMYER. THOMAS W Rossville
~^^^Bbt ^ BwBH ' "j V ^. ^"^
elevision Sophomore < fk -IP ^^B j^ Af ^^ Bvt7*mlm*km '
292 Lambda Chi Alpha
PERKINS. JERRY M Lenexa
Business Administration Junior
POSTON, JOHN C Overland Park
PreDesign Professions Junior
ROOT, PAUL T Prairie Village
Computer Science Freshman
ROOT. RICHARD E Prairie Village
Mechanical Engineering Senior
SCHMIDT. THOMAS A. Bennington
Finance Senior
SERRANO. PEDRO L Port Charlotte. Fla.
Civil Engineering Senior
SHAIN. GLENN P El Dorado
Construction Science Senior
SILVERS. DON J Olathe
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
STARK. DAN B Manhattan
Management Senior
STARK, JEFF W Manhattan
Journalism and Mass Communications . Sophomore
STAC1FFER, DARRIS B Overland Park
Business Administration Freshman
SWIHART, KEN S Detroit, Mich.
Architecture Junior
TETLOW. STEVEN C Troy
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
TSEN, ANDREW C Manhattan
Arts and Sciences Freshman
WASINGER, JAMES L Scott City
Fashion Marketing Senior
WHITESIDE, DAVID L Topeka
Engineering Technology Junior
WIKE. DENNIS C Topeka
Civil Engineering Senior
WINTERMAN, RICHARD J Mission
Business Administration Sophomore
Lambda Chi Alpha 293
Phi Delta Theta
ANDERSON. CHRIS J Garden City
Marketing Senior
ANDERSON, JOEL D Manhattan
Psychology Education Junior
BACH, MICHAEL L Blue Rapids
Agricultural Economics Senior
BACHMAN. RON E St. Joseph
Construction Science Sophomore
BARNHART, JOHN M Manhattan
Pre-Law Junior
BRADLEY, GARY M Overland Park
Marketing Senior
CULWELL. JAMES T. JR St. Francis
Agricultural Economics Freshman
DAESCHNER. TROY D Topeka
Accounting Freshman
DAVIDSON. STEVEN D Salina
Veterinary Medicine Freshman
DESHAZER, DONALD L Topeka
Veterinary Medicine Junior
DEVILBISS, BARRY E Albany. NY.
Nuclear Engineering Junior
DODGE, JACK L Manhattan
Psychology Senior
DREES. DAVID P Wichita
Nuclear Engineering Sophomore
FAIRBAIRN. BRAD J Garden City
PreVeterinary Medicine * Freshman
FAULKNER. TRACEY R Manhattan
Business Administration Junior
FAY, THOMAS E Overland Park
Arts and Sciences Freshman
FINK. JOHN L Topeka
Management Senior
FOSTER, ERIC W Wichita
Architecture Senior
GALYARDT, MARK A Lawrence
Engineering Freshman
GINGRICH. JACK A Fairway
Pre Physical Therapy Freshman
GORDON, PHILIP D Valley Falls
Accounting Senior
GRAUER, BRIAN S Manhattan
Industrial Engineering Sophomore
HASTINGS, GREG J Hanston
Radio and Television Junior
HORMEL. JEFFREY D Olathe
Restaurant Management Junior
HORNER, KIRK C Shawnee Mission
Architecture Junior
HOWE, H. EVAN Manhattan
Political Science Junior
HUFFMAN, MARK E.
. ... Wichita
Accounting Sophomore
IRVINE, RON D Manhattan
Accounting Junior
JOHNSON, MICHAEL B Leawood
Construction Science Sophomore
KITTNER, JOE A Blue Rapids
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
KVASNICKA, JAY A Manhattan
Radio and Television Freshman
LANE, WALTER R Chanute
Business Administration Sophomore
LYSTER, JEFFREY C Burlington, Colo.
Finance Sophomore
MCCOSH, KENT T Manhattan
Mechanical Engineering Junior
MCREYNOLDS, JEFF K Dodge City
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
MILLER, ROSS O Deerfie; '
Radio and Television Sophomore
MILLS. PATRICK J Russell
Accounting Senior
MILLS, STEPHEN E Albany
Nuclear Engineering Junior
MYERS. BRUCE H Topeka
Feed Science and Management Senior
MYERS, ROSS A Garden City
Accounting Senior
294 Phi Delta Theta
MELSOM, TIMOTHY B Rose Hill
Finance Sophomore
RAZOOK. BRADLEY J Hesston
Marketing Freshman
RIETCHECK, RANDALL L Wichita
PreVeterinary Medicine Sophomore
ROSE, BRET W Manhattan
Construction Science Junior
ROTH. CHRISTOPHER A Westwood Hills
Pre Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
ROZEK, J. WESLEY Ashland
Marketing Senior
SCHROFF. TERRY B Topeka
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
SCOVILLE, R. BRET Manhattan
Correctional Administration Sophomore
SHARP, DAVID A Overland Park
Marketing Junior
SNYDER, SHELDON M Burlington
Agricultural Economics Freshman
ta mk*
STUELKE, JAMES B Leawood
Architecture Junior
TAYLOR. BRAD G Garden City
Business Administration Senior
TINKER JR.. ROBERT C Wichita
Construction Science Senior
TURNER, JAMES B Junction City
Management Junior
VRZAK. JAMES E Wichita
Engineering Freshman
WARD. DAVID C Ogden
Accounting Sophomore
WAYMAN. JOSEPH E St. Louis, Mo.
Architecture Freshman
WIMSATT. ANDREW L Wichita
Finance Sophomore
Cool competitors — Frigid temperatures
and lack of a basketball did not keep
members of Phi Delta Theta off the
basketball courts.
Jeff Taylor
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Phi Gamma Delta
LAWRENCE. NORMA M Housemother
AESCHLIMAN. ROGER Topeka
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
BARRERA. MICHAEL L Roeland Park
Radio and Television Senior
BOUCHER, DOUGLAS K Smith Center
Agricultural Engineering Sophomore
BOUCHER, JAY M Smith Center
Finance Junior
CATNEY, MICHAEL R Manhattan
Accounting Sophomore
CONNER, CRAIG E Lyons
Engineering Freshman
CORN, JACK C Garden City
Marketing Senior
DEBAUGE. STEVE B Kansas City
Engineering Freshman
EGAN. DENNIS R Salina
Construction Science Senior
FLYNN, STEVEN A Solomon
Construction Science Sophomore
FOGO, MICHAEL K Eldorado
Engineering Freshman
GREEN, ROBERT E Maysville, Mo.
Landscape Architecture Junior
HAUG, TIMOTHY J Abilene
Nuclear Engineering Junior
HEMMY, RONALD A Salina
Arts and Sciences Freshman
HERMAN. MICHAEL J Mission
Management Junior
HOCKING, DAVID Salina
Accounting Sophomore
HUBBARD, TOM J Prairie Village
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
KEARNEY. VINCENT Overland Park
Accounting Senior
KINCA1D, JAMES D Basehor
Engineering Freshman
LOBB, CHRISTOPHER G Kansas City, Mo.
Construction Science Junior
LONDEEN, KEVIN C Chapman
Management Sophomore
LONGHOFER, KEVIN D Hutchinson
Pre-Medicine Freshman
MADINGER, CHARLES E St. Louis, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
MARTINEZ, KEVIN P Topeka
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
MERTENS, ELI Miami, Fla.
Bakery Science and Management Freshman
MICHAELIS, JOEY A Salina
Psychology Sophomore
MILLER, DANIEL G Mission
Civil Engineering Junior
MOODY, ROSS A Basehor
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
NESTLER, DAVID B Hutchinson
Business Administration Freshman
NESTLER, GREGORY A Hutchinson
Management Junior
REIHS, BRIAN J Manhattan
Construction Science Junior
ROGLER, KEN A Leawood
Agriculture Junior
SEARS, GLENN D Smith Center
Engineering Freshman
SELEY, JAMES W Abilene
Construction Science Sophomore
SEXTON, BEN J Abilene
Geography Junior
SOPER, RAY J Wichita
Accounting Sophomore
SVEC. ROBERT J Stilwell
Computer Science Sophomore
TOWNSEND, KENT G Merriam
Finance Junior
VEACH. JOHN P Abilene
Agricultural Economics Junior
WATSON, WILLIAM C Leawood
Construction Science Junior
WENDELBURG, BLAKE E Wichita
Pre-Medicine Sophomore
WEST, CRAIG W Abilene
Accounting Sophomore
WHITEHAIR, JON G Abilene
Pre Veterinary Medicine Freshman
WILSON, JEFFREY R Abilene
Finance Senior
MiM*
tfjjfc mMtm
'k mJk *s,kAi*
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Phi Kappa Tau
ABRAMS. DAVID L Overland Park
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
BALES, STEVE B Overland Park
Mechanical Engineering Junior
BRISENDINE, STEPHEN C Kismet
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
BROWN. STEPHEN M Leavenworth
Arts and Sciences Freshman
CAMPBELL, DAVID A Leavenworth
Engineering Freshman
CARR, MARK A Liberal
Geology Senior
CHANCE, JEFF W Liberal
Computer Science Sophomore
CHANCE, MARVIN D. JR Liberal
Finance Senior
CRAWFORD, GREG E Ulysses
Engineering Technology Junior
DAHLQGIST, GARY N Overland Park
Engineering Freshman
DANFORTH, CRAIG L Liberal
Industrial Engineering Senior
DANFORTH, STEVEN L Liberal
Mechanical Engineering Senior
DCJNLAP, VAN Wichita
Accounting Junior
FISCHER, JOE Overland Park
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
FOGLEMAN, KEVIN M Upper Black Eddy, Pa.
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
FRANCIS. SHANNON G Liberal
Marketing Senior
Rob Clark
Bottoms up — Phi Kappa Tau members
welcomed new pledges to their fraternity in
August with ten kegs of beer. This annual
event was paid for by the fraternity's social
fund.
Phi Kappa Tau 297
Phi Kappa Tau
GIBBOMS. TIM P Topeka
Pre-Dentistry Sophomore
GIBBS. G BEN Clay Center
Agricultural Mechanization Junior
GORE, DAVID A Overland Park
Engineering Freshman
HANNA, DAVID G. Goddard
Marketing Senior
HENNESSEY. TIMOTHY Leavenworth
Marketing Sophomore
HUMMELL, ERIC A Salina
Engineering Freshman
IMPERIAL. ROBERT L Warminster, PA
Bakery Science and Management Junior
JONES, BRGCE C Wichita
Business Administration Junior
KEIRSEY, SCOTT D Dexter, MO
Architecture Senior
LEE. MITCHELL K Salina
Accounting Freshman
LESNESKI, PHILIP J Manhattan
Pre-Medicine Junior
LOGAN. BRIAN P Wichita
Business Administration Freshman
LOGAN, SCOTT M Wichita
Management Junior
LGCAS, ANDY Prairie Village
Business Administration Freshman
MCCLANAHAN, SCOTT J St Joseph, MO
Arts and Sciences Freshman
t-S fa
MERRITT. JAMES A Tacumcari. N.M.
Pre Medicine Sophomore
MILLER. JOSEPH B St. Joseph, MO
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
MUNDT, TIMOTHY J Overland Park
Management Senior
PERSZYK. ROBERT P. Overland Park
Marketing Sophomore
REBECCA. DANIEL Champaign, ILL
Accounting Junior
SANDOW, GEORGE C Olathe
Milling Science and Management Freshman
SCHNEIDER. LARRY D Leavenworth
Construction Science Freshman
SCHNEIDER. RICK Leavenworth
Correctional Administration Sophomore
SHERWOOD, DOUGLAS D Manhattan
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
SHONFELT, JOHN P Prairie Village
Engineering Freshman
SMITH, ANTHONY E Shawnee
Restaurant Management Freshman
SPENCER, PATRICK J Wichita
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
STILES, DAVID A Liberal
Geology Junior
TH1ERER, LARRY E Manhattan
Construction Science Junior
VIEHWEG, DON J Leawood
Finance Freshman
WOOD, BILL T Wichita
Agricultural Engineering Freshman
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LITTLE SISTERS OF THE
SHIELD
FRONT ROW: Dee Futrelle, Chris Phillips, Karla
Christopher, Carolyn Button, Robin Edwards. SEC
OND ROW: Lorl Lacy, Sue Mauler, Karen Christo
pher, Laurie Coffey, Linda Lee, Sue Grissinger
THIRD ROW: Kyrie Debo, Kari Johnson, Lisa Cotte
Shari Fiene, Laura McCrary. FOURTH ROW: Shan
non Opfer, Jill Gardner, Chris Glacken, Diane Grif
fith, Margie Yoakum, Theresa Graham. TOP ROW
Jeanette Roudebush. Connie Kelty. Julie Clay, An
gela Buck, Barb Wolf, Lisa Kessler.
Phi Kappa Theta
ft p
I* f ^
KMISLEY. HELEN I
BALLINGER. ALAN R
Medical Technology
BIASELLA, MICHAEL S
Arts and Sciences
BOGNER, DANIEL G
Agronomy
BOGNER, TIM J
Feed Science and Management
BRISCOE, BOB W
Pre-Professional Secondary Education
Housemother
Colwich
. . . Sophomore
Prairie Village
... Freshman
Galesburg
.
. . Sophomore
Parsons
Junior
Overland Park
.... Freshman
COX, MICHAEL R
Pre-Medicine
D1LLING, DOUGLAS D. .
Computer Science
FLIGINGER, ANTHONY A
Psychology Education
GOTTSCHALK, MARK J
Pre-Veterinary Medicine
GREER, RICK R
Agronomy
HASTERT. KENNETH D.
Radio and Television
Topeka
. . . . Freshman
Salina
Junior
Lyons
.
. . Sophomore
Hays
. . . Sophomore
Council Grove
Senior
Topeka
Senior
HAYDEN, FREDERICK T Topeka
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
HOLLANDER. STEPHEN J St. Charles Mo.
Architecture Senior
KELLY, JOHN B Bucyrus
Radio and Television Freshman
KETTERMAN, MARK E Salina
Business Administration Sophomore
KOEHN, CRAIG Marquette
Architectural Engineering Graduate Student
LYTLE, RICHARD D Junction City
Chemical Engineering Junior
METZGER, MITCHELL C Council Grove
Agriculture Sophomore
MONTEZ, KEN K Alma
Accounting Sophomore
MOORE, CHRISTOPHER D Junction City
Microbiology Junior
MOYER, KARL C Olathe
Architectural Engineering Freshman
NUKION, MICHAEL F Westwood, MA.
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Sophomore
ODLE, STEVE T. . Overland Park
usiness Administration Freshman
ROY. STEVE W Altamont
Computer Science Junior
RUNDLE, FRANK R Kansas City
Microbiology Sophomore
SEDORCEK, ROBERT W Kansas City
Landscape Architecture Freshman
SHAW, ROBERT K Wichita
Accounting Junior
SMITH, DENZIL D Cherryvale
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
SMITH. KEVIN R Kansas City
Architecture Senior
SMITH, SCOTT E Kansas City
Radio and Television Sophomore
SULLIVAN, WILLIAM Overland Park
Arts and Sciences Freshman
TEDMAN, PAUL E Harper
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
CJRBANEK, ROD D Topeka
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
VAZQUEZ. SHELDON P Manhattan
Physical Sciences Senior
WAGERS, CHRIS E Topeka
Business Administration Junior
WILLIAMS, TODD R
. . Topeka
Business Administration Junior
LITTLE SISTERS OF THE APHELION ROSE
FRONT ROW: Kathy E. Houts, Gerri A. Schuster, Linda K. Chlapek, Sheila C. Hennes,
Tammy J. Skeen. SECOND ROW: Gina L Doyle, Nancy J. Scott, Laurie M. Blythe, Paula
J. Rupp, Karla S. Ziegler, Margie Daniels. THIRD ROW: Karen R. Cocking, Edwina M.
Boyd, Kathleen E. Daniels, Cindy N. Smith, Leanne A. Ziegler. FOURTH ROW: Sara A.
Wirth, Laura L. Tedman, Rhonda L. Miller, Martha J. Rogge, Kelly D. Sherwood, Colleen M.
Moylan. BACK ROW: Karen D. Bellus, Melinda S. Stevenson, Peggy M. Martin, Kim R.
Fast, Cindy L. Kasper.
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Pi Beta Phi1
WOOLARD, JUDITH B Housemother
ANDERSEN, KELLY J Topeka
Engineering Freshman
ARMER. ALISON C Leawood
Pre Professional Elementary Education Sophomore
BAILIE, MELANIE Manhattan
Industrial Engineering Freshman
BALL, SALLY J Overland Park
Pre Professional Elementary Education Sophomore
BARNES, DEBBIE Dodge City
Elementary Education Junior
BARNES. IDEENA A Stilwell
Finance Freshman
BARR, SUSAN E Overland Park
Elementary Education Sophomore
BELDEN. PATRICIA D Leavenworth
Arts and Sciences Freshman
BERKLEY, CAROLYN B Salina
Arts and Sciences Freshman
BRANSON, TANYA R Great Bend
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
BROWN, TAMMI B Salina
Psychology Freshman
BUNCK, JULIE M Everest
History Senior
BUNCK, MARY G Everest
Elementary Education Sophomore
DANNER. DIAMINE R Manhattan
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
DAWSON, CYNTHIA L Leavenworth
Foods and Nutrition in Business Freshman
DONNAN. MARY P Manhattan
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Freshman
DONNAN, TAMMY L Manhattan
Fashion Marketing Sophomore
DOWNING, BECKY Eureka
Management Junior
EAGLETON, CAROL S Salina
Marketing Sophomore
EXLINE, CHRIS E Salina
Art Education Junior
EXLINE, JEAN E Salina
Elementary Education Sophomore
FAGON. CONNIE M Leawood
Finance Senior
FANSHER, JANET L Garden City
Elementary Education Senior
FLOYD, AMANDA A Sedan
Arts and Sciences Freshman
FLOYD, REBECCA E Sedan
Pre-Law Junior
FOGO. KAREN L Eldorado
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
GRAHAM, MICHELE R Lawrence
Business Administration Sophomore
HARTMAN, LESLIE L Norton
Pre-Nursing Sophomore
HOOKER, LISA L Prairie Village
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
INGOLD. SUSAN M Shawnee Mission
Computer Science Freshman
JANNE, KATHI Kansas City
Accounting Senior
JEFFERS, JOY E Highland
Finance Sophomore
JEFFERS, KATHRYN K Highland
Medical Technology Freshman
JENNINGS, ELIZABETH J Rossville
Pre-Nursing Sophomore
KELLY, KRISS A Hutchinson
Recreation Sophomore
KILLION, JULIE A Prairie Village
Pre-Nursing Freshman
KLEIN, KELLY F Leawood
Elementary Education Freshman
KNAPP, TAMRA S Prairie Village
Elementary Education Freshman
KONZ. BETH A Manhattan
Pre-Nursing Freshman
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KUEHL, KATIE M Leawood
Business Administration Sophomore
LARSON, TERESA J Hiawatha
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
LEISTER, LISA Salina
Animal Science and Industry Junior
LIEBL, SUSAN M Dodge City
Social Work Sophomore
LOUK, STEPHANIE A Shawnee Mission
Fashion Marketing Sophomore
LOWE, LADONNA L Manhattan
Biology Freshman
LCJTHI, DIANE L Madison
Speech Pathology Junior
LUTZ, LAURIE L Rossville
Pre-Medicine Junior
MARTIN, PAMELA S Kansas City, Mo
Fashion Marketing Senior
MATTHEWS, SARAH M Overland Park
Pre-Law Sophomore
MCGIVNEY, MARY K Abilene
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
MELDRUM, LINDA S Fayetteville, Ark.
Radio and Television Freshman
MIES, ANNETTE J Goddard
Accounting Freshman
NEUSTROM, SARAH S Prairie Village
Animal Science and Industry Junior
NEWCOMER, KRISTI K Prairie Village
Elementary Education Freshman
Dressed and ready — Gathering on the
stairs of their sorority house, several Pi
Beta Phi's await a Friday afternoon
function with the Sigma Nu's.
Andy Schrock
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Pi Beta Phi
MORRIS. CINDY L Holton
Home Economics Freshman
OFFUTT, LOIS J (Jtica
Elementary Education Junior
OLTEN, SANDI K Robinson
Physical Education Junior
OLTJEN, SUSAN A Robinson
Marketing Senior
ONKEN, SALLY E McPherson
Social Work Senior
OSWALT, SUSAN K Hutchinson
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
PANKRATZ, DIANE M Wakefield
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
PENNEL, PAM C Hiawatha
Education Junior
PERRIN, KIM J Olathe
Office Administration Sophomore
PETERS. ABBEY A McPherson
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Freshman
PETERS. MARY K Wichita
Arts and Sciences Freshman
POST. DEANNA R Dodge City
Fashion Marketing Freshman
PRESTA. ANITA L Scott City
Business Administration Freshman
RANDALL, LYNN A Wakeeney
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
RANDALL. WENDY S Garden City
Pre-Physical Therapy Junior
RAYMOND. SALLY A Wichita
Elementary Education Junior
REID. MARCIA L Topeka
Geography Junior
RENFRO. MARGARET A Leawood
Accounting Sophomore
RICE, CYNTHIA K Overland Park
Accounting Sophomore
RIDDLE, THERESA M Salina
Arts and Sciences Freshman
RUTLEDGE, JANE M Dover
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
SALTS, YOLANDA S Holton
Fashion Marketing Junior
SARGENT, C.A Wichita
Speech Pathology Freshman
SARGENT, KAY A Wichita
Finance Senior
SHAW, SHERLYN Prairie Village
Fashion Marketing Sophomore
SIUDA, NANCY E Overland Park
Management Sophomore
SKAER. SUSAN D Little Rock, Ark.
Accounting Sophomore
SMITH. LAURIE J Hutchinson
Music Education Freshman
STANBERRY, STEPHANIE E Overland Park
Business Administration Sophomore
STIRN. KALYNN R Salina
Pre-Nursing Freshman
STOCK. DEBBIE A Leavenworth
Finance Senior
STOCK, MARY B Leavenworth
Business Administration Sophomore
STROMGREN, BECKY A Hays
Physical Education Junior
SWART, LORI D Oakley
Apparel Design Freshman
SWEARENGIN, HEIDE L Hutchinson
Pre-Medicine Freshman
UHLAND, SHEILA A Wichita
Pre-Law Freshman
WESTHUSING, BRENDA J Stockton
Accounting Junior
WESTHUSING, JULIE A Stockton
Nuclear Engineering Freshman
WILTFONG, SUSAN L Norton
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
WISCHROPP, SHERRILL R Eldorado
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
YANCEY, BRENDA L Manhattan
Business Administrator Freshman
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BARBER, STEVE Manhattan
Industrial Engineering Senior
BARLOW, SHAWN K Merriam
Management Junior
BEASTON, BROOK J Marion
Mechanical Engineering Senior
BECKER, ROBERT C Olathe
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
BOGINA. MARK A Lenexa
Pre-Law Freshman
BONNAR, SEAN M Manhattan
Marketing Freshman
BROWN, TOD A Manhattan
Radio and Television Freshman
CHRISTENSEN, ERIC C Concordia
Pre Medicine Sophomore
CONWAY, HARRY W Parsons
Mechanical Engineering Senior
CORDOVA, TERRY M Denver, Colo,
Electrical Engineering Junior
CROWL, JOHN C Overland Park
Engineering Freshman
CRCIMBLISS. RICHARD J Caldwell
Agriculture Freshman
CURRY. ROBERT B Wooster, Ohio
Construction Science Senior
DICE, JAMES A El Dorado
Civil Engineering Senior
EARNSHAW. RICHARD A Overland Park
Construction Science Sophomore
EWING, DOUGLAS D Pratt
Accounting Senior
FOLLIS, ED P Prairie Village
Accounting Freshman
FOX, JEFF M El Dorado
Accounting Senior
SWEETHEARTS OF THE
SHIELD AND DIAMOND
FRONT ROW: Nancy J. Kaufman, Trudy M. Dauber,
Kara A. Dewitt, Patrizia V. Vertreese, Wendy L. Hickey,
Tina Rather. SECOND ROW: Kathy Hagen, Virginia
Thornton, Julie Youngdoff, Kim Clark, Dana J. Duden,
Melanie A. Goddard. THIRD ROW: April Haughton, Anne
Carpenter, Carmen Kaufman, Lesley Oakes, Jill Lair,
Kathy O'Connor, Mary Lagemann. BACK ROW: Nancy
Nichols. Pam Lippold, Karen Wright. Michele Carpenter,
Susan Stone, Therese R. Vlader, Lorie E. Jones.
SWEETHEARTS OF THE
SHIELD AND DIAMOND
FRONT ROW: Diane L. Miller, Shawn Q. Lampkin, Annie
Roberts, Lori A. Tolman, SECOND ROW: Sharlen R.
Heitmann, Mary D. Hagen, Cathy L. Kroeker, Sandy M.
Clark. BACK ROW: Kathryn R. Hayes, Theresa A. Buz-
zard, Tyra L. Rogers, Laura A. Vivona, Melody M. Woods.
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GROVES. MARK S Overland Park
Mechanical Engineering Senior
HACKLEY. MICHAEL P Junction City
Electrical Engineering Senior
HALLER, DARREN L Lenexa
Management Senior
HARRINGTON, TODD W Wheaton, III.
Marketing Junior
HENSON, JEFFREY Overland Park
Engineering Freshman
KATLIN, JERRY T Mission
Management Senior
LAIR, CASEY A Picqua
Business Administration Senior
LANG, TIM E Norton
Architectural Engineering Junior
LESHER, ERIC Overland Park
Finance Junior
LINE. RICHARD M Russell
Mechanical Engineering Senior
LINE, STEVEN C Russell
Management Junior
MALNICOF, DARYLL J Overland Park
Business Administration Sophomore
MCAFEE, KURT L Pratt
History Junior
MCCLUSKEY, MIKE El Dorado
Architectural Engineering Sophomore
MELLSKE, ALLAN R Lenexa
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
MILLER, BRYAN D Lewis
Feed Science and Management Senior
MILLS, JEFF W Olathe
Physical Education Sophomore
MITTS, DOUGLAS S Pratt
Business Administration Freshman
NELSON. KEVIN R Emporia
Management Sophomore
O'NEAL, KERRY M Prairie Village
PreDentistry Sophomore
PETERSON, MONTY L Overland Park
Agricultural Economics Junior
PHILLIPS, MARK D Abilene
Accounting Senior
RASMUSSEN, DOUG J Pratt
Business Administration Junior
SCHIERLING, DAN A Olathe
Pre-Medicine Freshman
SCHMIDT, DENNIS Caldwell
Agricultural Engineering Junior
SCHIELE, RICHARD N Lorton, Va.
Industrial Engineering Senior
SHAW. MORGAN H Russell
Management Sophomore
SILVERWOOD, ALLAN K. Tampa. Fla.
Finance Senior
SMITH, EDWARD A Chanute
Accounting Sophomore
STACK. BRIAN K Overland Park
Health Senior
STACK, DOUGLAS K Overland Park
Management Sophomore
THOMPSON, ROCK S Leawood
Construction Science Sophomore
THORNTON, FOXHALL P Concordia
Pre Medicine Sophomore
UNDERWOOD. MIKE K Overland Park
Management Sophomore
WAHLE, ROD E Junction City
Marketing Senior
WHITAKER, SCOTT T Overland Park
Business Administration Sophomore
WHITE. DAVE Salina
Accounting Senior
WOLF, JAMES M Prairie Village
Chemical Engineering Freshman
WUELLNER, GRANT D Overland Park
Accounting Sophomore
YONKE, STEVEN W Mission
Construction Science Sophomore
A:
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ANDRE, DAVE A Overland Park
Agricultural Engineering Freshman
BARBOSA, DAMACIO T St. Joseph Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Junior
BENTEMEN, GLEN A Clifton
Agricultural Mechanization Sophomore
CANADA, RICHARD M Florissant, Mo.
Architectural Senior
DARLING, KENDALL J Abilene
Business Administration Freshman
DOHERTY. DAVID K Kansas City. Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Senior
FAGLER, RODNEY R Columbia, Mo.
Architecture Senior
FOWLER. DAVID E Shawnee
Electrical Engineering Freshman
GIESS, ROGER D Arnold
Pre Design Professions Junior
GIRARDIER, KEITH J St. Louis, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
GOULDIE, JAMES M Mankato
Accounting Senior
GRIMES, ROBERT W. JR Prairie Village
Construction Science Sophomore
HOPKINS, JOHN R Prairie Village
Nuclear Engineering Sophomore
HORNER, ROBERT W Wichita
Arts and Sciences Senior
JOHNSON, MICHAEL J Winfield
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
KLAUSEN. PAUL J Overland Park
Pre Veterinary Medicine Junior
LEE, DOUGLAS G Kansas City, Mo.
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
MCCOY, RANDY W Dallas, Texas
Architecture Junior
MCELLH1NEY, ROSS W Manhattan
Agricultural Engineering Sophomore
MCGILL, MATTHEW S Manhattan
Business Administration Junior
MEISTER, JEFFREY L Great Bend
Management Senior
PEDERSON. BRUCE A Newton
Geology Sophomore
PROCHAZKA. DOUGLAS E Solomon
Pre-Law Sophomore
PYLE, DON R Overland Park
Pre- Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
REEVES, DAVID Grandview, Mo.
Interior Architecture Graduate Student
RHAMBO. RAYMOND P Denver. Colo.
Chemical Engineering Freshman
SCHOBER, RANDALL L Great Bend
Civil Engineering Sophomore
SKELTON, KERRY T Aurora, Colo.
Accounting Sophomore
STRAUB, LARRY G Great Bend
Management Sophomore
SUDDUTH. CAREY L
Marketing
TOMLINSON, MICHAEL G
Journalism and Mass Communications
WIEGERS, ROBERT E
Shawnee
Senior
Wetmore
Sophomore
Marysville
Arts and Sciences Freshman
WILLIAMS. CRAIG D Osage City
Construction Science Sophomore
YEAKLEY, SCOTT L Hoisington
Management Junior
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VAN REED, LOTTIE Housemother
ALLEN, DOUGLAS E Sublette
Milling Science and Management Senior
ALLINGHAM. STEVE Manhattan
Management Senior
ANDERSON, DAVID M Merriam
Milling Science and Management Freshman
BAKER, DOYLE T Dallas, Texas
Industrial Engineering Sophomore
BECK, MICHAEL Kinsley
Agricultural Economics . Junior
BECKER, MICHAEL H Wichita
Milling Science and Management Senior
BISSELL, MARK A Salina
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
BRANHAM, DAVID W Oswego
Chemical Engineering Freshman
BROMICH. BRADLEY C Topeka
Accounting Sophomore
CALOVICH, BRIAN E Roeland Park
Engineering Technology Senior
CALOVICH, DAVID M Shawnee Mission
Radio and Television Junior
CASTOR. DAVID P Lenexa
Mechanical Engineering Junior
CHANDLER, JOHN A Newton
Marketing Sophomore
CROSSETTE. SCOTT E Overland Park
Engineering Freshman
ENSMINGER. ALDIE A Moran
Agronomy Freshman
FISER. MIKE S Manhattan
Architectural Engineering Sophomore
FISER. MITCHELL S Mahaska
Accounting Senior yMifc
LITTLE SISTERS OF MINERVA
FRONT ROW: Lori S. Wagner, Cathy A. Oddo, Tracy A.
Gromer, Lori L. Zagnoni. SECOND ROW: Karen L. Hummed,
Sally A. Hankamer. Lisa V. Becker, Theresa M. Riddle. THIRD
ROW: Tirnt R. Poling, Pamela S, Greene, Vicki L. Phillips,
Margaret A. Renfro. FOURTH ROW: Deb L. Chappell, Peggy
Miller, Diana S. Wilhelm, Lynn Pennington. BACK ROW: Jody
L. Brookshier, Sally J. Ball, Sue Bernica, Kelly Chappell,
Teresa Brown.
LITTLE SISTERS OF MINERVA
FRONT ROW: Susan M. DuMars, Melody M. Abla, Gina Ross,
Christie Cupit, Karen Ferguson. SECOND ROW: Joan E. Lo-
pez, Paige Donnan, Tammi B. Brown, Kris A. Hartenstein,
Patti L. Shipp, Michelle M. Coukoulis. THIRD ROW: Candy K.
Campbell, Data A. Walker. Kelley Andersen, Dee Dee Reinke,
Jean Palma. FOURTH ROW: Linda L. Vanderweide, Meg L.
Innes, Debbie Reynolds, Tanya Poling, Debbie Burch.
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FREY, BRYAN K Newton
Marketing Sophomore
GASSMAN. RANDY J Dighton
Accounting Junior
GEBHART, ANDREW P Salina
Engineering Freshman
GEIST. PAUL R Topeka
Accounting Freshman
GILLAN, JONATHON C Garden City
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
HART, JOHN Q Leawood
Construction Science Senior
HASSENFLU, GARRISON L Leawood
Accounting Junior
HASSENFLU, MARK E Leawood
Accounting Sophomore
HERBEL, DENE M Plane, Texas
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
HILL. GARY R Benton
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
HOOVER, THOMAS P Garden City
Architectural Engineering Sophomore
HORNBAKER. KY W Wichita
Construction Science Junior
HOUGH. DARALD F Salina
Finance Sophomore
HRDY, RAYMOND A Omaha, Neb.
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
INNES, KIP B Manhattan
Accounting Junior
JACKSON. KELLY C Wichita
Geology Senior
JOHNSON, JAMES M Colorado Springs, Colo.
Construction Science Junior
JUDD, GARY W Fairbury, Neb.
Management Sophomore
KADEL, ERICK L Beloit
Agriculture Freshman
KIRKEGAARD, JON R Topeka
Industrial Engineering Senior
LADDISH, CHRISTOPHER D Overland Park
Computer Science Sophomore
MILLER, PHILLIP G Atchison
Mechanical Engineering Senior
MORGAN, MICHAEL Overland Park
Pre Medicine Freshman
MUELLER, MIKE A Wichita
Pre-Medicine Senior
PETERSON, ARTHUR E Manhattan
Geology Junior
PORTEOUS, KIRK J Topeka
Business Administration Sophomore
REDD, M. BROOK Overland Park
Pre-Medicine Senior
RICHARDS, MIKE A Prairie Village
Arts and Science Sophomore
SHORTT, RUSSELL L Manhattan
Engineering Freshman
SKINNER, MARK W Clay Center
Management Senior
SMITH, BRUCE L Salina
Management Sophomore
SMITH, SCOTT A Leawood
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
STERNS, JAMES A Hiawatha
Agricultural Economics Freshman
SWEENEY. CABOT L Leawood
Pre-Medicine Senior
TEWELL, TOM R St. Joseph, Mo.
Construction Science Freshman
UNGLES, JOEL M Ulysses
Animal Science and Industry Junior
WERTH, BRAD Hutchinson
Mechanical Engineering Junior
WILCOX, CURT A Salina
Management Freshman
WILSON, MARK C Turon
Animal Science and industry Sophomore
WRIGHT, GREGORY M Topeka
Civil Engineering Junior
mi m
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ANDERSON. CHARLES Mission
Accounting Junior
ANDERSON, ROBERT S Mission
Nuclear Engineering Sophomore
ATZENWEILER, JOHN A Kansas City
Business Administration Freshman
BAUMGARTNER. WILLIAM J Mulvane
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Senior
BEEN, BILL R Mulvane
Engineering Freshman
BJORK, GREGOR J Oakland, N.J.
Construction Science Sophomore
BLOOD. GILMAN A Wichita
Construction Science Junior
BOSCH, ERIC P Council Grove
Interior Architecture Senior
BROWN, ERIC S Kansas City. Mo.
Business Administration Junior
BURKE. KEVIN E Mulvane
Architectural Engineering Freshman
CARSON. JOHN C Independence. Mo.
Electrical Engineering Senior
CHAFFEE. TEG T Topeka
Arts and Sciences Freshman
CHAMBLIN, DOUGLAS B Mission
Engineering Freshman
CORLEY, DAVID Prairie Village
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
CRAIG, TODD W Garnett
Engineering Junior
EGGLESTON, RANDY B Mulvane
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Lenexa
FRAUEN, JAMES R Lenexa
Agriculture Junior
HAREN, C. WELLS Leawood
Construction Science Freshman
HILL, PAUL M Mission
Associates of Arts Freshman
HOSLER, CHRIS D Overland Park
Mechanical Engineering Junior
KASTENS. TONY R Anthony
Finance Junior
KOSTER. BARRY E Cawker City
Accounting Senior
KROEKER, BRUCE A Hutchinson
Animal Science and Industry Junior
KURTZ. BRYAN Manhattan
Milling Science and Management Senior
MAY, MICHAEL L Salina
Finance Freshman
MILLER, CHRIS L Prairie Village
Construction Science Senior
MILLER, LAWRENCE P Leawood
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
MORRIS, RONALD L Kansas City, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Junior
MURRAY. EDWARD F Manhattan
Marketing Senior
NECINER, STEVEN P Boca Ratin, Fla.
Microbiology Sophomore
LITTLE SIGMAS
FRONT ROW: Denise A. Gatzoulis, Stephanie Stanberry,
Kelly Klein, Teresa I. Jenkins, Karen Hovey. SECOND
ROW: Renee N. Ruch, Diane L. Murphy, Jill A. McKinnie,
M. Michelle Heinz, Kim A. Elston, Linda F. Danzig.
THIRD ROW: Jenifer S. Litfin, Susan G. Miller, Julie E
Newman. Jane E. Gottsch, Tacy L. Keith, Kenna J. Jen-
kins. FOURTH ROW: Michele L. Sauer, Melanie R. Bailie.
Tricia A. Carney, Janise A. Baler, Michele R. Graham.
BACK ROW: Lisa K. Bilyeu, Diane J Russell, Jamie K.
Baumgartner, Carol J. McKinzie, Nancy A. Fredrickson,
Kim L. Nolt.
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NUZMAN, JOHN P Kansas City, Mo.
Business Administration Sophomore
PALBERS, TOM E Kansas City
Business Administration Sophomore
PATTERSON, DAVID A Dwight
Mechanical Engineering Junior
PENNYBACKER, MARK W Overland Park
Marketing Junior
PETERS. TIMOTHY S Wichita
Finance Junior
PIROTTE, JAMES J Leawood
PreDentistry Freshman
PCIRDCIM, MICHAEL R Kansas City
Finance Sophomore
REED. DAVID C Stockton
Agricultural Engineering Freshman
REESE, J.W Hiawatha
Agriculture Economics Freshman
REIN, BRAD A Overland Park
Pre- Design Professions Sophomore
RODE, JOHN P Overland Park
Engineering Freshman
RUSSELL, CRAIG L Belpre
Agriculture Senior
SHEEHAN, KEVIN J Overland Park
Management Freshman
SMITH, CHARLES G Overland Park
Horticulture Junior
SMITH, MATTHEW H Bucyrus
Business Administration Sophomore
TALGE, MARK K Leawood
Business Administration Junior
TURPIN, STEVEN M Jefferson City, Mo.
Architecture Junior
WAGNER, DAN G Mission
Radio and Television Freshman
WELLS, JIM A Wichita
Finance Senior
WETZEL, JOSEPH E St. Louis, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
Starting over — Several Sigma Chi
members salvage items from their kitchen
and dining room. On June 2, a fire
destroyed the main part of the fraternity
and members had to spend the year
housed in an apartment complex.
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ABERNATHEY, MIKE K Independence, Mo.
Construction Science Sophomore
BAUM, JON E Stilwell
Finance Junior
BOLIN. MATTHEW S Overland Park
Business Administration Sophomore
BRACIN, STEVE K Toulon
Accounting Sophomore
BRAUN, TOM K Hays
Construction Science Junior
CALVERT. CHRISTOPHER S Leawood
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
CLARK, SCOTT A Overland Park
Marketing Sophomore
COHN, MIKE Prairie Village
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
CRUTCHFIELD, ROBERT W Coffeyville
Electrical Engineering Senior
DAVENPORT, MIKE Salina
Nuclear Engineering Sophomore
DAVIS, CARL B Goddard
Pre-Law Sophomore
FARRIS, DAVID L Sedan
Finance Freshman
FIELDS, DON C Mission
Chemical Science Freshman
FIONDA, DAVID R Shawnee
Electrical Engineering Senior
JOHNSON, MATTHEW J Overland Park
Pre-Medicine Junior
FORTHACIS, TODD J St. Louis. Mo.
Construction Science Senior
FOUNTAIN, MARK Overland Park
Computer Science Freshman
GILLER, MICHAEL J Manhattan
Architectural Engineering Senior
GILLER, THOMAS Manhattan
Finance Sophomore
GORE, LARS B Independence, Mo.
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
GORE, NILS R Independence, Mo.
Architecture Junior
HARPER, STEVE H Prairie Village
Geology Sophomore
JARRETT, JAY Troy
Arts and Science Freshman
JOHNSON, MATTHEW T Overland Park
Finance Freshman
KASITZ. GARY D Newton
Construction Science Junior
KONZ, STEVE A Manhattan
Feed Science and Management Senior
LAUDAN, KENNETH R Lenexa
Finance Senior
LEATHERBY. DENNIS Lenexa
Accounting Senior
LYNCH, JON S Wellington
Electrical Engineering Junior
MARTIN, JAMES M Overland Park
Finance Junior
MARTIN, JOHN R Overland Park
Finance Junior
MILES, GREG W Columbia, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Junior
MULLETT, MARK H Kansas City
Engineering Freshman
MURRY, TIM M Manhattan
Radio and Television Junior
ORTH, JIM G Andale
Arts and Sciences Freshman
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ORTH. MAX G Andale
Business Administration Senior
PASMORE. B. SCOTT Stilwell
Radio and Television Junior
PELTZER, JOHN H Andale
History Junior
PRESTA, KELLY J Scott City
PreLaw Junior
REBER. DOUGLAS Newton
Business Administration Freshman
RICE, JOSEPH E Wellington
Computer Science Freshman
RINNER, JAMES D Topeka
Construction Science Junior
ROTH, STEVE Ellisville, Mo.
Animal Science and Industry Junior
SHEPHERD. MIKE W Wichita
PreLaw Sophomore
STUDER, CRAIG A Columbia. Mo.
Philosophy Sophomore
TUCKER, SCOTT A Leawood
Industrial Engineering Sophomore
VITZTUM, MICHAEL K Hays
Marketing Junior
WALLACE. TROY L Wellington
Industrial Engineering Sophomore
WARMUND, SANDY L Prairie Village
Architectural Engineering Freshman
WEBER, STANLEY Wichita
Accounting Sophomore
WILSON. ANDREW T Shawnee
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
WOOD, TY W Manhattan
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
Z1NN, JAMES W Prairie Village
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
LITTLE SISTERS OF THE
WHITE ROSE
FRONT ROW: Belinda A. Nordyke, Sherlyn A. Shaw,
Judy Brull, Cheryl A. Huising, Kristl L. Pratt. SECOND
ROW: Amy W. Fountain, Katie M. Kuehl, Monet J. Coo-
ley, Veronica L. Lorson, Carolyn N. Teeter, Kathy D.
Simpson. THIRD ROW: Val Schroeder. Patricia A. Sand-
berg, Janet Jaax, Shelley L. Smith, Diana C. Penner,
Kelly A. Coupe, Shelly Dickinson. FOURTH ROW: Linda
S. Meldrum, Penne L. Buchner, Lori A. Goering, Linda K.
Ventsam, Melinda S. Unruh, Kelli A. Kerr. BACK ROW:
Susan D. Doctor, Marcia L. Barnes, Linda A. Nordyke,
Kendra J. Ponte, Amy S. Ffickinger, Leslie K. Francis,
Shelly Theis.
Cheers! — Members of the Sigma Nu
fraternity take a short rest before a
champagne function with the Pi Beta Phi
sorority.
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SHUPE. CORA L Housemother
ALDRICH. CHARLES G Larned
Pre Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
BILLAU, WILLIAM B Sahna
Mechanical Engineering Junior
BINGHAM, KURT Rossville
Business Administration Sophomore
BLAND, DOUG L Larned
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
BORDEWICK, KEVIN W Seward
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
BROWN, MICHAEL J Clay Center
Finance Sophomore
BROWN, STEVEN A Clay Center
Accounting Sophomore
BUSH, JEFF S Meriden
Electrical Engineering Junior
CHALTAS, JEFF A Salina
Horticulture Sophomore
CHASTAIN, BLAKE E Hutchinson
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
CONGLETON, JON P Shawnee
Architectural Engineering Freshman
COX. CHRIS Newton
Business Administration Sophomore
CUMMINGS. THOMAS A Wichita
Nuclear Engineering Junior
DAVIDSON, MARK A Mission Hills
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
DEINES, KELLY M Lenexa
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
DOUGAN, DARREL E Pretty Prairie
Finance Senior
DURLER. KEVIN L Dodge City
Business Administration Senior
SISTERS OF THE GOLDEN
HEART
FRONT ROW: Amy E. Tatge, Jo Lynn Cody, Lisa C.
Broadie, Bev Kool, Lisa Johnson. SECOND ROW: Su-
sanne K. Suiter. Jill A. Habluetzel. Deanna L. Orr, Julie
Roessler, Julie Wendlandt, Anne Bullock. THIRD ROW:
Teresa A. King, Susan M. Liebl, Becky L. Stoskopf, Caren
A. Coe, Debbie A. Stock, Shelly L. Vanover. Jenny P.
Cook. BACK ROW: Marty Miller, Chris loanidis, Cristy
Soellner, Lisa Walter, Jodi Madl, Marsia E. Green, Bev A.
Luebbers, Kathy S. Garrison.
People power — Members of the Sigma Phi
Epsilon fraternity and Delta Delta Delta sorority
build a pyramid during the finals of the body
building competition during Homecoming
activities.
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FOSTER. JIM F Wichita
Accounting Senior
GALYARDT. TOM Lawrence
Marketing Senior
GAUMER, DAVID W Kingman
Management Sophomore
GLANDER, CHIP E Shawnee
Marketing Senior
GRAFF, MAJOR E Marienthal
Animal Science and Industry . . : Freshman
GRAY, TED B Goodland
Agronomy Junior
GREEN. MARK D Lawrence
Construction Science Junior
GUSTAFSON, JAMES A McPherson
Architecture Senior
HAVENFIELD, JAY H Russell Springs
Geology Freshman
HERZOG. MARK A Tecumseh
Pre-Dentistry Senior
HESHER. TODD M Kansas City
Interior Design Senior
JACKSON. GREG N Lawrence
Finance Senior
JOHNSTON. KIRK Goodland
Agronomy Junior
KRATZER, KENT Geneseo
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Junior
LARSON. KENT C Hiawatha
Medical Technology Senior
MANN, BREK S lola
Journalism and Mass Communications . . Sophomore
MARINO, TONY J Overland Park
Business Administration Freshman
MAY. WALTER C Overland Park
Feed Science and Management Senior
MCELGUNN, KEVIN M Dodge City
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
MEIER, STEVEN Scott City
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
MEYERS, CHRIS Cunningham
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
MILLS, MARK T Herington
Pre-Law Sophomore
MUELLER. C. SCOTT Kingman
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
NEWCOMER, JAY D Wakeeney
Pre-Optometry Sophomore
NEWTH, ROB Overland Park
Pre-Medicine Freshman
NUNNINK, LEO J Shawnee
Finance Junior
ORR. BRIAN E Lewis
Finance Senior
PAULSON, LON E Hutchinson
Nuclear Engineering Sophomore
PHILLIPS, STEVE A Overland Park
Accounting Junior
PIERCE, WILLIAM J Topeka
Business Administration Junior
PORTER, ROBERT C Wichita
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
PRICE, BENJAMIN H Lawrence
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
REDMAN, PATRICK C Dodge City
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
ROESSLER, MARK A Coffeyville
Industrial Engineering Senior
SCHMITT, BRETT A Scott City
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
SCHCIETTE, RANDY A Abilene
Finance Junior
SCHUMACHER, TRACY W Marienthal
Mechanical Engineering . .
.,
Freshman
SMITH, SCOTT E Leavenworth
Electrical Engineering Freshman
STOSKOPF. STEVE M Valley Falls
Business Administration Senior
TILLERY, BRUCE Valley Falls
Pre-Dentistry Senior
VANOVER, ALAN D Topeka
Arts and Sciences Freshman
VOLKER, KIRK M Wichita
Microbiology Junior
WALKER, KEVIN C Wichita
Chemical Engineering Senior
WINTER, STEPHEN P Newton
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
WYLY, STEPHEN L Overland Park
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
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pt," laughed Brink. While she
d she feels confident of her abilities
^knowledges that at times the
sibilities can mean pressure,
you always have to be thinking
ead. Our biggest goal this year is to
installed as a chapter." As Brink
xplains, the group is only a colony at
the time of formation. A colony is not
actually considered a sorority until they
complete a variety of projects necessary
for installation as a chapter.
"We have alot of work to do, but all
i Sigs must
er and two
et installation
edge OTEJffi
Lisa
As treasurer,
„s. She
lltimately the
m meetings. As otticers we have to
willing to make some decisions on
our own."
Brink's only fear is that in her attempt
to balance the business end of running
the sorority with the many other
activities, members may feel she is not
as active socially as she should be.
"Being president of a new sorority
isn't easy Unless someone actually lived
around me then they couldn't
understand the time and work that goes
with tfu j job."
She said she believes a common
—
-idence should give members a better
derstanding of the workings of the
ority while at the same time allowing
to keep in better contact with them
business matters. She added that
;r installation as a chapter the T
Sigs can begin plans for building a
'We hope to have the plans for I
iuuse done by rush of next year,"
said. She explained that while the
~
s have purchased a lot next to t
iha Tau Omega house they canr
ually begin with any plans until
difficult and as Brink laments. installation as a chapter,
it have a foyer or main lobby In the meantime the sorority plans t
ran put up signs to get fill an apartment complex being built o
':: ^
k"
:
:i Vli :. i
^lie^her
.
'
'
' 1ft flfc ffl
..te the problem, members
-t~>ed a phone tree whereby
ked to call two members,
nbers are asked to call
r members and so on until everyone
.eached.
"It's the best we can do for short
notice and it usually works pretty well if
everyone is faithful in calling," Brink
said.
To keep members aware of ongoing
activities and policies, weekly meetings
are also held in the Big Eight room of
the Union.
"At times it may be difficult for
members because they don't get to see
all the 'behind the scenes goings on/'
Brink said. "Obviously we can't bring all
the questions and concerns before the
entire body or we would spend all our
College Heights Road. According to
owner. Emery Riffle, the apartments he
been planned and upon hearing that th
sorority was interested in renting the T
Sigs were given the first chance at
provided they had enough girls to f
Space is also being made available for
meeting room, he said.
While the housing situation has t
the< biggest obstacle for the colony,
Brink feels that what may first appar a
a drawback may in fact turn out to be
an advantage 1 by building a sense of
camaradarie between the girls.
, "WeVe had tO| work harder to becon
unified and everyone realizes that they
have to put out a little extra effort to
get things worked out," Brink said. "I
think in the long run it will prove to be
a positive thing." £r3p1 By Sharon Riley
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ARTZ, JULIE K Alma
Fashion Marketing Junior
BAMMES. SANDRA K Geneseo
Social Work Sophomore
BEESON. KATHY Coffeyville
Pre-Physical Therapy Sophomore
BLACK. CYNTHIA D Burden
Radio and Television Freshman
BLGNT, KELLY L Hutchinson
Home Economics Freshman
BOGGS, SONYA L Claverack, NY.
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
BOYCE. JENNIFER A Salina
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
BRINEY, NELLIE Beloit
Family Life and Human Development Junior
BRINK, SUSAN E Cimarron
Social Work Graduate Student
BROOKS. LEA J Leawood
Physical Education Junior
BURDEN, SARAH J Manhattan
Computer Science Sophomore
BURENHEIDE. NANCY A Emporia
Arts and Sciences Freshman
BURKE. CARMEL J Mulvane
Accounting Sophomore
BURRIS, LINDA Caney
Accounting Freshman
BUTTON. CAROLYN A Great Bend
Fashion Marketing Junior
CAMPBELL, CANDICE K Leawood
Elementary Education Junior
CANCIENNE, STEPHANIE M Fort Riley
PrePharmacy Sophomore
CODY. JO L Coffeyville
Office Administration Sophomore
COUPE, KELLY A Leawood
Physical Education Junior
DALTON. KELLY A Overland Park
Marketing Junior
DAUBER. TRUDY M Bunker Hill
Business Education Junior
DAUNER, DEDRA K Pratt
Education Sophomore
DREESE. JEAN M Salina
Pre-Professional Secondary Education Freshman
ELROD. SHERYL D Winfield
Pre-Medicine Sophomore
ERKER. CLAIRE G St. Louis, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
ETZENHOUSER. ROSEMARIE A Leawood
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
FAGOT, DEIDRE A Garden City
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Freshman
FOLTZ, JANA L Wichita
Business Education Sophomore
FRASER, TRACEY L Coster. N.J.
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
GARNER. JENNIFER L Wichita
Arts and Sciences Freshman
GLENN, BARBARA Leawood
Fashion Marketing Sophomore
GREEN LAURIE J Atwood
Interior Design Junior
GROSDIDIER, LISA M Eudora
Medical Technology Freshman
GRUNWALD. LYNN M St. Joseph, Mo.
Family Life and Human Development Junior
GUNSAULEY. SUSAN M Morrill
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
HABLUETZEL, JILL A Clay Center
Pre-Professional Secondary Education Sophomore
HAGGARD. JENNIFER Winfield
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
HANCOCK, JENNY LYN Fort Washington, Md.
Finance Junior
HANNA, SALLY A Winfield
Recreation Junior
HAYES, KATHRYN R Overland Park
Psychology Freshman
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HAZEN. TERRI L Leawood
Accounting Senior
INMAN. SHERRI F Topeka
Social Work Junior
JACKSON, CAROLYN
.
. Topeka
Natural Resource Management Sophomore
JENKINS. LEIGH ANN Wichita
Pre Veterinary Medicine
.
. Sophomore
KESSLER, LISA R Overland Park
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
LAUTERBACH. LISA M Overland Park
Business Administration Freshman
LAWLESS. ELIZABETH A Overland Park
Fashion Marketing Sophomore
LIPPERT, LAURA L Emporia
Interior Design Junior
LORSON. VERONICA A Hope
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
LOSEKE. BRENDA L Wichita
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
MANKE. DENISE E Shawnee
Foods and Nutrition in Business Junior
MCCANDLESS, PEGGY J Junction City
Recreation Junior
MCCONNIFF. THERESA D Mission
Medical Technology Junior
MCDANIEL, KELLY L Sabetha
Foods and Nutrition in Business
.
. . Freshman
MCKIBBEN. SHARON L Lenexa
Marketing Freshman
MCKINNEY, STACY L Topeka
Management Freshman
316 Sigma Sigma Sigma
Jeff Taylo'
Right On — President Suze Brink, graduate
student in counseling, and Vice President Sandj
Bammes, sophomore in social work
enthusiastically plan a Sigma Sigma Signru
meeting. This was the sorority's first year ir
existence at K-State
MCNAUGHTON. SHELLY A Shawnee
Radio and Television Sophomore
MEDCALF. NANCY L Bronson
Agricultural Economics Junior
MIDDENDORF. TERRI Derby
Pre Professional Elementary Education ... Sophomore
MILLER, PEGGY Atchison
Office Administration Sophomore
MORGAN. LAURA A Herington
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Sophomore
MORGAN, MARY K Olathe
Social Sciences Senior
MORRISON. LORI J Prairie Village
Fashion Design Freshman
MURRAY, SUZANNE M Manhattan
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Sophomore
NELSON, COLLEEN A Stockton
Speech Pathology Freshman
NELSON, CORRINE D Stockton
Foods and Nutrition Science Freshman
NEWTON, LAURI A Anthony
Business Administration Junior
NICHOLSON. JEAN A McPherson
Marketing Sophomore
NOBLE. TAMMY L Scott City
Early Childhood Education Junior
OBERLE, DE1DRE K Manhattan
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
OCHS, LISA D Garden City
Fashion Marketing Freshman
OLSEN, DEBORAH E Merriam
Family Life and Human Development Junior
OSBORN, CATHY L Derby
Home Economics and Mass Communications
.
Sophomore
OWENS, DIANE M Prairie Village
Biology Junior
PARRISH, LISA K Wichita
Chemistry Freshman
PARRY. JENNIFER L Great Bend
Finance Sophomore
PORTER, LORI J lola
Interior Design Freshman
RYAN, SHAUNA L Lawrence
Arts and Sciences Freshman
SCHINDLER. DIANE R Goodland
Business Administration Junior
SCHONEWEIS. SUSAN D Manhattan
Horticulture Sophomore
SHERVE, KAREN L Oskaloosa
Business Administration Sophomore
SNYDER. HOLLY A Hutchinson
Fashion Design Junior
STOLTENBERG, LORIE A Davenport, Iowa
Pre Design Professions Junior
THEOBALD, MOLLY Leawood
Arts and Sciences Freshman
TITSWORTH, APRIL A Scott City
Elementary Education Junior
VINK, KATHLEEN A Great Bend
Agriculture Freshman
WIEBE, SUSAN E Derby
Fashion Marketing Senior
WILLMAN, LESLIE A Overland Park
Arts and Sciences Freshman
WILSON, LISA C Burr Oak
Accounting Sophomore
WOELK, CYNDY M Rozel
Pre-Physical Therapy Freshman
ZAMRZLA, KRIS A Russell
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
Sigma Sigma Sigma 317
Tau Kappa Epsilon
FORCUM, GLADYS C Housemother
AHNEN, MARK E Prairie Village
Business Administration Sophomore
ARONSON, WILLIAM D Overland Park
Engineering Sophomore
BESLER, C. GREGORY Topeka
Pre-Medicine Senior
BESLER, SCOTT G Topeka
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
BLASI, JOHN L Wichita
Electrical Engineering Freshman
BLASI. WAYNE M Wichita
Electrical Engineering Graduate Student
BOIS. DAVID J Prairie Village
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
BOOK, J. DON Overland Park
Mechanical Engineering Junior
BORCHARD, MICHAEL S Wichita
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
CONNER, DAVID R Overland Park
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
COTTON, STEVEN D Scott City
Business Administration Junior
COX, CRAIG L Silver Lake
Physical Education Senior
DAY, JERRY A Abilene
Engineering Freshman
DOMNICK, MICHAEL W Harper
Pre-Nursing Sophomore
EARLE, DAVID R Olathe
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
ESSER, L. JACOB Topeka
Business Administration Senior
EXLINE, K1PP T Salina
Chemical Engineering Freshman
FOSTER, M. BRIAN Wichita
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
FRITSON, KEVIN D Prairie Village
Architectural Engineering Senior
GALLEHUGH, KURT A Prairie Village
Business Administration Junior
GARVER, DANIEL E Severy
Business Administration Junior
GINTHER, JAMES R Salina
Accounting Senior
HAHN, R. KYLE Norton
Pre-Medicine Sophomore
HEDGES, MIKE S Scott City
Journalism and Mass Communications
,
Sophomore
HIGGASON, JAMES D Norton
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
HORTON, WADE H Kendall
Agricultural Economics Freshman
HC1CK, GALEN L Scott City
Agricultural Science and Industry Freshman
HUSTON, GEORGE W Lee's Summit, Mo.
Political Science Junior
JAMES, ERIC W Lamed
Business Administration Junior
KALBACH, VINCE D Leoti
Mechanical Engineering Junior
KARSON, CHRIS K Overland Park
Pre-Physical Therapy Junior
KNOBBE, TRENT S Leoti
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
KNOX, DARREN L Topeka
Business Administration Freshman
KUPERSMITH, TIMOTHY L Topeka
Natural Resource Management Sophomore
KRECITZER. TIMOTHY E Scott City
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
LAGERBERG, JEFF D Salina
Electrical Engineering Junior
LANGLEY, GLEN M Prairie Village
Engineering Sophomore
LANPHER, CURT A Trenton, Mo.
Construction Science Senior
LILE, DAVID B Leawood
Mechanical Engineering Senior
LOGAN, STEVE S Claremore. Okla.
Physical Sciences Senior
LCITZ, MICHAEL W Rossville
Engineering Freshman
MCCRACKEN, P. KEVIN Overland Park
Computer Science Junior
MCKENZIE. JON L Fremont. Neb.
Biology Senior
MCMILLEN, MATTHEW A Salina
Business Administration Freshman
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NELSON, RONALD J Overland Park
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
O'NEIL. TODD M Salina
Pre-Dentistry Senior
PRESTON, BRIAN K Prairie Village
Computer Science Sophomore
PRESTON. STEVE S Prairie Village
Mechanical Engineering Senior
PRICE, JC1DSON P. JR Scott City
Computer Science Sophomore
REICHMUTH. KEVIN P Lincoln. Neb.
Accounting Senior
REICHMUTH, TODD M Lincoln, Neb.
Computer Science Sophomore
RENFRO. GRAIG S Salina
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
RUDER, JIM L Salina
Mechanical Engineering Senior
SIMS. RANDY D Berryton
Economics Senior
SLAVEN. JEFFREY A Overland Park
Mechanical Engineering Senior
SLAVEN, JOSEPH P Overland Park
Engineering Freshman
DAUGHTERS OF DIANA
FRONT ROW: Teri A. Cardwell, Mary K. Hess, DeAnne
L. Partain, Dana L. Tutrelle, Jodie M. Breithaupt, SEC-
OND ROW: Rhonda S. Dettmer, Renee J. Riordan, Jean-
ine M. Mealy. Julie L. Pearce, Brenda J. Weir, Robyn A.
Dodd, Jerilyn K. Erskin. Kim A. Hutchison, Deborah A.
Mosburg, Sandy J. Schneider, Carol Tilton, Jeanette M.
Gross, Lisa Scheuerman. FOURTH ROW: Pamela A.
Meadows, Allison C. McKlm, Kim Bolte, Linda M, Lane,
Jana S. Fields, Julie Shively, Angela M. Sapp, Susan
O'Connor. BACK ROW: Marilyn A. Dejesus, Laurie L.
Weber, Jean A. Benson, Brenda L. Loseke, Sue M. Whit-
ney, Ruth M. Brito, Jodi M. Klein, Melanie A. Jones,
Barbara D. Hattendorf.
STREETS, BRADLEY K Fredonia
Industrial Engineering Sophomore
SWANSON, BRUCE E Overland Park
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
TERRIL, MARK D Grandview, Mo.
Finance Freshman
TITTLE, LANCE A Norton
Arts and Sciences Freshman
VANLANDINGHAM, DAVE J Overland Park
Chemical Engineering Junior
WEARING, PATRICK J Salina
Animal Science and Industry Junior
WHITE, HOWDY Ottawa
Correctional Administration Graduate Student
WIECHMAN. TROY J Scott City
Agronomy Sophomore
ZIMMERMAN, JEFF J Salina
Computer Science Junior
Tau Kappa Epsilon 319
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KIMBROUGH, SUE F Housemother
ANDERSON, MICHAEL N Bird City
Arts and Sciences Senior
BEAT, MICHAEL G Cunningham
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Sophomore
BOYER, JOHNNY E Kingman
Finance Junior
BROWN, GLENN E Minneapolis
Finance Sophomore
BOCK. WILLIAM D Marysville
Pre-Medicine Senior
CLARKE. ROBERT S Manhattan
Industrial Engineering Freshman
CLELAND. JAMES Wakeeney
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
COMFORT, MARK D Minneapolis
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
COONROD. DOUGLAS A Overland Park
Art Senior
DILLINGHAM, KEVIN W Warrensburg. Mo.
Interior Architecture Junior
ERICSON. SHANNON B Marquette
PrePhysical Therapy Junior
FEIST, DOUGLAS D Downs
Engineering Freshman
FREUDENTHAL, LEONARD S St. Joseph, Mo.
Computer Science Junior
FREY, JAY M Abilene
Feed Science and Management Senior
GLEASON, JAMES T Shawnee Mission
Nuclear Engineering Sophomore
GOSCH, KURT Augusta
Pre Medicine Freshman
GRIER, ROGER W Wichita
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
GUNDERSEN. JAMES R
Chemical Engineering
HERMAN. DOUGLAS E.
Finance
HULSE. COLLIN F.
.
. Wichita
Junior
Atchison
. . . Junior
Ellsworth
Milling Science and Management Senior
IDEKER. CURTIS C Whiting
Engineering Sophomore
KARLIN. JERRY Great Bend
Accounting Senior
KRAMER, FRANK E Tonganoxie
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore A 7 \
KUMMER. ANTHONY J
Biology
LETOURNEAU, JOHN M
Mathematics Education
LONG. CHARLES L
Pre-Dentistry
MAHANNAH. JEFFREY A.
Nuclear Engineering
, . .
MASTERS, PATRICK G. .
Pre Veterinary Medicine
Great Bend
Junior
Wichita
Junior
Beloit
Junior
Arkansas City
. . .
Sophomore
Troy
. Freshman
MAY, KURT G
Pre-Law
MCCULLY. MICHAEL J.
Finance
MCKITTRICK. RICHARD J.
Chemical Engineering
MISAK. ALEX L.
Nuclear Engineering
. .
Valley Center
Junior
.
. Eldorado
. Sophomore
Manhattan
Senior
Caldwell
Senior
PIESCHL, RICK L Minneapolis
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
RAINMAN. KERMIT Ulysses
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
RAMSEY. JEFFRY L Arkansas City
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
SCHAEDE, KENT A Wichita
Mechanical Engineering
, . . Sophomore
SCHOEN. KEVIN J Downs
Electrical Engineering Freshman
SPEARS, TIMOTHY C Fort Scott
Pre Medicine Junior
THOMAS. SIDNEY R Montezuma
Agricultural Economics Freshman
THOMSON. BRUCE M Deephaven. Minn.
Accounting Senior
TUCKER, DENNIS A Wichita
Milling Science and Management Senior
TURNER, TRACY N Great Bend
Pre-Law Freshman
WALLACE. CRAIG W Wichita
Architectural Engineering Freshman
WALTER. DAVE Beloit
Agricultural Mechanization Junior
WINDHOLZ. RICK L Augusta
Mechanical Engineering Senior
WOLFE, KENT F Mess City
Engineering Freshman
ZINK, ERIC M Parsons
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
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DEMONCHAUX, THEODORE Topeka
PreDesign Professions Sophomore
DEWYKE, JON D Cheyenne, Wyo.
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
EHNEN, RUSSELL D Smithville
Architecture Senior
EPPS, R.D. Ulysses
Construction Science Senior
HINES, TIMOTHY R Shawnee
Electrical Engineering Junior
LEWIS, LINTON L Piedmont
Agricultural Engineering Senior
MAG, WALTER W Topeka
Chemical Engineering Senior
MCLEOD. MICHAEL J Wellington
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
O'REILLY, DAVID W Wichita
Mechanical Engineering Senior
RODENBAUGH, DAVID J St. Mary's
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
SPINNER, DAVID J St. Joseph
Pre Design Professions Freshman
SWIDERSKI, FRANK J Leavenworth
Engineering Technology Senior
TRIANGEL'S
FRONT ROW: Sandy K. Steele, Susan M. Roberts, Judy A. Heeht, Nancy L.
Blattner. BACK ROW: Marty L. Aaron, Julie W. Rundell, Natalie A. Roberts,
Jennifer L. Kipp.
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THETA XI LITTLE SISTERS
FRONT ROW: Kimber L. Williams, Karen L. Miller, Linda A. Strong, Krin G.
Wiley. Kim D. Kurth, Kaye L. Beikmann, Debra R. Rolph. SECOND ROW:
Lauri L. Strong, Brenda L. Meyer, Ann M. Iwinski. Kelly J. Pfoltner, Jill E.
Archer, Carol R. Koehn, Paula B. McLaughlin. THIRD ROW: Linda L. Funk,
DeAdre M. Orten. Darla D. Talbott, Rosalie M. Reiter, Lana K. Misak,
Tammy L. Fitzmaurice. BACK ROW: Becky A. Doores, Char A. Heinke,
Becky D. Lundquist, Merrlam D. Reichle, Gail E. Garey, Mary Ann Moore,
Linda J. Gruendel.
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Triangle 321
Holler loud — Signs like the one on 2nd floor are
found throughout Ford Hall to protect residents
from getting caught in various undressed states
by male visitors.
and disadvantages to living in a
residence hall. Everyone has a different
opinion of "dorm life." For some, their
dorm room was "a cell away from
home."
"You have to be in by a certain time
or the doors are locked and you have to
ring to get in. I hate to have to do that,"
Gina Doyle, sophomore in graphic
design, said. Not all of the halls locked
the front door, though. However, there
were other disadvantages.
"You don't have any privacy," Edggy
Gonzalez, senior in biology, said.
"Besides that, you can't study. Your
neighbors are often noisy, and people
are always coming by and asking you to
go somewhere."
Cafeteria schedules also
inconvenienced some people.
"I wanted to be able to eat whenever I
wanted to," Ron Metzinger, senior in
agricultural journalism, said. Meals in the
residence halls are available at set times
only.
But for some, there are also positive
aspects of living in a residence hall. "I
met most of my best friends there,"
Karen Cocking, sophomore in elemental
education, said.
"I think that makes it a great place tc
live when you're a freshman," agreed Lav
ra Unrein, sophomore in elementary educa
tion.
According to Edggy Gonzalez, "You
get into the social scene early, and there
is always someone older there to help
you if you need it."
There are advantages for more than
just freshmen.
"1 liked the convenience," Jeff Scott,
junior in computer science, said. "You
don't have to cook your own meals, and
there are vending machines right there ii
you get hungry."
Living in the halls isn't all good or all
bad. It depends on the viewpoint. For
instance, you either have 600 noisy
neighbors or 600 possible
friends. USE! by Teryl Scott
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A "hall" of a place to live
Bunkin' it — Rod Hostetler, sophomore in
graphic design, and Mike Ward, freshman in
journalism, built up their room at 445 Marlatt.
Many residents build up their rooms to add more
space or to make them more livable.
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Boyd Hall
ALLEN, TRACY A Overland Park
Journalism and Mass Communications . . . , Sophomore
ARNOLD. CAROLYN M Valley Center
Business Administration Senior
BALLOCJ. JANICE R Edwardsville
Accounting Senior
BARNETT, M. MICHELLE Wakarusa
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Junior
BASSETTE, LAURA V Manhattan
Food Science and Management Sophomore
BEAMER. CHARLYN C Oakley
Pre-Law Freshman
BEAVER. JACQUELYN K Quinter
Elementary Education
v
.
Sophomore
BELL. CAROL J Wichita
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
BERGER. CATHY L Clearwater
Accounting Sophomore
BLYHOLDER, VICTORIA E Fayetteville
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Junior
BOLT. MARILYN S Goodland
Milling Science and Management Junior
BRADSHAW, WENDY F Topeka
PrePhysical Therapy Sophomore
BURNETT JR.. RAYMOND Fredericksburg. Va.
Physical Education Sophomore
BYERS. DIANNA L Olathe
Marketing Freshman
CAPE. PAULA S Moundridge
Accounting Freshman
CARRON, LAURIE Perryville, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Junior
CHAPMAN, DEB J Beloit
Elementary Education Junior
CHOATE. CARRIE B Shawnee
Elementary Education Freshman
CLARK, GRACE A Leavenworth
Family Life and Human Development . Sophomore
CLARKE, KELLY G Lenexa
Accounting Freshman
COFFEY, LAURIE L Wichita
Radio and Television Freshman
COLTRIN, PAIGE L Louisburg
Social Work Sophomore
CRAMSEY, ELIZABETH J McPherson
Engineering Freshman
CROW, REBECCA D Wichita
Natural Resource Management Junior
CROW, SHERRY L Topeka
Arts and Sciences Freshman
DAVIS. MICHELLE E Salina
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
DENNELER. BRENDA K Colby
Interior Design Freshman
DISTLER. AMANDA Wichita
Natural Resource Management Senior
ELLIS, TERRI J Olathe
Textile Science Freshman
FANGMAN. TARA J Seneca
Arts and Sciences Freshman
FANNING, LORI L Eskridge
Home Economics Freshman
F1SHBURN. JANA M Haven
Early Childhood Education Senior
FOLEY, KELLY D Valley Falls
Animal Science and Industry Junior
FOLTZ. MELISSA A Garnett
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
FOSTER, ANNE Olathe
Engineering Freshman
FOWLES, MAUREEN E Clay Center
Agriculture Freshman
FRANKAMP, KATHY D Belleville
Accounting Junior
FRANKAMP, KONNIE F Belleville
Social Work Freshman
GIBBS, KELLY P Olsburg
Home Economics Sophomore
GLENN. DIANE L Lenexa
Psychology Freshman
GLOVER, RUTH E Alma
Computer Science Freshman
GOLDBERG. MICKI S Lenexa
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
GOSE, SUSAN M Prairie Village
Accounting Junior
GOUDELOCK, DEBRA L Salina
Accounting Freshman
GRADWOHL, KATHLEEN S Roeland Park
History Senior
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GRIFFITH. MELANIE G Oakley
Family Life and Human Development Junior
GRINSTEAD, JCILIE A Shawnee Mission
Accounting Junior
GCJISLAIN, CLAIRE M Prairie Village
Industrial Engineering Sophomore
HALL, CHRIS A Desoto
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
HECHT. JUDY A Andale
Horticulture Senior
HEINIGER. CARYN E Sabetha
Music Education Freshman
HIBBELER. SARA J Overland Park
History Senior
HILDRETH, LONNA D Leawood
Landscape Architecture Senior
HILL, LYNN A Seldan
Music Education Senior
HOLEMAN. SHARON K Marysville
Mathematics Education Freshman
HOPSON, KAY A Phillipsburg
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
HUMBERT, GLENDA R Wellington
Journalism and Mass Communications . , , . Sophomore
Furry friends — Diane Glenn, freshman in
psychology, reads "Campus Life" in her room in
Boyd Hall
H'u'rriyet Aydogan
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HUTCHISON, DEANNA L Altoona
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
JONES. DAWN J Olsburg
Agricultural Education Sophomore
KAMPS. CAROL A Mesquite. Texas
Bakery Science and Management Senior
KELLEY. ROBIN K Topeka
Pre Professional Elementary Education Sophomore
KOOL, DEBORAH S Manhattan
History Junior
KORCHAK, JENNIFER S Shawnee Mission
Sociology Junior
KRESIN, DORIS K Salina
Biochemistry Freshman
LARSEN, KATHY S Fontana
Home Economics Education Freshman
LEE. LINDA L Wichita
Pre Nursing Freshman
LINDEMAN. LORI R Cimarron
Elementary Education Junior
LOOMIS. DIONA L Topeka
Interior Design Senior
LOWERY, ELLEN I Ayr, Neb.
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Junior
LUTHI. ROBIN M Wichita
Agricultural Economics Freshman
LUTZ, LEEANN R Atchison
Pre Professional Elementary Education Freshman
MANN. MARTY Independence. Mo.
Animal Science and Industry Senior
Craig Chandlei
Team tuggers — A Boyd Hall team whoops it up
after they and a team from Marlatt win the tug-of
war at the ARH Spring Fling games.
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MCGINN. REGIMA L Sedgwick
English Education
, Sophomore
McMAHAN, DEBRA M Clay Center
Accounting Sophomore
MCLELLAND. JACQUELIN Prescott. Ark.
Agricultural Economics Senior
MELLRING. JOY L Topeka
Early Childhood Education Freshman
MIKESELL. NANCY M Belleville
Elementary Education Junior
MILLER, NANCY R Shawnee
Elementary Education Freshman
MISKOVSKY. ANNA M St. Louis. Mo.
Foods and Nutrition in Business Senior
MOCILDEN, REBECCA S Wakarusa
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
MUTWALLI. REEM T United Arab Emirates
Pre Medicine Freshman
OLSON, CALLIE J Osage City
Family Life and Human Development Freshman
ORPIN, ELSIE M Newton
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Freshman
PANKRATZ. RENEE C Wichita
Apparel Design Senior
PANKRATZ, SHERRI K Potwin
Business Education Sophomore
PETERS, MARY P Shawnee
Civil Engineering Sophomore
RAMSBOTTOM, JANE Belleville
Agricultural Journalism Sophomore
RELIHAN, MARY S Chapman
Social Work Junior
RICHARDS. LINDA M Prairie Village
History Junior
RIEHM, JAMI A Lawrence
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
ROBISON, KELDA M Warrensburg, Mo.
Arts and Sciences Freshman
ROTH. RACHEL J. Wamego
Industrial Engineering Senior
ROWLEY, FRAN D Valley Center
Pre-Physical Therapy Sophomore
SALLEE. CARLA M Parker
Home Economics and Mass Communications Sophomore
SCHNITTKER. DEA A Peck
Retail Floriculture Senior
SIMES, T. SUZETTE Overland Park
Nuclear Engineering Senior
STEIG, DENISE M Cherryvale
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Junior
STINE, CAROL A Bonner Springs
Business Education Junior
STOLFUS, KECIA A Bonner Springs
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
STOLFUS, KYLA K Bonner Springs
Applied Music Junior
STRGBLE. CINDY J Salina
Psychology Sophomore
SULLENGER, DENISE D Independence, Mo,
Construction Science Junior
SYKES. JULIA G Albuquerque. N,M.
Business Administration Junior
TABOR. TERI L Garden City
Accounting Junior
THEISS, MARGIE L Overland Park
Pre-Physical Therapy Sophomore
THURNAU. CAROLINE R Olathe
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
VACCA, BECKY S Colby
Elementary Education Sophomore
WALLER, RHONDA K Eldorado
Elementary Education Junior
WALTERS. CHERYL R Kansas City
Finance Sophomore
WHEPLEY. SUZANNE E Springfield. Mass.
Fashion Marketing Senior
WIENS. LINDA K Cimarron
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Freshman
WILBER, DONNA A Belleville
Home Economics Education Junior
WILBUR, TARENDA A
, Valley Center
Horticulture Sophomore
WILSON. MONA L Overland Park
Political Science Junior
WILT, JUDY R Abbyville
Home Economics Education Sophomore
WORTH. JOAN M Wichita
Family Life and Human Development Senior
ZOELLER, DIANE L Wamego
Music Education Sophomore
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BAILEY, TAMERA K Sabetha
Pre Professional Elementary Education Sophomore
BELL, PAMELA A. Medicine Lodge
Agriculture Economics Senior
CARLIM. GERELYN A Osborne
Elementary Education Sophomore
COLTRAIN, SALLY A Neodesha
Family Life and Human Development Sophomore
DARRELL. JACQUELINE D Bendena
Textile Science Freshman
DICKINSON, VALERIE J Ciorham
Crop Protection Junior
DIEHL, LAURI J Burr Oak
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
DOORES, BECKY A Lawrence
Horticulture Therapy Senior
EBERT. DENISE M Wamego
Home Economics Education Senior
GARTEN, KAREN I Abilene
Horticulture Therapy Freshman
GRESS, MARY L Seneca
Dietetics and Institutional Management Junior
HADACHEK. PATTI K Cuba
Elementary Education Junior
HAGEN, ESTHER M Lawrence
Home Economics Education Junior
HATFIELD, SALLY M Wamego
Home Economics Education Freshman
HEINIGER, LISA A Fairview
Medical Techonology Sophomore
HEINIGER, SHARON J Bern
Horticulture Senior
HOOPER, CHRISTI A Goddard
Chemical Science Sophomore
HUNING, AMY E Hepler
Computer Science Freshman
JAGELS, LORENE L Hepler
Early Childhood Education Junior
JANNE, LYNETTA A Gorham
Pre Veterinary Medicine Freshman
JILKA, FRANCES M Roeland Park
Milling Science and Management Senior
JOHNSTON, S. LEANN McCune
Animal Science and Industry Junior
JUDAH, DAWN R Sabetha
Music Education Sophomore
KANE, MARY R Paola
Agriculture Education Junior
KOCH, RAE A Newton
Journalism and Mass Communication Freshman
LEEBURG, JUL L Miller
Radio and Television Sophomore
MAL1R, NANCY J Wilson
Radio and Television Freshman
MEYER, JOYCE E Powhattan
Home Economics Education Freshman
MIKEL, CASSANDRA A Oswego
Home Economics and Mass Communications Junior
PARK. KELLI D Solomon
Political Science Freshman
PHELPS, LESLIE A Oakley
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
PHILLIPS, KIM R Valley Falls
Management Sophomore
PURCELL. SHELLY J Webber
Home Economics Education Sophomore
RANNEY. LINDA J Delphos
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
ROBKE, BRENDA K Seneca
Social Work Freshman
RUPP, KATHY K Moundridge
Home Economics Education Junior
SAUERWEIN, DENISE E Walton
Home Economics Extension Freshman
SCHERMAN, JOAN E Paola
Physical Education Junior
SCHONEWEIS. SUSAN D Manhattan
Horticulture Sophomore
SIMS, SUZANNE Paola
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Junior
SLOAN. PATTY M Colby
Home Economics and Mass Communications . Senior
SMITH. S DAWN Garden City
Foods and Nutrition in Business Junior
STOTTMANN, BRENDA K Parsons
Home Economics Education Senior
SYLVESTER. LARISSA J Wamego
Art Senior
SYLVESTER, LYNETTE K Wamego
Arts and Sciences Freshman
WALKER, RENEE D Clay Center
Accounting Senior
WILLIAMS. KIMBER Wichita
Journalism and Mass Communications
. Senior
WULFKCIHLE. LISA D Berryton
Animal Science and Industry Senior
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ANDERSON. MICHAEL D . Wellsville
Agronomy Sophomore
ANTHONY. JOHN J Wichita
Agriculture Senior
BARNES, WILLIAM H Kansas City
Electrical Engineering Junior
BARTEL, KAY A Hillsboro
Speech Pathology Junior
BARTEL, LORI F Meade
Economics Sophomore
BOHM, MARK S Cheney
Accounting Freshman
BOWLES. JANET L Atwood
Home Economics Education Senior
BRYANT. DAVID E Fairway
Agriculture Economics Junior
BYARLAY, BOB H Lincoln
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Junior
CASTROP, CHRISTOPHER C Kansas City, Mo.
Architecture Junior
CHAMBERS, MARK Overland Park
Veterinary Medicine Freshman
CHANDLER. TIM J Leonardville
Electrical Engineering Senior
CLARK, JAMES D Liberal
Agriculture Mechanization Sophomore
CONNOLLY. MATTHEW D Godfrey. III.
Architecture Senior
CORREA. GERARDO San Juan. P.R.
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Senior
CUNDIFF, RODNEY V Clay Center
Chemical Engineering Freshman
DEARTH, ANTHONY M Kansas City
Computer Science Sophomore
ELAM. CHRISTINE E Winfield
Business Administration Senior
ERKER. JOHN C Wellington
Agriculture Mechanization Junior
ESSLINGER. MARK A Bern
Mechanical Engineering Junior
ECIBANK. ROBERT K Pratt
Business Administration Senior
FLAHERTY, AMY E. Prairie Village
Business Administration Senior
FRESE. MARKUS M Herkimer
Agricultural Economics Senior
GIROUX, JAMES Hinesburg. Vt.
Architectural Engineering Senior
GOETSCH. DAVID L Brewster
Agriculture Senior
GORDON. DWIGHT W Clarks Green, Pa.
Electrical Engineering Graduate Student
HANSON. SUSAN C Kewanee. III.
Speech Graduate Student
HENDERSON. JEFF L Meriden
Horticulture Junior
HICKOK, BILL W Ulysses
Agriculture Economics Junior
HOLT. MICHAEL P Topeka
Mechanical Engineering Junior
HUNT. PAUL W Chanute
Engineering Technology Senior
JAMES, MICHAEL D Ness City
Accounting Junior
KEITER. DANIEL C Hartington. Neb.
Architecture Senior
KENNY. DAWN A Sharon Springs
Business Administration Senior
KESKIN. MEHMET Munster. Ind.
Architecture Graduate Student
KESLER, JOEL W Overland Park
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
KLEIN, TIM A Rozel
Agriculture Education Senior
KUHLMAUN. KURT W St. Louis, Mo.
Landscape Architecture Senior
LEIBBRANDT. DEBORAH K Atwood
Home Economics Senior
MASSEY, VIVAN S Cedarvale
Chemical Engineering Freshman
MCCONNELL, DAVID J Liberal
Mechanical Engineering Senior
MCEVOY, JAMES L Eastin
Crop Protection Senior
MCKINLEY, BILL R Cedarvale
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
MCMANAMAN, BARRY C Pratt
Civil Engineering Junior
MEYER, GERALD J Shawnee
Business Administration Graduate Student
NEUMAN, GARRETT W Salina
Computer Science Sophomore
OWEN, QUENTIN A Salina
Electrical Engineering Senior
OWENS, SCOTT A Shawnee
Engineering Technology . Junior
PEISSIG. THEODORE J Clearwater
Biological Science Education Junior
PINER. PRESSLEY M Colby
Chemical Engineering Junior
PINKNEY, ROBERT J St. Louis. Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Senior
RENDON. FELIPE R Los Angeles. Calif.
Industrial Engineering Senior
RICKFORD. WARREN D Marienthal
Agricultural Economics Junior
RILEY. JOHN D Topeka
Electrical Engineering Junior
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ROME, DAVID R Morland
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
RUDEEN. ANDY C Osage City
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
RUSCO, ROXAMNA K Clifton
Business Administration Junior
SAYEGH, ATALLAH M Jordan
Architectural Engineering Junior
SMITH. JEFFREY S Wathena
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Junior
SMITH, WINTON L. JR Stillwater, Okla.
Architecture Graduate Student
SOUTHARD, JOHN N Pratt
Electrical Engineering
.
. Junior
STEPHENS, PETER E Huntington. N.Y.
Poultry Science Senior
STUCKEY. MICHAEL R Pratt
Electrical Engineering Junior
SUTLIFFE, PAT D Overland Park
Engineering Junior
SVOBODA. LAURA L Topeka
Sociology Sophomore
SWIERCINSKY. KEVIN K. Maple Hill
Milling Science and Management Senior
THOMAS, MARVIN L Villanova, Pa.
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Senior
(JNRUH. TIMOTHY D Deerfield
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
(JTT, BETH A Bethlehem
Biological Science Education Junior
Laundry lament — Taking
advantage of an available washer in
Edwards Hall, Mehmet Keskin,
graduate in planning and urban
design, starts a load of laundry.
VALENZUELA, TIMOTHY M Garden City
Accounting Sophomore
WEIS. JOHN K Salina
Engineering Senior
WILLITS. DAN L Lawrence
Engineering Technology Senior
WORLEY. DENISE M Atwood
Arts and Sciences Senior
YOUNG. KRISTINA A Cassoday
Elementary Education Junior
ZINSER, ERIC G Raytown, Mo.
Engineering Technology Junior
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ALBRECHT, DEMISE A Lindsborg
Accounting Freshman
ALEXANDER, JAN M Hoisington
Business Administration Junior
ANGELL, KIMBERLY A Plains
Elementary Education Freshman
ARGIRIS, IRENE Lenexa
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Sophomore
ASH, VIRGINIA A Great Bend
Arts and Sciences Freshman
BAHE, LEANNE J Dexter
Computer Science Sophomore
BAIRD, ELIZABETH J Beloit
History Freshman
BANKS, REGINA Y Lecompton
Economics Sophomore
BARTON, VICKY L Hutchinson
Education Sophomore
BEAN, ANGELA L Abilene
Dietetics and Institutional Management Freshman
BEAUCHAMP. MARILYN A Overland Park
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Freshman
BECKER. JODY L Hays
Clothing Retailing Freshman
BECKERD1TE, RUTHIE G Kingsdown
Physical Education Junior
BEIGHTEL. DINA D Holton
Agriculture Freshman
BENDER, CAROLYN F Plains
Arts and Sciences Freshman
BENDER, LYNN M Shawnee Mission
Marketing Freshman
BENDER, SUSAN K Topeka
Life Science Freshman
BENEKE, BETH M Lost Springs
Veterinary Medicine Freshman
BERNER, VERONICA J Overland Park
Chemical Science Junior
BETTENBROCK, SUSAN A Brookville
Arts and Sciences Freshman
BIARNESEN, MICHELE M Joplin, Mo.
Office Administration Junior
BIGGS, BEVERLY A Edson
Psychology Sophomore
BIRD, JANET L Garfield
Speech Pathology Sophomore
BISHOP, SUSAN A Iola
Management Senior
BLISS. JILL E Seattle
Pre-Law Junior
BOHN, JULIE L Eskridge
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
BOLL. LISA G St. Francis
Fashion Marketing Senior
BOLL1ER, CORINNE E Prairie Village
Pre Physical Therapy Sophomore
BOLTE. KIMBERLY S Bridgeport
Physical Education Sophomore
BOWMAN, DANA J Overland Park
Interior Design Freshman
BOWSER. STEVEN M Holton
Agricultural Economics Senior
BRAX, LORI K Assaria
Social Work Junior
BRENDE, TERRI M Topeka
Arts and Sciences Freshman
BROOKSHIER, JODY L Newton
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Sophomore
BROSA, CYNTHIA Overland Park
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
BRUNGARDT, KAYLENE M Victoria
Arts and Sciences Freshman
BUCHWALD. LEANNA J Salina
Arts and Sciences Freshman
BURGESS, SOLVEETA A Kansas City
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
BURGESS, THERESA D Derby
Marketing Freshman
CARLE, KAREN A Overland Park
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Junior
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CARLILE, TRACY A Colwich
Pre-Vetennary Medicine Freshman
CARRICO. LINDA R Beloit
Industrial Engineering Freshman
CARROLL, KELLY R Shawnee
Elementary Education Freshman
CEDERBERG, KARA L Luray
Arts and Sciences Freshman
CEDERBERG. MARY A Salina
Arts and Sciences Freshman
CHAPMAN, MARY B Lake Quivera
Arts and Sciences Freshman
CHAPPELL, PRISKA V Halstead
Modern Languages Sophomore
CHER AY. SHARON L Topeka
Accounting Freshman
CHRISTENSON, TAMI D Winfield
Business Administration Freshman
CLARE, DARLA J Meriden
Arts and Sciences Freshman
CLARK, SANDY J Salina
Elementary Education Freshman
CLARK. SHAWNA S Salina
Elementary Education Freshman
COBLE, EMILY A Kansas City
Music Education Senior
CORNWELL, JOANN Luray
Arts and Sciences Freshman
COX, JULIE L Topeka
Social Work Freshman
CRAIGMILE. TAMMIE K Salina
Consumer Interest Sophomore
CRAMER, CATHRINE Blue Rapids
Accounting Freshman
CULVER, JOY E Shawnee Mission
Journalism and Mass Communications .... Sophomore
CUMMINGS, CAROLYN A Hutchinson
Family Life and Human Development Sophomore
DALSING. MARY JO Greeley
Arts and Sciences Freshman
DALTON, BETH M Mission
Elementary Education Sophomore
DARROW, SANDRA J Salina
Elementary Education Freshman
DAVIS, ELLEN G Topeka
Office Administration Sophomore
DAVISON, DIANE Lyons
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
DECKER. DANETTE K Wichita
Interior Design Freshman
DENNIS, JEANNE M Phillipsburg
Marketing Sophomore
DEPEW, JAYNE Abilene
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
DETWILER, JANE M Athol
Arts and Sciences Freshman
DICK, KAREN J Newton
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
DICKENSON, ELIZABETH A Wichita
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
DIPMAN, SANDI K Larned
Finance Freshman
DREW, KATHERINE D Shawnee
Psychology Sophomore
DUNHAM, LISA D Copeland
Pre Veterinary Medicine Freshman
DURHEIM, KATHY Prairie Village
Marketing Freshman
EAGLE, RACHELLE Yates Center
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
EDWARDS, TAMMY L Hamilton
Home Economics Extension Sophomore
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EDMUNDS, CONNIE J Leavenworth
Business Administration Junior
ELDER. BRENDA R Shawnee
Speech Pathology Freshman
ENGELKEN, YVONNE S Seneca
Arts and Sciences Freshman
ENGLISH, JESSIE M Hiawatha
Biochemistry Freshman
EVANS, LORI A Lyons
Pre Physical Therapy Junior
FAIRCHILD, CARA L Chanute
Art Junior
FELLOWS, ANNA M Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
FERR ARO, MARYANN C Belton
Architecture Freshman
FERRIS. SUZY K Overland Park
Physical Education Sophomore
FINK, DIANA L Phillipsburg
Home Economics and Mass Communications Senior
FITZGERALD. AMY L Salina
Industrial Engineering Junior
FITZMAURICE. TAMMY L Valley Center
Finance Freshman
FLYNN. SONDRA K Abilene
PreNursing Freshman
FOX, ROMALYN S Syracus
Interior Design Junior
FRIGON, DEL V Manchester
Agricultural Education Freshman
FULLER, KIMBERLY J Salina
Pre-Pharmacy Freshman
FUNK, LINDA L Topeka
PreNursing Sophomore
FUTRELLE, DEE Overland Park
General Sophomore
GAMMELL, KELLY J Lindsborg
Interior Design Sophomore
GARDNER, JILL E Shawnee
Arts and Sciences Freshman
GAY. ROBIN E Topeka
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Freshman
GFELLER. DIANE L Topeka
Business Administration Sophomore
GIGOT, GINA R Garden City
Agriculture Freshman
GISLAR, SHERRY L Ottawa
Agriculture Sophomore
GLEASON, ANN P Kansas City
Arts and Sciences Freshman
GLE1SSNER, CAROL S Mission
Arts and Sciences Freshman
GLENDENNING, BECKY J Ellis
Accounting Freshman
GLENDENNING, ELIZABETH A Ellis
Finance Freshman
GODBY, SHERYL L Kendallville, Ind.
Computer Science Sophomore
GOERING. LORI A Newton
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Freshman
GRAHAM. TERESA A Overland Park
Accounting Freshman
GROVER, KELLY J Great Bend
Family Life and Human Development Sophomore
GUGL1EMINO. MARIA L Mission
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
GURLEY. LORI L Baldwin City
Arts and Sciences Freshman
GUTSCH, DARLA Burdick
Arts and Sciences Freshman
GUTSCH, DAWN R Burdick
Home Economics Extension Sophomore
HABERMAN. SHER1 L Aloha, Oregon
Horticulture Junior
HALL, EMILY J Olathe
Fashion Marketing Freshman
HAMILTON, M1CHELE L Topeka
Journalism and Mass Communications . . Sophomore
HARDING, DENISE A Topeka
Management Freshman
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HARPER, DEMISE K Goodland
Interior Design Sophomore
HARPER. LACHELE A Goodland
Food Science and Industry Senior
HARRISON, LORR1E M Hugoton
Elementary Education Sophomore
HARVEY, KELLY K Goddard
Management Freshman
HAUGHTON, APRIL A Overland Park
Natural Resource Management Freshman
HAWKINS, PATRICIA F Concordia
Pre Design Professions Freshman
HECKER, RUTH E Topeka
Pre Professional Elementary Education Sophomore
HECKETHORN. SUSAN K McPherson
Interior Design Junior
HEDGES, ANN M Scott City
Business Administration Freshman
HEIMER, MARY B Shawnee Mission
Finance Sophomore
HENNESSEY, JANICE L Tecumseh
Finance Freshman
HENRY, JOYCE A Goff
Arts and Sciences Freshman
HESKAMP, MARLENE J. Spearville
Management Senior
Jeff Taylor
Yawn—Debbie Miller, junior in social work,
spends a late night studying.
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HOGAN. KATHERINE A Overland Park
Finance Senior
HOHBERG, LORI A Topeka
Computer Science Freshman
HOLMES, TINA M Topeka
Computer Science Freshman
HOPE. NIKKI L Overland Park
Accounting Junior
HOWELL. JULIET D Olathe
Arts and Sciences Freshman
HUMMELL, KAREN L Lenexa
Office Administration Sophomore
HUNTSMAN. LAURA A Halstead
Family Life and Human Development Freshman
ISEMAN. KRIST1NA Baldwin
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
JACOBSON. BARBARA J Wamego
Recreation Junior
JAMES, MARY A Overland Park
Art Senior
JEFFERY, JENNIFER L Burr Oak
Arts and Sciences Freshman
JEPSON. RONDA S Topeka
Retail Floriculture Sophomore
JOHNSON, CARLA Belpre
Animal Science and Industry Junior
JOHNSON, JULIE K Beloit
Computer Science Freshman
JOHNSON, LISA L Marquette
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
JOHNSON, MICHELE A Winfield
Art Freshman
JOHNSON, MIRIAM A Lawrence
Interior Design Freshman
JOHNSON. PAMELLA A Kansas City
Home Economics and Mass Communications Sophomore
JONES, CELESTE A. Junction City
Restaurant Management Freshman
JONES, DEANNE K Salina
Pre Physical Therapy Freshman
JONES, MONICA J Topeka
Finance Sophomore
JOYCE. JODY E Eldorado
Fashion Marketing Senior
JUDGE, NANCY A Leawood
Accounting Junior
JUDY, CATHERINE A Leavenworth
Finance Senior
JUENEMAN. ELLEN M Hanover
Accounting Freshman
KALMAR, DANA P St. Louis, Mo
Architecture Freshman
KASPER. LORETTA Wilson
Finance Senior
KAUTZ. JANELLE A Atchison
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
KELLEY. DILYN A Falun
Home Economics Sophomore
KESSLER. LORI C Mission
Office Administration Sophomore
KIDWELL, CAROL L Enterprise
Accounting Senior
KIENTZ, KRISTIE L Chapman
Engineering Technology Freshman
KING, TERESA A Dodge City
Arts and Sciences Freshman
KINTER, SHEILA L Phillipsburg
Marketing Freshman
KLEIN. JACQUELINE A Lenexa
Engineering Freshman
KLEMM. JUDY Overland Park
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
KOCI. JULIE L Topeka
Agriculture Freshman
KOCI. TAMARA L Auburn
Architecture Senior
KOMAREK, TRACY L Great Bend
Labor Relations Sophomore
KOVICH, ANNE M Kansas City
Arts and Sciences Freshman
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KRAFT, VALERIE G Ness City
Pre-Professional Secondary Education Junior
KRISTEK, JOANN Tampa
Pre-Nursing Freshman
KROUPA, THERESA A Marion
Pre-Nursing Sophomore
KRZNARIC. JEANNIE M Kansas City
Industrial Engineering Freshman
KRZNARIC, JOANNE M Kansas City
Industrial Engineering Freshman
KUNZ, KIM D Garden City
Industrial Engineering Sophomore
LAGE, SHANNON R Goodland
Fashion Marketing Freshman
LAHAM, ELENA M Wichita
Fashion Marketing Senior
LARSON, AMY J Wichita
Pre Professional Secondary Education Freshman
LARSON, SANDRA J Salina
Finance Junior
LEE, SUZANNE J Lake Quivira
Arts and Sciences Freshman
LEVY, MINDY S Prairie Village
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
LEWIS, JULIE A Wichita
Accounting Freshman
LINOT, MARILYN L Rose Hill
Business Administration Sophomore
LOCKHART, KATHLENE J Junction City
Elementary Education Junior
LOCKHART, SHIRLEY J Junction City
Social Work Senior
LORENC, JANELL R Luray
Art Freshman
LOWE, LORI E Alexandria. Va.
Microbiology Senior
LUEKER, ALISON D Hoisington
Industrial Engineering Junior
MACCLYMONT, SANDY L Overland Park
Early Childhood Education Freshman
MARTIN. MICHELLE L Ellis
Arts and Sciences Freshman
MARTIN. PEGGY M Andale
English Education Freshman
MARVIN, KIMBERLEY D Overland Park
Art Sophomore
MASON, ARLEEN M Kansas City
Computer Science Freshman
MATHER, SUE C Topeka
Arts and Sciences Freshman
MAUS. BARBARA A St. Mark's
Computer Science Freshman
MCCARTHY, PAMELA D Leavenworth
Fashion Marketing Junior
MCCARTY. TAMARA L Overland Park
Music Education Senior
MCDERMED. KATHLEEN M Effingham
Elementary Education Sophomore
MCDOWELL. ROBIN Shawnee
Accounting Senior
MCKAIN. DEBBIE D Dodge City
Engineering Freshman
MCKENZIE, JULIANA M Salina
Accounting Freshman
MCRAE, PAULA B Hays
Political Science Sophomore
MEISENHEIMER, MOLLY Kingman
Psychology Freshman
MERSMAN, YVONNE M Overland Park
Management Sophomore
MILLER, DEBBIE Bird City
Social Work Junior
MILLS, LORI L McPherson
Civil Engineering Sophomore
MITCHELL, SHERI N Overland Park
Foods and Nutrition in Business Junior
MOLDRUP, KELLI L Overland Park
Psychology Junior
MOORE, DARCI L luka
Civil Engineering Junior
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MOORE, DEANNE R Abilene
Business Administration Sophomore
MOORE. GAYLE D Johnson
Pre-Medicine Senior
MOORE. LIBBIE A Great Bend
Accounting Junior
MOORE. MARY A Topeka
Journalism and Mass Communications .... Sophomore
MORGAM, BRENDA J Goessel
Arts and Sciences Freshman
MORGMER, DONMA L Crestwood, Mo.
Physical Education Sophomore
MCJMFORD. MARTINA Overland Park
Apparel Design Junior
NAIRN. BRENDA J Elkhart
Arts and Sciences Freshman
NEELLY, REBECCA K Macksville
Computer Science Freshman
NELSON, KR1STI A Goodland
Interior Design Junior
NEWTON, MELINDA Bonner Springs
Accounting Sophomore
NIEMAN, PENNY S Nortonville
Art Salina
O'CONNER, CATHY M Salina
Industrial Engineering Freshman
O'DELL, KELLY A Halstead
Pre-Nursing Freshman
ODLE, TAMMY J Glade
Arts and Sciences Freshman
OLIVER, MARGERIE E Claremont, Calif.
Pre-Medicine Freshman
OLSEN, CATHERINE Holton
Clothing Retailing Freshman
OTKE, LISA M Jefferson City, Mo.
Pre Design Professions Freshman
PASCHAL. MARTHA M Luray
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
PEDERSON, LORI J Topeka
Elementary Education Senior
PENLAND, AMY Salina
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
PENNER, DIANA C Newton
Pre Professional Elementary Education Freshman
PERKINS, GWENDOLYN J Salina
Accounting Freshman
PERRYMAN, KATRINA L Mullinville
Home Economics Freshman
PETERS, SHEILA A Salina
Elementary Education Junior
PETTIBONE, KIMBERLY G Kanorado
Recreation Sophomore
PFEIFFER, MARK S Holton
Business Administration Sophomore
PHILGREEN, SHERRI L Overland Park
Arts and Sciences Freshman
PHILLIPS. JULIE A Prairie Village
Home Economics and Mass Communications Freshman
PORTER, LINDA A Kansas City
Home Economics and Mass Communications . Senior
POWELL, KATHLEEN J Topeka
Computer Science Freshman
PRESTON, LORIE J Newton
Elementary Education .- Sophomore
PRICE, BETH E Rozel
Pre-Professional Secondary Education Sophomore
RAFFERTY, KIMBERLY S Derby
Interior Design Sophomore
RAY, TIFFANY A Clay Center
Pre-Medicine Freshman
REDMAN, KIRSTEN S Wichita
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Sophomore
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REDMAN. ROBIN L Hutchinson
Elementary Education Junior
REID, VICKI J Foodland
Pre Pharmacy Freshman
REITER. M. ROSALIE Beloit
Pre-Nursing Freshman
REMPE. MARYANN Plainville
Fashion Marketing Senior
RICE. REBECCA J Ft. Riley
Elementary Education Sophomore
RICE. TAMM1E A Atchison
Accounting Junior
RIDGE, SANDRA K Shawnee
Social Work Freshman
RINELLA, KATHY A Overland Park
Education Freshman
ROBERTS, CHER1E A Plevna
Accounting Freshman
ROBERTS. MARGARET M Hutchinson
Pre Design Professions Sophomore
Jeff Taylor
Who, Us? — Susan Lynn, freshman in
Architecture and Lynda Henson, freshman in
speech pathology, relax in the washroom of Ford
Hall while waiting for their clothes to finish
washing.
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ROMBECK. LAURA J Topeka
Accounting Sophomore
ROSCHE, EILEEN A Kansas City
Interior Design Freshman
ROST, JILL Great Bend
Radio and Television Freshman
ROTH, JANICE L Emporia
Physics Freshman
RUSSELL. DIANE J Belpre
Accounting Junior
SANTSCHI, LISA A Festus, Mo
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
SAWYER, SANDRA K McPherson
Horticulture Junior
SCHMIDT, SANDRA K Hays
Arts and Sciences Freshman
SCHMITT. VICKY L Leavenworth
Psychology Freshman
SCHOEN. DEBORAH Cawker City
Management Senior
SCHOOF, BECKY L Dodge City
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
SCHREIBER, MICHELE M Lenexa
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
SCHROEDER. KELLIE A Osage City
Pre-Pharmacy Freshman
SCHURER. MICHELE D Lawrence
Pre Veterinary Medicine Freshman
SCHUSTER. BARBARA L Hays
Arts and Sciences Freshman
SCHUSTER. GERRI A Hays
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
SCHWARTZ. CARRIE J Baldwin
Pre-Nursing Sophomore
SEIWERT. BETTY A Goddard
Dietetics and Institutional Management Freshman
SELL, BECKY L Overland Park
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
SHEPARD. KARMEN D Overland Park
Management Senior
SHUFFLEBARGER, BRENDA Horton
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
SIMCOX. KRISTIN L Salina
Business Administration Freshman
SIMMONS, SHERRI L Overland Park
Marketing Freshman
SMITH, KAREN L Omaha, Neb.
Horticulture Therapy Freshman
SMITH. SHERI R Overland Park
Speech Education Sophomore
SMITH, TERA A Halstead
Marketing Sophomore
SOELLNER. CHRISTY A Goodland
Fashion Marketing Freshman
SOHM. LAURIE K Olmitz
Dietetics and Institutional Management Freshman
SPIGHT. MARNITA St. Louis, Mo.
Elementary Education Sophomore
STADLER. LISA A Rossville
Home Economics Education Sophomore
STAGGS, DENISE Dodge City
Finance Sophomore
STANLEY, DEBBIE J Stilwell
Fashion Marketing Freshman
STANTON, JEANNE L Salina
Industrial Engineering Sophomore
STEJSKAL, GINGER E Timken
Early Childhood Education Junior
STEVENSON, MELINDA S Kansas City
Chemical Engineering Freshman
STEVENSON, PERIANN Great Bend
Consumer Interest Sophomore
STILGENBAUER, CAREY A McPherson
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Freshman
STOLLE, KIM K Silver Lake
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
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SUMPTER, COMMIE L Mulvane
Home Economics Education Junior
SWART, ILEME A Seneca
Arts and Sciences Freshman
TALGE, JULIA R Lake Quivera
Apparel Design Sophomore
TAMGARI. CARA A Topeka
Accounting Sophomore
TAMGARI, MARY F Topeka
Arts and Sciences Freshman
TEETER, BEV S Lyons
Arts and Sciences Freshman
TERREAU. JERI Topeka
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
THIELE. PRISCILLA J Morton
General Freshman
THOMAS, CHERYL A Olathe
Pre-Medicine Freshman
THOMAS, DIAMMAH K Silver Lake
Early Childhood Education Freshman
THOMAS, SHERRY L Salina
Business Education Junior
THOMPSON, MARTI A Eureka
Arts and Sciences Freshman
THOMPSON, SHIRLEY E Lyons
Arts and Sciences Freshman
TISDALE, MARCIA K Hutchinson
Pre Nursing Freshman
TOLLEFSOM, ELLEN M Shawnee
Dietetics and Institutional Management Freshman
TOPLIFF, CHRISTINA L Plattsmouth, Meb.
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
TURNER. GW1N G Topeka
Elementary Education Freshman
(JLRICH, LISA J Kansas City
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
(JNRUH, MELINDA S Newton
Pre-Dentistry Freshman
URBAN, KYLE ANN Bison
Retail Floriculture Freshman
VAUGHAN, CAROL L Winfield
Arts and Sciences Freshman
VIERGEVER. NATALIE D Silver Lake
Interior Design Freshman
VILLERS, VALERIE J Arkansas City
Elementary Education Freshman
VONADA, DENETTE D Sylvan Grove
Agricultural Economics Junior
WADAS, SHELLY D Arkansas City
Pre-Physical Therapy Freshman
WALKER. CECELIA A Topeka
Management Senior
WALKER, PAMELA G Leavenworth
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
WARNKEN, LACHELE M Timken
Office Administration Freshman
WASINGER, CAROLYN F Hays
Speech Pathology Freshman
WELSH, MARCIA L Shawnee
Accounting Sophomore
WENDEL. ELAINE F Ellinwood
Accounting Junior
WHITEBREAD, CLEION L Junction City
Elementary Education Freshman
WHITEHAIR, JO ANN Abilene
Accounting Freshman
WILLIAMS, TRACY L Overland Park
Accounting Sophomore
WILSON. KAREN L Garnett
Computer Science Senior
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WYNIN, CINDY A. . .
Biology
YEARGIN, KELLY D.
Marketing
ZIEGLER, KARLA S.
Computer Science
ZORM, JANE M
Accounting
WINELAND. SHAWM L Otis
Pre Medicine Freshman
WISE. MARY E Overland Park
Family Life and Human Development Freshman
WOLF. DEANN M Junction City
Radio and Television Freshman
WOMDRA. DIANE M Hoisington
Accounting Junior
WYANT. DEBRA L Junction City
Computer Science Sophomore
Copeland
Freshman
Ft. Belvoir, Va.
Senior
Hays
.
Sophomore
Great Bend
. . . .
Sophomore
Paperchase — Deborah Schoen, senior in
management, displays frustration caused
by her first year as director of Ford Hall.
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AHLVERS, BONNIE L Williamsburg
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
ALEXANDER, JOHN S Hutchinson
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
ANDERSON. KENT D Mentor
Engineering Sophomore
ANDERSON. TONI L Norton
Speech Pathology Sophomore
ANKERHOLZ. LANCE E Chase
Engineering Technology Junior
ANTENEN, KARMA Ness City
Physical Education Freshman
ANWARI. ASIFALI London, England
Biology Freshman
ARCHER, JILL E Assaria
Speech Pathology Freshman
ASHLEY, RONDA Leavenworth
Dietetics and Institutional Management Freshman
AUSTIN, TIMOTHY Tescott
Civil Engineering Junior
AZER, MONA Manhattan
Marketing Sophomore
BAALMAN, LAURIE Grinnell
Computer Science Freshman
BAIR, ROBERT E McCook, Neb.
Mechanical Engineering Junior
BALTHAZOR, KURT Clyde
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
BANMAN, LORRI L McPherson
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
BARNES. JACKIE M Topeka
Business Administration Freshman
BAUCK, GAIL D Vassar
Art and Sciences Freshman
BAUCK. RUSSELL B Vassar
Agriculture Engineering Senior
BELLAR, RALPH E Harper
Accounting Sophomore
BELLES, KARLA J Goddard
Early Childhood Education Sophomore
BICKFORD, SHARON Arkansas City
Architectural Engineering
. Sophomore
BLANTON, SYLVIA G Junction City
Accounting Freshman
BOLTON, ROBIN G Cedarvale
Management Sophomore
BOND, SHARI A Russell
Arts and Sciences Freshman
BOSNAK, ERIN M Stilwell
Arts and Sciences Freshman
BOSNAK, KIRSTEN A Stillwell
Arts and Sciences Freshman
BOTT, SONYA L La Crosse
Computer Science Sophomore
BOUTWELL. CINDY S Topeka
Electrical Engineering Junior
BOWERS, JEFFREY B Kansas City, Mo.
Computer Science Freshman
BRAUER, RICHARD H. JR Linwood
Agriculture Junior
BROOKHART, CYNTHIA E Manhattan
Arts and Sciences Freshman
BROWN, LORI A Lacygne
Arts and Sciences Freshman
BRZON, MELINDA S Belleville
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
BUCHANAN. TIMOTHY J Stanley
Marketing Freshman
BURGETT. CYNTHIA A Topeka
Pre Medicine Freshman
BURKE. TAMMY P Leawood
Speech Pathology Freshman
BUSH. DEBBIE K Quenemo
Radio and Television Sophomore
CAMPBELL, SUSAN R Ft. Riley
Pre-Nursing Sophomore
CANNON. JOHN E Chesterfield
Architecture Junior
CARLISLE, LISA K Topeka
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
CAROCARI. DEBBIE M Overland Park
Fashion Marketing Freshman
CARPENTER, DANNY E Salina
Engineering Freshman
CARPENTER. JOHN K Salina
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
CARTER. T. SCOTT Wichita
Architectural Engineering Sophomore
CHAPMAN, JILL L Wichita
Speech Pathology Junior
CHASE, DAVID S Beloit
Agricultural Engineering Freshman
CINK, CHARLENE J Anthony
Accounting Freshman
CLASEN, ROBERT A Topeka
Computer Science Freshman
CONOVER, ELLEN J Satanta
Arts and Sciences Freshman
COSTELLO, MICHAEL Webster Groves. Mo.
Architectural Engineering Graduate Student
COURTWRIGHT, GAIL M Tonganoxie
Agriculture Freshman
COX. GLENN A Overland Park
Agricultural Economics Senior
CRAMER, LORI A Healy
Retail Floriculter Freshman
CROSBY, VAN M Overland Park
Pre Forestry Freshman
1
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CUNNINGHAM, DAVID W Overland Park
Radio and Television Junior
CURRIER, PATRICIA K Hoxie
Pre-Professional Adult Education Sophomore
CUTSHAW, JONETTA L Prescot
PreVeterinary Medicine Freshman
DANFORD, PEGGY S | |a
Elementary Education Junior
DAVIS, LANA K Meade
Marketing Junior
DAVIS, REBECCA S Williamsburg
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
DAVIS, TERRY L. Memphis. Tenn.
Electrical Engineering Senior
DEETS. MARIETTA Beloit
Recreation Junior
DEMEL, KEVIN B Hoisington
Accounting Sophomore
DEPPISH, MARY Milford
Sociology Freshman
DEUTSCH, LAURIE K Merriam
Elementary Education Freshman
DIETZ, STEVEN W Hoxie
Finance Sophomore
DILLON, JAN E Effingham
Elementary Education Junior
DILLON, SARA D Effingham
Computer Science Sophomore
DITOLLA, JIM R Denver, Colo.
Architecture Freshman
DIZMANG, RONETTE S Goodland
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
DONECKER. TAMMY L Healy
Early Childhood Development Junior
DOUTHIT, DAVID W Baxter Springs
Architectural Engineering Junior
DOWNES. DENISE A Council Grove
Early Childhood Development Junior
DOWNES, DENNIS L, Council Grove
Architectural Engineering Freshman
Playing dirty — Steve Dietz, junior in finance, tries
to get rid of the ball before getting tackled in the
mud by Elton Smith, sophomore in pre-law, as Todd
Webster, sophomore in construction science, looks
on.
Jeff Taylor
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DUERKSEN. ANGELA D Emporia
Interior Design Junior
DUGGAN, DIANE Manhattan
Elementary Education Junior
DUNCAN. DEBRA D Caney
Management Junior
EASTER, DEANNA R Lenexa
Marketing Junior
EDWARDS, GLEN W Richmond
Agronomy Junior
ENGELKEN, RHONDA K Lawrence
Interior Design Sophomore
EWY, CHRIS Hutchinson
Arts and Sciences Freshman
FARRELL, MITCHELL S Vineland. N.J.
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Senior
FASSLER, MICHAEL Clay Center
Business Administration Freshman
FELTNER, SHARON A Topeka
Art and Sciences Sophomore
FISHBURN. TODD K Sterling
Civil Engineering Sophomore
FOWLER. RON J Emporia
Arts and Sciences Freshman
FUNK, KENT D Hillsboro
Agricultural Engineering Sophomore
GAHAGAN, BRIDGET C Ottawa
Management Senior
GARTLAND. MARIANNE Hillcrest Heights, Md.
Pre-Nursing Junior
GIBSON, TAMARA K Olsburg
Engineering Junior
GILL, MEG J Harper
Fashion Marketing Freshman
GILLETTE. BRENDA K Gardner
Computer Science Senior
GLECIE, THERESA M Marysville
Computer Science Junior
GLUNVILLE, STEVEN R Leoti
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
GORDON. JAY R Jefferson City. Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
GRABER. MICHAEL L Hutchinson
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
GRANZOW. CINDY A Herington
Management Senior
GRAVENSTEIN. KRISTINE Topeka
Business Marketing . Freshman
GREEN. DIANE J Melvern
Engineering Freshman
GUALTHNEY. ERNIE Topeka
Electrical Engineering Senior
HALLING. JULIE L Hays
Biology Freshman
HANDY, META D Kismet
Medical Technology Freshman
HANKS, VALERIE Stanley
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
HANSON, LAURIE H Bertrand, Neb.
Dietetics and Institutional Management ... Freshman
HARE, BRIAN K Bluff City
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
HARRELSON, GREGORY L Olathe
Computer Science Junior
HARROP, DONNA L Topeka
English Education Sophomore
HART. DEBI S Kansas City
Agronomy Sophomore
HARVEY, NANCY A Hutchinson
Speech Junior
HATHAWAY, MICHELLE A Topeka
Home Economics Freshman
HAUSFELD, REGINA M Wichita
Chemical Engineering Freshman
HAYES. PATRICK E Kansas City
Civil Engineering Senior
HEIM, CHERI L Hoxie
Finance Junior
HEIM. EDWARD J Hoxie
Agricultural Engineering Senior
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HENDRIXSON. DANITA L Minneapolis
Family Life and Human Development Sophomore
HEMMING, JANA L Newton
Computer Science Freshman
HERONEMUS, KIMBERLY J Ness City
Industrial Engineering Sophomore
HETTINGER, SHEILA L Junction City
Retail Floriculture Freshman
HIEGER. STEPHANIE A Andale
PrePhysical Therapy Sophomore
HINKLE, CARTER L Olathe
Pre Design Professions Freshman
HOLBERT. TAMMY A Shawnee Mission
Speech Freshman
HOLLENBECK, JOHN R Effingham
Civil Engineering Sophomore
HOOD, WILLIAM R White City
Pre Physical Therapy Junior
HOOPER. J. L Manhattan
Computer Science Junior
HORNER. LISA A Lenexa
Pre Professional Elementary Education Junior
HORT. MELISSA K Greensburg
Arts and Sciences Freshman
HOUSTON, BRETT M Topeka
Marketing Junior
JABBEN. ELEANOR L Independence
Accounting Graduate Student
JAFFERIS, MARY J Overland Park
Accounting Sophomore
JAMES. JONI L Beloit
Fashion Marketing Sophomore
JESSE, KAREN M Wichita
Animal Science and Industry Junior
JOHNSON, BRAD W Caldwell
Agronomy Sophomore
JURRENS, DENISE L Arkansas City
Management Junior
KEENER. DARLA D Shawnee
Home Economics Senior
KELLER. BRENDA A Easton
Pre Medicine Freshman
KENNEDY. KRISTIE L Haysville
Pre Veterinary Medicine Freshman
KENWORTHY. JEAN E Ransom
Pre Nursing Freshman
KIM, TAESUNG Los Angeles, Calif.
Milling Science and Management Senior
KINDLE, KIM R Little River
Radio and Television Junior
KN1FFIN. MICHAEL B Lenexa
Electrical Engineering Senior
KNOCHE, NINA R Gardner
Engineering Sophomore
KOEHN, CARLA M Marquette
Horticulture Junior
LAHNERS. SANDRA L Siren, Wis.
Agriculture Freshman
LANGE, TOD E Clyde
Engineering Freshman
LANTZ, MICHAEL L Shawnee
Electrical Engineering Senior
LASSLEY. KATHY E Wichita
Accounting Freshman
LAUTTMAN, JANET B Fort Dix, N.J.
Computer Science Senior
LEWIS. BETH F Elwood
Business Education Junior
LICHTENHAN, SHELLY D Winston-Salem. NX.
Pre Design Professions Freshman
LIGHTCAP, STACEY R Satanta
Management Sophomore
LINGUES, DEBRA L Satanta
Marketing Junior
LIVELY, KAREN Hutchinson
Business Administration Freshman
LUEKER, BELINGA S Junction City
History Freshman
LUKOW, STEVE P Holstein, Neb.
Civil Engineering Sophomore
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LUTZ. ANITA L Missisauga On., Canada
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
LYLES, MARK W St. Louis, Mo.
Agronomy Junior
MAINERI, SUSAN E San Bernardino, Calif.
Computer Science Junior
MAKEPEACE, BARBARA S Burlington
Pre- Design Professions Sophomore
MARQUESS, SCOTT A Merriam
Chemical Engineering Junior
MARTIN, ANGIE D Assaria
Business Administration Freshman
MARTIN, JOAN M Clay Center
Arts and Sciences Freshman
MARTIN. MERRIE K Clay Center
Business Administration Sophomore
MARTIN, ROSE M Overland Park
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
MCCULLICK, MISSY D Hays
Industrial Engineering Senior
MCGREGOR, MOLLY A Kansas City
Elementary Education , Junior
MCLENON, ELIZABETH Effingham
Elementary Education Junior
MCQUEEN. JEFF S Hutchinson
Horticulture Junior
MCSHULKIS, JOSEPH M Mount Holly, N.J.
Architectural Engineering Freshman
MENSE, MICHAEL C Hoxie
Agricultural Economics Junior
Goodnow goodies — Patty Currier, sophomore in
elementary education, takes time out from studies
to make chocolate rice krispies treats in the
Goodnow kitchen.
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MESSENGER, DIANE E Dighton
Management Junior
MEYER, NICHOLAS E Castile, N.Y.
Agricultural Education Sophomore
MEZGER, RUTH A Hutchinson
Physical Education Junior
MICHAEL. DONALD Olathe
Pre Design Professions Junior
MILLER, BARBARA J Fredonia
Speech Senior
MILLER. GLEN A Dodge City
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
MILLER, SHARON I Topeka
Pre-Law Sophomore
MILLER, TAMARA K Wichita
Interior Design Sophomore
MINES. LYNDA L McPherson
Journalism and Mass Communication Senior
MOLZ, LOIS Y Deerfield
Restaurant Management Junior
MONROE, KERRY J Eldorado
Electrical Engineering Freshman
MONTEMORRA, RITA A Middletown, N.J.
Computer Science Junior
MORELAND, D. GLENN Jefferson City. Mo.
Construction Science Sophomore
MORGAN. DORAN Z Topeka
Mechanical Engineering Junior
MORRIS. SUZANNE E Omaha. Neb
Accounting Freshman
MOSTAFFA. SUSAN E Lenexa
Accounting Senior
MUELLER, DAVID P Tampa
Agriculture Junior
MUETING, TIMOTHY J Seneca
Construction Science Junior
MUIR. SCOTT A Villa Park, III.
Accounting Freshman
MULLIGAN. BARBARA J Topeka
Pre Design Professions Freshman
MULVANEY, MARTHA L Eldorado
Mathematics Sophomore
MYERS, ROBERT G Haysville
Computer Science Freshman
NEAL, PAUL W Topeka
Mechanical Engineering Senior
NELSON, NANCY A Flemington, N.J.
Biology Freshman
NGUYEN, DUNG T Salina
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
OAKLEY. RUSSELL K Kansas City
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
OCHOA, JANIE Edwardsville
Home Economics Freshman
OETINGER, ALEDA M Hesston
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
OPLAND. GREG R Newton
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
ORR, MELISSA A White City
Education Sophomore
ORTIZ, MARK V Wichita
Industrial Engineering Sophomore
OSBORN, KIRK L Hutchinson
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
OTT. BARBARA J. .
.
.> Wichita
Accounting Junior
OWEN, CECE L Prairie Village
Early Childhood Development Freshman
PARAMESH. KALPANA C Larned
Biology Senior
PEAVEY, KELLY K Plainville
Music Education Freshman
PERKINS, SANDRA Howard
Dietetics and Institutional Management Sophomore
PETERS, DWIGHT A Hillsboro
Mechanical Engineering Senior
PETERSON, SARA J Overland Park
Psychology Freshman
PFISTER, KATHLEEN R Cimarron
Applied Music Freshman
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PFLUGHOFT, LORI A Hays
Music Freshman
PHILL'PS, COLEEN K Leavenworth
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Sophomore
PHILLIPS, KATHY L Wakeeney
Interior Design Junior
PICKETT. ANGELA D Kansas City. Mo.
Industrial Engineering Senior
PITTENGER, SUSIE C Manhattan
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
PITZER. JAY R Lawrence
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
PLATOFF. MICHAEL S Clay Center
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
SORTER, REBECCA L Wichita
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Freshman
POTTER, SARAH J Overland Park
Office Administration Senior
PROCKO. SUSAN M Arma
Psychology Freshman
PROSE, MARY K Herndon
Life Sciences Sophomore
QUICK. IDA L Thousand Oaks, Calif.
Applied Music Senior
REED. WILLIAM G Gardner
Electrical Engineering Junior
REEDY, STEVEN L Concordia
Computer Science Freshman
REMMERT. JEANETTE Topeka
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
RIORDAN. PATRICIA A Topeka
Health Junior
RIPPER, ANNE M Topeka
Political Science Sophomore
ROARK. STEVEN R Jefferson City
Architecture Freshman
ROCK, KENNETH R Hope
Arts and Sciences Freshman
ROHR, JACKIE M Hays
Chemical Engineering Junior
ROUNDY, ANDREA K Denison, Iowa
Interior Design Senior
ROURK. GORDON A Lake Renton, Minn.
Industrial Engineering Junior
ROY. CHRISTINE L Phillipsburg
Electrical Engineering Freshman
RUETTi, S1GR1D M Frankfort
Marketing Freshman
RUNNEBAUM. LAURIE M Topeka
Computer Science Freshmar
RUPP, KAREN J Wakeeney
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
SANDERSON, ANN Leawood
Home Economics and Mass Communications Junior
SAVALA. KATHER1NE T. Colorado Springs. Colo
Pre Physical Therapy Freshman
SCHAUF, MARILYN A Garden Plains
Business Administration Sophomore
SCHEIBLER, BOB W Bennington
Arts and Sciences Freshman
SCHLATTER, JULIE L Overland Park
Physical Education Freshman
SCHMALZRIED, TERRY E Lawton, Okla.
Electrical Engineering Junior
SCHMIDT, ANNA M Spearville
Computer Science Sophomore
SCHMIDT, JANE E Spearville
Business Administration Freshman
SCRONCE, DAVID L Greensburg
Management Freshman
SHERIDAN. MICHAEL P Fairway
Construction Science
.
. Junior
SIDESINGER. CHAD M
, , Topeka
Business Administration Sophomore
SIMONS, AMY L Topeka
Accounting Junior
SIMONS, CHRISTY Topeka
Arts and Sciences Freshman
SLACK. DOYLE L Wellington
Engineering Technology Junior
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SMITH. CYNTHIA B Leavenworth
Pre Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
SMITH, JULIE L Shawnee
Pre Veterinary Medicine Freshman
SMITH, RHONDA J Berryton
Music Freshman
SMUTZ. STEPHEN W Overland Park
Civil Engineering Senior
SMYSER. KELLY L Maywood, Mo.
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Freshman
SMYSER. KIMBERLY R Maywood. Mo.
PreDesign Professions Junior
SNODGRASS. SHARON H Ransom
Arts and Sciences Freshman
SODEN, JENI M St. John
Accounting Freshman
STAINBROOK. JOANN Halstead
Interior Design Freshman
STE1TZ, BETH A Garden City
Marketing Junior
STERNSDORFF, DONNA L Effingham
Physical Therapy Sophomore
STROUD. TERESA A Leawood
Horticulture Junior
Unsafe for skating — Because of the
great pools of water that collect outside
of Kramer Food Center, some students
dedicated the spot for a lake but closed
it a week later because the waters
receded.
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STROUSE, TRACIE L Newton
Chemical Engineering Junior
STUART, MELINDA G Hutchinson
Business Administration Junior
STOCKY. JANICE L Burrton
Animal Science and Industry Senior
STUEVE, GREGORY E Axtell
Construction Science Sophomore
STURGEON. CARLA M Kansas City
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
SULLIVAN. MARCIA L Ulysses
Radio and Television Freshman
SUSTALA. SHERRI D Garden City
Fashion Marketing Sophomore
SYLVESTER. KAY L Ottawa
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Freshman
THEIS, CRAIG M Leavenworth
Electrical Engineering Freshman
THOMPSON, KELLY K Manhattan
Psychology Freshman
THORP, TERRI L Salina
Accounting Freshman
TIEMANN. KRISTA Salina
Computer Science Senior
TINKER. LAURA E Oklahoma City. Okla.
Interior Design Senior
TOLLEFSON, LAURA K Hiawatha
Correctional Administration Sophomore
TRABUE. THOMAS A Jefferson City, Mo.
Architectural Engineering Senior
TRIMBLE, PAMELA K Agenda
Mathematics Education Junior
TRUE, SCOTT A Topeka
Geology Junior
TWEEDY, PATRICK S Wichita
Engineering Junior
UNDERHILL, JILL S.
Social Sciences
VALDEPENA, DENISE M
Finance
VANMETER, KAREN L
Arts and Sciences
VONBERGEN, STACY L
PreVeterinary Medicine , , .
WALJE, MICHAEL A
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology
WALZ. DEBBIE L Newton
Medical Technology Freshman
WARNER, GARY D Salina
Architecture Junior
WEAR. JEANETTE A Kansas City
Animal Science and Industry Senior
WEBB, ROBERT M Mission
Electrical Engineering Freshman
WELLS, GLENN C Hutchinson
Business Administration Freshman
WHETZEL, JUDY L Wichita
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
WIESE, MARCIA A Ozawkie
Agriculture Freshman
WIETECTER. TRISHA A Kirkwood. Mo.
Social Work Sophomore
WILKENS, DARL L Healy
Retail Floriculture Freshman
WILLHAUS, TERESA A Sterling
Management Junior
WILLIAMS, GRETCHEN A Hutchinson
Architectural Engineering Junior
WILLIAMS. RHONDA K Junction City
Apparel Design Freshman
WILSON, SHEILA D Burrton
PreVeterinary Medicine Freshman
WISEMAN. BRENT L Wright
Agricultural Economics Junior
WOLFE, ALANA K Budd Lake, N.J.
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
WOODS. LILIAN V Silver Springs, Md.
Natural Resource Management Junior
YOUNG. ANN R Lyons
Elementary Education Senior
ZODROW, LUCILLE A Leoville
Housing and Equipment Sophomore
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AHLSTEDT. DAVID B Salina
Architectural Engineering Freshman
AHRENS, TIMOTHY F Powhattan
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Senior
ALLEN, MIKE S Overland Park
Construction Science Freshman
ANDERS, DALE R Eudora
Agricultural Economics Senior
ANDERSON, BRIAN S Overland Park
Engineering Freshman
ANDERSON, ERIC N Shawnee
Accounting Freshman
ANDERSON. TODD J White City
Business Administration Freshman
ANDRAOS, EDWARD Doha, Qatar
Architectural Engineering Senior
ANNAN. GEORGE R Onaga
Finance Senior
ANNAN, ROBERT J Onaga
Marketing Sophomore
ANNAN. WILLIAM A Onaga
Engineering Technology Freshman
ATHERTON, DAVE H Emporia
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
BACON, ROBERT W Council Grove
Agriculture Sophomore
BAHR, SAM A Gridley
Pre-Design Professions Junior
BANHOLZER, MARK R Florissant, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
BANKS, TODD E Wichita
Chemical Engineering Freshman
BARKLEY, ROGER B Goodland
Industrial Engineering Sophomore
BARROW. TERRY D Great Bend
Accounting Junior
BAYER, GREGORY G Radium
Agricultural Education Junior
BEAM, NEAL K McPherson
Agriculture Sophomore
BECKER, DEAN M Garden City
Biology Freshman
BELLIS, STEVEN J Atchison
Pre-Law Sophomore
BENNETT, GERALD R Stockton
Civil Engineering Sophomore
BEOUGHER. TIMOTHY K Bird City
Agricultural Engineering Senior
BERRY. MICHAEL L Topeka
Accounting Sophomore
BLACK, ROBERT E Salina
Chemical Engineering Junior
BLAKESLEE. DARREL L Great Bend
Agronomy Senior
BOCKHOLD, CLAUDE L Poplar Bluff, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
BOEHM, MARK L Topeka
Radio and Television Sophomore
BOISVERT, MICHAEL F Topeka
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Sophomore
BOLTE, JOHN H Salina
Civil Engineering Senior
BORDEWICK, KELLY G Seward
Agricultural Engineering Freshman
BOUGHTON, KURTIS T Topeka
Arts and Sciences Freshman
BOWSER, ERIC L Oskaloosa
Accounting Junior
BRADLEY, JOHN S Lawrence
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
BRADLEY, STEVEN W Oskaloosa
Political Science Sophomore
BRAKE, JAHNNIE A Topeka
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
BRAND, JEFFREY D Topeka
Mechanical Engineering Junior
BRANNIN, CRAIG A Overland Park
Architecture Junior
BRECHEISEN, BRUCE A Baldwin City
Business Administration Sophomore
BRENNER, DARRELL D Beeler
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
BREWER, JEFFREY S Ottawa
English Education Freshman
BRIGGS, BRADLEY R Minneapolis
Agricultural Engineering Freshman
BRINK, JOHN T Cimarron
Animal Science and Industry Junior
BROCK, BRENT Topeka
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Sophomore
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BROCKHOFF, JEFFREY A Hiawatha
Agricultural Mechanization Freshman
BROKESH, EDWIN L Narka
Agricultural Engineering
. Junior
BROWN, JAMES A Prairie Village
Accounting Freshman I i
BUCHHOLZ. GLENN A Wakeeney
Agricultural Economics Junior
BUNNEL, THOMAS D Welda
Radio ami IHt-viMun Sii|i|,i,ii
BORKHART, TIMOTHY N Newton
Mechanical Engineering Junior
BURRIS, ANDREW J Paxico
Architectural Engineering Sophomore
BUSEY, STEVEN N Edmond, Okla.
Architectural Engineering Freshman 4g#
BUTTERFIELD, ANTHONY A Beloit
PreDesign Professions Freshman
BUTTS, DANIEL E Overland Park
Accounting Sophomore
CAMPBELL. ROBERT D Beverly
History Sophomore
CARPENTER, JERRY D Colby
Physical Education Sophomore
CARTER. DENNIS J Hepler
Agronomy Sophomore i
'
:
'
CARVER, BRIAN L Topeka
Architecture Freshman j :
CARVER, RICHARD F Shawnee i
Construction Science Sophomore
CHAVEZ, MIGUEL J Leavenworth
PreVeterinary Medicine Sophomore
CHERAY, DAVID L Topeka
Electrical Engineering Senior
CHILCOAT, BRAD T Ozawkie
Pre-Law Sophomore
CHRISTIANS. BRADLEY P Hoisington
Chemical Engineering Senior
CLAASSEN, DEAN W Whitewater !
Agricultural Economics Freshman *" l/> t : |fe|AM
CLAASSEN, J.K Whitewater
Agricultural Mechanization Sophomore
COLYN. KENNETH J McPherson
Marketing Junior
CONLEY, JAMES C Delia
Agricultural Economics Junior
COOK, DANIEL W Hope
Animal Science and Indusry Freshman
COOK. R. ANTHONY Shawnee
Engineering Technology Junior
CORNWELL, CHRIS A Osborne,
PreDesign Professions Sophomore
COWAN, PAUL W Kansas City
Art Senior
COX. STEVEN D Wichita
Construction Science Sophomore "
•-''-
CRAWFORD, KYLE S Salina
Electrical Engineering Freshman
CRAWFORD, MARK W Cunningham
PreDesign Professions
.
. . Freshman .
H
CUNNINGHAM. DANA A
. Stockton j
Architecture Junior I
DANDURAND, DAVID S .' .' Hutchinson 1
Construction Science Junior 1
DARBY. JOHN R St. Louis. Mo. 1
Architecture Senior i
DECKERT. DAVID E Salina |
Accounting Senior
DEEMS, VINCENT B Topeka
Electrical Engineering Junior
DEGARMO. JAMES M Olathe
Business Administration Freshman
DEISTER. CRAIG G Kansas City
PreDesign Professions Freshman
DEMARS, THOMAS P
. Salina i
Accounting Junior '
DEMEL. KEVIN F Beaver
Accounting Junior .
DENNIS. STEVE F Overland Park "
Management Junior
DICK, DENNIS L Hutchinson
Business Administration Freshman J
DILLARD, SANDY R Winfield
Biochemistry Junior 'if „ Jm
DILLE. RUSSELL E Topeka M '" fW
Agronomy Sophomore N S JTDOWNING, GREG T Wichita J ~"V
Accounting Sophomore A
DOYEN, TIMOTHY M Effingham Ik W^
Electrical Engineering
, . Freshman
|
tm JP\
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DRCIDIK. DENNIS A Fairfield. Neb.
Retail Floriculture Senior
DCIBBERT, DALE F Cawker City
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
DUFFIN, DAVID J Overland Park
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
DUNTZ. JOEL E Fairview
Business Education Senior
EBBERT, KERRY L WaKeeney
Management Junior
EVANS, BRUCE W Poplar Bluff, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
FAILS. BRUCE R Blue Springs, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
FISHER. DANNY G Salina
Accounting Freshman
FISTER, NEAL J Creve Coeur, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
FITZKE, DALE E Edgar, Neb.
Agriculture Sophomore
FLINN, JAY C Glen Elder
Fngineerinq Technology Freshman
FLOERSCH, MATT H Ottawa
Crop Protection Senior
FROWNFELTER, DONN1E L Elkhart
Agricultural Economics Junior
FRYE. ALAN Haysville
Geography Senior
FULLER. DANIEL A Warrenton, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
Laundry blues — Dean Becker, sophomore in
biology, does his laundry in the Haymaker Hall
washroom.
Andy Schrock
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GABRIEL, DAVID J Topeka
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Freshman
GADWOOD, ROBERT W Shawnee
Physical Education Sophomore
GAEDDERT, TOM J Newton
Mechanical Engineering Junior
GARDNER. ROBERT P
, . Wichita
Engineering Freshman
GEISLER, GLENN A Topeka
Arts and Sciences Freshman
GEORGE, WALTER E Baldwin City
Dairy Production Freshman
GILLESPIE. ERIC M Shawnee
Computer Science Freshman
GOTTSCHALK, BILL M Leavenworth
Engineering Technology Sophomore
GOURLEY. LANE Lincoln
Finance Freshman
GRAHAM. DAVID M Florissant. Mo.
Pre Design Professions Freshman
GREENWOOD, LEE J Madison
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
GRIESEMER. PAUL E Lincoln, Neb.
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
GRIMES, DAVID A St. Louis, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
GRIZZELL, TODD A Macksville
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
HACKEROTT V JOHN Natoma
Agricultural Economics Freshman
HALEY. TIMOTHY P Solomon
Finance Sophomore
HALL, BRUCE J Potwin
Agricultural Economics Junior
HALL, DAVID G Newton
Horticulture Sophomore
HAMILTON. CHRISTOPHER A Topeka
Pre-Design Professions Junior
HAMILTON. GARY D Topeka
Accounting Senior
HAMMARLAND, RAYMOND A St. Mary's
Agricultural Mechanization Freshman
HAMMOND. BRADLEY J Wichita
Agricultural Engineering Freshman
HAMPTON. MICHAEL K Warrensburg. Mo.
Architecture Senior
HARGROVE. THOMAS W Effingham
Business Administration Freshman
HARMS, GREG R Wichita
Electrical Engineering Junior
HARNDEN, BRYAN N Prairie Village
Electrical Engineering Senior
HARRELSON, JOHN B Topeka
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
HAVERKAMP, KENT D Topeka
Pre-Dentistry Freshman
HAWARI, HISHAM S Ammanan, Jordan
Nuclear Engineering Freshman
HAZELTINE, BRUCE Overland Park
Business Administration Senior
HEFTY, KEITH W Valley Falls
Milling Science and Management Sophomore
HEGARTY. MARK C Effingham
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
HEINZ, CURT M Overland Park
Accounting Sophomore
HENNESSEY, STEVE B Tecumseh
Agricultural Engineering Senior
HENRICKS, DOUGLAS A Topeka
Management Junior
HERBERS, PAT A Rose Hill
Horticulture Sophomore
HERMAN, MARK J Atchison
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
HEROLD, KENNETH J St. Louis, Mo.
Architecture Junior
HICKERT, TIM G Bird City
Accounting Freshman
HIGBEE, TROY B Holton
Pre Design Professions Sophomore
HILDEBRAND, RANDALL K Stafford
Arts and Sciences Freshman
HINSON, DAVID F Winfield
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
HOOPER, ROBERT L Hiawatha
Accounting Senior
HOPKINS, CARL E Overland Park
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
HOWARD. GERALD T Ottawa
Journalism and Mass Communications
. Sophomore
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HUBERT. ROD A McPherson
Accounting Freshman
HULSING, DENNIS I Topeka
Computer Science Freshman
IMEL, JED B Overland Park
Pre-Physical Therapy Sophomore
INGRAM, COLEMAN B Wichita
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
IRVIN, MICHAEL D Goodland
Accounting Junior
JACOBS, MICHAEL A Harper
Computer Science Freshman
JENKINS. SCOTT M Holton
Milling Science and Management Sophomore
JOHNSON, DAVID E Minneapolis
Agronomy Freshman
JOHNSON. JEFF A Lawrence
Poultry Science Senior
JOHNSON. KEN E Wichita
Accounting Junior
JOHNSON, THOMAS R Shawnee
Biology Junior
JOHNSTON, MARK E Lawrence
Agricultural Economics Freshman
JONS, DAVID W Basehor
Food Science and Industry Sophomore
JURGENSMEIER, RONALD L Topeka
Business Administration Sophomore
JUST. RANDALL D Marion
Natural Resource Management Senior
KALAIDJIAN, DAVID E. NewYork City. N.Y.
Engineering Technology Senior
KAMAN, MARK P Overland Park
Business Administration Junior
KARPISCAK. JOHN Belle Mead. N.J.
Business Administration Graduate Student
KATZ. LYNDON T Kinsley
Pre Veterinary Medicine Freshman
KEMME, DANIEL P Newton
Pre-Design Professions Junior
Concentration — Rod Anderson,
sophomore in electrical
engineering, Russell Dille, junior
in agronomy, and Galen Suppes,
freshman in agricultural
engineering, enjoy a game of
foosball in Haymaker Hall.
Andy Schrock
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KENDRICK, GARY E Johnson
Agronomy Sophomore
KIBLER. WILLIAM M Topeka
Computer Science Sophomore
KINCAID, BRIAN J Buena Park, Calif.
Agriculture Freshman
KINDERKNECHT, CORNELL J Ellis
Electrical Engineering Freshman
KLEIN. RICK R Fairview
Animal Science and Industry Junior
KLUG. KELLY J Susank
Accounting Sophomore
KNIGHT. DANIEL G Salina
Architectural Engineering Freshman
KOEGEBOEHM. STEVEN C Council Grove
Construction Science Senior
KOHMAN, MARK A Hope
Agricultural Economics Freshman
KROUPA. WILLIAM M Marion
Mechanical Engineering Junior
KRUG. DAVID A Hoisington
Electrical Engineering Freshman
KURTZ, JAMES E. Kearney, Mo.
Architecture Senior
LANCASTER, TIM A Ottawa
Agricultural Journalism Freshman
LARSON. ERWIN R Olathe
Agriculture Freshman
LAUPPE. GEORGE L Lawrence
Agricultural Mechanization Senior
LEIVIAN. KEVIN E Wichita
Architecture Freshman
LEPPKE, KENT B Peabody
Computer Science Freshman
LEPPKE. LYLE K Peabody
Animal Science and Industry Junior
LESSLIE, STEVEN G Topeka
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Junior
LIETZEN, AUGUST L Bonner Springs
Horticulture Sophomore
LINDBERG. DOUGLAS J Aurora. Ohio
Engineering Technology Freshman
LINDT, MICHAEL D Hutchinson
Business Administration Sophomore
LOVERIDGE. JIM S Overland Park
Accounting Sophomore
LUGO. JOHNNY Junction City
Art Senior
LYTLE. ROBERT A Raytown, Mo.
Construction Science Sophomore
MACK. KELLY E Overland Park
Business Administration Senior
MAJOR, BRUCE M Mentor
Mathematics Education
, Junior
MARTIN. STEVEN D Bucyrus
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
MARZAN, ALFRED E Puerto Rico
Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
MARZULLO, STEVEN J Lenexa
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
MAST, STEVEN L Bird City
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
MAURATH, KEITH D Oakley
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
MAURATH, SCOTT A Oakley
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
MCADAMS, GREG T Salina
Accounting Sophomore
MCCARTY, TIMOTHY Overland Park
Music Education Sophomore
MCDIFFETT, DANTON J Alta Vista
Journalism and Mass Communications
. Sophomore
MEEHAN, MITCHELL E Solomon
Crop Protection Senior
MERCER. D. BRYANT Burns
Agricultural Economics Senior
MIKESELL. CHRIS L Courtland
Engineering Freshman
MILLER. DAVID A Lyons
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
MILLER, SCOTT T Topeka
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
MILLER, WILLIAM E Topeka
Industrial Engineering Senior
MOGGE. RODNEY D Alma
Agriculture Freshman
MOORE. KERRY A Salina
Civil Engineering Sophomore
MORGAN, MITCHELL S Dwight
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
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MOSIER, RAYMOND J Bonner Springs
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
MURPHY. MICHAEL J Overland Park
Architectural Engineering Sophomore
NIEHAUS. CURT F Topeka
Civil Engineering Sophomore
NORTHUP. JOHN S Woodston
Civil Engineering Junior
O'NEIL. JOHN L Manhattan
Biology Junior
O'NEIL, PATRICK L Okeene, Ok.
Geology Sophomore
OAKLEAF. DANIEL L Overland Park
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
OCHS. GREGORY A Lyons
Engineering Technology Senior
OFFENBECHER. MICHAEL J Topeka
Elementary Education Senior
OGBORN, GREG A Girard
Milling Science and Management Junior
OLBERDING. GLEN J Baileyville
Arts and Sciences Freshman
OLSON, RICHARD E McPherson
Management Sophomore
OSLER, TOM A Wichita
industrial Engineering Sophomore
OSTENBERG, ROSS M Salina
Chemical Engineering Senior
OSWALT, JAMES M Overland Park
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
PACHTA, JON E Munden
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
PARKER. DARREN R Tempe, Ariz.
Art Freshman
PARKER, KEVIN J. Salina
Civil Engineering Freshman
PARKS, KEITH A Hoisington
Engineering Freshman
PARKS, WILLIAM B Pomona
Mechanical Engineering Junior
PATEL, NAVNIT C Shawnee
Engineering Technology Sophomore
PATTERSON, MICHAEL T McPherson
Electrical Engineering Freshman
PE1STRUP, KURT D Ferguson, Mo.
Architecture Junior
PENCE, JERRY K Kirkwood, Mo.
Pre Design Professions Junior
PENDLETON. A. SCOTT Lawrence
Pre-Professional Secondary Education Freshman
PENN, DAVID J Topeka
Pre-Medicine Sophomore
PETERSON, ROBERT C Greeley
Pre-Physical Therapy Junior
PETITJEAN, MICHAEL C St. Francis
Accounting Sophomore
PFEIFER. JEFF G Victoria
Pre-Design Professions Junior
PICK, SCOTT J Remsen, Iowa
Physics Education Junior
PORTERFIELD, DOUG R Poplar Bluff, Mo.
Architecture Senior
POST, J.L Nevada. Mo.
Architecture Freshman
QUIRING, DON W Newton
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
RAHR, STEPHEN C Olmitz
Accounting Sophomore
RAPPOLD, GERALD L Merriam
Labor Relations Sophomore
RAUCH, RALPH A Coffeyville
Architectural Engineering Sophomore
RAUTH, SCOTT T Atchison
Pre-Law Sophomore
READ, DOUGLAS M Derby
Agricultural Engineering Freshman
READ, MICHAEL E Derby
Finance Junior
REED, NORMAN R Pomona
Agricultural Economics Junior
REGENHARDT, MARK A Mt. Vernon
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
REZAC, LANCE D Onaga
Agricultural Mechanizations Junior
RHODES, CRAIG A Wichita
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
RICHMAN, HOWARD B Overland Park
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
RIESE, WILLIAM J Leavenworth
Construction Science Junior
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RIMGHOFER, FRANK M. JR St. Louis, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
ROAL, STEVE L Topeka
Mechanical Engineering Junior
ROBERTS. JACK J Hutchinson
Finance Junior
ROGERS, DAVID G Shawnee
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
ROGG, KYLE R Valley Center
Pre-Medicine Sophomore
ROGGEMKAMP, JIM Wheaton
Agricultural Economics Junior
ROHRER. TIM P Overland Park
Construction Science Freshman
ROOK, DAVE B Milford
Computer Science Sophomore
ROOK, JOHN S Milford
Radio and Television Junior
ROSS, ROBERT V Salina
Construction Science Junior
ROTTINGHACJS, DONALD J Seneca
Dairy Production Sophomore
RUBOTTOM, BRADLEY G Stockton
Agronomy Junior
RUMFORD. TYRONE L Ottawa
Reed Science and Management Sophomore
RUNYAN. KEITH E Wichita
Engineering Freshman
RZEPKA, VANCE Florissant, Mo.
Landscape Architecture Junior
SABADELL, STEWART A St. Louis, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
SALLEE, RICHARD A Overland Park
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
SANDERS, FARRELL Minneapolis
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
SAUBER, BRIAN J Hutchinson
Engineering Technology Junior
SCANLAN, PATRICK D Abilene
Dairy Production Freshman
Piano Lesson — Glen Hughes,
freshman in music education,
works on his piano lesson in the
lobby of Haymaker Hall.
Andy Schrc
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SCARBROUGH, KOLE E Hiawatha
Accounting Freshman
SCHETTLER. DAVID N Albert
Mechanical Engineering Senior
SCHLEICHER. JOHN T Kansas City. Mo.
Horticulture Senior
SCHLOTTERBECK, MONTI R Eureka
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
SCHMIDT. DARRYL W Newton
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
SCHMIDT, DONALD L Topeka
Nuclear Engineering Junior
SCHMIDT. PAUL A Riverton, Wyo.
Agricultural Mechanization Senior
SCHMIDT. RODNEY L Marion
Architectural Engineering Sophomore
SCHRADER. JAMES C Madison
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
SCHRICK. MARK A Olathe
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
SCHULTZ. STEVE C Wichita
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
SCHWEIQER. EDWARD D St. Louis, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
SEAMAN. MARK A Waverly
Animal Science and Industry Senior
SHARPE, BRETT E Hill City
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
SHIELDS, PHIL L Oberlin
Engineering Freshman
SHINEY, DANIEL F Wichita
Engineering Technology Junior
SHIRK, MICHAEL A Lawrence
Associate of Science Freshman
SHUCK, TODD A Lenexa
Animal Science and Industry Junior
SIEMSEN. KEITH A Manhattan
Geography Junior
SITES. DALEN E Grinnell
Animal Science and Industry Senior
SKIDMORE. KEITH V. Ottawa
Mechanical Engineering Senior
SLEMMONS. ROBERT H Topeka
Civil Engineering Senior
SLEMMONS, TIMOTHY M Topeka
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
SMITH, DAN L Overland Park
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Junior
SMITH. DAVID M Fredonia
Architectural Engineering Freshman
SMITH, GREGORY W Mission
Electrical Engineering Freshman
SMITH. STANTON W Garden City
Engineering Technology Sophomore
SOMMERFELD, DOUG Basehor
Pre-Forestry Sophomore
SPAFFORD. JAMES A Belleville
Finance Senior
SPIDELL, MICHAEL H Overland Park
Marketing Senior
SPOHRER. STEPHEN C Overland Park
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
STADEL. VINCE W Lyndon
Business Administration Freshman
STILL, TERRY W Smithville, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
STOFER, DAVID K Hutchinson
Accounting Junior
STOLFUS, ALAN K Bonner Springs
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
STUBENHOFFER, SCOT J Cottonwood Falls
Pre-Pharmacy Senior
SYLVESTER. ELDON G Wamego
Agricultural Mechanization Sophomore
SYMES, BRUCE A Larin
Civil Engineering Freshman
TALAVERA, SAMUEL J Kansas City
Pre-Physical Therapy Junior
TAYLOR, BRYAN L Sylvan Grove
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
TEETER. BRAD W Lyons
Architecture Senior
THEOBALD, DARRELL M Kansas City
Horticulture Sophomore
THOMPSON, MARK A Johnson
Engineering Freshman
TOMAN, TODD T Ellsworth
Music Education Freshman
TROSTLE, CALVIN L Leroy
Agricultural Economics Freshman
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TWAY, BLAINE G Ellis
Electrical Engineering Freshman
(JKLEJA, ROBERT J Shawnee
Computer Science Junior
VAUGHT, ERIC E Kansas City
Animal Science and Industry Junior
VACIPEL, RON D Salina
Civil Engineering Senior
VERMILLION. CURTIS R Mullinville
Pre-Professional Secondary Education Junior
VERMILLION. GREGORY L Mullinville
Accounting Senior
VINING. BRIAN E Richmond
Agronomy Sophomore
WARD, EDWARD L Topeka
Anthropology Senior
WEBER, BRENT A Bonner Springs
Music Education Sophomore
WEIDMAN, JIM A Salina
Accounting Junior
WEIS, VERLYN L Bavaria
Agricultural Education Freshman
WEISER, BRITT L Phillipsburg
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
WELLS, RONALD J Wichita
Business Administration Senior
WERNER. ANTHONY F Merriam
Milling Science and Management Junior
WERNES. JEFFREY L Overland Park
Accounting Junior
WHELCHEL. KEVIN L Solomon
Feed Science and Management Sophomore
WHITMER. DAVID E Goodland
Accounting Senior
WICK, MILTON L Winfield
Agricultural Economics Freshman
WILDE. MARTIN Andover
Engineering Technology Senior
WILKERSON, KENT A Shawnee
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
WILLIAMS. SCOTT C Prairie Village
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
WILLIAMS, SCOTT L Prairie Village
Engineering Technology Senior
WILLIS, MATTHEW A Overland Park
Engineering Freshman
WILSCHETZ, KEITH B St. Louis, Mo.
Architectural Engineering Freshman
WILSON, DOUGLAS W Lyons
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
WILTSHIRE, ROBERT D Canton, Mo,
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
WINGERSON, STEVEN P Topeka
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Sophomore
WINGFIELD. MARK A Hutchinson
Construction Science Senior
WINTERMANTEL, STEVEN C Baldwin
Agricultural Economics Junior
WISTUBA, STEVE Winchester
Pre-Physical Therapy Sophomore
WITTY, DAVID S Topeka
Accounting Sophomore
WOEHRMAN, DANNY E Kansas City
Animal Science and Industry Junior
WOERNER. STEPHEN C Rochester, N.Y.
Bakery Science and Management Senior
WOHLER, JEB S St. Mary's
Geology Junior
WOOD, BRETT L Solomon
Civil Engineering Senior
WORKMAN. MICHAEL L Kansas City
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
WRIGHT, LAINE W Manhattan
Crop Protection Freshman
YOCKEY, KRIS M Scottsdale, Ariz.
Animal Science and Industry Junior
YODER, TIMOTHY L Hutchinson
Pre Veterinary Medicine Freshman
YOWELL, MICHAEL V McPherson
Pre Dentistry Junior
ZIEGLER, KURT L Topeka
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
ZIMMERMAN. WADE L. , Gardner
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
ZOELLNER. KIRK A Ellinwood
Agronomy Sophomore
ZOELLNER, KYLE E Ellinwood
Agricultural Education Junior
Z(JK, ALAN J Kansas City
Horticulture Senior
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AKIN, RANDY L Axtell
Management Junior
AL-ANI, AKRAM H Baghdad, Iraq
Engineering Sophomore
AL-ANI, AMER H Iraq
Civil Engineering Senior
ALLISON. DON K Kansas City
Civil Engineering Junior
ARTHERTON, PHIL St. Joseph. Mo.
Construction Science Junior
ASHTON. KEVIN R Derby
Industrial Engineering Sophomore
ATWELL. LANCE D Norton
Engineering Freshman
AYCOCK. DAVE E Fontana
Engineering Freshman
BALDRIDGE. GARY L Sabetha
Civil Engineering Junior
BALDWIN, JAMES M Lamed
Electrical Engineering Junior
BARNARD. MICHAEL E Topeka
Electrical Engineering Junior
BARNES, TRAVIS E Towner, Colo.
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
BARTEL, WILMER J Hillsboro
Engineering Technology Junior
BAUMGARTNER, BRAD J Lenexa
Electrical Engineering Junior
BAYLESS, DCIANE S Dodge City
Engineering Technology Junior
BEHRENS. DAVID L Westmoreland
Management Senior
BERGME1ER. DAVE D Phillipsburg
Agriculture Sophomore
BERVERT. DANIEL P Topeka
Accounting Senior
BESSELIEVRE, PAUL J Overland Park
Engineering Freshman
BEVENS, DAVID L Topeka
Pre-Dentistry Sophomore
BLAINE, JEFFREY L Hutchinson
Electrical Engineering Freshman
BLEICH, MICHAEL A St. Louis, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
BLOCKER, MARLON D Fayetteville. N.C.
Finance Freshman
BOATRIGHT, DANNY B Kansas City. Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
BOEVER. JAMES J Hillsboro
Pre-Design Professions Junior
BOMAN. DEAN J Claflin
Electrical Engineering Senior
BONDY, ROBERT G Salina
Engineering Freshman
BONHAM. DAVID M Salina
Radio and Television Freshman
BOWERS, MICKEY M Eskridge
Engineering Technology Junior
BOWMAN, ROBERT M Wichita
Architecture Sophomore
BOYS. BRETT E Logan
Agronomy - - - Freshman
BRADY, KEN D Derby
Finance Freshman
BRADY. PAT A Clay Center
Marketing Freshman
BREWER. DOUGLAS R Liberal
Engineering Technology Junior
BRIGGS, DAVID A Beloit
Marketing Sophomore
BRCJNNER, JEFFREY T Wichita
Pre-Nursing Sophomore
BC1CHER, SCOTT D Sterling
Electrical Engineering Senior
BOESO. FERNANDO F Puerto Rico
Architecture Senior
BUNDSCHUN, BILL J St. Louis, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
BLIRGHART, STEVE J Wright
Electrical Engineering Freshman
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BURTIN, C. BRIAN Eureka
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
BURTON, WILLIAM E Topeka
Chemical Engineering Freshman
BUSCHER, MICHAEL V Festus
Architectural Engineering Freshman
BUSER, JEROME E Cawker City
Agronomy Junior
CAMERON, CARL A Hill City
Accounting Junior
CARLGREN, BRIAN S Cawker City
Pre Veterinary Medicine Junior
CARNEY, TERRY R Topeka
Pre-Nursing Junior
CATER, STEVEN G Topeka
Chemical Engineering Senior
CHENOWETH, CLAY Clearwater
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
CHRISTIANS, MITCHELL B Hays
History Sophomore
CIEMPA, DAREN E Ransom
Psychology Freshman
COLVIN, MICHAEL S Garnett
Chemical Engineering Senior
COMBS, BRET A Wichita
Electrical Engineering Senior
CONANT, KEVIN C Cimarron
Engineering Technology Junior
CONRARDY, NEAL M Spearville
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
COOKE. WILLIAM A Plainview, Texas
Engineering Technology Senior
COOL, KEVIN L Glasco
Pre-Forestry Freshman
COOPER, GREG Wellsville
Computer Science Junior
COPENHAVER, TRACY K Anthony
Crop Protection Freshman
COPPENBARGER, SCOTT P Kansas City
Radio and Television Freshman
COYLE, MALCOLM B Fowler
Electrical Engineering Junior
CUNNINGHAM. MARK W Roeland Park
Finance Senior
CUNNINGHAM, TIM D Silver Lake
Arts and Sciences Freshman
DANIELS, JEFFREY L Salina
Engineering Freshman
DAY, DAVID L Dodge City
Electrical Engineering Junior
DEAVER, MARVIN L Clay Center
Business Administration Freshman
DELEYE, MARK A St. Marys
Engineering Technology Junior
DEMARCO, TONY F Russell
Physical Education Junior
DENNIS. HENRY C Medicine Lodge
Engineering Technology Junior
DILLON. DENNIS E Hope
Agricultural Education Sophomore
DINGES, MARK A Schoenchen
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
DOME, MARION F Pfeifer
Engineering Sophomore
DONLEY, DAVID L Rock
Engineering Freshman
DORSCH. JEFFREY B Bird City
Industrial Engineering Senior
DOUD, PATRICK A Bozeman, Mont.
Marketing Sophomore
DOUGAN, MICHAEL D Pretty Prairie
Finance Sophomore
DOUGLAS, PAUL R Baldwin
Electrical Engineering Junior
DOW, SEAN B Topeka
Pre Medicine Senior
EDWARDS. BRIAN C Bison
Geology Senior
EGGIMANN, BRADLEY L Gordonville, Mo.
Architectural Engineering Sophomore
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EILTS, BRADLEY A Wichita
Arts and Sciences Freshman
ELDER, LARRY W Seneca
Arts and Sciences Freshman
ENGEL, STEVEN R Oakley
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
ENNS, TIMOTHY D Wamego
Music Education Freshman
EVANS, HARRY G Ada, Okla.
Chemical Engineering Freshman
FAILE. TED M Leawood
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
FALLON. PATRICK S Carbondale
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
FENSKE, ROB W Lost Springs
Management Sophomore
FERRIN, GREGG R Bucklin
Electrical Engineering Freshman
FERRIS, STEVE J Narka
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
FIGGS, ROBIN R Sabetha
Pre-Pharmacy Junior
FIKE, DENNIS D Ramona
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
FISCHER. SCOTT A Nashville
Agronomy Junior
FISHER, DONALD K Elkhart
Accounting Junior
FRANKOVICH. DANIEL J Kansas City
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
FROEBE. STEVEN D Cherryvale
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
FUNK. STEVE K Topeka
Music Education Sophomore
GARRETT, MICHAEL G Goodland
Business Administration Freshman
GERKEN. DAVID A pao |a
Agricultural Education Junior
GFELLER, DOUGLAS L, . Topeka
Construction Science Junior
Musical duo — Scott Bucher, senior in electrical
engineering, and Don Ingalls, senior in mechanical
engineering, practice some tunes at Marian Hall.
Mark Sageser
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GIBSON. CHARLES R Kansas City, Mo.
Construction Science Junior
GIESAKING. MARK L Ulysses
Construction Science Sophomore
GOODMAN. CHARLES L Mess City
Engineering Freshman
GOODMAM, MARK A Goff
Mechanical Engineering Senior
GRAHAM, BRYAM K Bennington
Agricultural Engineering Freshman
GRAY, CHUCK Leawood
Engineering Sophomore
GREER, DAVID J Shawnee
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
GUDEMKAUF, DOUGLAS G Seneca
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
GUTZMAM, ROBERT O Wichita
Engineering Sophomore
HABIGER, AMTHOMY F Topeka
Chemistry Junior
HABIGER, KERRY W Great Bend
Electrical Engineering Junior
HAIG. BRUCE St. Louis, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
HALE, DAVID L Shawnee
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
HALL, H SCOTT Russell
Engineering Technology Freshman
HAMAMM. MATT K Overland Park
Pre-Law Sophomore
HAMM, RAMDY L Tampa
Electrical Engineering Junior
HAMER, DEMMIS J Beatrice, Neb.
Architectural Engineering Freshman
HAMTSCHCEL, WILLIAM F Lisk, III.
Architecture Freshman
HARE, MARC W Prairie Village
Engineering Freshman
HARRIS, RICHARD P Overland Park
Pre Medicine Freshman
Russell Shortt
Hangin' around — Kevin Shannon, freshman in
geology, built up his room in 437 Marlatt with I
$60 and only one day's work.i
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HARTER, STANLEY R Bern
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Freshman
HATCHER, WILLIAM R Harper
Pre Veterinary Medicine Freshman
HATHAWAY, G. EDWARD Topeka
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
HAYS, JOHN D K Rago
Agricultural Education Junior
HECKER, MARK A [[[] Topeka
Pre-Design Professions Junior
HEIMERMAN, MARK G Andale
Arts and Sciences Freshman
HELMKE. DOUGLAS S Wichita
Civil Engineering Sophomore
HENNE, STAN D Roxbury
Business Administration Freshman
HERRICKS. JAMES M Everst
Agricultural Engineering Junior
HERRMAN, ALLAN F Emporia
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
HOBELMAN, JOHN O Colony
Civil Engineering Senior
HOOBLER. VERNON J Topeka
Accounting Senior
HOSTETLER, RODERICK V
. . . Harper
Art Sophomore
HOUDYSHELL, BRETT W Salina
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Sophomore
HUECHTEMAN, MICHAEL R Sedalia, Mo,
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
HUFFMAN, D CURTIS Gardner
Computer Science Sophomore
HUMMELL, STEVEN M Lenexa
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
INGALLS. DONALD H Ellinwood
Mechanical Engineering Senior
JACKSON. ROGER D Prairie Village
Electrical Engineering Senior
JANZEN. MARLIN R Goessel
Dairy Production Senior
JENSEN, DOUGLAS A Anthony
Finance Sophomore
JOHNSON. BRAD S Salina
Finance Senior
JOHNSON, CHRISTOPHER Eldorado
History Education Junior
JOHNSON, ERIC A St Paul, Minn,
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
JOHNSON, MONTY J Kingman
Engineering Technology
. Junior
JOHNSON. PAUL W Sedgwick
Mechanical Engineering Junior
JONES. DALE P Hazelwood, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
JONES. MARTIN N Topeka
Electrical Engineering Senior
JORAY, DENNIS E Shawnee Mission
Marketing Senior
JUNK. RON G Hutchinson
Architecture Sophomore
JUSTVIG. HARRY W Shawnee Mission
Finance Senior
KABERLINE. KEVIN E Topeka
Industrial Engineering Junior
KANDT. KEVIN F Herington
Civil Engineering Senior
KARLIN, ALAN F Hays
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
KELLY, TOM K Topeka
Radio and Television Sophomore
KEMME, PETER A Newton
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
KERR, B DEAN Kansas City
Natural Resource Management Sophomore
KETTERMAN, ROGER J Prairie Village
Electrical Engineering Freshman
KIELHOFNER, BRAD Chaffee, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
KOENIGS. ANDY E Garden Plain
Engineering Freshman
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KOSTER. SKIP Wichita
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
KOWAL, GLEN P Wichita
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
LANE, JAMES A Pipestone, Minn.
Architectural Engineering Freshman
LANE, JON E Holton
Accounting Freshman
LARUE, BRADLEY J Chanute
Mechanical Engineering Senior
LARUE, BRIAN J Chanute
Speech Education Junior
LATER, PAUL D Topeka
Civil Engineering Freshman
LAVERENTZ. DAVID W Bendena
Feed Science and Management Freshman
LAYNG. MARK G Pittsburg
Correctional Administration Senior
LEE, STEVEN D Raytown, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
LESSER, CHRISTOPHER T Topeka
History Junior
LUCAS, JEFF A Pharr, Texas
Electrical Engineering Freshman
LUCAS, KURT M Shawnee
Chemical Engineering Junior
MARTIN. DONALD D Clay Center
Radio and Television Senior
MARTIN, JEFFREY W Cherokee
Chemical Engineering Junior
MASON. TODD D Norton
Music Education Freshman
MCCABE, FRED W Emporia
Electrical Engineering Junior
MCCLOSKY. LANCE B Wichita
Computer Science Junior
MCDOUGAL. WARREN W Atwood
Agricultural Journalism Sophomore
MCFALL, KENDALL L Dexter
Milling Science and Management Sophomore
MCLAURY, JAMES M Shawnee Mission
Construction Science Freshman
MEEKS, ROGER A Effingham
Agricultural Economics Junior
MESSNER. ROGER L Anthony
Management Senior
METCALF, CHESTER F Independence
Computer Science Senior
MICK, DAMON M Tipton
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
MILLS, DANIEL L Topeka
Industrial Engineering Freshman
MOFFITT. GEORGE M Topeka
Electrical Engineering Senior
MOHR, CHRIS G New Cambria
Engineering Freshman
MONHOLLON. JEFFREY D Tonganoxie
Animal Science and Industry Senior
MONTGOMERY, ROBERT L Goddard
Electrical Engineering Freshman
MOULD, JON L Cumberland
Marketing Graduate Student
MUELLER. KEITH A St. Louis. Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
MUSE, ROGER K Topeka
Music Education Sophomore
NAVRAT, DAVE L Wichita
Business Administration Junior
NIKRAVAN. NAVID Manhattan
Civil Engineering Graduate Student
NOLL, PHIL R Atchison
Business Administration Sophomore
NUTT. STEPHEN A Lamar. Mo.
Architecture Senior
OLSON, ALAN C Wichita
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
OSTERHAUS, WADE Hoyt
Electrical Engineering Freshman
OWEN, CURTIS A Wichita
Engineering Freshman
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Mechanical Engineering Senior
PARAMESH, VENKATESH C Larned
Pre-Medicine Freshman
PARKE, BRIAN A Collyer
Engineering Technology Sophomore
PATEL, SHAILESH N Kingman
Chemical Engineering Junior
PEACH. QUENTIN L Morris Plains. N.J.
History Senior
PECKHAM. JEF L Frankfort
Music Junior
PETERSON. MARK W Lindsborg
Electrical Engineering Junior
PHILIPS, CRAIG M Dunlap, III.
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
PICKLER, MICHAEL R Ulysses
Finance Junior
PLANK. DARRYL L Arnold. Mo,
Architectural Engineering Sophomore
PYLE, KEVIN S Hutchinson
Engineering Freshman
RADUZYCKI, ROBERT M. Monmouth Junction, N.J,
Pre Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
RAPP. JOHN A Deuring
Chemical Engineering Senior
REILLY, BRIAN E Topeka
Mechanical Engineering Junior
RIPPER. STEVEN F Topeka
Industrial Engineering Senior
ROBERTS. DAVID Wakeeney
Agricultural Mechanization Sophomore
ROBEY. STEVEN C Kingman
Horticulture Senior
ROGENMOSER. BILL M Topeka
Biology Science Education Senior
ROGERS. KURT J Garnett
Speech Education Sophomore
It's for me — Residents of fourth floor
Marlatt see how many people they can
stuff into a telephone booth after a floor
function.
Mark Sageser
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ROSEWICZ, PHIL R Kansas City
Engineering Freshman
ROaSH, JOHN E. JR Kansas City
Chemical Engineering Senior
ROYER, STEPHEN E Greenville. III.
Construction Science Sophomore
RUSSELL, RANDALL L Pittsburg
Pre Design Professions Sophomore
RYAN, JIM T New Cambria
Agricultural Education Sophomore
RYMPH, ALAN D Beloit
Electrical Engineering Senior
SACHSE, DANIEL T Leavenworth
Agriculture Freshman
SALTER. KEVIN L Punkin Center. Colo
Agricultural Engineering Sophomore
SANDERSON. MICHAEL A Grandview. Mo.
Mechanical Engineering Senior
SCHARTZ. JIM Larned
Agricultural Engineering Freshman
SCHERER, DAVID A St John
Business Administration Sophomore
SCHMIDT. JOHN D Hillsboro
Agricultural Engineering Sophomore
SCHMOKER. SID L Oswego
Engineering Technology Junior
SCHROEDER, STANLEY J Grinnell
Engineering Sophomore
SCHWERTFEGER, TY L Smith Center
Arts and Sciences Freshman
SCRONCE. GARY W Greensburg
Nuclear Engineering Junior
SEILER. JERRY J Colwich
Pre Design Professions Sophomore
SEIWERT, CHARLEY F St. Marks
Feed Science and Management Sophomore
SELMAN. DAVID M Ottawa
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Freshman
SEVERENCE. MARTIN K Concordia
Chemical Engineering Freshman
SEWELL. MARK J Merrillville, Ind.
Architectural Engineering Sophomore
SEYMOUR. JAMES A Manhattan
Mechanical Engineering Junior
SHOEMATE, WILLIAM S Alma
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
SIDERAS. SAVVAS C Cyprus
Civil Engineering Junior
SILSBY. CLAYTON B Mankato
Pre Law Sophomore
SIMON, GARY L Morland
Accounting Sophomore
SMART, JAMES R Sawyer
Agricultural Engineering Sophomore
SMITH, BRENT L Emporia
Geology Freshman
SMITH, BRIAN Topeka
Civil Engineering Junior
SMITH. DONALD A Marienthal
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
SMITH. RONALD J Overland Park
Chemical Engineering Senior
SPEER, TODD J Wichita
Arts and Sciences Freshman
STECKLY, DEVON E Hutchinson
Civil Engineering Freshman
STEIN, KEVIN F Wright
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
STINNETT, MARC S Kansas City
Engineering Sophomore
STRECKER. PAUL J Spearville
Industrial Engineering Senior
STROM. DANIEL L White City
Electrical Engineering Senior
STUDER, H. JOHN Manhattan
Industrial Engineering . Freshman
SUDERMAN, ARLAN J Newton
Animal Science and Industry Senior
SWEANY, ALBERT E Belle Plaine
Mechanical Engineering Junior
lA vfcAfc
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TEETER, DARRIN B Johnson
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
TETERUD. MARK A Des Moines. Iowa
Radio and Television Senior
THOMPSON, MARK A Eldorado
Finance Junior
THOMPSOM, PHILLIP B Pomona
Arts and Sciences Freshman
THOWE, MARK E Russell
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
TOLL. CURTIS B Salina
Electrical Engineering Freshman
TOMANDL, MICHAEL F Junction City
Accounting Junior
TRECEK. RUSSELL D Cuba
Computer Science Freshman
UNRUH. THEODORE A Deerfield
Accounting Sophomore
(JTECH, DAVID B Herington
Agricultural Engineering Sophomore
VANDEEST, ROY A Mulvane
Political Science Sophomore
VOGEL. CHAD H Wright
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
WALDY, MICHAEL T Ottawa
Natural Resource Management Freshman
WALKER. RICHARD R Junction City
Accounting Senior
WALLIS, JOHN M Mission Hills
Pre-Law Freshman
WASKO, MYRON G Hays
Speech Education Freshman
WEGER. MATTHEW C Roeland Park
Associate of Sciences Senior
WEIDNER, KEN Sublette
Agronomy Sophomore
WELKER. JEFFREY W Abbyville
Computer Science Junior
WENDELL. DAVID J Garden Plain
PreVeterinary Medicine Graduate Student
WENDELL, MIKE J Garden Plain
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
WENDT, DAVID A Hope
Agriculture Sophomore
WENTL1NG. MICHAEL J Topeka
Management Senior
WETTER. KEITH L Salina
Civil Engineering Sophomore
WHITE, VIC B Ottawa
Recreation Junior
WHITLOCK. VAN T Kansas City
Engineering Technology Sophomore
WILD, LONNIE L Rossville
Finance Junior
WILD, WILLIAM C Rossville
Radio and Television Sophomore
WILLIAMS, SAMMY Junction City
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
WILSON, ROYCE A Spring Hill
PreVeterinary Medicine Sophomore
WITT. ROBERT C Junction City
Accounting Sophomore
WONDRA, KEVIN Great Bend
Accounting Junior
WOODSIDE, ALAN K Narka
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
WRIGHT, BRYAN L Beloit
Industrial Engineering Freshman
WULFKUHLE. RONALD E Lecompton
Agronomy Sophomore
WYNN, JEFF Copeland
Crop Protection Junior
YANCY, JOHN T Kansas City, Mo.
Pre Design Professions Freshman
YORK, DOUGLAS A Cleveland, Mo.
Construction Science Freshman
YUSTICK. MICHAEL J Topeka
Computer Science Freshman
ZEY. DAVID M Abilene
Business Administration Freshman
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ANDERSON, CHRIS M Wichita
Chemical Engineering Freshman
ANDRA, BRYAM K Conway Springs
Agricultural Engineering Sophomore
ARENSBERG, W. CHRISTOPHER Wichita
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
ARIE, BOB Oakley
Business Administration Freshman
ARNOLDY, SUSAN Tipton
Engineering Technology Sophomore
ATKINS, ROSEMARY Omaha, Neb.
Management Sophomore
AUSTIN, MARK A Arkansas City
Psychology Junior
BAHR, BILL L Valley Center
Engineering Technology Sophomore
BAREISS, LORI A Atchison
Accounting Sophomore
BARNHARDT, ROGER G Bucklin
Agricultural Economics Freshman
BECHTEL, TODD A Sedgwick
Computer Science Freshman
BELIN, KELVIN W Green
Milling Science and Management Senior
BELL, NANCY K Great Bend
Arts and Sciences Freshman
BENDER. HILTON C Plains
Agricultural Economics Freshman
BERG, DIANA L Kansas City
Psychology Junior
BETANCOURT, EDWIN A Puerto Rico
Industrial Engineering Sophomore
BINTER. CAROLINE M Wichita
Elementary Education Junior
BLAKE, TONY D Wichita
Electrical Engineering Junior
BLOOM, JOHN D Leavenworth
Engineering Freshman
BLUE, STEVE E Salina
Natural Resource Management Sophomore
BOGNER. KENT A Parson
Pre- Medicine Freshman
BOWLING, KIMBERLY K Winfield
Pre- Professional Elementary Education Freshman
BRANT. SHANNON W Lucas
Radio and Television Sophomore
BROWN. STEVEN G Marysville
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
BRCINER. JOHNNIE D Salina
Poultry Science Senior
BRUNGARDT. DENNIS J Erie
Agriculture Senior
BRUNNEMER, JAY D Plainville
Engineering Sophomore
BULLER, AMY J Newton
Arts and Sciences Freshman
BURTON, GRACE D Independence
Accounting Freshman
CADE. LLOYD W Abbyville
Mechanical Engineering Senior
CANNADY, CHRIS L Wichita
Civil Engineering Freshman
CANNAVA, JOHN J Winchester
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
CAPPEL, MITCHELL J Godfrey. Ill
Arts and Sciences Freshman
CARTER. DARLA D Garden City
Retail Floriculture Sophomore
CARVER. BRAD R Shawnee
Engineering Freshman
CHEW. DWAYNE F Wichita
Business Administration Freshman
CHRISTENSEN, RICHARD J Atchison
Arts and Sciences Freshman
CHRISTIANSEN, GARY W Durham
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
CLARK, JEFF S Formoso
Marketing Freshman
CLAWSON, DANIEL F Santanta
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
CLAWSON. MARILYN K Santanta
Agricultural Economics Junior
CLAY, JULIE Wichita
Computer Science Freshman
CLEMENCE, ANGELA K Garden City
Architectural Engineering Freshman
COOK, JENNIFER P Windfield
Arts and Sciences Freshman
COOK, KELLY J St. Francis
PreDentistry Freshman
»«
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COUNTS, DORCAS L Hays
Horticulture Sophomore
CRAWFORD, JOSEPH K St. Louis, Mo.
Architectural Engineering Freshman
CROMER, GREG D Garden City
Architecture Sophomore
CROW, BARTON L Medicine Lodge
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
CUIDON, SCOTT J St. Louis, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
DAHL, JUDY A Hardy, Neb.
Accounting Junior
DAHL, TERRY L Topeka
Finance Sophomore
DANIELS, KATHLEEN E Kalvesta
Engineering Freshman
DANIELS. MARGIE Kalvesta
Accounting Senior
DEMA, JENIFFER Lansing
Accounting Freshman
DENHOLM, GREG A Tonganoxie
Agicultural Mechanization Senior
DIBLE, SCISAN G Rexford
Home Economics Education Senior
DISNEY, CHRIS A Hutchinson
Arts and Sciences Freshman
DOEBELE, JACQUELINE M Hanover
Accounting Sophomore
DOYAL, KAREN R Lansing
Computer Science Freshman
DRURY, MICHAEL Kelso. Mo.
Architectural Engineering Sophomore
DUBACH, JIM K Troy
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
DUBBERSTEIN, KIRK A Winfield
Political Science Freshman
DUDEK. MICHAEL F Streamwood. 111.
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
DUNCAN, MICHAEL K Wichita
Engineering Freshman
DUNKLEBERG, DAN E Alton
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
DUPERE, LEROY C Junction City
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
DYCK, AUDREY L Moundridge
Physical Education Sophomore
SCALLY, DAVID E Olathe
Biology Freshman
Home address Bruce Berggren, freshman in
mechanical engineering, walks down the newly
painted hallway of Moore Hall. Floor residents
may paint their own hallway upon housing's
approval of the design.
Russell Shortt
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EELLS. SID D Salina
Engineering Sophomore
ENGLISH, NORMA J Newton
Modern Languages Freshman
ERVIN, MICHELLE M Jackson, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Junior
EVERT, LCJANN M Goodland
Computer Science Junior
FALLS, STEPHAN B Ottawa
Art Freshman
FERGUSON, KERRY L Kensington
Animal Science and Industry Junior
FINLEY, TERRY L Goodland
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
FINNELL, JEANETTE L Leavenworth
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
FISHER, BRENDA K Bucklin
Accounting Sophomore
FLAKE, LANCE L Topeka
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
FORD, MARIE R Wichita
Chemical Engineering Junior
FORSTEIN, LEORA R Topeka
Speech Sophomore
FRANK, ANGELA A Salina
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
FREMMING, ERIC D Lake Quivera
Electrical Engineering Freshman
FRUEHLING. TODD A Shawnee
Business Administration Freshman
GAAR, WILLIAM E Westwood
Pre- Forestry Freshman
GATZ, GARY W Newton
Agricultural Mechanization Junior
GERMAN, CURTIS L Beloit
Arts and Sciences Freshman
GLIDEWELL, ELIZABETH M Emporia
Chemical Engineering Junior
GOLDSCHM1DT, MICHAEL E Wichita
Pre Design Professions Freshman
GONZALEZ, ALFREDO M Puerto Rico
Interior Architecture Junior
GONZALEZ, FELIX H Tallahasee, Fla.
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
GOODMAN, BRYAN L Sabetha
Pre Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
GRIFFITH, KATHI M Hutchinson
Labor Relations Junior
GROMER. MICHAEL R Overland Park
Management Senior
GUILLIAMS, DAVID W Derby
Chemical Engineering Freshman
HAAS, SCOTT W Mission
Electrical Engineering Freshman
HAHN. RITA S Louisburg
Accounting Freshman
HAMPL, KEVIN L Russell
Accounting Freshman
HARMAN, JOHN T Bonner Springs
Agricultural Education Freshman
HEGER, MARTIN S Wichita
Computer Science Sophomore
HEGER. THOMAS G Wichita
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Senior
HEITMANN, SHARIEN R St. Louis. Mo.
Social Work Senior
HENDERSON, MEREDITH L Overland Park
Journalism and Mass Communications ... Sophomore
HENKLE, MAXIE C Abilene
Management Junior
HEROD, JEFF J Garden City
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
HINK, NANCY V Louisburg
Management Sophomore
H1NMAN. BECKY J Wichita
Engineering Freshman
HITT, CHARLES R Overland Park
Natural Resource Management Senior
HORNBOSTEL, JOEL S Junction City
Radio and Television Freshman
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HUMMELS, JILL A Manhattan
Management Junior
HUTCHISON, HERB Hays
Marketing Junior
INGRAM. DAN C Westmoreland
Pre-Dentistry Senior
ISMERT, JAMES E Wichita
Arts and Sciences Freshman
JACKMAN, CHARLES B Baldwin
Business Administration Sophomore
JACKSON, DAWN M Wichita
Biology Junior
JACOBS, JIM A Hutchinson
Electrical Engineering Freshman
JAYO. CECILIA Puerto Rico
Electrical Engineering Freshman
JENKINS, MARK E Wichita
Physical Education Sophomore
JOHNSON, ANNETTE M Kansas City
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Sophomore
JOHNSON, MERRY A Bridgeport
Natural Resource Management Senior
JONAS, LAURA E Overland Park
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
JONES, RODNEY D. Kingman
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
KAIN, JOHN P Kansas City
Arts and Sciences Freshman
KAMINSKI, LORI A Kansas City
Management Sophomore
Rainbow room — Nancy Bell, freshman in arts
and sciences, enters her room in Moore Hall.
Russell Short
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KAMMERER, JEFF Lewisville. Texas
Business Administration Freshman
KEESLING. DALE L Abilene
Business Education Freshman
KEHM, DAVID W St. Louis, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
KELTY, CONNIE J Wichita
Arts and Sciences Freshman
K1NCAID. CHARLES D Mayetta
Computer Science Sophomore
KITCHENS, TIMOTHY L Howard
Pre Design Professions Sophomore
KLEIN. CARLA F Overland Park
Agriculture Senior
KOEPSEL, KEVIN L Clay Center
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
KOHMAN, FRANCIS W Vermillion
Accounting Freshman
KOLB, ROBERT M Leavenworth
Engineering Freshman
KRIEGER, JANE E Poquoson, Va.
Political Science Freshman
KRIEGER, MARTHA M Poquoson, Va.
Accounting Junior
KRUG, HAROLD D McPherson
Arts and Sciences Freshman
KUESER, MELVIN L Louisburg
Accounting Freshman
LAMBDIN, HOWARD S Caney
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
LAWRENCE, VICTOR V Wichita
Finance Junior
LEE, MARLA M Abilene
Business Administration Freshman
LENHART, KERRY D Georgetown, 111.
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
LEROCK. GARY J Plainville
Engineering Sophomore
LEWIS. LANCE B Winfield
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
LINAWEAVER. VICKIE L. . Lansing
Elementary Education Freshman
LITTLE, TERRENCE B Lenexa
Civil Engineering Freshman
LOBB. JERRY W Nortonville
Business Administration Sophomore
LOCH, DAVID W Atchison
Engineering Freshman
LOGANBILL. JAMES D Moundridge
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Sophomore
LORENZ, MICHAEL F Atchison
Engineering Freshman
LUNDGRIN, KIMBERLY D Salina
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
MACPHERSON. I. COLIN Watkinsville, Ga.
Engineering Freshman
MARIAN1, RICHARD R Eureka
Electrical Engineering Freshman
MARSHALL, BRIAN K Girard
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
MAST, ARLIN R Hesston
Accounting Freshman
MCCCILLICK, MARK J Hays
Finance Sophomore
MCCURDY, RHONDA G. Leavenworth
Elementary Education Senior
MCFALL, KIMBERLY J Dexter
Food Science and Industry Junior
MCGREW, CINDY A Overland Park
Business Administration Freshman
MEDLEY, MOLLY A Overland Park
Philosophy Freshman
MENG, MARK A Harper
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
MERCER. JOHN H Atchison
Accounting Freshman
MERIMEE, TRISHA D Manhattan
Fashion Marketing Freshman
MICHEL. JEFFERY J Russell
Accounting Freshman
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MILES, TIM L. JR Lake Saint Louis, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
MILLER, DANNY R Bonner Springs
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
MILLER, MARY K Winchester
Arts and Sciences Freshman
MILLS, BRETT R Goodland
Horticulture Junior
MILLS, STEVEN R Omaha, Neb.
Psychology Sophomore
MOORE, PAULA S Emporia
Apparel Design Sophomore
MOSBARGER, JAMES L Goodland
Animal Science and Industry Junior
MOSBURG, SCOTT W Lake Quivera
Management Freshman
MULIK, LARRY J Kansas City
Pre-Professional Elementary Education .
, Sophomore
MULLINS, JOHN J Derby
Computer Science Junior
MURRAH. ELIZABETH J Wichita
Elementary Education Freshman
NELSON, GARY E Falun
Pre-Nursing Freshman
NETHERTON, JIM D Nevada, Mo.
Agriculture Freshman
NICHOLS, RENEE A Alton
Correctional Administration Freshman
NOFFS1NGER, STEVEN L Clay Center
Horticulture Sophomore
NOLL, KAREN S Winchester
Foods and Nutrition in Science Junior
NOLL, SANDRA L Overland Park
Pre-Law Junior
O'BRIEN, BROOKS K Liberal
Natural Resource Management Sophomore
OBENLAND, DALLAS R Clay Center
Industrial Engineering Sophomore
OLIPHANT, DAVID R Offerle
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
OLIVA, ERIC M Hays
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
ORTIZ, ALFREDO E Puerto Rico
Management Junior
PETERSON, ERIK L Lindsborg
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Freshman
PEW, KEVIN D Platte City, Mo.
Architectural Engineering Sophomore
PHELPS. JULIE L Hutchinson
Natural Resource Management Junior
PIERSON, BRET G Holton
Accounting Senior
PRICHARD, JOANNE K Benton
Business Administration Sophomore
REED, MIKE C Topeka
Mathematics Junior
REES, BRIAN L Emporia
Agronomy Sophomore
REES, CURTIS S Topeka
Horticulture Freshman
REGAN, TIMOTHY J Kansas City
Milling Science and Management Senior
REGNIER, MICHELE A Bennington
Accounting Freshman
REINECKE, CHARLES T Overland Park
Computer Science Freshman
RETTER, PATRICE A Leavenworth
Arts and Sciences Freshman
RHODES, DIANE L Valley Center
Social Works Freshman
RICH, J. MARK Junction City
Pre-Professional Secondary Education Sophomore
RICHARDS, BRIAN K Kansas City
Marketing Sophomore
RICHARDSON, RONDA L Louisburg
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Junior
RIEDERER, ROBERTA J Holton
Labor Relations Senior
R1GGERT, BRADLEY A Annadale, N.J.
Computer Science Freshman
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Clean sweep — Dora Staatz, custodian in Moore
Hall, sweeps the stairways. Some of the resident
hall personnel are more than just employees and
become personal friends of the students.
ROBERTS. AUDREY M Salina
Pre Medicine Sophomore
ROBERTS, MILTON T Junction City
Business Administration Sophomore
SALAVA. DAVID K Burlington
Engineering Freshman
SCHILLING, DARLA S Goodland
Home Economics Education Junior
SCHIRER, MICHAEL J Newton
Engineering Sophomore
SCHOEN, DODIE L Cawker City
Consumer Interest Junior
SCHREPEL, TERRY S Ellinwood
Electrical Engineering Junior
SEELE, MICHAEL G St. Marys
Agricultural Journalism Freshman
SELL. STEVE T Overland Park
Marketing Freshman
SELLERS, MARK R Abilene
Management Junior
SEVART, ERIC E Topeka
Electrical Engineering Freshman
SHAW, DREANALEE Alton, III.
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
SHEA, DOROTHY R Abilene
Arts and Sciences Junior
SHOGREN, BRENT R Lindsborg
Arts and Sciences Freshman
SHOWALTER, LESA A Goodland
Radio and Television Sophomore
SKINNER, JEFF E Wilmington, Del.
Architecural Engineering Freshman
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SLEPPY, RICK L Arkansas City
Radio and Television Junior
SMITH, LAYTON A Eskridge
Marketing Senior
SMITH, LYNNETTE R Atchison
Education Sophomore
SMITH. MARK E St. Paul
Business Administration Sophomore
SMITH, RANDALL Grand Island, Meb.
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
SONNTAG, DREW P Allentown
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
SONNTAG, TODD L Allentown
Architecture Junior
SOWERS, NANCY K Spring Hill
Marketing Sophomore
SPAID, TED H St. Louis, Mo.
Landscape Architecture Junior
SPARKS. ANGELA Topeka
Pre-Law Freshman
STAHL, STEVEN J Lebanon, Ind.
Animal Science and Industry Junior
STAUFFER, MYLA R Sabetha
Restaurant Management Freshman
STEGEMAN, EDWARD P Overland Park
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
STEWART, WAYNE L Winfield
Pre Design Professions Freshman
STILES, ROBYN R Bucklin
Business Administration Freshman
STONE, JANET E Florissant, Mo.
Pre Design Professions Sophomore
STUBLER, MARK A Kansas City
Electrical Engineering Freshman
STUMP, PATRICK L Wichita
Agriculture Freshman
SWITZER, ROBIN D Columbia, Mo.
Pre Design Professions Freshman
SWOYER, BOB M Shawnee
Marketing Sophomore
TERRY, JAMES C Prairie Village
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
THOLE, CHERYL K Stafford
Home Economics Extension Graduate
THOMPSON, ROBERT D Liberal
Agricultural Economics Senior
THOMPSON. TIMOTHY T Sullivan, MO.
Pre Design Professions Freshman
THOMSON. FRANCIS L Wichita
Radio and Television Junior
TIEN. JAN M Prairie View
Agricultural Economics Freshman
TROWBRIDGE, PHYLLIS A Colby
Computer Science Senior
TRUSSELL, SHAWN W Overland Park
Business Administration Junior
TYSON, JAMES A Plains
Engineering Technology Junior
UNRCIH, KATIE M Newton
Home Economics Education Sophomore
URBAN, ERIC J Leavenworth
Fisheries and Wildfile Biology Freshman
GTT, MARCIA E Winfield
Foods and Nutrition in Business Junior
VASCONCELLS, BEN C Lyons
Computer Science Freshman
VOLK, VERA M Omaha, Neb.
Microbiology Junior
VCISICH. MARY G Kansas City
Arts and Sciences Freshman
WABUDA. GARY J Shelton. Conn.
Business Administration Senior
WAGGLE, LARRY J Topeka
Modern Languages Freshman
WAHL, LYNN K Baline
Computer Science Sophomore
WALKER. DOUGLAS M Stilwell
Engineering Freshman
WEAFER. MARY Manhattan
Fashion Marketing .' Freshman
WEBBER, JONI L Salina
Finance Sophomore
WEIMER. JODY A Clay Center
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Junior
WEISHAAR. MARTIN G Nortonville
Agricultural Mechanization Freshman
WELLER, EUNICE L Topeka
Physical Education Freshman
WELLER. NADINE N Topeka
Elementary Education Senior
WEST. SCOTT J Shawnee Mission
Business Administration Sophomore
WHEELER, JOLENE E Dover
Accounting Freshman
WILES. TIMOTHY R Hunter
Animal Science and Industry Senior
WILLIAMS, PAULA K Wichita
Management Senior
WILSON, BONNIE F Herculaneum, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Junior
WILTZ. PHILIP B Sabetha
Mechanical Engineering Senior
WOOD. JAMIE L Topeka
Music Education Junior
WURM. MARK W Ransom
Mechanical Engineering Junior
ZADINA. STEVEN W Beloit
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
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ABLA, MELODY M Wichita
Interior Design Freshman
ADDINGTON, ELIZABETH E Topeka
Foods and Nutrition Science Freshman
ANDERSON, JULIE L Lyons
History Junior
ATKESON. DARISE A Haysville
Elementary Education Freshman
BECKER, DONNA N Melvern
Home Economics Education Senior
BELDON, NANCY A Pratt
Business Administration Junior
BELLINDER, BELINDA M Wamego
Pre-Physical Therapy Sophomore
BERGMAN, LINDA S Paola
Horticulture Freshman
BRIGHT, HEIDI M Clinton
Agricultural Journalism Junior
BUCHANAN, ANITA J Wamego
Interior Design Sophomore
BULATKIN, NANCY K Wichita
Civil Engineering Freshman
CASTELLi, JCJLIE A Wichita
Family Life and Human Development Junior
CHADWICK, SUSAN K Vermillion
Animal Science and Industry Junior
CHAMBERLAIN, JULIE A Smith Center
Pre-Nursing Freshman
CHAPPELL, DEB L Morganville
Foods and Nutrition in Business Sophomore
CHASE, JOLENE S Newton
Interior Design Senior
COCHRAN, BECCA L Wichita
Agricultural Education Junior
COLT, HALLY J Olathe
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
CORDEL, SHARON M Beloit
Accounting Freshman
CRUPPER, KAREN L Wichita
Music Junior
CURRY. ELAINE R Wooster
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
CURTIS, RHONDA A Osage
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
DENEKE, CHRISTINA M Beloit
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Sophomore
DOCKENDORF, CAROL A Manhattan
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
DUMARS, SUSAN M Lindsborg
Arts and Sciences Freshman
EISIMINGER, AMY L Wathena
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
FESLER, KATHY L Plevna
Interior Design Junior
FOLLETT, KAREN R Manhattan
Elementary Education Sophomore
FORSBERG, ELLEN K Assaria
Horticulture Senior
FREI, TRAC1 L Creve Coeur
Early Childhood Education Freshman
GAFFNEY, MARY S St. Louis
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
GARRETT, ROBERTA L Central City
Recreation Senior
GEIST, CONNIE Hays
Consumer Interest Freshman
GIEBER, KARLENE K Randolph
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
GRANBERG, ELAINE K Prairie Village
Accounting Senior
HADDEN, NANNETTE J Topeka
Early Childhood Education Sophomore
HEFL1N. RUTH J Pratt
Pre Veterinary Medicine . Freshman
HERMAN, LAURIE A Wamego
Medical Technology Freshman
HOBACK, SARAH B Prairie Village
Accounting Freshman
HOOKER, JERI D Scott City
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Sophomore
HOPPER, HEATHER E Gem
Milling Science and Management Senior
HULSING, ANITA J Holton
Speech Pathology Sophomore
HUMPHREYS, NANCY K St. Louis
Early Childhood Education Sophomore
HURTIG, HEATHER R Delphos
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
HUYNH, THUY T Wichita
Chemical Engineering Freshman
JETTE, MICHELE M Kansas City
Pre-Law Junior
JOHNSON, JODI L Wamego
Arts and Sciences Freshman
JOHNSON, LINDA A Beattie
Social Work Freshman
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KASL, ANNE M Atchison
Arts and Sciences Freshman
KN1PP, SONJA M Westmoreland
Accounting Freshman
KOEHN, CAROL R Marquette
Speech Freshman
KRATZ, JILL E Wichita
Business Administration Freshman
KURTH, DEMISE K Kinsley
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
LACEY, LORI E Liberal
Pre-Law Freshman
LANGTON, JENNINE K Perry
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
LAUBER. PAMMY R Kinsley
Arts and Sciences Freshman
LAUDICK, SHARON R Kinsley
Pre-Physical Therapy Freshman
LESSLEY, LORI R Derby
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
LEWIS, PHYLLIS A Wichita
Electrical Engineering Freshman
MARSHALL, MARGARET E Coldwater
Pre-Medicine Freshman
MCCAMANT, TERESA L Hutchinson
Consumer Interest Senior
MCCLURE, TRICIA A Salina
Music Education Freshman
MCCOY, NANCY R Whitewater
Agriculture Sophomore
MCGAUGHEY, GAIL L Ulysses
Speech Pathology Junior
MCGINNESS, INA S Great Bend
Textile Science Freshman
MCGCJIRE. HEATHER C Wichita
Education Junior
MCINTYRE, KAREN J Hill City
Pre-Law Senior
MCVEY, JANET S Paola
Agricultural Education Junior
MELBY, LYDIA M Scandia
Business Education Sophomore
METTLING, KAREN R Udall
Computer Science Senior
MILLS, CONNIE D Abilene
Accounting Freshman
MOLITOR, NANCY A Zenda
Home Economics Freshman
MOORE, CINDY A Topeka
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
MOORHEAD. AMY J Wooster
Accounting Senior
MURO, RACHEL L Kanopolis
Arts and Sciences Freshman
MURRAY, KELLY R Atchison
Pre-Physical Therapy Freshman
NICHOLSON, CELIA L Salina
Biological Science Education Senior
ORNELAS, LISA M Wichita
Accounting Freshman
OSNER, SUE A Kingman
Arts and Sciences Junior
PALM, TAMARA L Topeka
Art Senior
PARK, ROBIN A Centerville
Arts and Sciences Freshman
PETERSON, KATHRYN L Prairie Village
Business Administration Freshman
PEUGH, SUSAN J Dodge City
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Freshman
POWELL, ANNETTE F Topeka
Accounting Junior
PRICE, LORI A Rozel
Accounting Junior
PUCKETT, BRENDA L Fredonis
Computer Science Sophomore
REAM, KARA D Overland Park
Home Economics Freshman
REEVES, TAMI D Dexter
Retail Floriculture Freshman
REMMEL, SHERYL A Topeka
Fashion Marketing Junior
RORABAUGH, LORI A Smith Center
Foods and Nutrition in Business Sophomore
ROSS, BONNIE J Shawnee
Arts and Sciences Freshman
SACK, ANN M Wichita
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
SADEGHI, ARYANNA Fredonia
Journalism and Mass Communications ... Sophomore
SCARBOROUGH, DEBRA L Columbus
Accounting Sophomore
SCHOOLEY. LORI A Haviland
Pre-Physicat Elementary Education Junior
SCHROCK, SHERYL B Hutchinson
Fashion Marketing Sophomore
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SETTLE, CYNTHIA A Fredonia
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
SHOUP. LYNETTE K Wichita
Interior Design Freshman
SMITH, LESLIE M Manhattan
Pre Professional Elementary Education Sophomore
SMITH. TERRI J Blue Mound
Interior Design Senior
SPAIN. CATHY S Mulvane
Business Administration Freshman
STEWARD. PENNY L Clay Center
Home Economics Education Junior
STROHM, GAYLA S Manhattan
Home Economics Extension Sophomore
SUELLENTROP. LINDA R Colwich
Arts and Sciences Freshman
TERW1LLIGER, LORI E Wichita
Business Administration Sophomore
TILLOTSON. GWEN A Ulysses
Art Senior
TIMMIS. TONI E
Animal Science and Industry
(JNDERHILL, VICKI L
Accounting
UNRUH, LYNNETTE G
Fashion Marketing
VESPER, DONNA M
Accounting
Udall
Senior
... Beloit
Sophomore
Pratt
. Senior
Olathe
Junior
WARREN, MAUREEN M Shawnee
Art Senior
WATSON, BETH A Shawnee
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Freshman
WEBER. DAWNLEE D Shawnee Mission
Accounting Senior
WEBER, M1CHELE M Shawnee Mission
Chemical Engineering Senior
WILEY, TONI L Chapman
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
WILLSON, DEMISE L Kansas City
English Freshman
WITTUM. DONNA L Independence
Elementary Education Senior
WITTGM, TERESA S Independence
Speech Freshman
WOLFE, KIMBERLY A Southwick
Agriculture Junior
WOOD, JILL M Topeka
Family Life and Human Development Freshman
YAMASHIRO. SHARON Fullerton, Calif.
Animal Science and Industry Junior
An' a one an' a two — Dawnlee Weber, senior
in accounting, and other drum majors watch
director during band practice.
Scott Williams
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ARMOLD, STEVEN R Johnson
Agriculture Mechanization Sophomore
BASS. MICHAEL L Marysville
Elementary Education Sophomore
BOYD, DAVID W Wakeeney
Mechanical Engineering Graduate Student
BURNHAM, STEVEN E Rose Hill
Pre Law Sophomore
CRANMER, JON R Ness
Electrical Engineering Junior
DOLAN, NELS T Manhattan
History Sophomore
DOSSETT, LARRY E McPherson
Agriculture Mechanization Freshman
JONES, HOWARD, K Linwood
Veterinary Medicine Freshman
KARR, KEVIN L Emporia
Agriculture Economics Freshman
KAUP, STEVEN E Smith Center
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
MALE, FRANK A
Agriculture
MILLER, STEVE C. . .
Finance
NYHART, SCOTT O.
Electrical Engineering
Strongsville
Sophomore
. Hoisington
Junior
Agra
Sophomore
PETERSON, BRUCE D.
Engineering Technology
PTACEK. TIMOTHY
Mechanical Engineering
ROACH, ROBIN
Chen
Lindsborg
Senior
Wilson
Senior
Great Bend
Engineering Freshn
SELBY, WILLIAM O Brewster
Mathematics Education Freshman
S1DEBOTTOM, DAVID L Topeka
Physics Junior
WOODWORTH. RGSSEL A Kinsley
Engineering Freshman
avy drinking — Members of Smith cooperative
Jse ration out the wiskey during a M*A*S*H*
ction.
Mark Sageser
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BERGER, DEEANN M Towanda
Radio and Television Freshman
BERGKAMP. KATHLEEN Valley Center
Dairy Production Senior
BOWMAN, SHARON S Lamed
Agricultural Economics Freshman
BOWMAN. SHELLY A Lamed
Home Economics Extension Senior
BRENNAN, FRANCES A St. Marys
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
BRENNAN, SHARON R St. Marys
Arts and Sciences Freshman
BRENNAN, SHEILA A St. Marys
Agriculture Freshman
BRIGDEN, MARY L Lebanon
Computer Science Freshman
BURROUGHS, DANA L Ellinwood
Family Life and Human Development Junior
CARRA, LINDA M Havana
Engineering Technology Senior
CHAMBERLIN. PATRICIA K Chapman
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Senior
COX, SUSAN R Wichita
Fashion Marketing Junior
EGGLESTON, MAUREEN Leroy
Accounting Freshman
ERKER. CAROLINE J Wellington
Dietetics and Institutional Management Junior
FAULK, CHRISTINE Valley Center
Pre-Professional Secondary Education Junior
FORD, TERESA R Wichita
Industrial Engineering Sophomore
GARDNER, ELIZABETH Hartford
Consumer Interest Junior
GARRETT, JENISE R Woodbine
Education Junior
GRABER, SUSAN Hutchinson
Music Sophomore
HAAG, LYNN M Holton
Accounting Freshman
HAAGWALLISCH. NATALIE Holton
Agricultural Economics Senior
HIETT, JENIFER Buhler
Speech Senior
HOLLAND, TINA S Kinsley
Computer Science Freshman
HOLMAN, KATHY J Winfield
Consumer Interest Junior
HONG, AMY Y Olathe
Fashion Marketing Freshman
HUGHES, MARY L Soldier
Pre-Nursing Sophomore
HUNDLEY, BRENDA F Horton
Agricultural Education Senior
HUNDLEY, PAMELA Lyons
Retail Floriculture Junior
JONES. JEANNETTE Sabetha
Pre-Nursing Freshman
JONES. JOHNNA Lawrence
Geography Junior
JORNS. PAM R Preston
Early Childhood Education Senior
KEMPLAY, LAURIE A Beattie
Pre-Physical Therapy Junior
LAUGHLIN, PENNY R Canton
Accounting Freshman
LOGAN. VICKI Mankato
Architectural Engineering Sophomore
LUTHI, VICKI S Wakefield
Home Economics Freshman
MARR, PEGGY J Formoso
Early Childhood Education Sophomore
MCDANIEL. SALLY A Salina
Interior Design Sophomore
MEYER. KELLEY K Buhler
Home Economics Freshman
MOG, CINDY K Wilson
Radio and Television Sophomore
NOLTE, JUDITH A Onaga
Home Economics Freshman
382 Smurthwaite
NYHART, RENEE A Agra
Elementary Education Junior
PARR, JILL D Hanston
Retail Floriculture Freshman
REXWINKLE. SHERRIE L Great Bend
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
RUNDELL, JULIE Topeka
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
SHANNON. MONA R Miltonvale
Pre-Medicine Freshman
SHOEMAKER. LORI L Narka
Home Economics Education Junior
STEINER, MARLA J Hoisington
Home Economics Freshman
STEINER. THERESIA M Hoisington
Elementary Education Junior
STEWART. MARGARET A Americus
Chemical Engineering Senior
THOMPSON. LEE ANNE Hays
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Freshman
UNRCIH. BENITA J Great Bend
Recreation Graduate Student
VAN HORN. PAMELA Ottawa
Dairy Production Senior
VIERGEVER. MELODIE Wakefield
Accounting Sophomore
VOPATA. VIRGINIA Marysville
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
WEINGARTNER, MICHELLE R Westphalia
Agricultural Engineering Freshman
YARROW. DEBRA L Clay Center
Elementary Education Sophomore
k ne is on me — Brother's Tavern barmaid
I Biswell, Manhattan, brings a pitcher and
li
: to Smurthwaite members Mary L. Hughes,
W nore in pre-nursing, Cindy Mog, sophomore
Ho and television, and Virginia Vopata,
I nore in arts and sciences.
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ANDERSON. DEBORAH M Elm Creek, Neb.
Pre-Vetennary Medicine Sophomore
ANDERSON. STAN C Manhattan
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
BARNETT. DONNA M Haysville
Dietetics and Instutuional Management Senior
BARR. WILLIAM C Salina
Pre-Design Professions Junior
BRITT, DEBORA Bucyrus
Accounting Freshman
BROOKMAN, CATHLEEN C Wichita
Anthropology Sophomore
BROWNELL. ALICIA A Chattanooga, Tenn.
Radio and Television Junior
BUXAMUSA. ANEES H Piano, Texas
Computer Science Sophomore
CH1LDERS. DEBRA L Junction City
Computer Science Sophomore
CLARK, KELLY R Holton
Biological Science Education Senior
COUNTS, HUEY A Salina
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
DARLING, MICHAEL A (Jdhailiyah, Saudi Arabia
Civil Engineering Freshman
DENNIS, REBECCA L Olathe
Speech Pathology Freshman
DONOVAN, KATHLEEN Westwood
Journalism and Mass Communications . Sophomore
ECKLCIND. TERRY R Emporia
Architecture Junior
ENGLER. LEE M Wichita
Landscape Architecture Senior
EYER. RUTH S Overland Park
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
FELDHAUSEN, SCOTT Frankfort
Music Education Freshman
FENTON, ROBERT S Littleton, Colo.
Business Administration Freshman
FIRESTONE. SARA L Olathe
Fashion Marketing Sophomore
GAINES. JAY S Clay Center
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
GARST, KURT A Hutchinson
Civil Engineering Senior
GREENE, JEFF A Wichita
Architecture Junior
GURWELL, MICHAEL A Leawood
Electrical Engineering Freshman
HAMMONS, ELIZABETH J Fort Scott
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Sophomore
HOLDAL, LISA M Casper, Wyo.
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Sophomore
HOPSON, DONNA M Lenexa
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
IBARRA, MICHELLE A Kansas City
Social Work Freshman
JONES, J. L Liberal
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
JONES. JOHN W Gillette, Wyo.
Finance Senior
KLEE, TED W Olathe
Engineering Freshman
KOHLER. JOSEPH F Atchison
Engineering Freshman
KOLMAN, IRENE J Washington
Medicine Technology Junior
LANDRITH. LYNETTE K Bartlett
Arts and Sciences Freshman
LANGFORD. EDWARD Wichita
Chemical Engineering . Junior
LEACH, CONNIE M Wichita
Recreation Freshman
LENTZ. SHELDON C Hutchinson
Music Junior
LIGNITZ. MARYANN Marysville
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
MATHER, JAMES C Sikeston
Architecture Junior
MCDONALD, JAMES T Independence
Civil Engineering Senior
384 Van Zile Hall
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MENDENHALL, KATHRYN L Topeka
Architectural Engineering Junior
MURPHY, JAMES M Junction City
Business Administration Freshman
NELSON. BRAD R Clay Center
Family Life and Human Development Sophomore
O'DONNELL, DAN C Topeka
Business Administration Freshman
ORTOLF, CHERYL A Olathe
Correctional Administration Senior
ORTOLF, DEN1SE L Olathe
Geology Junior
PARKS, KEN D Garden City
Construction Science Sophomore
PITTMAN. KATHLEEN A Wichita
Business Administration Sophomore
POFF. DAWN R Leavenworth
Engineering Freshman
POWELL, BENJAMIN St. Louis, Mo
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
REIMERS, PETER J Gardner
Crop Protection Freshman
RODRIGUEZ. ERIC J Glencoe, Mo.
Architecture Sophomore
SCHMIDT. DANA K Manhattan
Arts and Sciences Freshman
SEDLACEK, SCJSAN J Marysville
Music Freshman
SEYFERT. KARL G Wichita
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
SMITH, ROBERT C Wichita
Architecture Freshman
SNODGRASS, THOMAS L Tuscumbis, Mo.
Architecture Senior
SPICER. ALAN L Wichita
Civil Engineering Freshman
SPRING, JAMES L Redondo Beach, Calif.
Radio and Television Sophomore
STEPHENS, PAUL K Wichita
Engineering Freshman
SWANEY, DONNA R Havana
Animal Science and Industry Senior
SWARTLEY, KATHLEEN R Olathe
Physical Education Sophomore
TANNER, LISA M Dodge City
Education Sophomore
TEPPER. JIM M Lee Summit, Mo.
Construction Science Sophomore
THOMAS, BETH M Jordan, NY.
Veterinary Medicine Freshman
THREATS, TRAVIS T Kansas City
Speech Pathology Senior
TODD, COLLEEN A Grandview, Mo.
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
TUBERTY, DANIEL J St. Louis, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Junior
VARRIENTOS. JOSEPH E Wichita
Electrical Engineering Freshman
VERSLUYS. JOHN D Salina
Architecture Junior
VOLKER, DEBBIE G Grand Island, Neb.
Chemical Engineering Junior
WASSENBERG, MARY E Seneca
Pre-Nursing Freshman
WATSON, RANDY G Normal, III.
Natural Resource Management Senior
WORCESTER, PAUL J Hill City
Computer Science Freshman
WORKS, PAUL W. JR Sedgwick
Physics Freshman
ZIMMERMAN, RICHARD A Olathe
Construction Science Freshman
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ALLISON, LINDA D Stafford
Early Childhood Education Senior
BADGER. PATTY J Carbondale
Computer Science Freshman
BAIRD. TERRI K Olathe
Pre Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
BANISTER, DENISE L Overland Park
Political Science Education Freshman
BASSFORD, AMY L Harper
Elementary Education Freshman
BEARCE, MARTHA J Robinson
Pre Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
BENHAM. LORI A Columbus
Management Sophomore
BENISCH, JULIE R Wakeeney
Art Education Senior
BERENS, MELISSA J Wakeeney
Accounting Freshman
BERRY, SHARON A Kansas City
Natural Resource Management Junior
BIGHAM, NANCY S Grantville
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Sophomore
BIRD, LYNETTE Anthony
Business Administration Freshman
BLAKEMAN, MICHELE D Paola
Business Administration Freshman
BORTZ, TERI L Haysville
Horticulture Senior
BRENDECKE, AMY L Chesterfield. Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
BREWER. JODEE M Concordia
Pre Professional Elementary Education Freshman
BROTHERS. TRICIA Lyons
Computer Science Freshman
BRUENGER. MARY L Independence
Accounting Sophomore
BUCK, ANGELA D Emporia
Modern Languages Freshman
BURNS, NATALIE Chanute
Interior Design Sophomore
BUTLER, DAWN M Atchison
Pre Veterinary Medicine Freshman
BUTLER, LAURA K Derby
Computer Science Sophomore
BUTLER, LISE K. Salina
Chemical Engineering Senior
CAREY. PATRICIA St. Louis, Mo.
Arts and Sciences Junior
CLARK. FEONA M Barnard
Clothing Retailing Sophomore
CLARK. SHELLY D Newton
Home Economics Education Senior
CLEMENCE. STEPHANI J Garden City
Pre Professional Elementary Education Junior
CLINE, FONDA L Weskan
Accounting Junior
COATS, CONNIE S Wichita
Marketing Sophomore
COLLINS. SANDRA K Overbrook
Accounting Sophomore
CONLEY, ANITA K Gypsum
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
COTTE, LISA K Emporia
Arts and Sciences Freshman
CUMMINGS, JULIANNE Hutchinson
Interior Design Junior
CUMMINGS, MAUREEN A Hutchinson
Arts and Sciences Freshman
DERRICK, LAURA Kahoka. Mo.
Pre Design Professions Freshman
DIECKMANN, CHRISTA L Topeka
Elementary Education Freshmen
DITTMER, SUSAN M Olathe
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
DONDL1NGER. TARA Hutchinson
Ps ychology Junior
DOWNEY, JULIA L .' Shawnee
• Civil Engineering Freshman
EASTERDAY, BONNIE L Atwood
Arts and Sciences Freshman
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EMMS, BETSY D ' Wamego
Elementary Education Junior
EPLER, KATHY J Columbus. Mo.
Accounting Sophomore
FAGER, RUTH E Osage City
Interior Design Sophomore
FIDLER. TINA L Silver Lake
Interior Design Sophomore
FRANK. KIMBERLY L Overland Park
Elementary Education Junior
FRENCH. DEBORA D Olathe
Education Graduate Student
FRISBIE LAURIE A McDonald
Computer Science Sophomore
GAYLE. CYNTHIA J Leawood
Pre-Physical Therapy Sophomore
GEISLER. SHERRY Topeka
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
GLENN. BELINDA D Garden City
Pre Design Professions Freshman
GLENN, DEBRA KAY Lenexa
Horticulture Therapy Junior
GREEN, VICKY L Frankfort
PreVeterinary Medicine Freshman
GR1EBEL, MARILYN S Collyer
Engineering Freshman
GRIGSBY, LISA K Pratt
Political Science Sophomore
GUNDESEN, JOAN L Wichita
Accounting Junior
What room number?— Cathy Osborn,
sophomore in home economics, takes a message
from a resident as receptionist at the West Hall
desk.
Hurriyet Aydogan
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HADDOCK, SONYA K Atlanta
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
HALL, DEANN M Fredonia
Business Education Junior
HALL, MICHELLE E Topeka
Early Childhood Education Freshman
HAMMARLUND, JANICE M St. Marys
Animal Science and Industry Junior
HAMMES, CHERYL J Seneca
Management Freshman
HAMPTON, SHERI M Kansas City
Elementary Education Sophomore
HAROLD, TERRI L Omaha, Neb.
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
HAUFLER, STACEY J Burlingame
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
HAUG. KAY D Holton
Pre-Physical Therapy Freshman
HEADRICK, SHARLA J Mullinville
Management
. Junior
HEFLEY, KIM S Baxter Springs
Consumer Interest Junior
HEINE. BRENDA J Chase
Marketing Junior
HENNE, SHEILA C Council Grove
Arts and Sciences Freshman
HINTZ, JEAN A Salina
Accounting Junior
HORTIG. CAROL S Tescott
Agricultural Education Senior
HOSSFELD, KELLY L Holton
Marketing Sophomore
HUBBARD, SUSAN M Wilmore
Elementary Education Senior
HUTCHINS, JULIA M Scott City
Interior Design Junior
JANSSEN, MELINDA J Lorraine
Accounting Junior
JELLISON, BRENDA Coldwater
Finance Senior
John Zidek
Yuckin' it up — Pamela Dolezal, freshman in
speech pathology, and Karen Moore, freshman in
pre-design professions, clown around on a sofa on!
third floor in West Hall.
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JOHNSON, JEANIE J Ottawa
Agriculture Sophomore
JOHNSON, JOBETH Parsons
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
JONES. LESLIE M St. Francis
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
KARLIN, LYNEE R Lenexa
Horticulture Sophomore
KEPLER, KIMBERLY M Manhattan
Agronomy Sophomore
KIGER, SHANALYN A Newton
Physics Sophomore
KING, TRACY L Leon
Animal Science and Industry Junior
KNABE, DANA D Olathe
Interior Design Freshman
LAFLIN. WENDY L Nickerson
Geography Senior
LAMOREACIX. BARBARA R Waterville
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
LANGHOLZ. JULIE A Wichita
Business Administration Sophomore
LARKIN, SUZANNE M Walpole, N.H.
Radio and Television Freshman
LAUPPE, SONYA G Lawrence
Home Economics Education Junior
LESTISHEN. JANET L Hutchinson
Accounting Sophomore
LEVIN, LORI K Ulysses
Arts and Sciences Freshman
UNDER. SUSAN K Clay Center
Education Senior
LITTLE, MARILYN Carbondale
Finance Sophomore
LITTLE. MARJORIE B Carbondale
Business Administration Sophomore
MANN. SHERILYN K Waterville
Art Junior
MARTIN. MARITA L Clay Center
Music Education Senior
MARTIN, MARY A Solomon
Engineering Freshman
MARVEL CATHY J Wichita
Industrial Engineering Sophomore
MATHEWS, M. BETH Topeka
Home Economics and Mass Communications Freshman
MAYER, KAREN E Gypsum
Accounting Sophomore
MCCANN, PEGGY JO Gardner
Chemical Engineering Freshman
MCCLURE, J. ELAINE Ottawa
Office Administration Freshman
MCCULLY. MARIE A Anthony
Pre Veterinary Medicine Freshman
MCGEE. RENEE L Paola
Pre-Nursing Freshman
MEENS, KRISTI M Berryton
Pre-Nursing Freshman
MEENS, LORI D Berryton
Consumer Interest Junior
MERCER, DEBBIE K Carbondale
Education Freshman
MILLER, LORI G Wichita
Business Administration Sophomore
MONINGER. LYNN Wichita
Arts and Sciences Freshman
MORGAN, JULIE A Derby
Office Administration Freshman
MOYLAN. COLLEEN M Council Grove
Political Science Freshman
MUNSON, SIERRA K Ellsworth
Arts and Sciences Freshman
NEISES, CHERYL K Belle Plaine
Home Economics Junior
NELSON, KAY E Emporia
Business Administration Freshman
NIKRAVAN, SHAHLA Manhattan
Adult Education Graduate Student
NORRIS. MARY A Edgerton
Natural Resource Management Senior
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ORTEN, DEBBIE K McDonald
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
OSTENBERG. JAN C Salina
Elementary Education Junior
OTEY, TAMMI D McClouth
Pre-Law Freshman
PARKER. SUSAN E Ottawa
Business Education Junior
PRINZ, ANNE L Overland Park
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
PULLIAM, SUZANNE '. Freeport
Accounting Freshman
RABE, LINDA Clay Center
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
RADKE, LORIE B Overland Park
Retail Floriculture Freshman
REDLER, LISA E Overland Park
Early Childhood Education Sophomore
REID, LAURIE B Lake Lotawona, Mo.
Computer Science Freshman
REYNOLDS. KELLEY Alton
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
ROBERTS, MARY E St. Paul, Minn.
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
ROBEY. LORI L Kismet
Accounting Freshman
ROEHL, MARY K Topeka
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
ROUSH. SUSAN G Kansas City
Marketing Sophomore
ROWSON, CANDY A Alma
Psychology Freshman
Pressing problem — Hayley Jo Matson,
sophomore in home economics extension, irons in
the second floor bathroom in West Hall. One of
the problems of living in the dorms is the ratio of
irons to ironing boards. The residence halls
usually provide one ironing board per hall wing.
Hurriyet Aydogan
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RUSS. JACQUELINE I Plainville
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
RUSSELL. KATHY Wathena
Computer Science Sophomore
RYAN, TAMARA Scott City
Management Sophomore
SAGER, TINA L Scott City
Horticulture Therapy Sophomore
SANBERG. PATRICIA A Chesterfield, Mo.
Business Administration Junior
SANDERS. CYNTHIA L Chanute
Dietetics and Institutional Management Junior
SCARBROUGH, KAY S Hiawatha
Modern Languages Junior
SCHAEFER. CAROL A Kansas City
Dietetics and Institutional Management ... Sophomore
SCHEETZ. CATHERINE A Topeka
Computer Science Freshman
SCHEMPER. KIMBERLY Long Island
Computer Science Freshman
SCHNEIDER, LEWANN G Logan
Pre Veterinary Medicine Junior
SCHULTZ, JODI A Wichita
Pre-Nursing Sophomore
SKEEN. TAMMY J Council Grove
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
SMISCHNEY. JANIS K Ellsworth
Medical Technology Freshman
SMITH, JULIE A Burlingame
Arts and Sciences Freshman
SMITH. MAUREEN J Topeka
Elementary Education Junior
SOBBA. LORETTA C Garnett
Agriculture Freshman
SPENCER, BRENDA S Netawaka
Business Administration Sophomore
STEC, THERESA L Atchison
Engineering Freshman
STEWARD. JOEN F Clay Center
Chemical Engineering Freshman
STOECKLEIN, ELAINE R Hutchinson
Early Chilhood Education Junior
STRAHM. SHARON Sabetha
Accounting Freshman
TATE. VEDA L Kansas City
Accounting Freshman
TOWNLEY. MELODY Phillipsburg
Biochemistry Junior
TRAYLOR, TARA S Springfield, Mo.
Modern Languages Sophomore
TUCKER, CINDY Elkhart
Fashion Marketing Junior
UBBEN, TERESA R Blue Rapids
Computer Science Junior
VINCENT, WHITNEY Harrison, Ariz.
Biochemistry Freshman
VON LEHE. TAMARA L Lyons
Arts and Sciences Freshman
WAGNER, REBECCA A Richmond
Veterinary Medicine Freshman
WALDNER. ROBBIN Osage City
Social Work Junior
WANGEMAN. LORI G Clearwater
Business Administration Junior
WARKENTIN. MAVIS Wichita
Dietetics and Institutional Management
. . Sophomore
WEAVERLING, LORI A Salina
Elementary Education Freshman
WEIS, CHRISTYNA A Rj|ey
Early Childhood Education Sophomore
WEISS, HALENE L Overland Park
Business Administration Sophomore
WENGER, JODIE Oberlin
Accounting Freshman
WIMMER, SONYA L Overland Park
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Sophomore
WISEMAN. BETH E Hiawatha
Elementary Education Sophomore
WOLFF, KATHY A St. Louis, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
WOODARD. SHELLEY K Maize
Education Freshman
YARBER. SHERR1 L Overland Park
Chemical Engineering Senior
YOCOM, THERESA J Spring Hill
Accounting Junior
ZIBELL, CARRIE A Holton
Office Administration Sophomore
ZIMMERMAN, VICTORIA A Shawnee
Family Life and Human Development Freshman
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ABASHE, ELIZABETH L Nigeria
Family Life and Human Development Senior
ACASIO. ERWIN R Manhattan
Agricultural Engineering Sophomore
ACASIO, LUZ C Manhattan
Agricultural Economics Graduate Student
ACASIO, PENNY C Manhattan
Biochemistry Junior
ADAM, NORMAN J Garden City
Horticulture Junior
ADAMS. JIM K Osborne
Agriculture Junior
ADAMSON, TOM C Salina
Construction Science Junior
AFEWORK, ALEMNESH Ethiopia
Accounting Senior
AGUIRRE. EVELYN M Philadelphia, Penn.
Chemical Science Senior
AHMAD1, REZA Manhattan
Electrical Engineering Senior
AHERN, JAMES A Salina
History Senior
AHRENS, JIM D Ellinwood
Agricultural Economics Junior
AKIN. DEAN A Manhattan
Engineering Technology Senior
AKIN. WANDA E Leonardville
Elementary Education Senior
AL AMOUDI. ABDULLAH S Saudi Arabia
Architecture Senior
AL-AMOUDI, LENA M Saudi Arabia
Interior Design Senior
AL-MANA. HASSAN A Saudi Arabia
Food Science and Industry Graduate Student
ALBIN, KENNETH L Belleville
Electrical Engineering Graduate Student
ALBRACHT, ROBERT M Manhattan
Industrial Engineering Junior
ALBRIGHT. KRISTINE R Hutchinson
Family Life and Human Development Senior
ALDRIDGE, CARLA J Delphos
Computer Science Junior
ALEXANDER. STEVEN S Baldwin City
Accounting Senior
ALI, SAMUEL G Manhattan
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
ALLEN. CHARLTON R Belle Plaine
Food Science and Industry Senior
ALLEN, LESLIE R Goddard
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
ALLEN. REBECCA J Overland Park
Accounting Junior
ALLERTON. JANE E Highland
Arts and Sciences Senior
ALLEY, ROBYN R Wichita
Pre-Nursing Junior
ALLISONPATTON. SANDRA Junction City
Education Senior
ALLMAN, DAVID N Manhattan
Marketing Junior
ALSALIH, FIRAS K Manhattan
Engineering .• Freshman
ALSALIH. HAYTHAM K. Manhattan
Engineering Technology Senior
ALSALIH, MARK K Manhattan
Engineering Technology Junior
ALTLAND, ROBERT S Manhattan
Marketing Senior
ALTWAIGERY. SAUD M Saudi Arabia
Biochemistry Graduate Student
ALVAREZ. MARGARITA R Puerto Rico
Biochemistry Senior
ALWAHAB. ELIZABETH S Manhattan
Business Administration Freshman
AMSLER. KARL E St. Louis, Mo.
Architecture Senior
ANDERSEN, SANDRA J Ozawkie
Social Work Sophomore
ANDERSON, DENNIS J Topeka
Construction Science Senior
ANDERSON, JANEL R Overbrook
Business Education Junior
ANDERSON. KIMBERLY A White City
Fashion Marketing Senior
ANDERSON. TOD A Kansas City
Engineering Technology Senior
ANDRA, KIM M Conway Springs
Home Economics Education Sophomore
ANDRA, MARK J Colwich
Mathematics Junior
ANDREWS. JAMES W Pierceville
Journalism and Mass Communications ... Sophomore
ANGELL, RANDALL L Medicine Lodge
Engineering Technology Senior
ANGELO, KATHY A Kenmore, NY.
Pre Design Professions Sophomore
ANNAN. SYLVIA E Onaga
Speech Pathology Graduate Student
ANNIS, STEVE W Beloit
Chemical Engineering Freshman
ANSCHLITZ. DON D Salina
Pre Physical Therapy Freshman
ANSCHUTZ. TAMBERA D Salina
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Sophomore
ARGO, BRENT H Lexington
Landscape Architecture Senior
AR1AZ. RONALD Chicago. 111.
Interior Design Senior
392 Off-Campus
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ARNOLD. KATHY S Overland Park
Elementary Education Senior
ARNOLD. MICHELLE R Spring Hill
Office Administration Junior
ARNOLD. REX D Halstead
Business Administration Junior
ARNOLD. RICHARD R Manhattan
Management Senior
ARNOLDY. ANTON Tipton
Mechanical Engineering Senior
ARNOLDY. STEVEN Tipton
Physical Education Senior
ASBILL. CINDI A Independence
Animal Science and Industry Senior
ASBCIRY, LONALD K Moberly. Mo.
Architectural Engineering Senior
ASEN. JOHN T Nigeria
Agronomy Senior
ASH. LAURIE A Newton
Family Life and Human Development Junior
ASHBY. TAM Grantville
Early Childhood Education Senior
ASHTON. ROBERT W Larned
Architecture Senior
ATHEY. MARTY L Prairie Village
Social Sciences Senior
ATKINSON. EDWARD A Norton
Veterinary Medicine Senior
ATKINSON. ERIC J Winfield
Journalism and Mass Communications Graduate Student
ATWOOD. MAX J Esbon
Industrial Engineering Senior
AUSTIN. CRAIG T Manhattan
Chemical Engineering Senior
AYDOGAN. HURRIYET N Turkey
Mechanical Engineering Junior
BAALMAN. LISA M Grinnell
Consumer Interest Junior
BABB. STEVEN E Independence
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
BACHAMP, MARK A Concordia
Civil Engineering Junior
BACHMAN, RON W Wichita
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Junior
BACKMAN. GAYLA L Vermillion
Home Economics Education Senior
BACKSTROM. ANNE Salina
Agriculture Senior
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Ride 'em cowboy — Kevin Dwyer, senior in food
science, rides his horse near Bill McClintock's
stables, where Dwyer keeps his horses.
Craig Chandler
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BAHR, SHARON R Olmitz
Fashion Marketing Senior
BAIER. JEANNE M Garden City
Recreation Sophomore
BAIER, JEFFREY A Kismet
Agronomy Senior
BAILEY. DANA L Manhattan
Pre Professional Elementary Education Freshman
BAILEY. GARY L Liberal
Engineering Technology Senior
BAIRD. STACI L Logan
Arts and Sciences Junior
BAKER, BETH E Winchester
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
BAKER, SHERRY C Topeka
Finance Sophomore
BAKER. STEPHANIE L Council Grove
Psychology Junior
BAKER, VANCE C Ma
Computer Science Senior
BALDERSTOW, BILL R Stockton
Arts and Sciences Freshman
BALDWIN, JANE E Shawnee Mission
Dietetics and Institutional Management Junior
BALDWIN, KATHY A Shawnee Mission
Fashion Marketing Senior
BALDWIN. MICHAEL R Coffeyville
Civil Engineering Senior
BALLOU. LARRY K Delphos
Physical Education Senior
BALLOCI, LINDA M. Delphos
Early Childhood Education Senior
BALTHAZOR, BART A Clyde
Mechanical Engineering Senior
BANDYK, CATHRYN A Hiawatha
Animal Science and Industry Senior
BANDYK. KIM R. Wamego
Agronomy Senior
BANISTER. JEFFREY R Overland Park
Construction Science Senior
BARBER, KEITH A Manhattan
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
BARBER, RHONDA K Ellinwood
Pre Design Professions Junior
BARDSLEY, KEVIN E Topeka
Milling Science and Management Senior
BARKER, KAREN Manhattan
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
BARLOW. TERRI L Coffeyville
Psychology Senior
BARNDOLLAR, PRATT Coffeyville
Civil Engineering Senior
BARNER, DEBRA L Belle Plaine
Music Education Graduate Student
BARNES, JAY H Centerville
Accounting Junior
BARNES, JOHN L Topeka
Architectural Engineering Sophomore
BARNETT, ROBERT L Bluffs. Ill
Architecture Junior
BARNETT. SHERYL A Wichita
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Senior
BARNETT, TAMMY A Bluffs, III
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Sophomore
BARR. JULIE L Topeka
Interior Design Sophomore
BARRETT, KIRK Elgin, III.
Chemical Engineering Senior
BARSHINGER. CARL W Sycamore, III.
Mechanical Engineering Senior
BARTH. JAMES N Belleville
Engineering Technology Senior
BARTH, MAL1A J Topeka
Biological Science Education Senior
BARTLETT, ANDRA L St. John
Physical Education Junior
BARTON, ANNA L Edwardsville, III.
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
BASCOM. JOHNATHAN B Riley
Geology Graduate Student
BAUER. STEVEN L Kansas City. Mo.
Landscape Architecture Senior
BAUGHMAN. AUDIE R Arkansas City
Chemical Engineering Senior
BAUGHN, SHERYALD L Fredonia
PreVeterinary Medicine Sophomore
BAUMAN. KEVIN R Abilene
Construction Science Sophomore
BAXTER. KATIE Wichita
Accounting Senior
BAXTER, MONICA A Kansas City
PreDesign Professions Junior
BEACHEY. TERRY X Lenexa
Mechanical Engineering Junior
BEACHNER, GARY E St. Paul
Agricultural Economics Freshman
BEAHM. BRUCE V St. Joseph, Mo.
Architecture Senior
BEAMER. GAYLENE L Oakley
Mechanical Engineering Senior
BEARLY. KIMBERLI A Garden Plain
Arts and Sciences Senior
BEARNES, KATHRYN A Culver
Agricultural Journalism Junior
BECK. CINDY L Manhattan
Arts and Sciences Senior
BECKELHIMER. WILLIAM F Arkansas City
Accounting Junior
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BECKER, SARAH E Junction City
Psychology Junior
BECKMAN. WALTER R St. Louis, Mo.
Architecture Senior
BEEMS, JULIA K Topeka
Horticulture Therapy Senior
BEESON, HEIDI L Scott City
Social Sciences Senior
BEIER. PATRICIA A Manhattan
Interior Design Senior
BEIKMANN, RANDALL S Linn
Mechanical Engineering Senior
BEIM, PERRY L Phillipsburg
Animal Science and Industry Senior
BEIM, TIMOTHY A Phillipsburg
Agricultural Engineering Senior
BEISEL, CINDY L Salina
Horticulture Junior
BEISEL. SANDRA Salina
Management Junior
BELDEN. KATHY B Escondido, Calif.
Foods and Nutrition Science Senior
BELL. BRENT C Wichita
Chemical Engineering Junior
BELL. LINDA K Medicine Lodge
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
BELL, RORY D Dodge City
Accounting Junior
BELL, SCOTT T Overland Park
Milling Science and Management Senior
BENDA, BARBARA L Ludell
Horticulture Senior
BENDER, AMY E Kinsley
Elementary Education Junior
BENGSTON, ANNE E Inman
Accounting Senior
BENLON, PAUL A Kansas City
Radio and Television Senior
BENNAKA, LARRY G Horton
Accounting Junior
BENNETT. RANDALL W Williamsburg
Architecture Senior
BENNETT, SHARON Y Salina
Accounting Junior
BENSON, PAULA R Caney
Health Junior
BENTEMAN, BRUCE A Topeka
Business Administration Sophomore
BENZ, ELAINE C Bonner Springs
Early Childhood Education Junior
BERGER. MARK A Halstead
Business Administration Senior
BERGKAMP, SCOTT R Eldorado
Management Senior
BERGMEIER, MIKE J Phillipsburg
Mechanical Engineering Junior
BERGNER. JAMES R Pratt
Agricultural Economics Senior
BERGREN, RONDA K Marysville
Architectural Engineering Sophomore
BERNEKING. KIRK W Formoso
Agricultural Economics Senior
BERNING. DAN Leoti
Agricultural Education Senior
BERNING, SUZANNE R Marienthal
Accounting Senior
BERRY, DIANA S Minneapolis
Animal Science and Industry Senior
BERRY, GREG D Milton
Agricultural Economics Senior
BERTELS, LORI K Nortonville
Journalism and Mass Communications . . . , Sophomore
BERTELS, TERRY L Nortonville
Pre-Forestry Sophomore
BERTRAM, NANCY C Topeka
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
BETTS, ALAN M Santa Maria, Calif.
Mechanical Engineering Senior
BETTS, TIMOTHY G Perry
Physical Education Freshman
BETZEN, ROBERT J Colwich
Psychology Senior
BEVAN, JERRY G Garden City
Finance Junior
BEXTERNILLER, THERESA M Wentzville. Mo.
Architecture Senior
BEYER, CHRIS M Wichita
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
BEYER. KEVIN R Gridley
Animal Science and Industry Senior
BEYER, ROBERTA A Gridley
Medical Technology Junior
BEYNON. TERY W Hill City
Industrial Engineering Senior
BIASELLA, BEVERLY J Prairie Village
Management Senior
BIEKER, BART K McCook, Neb.
Industrial Engineering Senior
BIERLY. KIRK C Lyons
Horticultural Therapy Graduate Student
BIGELOW, BRIAN E Ida Grove, Iowa
Engineering Technology Senior
BIGHAM, LINDA L Grantville
Interior Design Senior
BILLINGS. BARETTA G Valley Falls
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
BILLINGS, LINDA D Liberal
Accounting Senior
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BILLINGS, MARVIA W Liberal
Management Junior
BILYEU. BRIAN K Chanute
Marketing Senior
BILYEU, JEFFREY S Overland Park
Milling Science and Management Junior
BISHOP, BRUCE W Baldwin City
Engineering Technology Junior
BISHOP, TERI A Salina
Architecture Senior
BLACK, DARRYL S Newark, N.J.
Life Sciences Senior
BLACKMAN, ANGELA E New York City, N.Y.
Medical Technology Junior
BLANCHARD. LORRIE R Riverton, Wyo.
Nuclear Engineering Junior
BLATTNER. MARY E Rozel
Elementary Education Senior
BLATTNER, NANCY L Rozel
Elementary Education . Junior
BLAZEK, KIM R Munden
Physical Education Senior
BLISS, DAN E St. John
Finance Senior
BLISS, VIVIAN B St. John
Consumer Interest Senior
BLOCKLINGER, KELLY L Minneapolis
Interior Design Freshman
BLOOM, JOEL D Larned
Finance Senior
BLUMANHOURST, MICHAEL B Murdock
Agricultural Engineering Senior
BLOMER, RICHARD P Manhattan
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
BLUMER, SANDY J St, George
Business Administration Freshman
BLUNT, BERNITA A Beloit
Early Childhood Education Junior
BLUSH, SUSAN M. Silver Lake
Fashion Marketing Senior
BLYTHE, LAURIE M White City
Pre-Nursing Junior
BOARDMAN. BARRY R Concordia
Radio and Television Senior
BOCK, DONALD R Honor. Miss.
Mechanical Engineering Junior
BOCK, MARGARET A Manhattan
Foods and Nutrition Science Graduate Student
BOHM. CHRISTOPHER M Concordia
Mechanical Engineering Junior
BOHN, DEXTER. E Eskridge
Industrial Engineering Senior
BOLARIS, EMMANUEL D Overland Park
Architecture Junior
BOLEY, SALLY A Heweyville
Pre Nursing Freshman
BOLIN. MARK L Tescott
Accounting Junior
BOLLMAN. DAVID L Manhattan
Mechanical Engineering Junior
BOLZ, SHARON M Valley Falls
Interior Design Junior
BOND. EDWARD U Manhattan
Arts and Sciences Senior
BOND, GARY L Westwood
Architectural Engineering Junior
BOND, LINDA B Lincoln, Neb.
Speech Senior
BOOK, CHRISTOPHER S. Mechanicsburg. Penn.
Agricultural Education Graduate Student
BORGEN. STEVEN S Lyons
Agriculture Freshman
BORGERDING, PATRICK L Marysville
Mechanical Engineering Senior
BORN, DON E Eudora
Biological Science Education Senior
BORTONE. EUGENIO J Venezuela
Dairy Production Senior
BORTZ, BERRY K Cunningham
Agronomy Senior
BOST, CHRIS D Liberty. Mo.
Architecture Senior
BOTKIN, LINDA C Shawnee Mission
Retail Floriculture Sophomore
BOULANGER, KIRK E Sedan
Geology Junior
BOWEN. BARBARA A Hiawatha
Accounting Senior
BOWEN, DAVID L Manhattan
Pre-Law Freshman
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BOWER. BARBARA S Ft. Riley
Accounting Senior
BOWSER. GINA D Russell
Accounting Junior
BOWSER, JULIE A Oskaloosa
Finance Sophomore
BOYD. EDWINA M Manhattan
Accounting Sophomore
BOYD, STEVEN P St. Louis. Mo.
Architecture Senior
BOYER, LISA S lola
Foods and Nutrition in Business Senior
BRABEC. DAN Washington
Agricultural Engineering Senior
BRACK, MARC Hoisington
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
BRADBURY, WALTER J Winfield
Agricultural Engineering Junior
BRADY. PHIL J Clay Center
Journalism and Mass Communications
. Sophomore
BRAMLAGE. JOSEPH N Marysville
Construction Science Senior
BRAMLAGE. JULIE A Marysville
Elementary Education Senior
BRAMLAGE, KENNETH C Frankfort
Accounting Senior
BRAMLAGE, LOIS J Frankfort
Early Childhood Education Freshman
BRANDS. VANESSA R Long Island
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Senior
BRANFORT, VALERI R Lincoln
Accounting Sophomore
BRANNUM, KELLY J independence
Construction Science Freshman
BRANNUM, KEVIN E Independence
Animal Science and Industry Junior
BRANT, KARA D Kansas City
Marketing Senior
BRAUN. STEVE D Topeka
Pre-Medicine Junior
Itchy feet — Kevin Beyer, senior in animal
science and industry, sands the hooves of a
herford bull before the Little American Royale
Show.
Craig Chandler
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BRAY. CYNTHIA S Sterling
Fashion Marketing Senior
BRAZIER, DENISE L Wamego
Psychology Senior
BREHM, STEVEN W Pratt
Agricultural Economics Junior
BREITENBACH, JODY R Lawrence
Apparel Design Junior
BRELSFORD, KENNETH E Manhattan
Geography Graduate Student
BRENEMAN, BRAD S Parson
Mechanical Engineering Junior
BRENEMAN. TRACIE S Shawnee
Business Administration Freshman
BRENNER. RONALD F Beeler
Agricultural Economics Junior
BREWER, SCISAN R Anthony
Animal Science and Industry Senior
BREY, SHAWN P Lake Quivera
Elementary Education Junior
BRIGHT, CARMEN L Chanute
Elementary Education Sophomore
BROADSTONE. DAVID S. Anchorage, Alaska
Architectural Engineering Senior
BROCKELMAN, JULIE D Holton
Business Administration Junior
BROCKHOFF, LYNNE Hiawatha
Chemical Engineering Senior
BROOKS. BARBARA L Manhattan
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
Book work — Mark Zeller, sophomore in
pre-design professions, uses an air gun to
blow mold and dust off books in Farrell
Library.
Mark Sageser
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BROOKS. KAREN N Parsons
Education Junior
BROOKS. SCOTT Manhattan
Milling Science and Management Senior
BROOKSHIER, MICHAEL D Newton
Architecture Senior
BROTHERS. WILLIAM J Joplin. Mo.
Radio and Television Junior
BROWN, DARLA D Newton
Physical Education Senior
BROWN, JUDY E Melvern
Animal Science and Industry Junior
BROWN, LESLIE A Manhattan
Biology Junior
BROWN. MARK L Cottonwood Falls
Electrical Engineering Senior
BROWN, MARSHA J Concordia
English Senior
BROWN. MARVIN D Wamego
Interior Design Sophomore
BROWN. PATRICK J Hays
Business Administration Senior
BROWN, RONALD E Mission
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
BROWN. RUSSELL A Horton
Finance Senior
BROWN. SHARON E Salina
Family Life and Human Development Senior
BROWN. SHERRY L Coon Rapids. Minn.
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
BROWNFIELD, WILLIAM S Leawood
Agricultural Economics Senior
BROX. KAREN M Huron
Horticulture Junior
BROYLES. ROBERT B Overland Park
Biological Science Education Senior
BRULL, JIM Hays
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Junior
BRULL, JUDY Hays
Marketing Senior
BRUNNERT, CHARLES W Manhattan
Engineering Technology Senior
BRYAN, KENT E Overland Park
Chemical Engineering Senior
BRYAN, RICK Osage City
Agricultural Economics Junior
BRYANT, CARLA S Overland Park
Interior Design Junior
BUCKSTEAD, KRISTIN L Overland Park
Industrial Engineering Junior
BUDREAU. SCOTT D Lincoln
Construction Science Senior
BUEHRE, GINA M Salina
Early Childhood Education Sophomore
BUEHRE, HEIDI L Salina
Food Science and Industry Sophomore
BUESSING, CONNIE K Axtell
Accounting Sophomore
BUESSING, WILMA E Baileyville
Dietetics and Institutional Management Graduate
Student
BUGAIGHIS, MARGARET A Libya
Family Life and Human Development Graduate Student
BUGAIGHIS. MOHAMED M Libya
Statistics Graduate Student
BUGAIGHIS, YASMIN M Libya
Architecture Junior
BULEJSKI, JIM M St. Louis, Mo.
Architecture Junior
BULLER. SUSAN P Newton
Fashion Marketing Junior
BUNTON. PAUL C Manhattan
Architecture Senior
BUNTON. ROBIN L Manhattan
Psychology Senior
BUNTT. BETTY L Richmond
Home Economics Education Graduate Student
BURCH. ANGELA K Towanda
Horticulture Senior
BURCH, PAM R Towanda
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
BURES. RANDALL L Odell. Neb.
Agricultural Economics Senior
BURGESS, JAMES D Wamego
Electrical Engineering Junior
BURJES, KAREN J Chapman
Pre-Design Professions Junior
BURKE. STEPHANIE A Council Grove
Restaurant Management Sophomore
BURNETT. ANTHONY Q Salina
Business Administration Junior
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BURNETTE, STEPHEN Silver Lake
Mechanical Engineering Junior
BUROUGH. FRANK W Delphos
Computer Science Graduate Student
BURRIS, VICTOR M Junction City
Business Administration Freshman
BORROW, FRANK E St. George
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
BURTNESS. NORMAN D Manhattan
Accounting Junior
BURTON, BARBARA A Frankfort
Correctional Administration Junior
BUSBEA, SUSAN E Kansas City
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Junior
BUSCHER, STAN Kingman
Agricultural Education Junior
BUSH. DEBRA J Phillipsbug
Management Senior
BUSH. RICHARD L Phillipsburg
Management Senior
BUSSE, BRET D Kansas City. Mo.
Architectural Engineering Sophomore
BC1SSEN. DAVID W Wallace
Family Life and Human Development Junior
BUTELL, MICHAEL J Lawrence
Business Administration Sophomore
BUTERBAUGH. GERALD E Nebraska City, Neb.
Finance Graduate Student
BUTLER. BETH E Derby
Fashion Marketing Senior
BUTLER. WAYNE A Ulysses
Management Senior
BUTTERFIELD, TIM I Beloit
Electrical Engineering Senior
BUTZ. RANDY F Dodge City
Engineering Technology Senior
BUYLE, RAYMOND J Manhattan
Construction Science Junior
BUZZARD, JUDY L Overland Park
Physical Education Junior
BYERS, MELISSA D Wichita
Management Senior
BYRAM, HARRY H Haysville
Pre-Design Professions Junior
CADWALLADER. CASSANDRA L Wichita
Art Senior
CADY, MARK R Florissant, Mo.
Construction Science Junior
CAILTEUX. KAYLENE M Clyde
Medical Technology Senior
CAIN, VALERIE A Sedan
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
CALKINS. LEE W Olathe
Computer Science Senior
CAMAC. CAROL L Manhattan
Education Graduate Student
CAMAC, JOE L Manhattan
Animal Science and Industry Graduate Student
CAMERON, SHAR1 L Hill City
Industrial Engineering Senior
CAMERY, JAY W Minnetonka, Minn.
Milling Science and Management Senior
CAMPBELL, CHANTEL C Burlington
Pre-Medicine Freshman
CAMPBELL, CHERYL A Atchison
Office Administration Junior
CAMPBELL, CHRISTINE J Beloit
Social Sciences Senior
CAMPBELL, CONNIE S Overland Park
Medical Technology Senior
CANADAY, RANDY O Lakewood, Colo.
Finance Junior
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CANTRELL, EDWARD G Overland Park
Biology Junior
CAPPELLETTI, CRISTIA Junction City
Consumer Interest Senior
CARAWAY, ELIZABETH A Ellsworth
Apparel Design Junior
CARAZO-GILOT, CARLOS M Puerto Rico
Poultry Science Senior
CARLAT, STAN D Pittsburg
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
CARLIN, BRENDAN J Osborne
Business Administration Freshman
CARLIN, GLENDA M Osborne
Interior Design Junior
CARLSON. JON S Manhattan
Construction Science Senior
CARMICHAEL, WADE J Bird City
Agriculture Sophomore
CARNAHAN, KATHRYN K Manhattan
Fashion Marketing Junior
CARNAHAN, LORI S. Manhattan
Management Senior
CARRA, JEFFREY B Niotaze
Political Science Senior
CARRA. JOANNA L Niotaze
Accounting Senior
CARRIKER, CRISTIE G Lewis
Pre-Medicine Junior
CARSON. BOBBI S Wetmore
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
CARTMILL, JILL A Ottawa
Social Work Sophomore
CARVER, GWEN D Shawnee
Elementary Education Senior
CASE. RICK A Clay Center
Agronomy Junior
CASE, SCOTT D Topeka
Architecture Senior
CASHION. DENNIS M Kansas City
Finance Sophomore
CASTON. JOHN C Venezuela
Mechanical Engineering Senior
CATT. SHELLY J Olsburg
Pre-Professional Secondary Education Sophomore
CAVASSA, CARI L Newton
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
CAYLOR, MICHAEL J Concordia
Electrical Engineering Junior
CHADD, TROY S Pratt
Engineering Sophomore
CHAFFIN, CHARLES Olathe
Pre-Forestry Freshman
CHALASHTARI, AFSHIN S Kansas City, Mo.
Architectural Engineering Junior
CHAMBLISS. CHRIS Overland Park
Management Senior
CHAMBLISS. DIANNE S Overland Park
Early Childhood Education Senior
CHANG. TAI W Taiwan
Architecture Graduate Student
CHARTIER, DENISE Oak Hill
Elementary Education Sophomore
CHERAY. JANE A Overland Park
Computer Science Junior
CHILDS. CLAYTON W Elmdale
Mechanical Engineering Junior
CHILDS, STANLEY E Sterling
Engineering Technology Senior
CHLAPEK, LINDA K Liberty, Mo.
Landscape Architecture Junior
CHRISLER, KAREN L Winfield
Animal Science and Industry Senior
CHRISTENSEN, LISA K Holton
Chemical Engineering Junior
CHRISTOFANELLI. BARBARA Phoenix, Ariz.
Foods and Nutrition in Business Senior
CHRISTOPHER, KAREN K Hoisington
Family Life and Human Development Senior
CHRISTOPHER, KARLA M Hoisington
Family Life and Human Development Senior
CHRISTY, DOUGLAS J Topeka
Finance Graduate Student
CHURCH, MELISSA A Kansas City
Apparel Design Senior
CLAASSEN, KENDALL S Newton
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
CLAASSEN, ROGER Whitewater
Agronomy Senior
CLAFLIN, BETSY L Overland Park
Animal Science and Industry Senior
CLARK. ANGELA M Paola
Marketing Senior
CLARK. BRYAN R Formoso
Accounting Senior
CLARK. JULIE D McPherson
Home Economics Education Junior
CLARK, SANDRA M Concordia
Home Economics and Mass Communications . . Senior
CLARK, SUSAN J Overland Park
Arts and Sciences Graduate Student
CLARK. TERRENCE 1 Topeka
Horticulture Freshman
CLARK, TERESA A Hutchinson
Business Administration Sophomore
CLARKE, DANIEL D Jetmore
Mechanical Engineering Junior
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CLARKE, LINDA L Medicine Lodge
Art Junior
CLASSEN, SHERRY K Marion
Home Economics Extension Senior
CLAY, STEPHEN L Wichita
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
CLEGG, JAMES R Granville, Ohio
Speech Senior
CLEMENTS, RUTH L Salina
Music Education Sophomore
CLEMENTS. VERNON D. Holton
Accounting Senior
CLINE, JOSEPHINE L Havensville
Agricultural Education Senior
CLOSSON, KAREN S Kingman
Housing and Equipment Graduate Student
CLOUGHLEY. PATRICIA A Westwood
Management Junior
CLOWE, CONNIE J Wetmore
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
COBLE. GARY A Gardner
Physical Education Senior
COBLER, BRAD A Topeka
Engineering Technology Senior
COCKRELL, JERI A Douglass
Dietetics and Institutional Management Freshman
COCKRELL, JOE B Douglass
Pre-Design Professions Junior
COEN. JAMES A. Ottawa
Civil Engineering , , Senior
COGAN, JOHN M Towanda
Geology Junior
COLBERT, MICHAEL H Junction City
Computer Science Senior
COLDSMITH, CONNIE Emporia
PreProfessional Elementary Education Sophomore
COLE, LUCIENNE Manhattan
Foods and Nutrition Science Graduate Student
COLE, PETION Haiti
Electrical Engineering Senior
COLELLA. FRANCISCO Caracas, Venezuela
Psychology Senior
COLEMAN. DAVID E Manhattan
Social Sciences Senior
COLLINGWOOD, AL T Johnson
Veterinary Medicine Freshman
COLLINS, KERRY D lola
Marketing Junior
CONLEY, SHARON R Wichita
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
CONNOR. LISA E Overland Park
Interior Architecture Senior
CONRARDY, MARK E Kansas City
Architectural Engineering Senior
CONSIGLI, LINDA D Manhattan
Arts and Sciences Junior
CONSTABLE, SONJA A Blue Rapids
Geology Junior
COOK, CHERIE A Olathe
History Senior
COOK, DANIEL K Louisburg
Management Junior
COOK, DAVID C Stanley
Accounting Senior
COOK, VICKI D Hope
Finance Junior
COOPER, BRADLEY B Manhattan
Horticulture Junior
COOPER, SONIA R Minneapolis
Home Economics Education Senior
COPE, STEVEN W Joplin, Mo.
Construction Science Junior
COPELAND. JANICE S Riley
Speech Pathology Senior
CORBETT, KEITH R Merriam
Agronomy Junior
CORDELL, VICKIE K Council Grove
Engineering Technology Sophomore
CORNELISON, LORI R Douglass
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Junior
CORNWELL, JEANETTE D Luray
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
CORPCJS, MARITES S Philippines
Agricultural Economics Graduate Student
CORRETJER, RAFAEL Puerto Rico
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Junior
COSSMAN. KRISTI K Jetmore
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
COUCHMAN, GARRY Winfield
Agricultural Education Sophomore
COCIKOULIS, MICHELLE M Wichita
Fashion Marketing Junior
COOP. DONAVON D McPherson
Architecture Senior
COVINGTON, PENNY A Kansas City
Interior Design Freshman
COWLEY, DANA K Ozawkie
Home Economics Extension Senior
COX. CHRIS J Concordia
Nuclear Engineering Junior
COX, KRISTEN A Shawnee
Fashion Marketing Junior
COX, SANDY L Manhattan
Interior Design Sophomore
COX, SHAWNAE Manhattan
Interior Design Freshman
COYNE. BRENDA M Lakin
Social Work Senior
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CRAFT, BRENDA J Wichita
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Senior
CRAIG. MICHAEL I Baldwin
Animal Science and Industry Senior
CRAWFORD. SANDY M Clay Center
Accounting Junior
CRAWSHAW, DALE A Altoona
Mechanical Engineering Junior
CREIGHTON, DEAN W Homesdale, Penn.
Food Science and Industry Graduate Student
CRILLY, DIANA R Wamego
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
CROOK, TERI L Garden City
Landscape Architecture Junior
CROW. BONNIE G Topeka
Physical Education Senior
CRUMRINE. SUZANNE Olathe
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
CCJLLOP. JERRY D Sterling
Animal Science and Industry Senior
CGMRO. DENNIS L Summersfield
Mathematics Senior
CUNNINGHAM, ALAN L Silver Lake
Mathematics Education Senior
CUNNINGHAM. KAREN S Lees Summit. Mo.
Agricultural Journalism Junior
CURBOW. DAVID W Clever, Mo.
Architecture Senior
CURTIS, MARVEL E Wamego
Elementary Education Senior
DABBAS. AIDA H Marysville
Modern Languages Freshman
DABBAS, IHSANN H Marysville
Modern Languages Freshman
DALE, KEVIN R Haven
Pre-Law Sophomore
DANDLIRAND, TERR1 M Salina
Accounting Sophomore
DANIELS. JEANNE M Valley Center
Physical Education Senior
DANIELS. KAY B. Lecompton
Horticulture Senior
DANIELS. PATRICIA M Valley Center
Biology Junior
DANIELSON. JON P Clyde
Pre-Medicine Senior
DANLER, LORI R. Cottonwood Falls
Agricultural Economics Senior
DARDIS. ANNE M Eudora
Pre-Medicine Sophomore
DARLING, CHARLES D Stafford
Chemical Engineering Junior
DAVID. ANN L Prairie Village
Management Senior
DAVIDSON, DALE E Hope
Agricultural Education Senior
DAVIES, PAMELA K Osage City
Business Administration Senior
DAVIS, JOSE R Junction City
Political Science Freshman
Rest stop — Mark Flagler and Shawn
Gideon, both freshmen in engineering,
fiddle with the carburator of a car stalled
at the intersection of Denison and Poyntz.
The car is owned by Kathy Taylor, junior
in sociology. Many off-campus students
find it necessary to drive to campus.
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DAVIS, KATHY L Kansas City
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Junior
DAVIS, KEVIN D Fort Scott
Dairy Production Senior
DAVIS, LORI J Lee Summit. Mo.
Geography Senior
DAVIS. PAMELA J Salisbury. Mo.
Physics Education Senior
DAVIS. PATRICIA G Hutchinson
Computer Science Senior
DAVIS. RANDAL J Kansas City. Mo.
Landscape Architecture Senior
DAVISSON. APRIL A Rockville, Md.
Consumer Interest Graduate Student
DAWKINS. BERNARD R St. Louis, Mo.
Architecture Junior
DAWSON, HARRY W Medicine Lodge
Agricultural Economics Junior
DAY, GAIL L Wakarusa
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Junior
DEANDA, LORI Miltonvale
Health Senior
DEAVER, ZITA M Clay Center
Accounting Senior
DEBARTHE, LARRY D Independence, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
DEEVER, KAY L Junction City
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Junior
DEFFENBACIGH. TAMERA J Coffeyville
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
DEGARMO, LISA J Hutchinson
Foods and Nutrition Science Sophomore
DEGENHARDT. DAN A Topeka
Veterinary Medicine Freshman
DEGRANDE. JOHN J Gardner
Accounting Senior
DEITER. GREGORY J Derby
Electrical Engineering Senior
DEJESUS, KATHLEEN A Junction City
Modern Languages Senior
DEJESUS, MARILYN A Junction City
Mechanical Engineering Senior
DEL1CH. RENEE M Overland Park
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
DENEAULT, EDWARD W Salina
Electrical Engineering Senior
DENL1NGER. WILLIAM L Prairie Village
Microbiology Senior
DENNING, DONALD E Monument
Electrical Engineering Senior
DENTON, SHAYNE A Atchison
Accounting Sophomore
DEPENBUSCH, ROGER A Zenda
Elementary Education Freshman
DESPARD. MARY E Wichita
Management Senior
DETWILER, THERESA M Kensington
Family Life and Human Development Junior
DEW, GREGORY A Topeka
Business Administration Senior
DEYARMETT, DEBORAH S Wichita
Psychology Sophomore
DEYOE, KATHRYN L Manhattan
Finance Senior
DEYOE, NANCY S Manhattan
History Junior
DICK. DAYOL E Buhler
Pre Veterinary Medicine Junior
DICKEN, PAMELA S Newton
Pre Professional Secondary Education Sophomore
DICKERHOOF. RANDAL O Chanute
Radio and Television Senior
DICKERSON, JOHN T Fort Scott
Agricultural Education Junior
DIDDE, KAREN A. Belleville
Accounting Senior
DIETTERICH, ROBERT J Ransom
Geology Senior
DIKEMAN, C. DIANE Syracuse
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
DILLER. TIM Hesston
Accounting Senior
DILLON, DENNIS D Phillipsburg
Finance Senior
DILLON, LANA D Concordia
Home Economics Education Junior
DIMITRI, PAMELA A Salina
Computer Science Freshman
DISKIN, DEBORA Cheney
Business Education Senior
DISNEY. DEBBIE A Chanute
Marketing Senior
DISQCIE, ANGIE K Salina
Accounting Sophomore
DOCKENDORF JR., JOE B Manhattan
Business Administration Sophomore
DODD, JOY E Oneida
Elementary Education Junior
DODSON, KEVIN A Coffeyville
Marketing Sophomore
DOLL, DIANE L Omaha. Neb
Horticulture Sophomore
DOMINGCJEZ. GARY P Wichita
Construction Science Senior
DONNELLY, DOUG A Independence
Pre-Nursing Sophomore
DONOVAN. DIANE M Atchison
Education Senior
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DOPERALSKI, MATTHEW J Wamego
Agronomy Senior
DORR. KATHERINE L Overland Park
Management Senior
DORR. RUSS B Overland Park
Engineering Technology Sophomore
DORRANCE, SHARON J Axtell
Physical Education Junior
DORRELL. GREG R Bendena
Pre-Pharmacy Senior
DOUGLAS, CAROL E Topeka
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
DOWELL. GORDON R Clyde
Agricultural Journalism Senior
DOWELL, JEANNE E Morrill
Home Economics Education Senior
DOWLER, JOLEEN M Laramie, Wy.
Home Economics and Mass Commuications Sophomore
DOYEL. ELIZABETH R Springdale. Ark.
Veterinary Medicine Graduate Student
DOYLE, GINA L Clearwater
Art Sophomore
DRAEMEL. IAN R Salina
Horticulture Therapy Graduate Student
DREILING. MARK A Hays
Industrial Engineering Senior
DRCIMMOND. JERRY Leawood
Construction Science Senior
DRCJRY. SANDRA S Mankato
Physical Education Senior
DUDEN, DANA J Overland Park
Office Administration Junior
DUELL, KRISTI A Goodland
Arts and Sciences Freshman
DUMARS, GREGORY A Lindsborg
Finance Junior
DUNCAN, RANDALL Troy
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
DUNLAP. LORI A Los Angeles, Calif.
Social Sciences Junior
DUNN, PATRICE J. Wichita
Natural Resource Management Senior
DCIRANT, RHONDA R Jewell
Natural Resource Management Junior
DURAR, ABDCILRAZAG A Libya
Agronomy Graduate Student
DURGAN. JAN Manhattan
History Senior
DUTRO, MARK K Topeka
Physical Education Senior
DUTTON. CHRISTI L Wichita
Interior Design Senior
DUTTON, KEVIN D Manhattan
Computer Science Sophomore
DUTTON. TANYA D Manhattan
Pre Law Freshman
DYER, DIANE L Leawood
Social Sciences Senior
EADS, BRAD N Garden City
Finance Senior
EARNSHAW, JAMES R Shawnee
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
EBBERT. SCOTT D Shawnee
Milling Science and Management Senior
EBEL, KEITH E Kansas City
Electrical Engineering Senior
EBEL, LEANN Manhattan
Finance Senior
EBERT, JEFFERY G St. George
Accounting Junior
EBERT, KIMBERLY K Wamego
Business Administration Sphomore
ECKHOFF, BARDLEY D Manhattan
Industrial Engineering Junior
EDDY, RITA A Syracuse
Interior Design Sophomore
EDGAR, W. KELLEY Wellington
Finance Senior
EDIGER. CHRIS H Buhler
Construction Science Senior
EDWARDS. JAMES L Junction City
Construction Science Senior
EDWARDS. ROBIN K
. . Whitewater
Pre Professional Elementary Education Sophomore
EFFLAND, DON E Lincoln
Management Junior
EGGLESTON. EILEEN M Leroy
Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
EGGLESTON. RICK B Mulvane
Mechanical Engineering Junior
EHM, THERESA L Manhattan
Foods and Nutrition in Business Sophomore
EICHEM, TAMMY L Wamego
Arts and Sciences Freshman
EILERT, MARK A Beloit
Agricultural Engineering Junior
EINER, RICHARD A Humboldt
Nuclear Engineering Freshman
EMBREE, LIISA E Leavenworth
Marketing Sophomore
ELDER, GARY L Overland Park
Mechanical Engineering Junior
ELDER, LYNN F Seneca
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Senior
ELLERMAN, JR., CARL L Nortonville
Psychology Sophomore
ELLIOT. JOEL K Natoma
Geography Senior
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ELLIOT, KELLI D Topeka
Architecture Junior
ELLIS, DEBRA S Shawnee
Fashion Marketing Junior
ELLISON, LUCINDA M Humboldt
Journalism and Mass Communications Sophomore
ELLMAN, CHERYL L Lenexa
Horticulture Sophomore
ELLMAN, VICTORIA Lenexa
Natural Resource Management Senior
ELZINGA. TANYA L Manhattan
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Freshman
ENGELKEN. LAURIE E Seneca
History Education Junior
ENGELKEN, LORI A Seneca
Accounting Junior
ENGELLAND. THOMAS L Sterling
Construction Science Junior
ENGEN, CHRIS A Wichita
Construction Science Junior
ENGLER, LC1ETTA Deerfield
Marketing Junior
ENLOE, DON A Kansas City
Construction Science Senior
ENRIGHT. MARY K Sioux Falls, S.D.
Fashion Marketing Senior
ENSMINGER, JO L Moran
Elementary Education Junior
EPLER, TERRI L Omaha. Neb.
Accounting Senior
EPP. AMY E Newton, Conn.
Dietetics and Institutional Management Junior
EPPS, SUSAN J Ulysses
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
ERICKSON, EDWARD L Courtland
Agricultural Mechanization Junior
ERICKSON. JON C Manhattan
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
ERICSON, BRENDA M Fort Scott
Accounting Senior
Smile — Architecture students photograph a
landscape model constructed by Shiu-Yen Lee,
graduate student in landscape architecture.
Taking the photo is Che Hsiung Lin, graduate
student in architecture.
Andy Sclv
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ERNZEN, SUZANNE K Potter
Art Junior
ERTL, LOREN J St. George
Management Senior
ESAU, DAVID J Newton
Pre-Design Professions Junior
ESKEW, MICHAEL P Douglasville, Ga.
Political Science Freshman
ESPARZA, DENISE Kansas City
Elementary Education Junior
ESPARZA, DOLORES Kansas City
Fashion Marketing Freshman
ESSLINGER, DENISE J Mankato
Business Administration Sophomore
ECIBANKS. MAUREEN M Kansas City
Medical Technology Senior
EULERT, MAX Paradise
Agronomy Senior
EVANS, BILLE J St. George
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
EVANS. DAVID D Wellington
Social Sciences Senior
EVANS. KIM K Garden City
Elementary Education Junior
EVANS, LINK A Lyons
Geology Senior
EVANS, SANDRA K Valley Center
Computer Science Senior
EVANS, SHARI K Newton
Recreation Senior
EVES, BRADLEY S Goodland
Accounting Sophomore
EW1NG, JULIE A Conway Springs
Dietetics and Institutional Mangement Sophomore
EWY. MIKE V Hanston
Finance Senior
EYE, JACKLYN K Newton
Computer Science Junior
EYESTONE, KEITH L Manhattan
Business Education Sophomore
FABAC, MICHAEL P Kansas City
Accounting Sophomore
FAGAN, BRENDA L Concordia
Social Work Junior
FAIRBANK, DANIEL W Independence
Mechanical Engineering Senior
FAIRBURN, LAURIE G Manhattan
Consumer Interest Junior
FALLAH, FARHAD H Iran
Architectural Engineering Senior
FAN, LYD1A Nigeria
Foods and Nutrition Science Senior
FARNEN, ROGER W Kansas City
Milling Science and Management Junior
FARNEY, CHERYL A Haysville
Interior Design Junior
FARR, CRAIG J Houston, Texas
Accounting Senior
FARR, JACK V Derby
Computer Science Senior
FARR, JOSEPH K Derby
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
FARRELL. CHARLENE Wamego
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
FARRELL, LYNN M Russell
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
FAST, BRAD L Mulvane
Management Senior
FAW, JENNY E Manhattan
Fashion Marketing Sophomore
FEE, RANDY E White Cloud
Agricultural Economics Senior
FEHLMAN, MARVIN L Wakefield
Agricultural Education Sophomore
FELDKAMP, KEITH G Baileyville
Radio and Television Junior
FEIL, RODNEY D Salina
Marketing Senior
FELL, LIZ J Colby
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Senior
FELDMANN. THOMAS S Overland Park
Management Senior
FELTS, JANET Lawrence
Interior Design Sophomore
FENLUN, INGA Lincoln
Interior Architecture Senior
FENTON, MARK W Manhattan
Finance Senior
FERDOWSIAN, ZOYA J Iran
Electrical Engineering Senior
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FERGUSON. CINDY L Overland Park
Finance Senior
FERGUSON, DAVID L Lindsborg
Business Administration Junior
FERGUSON. SHANNON L Cheney
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
FERNANDEZ, ALVIN Puerto Rico
Architecture Senior
FERNKOPF. STEVEN L Holton
Engineering Technology Junior
FIELDER. LISA L Dwight
Office Administration Junior
FIELDS. CHRISTINA M Sublette
Animal Science and Industry Senior
FIENE, SHARI D Newton
Physical Education Junior
FIGURSKI. PATRICIA D. Manhattan
Finance Senior
FILL1MAN, DANA K Glenview. III.
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
FISCHER. DAVID J Des Plains, 111.
Architecture Senior
FISHER, CAROL B Council Grove
Management Senior
FITZSIMMONS, LISA A Wichita
Fashion Marketing Junior
FLAHAVEN. ERIN L Wichita
Engineering Junior
FLAMING, KEVAN P Augusta
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
FLAMM. MARK A Arnold, Mo.
Architecture Senior
FLEENOR, REBECCA A Topeka
Speech Pathology Senior
FLEMING, DENISE M Concordia
Accounting Senior
FLETCHER. SUSAN K Bucklin
Finance Senior
FLICK1NGER. TERESA J Moundridge
Early Childhood Education Senior
FLINN, CHARLOTTE A Olathe
Accounting Junior
FLOYD, DENNIS A St. Francis
Engineering Technology Senior
FLYNN, MICHAEL G Oklahoma City, Okla.
Interior Architecture Senior
FOLSOM. BLAINE M Stockton
Geography Senior
FOOSHEE. JULIE A Garnett
Arts and Sciences Junior
FORAKER, HARLAN D Hutchinson
Civil Engineering Senior
FOREMAN. LISA Ebina, Mo.
Architecture Senior
FORETIC, ALEJANDRO A Prairie Village
Animal Sciences and Industry Senior
FORSYTH, DEANA C Winfield
Mathematics Education Senior
FOSTER. RYAN B Great Bend
Agronomy Junior
FOUNTAIN. DEANNE M Sterling
Horticulture Senior
FOUNTAIN, M1NDY M Eldorado
Accounting Junior
FOUST. NANCY K Topeka
Statistics Graduate Student
FOWLER, GREG Derby
Animal Sciences and Industry Senior
FOWLER. KAREN S Cimarron
Social Work Senior
FOWLER. LEONA M Emporia
Music Education Junior
FOX, DALE E Norton
Construction Science Junior
FOX, KEVIN Syracuse
Agronomy Senior
FRANCHETT, THOMAS J Edwardsville
Finance Junior
FRANCIS, BOBBY L Blue Mound
Milling Science and Management Senior
FRANCIS, LESLIE K Overland Park
Architectural Engineering Freshman
FRANCIS, REBEKAH J Kansas City
Elementary Education Junior
FRANKE. LINDA L Manhattan
Apparel Design Junior
FRANKE. ROBERT K Merriam
Chemical Engineering Senior
FRANZEN, MARK E Shawnee Mission
Architecture Senior
FRASER, BARRY R Manhattan
Electrical Engineering Senior
FRAZEE, NANCY M Wichita
Education Senior
FRAZIER. STEPHEN M Moline
Natural Resource Management Senior
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FREDRICKSON. NANCY A Leawood
Interior Design Senior
FREED, JIM M Lee's Summit, Mo.
Architecture Junior
FRERICHS. PAMELA J Manhattan
Finance Senior
FRERKING, GAY J Summerfield
Home Economics Education Senior
FREY. DEBRA L Oakley
Fashion Marketing Senior
FREY, LYNDA H Manhattan
Family Life and Human Development Senior
FRIEDEL, KENNETH C Wichita
Business Administration Senior
FRIEDEL, TIMOTHY K Wichita
Electrical Engineering Junior
FRITTS, CRAIG H Baldwin
Mechanical Engineering Senior
FROETSCHNER. ROBIN R Lamed
Engineering Technology Sophomore
FRY, JACK D Overland Park
Horticulture Senior
FULHAGE, SHARI D Beloit
Business Education Senior
FULLER, DAVID M Liberal
Computer Science Junior
FULTON. KEVIN T Loup City, Neb.
Animal Science and Industry Senior
GALBRAITH. STEVE E Stanley
Animal Science and Industry Senior
GALE, DEE A Phillipsburg
Physical Education Senior
GARCIA. SERGIO Puerto Rico
Animal Science and Industry Senior
GALLAGHER. MICHAEL S Overland Park
Marketing Senior
GALVAN. ELIZABETH A San Antonio, Texas
Accounting Freshman
GARNER. LEE M Independence
Agricultural Mechanization Senior
GARRETT, ROBERT H Marysville
Speech Freshman
GARRISON, REBECCA J Albuquerque, N.M.
Fashion Marketing Junior
GASAWAY. KENT W Overland Park
Accounting Senior
GASKELL. DANIEL K Chanute
Management Senior
GAODETTE. JOANNE Prairie Village
Family Life and Human Development Senior
GEARY. KAREN L Lenexa
Industrial Engineering Sophomore
GEE, MELODY V Hoover, Conn.
Arts and Sciences Junior
GEIS, WAYNE E Durham
Agricultural Economics Junior
GENTRY, DORAN L. Wichita
Business Administration Senior
GENTRY, THOMAS C Topeka
Landscape Architecture Sophomore
GEORGE. FRANCY Lebo
Fashion Marketing Sophomore
GEORGE, LAURA D Salina
Management Junior
GERARD, KIMBERLY R Concordia
Engineering Technology Senior
GERLACH. SARA J Leawood
Early Childhood Education Senior
GERMAN, HAROLD B Glen Elder
Agricultural Economics Senior
GERMANN, NIKKI D Morganville
Accounting Sophomore
GEYER, JOANNE L Sylvan Grove
Horticulture Senior
GIBSON, LINDA L Ogallah
Home Economics Extension Senior
GIDEON, VALER1 N Topeka
Elementary Education Senior
GIESE. JOHN P Leavenworth
Physics Senior
GIFFORD, EDWARD C Caney
Electrical Engineering Freshman
GIGSTAD, DWIGHT G Nortonville
Agronomy Senior
GIGSTAD, TODD A Nortonville
Agronomy Senior
GILBERT, CAROL A Laurel, Md.
Radio and Television Junior
GILL. STEPHANIE J Harper
Fashion Marketing Senior
GILLIAM, JOHN B Greenleaf
Agricultural Education Junior
GILLMORE, BRET W Moundridge
Agricultural Education Junior
GILLMORE. MARLA K Moundridge
Social Work Junior
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GILLMORE. MARY L Gypsum
Social Work Sophomore
GILMAN. KURSTEN Manhattan
Political Science Graduate Student
GILSDORF, MARYANN Shawnee
Pre-Vetennary Medicine Junior
GLAHN, CHERYL D McPherson
Music Education Junior
GLEASON, TERI A Topeka
Interior Design Freshman
GLENN. RICKY L Inman
Mechanical Engineering Senior
GLENNON. LARRY E Lake Quivera
Business Administration Sophomore
GOECKEL. CONNIE L Hanover
Physical Education Senior
GOEWEY. REED L Manhattan
Political Science Senior
GONZALES, VIRGINIA L Garden City
Computer Science Sophomore
GONZALES, SALVADOR Salina
Business Administration Junior
GONZALEZ, ARTURO L Puerto Rico
Architecture Senior
GOODACK, JOHN J Kansas City
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
GOODIN, KATHY R Clay Center
Home Economics Education Senior
GOODNIGHT, STEVEN L Meade
Engineering Technology Senior
GORDON, BRENDA G Meriden
Fashion Marketing Senior
GOSS, LISA C Overland Park
Fashion Marketing Junior
GOULD. RICHARD J Concordia
Geography Senior
GOULDIE. TIMOTHY C Mankato
Feed Science and Management Junior
GRABER. RONALD W Pretty Prairie
Animal Science and Industry Senior
GRABER, STEVEN P Hesston
Natural Resource Management Junior
GRABER, YVONNE J Hesston
Home Economics Sophomore
GRACE, SHERYL D Topeka
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Junior
GRADY, MICHAEL J Manhattan
Electrical Engineering Junior
GRAGG, TERESA A Coffeyville
Fashion Marketing Senior
GRAY, CURTIS L Eldorado
History Education Junior
GRAY, GERALD W Abilene
Agricultural Education Senior
GRAY. KRISTEN A Newton
Pre-Professional Secondary Education Sophomore
GREEN. GREGORY C Alton. III.
Architecture Senior
GREEN, JOHN D Overland Park
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
GREENBANK. SALLY R Eldorado
Physical Education Senior
GREENWOOD, CRAIG A Topeka
Architecture Senior
GREGG. LAURIE A Prairie Village
Electrical Engineering Senior
GREIF. DIANE S. Tipton
Business Administration Senior
GRIFFEE, CATHY A Fairbury, Neb
Family Life and Human Development Junior
GRIFFIN. JAY A Abilene
Animal Science and Industry Senior
GRIMM. MARTHA K Bern
Accounting Senior
GRISHAM. SHERRY L. Shawnee
Animal Science and Industry Senior
GRISSINGER. SUE Overland Park
Art Education Senior
GRONQUIST, PAUL G Alma
Pre-Law Junior
GROSS, ROBERT J Victoria
Mechanical Engineering Junior
GUARD, GAYLA L McPherson
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Junior
GUENTHER. BRIAN E Benedict
Architectural Engineering Senior
GUERRERO, ANGEL H Venezuela
Mechanical Engineering Junior
GUERRERO, JUDITH J Venezuela
Agricultural Engineering Senior
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GCJRSS. GARY L Easton
History Senior
GURSS. SANDRA D Easton
Elementary Education Senior
GCJSTIN. KEVIN W Galatia
Animal Science And Industry Junior
GUTIERREZ, REBECCA A Topeka
Music Education Senior
GCITSCH, GAYLA J Burdick
Family Life and Human Development Junior
HAAG, CHRIS H Holton
Construction Science Junior
HABER, DAVID D Holton
Finance Senior
HABLUETZEL. CINDI L Clay Center
Accounting Junior
HADLEY, KERRI J Portis
Marketing Senior
HADLEY, KRISTEN K Portis
Interior Design Freshman
HAEFNER, KARI L Wheaton
Elementary Education Sophomore
HAFLEY. KATHY A Eureka, Mo,
Psychology Junior
HAFLICH, ANNETTE R. Garden City
Architecture Senior
HAFLICH, GAYLE S Garden City
Agricultural Economics Junior
HAFLICH. LAURIE R Sabetha
Home Economics Extension Senior
Dexterity — Mark Stiles, senior in
biology, plays frisbee in front of the
Union. Mark is a member of the
Flying Disk Liberation Army, a
registered campus group.
Richie Bergen
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HAGER, RANDY Ness City
Accounting Sophomore
HAHN. MARY H Louisburg
Restaurant Management Senior
HAKE, MARK A Tipton
Business Administration Sophomore
HALDEMAN. JOLIE V Lawrence
Interior Design Junior
HALFMANN. JIM D Haven
Mechanical Engineering Senior
HALL. CARA L Huntsville, Ala.
Computer Science Senior
HALL. DEBRA A Shawnee Mission
Art Senior
HALL, JERRY A Ottawa
Music Freshman
HALL. SHANON K Wichita
Music Graduate Student
HALLAUER. JUDITH I Holton
Biological Science Education Senior
HALLING. MARK E Severence
Animal Science and Industry Senior
HAMILTON, CRAIG A Medicine Lodge
Agricultural Economics Junior
HAMILTON, SUSAN L Stockton
Computer Science Junior
HAMMEL. DANIEL J Manhattan
Business Education Sophomore
HAMMOCK, STEVE E Derby
Industrial Engineering Junior
HAN. DOYOUNG Korea
Mechanical Engineering Graduate Student
HAN, MOON J Korea
Computer Science Graduate Student
HANNA, DONOVAN R Stanley
Physical Education Junior
HANSEN, KENNETH A Junction City
Pre-Dentistry Junior
HANSEN, SHERI L Shawnee
Early Childhood Education Junior
HANZLICEK. KIM R Wichita
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
HANZLICEK, KIP D Wichita
Architectural Engineering Junior
HARBERS, SARAH E Manhattan
Sociology Sophomore
HARDENBURGER, THOMAS L Haddam
Chemical Engineering Senior
HARDER, KENT E
Agricultural Mechanization
HARDESTY. SALLY
Animal Science and Industry
HARDING, SHAWN W
Architecture
HARGIS. ARNOLD D
Engineering Technology
HARGROVE, SHARON K.
Fashion Marketing
HARKRADER, ROBERT K
Natural Resource Management
HARRELL, DEBORAH S
Physical Education
HARRELL. SUSAN J
Fashion Marketing
HARRINGTON, LANA L.
Elementary Education
HARRIS, CLARK R.
Agricultural Education
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HARRIS. JOHN P Junction City
Biological Science Education Junior
HARRISON, HADDIE M. St. George
Pre-Nursing Senior
HARRISON, VICKI L Fairway
Psychology Sophomore
HART, BRUCE E Kansas City
Architectural Engineering Senior
HART. LYNETTE D Garden City
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
HART, MARY C Garden City
Recreation Sophomore
HARTER, KERRI L Westmoreland
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
HARTIG, DONALD D Kansas City
Mechanical Engineering Senior
HARTMAN, KATHRYN A Hays
Journalism and Mass Communications , Sophomore
HARTMAN, PATRICIA A Hays
Finance Junior
HASLER. FRED L Hutchinson
Architectural Engineering Senior
HATCHER, CANDI L Hutchinson
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
HATESOHL, STEVEN Linn
Accounting Senior
HATFIELD, LES N Fowler
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
HAUBER. GERALD Westwood
Pre-Design Professions Junior
HAUG. JEFF L St. Marys
Agricultural Mechanization Junior
HAUN. SHARON K. Council Grove
Interior Design Senior
HAVERFIELD. CYNTHIA D Russell Springs
Humanities Senior
HAVERKAMP. DAVID A Baileyville
Computer Science Junior
HAVERKAMP. DIANE E Baileyville
Home Economics Extension Junior
HAWKINS. DANA L Topeka
Journalism and Mass Communications ... Sophomore
HAWKINS. GREGORY R Cimarron
Pre-Law Senior
HAWLEY, JENISE K Manhattan
Industrial Engineering Sophomore
HAYDEN, DAVID R Monroe. La.
Physical Education Senior
HAYSE. DEAN A Greensburg
Industrial Engineering Graduate Student
HEADRICK. SHERRY D Jewell
Natural Resource Management Sophomore
HEALY, HEIDI A Lincoln
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
HEALY, PAULETTE M McCracken
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
HEARD, BONNIE J Hutchinson
Horticulture Senior
HEATON. JAMES V Olathe
Management Senior
HEATON. PAMELA K Shawnee Mission
Accounting Senior
HEDGES. ROBERT D Pleasanton
Natural Resource Management Senior
HEERSCHE, FRED H Mulvane
Dairy Production Junior
HEIDEBRECHT, BRADLEY L McPherson
Business Administration Junior
HEIMAN. ALAN T Onaga
Agricultural Mechanization Junior
HEIN. DALE R Winfield
Home Economics with Liberal Arts Senior
HEIN. DOUGLAS A Winfield
Management Senior
HEINECKE. PHILLIP N Abilene
Biology Senior
HEINKE. CHARLEEN A Seymour. Wis.
Accounting Senior
ft.
HEINRICH. LONNIE L Oakley
Management Junior
HEINRICHS, ROMNEY L Goessel
Agricultural Mechanization Senior
HEINZ. CAROL A. Overland Park
Music Education Senior
HELMER. SHELLEY L Hillsboro
Elementary Education Freshman
HELMS, NEVILLE T Manhattan
Management Senior
HELMS. TRISHA L. Manhattan
Apparel Design Senior
HEMMERT. MAR1 K Oakley
Physical Education Senior
HENNES, MARK A Beloit
Mechanical Engineering Junior
HENNESSEY, STACEY Tecumseh
Pre-Physical Therapy Junior
HENRY, SHERI L Ottawa
Animal Science and Industry Senior
HENRY. SUE A Ottawa
Animal Science and Industry Senior
HENTZLER. PAMELA L Topeka
Business Administration Junior
HERMAN. DEBORAH R Hays
Interior Architecture Senior
HERMAN, LINDA S Hays
Fashion Marketing Senior
HERMES, DALE A Manhattan
Architecture Graduate Student
HERMESCH, GARY L Seneca
Mechanical Engineering Senior
HERSHEY. JULIE Topeka
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
HESEMANN. KAREN S Overland Park
Pre-Physical Therapy Junior
HESS, CHARLES W Eldorado
Business Administration Senior
HESS, LISA L Olathe
English Education Senior
HESS, MARY K Scott City
Home Economics Sophomore
HESS, STEVEN J Scott City
Accounting Senior
HESS, WILLIAM R Cassoday
Engineering Technology Senior
HESTER. TRACY L Wakefield
Art Education Senior
HEUCHERT. LOIS J Lexington, Texas
Agriculture Senior
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HEWITT. JAMES W Beloit
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
HEWITT, KEVIN L Beloit
Agricultural Education Sophomore
HIATT, GEORGE D Phillipsburg
Art Senior
HIATT, TRUDY L Munden
Fashion Marketing Senior
HICKEY. THOMAS W Shawnee Mission
Business Administration Senior
HICKS, DUANE R Independence, Mo.
Architecture Junior
HIEBERT. DEAN L. Erie
Architectural Engineering Senior
HEIBSCH, MARCIA Wichita
Fashion Marketing Junior
HIGHTOWER. MICHELLE J Manhattan
Marketing Senior
HILBIG. LEIANN Ulysses
Elementary Education Senior
HILCHEY. EARL W Fox River Grove. III.
Architecture Senior
HILL, KURT J Douglass
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Freshman
HILL, RICHARD V St. George
Engineering Technology Freshman
HINDS. MARK A Manhattan
Animal Science and Industry Graduate Student
HINKIN, BARBARA J Manhattan
Management Junior
HINKIN, MATTHEW D Manhattan
Arts and Sciences Freshman
HINMAN, JEFFREY A Scott City
Chemical Engineering Freshman
HINMAN, SHERI M Scott City
Early Childhood Education Junior
HINSON. CATHY J Silver Lake
Animal Science and Industry Junior
HINSON, DEIDRA S Concordia
Speech Education Senior
HIPPEN, TRACI A Hutchinson
Business Administration Junior
HITCH ED J Westmoreland
Milling Science and Management Sophomore
HIXON. KATHRYN A Fort Scott
Home Economics Education Senior
HIXON. STEVEN L Fort Scott
Accounting Senior
HOBBS. BRENDA D Wichita
Interior Design Senior
HOBSON, ALAN D Wichita
Architecture Junior
HOBSON. ELAINE D Hardy. Neb.
Horticulture Therapy Senior
HOCKER, DAN E Abilene
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
HOCOTT, DOUG K Olathe
Business Administration Sophomore
HODGES, LEANN J Wichita
Food Science and Industry Junior
HODGSON. JAMES R Little River
Geology Senior
HOFERER. MICHELLE A Topeka
Architectural Engineering Senior
HOFFMAN, BRENDA L Manhattan
Accounting Junior
HOFFMAN, KEITH L Claflin
Engineering Technology Sophomore
HOFFMAN, MARSHA K Emporia
Architecture Junior
HOFFMAN, SHERYL A Paola
Engineering Senior
HOFFMASTER. LISA B. Topeka
Industrial Engineering Senior
HOIT, KEVIN L Kansas City
Computer Science Junior
HOLLAND. JILL A Russell
History Senior
HOLLOWAY. MARK R Uniontown
Agricultural Economics Senior
HOLLOWAY, PERRY Uniontown
Agricultural Economics Junior
HOLMES, TIM L Topeka
Construction Science Junior
HOLT. KEITH W Rock
Electrical Engineering Senior
HOLT, REBECCA R Grenola
Computer Science Junior
HOLT, TRACY R Wichita
Psychology Senior
HOLTHAUS. ROBERT J Soldier
Agricultural Economics Junior
HONIGS, DIANE D Topeka
Management Junior
HONORS. PATRICIA M Overland Park
Art Senior
HOOVER, LEE A Manhattan
Electrical Engineering Senior
HOPKINS, GEORGE T St. Joseph, Mo.
Architecture Senior
HORINEK. CHARLENE J Atwood
Horticulture Senior
HORINEK, KELLY A Atwood
Psychology Freshman
HORKMAN, SUSAN B Concordia
Retail Floriculture Freshman
HORN. LES L Manhattan
Business Administration Freshman
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HORN. SHAUNA L Pratt
Consumer Interest Senior
HORNER. TAMERA L Wichita
Elementary Education Junior
HORNING. JENNY L Winfield
Fashion Marketing Senior
HORSCH. TIM P Andale
Art Senior
HORTON. FANCI F Kendall
Electrical Engineering Junior
HORTON. JOSEPH Plevna
Mechanical Engineering Junior
HOSKINSON, CYNTHIA S Burrton
Management Junior
HOTTMAN. DIANE E Topeka
Pre Medicine Freshman
HOOCK. MARCIA L Dunlap
Consumer Interest Graduate Student
HOUGHTON. SONJA M Emporia
Sociology Senior
HOUSE, JEFF A Chanute
Business Administration Senior
HOVER. BRAD A Overland Park
Milling Science and Management Senior
HOWARD, BRIAN J Hutchinson
Psychology Sophomore
HOWARD. CYNTHIA V Lenexa
Economics Junior
HOWARD. MARK L Eudora
Agronomy Senior
HOWARD. PATRICIA A Abilene
Accounting Junior
HOWELL. ROBERT A Coats
Accounting Junior
HOWER. STEVEN K Concordia
Recreation Senior
HUBBARD. WILLIAM D Wichita
Civil Engineering Sophomore
HUBER, JOHN E Burbank, Calif.
Architecture Junior
HUBERT, DAVID E. Monument
Agricultural Education Senior
HUBERT, RANDALL J Monument
Agronomy Junior
HUBLER. DOUGLAS C Leawood
Finance Junior
HUBLER. SARA Overland Park
Marketing Junior
HUCK. DENISE K Lamed
Elementary Education Sophomore
HUERTER, MICHAEL E Kansas City
Milling Science and Management Junior
HUGHBANKS, LINDA J Anthony
Agriculture Freshman
HUGHES. BETH Derby
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Junior
HUGHES, DAVE Hutchinson
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
HULBERT. REX L Mankato
Pre Pharmacy Junic
HULL, STEVE E Wich
Business Administration Sophomore
HUMPHRIES, SANDRA A Holtor
Psychology Sophomort
HUNSICKER. KIMBERLY R Waterville
Family Life and Human Development Senior
HUNTER, BEVERLY K Manhattan
Office Administration Freshman
HUNTER. CHRISTENE Manhattan
Accounting Senior
HUNTER. DEBBIE S Manhattan
Speech Pathology Graduate Student
HUNTSMAN, BRENDA J Halstead
Home Economics with Liberal Arts Senior
HUSLIG. DANIEL J Ellmwood
Electrical Engineering Junior
HUTCHISON. SO PA Thailand
Pre Nursing Junior
HUXMAN, KRISTIN Arnold
Agricultural Economics Junior
HYLAND, ALICE M Hadam
Psychology Sophomore
HYNEK, DAN L Hanover
Accounting Sophomore
ICE. KEITH R Topeka
Industrial Engineering Senior
IMEL, MARCY L Meriam
Marketing Senior
INGLE, ELIZABETH L Manhattan
Pre Design Professions Sophomore
IRELAND, GINA A Hutchinson
Early Childhood Education Senior
IRELAND, KEVIN B Lisle, III.
Architecture Senior
IRSIK, LARRY W Wichita
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
IRVINE, EDWARD J Manhattan
Agriculture Junior
IRVINE, JANET R Manhattan
Business Administration Freshman
IRVINE, JOANNE K Manhattan
Physical Education Sophomore
IRVINE, MARLENE Manhattan
Home Economics Education Junior
ISERN, CARL D Ellinwood
Agricultural Mechanization Junior
ISOM. MARK J Eldorado
Chemical Engineering Senior
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JACKMAN. KENNETH D Eldorado
Chemical Engineering Senior
JACOBS, DAVID L Hill City
Radio and Television Junior
JACOBS, PAM Wichita
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
JACOBSON, ELLEN E Leawood
Fashion Marketing Junior
JACOBSON. JODY A Ozawkie
Natural Resource Management Senior
JACQUINOT, ROBERT L Prairie Village
Construction Science Junior
JAECKE. KENT A Chapman
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
JAMES. BETH A Manhattan
Music Education Senior
JAMES, JIMMY B Scandia
Pre-Law Senior
JAMES, LEA A Topeka
Retail Floriculture Sophomore
JAMES. RAHE D Salina
Architecture Junior
JAMPO. JUSTINE M Sellersville. Pa.
Social Work Senior
JANES, EMILY L Prairie Village
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
JANSSEN. CURTIS R Solomon
Agricultural Engineering Senior
JANZEN. DAVID R. Hesston
Animal Science and Industry Senior
JARRETT, GREGORY J Parsons
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
JARCHOW, NANCY J Newton
Family Life and Human Development Junior
JASPER, BRENDA A Shields
Elementary Education Junior
JAY, CONNIE J Asherville
Retail Floriculture Junior
JENAB. JOCELYN • Mission Hills
Life Sciences Senior
JENKS. BARBARA L Elkhart
Home Economics Education Senior
JENN1SON. BECKY K Hays
Elementary Education Junior
JENSEN. RODD D Salina
Management Sophomore
JENSSEN, EDWARD Rossville
Business Administration Senior
JEPSON. GARY W. Topeka
Engineering Technology Senior
JESTER. ALICIA C Salina
Pre-Design Professions Junior
JOHANNES. TRACEY J Abilene
Finance Senior
JOHNS. DERRICK K Junction City
Geology Sophomore
JOHNSON. BETH R Topeka
Accounting Junior
JOHNSON. BRENDA S Norwich
Home Economics Education Junior
JOHNSON, CARL A Pownaz. Vt.
Architectural Engineering Senior
JOHNSON, DANIEL P Manhattan
Accounting Senior
JOHNSON, DIEDRA L Utica
Interior Design Junior
JOHNSON. GENE A Agra
Accounting Senior
JOHNSON, JOHN D Manhattan
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
JOHNSON, KARI J McPherson
Marketing Junior
JOHNSON. KATHY A Manhattan
Education Junior
JOHNSON. KIM J Concordia
Music Education Senior
JOHNSON. LORETTA I Assaria
Home Economica and Mass Communications - - Senior
JOHNSON. MARSHIELA J Ness City
Elementary Education Sophomore
JOHNSON. RANDY N Concordia
Agricultural Economics Senior
JOHNSON. RAYMOND T Junction City
Mechanical Engineering Senior
JOHNSON, R. SHANNON Ensign
Agricultural Engineering Senior
JOHNSON, STEVEN A Atchison
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
JOHNSON. STEVEN A Omaha. Neb.
Architecture Senior
JOHNSON, TODD A Leawood
Arts and Sciences . Freshman
JOHNSTON, KAREN M Shawnee Mission
Fashion Marketing Sophomore
JONES, BRETT A Overland Park
Electrical Engineering Junior
I9MH HI
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JONES, DEBRA J Reading
Home Economics Education Senior
JONES. DON W Manhattan
Finance Senior
JONES, GLORIA L Manhattan
Accounting Sophomore
JONES. GWYN E Washington
History Senior
JONES. KELLY D Lenexa
Fashion Marketing Senior
JONES. KELLY R Salina
Engineering Technology Senior
JONES, MARGOT E Junction City
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
JONES, REGINALD D Hill City
Fashion Marketing Junior
JONES. RHONDA J Washington
English Education Senior
JOYCE. JANELL D Garden City
Elementary Education Senior
JOYCE. SANDRA J Garden City
Interior Design Senior
JULDI, SALAMATU A Nigeria
Textile Science Junior
JCJNK. JONELLE M Hutchinson
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Sophomore
JUNK, ROBERT R Hutchinson
Electrical Engineering Junior
JCIRRENS, KARLA J Arkansas City
Engineering Technology Senior
JCIRRENS, WILLIAM G Arkansas City
Engineering Technology Senior
KAHLER. LEE D Manhattan
Business Administration Senior
KAISER. PATRICIA A Hoisington
Animal Science and Industry Senior
KALO, CICHENOU Nigeria
Agricultural Economics Junior
KAMLA. FREDERICK H Bird City
Elementary Education Senior
KARMEIER, DIANNE J Kansas City, Mo.
Civil Engineering Sophomore
KARST. KEVIN G Topeka
Architecture Senior
KASL, VIRGINIA G Concordia
Speech Graduate Student
KASPER, CINDY L Tecumseh
Consumer Interest Junior
Stripes — Lori Lamb and Jeanne Daniels, both
seniors in physical education, finish up the striping
of a parking lot over the summer.
Scott Liebler
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KASSEBAUM. RICHARD L Wichita
Radio and Television Senior
KAUFFMAN, BRYAN P Hutchinson
Engineering Junior
KEARN, TERRY L Concordia
Engineering Technology Junior
KEATING, ERIC D Chapman
Pre-Medicine Sophomore
KEATING, TRACY A Chapman
Pre-Law Freshman
KEEFE. BRAD A Cheney
Mechanical Engineering Senior
KELLY, EILEEN LOUISE Atchison
Engineering Freshman
KEMNITZ, MICHAEL J Manhattan
Business Administration Freshman
KEMPLAY, JULIE E Beattie
Art Junior
KENNEDY, DEAN A Omaha, Neb,
Speech Junior
KENNEDY, KENNETH J Lenexa
Electrical Engineering Senior
KENYON. SCOTT D Belleville
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
KERN, LOIS E Osage City
Medicine Technology Junior
KERN. MICHAEL R St. Louis. Mo.
Architecture Senior
KERN, TERRI L Mayetta
Psychology Freshman
KERR, DARLA L Wellsville
Art Junior
KERSENBROCK, BRADLEY S Colby
Medicine Technology Junior
KERSTING, MICHELLE A Larned
Fashion Marketing Junior
KEYSER. MELANIE S Council Grove
Microbiology Senior
KEYSER, REBECCA D Council Grove
Pre Nursing Sophomore
KHAYATIDARIAN, MOHAMMAD ALI Iran
Architectural Engineering Senior
KIDD. LEZLIE S Manhattan
Social Sciences Senior
KIDD, MARK S Wichita
Construction Science Junior
KILBY. MITCHELLE D Yates Center
Computer Science Senior
KILGORE. PATRICIA K Sterling
Family Life and Human Development Senior
KILLION. MICHAEL J Salina
Geology Senior
KIMPLE, DEANNA L Conway Springs
History Education Junior
KIMZEY. GREGORY R Elk City
Animal Science and Industry Senior
KINDERKNECHT. CHARLOTTE M Grinnell
Interior Design Junior
KING. KATHERINE L Manhattan
Arts and Sciences Senior
KING, RICHARD G Newton
Construction Science Junior
KING, SHER1 S Salina
Elementary Education Senior
KING. WILLIAM K Lewis
Elementary Education Senior
KINGSBURY, TAWNYA C Smith Center
Business Administration Junior
KINGSLEY, SANDRA S Hays
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
KIRGIS, CAROLYN J Beloit
Home Economics with Liberal Arts Junior
KIRK, CARRIE M Manhattan
Elementary Education Junior
KIRK, DONNIE P Manhattan
Architecture Junior
KIRN. JULIE E Minneapolis
Home Economics Graduate Student
KIRYA, OLIVE S Uganda
Economics Senior
KITSON. MATTHEW Hutchinson
Business Administration Senior
KLAMM. KENNETH G Topeka
Electrical Engineering Senior
KLANKE, JAMES D New Cambria
Mechanical Engineering , Freshman
KLASSEN, ALAN L Elbing
Radio and Television Junior
KLASSEN, ALLEN D Hillsboro
Electrical Engineering Junior
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KLE1NDOLPH, SHELBY W Bonner Springs
Pre-Nursing Sophomore
KLEINSORGE, P. ALAN Shawnee
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
KLINE. JON1 D Herington
Education Senior
KLINE, KELLY A Altamont
Pre-Pharmacy Junior
KLOEFKORN. BRADLEY K Caldwell
Chemical Engineering Senior
KLONTZ, DONNA L Hiawatha
Foods and Nutrition Science Senior
KLCJG. KALA S Hoisington
Elementary Education Senior
KLCIG, KENT S Lorraine
Mechanical Engineering Junior
KLCIG. KIRBY L Hoisington
Pre-Dentistry Senior
KLUGE. KAREN E Topeka
Accounting Senior
KNEISLEY, KEVIN C Manhattan
Speech Education Speech
KNERR, HENRY C Abilene
Construction Science Junior
KNIGHT, CHARLES C Rose Hi
Industrial Engineering Junio
KNIGHT, DEBRA L.
Consumer Interest
KNISS, RICHARD M
Pre Design Professions
Pratt
Senior
Pittsford, NY.
Sophomore
KNITTEL, THOMAS St. Louis, Mo.
Architecture Senior
KNOEBBER, ANN L Topeka
Computer Science Senior
KNOEFFEL. RAYMOND E Abbyville
Mechanical Engineering Senior
KNOETTGEN, LORI A Wichita
Pre-Physical Therapy Junior
KNOLL. MARK A Cambria
Management Senior
KNOX. AMY C Shawnee
Psychology Senior
KNOX, DOUGLAS C Shawnee
Mechanical Engineering Senior
KOCHHAR. SONIR India
Electrical Engineering Graduate Student
KOEN1GS. CHERYL A Goddard
Fashion Marketing Senior
H a 6. ^ :^fc
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KOENNING. CRISTY L Tulsa, Okla
Music Freshman
KOEPSEL. WELLINGTON L Manhattan
Electrical Engineering Senior
KOETS. GARY A Meade
Electrical Engineering Senior
KOETTING. STEVE D Salina
Mechanical Engineering Senior
KOHAKE. MONICA J Goff
Home Economics Extension Junior
KOHL, LAURIE A Overland Park
History Junior
KOHLER, PAMELA G Kansas City
Engineering Technology Senior
KOHMAN, MARY G Solomon
Pre Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
KOHMAN, PAMELA J Gypsum
Management Junior
KOLAND. REINIS D Chapman
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
KOLARIK. ELIZABETH J Prairie Village
Physical Education Senior
KOLICH. MARIE Kansas City
Accounting Senior
KOLLING, GARY L Abilene
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
KOLMAN, DENISE L Beloit
Elementary Education Senior
KOPF. MIKE J Topeka
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
KORBE, NELDA J Lindsborg
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Junior
KOSTER. MARK S Wichita
Mechanical Engineering Senior
KRAFT, PATRICIA A Overland Park
Interior Design Sophomore
KRAMER. ANTHONY Easton
Animal Science and Industry Senior
KRAMER, JOHN J Garden Plain
Engineering Technology Junior
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KRAMER, LESTEL F Hutchinson
Social Work Senior
KRAMER, LISA K Manhattan
Dietetics and Institutional Management Junior
KRAMER. LOUISE A Manhattan
Dance Senior
KRAMER, PEGGY A Ulysses
Elementary Education Senior
KRAMER, SCOTT R Webster Groves. Mo.
Architectural Engineering Senior
KRAMER, WILLIAM E Aurora. Colo.
Mechanical Engineering Senior
KRAMP, DONNA E Ellinwood
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
KRAUSE. DIANNE E Plains
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
KRAUSHAAR, THERESA L Wamego
Physical Education Sophomore
KREHBIEL. ANNETTE J Hutchinson
Fashion Marketing Senior
KREHBIEL, MONTE D Pretty Prairie
Electrical Engineering Junior
KRISTEK. ROSIE M Tampa
Community Services and Social Work Junior
KRISTEK, SHIRLEY A Tampa
Horticulture Senior
KROMER, SHERALYN R Leavenworth
Elementary Education Senior
KROPF, GREG Manhattan
Agricultural Mechanization Freshman
KRUG, ROD Lacrosse
Marketing Junior
KRUG. TIMOTHY P Muskegon, Mich.
Architecture Senior
KRULL, MAX E Blue Mounds
Animal Science and Industry Senior
KRUSE, CHERYL F Bremen
Interior Design Junior
KUDLACEK, JOAN M Shawnee
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
KUEHN. SCOTT A Russell
Architecture Senior
KUETHER, CRAIG R Topeka
Animal Science and Industry Senior
KCIFAHL, RANDY L Wheaton
Business Administration Junior
KUHLMAN, DEVON W Kensington
Engineering Technology Senior
KUJIYAT, HASSANA H Nigeria
Family Life and Human Development . Graduate Student
KUJIYAT, SAM K Nigeria
Animal Science and Industry Graduate Student
KURTH, KIM L Manhattan
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
KURTH. W.T Manhattan
Agricultural Economics Junior
KYAMBE, PALEGH P Nigeria
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
LABER. KEVIN R Chapman
Milling Science and Management Sophomore
LAMB, LORI D Macksville
Physical Education Senior
LAMONS-EBBERT, DEBORAH Shawnee
Elementary Education Junior
LANDAU, RUTH L Overland Park
Management Junior
LANDIS. CRAIG S Medicine Lodge
Chemical Engineering Graduate Student
LANDIS, FRED E Kansas City
Finance Junior
LANDIS. SHEILA S Spring Hill
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
LANG. DONNA K. Ellis
Modern Languages Senior
LANG, HARVEY J Great Bend
Horticulture Senior
LANG, LAURENCE E Shawnee
Philosophy Sophomore
LANGENKAMP, AMY S Manhattan
Music Freshman
LANKARD. DUANE A Garnett
Agricultural Economics Senior
LAPO, GARY B Belleville
Electrical Engineering Junior
LAPO, TARALYN R Belleville
Engineering Senior
LARMER. MICHAEL V Manhattan
Geology Junior
LARSON, CATHY Stilwell
Marketing Senior
LARSON, DIANE M Scandia
Elementary Education Junior
LARSON, LORI J Sharon Springs
Home Economics Education Senior
LARSON, THOMAS C Salina
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
LASHBROOK. ROY C Falls Church. Va.
Management Senior
LASLEY. DAVID El Dorado
Architectural Engineering Senior
LASSMAN, LISA R Chanute
Architecture Senior
LATTIMORE. DONNA L Wichita
Engineering Technology Junior
LAUER. LOU A. Wichita
Adult Education Graduate Student
LAUGESEN, PAUL L Lyde
Mathematics Junior
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LAUGHLIN, CAROL Mapelton
Life Sciences Senior
LAVERENTZ. SUSAN A Bendena
Home Economics and Mass Communications . Senior
LAW, NANCY E Hill City
Early Childhood Education Senior
LAWLESS. TOM A Colby
Accounting
v
Junior
LAWREMCE. MARTHA J El Dorado
Accounting Junior
LAY. SHIRLEY C Overland Park
Interior Design Senior
LE, VAN Manhattan
Engineering Technology Senior
LEADABRAND, KILEY Osborne
Management Junior
LEADERBRAND, MELISSA L Salina
Office Administration Junior
LEAR. BOYD R Garden City
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
LEAR. RUSTY D Waldron
Finance Junior
LECHTENBERGER, BRAD L Colby
Architecture Junior
LEE, BRADFORD D Abilene
Management Junior
LEE, JANNA J Manhattan
Marketing Sophomore
LEE. MARK A Salina
Mechanical Engineering Senior
LEFEVER. SHIRLEY A El Dorado
Family Life and Human Development Junior
LEFLER. LINDA H Manhattan
Art Senior
LEGLEITER, DAVE Leibenthal
Business Education Junior
LEGLEITER. RICK L Hays
Nuclear Engineering Senior
LEIKAM, MICHELLE M Salina
Architecture Senior
LEIKER, GARRY L Salina
Business Education Sophomore
LERVOLD, CARRIE J Wichita
Chemical Engineering Senior
LESKOFF, SUSAN Overland Park
Speech Senior
LEG. LORI A Winchester
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
lp the wall — Climbing up West Stadium, Charles
"oster, sophomore in pre-design professions,
lauses to check his footing.
Scott Liebler
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LEVALLEY, JANEL M Manhattan
History Senior
LEWIS, GLENN D Burr Oak
Radio and Television Junior
LEWIS, GREG Topeka
Modern Languages Senior
LEWIS, JEFFERY E Salina
Civil Engineering Senior
LICKTEIG, KERRY U Larned
Elementary Education Senior
LICKTEIG, KEVIN G Garnett
Animal Science and Industry Senior
LIEBER. DAVID Osage City
Animal Science and Industry Junior
LIEM, MARK E Phoenix. Ariz.
Management Senior
LINDER, CARLA A Alta Vista
Correctional AdministratioN Junior
LINDHOLM, BARBARA G Manhattan
Chemical Engineering Senior
LINDSAY, C. BRIAN Brookville
Animal Science and Industry Senior
LINDSTROM, LARRY J McPherson
Restaurant Management Senior
LINK, ANN M Aurora
Home Economics and Mass Communications Senior
LIPS, LORI A Bartlett
Agricultural Economics Junior
LITSEY, LYNN J Sedgewick
Horticulture Junior
LITTLE. JANIS K Carbondale
Business Administration Junior
LIVELY, CHERI Overland Park
Fashion Marketing Senior
LIVENGOOD, JEFFREY S Anthony
Physical Education Junior
LIVINGSTON. SANDY K Ulysses
Elementary Education Junior
LOCKHART. DARREN D Salina
Natural Resource Management Senior
LOCKHART, LARRY L Bern
Agronomy Senior
LODGE. ELISABETH A Riley
Pre Professional Elementary Education Junior
LOEFFLER, SCOTT W Wichita
Finance Sophomore
LOEPP, DALE E Inman
Accounting Senior
LOGANBILL. STEPHEN M Independence
Animal Science and Industry Senior
LOGES. JAN E Manhattan
Marketing Senior
LOHREY, MARY B La Crosse
Elementary Education Senior
LONGACRE. LANA L Eureka
Fashion Marketing Freshman
LONGHOFER, DUANE A Junction City
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
LOOP. AMEL K Derby
Finance Senior
LOPEZ, ANNA M Manhattan
Horticulture Therapy Sophomore
LOPEZ. JOAN E Chesterfield. Mo.
Political Science Junior
LOPEZ. MICHAEL V Manhattan
Social Sciences Senior
LOPEZ, PAULA M Manhattan
Pre Nursing Freshman
LORING. DAVID J Scandia
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Junior
LORING. GARY G Scandia
Physical Education Senior
LOCJX, CHAR A Clearwater
Music Senior
LOVE, ERIC W Overland Park
Architecture Senior
LOVE. MICHAEL W Overland Park
Milling Science and Management Senior
LOYD. BRUCE L Manhattan
Mechanical Engineering Senior
LUCAS, MONA L Fort Bragg, N.C
Social Work Junior
LUCKEROTH, LOUISE Seneca
Business Administration Sophomore
LUDW1G. CHRISTOPHER M. St. Louis. Mo.
Landscape Architecture Senior
LUGINBILL, KEVIN R Wichita
Construction Science Freshman
LUGINBILL. LINDA M Burrton
Early Childhood Education Junior
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LUGINSLAND. CYNTHIA S Hutchinson
Animal Science and Industry Senior
LULL, STEVEN R Salina
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
LUNDGREN. JOHN V Salina
Construction Science Senior
LCNDIN, RAYMOND J Ogden
Pre-Law Senior
LtlSK. ANITA F Wichita
Social Sciences Junior
LCITHI, GREGORY J Junction City
Engineering Graduate Student
LUTZ. CONNIE L Atchison
Business Administration
. Junior
LUTZ, LISA A Hays
Business Administration Junior
LYON, CAROL S Overbrook
Veterinary Medicine Junior
LYONS. KATHLEEN M Overland Park
Family Life and Human Development Senior
MACHIN. MARCIA M Riley
Office Administration Freshman
MACKENZIE. SHEILA D. Overland Park
Early Childhood Education Senior
MACLEOD. PEGGY Marysville
Speech Pathology Senior
MADDUX, JEWEL Topeka
Journalism and Mass Communiucations Junior
MADDUX. MICHELLE M Scott City
Animai Science and Industry Junior
MADER. RANDY R Jennings
Marketing Senior
MAGAW, JANE A Concordia
Business Administration Junior
MAH, ELAINE N Garden City
Computer Science Junior
MAH, PATRICIA Y Garden City
Office Administration Junior
MAHANAY. CYNTHIA S. Council Grove
Art Senior
MAIER, TIMOTHY Minneola
Mechanical Engineering Junior
MAIKE, CYNTHIA A Alma
Accounting Sophomore
MAIKE, DEBRA S Lyndon
Fashion Marketing Senior
MAIEY, AVIE J Overland Park
Arts and Sciences Freshman
MAKADANZ. DEANNA T. * Spring Hill
Radio and Television Senior
MALIR. PAUL J Wilson
Civil Engineering Junior
MALM. MARY E McPherson
Natural Resource Management Junior
MALONE. AMY R Overland Park
Geology Junior
MALONE, MARY L Manhattan
Elementary Education Senior
MALTER, MICHELLE A. Hiawatha
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
MANALO. ROSSENI M. Phillipines
Agricultural Economics Graduate Student
MANETH, KENT A Great Bend
Mechanical Engineering Freshman
MANFREDO. PETER Pompton Lakes, N.J.
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Senior
MANFREDO. SHERRI L Wichita
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Senior
MANGES, JAMES W Manhattan
Civil Engineering Sophomore
MANN. DOUGLAS L Ballwin, Mo.
Architecture Senior
MARCHETTO. JEFF G Florissant, Mo.
Construction Science Junior
MARCOTTE. FRANK J Zurich
Electrical Engineering Senior
MARDIS, JEREMY G Pratt
Accounting Junior
MARIHUGH, KEN L Esbon
Animal Science and Industry Senior
MARR. JERRY D Formoso
Agricultural Engineering Senior
MARR, LISA A Fredonia
Health Sophomore
MARSH, KATHRYN A Wichita
Interior Architecture Junior
MARTELL, ELIZABETH A Topeka
Interior Design Junior
MARTELL, JULIE K Topeka
Business Administration Junior
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MARTIN, BRENDA S Arlington, Va.
History Freshman
MARTIN. DANITA E Manhattan
Microbiology Graduate Student
MARTIN, LISA J Independence
Physical Education Junior
MARTIN, SHARON L Clay Center
Microbiology Junior
MARTIN, SUSAN L Manhattan
Accounting Senior
MARTIN, TAMARA S Johnson
Pre-Medicine Junior
MARTINITZ, KAREN D Chapman
Interior Design Sophomore
MARTINITZ, KATHRYN J Chapman
Social Work Junior
MARTINITZ. LYNELLE R Salina
Arts and Sciences Freshman
MARTINITZ. MELANIE L Salina
Agriculture Junior
MASON. KELLY C Kingman
Accounting Senior
MAST. KEVIN J Hesston
Accounting Senior
MASTER, NICKY S Manhattan
Management - Junior
MASTIN. CARRIE M St. John
Chemical Engineering Senior
MATHERS. BARRIE L Topeka
Business Administration Sophomore
MATLACK. JAN J Lawrence
Fashion Marketing Senior
MATLACK. TIM A Clearwater
Business Administration Senior
MATT1VI, TRACIE D Overland Park
Arts and Sciences Freshman
MAULER, SUSAN M Otis
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Junior
MAY, CYNTHIA S Lenexa
Dietetics and Institutional Management Junior
MAY. LISA B Peck
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Sophomore
MAYER. VICKIE L Norwich
Social Work Sophomore
MBAYA. GLORIA Nigeria
Home Economics Extension Junior
MCADAMS, KARRI A Hutchinson
Computer Science Junior
MCAFEE, CELIA D Manhattan
Family Life and Human Development Junior
MCAFEE. DCIANE S Manhattan
Engineering Technology Junior
MCAFEE. GARY Garnett
Marketing Junior
MCALLISTER, MARK W Wichita
Agronomy Junior
MCALLISTER. SCOTT A Florissant, Mo.
Architecture Junior
MCANTEE. JILL A Topeka
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
MCCALL, GREG Scandia
Electrical Engineering Junior
MCCALL. TIMOTHY W Springfield. Mo
Radio and Television Freshman
MCCALLUM, GEORGE R Winfield
Animal Science and Industry Senior
MCCALLUM, MARU L East Liverpool, Ohio
Animal Science and Industry Junior
MCCARTER, KEVIN D Auburn
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
MCCARTY. JAN L Ellinwood
Business Administration . . . Senior
MCCLINTOCK, MARGRET Council Grove
History Sophomore
MCCLURE, MACK W Alta Vista
Journalism and Mass Communications ... Sophomore
MCCLURE. SANDY A Wichita
Arts and Sciences Freshman
MCCOY, DAVID L Oneida
Engineering Techonology Senior
MCCOY, JACKIE K Marysville
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
MCCULLICK. RONDA L Minneapolis
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
MCCULLOUGH. MELISSA A Topeka
Management Junior
MCDERMOND, KEVIN T Effingham
Accounting Senior
MCDONALD. JOLENE G Rolla
Recreation Senior
MCDONALD PATTI S Manhattan
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Junior
MCDONOUGH, MARGARET G. East Hampton, Mass.
Accounting Senior
MCDOWELL. BECKY L Topeka
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Junior
MCELMURRY, BRENT D Hesston
Pre-Law Sophomore
MCGEE, BARBARA L Dodge City
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Junior
MCGILL, SUSAN L Manhattan
Education lunior
MCGINNIS, LESLIE L Rossville
Physical Education Graduate Student
MCGINNIS, MONTE B Rossville
Journalism and Mass Communications .... Sophomore
MCGOWE, WILLIAM J Florence
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Senior
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MCGREEVY, M KATHY Topeka
Psychology Junior
MCGREW, TAMELA Q Fort Scott
Marketing Junior
MCGUGIN. DEEDEE S Denver. Colo.
Speech Pathology Graduate Student
MCHENRY. TIMOTHY T Topeka
Family Life and Human Development Senior
MCKAIN, MARK R Dodge City
Management Junior
MCKAY. STEVE W Highland
Animal Science and Industry Junior
MCKEE. DAN M Atlanta. Ga.
Marketing Senior
MCKENNA, MAUREEN E Garden City
Elementary Education Junior
MCKIE, RANDY L Norton
Pre-Design Professions Junior
MCKINNEY. DOUGLAS Leoti
Finance Senior
MCKINNIE. JILL A Glen Elder
Early Childhood Education Senior
MCKINSEY, JOEL P Springfield
Electrical Engineering Junior
MCLAUGHLIN, JAMES F Lenexa
Physics Education Sophomore
MCLAUGHLIN. KENT D Raytown, Mo.
Architecture Junior
MCMULLEN, KENDRA D Lake Quivera
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
MCNEIL. KEVIN D Clifton
Mathematics Sophomore
MCNEIL. STEVEN S Clifton
Computer Science Sophomore
MCNEILL. DIANE D Newton
Agricultural Journalism Junior
MCPHEETERS. EDWARD H Overland Park
Psychology Senior
MCNICHOLS. KELLY B Burr Oak
Animal Science and Industry Senior
MCQUEEN. EDWARD V Stockton
Agricultural Mechanization Senior
MCQUILLAN. JODI L Clearwater
Computer Science Senior
MCQUILLEN, JOHN D Topeka
Pre-Dentistry Junior
MCREYNOLDS. JACK A Manhattan
Accounting Junior
MCREYNOLDS. JAMIE R Manhattan
Business Administration Freshman
MCREYNOLDS. JOHN E Manhattan
Electrical Engineering Junior
MCROBERTS. SUSAN K Manhattan
Accounting Junior
MCVEY. PATRICIA J Windsor. Conn.
Early Childhood Education Senior
MCWHIRTER, JOHN D Manhattan
Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
MCWHIRTER. PAULA L Manhattan
Accounting Senior
Trailer living — A student walks his bike home
to North Campus Courts. The trailer court is
owned by the University and is located southwest
of the Veterinary hospital.
Richie Bergen
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MCWILIAMS. LARRY M Sharon Springs
Engineering Technology Senior
MEADOWS, PAMELA A Shawnee Mission
Marketing Junior
MEALY. ROBERT C Scott City
Political Science Senior
MEARES, LISA M Topeka
Elementary Education Junior
MECHLER. MAUREEN A Lenexa
Management Junior
MEGEE. BRYAN A Spring Hill
Mechanical Engineering Senior
MESH. MARTHA M Kansas City
Industrial Engineering Senior
MEIER. GREGORY S Topeka
Agricultural Economics Senior
MEIER. LACJRI A. Topeka
Speech Pathology Senior
MEIN, RODNEY L Farlington
Agricultural Education Junior
MEINHARDT, V1CKI R Alma
Radio and Television Junior
MELHC1S. H. SCOTT Scandia
Finance Senior
MENDENHALL. LESLIE J Topeka
Modern Languages Senior
MENDEZ. ANDREW A Rolla. Mo.
Architecture Senior
MENZIE, BRADLEY J Sublette
Management Sophomore
MERGENME1ER. STEPHEN L St. George
Geology Senior
MERIWETHER. ELIZABETH Columbus
Fashion Marketing Senior
MERITT, LORI L Lebanon
Office Administration Junior
METZ, MICHELLE A Wichita
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Junior
METZLER, MARK D Dover
Agricultural Education Senior
MECILI. LORRIE K Hope
Animal Science and Industry Senior
MEYER, CHRISTINE I Wichita
Business Administration Junior
MEYER. DOUGLAS B Olathe
Agricultural Economics Senior
MEYER. GALEN L Hiawatha
Agronomy Senior
MEYSING. LARRY E Lincolnville
Accounting Senior
MEYSING. MICHAEL J Ramona
Mechanical Engineering Senior
MICHALSKI. DEBBIE L Salina
Fashion Marketing Senior
MICHEL, CINDY K Bellaire
Pre Veterinary Medicine Junior
MICK. DIANNE L Tipton
Home Economics with Liberal Arts Senior
MIDDLETON. CARROLL D Udall
Animal Science and Industry Senior
MIES. MICHAEL A Bonner Springs
Accounting Junior
MIGNANO. GARY S Wichita
Political Science Senior
MIGNANO. JACQUELINE A Manhattan
Physical Education Senior
MIGNANO, THERESA A Manhattan
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Freshman
MILES, WILLIAM S Overland Park
Biology Junior
MILLER. ALLISON E Eureka
Finance Senior
MILLER, AUDREY G Winchester
English Education Junior
MILLER, COZETTE L Scott City
Office Administration Junior
MILLER. GUY W Topeka
Microbiology Senior
MILLER. JEFFREY D Hanston
Restaurant Management Freshman
MILLER, JULIE A Shawnee Mission
Marketing Junior
MILLER, KRISTIE M Poplar Bluff, Mo
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
MILLER. LOU A Lenexa
Accounting Senior
MILLER. PATRICK C Denton
Mechanical Engineering Senior
MILLER. RAYMOND R Columbia, Mo.
Architecture Senior
MILLER, RHONDA L Lenexa
Construction Science Sophomore
MILLER, STEVE F Wellington
Mechanical Engineering Junior
MILLS, KIRSTEN Manhattan
Psychology Sophomore
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MILLS. LAURIE L St. Francis
Veterinary Medicine Senior
MINOR, BETH A Nortonville
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
MIRANDA, ASTRID J Puerto Rico
Pre Veterinary Medicine Junior
MITCHELL, DAVID A Manhattan
History Sophomore
MITCHELL, DEBORAH C Bellevue, Neb.
Accounting Sophomore
MITCHELL, JEANETTE E Olathe
Architectural Engineering Sophomore
MITTS. LORI A Pratt
Pre-Law Junior
MIXON. LEE T Manhattan
Electrical Engineering Freshman
MIZER. DIANE L East Springfield. Ohio
Family Life and Human Development
.
, Junior
MIZER, TIM E Cadiz, Ohio
Architectural Engineering Senior
MOCK, JAMIE L Manhattan
Physics Sophomore
MODEAN, JEFFREY S Wamego
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
MOEDER. RANDY E Great Bend
Accounting Senior
MOHAN. GANAPATHY India
Chemistry Graduate Student
MOHAN. STEVEN J Topeka
Construction Science Junior
MOLITOR. SANDRA I Zenda
Home Economics Education Senior
MONGOLD. JANE A Overland Park
Pre-Medicine Senior
MONTGOMERY, DONNA L Council Grove
Music Education Sophomore
MONTGOMERY. SUSAN K Sabetha
Speech Pathology Senior
MOON, DALE E Concordia
Electrical Engineering Junior
MOONEY. JOAN P Shawnee Mission
Management Senior
MOORE. DONNA J Barnes
Music Education Senior
MOORMAN. MITCH J Solomon
Animal Science and Industry Senior
MOREHEAD, KEVIN G Belleville
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology ... Junior
MORGAN, CATHY L Emporia
Physical Education Senior
MORGAN. JANICE I Greeley
Social Work Senior
MORGAN. PENNY S Goessel
Horticulture Senior
MORRICAL. CARLA M Beverly
Home Economics Education Senior
MORRIS, BRAD K Topeka
Medicine Technology Sophomore
MORRIS. DANIEL T Abilene
Finance Sophomore
MORTON, JOAN E Manhattan
Pre-Medicine Senior
MOSER, PATTI J Marysville
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
MOSES. MARY S Sri Lanka
Animal Science and Industry Graduate Student
MOSIER. LINDA K Bonner Springs
Accounting Senior
MOSIMANN. JAMES E. Stanley
Finance Senior
MOTLEY. FRANK A Manhattan
Finance Freshman
MOWRY, DEBRA D Garden City
Business Administration Sophomore
MOYERS. ELAINE K Overland Park
Radio and Television Sophomore
MCICKENTHALER. DUANE Topeka
Architecture Senior
MUELLER, DEBRA K Hiawatha
Recreation Senior
MUELLER, DEBRA L Kingman
Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
MUELLER. MARK M Hiawatha
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
MUETING. SHARON R Axtell
Horticulture Therapy Junior -
MUGLER, KAREN K Hutchinson
Business Administration Sophomore
MULFORED. RITA M Shawnee
Medicine Technology Junior
MULL, MICHAEL D Salina
Fir>ance Junior
MULL, NATALIE J Great Bend
Fashion Marketing Junior
MULLER. TERESA M Coffeyville
Arts and Sciences Senior
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MULLIN. DANNY R Olathe
Marketing Senior
MLILLINS, SHARON I McPherson
Business Administration Sophomore
MULL1NS. DEBBIE S Hutchinson
Elementary Education Senior
MULLINS. STEVE S Hutchinson
Agricultural Economics Senior
MULVANEY, DINA L Wichita
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Senior
MUNSCH. CLARENCE D Hays
Civil Engineering Senior
MUNSEY. MARI E Frontenac
Pre-Nursing Junior
MURPHEY. KENNETH E Cimarron
Civil Engineering Senior
MURPHEY, JAMES E Manhattan
Arts and Sciences Freshman
MURPHY, MEGAN E Topeka
Recreation Senior
MURPHY, STAN W McCook, Neb
Marketing Freshman
MURRAY, THOMAS E Great Bend
Marketing Senior
MCJSSATTO. CASEY
Industrial Engineering
MYERS, CATHERINE L
Animal Science and Industry
MYERS. GARY L
Accounting
MYERS, JILL A
Elementary Education
MYERS, LARRY F
Physics Education
MYHRE, ARLENE Manhattan
Business Administration Freshman
MYLES, KIMBERLY S Lenexa
Marketing Senior
MYZER, CYNTHIA M Topeka
Journalism and Mass Communications Graduate Student
NADEN. GARY A Salina
Electrical Engineering Junior
NAIL, DAVID B Prairie Village
Agricultural Economics Freshman
NASS. MARY J Atchison
Marketing Senior
NASS, PEGGY S Atchison
Accounting Sophomore
NATH, RATTAN Aligarh
Physics Graduate Student
NAVARRO, STEVE P Hutchinson
Mechanical Engineering Junior
NAVE, ELIZABETH A Oklahoma City, Okla.
Veterinary Medicine Freshman
NEADERHISER, JOAN C Bennington
Accounting Junior
NEAS, TERRIE L Overland Park
Family Life and Human Development Sophomore
NEEL, CRYSTAL L Peoria. III.
Interior Design Senior
NEHER, TERRY R Hiawatha
Agricultural Economics Junior
NEIBLING, ROBERT F Highland
Engineering Technology Senior
NELSON, DARLA D Strong City
Computer Science Junior
NELSON, JERRY D Burdick
Pre Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
NELSON, KARLA J Burdick
Agricultural Education Freshman
NELSON. KIMBERLY K Lincoln
Art Senior
NELSON, REX C Salina
Construction Science Junior
NELSON, SHERRY N Manhattan
Accounting Sophomore
NELSSEN, JANEEN K Smith Center
Management Junior
NESTOR, CARLA J McPherson
Elementary Education Junior
NEUFELD, CHERYL D Newton
Foods and Nutrition in Business Senior
NEUHALFEN. RICHARD D Manhattan
Business Administration Graduate Student
NEWELL, CAROLYN S Valley Falls
Fashion Marketing Sophomore
NEY, JERRY C Hanston
Psychology Senior
NEY, LISA A Hanston
Family Life and Human Development Senior
NGAAGE, KUNUKEBARI T Nigeria
Chemical Engineering Senior
NIBARGER, RICHARD E Randolph
Radio and Television Junior
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NICHOL. ALBERT L (Jtica
Computer Science Junior
NICHOLSON, DEKETA S Dodge City
Psychology Junior
NIGHTINGALE, DEBRA J Bentley
Home Economics Education Senior
NIGHTINGALE. JAMES L Halstead
Architecture Senior
NOLL, LORENE L Winchester
Pre-Nursing Sophomore
NOLTING, KENTE Nortonville
Feed Science and Management Sophomore
NORMAN. TRUDY L Fowler
Agricultural Economics Junior
NORRIS, SARAH G Kansas City, Mo.
Bakery Science and Management Junior
NORTH, SUSAN L Baldwin
Fashion Marketing Sophomore
NORTHUM, EVELYN M Kingman
Chemical Engineering Senior
NORTON, JACKI L Minneola
Management Senior
NORTON, KATHLEEN Manhattan
Accounting Senior
NOTTORF, JULIE A Abilene
Pre-Dentistry Sophomore
NOVAK, CINDY L Lost Springs
Horticulture Senior
NOVAK, PATRICK J Belleville
Agricultural Mechanization Senior
NOVAK, WILLIAM J Belleville
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Junior
NOVY, GARY L Wichita
Radio and Television Senior
OBERG, KERRY L Wichita
Music Education Senior
OBERLY, ALAN Manhattan
Accounting Senior
OBORNY, KENT M Wichita
Pre-Design Professions Freshman
OBORNY, LESLIE M Wichita
Landscape Architecture Senior
OBORNY, LOUIS F Great Bend
Engineering Technology Junior
O'BRIEN. GWYN E Marshall, Minn.
Marketing Senior
O'BRIEN. PATRICK J Buffalo, N.Y.
Pre-Design Professions Senior
Hairdo — Kim Kvasnicka, junior in art, puts a
fish tail braid in the hair of Joyce Frey, graduate
in biology, during a University For Man class.
Scott Liebler
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OCHOA, CONNIE Edwardsville
Art Senior
O'CONNER. ANNETTE M Wichita
Speech Pathology Senior
OESTREICH. DEBRA L Linn
Physical Education Senior
OGLEVIE. NANCY L Goodland
Speech Pathology Senior
O'HARA, TIM Topeka
Statistics Senior
OLAYIWOLFE. COMFORT B Nigeria
Home Economics Graduate Student
OLBERDING. CINDY R Olathe
Dietetics and Institutional Management Junior
OLBERDING, DANIEL J Clayton
Accounting Junior
OLIPHANT, MARY E Independence
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
OLIVER, CARRIE A Wichita
Journalism and Mass Communications . . Sophomore
OLSEN. CHRISTINE C Hardy. Neb.
Computer Science Senior
OLSON. JANET E Randolph
Home Economics Senior
OLSON, MAX L Altoona
Animal Science and Industry Junior
OLSON, REX Herndon
Architecture Junior
OLTMAN. VALERIE L Oketo
Music Education Senior
OMAN. KALLY A Leonardville
Fashion Marketing Senior
O'NEAL. MARC A Wichita
Geology Senior '
ORE. LINDA J Manhattan
Fashion Marketing Junior
ORTEN. DEADRE M McDonald
Social Work Senior
ORTH. STEVEN J Andale
Electrical Engineering Senior
OSARHIEMEN, OWENAZE K Nigeria
Accounting Junior
OSBORNE, WALTER K Danville
Finance Senior
O'SHEA, DIANE L Oskaloosa
Foods and Nutrition in Business Junior
O'SHEA. TIMOTHY G Oskaloosa
Accounting Senior
OSTMEYER. JOSEPH D Seneca
Construction Science Junior
OSTROM. JENNIFER A Concordia
Pre-Law Junior
OTTE, LINDA L Galva
Management Junior
OTTO, MATTHEW D Olathe
Engineering Technology Junior
OWINGS, DALE K Plainville
Civil Engineering Senior
OXANDALE, BRAD W Wetmore
Engineering Technology Sophomore
OZBUN. MARK L Winfield
Computer Science Senior
OZBLIN. PAUL T Winfield
Architecture Senior
PACK. DIANA K Whitewater
Management Junior
PACUMBABA. MARJORIE O Manhattan
Computer Science Junior
PAGE. ELIZABETH A Manhattan
Pre-Nursing Sophomore
PAJL. JAMES M Winner, S.D.
Veterinary Medicine Junior
PAJL. MARTHA A Newton
Apparel Design Senior
PAKKEBIER, KATHLEEN G Prairie View
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
PALEN. JUDITH M Scott City
Home Economics Education Senior
PALMA. JOHN N Topeka
Civil Engineering Graduate Student
PALMER, ROSS H Prairie Village
Veterinary Medicine Senior
PANKRATZ, KRISTA J Hillsboro
Finance Junior
PANKRATZ. TIMOTHY C Walton
Civil Engineering Junior
PARISH, CHERIE K Derby
Fashion Marketing Junior
PARISH, JOYCELYN G Manhattan
Family Life and Human Development Graduate Student
PARK, MICHAEL G Springfield, Mo.
Landscape Architecture Senior
PARKER, LINDA S Dwight
Political Science Education Senior
PARKER, STEVE D Russell
Geology Junior
PARTRIDGE, BECKY Wichita
Physical Education Senior
PATRICK. KELLY A Lindsborg
Pre-Nursing Sophomore
PATRON. R1CARDO F Manhattan
Pre-Medicine Sophomore
PATRON. RUFINO Manhattan
Pre-Medicine Sophomore
PATTERSON, KATHERINE J Whitewater
Home Economics Education Senior
PATTON, DENNIS L. Caldwell
Horticulture Senior
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PATZELL, ANN P Manhattan
Computer Science Sophomore
PAULS. JANETTE A Inman
Interior Design Junior
PAULS, RODNEY D Newton
Accounting Senior
PAUSTIAN. DANIEL M Manhattan
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
PAYNE. CALLYN Wichita
Computer Science Sophomore
PAYNE. CINDY A Valley Center
Veterinary Medicine Freshman
PAYNE. JAMES W Overland Park
Management Junior
PAYNE, JOSEPH W Springfield. Mo.
Landscape Architecture Junior
PAZ. JEFF M Creve Ceour, Mo.
Architecture Junior
PEABODY. SAMUEL S Wichita
Dairy Production Junior
PEASE. REBECCA L Hutchinson
Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
PEDERSON. KIRK P Horton
Physical Education Senior
PEEK, SUSAN D Winches^,
Accounting Sophomore
PENCE. ALICE S Winchester
Elementary Education Sophomore
PENNINGTON. TERESA J Wichita
Fashion Marketing Senior
PERKINS. NATALIE T Lawton. Okla.
Political Science Senior
PERRY. BETSY Leawood
Bakery Science and Management Senior
PERRY. JAMES G Mattoon. Ill
Recreation Freshman
PERRY. MARCHETTI D Paducah. Kent.
Business Administration Sophomore
PERSIGEHL. DONNA J Salina
Food Science and Industry Junior
PETERS. DARRELL W Overland Park
Business Administration Junior
PETERS, DAVID M McPherson
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
PETERS. POLLY B Wichita
Interior Design Senior
PETERSON. ANN Bridgeport
Management Senior
PETERSON. BART A Springfield. Mo.
Chemical Engineering Senior
PETERSON, TRENT D Topeka
Construction Science Senior
PETTIBONE. RAIDEL L Kanorado
Microbiology Senior
PETTIT, SUSAN D Topeka
Radio and Television Junior
PEVERLEY, SHARON J Geneseo
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
PFANENSTIEL, CHERI L Victoria
Family Life and Human Development Junior
PFENNINGER, MARY E. Boulder. Colo.
Psychology Senior
PFOLTNER, KELLY J Prairie Village
Social Work Senior
PHARIS, JULIA A. Kansas City Kan.
Accounting Senior
PHELPS. JOHN M Hutchinson
Civil Engineering Senior
PHILLIPS, CHRISTINE A Wichita
Dietetics and Institutional Management Junior
PHILLIPS. KEITH R Shawnee
Physical Education Senior
PHIPPS, SUSAN E Shawnee
Chemical Engineering Junior
PICKETT, LINDA L Manhattan
Mechanical Engineering Junior
PIEL. JULIE A Topeka
Home Economics and Mass Communications Senior
PINKERTON. RUSSEL G Wichita
Chemical Engineering Senior
PILAND. TERRY A Sublette
Accounting Senior
PINKSTON. RICHARD C Oakley
Agricultural Economics Junior
PIPER, SHARON K Overland Park
Accounting Junior
PITTMAN. TRACEY L. Tonganoxie
Home Economics Education Senior
PITZER, JENNIFER J Concordia
Recreation Junior
PLATT. MARK A Osawatomie
Accounting Senior
PLINSKY, JANINA W Manhattan
Management Senior
POLING, TANYA R Wichita
Psychology Junior
POLLOCK, SHARI R Hazelton
Office Administration Sophomore
POLLOCK, STEPHANIE M Junction City
Business Administration Sophomore
POPELKA, STEVE T Belleville
Finance Sophomore
POSEY, JANICE M White Bear Lake, Minn.
Business Administration Junior
POSEY, TATE D Manhattan
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Senior
POST, DAVID B Manhattan
Landscape Architecture Senior
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POTTER. KIMBERLY M. Winfield
Foods and Nutrition in Business Senior
POTTER. MARY L Highland
Fashion Marketing Senior
POTTER, SHELLY J Beloit
English Senior
POTTER, VIRGINIA K Baxter Springs
Business Education Senior
POTTORFF. MARY E Douglas
Mechanical Enqineering Junior
POTTS, SHERRYL Overland Park
Early Childhood Education Senior
POULSEN, DAVID L Wichita
Geology Junior
POUNDS. DAVID D Delphos
Marketing Junior
POUNDS, LISA Delphos
Recreation Senior
POWELL. PATRICK D Mission
Electrical Engineering Senior
POWERS, ROGER L Rose Hill
Civil Engineering Senior
PRATHER. JAMI L Garnett
Foods and Nutrition in Business Senior
PRATHER, RANDALL S Garnett
Animal Science and Industry Senior
PRATTE. DARRYL St. Louis, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
PRATTE, DOUGLAS J Florissant. Mo.
Pre Design Professions Sophomore
PRENTICE. MICHELLE R Shawnee Mission
Construction Science Freshman
PRICE. KIMBERLY R Hutchinson
Physical Education Senior
PRICE, TRACI A Goodland
Pre-Law Freshman
PROCHASKA. SANDY J Worland, Wyo.
Interior Design Senior
PROSE, CHERI L Herndon
Business Administration Senior
PUNZO. DIANE Tecumseh
Mathematics Education Junior
PUTMAN. ANDREA L Heuvelton, N.Y.
Milling Science and Management Sophomore
PYLE, CHARLES G Kansas City
Accounting Sophomore
PYLE. MONTY J Manhattan
Radio and Television Junior
QUAINTANCE. ANN E Shawnee
Horticulture Senior
QUALLS. CARLOS L Batesville. Ark.
Computer Science Graduate Student
QCJALLS. THELMA J Bentonville. Ark.
Accounting Senior
QUEEN, JOHN L Rossville
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
QUIGLEY, DANA R Wichita
Finance Senior
QUINLAN. SHEREE S Wichita
Elementary Education Senior
Biking — Nearing the end of the biking
portion of the Topeka Tinman, Bruce
Bingham, senior in physical education,
struggles to keep the pace of the pack.
RobC:
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QUINN. ANTHONY J Bronxville, N. Y.
Accounting Senior
QUINN, JULIE A Overland Park
Apparel Design Junior
RAAF. JOHN M Gridley
Animal Science and Industry Senior
RADER, SCOTT D Ottawa
Recreation Junior
RADKE, JEFF M Goddard
Arts and Sciences Freshman
RAETZ, ALAN W Gypsum
Electrical Engineering Junior
RAETZ. PAULA M Gypsum
Business Administration Sophomore
RAINEY. KAREN S Liberal
Journalism Education Senior
RAINS, HOWARD M Beatrice, Neb.
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
RANEY. MARK W Dodge City
Electrical Engineering Graduate Student
RANKER. SHAWNA R Topeka
Horticulture Sophomore
RANKIN, REBECCA L Topeka
Fashion Marketing Junior
RANNEY, PENNIE D Delphos
Education Junior
RANSOM. CALVIN M St. Louis. Mo.
Architecture Senior
RATLIFF, RICK L Bonner Springs
Radio and Television Sophomore
RAY. MARLA J Oberlin
Interior Design Senior
RAZ1ZADEH, SAED B Shawnee
Architectural Engineering Senior
REARDON. PEG J Liberty
Agricultural Economics Senior
REASONER. MARK W Manhattan
Pre-Law Senior
REED, JUDY K Belleville
Home Economics Education Senior
REED, KIMBERLY A Shawnee Mission
Journalism and Mass Communication Junior
REED, LINDA C Clay Center
Social Work Sophomore
REED. MARIANNE A Olathe
History Senior
REED. ROGER A Liberty, Mo
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
REED. SHAYLA L Overland Park
Education Senior
REED, TREYSE L Topeka
Interior Architecture Junior
REEVES, SANDRA E Wichita
Biological Science Education Junior
REGEHR. LOWELL P Hesston
Architecture Senior
REGNIER. BERNIE L Bennington
Agronomy Senior
REGNIER, DOUGLAS A Bennington
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Junior
REICHLE, MERRIAM D Leawood
Family Life and Human Development Junior
REIFF, RICK K Wichita
Mechanical Engineering Junior
REILLY, ANNE M Topeka
Finance Junior
REILLY, SEAN J Prairie Village
Journalism and Mass Communication Junior
REMKE. JULIE E Wichita
Early Childhood Education Graduate Student
REISER, DEBBIE K Great Bend
Restaurant Management Junior
REMINGTON. ALLECIA L Overland Park
Chemical Engineering Senior
RENINGER. CYNTHIA A Council Bluffs, Iowa
Pre-Professional Secondary Education Freshman
RENNIE, KEVIN D Columbus
Agricultural Education Senior
RETTER. GREGORY J Leavenworth
Biology Senior
REYNOLDS, LORI L Agenda
Radio and Television Junior
REYNOLDS, PAULA V Galena, Mo.
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
RHEIN. REBECCA M Alta Vista
Accounting Senior
RHINE, LINDA S Hays
Veterinary Medicine Freshman
RIAT. DOUGLAS A St. Marys
Architectural Engineering Senior
RICE, MIKE E Naperville, III.
Accounting Sophomore
RICE, PHILLIP D Mission
Radio and Television Junior
RICE. TOMMY M Kensington
Animal Science and Industry Senior
RICHARDS. CATHY L Wichita
Education Senior
RICHARDS. DANNY L Neodesha
Horticulture Senior
RICHARDS, DAVID W Gridley
Electrical Engineering Senior
RICHARDS. LETA Y Washington
Industrial Engineering Senior
RICHARDSON. DALE E Wichita
Engineering Technology Senior
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RICHARDSON, MARLA S Wichita
Management Sophomore
RICHARDSON, MARLENE Oswego
Dairy Production Senior
RICHARDSON, MARY A. Peoria, III.
Horticulture Senior
RICHARDSON. TAMA Hutchinson
Radio and Television Senior
RICHTER, GLENDA M Salina
Accounting Freshman
RICHTER. JANEIL C Green
Elementary Education Senior
RICHWINE. DAVID S Olathe
Business Administration Senior
RIEDEL, JANET K Hays
Applied Music Graduate Student
RIEDY, CATHY L Hope
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Junior
RIFFEL. DAVID E. Wichita
Architecture Senior
RIFFEL, JANE A Tampa
Physical Education Senior
RIGGS. J. CHRIS Nickerson
Mechanical Engineering Senior
RILEY, JOHN H Glenview, III.
Architectural Engineering Junior
RILEY, SHARON M Spring Hill
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
RINEHART. GAYE M Topeka
Speech Pathology Senior
RINGEN. KRISTI A Beattie
Elementary Education Junior
RINGERING. RICHARD M. Ellinwood
Accounting Senior
RINGLE. SCOTT J Independence
Chemical Engineering Senior
R1NKE. LINDA K Pratt
Home Economics with Liberal Arts Senior
RIPPE, SHARI A Odell
Management Junior
RISEN. CYNTHIA D Overland Park
Nuclear Engineering Sophomore
RISEN. LYNNE M Overland Park
Interior Design Senior
R1SON. KATHY A Sabetha
Psychology Senior
RITZ. LISA K Overland Park
Fashion Marketing Senior
RITZDORF. GAIL A Omaha. Neb.
Industrial Engineering Senior
Darting around — During a Thursday night
league game, Nevin "Boomer" Markel,
senior in modern languages, glances back
at an opponent after totaling his score at
Auntie Mae's Parlor.
Jeff
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RIVERA, JOSE L Puerto Rico
Marketing Junior
ROACH. LYNNE L Westmoreland
Interior Design Senior
ROACH, ROBERT F Westmoreland
Business Administration Sophomore
ROBBINS. LEE E Yates Center
Animal Science and Industry Senior
ROBERSON. BRENDA S Silver Lake
Marketing Senior
ROBERTS. KAREN S Kansas City, Mo.
Architectural Engineering Senior
ROBERTS, LISA R Dodge City
Finance Freshman
ROBERTS, NANNETTE E Almena
English Education Sophomore
ROBERTSON, DEBRA L Wamego
PreNursing Freshman
ROBERTSON, LORI E Overland Park
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Junior
ROBINSON, KATHY Andover
Radio and Television Junior
ROBINSON, RICHARD A Brewster
Geology Junior
ROBL, QUENT1N J Ellinwood
Civil Engineering Sophomore
ROBLYER, TRACIE D Manhattan
Pre-Physical Therapy Freshman
ROCK, FRED I Hope
Accounting Junior
RODERIQUE, GLEN J Overland Park
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
ROENIGK, RICHARD Roeland Park
Nuclear Engineering Graduate Student
ROEPE, WILLIAM M Overland Park
Management Junior
ROESNER, BILL J Salina
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
ROESNER. THERESA M. Salina
Fashion Marketing Senior
ROESSLER. JULIE B Coffeyville
Computer Science Junior
ROGALSKY, CARRIE D Hutchinson
Chemical Engineering Senior
ROGERS, TRACY W Colby
Physical Education Junior
ROGGE, MARTHA J Salina
Fashion Marketing Sophomore
ROGGENBUCK. RENAE M Milbank, S.D.
Architecture Junior
ROGLER, JOHN R Manhattan
Agricultural Economics Senior
ROGLER. SUSAN I . Manhattan
Biology Junior
ROHRIG. JOSEPH D Overland Park
Architecture Junior
ROMIG, CAROL A Leavenworth
Horticulture Graduate Student
RORABAUGH, BECKIE Almena
Elementary Education Junior
ROSE, KAREN E Judson
Education Junior
ROSE, TOM D Halstead
Physical Education Senior
ROSENBERG, LORI J : . . Garden City
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Junior
ROSEWICZ. GARY Kansas City
Civil Engineering Senior
ROSS. RAYMOND L Centereach. N.Y.
Bakery Science and Management Senior
ROTHS, PATTI Benton
Accounting Senior
ROTTINGHAUS, ALAN P Baileyville
Electrical Engineering Junior
ROTTINGHAUS, BRENDA S Baileyville
Journalism and Mass Communications Freshman
ROUDYBUSH, CHERI L Edwardsville
Fashion Marketing Junior
ROWE, BARBARA E Sharon
Home Economics Freshman
ROWEN, RODNEY A Lawrence
Electrical Engineering Junior
ROY, WILLIAM D Manhattan
Radio and Television Sophomore
RUDER. GREGORY J Hays
Industrial Engineering Senior
RUDER. JONATHAN E St. Louis. Mo.
Architecture Senior
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RUGGLES, MICHAEL J Middleton, Wis.
Electrical Engineering Senior
RUPERT. JAMES F Emporia
Electrical Engineering Junior
RUSH. PAUL IS Haviland
Agronomy Junior
RUSSELL, BRYAN J Codell
Agricultural Engineering Junior
RUSSELL, EUGENE R Manhattan
Industrial Engineering Junior
RUSSELL. JANICE M Manhattan
Industrial Engineering Senior
RUSSELL, KIMBERLY A Chanute
Sociology Junior
RUSSELL. SAMANTHA L Manhattan
Elementary Education Senior
RUTHERFORD, BARBARA Manhattan
Arts and Sciences Freshman
RUTLEDGE, DEBORAH A Manhattan
Correctional Administration Freshman
RYAN, RAYMOND J Salina
Engineering Technology Senior
SACHDEVA, DEV1NDERPAS Manhattan
Mechanical Engineering Junior
SACHSE, DAVID M Leavenworth
Civil Engineering Sophomore
SACK, JOSEPH M Wichita
Pre-Medicine Senior
SACKHOFF. TAMARA S Hunter
Education Senior
SAINT ERNE. NICHOLAS Wichita
Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
SANBORN, JACQUE L Chapman
Electrical Engineering Junior
SANDBURG. KELLI Eureka
Accounting Freshman
SANDBURG, MICHAEL A Eureka
Agronomy Junior
SANDERS, J. ANN Wichita
Physical Sciences Senior
SANDERS, ROBYN L Centralia. Mo.
Interior Architecture Senior
SANKEY. JILL L. Republic
Horticulture Senior
SANTILLI, MONIQUE L Stockton
Business Administration Sophomore
SANTOS. LIZETTE Puerto Rico
Biochemistry Graduate Student
SAPP, ANGELA M Esbon
Horticulture Therapy Junior
SARGENT, AMY J Topeka
Pre-Law Senior
SAUERWEIN. THOMAS D Newton
Veterinary Medicine Senior
SAUNDERS, ELIZABETH R Olathe
Biological Science Education Senior
SAUVAGE, CAROL R Topeka
Social Work Junior
SAVAGE, FRANCES A Manhattan
Veterinary Medicine Freshman
SAVAGE. GREG J Alma
Dairy Production Senior
SAWYER LEE, REBECCA A Topeka
Horticulture Senior
SCALF, DULCIE J Oak Grove. Ky.
Elementary Education Senior
SCATES. TROY A Hutchinson
Speech Pathology Graduate Student
SCHAEDE, THERESA D Wichita
Business Administration Junior
SCHAEFER. RAYMOND E Cincinnati, Ohio
Elementary Education Senior
SCHAFER, JUDY A Garden City
Medical Technology Junior
SCHAFER, SUSAN I Garden City
Elementary Education Sophomore
SCHAMBERGER, SHIRLEY J Salina
Business Administration Senior
SCHAMLE, DONNA D Wellsville
Early Childhood Education Junior
SCHAMLE. THERESE L Wellsville
Early Childhood Education Senior
SCHARTZ, JEAN A Hutchinson
Home Economics Extension Junior
SCHARTZ, MARGARET A Cimarron
Radio and Television Senior
SCHARTZ. MELVIN N Great Bend
Accounting Senior
SCHAULIS. DANA L Cincinnati. Ohio
Crop Protection Senior
SCHEBOR. VALERIE J Leavenworth
Radio and Television Senior
SCHEIDEMANTEL, IVA J Wamego
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
SCHEMM. KEVIN L Wakeeny
Electrical Engineering Senior
SCHEMM, TODD A Wakeeney
Engineering Freshman
SCHEMPER. TERSA R Long Island
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
SCHEUERMAN. RANDALL K. Scott City
Agricultural Mechanization Senior
SCHEUNEMANN, LISA K Spring Hill
Consumer Interest Senior
SCHINSTOCK, BOB J Kinsley
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
SCHINSTOCK, JANET S Kinsley
Engineering Freshman
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SCHLATTMANN. RICHARD A Atchison
Chemical Engineering Senior
SCHLETZBAUM, ANNE M Atchison
Milling Science and Management Senior
SCHMALE. FRANK W Garden City
Business Administration Senior
SCHMALE, MARY K Palmer
Accounting Senior
SCHMIDT. CATHERINE A Wichita
Engineering Graduate Student
SCHMIDT. FREDERICK J St. Louis. Mo.
Architectural Engineering Graduate Student
SCHMIDT. LOREN J Gossell
Agricultural Mechanization Senior
SCHMITT, CHRIS A Chanute
Mechanical Engineering Junior
SCHMITT. DAVID A Chapman
History Senior
SCHMITZ, ANNE K Manhattan
Home Economics and Journalism Senior
SCHMCJTZ, RONALD W Wakefield
Agricultural Mechanization Senior
SCHNECK. CHERYL A Lamed
Accounting Senior
SCHNEIDER. SCOTT Kansas City, Mo.
Chemical Engineering Senior
SCHNITKER. DAVID J. Nashville
Construction Science Senior
SCHOENBEIN. MICHAEL H Ferguson. Mo.
Pre Design Professions Junior
SCHRICK. CHRISTOPHER J Nortonville
Agricultural Mechanization Junior
SCHRICK, DANNY R Nortonville
Business Administration Junior
SCHRIEBER. JOAN A Huron
Accounting Junior
SCHROCK. DALENE M Colby
Agricultural Education Junior
SCHROEDER. RYAN D Hillsboro
Architectural Engineering Freshman
SCHUETTE, GARY R Lebanon
Psychology Junior
SCHCIETTE. GENE R Manhattan
Architectural Engineering Senior
SCHUETZ. TAMARA S Horton
Art Education Sophomore
SCHC1LER, JANICE M Chapman
Business Administration Senior
SCHULER. MARK G Waldo
Civil Engineering Senior
SCHULTZ. BRADLEY W Wichita
Chemical Engineering Senior
SCHULTZ. MARYSE F Overland Park
Food Science and Industry Senior
SCHULTZ. SALLY J Overland Park
Dietetics and Institutional Management Junior
SCHUTTER. ANNA M Topeka
Business Administration Junior
SCHWAB. STEVEN D Prairie Village
Civil Engineering Senior
SCHWABAUER. WARREN Overland Park
Architectural Engineering Senior
SCHWARTZ. CHERI D Washington
Agricultural Economics Junior
SCHWARTZ. JONI K Pretty Prairie
Housing and Equipment Senior
SCOBY. PATRICIA A Sabetha
Family Life and Human Development Senior
SCOTT. DIANE C Prairie Village
Social Work Senior
SCOTT. GARY A Leavenworth
Finance Senior
SCOTT, NANCY J White City
Business Education Sophomore
SCOTT, R. JEFF Manhattan
Computer Science Junior
SCOTT. TERYL L Clearwater
Biological Science Education Senior
SCRIVEN. RORY V Bahamas
Chemistry Graduate Student
SCRIVNER. STEPHEN M Valley Center
Electrical Engineering Senior
SEILER, GAIL L Mt. Hope
Speech Pathology Sophomore
SEILER, GARY N Mt. Hope
Agricultural Mechanization Junior
SEIWERT, PAUL J Goddard
Management Junior
SELL, DARREL G Plainsville
Computer Science Senior
SELL. MARK E Oskaloosa
Construction Science Senior
SELL, STEVE J Great Bend
Finance Senior
SELLAND, DENISE S Everest
Fashion Marketing Sophomore
SERRA, TERRY L Overland Park
Restaurant Management Junior
SERVIS, KAREN L Manhattan
Textile Science Graduate Student
SETTER. RALPH P Shawnee
Physical Education Senior
SEYMOUR, JOHN W Manhattan
Milling Science and Management Senior
SHABAN, ABDUL-MUTTALIB Manhattan
Bakery Science and Management Sophomore
SHACKELTON, KAREN S Manhattan
Geology Senior
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SHADDAY. CRAIG W Manhattan
Music Education Senior
SHADFAR. SASAN Shawnee
Architectural Engineering Senior
SHAFFER. GARY G Mulvane
Agricultural Mechanization Senior
SHAHEED. MIRIAM Manhattan
Apparel Design Senior
SHAHEED, PETER A Manhattan
Mechanical Engineering Junior
SHANEYFELT, LAURIE B Kansas City
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
SHANKS, BRUCE J. Columbus
Animal Science and Industry Senior
SHANNON, JEFFREY J Clay Center
Business Administration Freshman
SHARPE. TERI L Clyde
Accounting Junior
SHEKARI, ALI Kansas City
Electrical Engineering Senior
SHELTON. MICHAEL W Wichita
Architectural Engineering Senior
SHERVE, MARCY R Oskaloosa
Accounting Junior
SHIDELER, RHONDA K Topeka
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
SHINOGLE, RONALD D Plains
Agricultural Engineering Senior
SHIPLEY, MELVA D Esbon
Horticulture Junior
SHIRVANI. SUZANNE D Manhattan
Architectural Engineering Senior
SHOEMAKER. CARLA J Wheeler
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
SHOEMAKER. FRANK L Narka
Agricultural Education Senior
SHOEMAKER, LYNETTE M Hanover
Home Economics Education Junior
SHOGREN. BRUCE H Lindsborg
Accounting Senior
SHOGREN. CONNIE M Lindsborg
Computer Science Sophomore
SHORT, BRADLEY H Topeka
Music Senior
SHORT. MARILYN L Topeka
Accounting Graduate Student
SHORT. MARSHALL D Assaria
Electrical Engineering Senior
SHOWALTER, JOHN C Goodland
Veterinary Medicine Junior
SHOWALTER. TAMMY S Scandia
Art Education Senior
SHRECKER, CHERI G Manhattan
Pre Law Junior
SHUFELBERGER. SCOTT D Topeka
History Education Senior
SHURTLEFF, DAVID J Tulsa, Okla,
Industrial Engineering Freshman
SHUTE, JULIE D Red Cloud. Neb.
Music Education Junior
SIEFERS. MARY K Dorrance
Journalism Education Senior
SIEGLE, TRACY F Manhattan
Pre-Nursing Freshman
SIEMSEN, JULIE A Holyrood
Mathematics Education Sophomore
SIGMAN. JAY R Emporia
Accounting Senior
SILVA, ROGER M Wichita
PreVeterinary Medicine Sophomore
SIMMONS, BOB A Overland Park
Mechanical Engineering Junior
SIMMONS. KATHRYN Junction City
Early Childhood Education Senior
SIMON, MICHAEL C Leon
Animal Science and Industry Senior
SIMONS. GREG L. Derby
Animal Science and Industry Senior
SIMPSON, KATHY D Topeka
Accounting Junior
SIMS, RONALD D Baltimore, Md.
History Sophomore
SIMS. THEODORE J Abilene
Business Administration Senior
SINCLAIR. JANA L Neodesha
Finance Junior
SINGLETON. MARK D Kansas City
Industrial Engineering Senior
SISTRUNK. WENDY A Manhattan
Applied Music Junior
SITTENAUER. ANNETTE L Nortonville
Recreation Senior
SITTENAUER, CATHY L Nortonville
Business Administration Sophomore
SKAHAN. SCOTT E Shawnee
Civil Engineering Senior
SKIDMORE, JONATHAN C Randolph
Construction Science Sophomore
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SKOCH. LISA M Baileyville
Animal Science and Industry Senior
SKY. D. ALICE Arlington. Va.
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
SMALL. TODD T Garden City
Business Administration Junior
SMALLWOOD. ANDREA E Manhattan
Art Sophomore
SMITH, AB B Tribune
Agronomy Senior
SMITH. BARBARA J Ft. Leavenworth
Medical Technology Senior
SMITH, COREE L Tribune
Animal Science and Industry Senior
SMITH. CRAIG W Oberlin
Agronomy Freshman
SMITH. CYNTHIA I Lee's Summit. Mo.
Management Senior
SMITH, CYNTHIA N Salina
Marketing Junior
SMITH, DAVID F Dodge City
Computer Science Graduate Student
SMITH, FRED W Dodge City
Accounting Junior
SMITH, GRETCHEN K Merriam
Business Administration Sophomore
SMITH. LEE L Lebanon
Accounting Senior
SMITH, LINDSAY Hutchinson
Art Sophomore
SMITH, LISA A Marysville
Education Senior
SMITH, MARC L Marion
Feed Science and Management Senior
SMITH, MICHAEL J Emporia
Animal Science and Industry Senior
SMITH. MOLLY K Marion
Recreation Senior
SMITH. PHILIP B Harper
Marketing Senior
SMITH. RICHARD M Hutchinson
Accounting Senior
SMITH, ROBERT G St George
Pre-Law Sophomore
SMITH, RUSSELL L Goodland
Animal Science and Industry Junior
SMITH, TIMOTHY R Coffeyville
Geology Junior
ring — Teaching is a part-time job for some
ents. Ralph Wilson, graduate student in
ish, helps Ranae Arensman, freshman in
:ulture, with her studies.
Jeff Taylor
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SMITH, TINA M Coffeyville
PreProfessional Elementary Education Freshman
SMC1TZ, KENNY W Salina
Management Junior
SMYTH, PAUL Solomon
Industrial Engineering Junior
SNYDER, KURT D Morrill
Engineering Technology Senior
SNYDER, MAL S(JK Ogden
Business Administration Freshman
SNYDER, STEPHEN H Mankato
Accounting Senior
SOBBA. ANITA M Garnett
Horticulture Junior
SOBBA, CAROL M Garnett
Agricultural Journalism Senior
SOLOMON, BAMIDELE O Nigeria
Chemical Engineering Graduate Student
SOLTANI, EBRAH1M Iran
Agricultural Engineering Senior
SOMMERFELD, DAVID L Basehor
Pre-Medicine Senior
SOMMERS, BRADLEY D Robinson
Marketing Junior
SONDERGARD, SANNA M Wichita
Finance Junior
SORELL, GERALD L Concordia
History Junior
SOTHERS, DARICE L Courtland
Finance Freshman
SOTHERS, DEB L Courtland
Physical Education Senior
SOTHERS, KAREN L Courtland
Life Sciences Junior
SOTHERS, KAYLENE L Courtland
Physical Education Senior
SPAIN. DANA G Topeka
Fashion Marketing Senior
SPANGLER. LEWIS M Kansas City
Biology Senior
SPANGLER, TERRIE S Carthage. Mo.
Chemical Engineering Senior
SPEAR, TERRI R. Beloit
Radio and Television Senior
SPEED. DEBORAH J Shawnee
Accounting Senior
SPEED, TIMOTHY C Shawnee
Industrial Engineering Sophomore
SPENCE, STEVEN G Washington
Chemical Engineering Junior
SPRAGOE. MAX L Kincaid
Agricultural Economics Senior
SPRINGER. DAVID G Hutchinson
Life Sciences Senior
ST. CLAIR, TINA M Ellsworth
Animal Science and Industry Sophomore
ST JOHN, DEANA S Manhattan
Social Work Junior
STAAB, MARK P Manhattan
Business Administration Freshman
STAAB. RICHARD J Dodge City
Accounting Freshman
STADEL. KAREN D Westmoreland
Home Economics with Liberal Arts Senior
STADLER, REGINA S Topeka
Business Administration Senior
STANFORD, MEL B Augusta
Natural Resource Management Senior
STANLEY, ANNA M Minneapolis
Modern Languages Senior
STANLEY, KIMBERLY S Bonner Springs
Education Junior
STANLEY, THERESA D Topeka
Accounting Junior
STANWELL. MARY JO Valley Falls
Labor Relations Senior
STARK, CLAUDIA D Kansas City
Finance Junior
STEELE, LANCE D Tribune
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Junior
STEELE, PAMELA K Manhattan
Arts and Sciences Senior
STEELE, RODNEY D St. Mary's
Arts and Sciences Sophomoie
STEELE, SANDRA K Kansas City
Business Administration Junior
STEELE, SCOTT H Burdick
Art Junior
STEENBOCK, SARA Longford
PreProfessional Elementary Education Sophomore
STEENBOCK, SHERI S Longford
Agricultural Education Senior
STEFFEN, DIANE M Glenwood City
Life Sciences Junior
STEGEMAN, JOSEPH A Overland Park
Engineering Technology Senior
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STEGEMAN. SANDY K Salina
Recreation Senior
STEGENGA. SUSAN L Manhattan
Finance Senior
STEINBERGER. CHARLES F Simi Valley, Calif.
Engineering Technology Senior
STENGER. DEANNE J Manhattan
Dance Senior
STEPHEN, LEWIS M Stockton
Geology Freshman
STEPHENS, DANIEL L St. Joseph, Mo.
Accounting Senior
STEPHENSON, ROBERT J Osco, III.
Agronomy Graduate
STERLING, JULIE A Marion
Fashion Marketing Senior
STERLING, SAMUEL B Hardtner
Business Administration Senior
STEVENSON, JERRY D Garden City
Agricultural Engineering Junior
STEWART, ANGELA M Kansas City
Journalism and Mass Communications - . . . Sophomore
STEWART, ELLEN M Manhattan
Arts and Sciences Sophomore
STEWART, KENT B Washington
Animal Science and Industry Senior
STEWART, MEG V Leawood
Interior Design Sophomore
STEWART, RODNEY A Washington
Agricultural Education Graduate
STEWART, STEPHANIE J Westlake Village, Calif.
Speech Pathology Junior
STIGGE, MARY A Washington
Art Education Junior
STIPPICH. SHERRY L Wichita
Accounting Senior
STODDARD. SUSAN Council Grove
Family and Child Development Junior
STOLLER, MERYL D Sabetha
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
STONE, RICHARD E Clifton, III.
Restaurant Management Freshman
STONE, STEVEN L Olathe
Engineering Sophomore
STONER, DIANA L Derby
Industrial Engineering Junior
STOVER, TAD Arkansas City
Accounting Senior
STRAHL, PAUL E Prairie Village
Mechanical Engineering Junior
STRAIN. SHANNON Manhattan
Management Senior
STRAIT. DEBORAH A Junction City
Pre-Nursing Junior
STRICKLAND, TERRY A Ottawa
Electrical Engineering Senior
STRODTMAN, CINDY J Pratt
Accounting Sophomore
STRODTMAN. GARY L Pratt
Agronomy Senior
STRONG. TERI L Topeka
Fashion Marketing Senior
STROUTS. DARYL L Solomon
Agricultural Education Senior
STRUNK, CYNTHIA S Wichita
Foods and Nutrition in Business Sophomore
STRUNK, NEAL V Colwich
Marketing Senior
STUBBY. BRENDA K Newton
Agricultural Economics Junior
STUCKENSCHNEIDER, JOHN Kansas City, Mo.
Architectural Engineering Sophomore
STUCKY, DANIELLE M Moundridge
Dietetics and Institutional Management Junior
STUCKY. MORRIS J McPherson
Engineering Technology Senior
STUEVE, ANTHONY J Hiawatha
Agricultural Mechanization Junior
STUTTS. JANA A Claremont, Calif.
Animal Science and Industry Graduate
STUTZ, DEAN H Nortonville
Animal Science and Industry Senior
STUTZMAN. DAVID Kutztown, Penn.
Agricultural Economics Senior
SULE. GLADYS U Nigeria
Home Economics Graduate
SULLIVAN, BRIAN S Desoto. Mo.
Architecture Senior
SULZER, SALLY A St. Louis, Mo.
Pre-Design Professions Sophomore
SUTHERLAND. JOHN J Eldorado
Construction Science Senior
SUNDGREN, JOLENE L Salina
Early Childhood Education Senior
SUTTON, M. DEAN St. Louis, Mo.
Architecture Junior
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SVATY, JEAN ANN Lucas
Elementary Education Junior
SWANSON. SHAWN R Hutchinson
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
SWEGLE, ERIC B Baltimore, Md.
Interior Architecture Junior
SWISHER, KYLE D Beloit
Pre-Medicine Junior
SWITZER. TERESA D Manhattan
Biochemistry Senior
SWOPE. TIM D Kingman
Mechanical Engineering Junior
SWOYER. GREG A Shawnee
Civil Engineering Senior
SWOYER. LAURA J Stilwell
Consumer Interest Senior
SYKES. KIM M Topeka
Speech Pathology Junior
SYMES, KEVIN A Lakin
Agricultural Economics Junior
TALBOTT, DARLA D Marquette
Recreation Junior
TALBOTT. MARK E Halstead
Engineering Technology Senior
TALBOTT, TRACI L Halstead
Pre-Law Senior
TALLENT, RHONDA R Belleville
Elementary Education Junior
TAPHORN. KEVIN A Marysville
Agricultural Mechanization Senior
TAPPEHORN, JULIE A Sabetha
Pre Pharmacy Junior
TAYLOR, BRADLEY J White Cloud
Agricultural Economics Senior
TAYLOR. CURTIS L Eldorado
Physical Sciences Senior
TAYLOR, DAVE A Goddard
Business Administration Sophomore
TAYLOR. IRA B Overland Park
Accounting Senior
TAYLOR, PAUL W Goddard
Agricultural Economics Junior
TAYLOR. ROGER L Enterprise
Marketing Senior
TAYLOR. TRACI A Manhattan
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
TEAFORD, LYNNE A Manhattan
Retail Floriculture Sophomore
TEAFORD. RICK P Valley Falls
Dairy Production Graduate
TEDFORD. ROBERT L Minneola
Agricultural Engineering Senior
TEDMAN. LAURA L Harper
Computer Science Senior
TEDROW, JAN M Overland Park
Veterinary Medicine Senior
TEEL, TERESA D Kansas City. Mo.
Business Administration Sophomore
TEMAAT, RON L Spearville
Agronomy Freshman
TEMPAS. BRIAN D Peoria, III
Architecture Junior
TEMPLETON, JAMES Coffeyville
Animal Science and Industry Senior
TEMPLETON, TERRY L Topeka
Accounting Senior
TEMPLIN, SCOTT A Pittsburg
Microbiology Senior
TERADA, MINORU Manhattan
Architecture Senior
TETER, LINDA D Ottawa
Interior Design Sophomore
TEVIS, RENEE A Shawnee
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology Freshman
THAYER. KEVIN P Sublette
Marketing Senior
THEIS. SHELLY Wichita
English Senior
THIELE, ERIC Norton
Industrial Engineering Junior
THIER, STEPHEN P Great Bend
Mechanical Engineering Junior
THOMAS, JACQUELIN K Manhattan
Family Life and Human Development Junior
THOMAS. KELLY M. Salina
Accounting Senior
THOMAS. RITA K Salina
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Senior
THOMAS, RONNIE D Salina
Civil Engineering , , , . Senior
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THOMEN, SUE A Gardner
Chemical Engineering Sophomore
THOMPSON. ABBY L Phillipsburg
Music Education Sophomore
THOMPSON. EVE L Manhattan
Business Administration Sophomore
THOMPSON. KENNETH M Junction City
Engineering Technology Sophomore
THOMPSON. SARA J Harveyville
Recreation Senior
THOMAS, SARAH R Liberal
Accounting Freshman
THOMSON, SCOTT D Overland Park
Nuclear Engineering Sophomore
THORNBURG, PHIL G Wichita
Natural Resource Management Junior
THORNTON. KENT C Scott City
Animal Science and Industry Senior
THORPE. MARY J Leawood
Social Sciences Senior
T1BBITS. KERRI L Eudora
Pre Veterinary Medicine Junior
TIFFANY, JOHN H Manhattan
Accounting Junior
TIFFANY. MARY E Manhattan
Accounting Junior
TINDELL. CATHERINE M Topeka
Computer Science Junior
TINNEY. KENNETH E Junction City
Music Education Senior
TIPPIN, RICHARD E Lyons
Agricultural Economics Senior
TOBEN. LARRY M Wichita
Animal Science and Industry Senior
TORCZON, JOEL B Taft. Calif.
Accounting Senior
TORLINE, ANNE T Spearville
Dance Freshman
TOTLAND. TAMARA S Hutchinson
Recreation Senior
TOUSIGNANT. SUSAN K Herington
Agricultural Journalism Senior
TOWNSON, TANYA F Wichita
Family Life and Human Development Junior
TRACEY, LACJRA A Manhattan
Electrical Engineering Junior
TRACEY. LYNNE M. Manhattan
Accounting Junior
TRASKOWSKY. SUSAN E Woodbine
Consumer Interest Senior
Faster than a speeding bullet —
David Kamerer. graduate in radio
and television, rides home from
class on a cold day.
Richie Bergen
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TRIMBLE, LORI J Leavenworth
Labor Relations Sophomore
TRIMMER. DIANE L Manhattan
Adult Education Graduate Student
TROSTLE, CONNIE N Salina
Accounting Junior
TROSTLE, JACK E Salina
Engineering Technology Junior
TROYER, LOREN R Hutchinson
Agricultural Economics Senior
TRYON, BRUCE D Robinson
Agricultural Economics Senior
TULP. PATRICIA A Prairie Village
Marketing Senior
TURNER. ELIZABETH L Shawnee
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
TWIDWELL. ED K Frankfort
Agronomy Senior
TYSON. PATSY E Lyndon
Family Life and Human Development Senior
UMBLE, ARTHUR K Manhattan
Civil Engineering Senior
UMSCHEID. ROSEANN Manhattan
Marketing Senior
UNGER, TERESSA K Whitewater
Early Childhood Education Junior
UNREIN, JANET D Hays
Family Life and Human Development Sophomore
UNRUH, ERIC L Newton
Electrical Engineering Senior
UNRUH, NANCY L Wichita
Marketing Senior
(JPCHURCH, MIKE W Omaha, Neb,
Accounting Junior
UPSON. KAREN J Kansas City
Correctional Administration Senior
URISH, GEORGIA S Wichita
Horticulture Therapy Senior
VAHEB. MOHSEN Shawnee
Electrical Engineering Senior
VANAMBURG. KENT T Overland Park
Agricultural Economics Senior
VANDERVOORT. J. SCOTT Walnut
Labor Relations Senior
VANDEVEER, MONTE L Sharon
Agricultural Economics Sophomore
VANLERBERG, JOANNE M Shawnee
Animal Science and Industry Senior
VANMETER. JAY B Leavenworth
Radio and Television Senior
VANSKIKE. KEITH P Great Bend
Animal Science and Industry Graduate Student
VANTUYL. ROBERT V Olathe
Engineering Technology Senior
VANVLEET. RICK J Jetmore
Nuclear Engineering Graduate Student
VAUGHN, KEVIN D Coffeyville
Marketing Junior
VEACH, STEPHANIE L Manhattan
Accounting Sophomore
VEAL. BLAIN C. Abilene
Mechanical Engineering Senior
VEEDER, NADINE M Dodge City
Computer Science Junior
VERBANIC. TIMOTHY M Kansas City
Management Senior
VERBOOM. LINDA L Wichita
Family Life and Human Development Senior
VERTREESE, PATRIZIA Wichita
Elementary Education Junior
V1ENS. JOHN H Kansas City
Correctional Administration Senior
VIESTENZ. DAVID M St. Joseph, Mo.
Finance Senior
VINING. BECKY A Richmond
Agricultural Journalism Senior
VIOLA, ALLISON K Arkansas City
Management . Sophomore
VIOLA. BARRY J Arkansas City
Mechanical Engineering Senior
VINSON, LINDA B Marlin. Texas
Social Work Senior
VISHNEFSKE. SHARON K Belleville
Fashion Marketing Senior
VITTETOE. MARK E Kirksville, Mo.
Music Education Senior
VOELKER, CHARLES Leonardville
Animal Science And Industry Junior
VOGT, KERRY S Hesston
Accounting Sophomore
VOHS. KAREN M Decatur. III.
Textile Science Graduate Student
VOORHEES. DAVID H Canton. III.
Civil Engineering Senior
VOSSMAN, BRIAN D Beloit
Horticulture Junior
VRBAS, ROGER L St. Francis
Finance Junior
VUSICH. MICHAEL J Fairway
Consumer Interest Senior
WADE. MARK A Copeland
Animal Science and Industry Senior
WAGGONER, SHANE D Benton
Electrical Engineering Sophomore
WAGNER, ANGELA M Atchison
Engineering Freshman
WAGNER, DALE H Downs
Accounting Junior
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WAGNER, LARRY E Downs
Agricultural Engineering Senior
WAGNER, STEPHANIE J Atchison
Agricultural Economics Junior
WAGONER, KENT A Topeka
Civil Engineering Senior
WAHLE. CHRIS Junction City
Home Economics Senior
WAITE. JUSTIN B Winfield
Animal Science and Industry Junior
WALDORF. RANDALL L Winfield
Marketing Senior
WALL, ROBIN E Wichita
Recreation Freshman
WALLACE. LARRY W Clay Center
Physical Education Senior
WALLACE, MISTINE M Larned
Pre-Nursing Junior
WALLACE. NETA J Larned
Speech Pathology Graduate Student
WALSH, JAYNE A Wichita
Management Junior
WALZ. BETH R Ellis
Animal Science and Industry Senior
WALZ. SHARON L Oakley
Art Education Senior
WARD. CAROL A Manhattan
English Education Senior
WARD. DOUGLAS E Manhattan
Civil Engineering Senior
WARD, JEANETTE M Centralis
Business Administration Sophomore
WARD, SUSAN G Copeland
Social Sciences Senior
WARDEN, ELAINE E. Topeka
Elementary Education Senior
WARE, KATHERINE K Overland Park
PreTJesign Professions Junior
WARNER. MARK A Manhattan
Geology Sophomore
WARREN, SARA L Ottawa
Elementary Education Junior
WARRICK, PATRICIA L Great Bend
Finance Freshman
WARTA. KEITH Newton
Civil Engineering Junior
WASINGER, LAYNE R Ness City
Finance Junior
WASINGER, SHARON M Scott City
Associate of Sciences Senior
WAUGH, FRANCES L Goodland
Consumer Interest Senior
WAY. SHELLY A. Wichita
Interior Design Senior
WEBB. RICHARD D Manhattan
Business Administration Graduate Student
WEBB, SUSAN C Prairie Village
Social Sciences Senior
WEBER, DALE E Liberal
Mechanical Engineering Sophomore
WEBER. GRETCHEN E Caldwell
Early Childhood Education Senior
WEBER. RICHARD A Blue Mound
Agricultural Engineering Senior
WEBER. SHIRLEY E Claflin
Accounting Sophomore
WEBSTER, BARBARA J Jetmore
Apparel Design Senior
WEDEL, MONTE L Tampa
Animal Science and Industry Freshman
WEIDE, KAREN A Yates Center
Accounting Junior
WEIDMAN, GARY W Salina
Civil Engineering Senior
WEIGAND. MIKE C Wichita
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Senior
WEINREIS, DEE A Minnetonka, Minn.
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
WEIRICK. JERI L Wichita
Office Administration Junior
WEISHAAR, DALE A Argonia
Agronomy Senior
WEISHAAR, MARK J Colby
Construction Science Senior
WEISHAAR, WENDY L Colby
Journalism and Mass Communications , . Sophomore
WELCH. RON W Topeka
Marketing Senior
WELDON. CHRIS R Prairie Village
Business Administration Sophomore
WEMPE. ANN M Manhattan
Business Administration Junior
WENDE. MARTHA H Nigeria
Home Economics Graduate Student
WENDELBURG. VANCE A Stafford
Agricultural Education Senior
WENDLAND, STAN G Wamego
Agricultural Economics Junior
WENDT, CHERYL L Herington
Dietetics and Institutional Management Junior
WENDT, DOUGLAS E Hope
Agricultural Economics Senior
WERNER. DIANE V Merriam
Art Senior
WERNES. VICKY S Overland Park
Clothing Retailing Senior
WESCHE, GARY L Manhattan
PreProfessional Elementary Education Freshman
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WESTERMAN. ROBERT B Wichita
Civil Engineering Senior
WESTFALL, MATTHEW J Junction City
Marketing Senior
WHEELER, KAREN Overland Park
Dietetics and Institutional Management Senior
WHEELER. THOMAS G Olathe
Music Education Senior
WHETZEL. JAN P Wichita
Physical Education Junior
WHITE, KARL J Liberal
Crop Protection Junior
WHITESELL, SHERRY L Holton
Animal Science and Industry Senior
WHITNEY, WAYNE V Topeka
Political Science Senior
WHITTLE, KEITH P St. Louis. Mo.
Architecture Senior
WIBLE, KARLA K Edmund, Okla.
Marketing Freshman
WIEDMER, LISA M Emporia
Medical Technology Sophomore
WIEGERS, PATRICIA Marysville
Business Administration Junior
WIENS, CARRIE J. Inman
Home Economics Education Senior
WIENS, CHERYL C Manhattan
Social Work Junior
WIERMAN, ED L Brownell
Pre-Design Professions Junior
WIESNER. GERALD D Concordia
Construction Science Senior
WIESNER, LORI E Garden City
Business Administration Sophomore
WILDER, CLAIRE J Halstead
Marketing Senior
Painting the town — Allen Eyestone, junior in
business administration, paints stock pens in
Wreath Hall to ready CiCo Park for the Riley
County Fair, while his cousin Keith Eyestone,
sophomore in business management, stirs the
paint.
Scott Liebler
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WILDS, STANLEY R. Manhattan
Geography Senior
WILEY, KRIN G Manhattan
Elementary Education Junior
WILLHAUS, CEDRIC R Sterling
Construction Science Junior
WILLHITE. LEANN Wellsville
Medical Technology Senior
WILLIAM, MIKE R St. George
Physical Education Freshman
WILLIAMS, BARRY A Perry
Electrical Engineering Freshman
WILLIAMS. BILLY C Topeka
Animal Science and Industry Graduate Student
WILLIAMS, DANNY D Washington
Life Sciences Junior
WILLIAMS. LEE M Salina
Engineering Technology Senior
WILLIAMS. LOLETIA C Wichita
Arts and Sciences Senior
WILLIAMS, MARTHANA K Salina
Fashion Marketing Sophomore
WILLIAMS, SHERYL K Harper
Elementary Education Senior
WILLIS. ROBERT D Topeka
Physics Senior
WILLMETH, CONNIE J Jewell
Interior Design Senior
WILSHIRE. ROY Andover
Horticulture Senior
WILSON. BRAD D Goodland
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Senior
WILSON, CAROLYN B Charlotte, N.C.
Sociology Senior
WILSON. CHERYL L Garden City
Art Senior
WILSON, CINDY K Wichita
Journalism and Mass Communications Junior
WILSON, LINDA S Macksville
Elementary Education Junior
WIND. JOHN M St. Louis, Mo.
Architecture Junior
WINDISCH. MICHAEL J Prairie Village
Animal Science and Industry Senior
WINGERSON, AMY C Topeka
Psychology Junior
WINSTON, KIMBERLY K Clay Center
Recreation Senior
WIPPERMAN, JEAN L Baton Rouge, La.
Recreation Senior
WISCOMBE, KARLA J Overbrook
Pre-Nursing Freshman
W1TTICH, DARRYL W Derby
Computer Science Junior
WOERZ. MARK L Hutchinson
Computer Science Senior
WOLF, DAVID A Junction City
Management Junior
WOLFE, CHERYL L Overland Park
Fashion Marketing Senior
WOLGAST. BRETT A Alta Vista
Music Junior
WOLKEN, EILEEN A Greeley
Civil Engineering Sophomore
WOLTERS, JANE C Dell
Veterinary Medicine Sophomore
WOOD, JANET R Solomon
Life Sciences Senior
WOOD, LARRY D Manhattan
Agronomy Junior
WOODALL, JAYNE L Towanda
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Junior
WOODS, JILL R Ottawa
Accounting Sophomore
WOODWARD. JEFFREY L Louisburg
Animal Science and Industry Senior
WOOLF, VAUGHN C Milton
Agricultural Economics Junior
WORCESTER, GREG L Hill City
Social Work Senior
WORCESTER, NELLENE A Hill City
Finance Sophomore
WORKMAN, SYLVIA K Concordia
Education Graduate Student
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WORKS. JOHN L Humboldt
Journalism and Mass Communications Senior
WRIGHT, CAROL B Dwight
Restaurant Management Sophomore
WRIGHT, HERVEY W Topeka
Horticulture Senior
WRIGHT, KRYSTAL D Westmoreland
English Junior
WRIGHT, THOMAS E Manhattan
Pre-Medicine Sophomore
WRUBEL, SHARI L Overland Park
Family Life and Human Development Sophomore
WURTZ, KEVIM R Frankfort
Engineering Technology Junior
WYCKOFF. MARTHA I Idaho Springs. Colo.
Psychology Senior
YAMAMOTO, MIKE Manhattan
Pre-Veterinary Medicine Senior
YARROW, LINDA K Wakefield
Home Economics Education Junior
YERIMA, ABBA Nigeria
Adult Education Graduate Student
YERIMA, FAH M Nigeria
English Education Junior
YOST. DOUGLAS A Garden City
Milling Science and Management Senior
YOUNG. CHERRI M Chattanooga, Tenn.
Foods and Nutrition Science Graduate Student
YOCING, JOE E Lyons
Agricultural Economics Freshman
YOUNG, JUDY A Tribune
Elementary Education Junior
YOUNG, LINDA K Cheney
Home Economics Education Junior
YOUNG, STEPHANIE Manhattan
Economics Junior
YOUNGQUIST. MICHAEL R Boise, Idaho
Milling Science and Management Senior
YOUNGQUIST, STEPHANIE L Lenexa
Speech Pathology Junior
YOXALL, TERRI D Stockton
Pre-Professional Elementary Education Junior
ZACHARY, DAVID Beloit
Physical Education Junior
ZATT. SCOTT E Barrington, III.
Architecture Senior
ZECHER, LISA A Middletown, Md.
Family Life and Human Development Junior
ZELLER, MARK J
Pre-Design Professions
ZENTZ, KIMBERLY D.
Accounting
ZEPEDA, JOSEPH D.
Labor Relations
ZERGER. BRENDA S
Social Sciences
ZERR, DUANE J.
Mechanical Engineering
ZIDEK, JOHN J
Engineering
ZIMMERMAN, J. GREG
Mechanical Engineering
ZIMMERMAN. JEFFREY K
Marketing
ZODY, DENENE E
Elementary Education
ZUNING. GORDON A.
Social Sciences
Sequined Pool — Ken Fox and Bill
Couldry, both graduates in health, physical
education and recreation, are silhouetted
against the water of the Tuttle Creek River
Pond area, as they work out in their canoe.
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A and O Grarf Club 174
Aaron. Marty L 100,321
Abashe, Elizabeth 174.329
Abernathey. Michael K 310
Abid. Ahmed D 125
Abla, Melody M 306.378
Abrams, David L 297
Acacia 246
Acasio. Erwin R 392
Acasio, Luz C 392
Acasio. Penny C 392
Acker, Duane 84,89,144,170
Adam. Norman J 392
Adams, Albert 155
Adams, David L 124,468
Adams, Jim K 392
Adams, Marsha S 165,287
Adams, Tyrone 209
Adamson, Tom C 30,122.392
Addington. Elizabeth 146,378
Adjei, NelsonO 174
Aeschliman, Roger T 296
Afework, Alemnesh 392
Affiliation Change 182
Aghorlikhani. Mostafa 132
Agnew, Michael L 169
Ag. Ambassadors 125
Ag. Communicators
of Tomorrow 169
Ag. Economics Club 1 12,
155,116
Ag. Education Club 99
Ag. Mechanization Club 99
Ag. Student Council 173
Aguirre, Evelyn M 392
Ahearn 200
Ahern, James A 392
Ahlstedt, David B 1 12.351
Ahlvers, Bonnie L 342
Ahmadi, Reza T 392
Ahnemann, Reza T 392
Ahnemann, Gregg W 290
Ahnen, Janice M 173,281.318
Ahrens. Jim D 155.392
Ahrens. Tim F 146,169,351
Ahsmuhs, Brent E 169.274
Ainslie, Steven C 125
Aitken, Dennis L 141
Akagi, Donald G 99
Akano, Joseph K 174
Akin, Wanda Esping 392
Akins, Chris G 146
Akpehe. Athanasius A 174
Akure, Shepuya 1 174
AlAmoudi, Abdullah 392
Al-Amoudi. Lena 392
Al-Ani, Amer H 361
Al-Ani, Akram H 260,361
Al-Mana, Hassan A 392
Albin, Kenneth L 392
Albracht, James J 145.174
Albracht, Mary L 112
Albracht. Robert M 123, 135,392
Albrecht.Denise A 254.331
Albrecht, Douglas A 114,253
Albrecht, Shari L 281
Albright, Kristine R 392
Alcoholism 28
Aldrich, Charles G 312
Aldrige. Carla J 392
Alexander, Craig R 122.205
Alexander. Jan M 97,173
Alexander, John S 197
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Allen Eyestone
Rock musician — Ken Murphy, senior in civil engineering, plays his guitar among the
rocks near Tuttle Creek Lake dam.
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Permit problem — Security and Traffic Officer Frank Gient explains permit requirements
to Jim Altenberg and Steve Shupe of the Young Socialists Alliance of Kansas City, Mo.
The two were selling Socialist Party papers without proper permits and were asked to
leave the campus.
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Ruco, Roxanna K 330
Rush, Paul N 84,436
Rusher, William 68
Russ, Jacqueline 1 122,146,391
Russell, Bryan J 436
Russell, Craig L 193,309
Russell, Diane J 93,145,308,339
Russell. Eugene R 55,100.
123,149,436
Russell, Janice M 100,123,
125,158,436
Russell, Kathy J 145,391
Russell, Kimberly A 436
Russell. Octavia M 97
Russell. Randy L 146.350
Russell, Samantha L 436
Rutherford, Barbara 436
Rutledge, Deborah A 436
Rutledge, Jane M 302
Rutschmann, Steve 156
Rutter, Janet L 127,231 ,270
Ruyack, Brian T 257
Ruzek, J. Wesley 127,295
Ruzich, Dan M 193
Ryan, Jim T 99,350
Ryan, Raymond J 126,436
Ryan, Shauna L 317
Ryan, Tamara K 391
Rymph, Alan D 131,350
Rzepka, Vance 358
Rziha, Cecelia M 146
Sabadell. Stewart A 358
Sabbert, Douglas S 257
Sachdeva, Dave S 125
Sachdeva, Devinderpas 436
Sachse, Daniel T 350
Sachse, David M 436 '
Sack Ann M 100,126,379
Sack, Joseph M 436
Sackhoff, Tamara S 436
Sadeghi. Aryanna 379
Safgartz, William M 174
Sage, S. Scott 204
Sage, Stephanie S 97,279
Sager, Tina 112,131.391
Sageser, Markham 124
Saia, Shari L 167
Sailors, Don R 265
Saint-Erne, Nicholas 436
Sajdi. Mutaz A 125
Sales, Daryl G 277
Sallee, Carla 327
Sallee, Richard A 358
Salsbury, Michael M 167,265
Salter, Kevin L 100,350
Salts, Gerald V 265
Salts, Yolonda S 108,274,302
Salvacruz, Joseph C 157
Sample, Allen K 120
Samson, Lawrence J 107,126
Samuelson, Eric C 155,271
Sanborn, Jacque L 436
Sandberg, Patricia A 97,311,391
Sandburg, Kelli R 436
Sandburg, Michael A 84,436
Sanders, Beth E 282
Sanders, Cynthia L 84,157,391
Sanders, Farrell L 358
Sanders, J. Ann 157,436
Sanders, Robyn L 99.157,436
Sanderson, Jean A 348
Sanderson, Michael A.. 106.135,350
Sandow, George C 298
Sandritter. David A 108,122,149
Sandt, Colin E 112
Sanford, Paul 163
Sankey, Jill L 436
Santero. Lyndee S 245,267,272
Santiago, Emmanuel S 157
Santiago, Marie 157
Santilli, Monique L 436
Santos, Lizette 436
Santschi, Lisa A 339
Sapp, Angela M 219,436
Sargent, Amy J 167,436
Sargent, Carol A 302
Sargent, Kay 302
Sasenick, Carol E 246,252
Sasenick. Mary Pat 252
Saskill, Scott K 127
Sauber, Brian J 358
Sauerwein. Denise E 254
Sauerwein, Thomas D 436
Saunders, Cedric R 162
Saunders. Elizabeth 107,436
Sauvage, Carol R 436
Savage, Frances A 436
Savage, Greg J 436
Savala. Katherine T 272.348
Sawyer, Rebecca A 436
Sawyer, Sandra K.. 1 12,1 15,163,339
Saxon, Catherine R 221
Sayegh, Atallah M 1 12, 330
Sayler, Richard D 126
Saysoff, Mary C 258
Scalf, Dulcie D 436
Scally, David E 371
Scanlan, M. Angela 122.145,
149,151,289
Scanlan, Patrick 84,358
Scantlin, Michael L 167
Scarborough, Debra L 379
Scarbrough, Kay S 104,391
Scarbrough, Kole E 359
Scates, Troy A 135,436
Sfchaake, Scott 146.254
Schaede. Kent A 320
Schaede. Theresa D 436
Schaefer, Raymond E 436
Schafer. David 155
Schafer. Judy A 436
Schafer, Susan 436
Schalles, Larry L 146
Schamberger, Shirley J 436
Schamle, Donna D 436
Schamle, Therese 436
Scharnhorst, Angela 262
Scharnhorst, Vicki J 262
Schartz, Bert W 291
Schartz, James C 350
Schartz, Jean A 131,436
Schartz, Margaret A 436
Schartz. Melvin, N 436
Schartz, Peter J 291
Schauf, Marilyn A 348
Schaulis, Dana L 221,436
Schebor, Valerie J 120.436
Scheetz, Catherine A 391
Scheibe. Wayne T 271
Scheibler. Bob W 348
Scheidemantel, Iva J 436
Schemm, Kevin L 436
Scheem, Todd A 436
Schemper, Kim R 391
Schemper, Teresa 436
Scherer, David A 350
Scherer, David W 257
Scherich, Kevin L 273
Scherling, Sydney P 163
Scherman, Joan E 328
Schettle,-, David N 359
Scheuerman Lisa M 270,319
Scheuerman, Randall 436
Scheufler, Shelly M 246,262
Scheunemann, Lisa K.... 93,127,436
Schiele, Richard N 108,173,304
Schierling, Dan 304
Schindler, Diane R 258,317
Schinstock, Bob J 436
Schinstock, Janet S 436
Schirer, Michael J 376
Schlaak, Peggy M 258,286
Schlager, Lori S 262
Schlatter, Julie L 348
Schlattmann, Richard 93.100,
158.437
Schlegel. Patricia K 97,173,249
Schleicher, John T 359
Schletzbaum, AnneM.. 108,155,437
Schlieker, Timothy 157
Schlotterbeck, Monti 359
Schlueter, Sally E 115
Schmale, Frank W 437
Schmale, Mary K 155,437
Schmalzried, Terry E 348
Schmer, Nancy D 270
Schmid, Lynne D 267
Schmidt, Annamarie 125.348
Schmidt. Catherine A 437
Schmidt, Dana 385
Schmidt, Darryl W 359
Schmidt, Dennis P 108,304
Schmidt, Donald L 359
Schmidt. Frederick 437
Schmidt, Glen E 263
Schmidt, Jane E 125,348
Schmidt, John D 350
Schmidt, Loren J 99,437
Schmidt, M. Kathleen 289
Schmidt, Paul A 99,155,169,359
Schmidt, Rodney L 359
Schmidt, Sandra 249,339
Schmidt, Thomas 293
Schmidt, Wiliam E 158
Schmitt, Brett A 313
Schmitt. Chris A 135,437
Schmitt, Dale A 120,157
Schmitt, David A 437
Schmitt, Sally A 270
Schmitt, Sherry J 267
Schmitt, Vicky L 165,339
Schmitz, Anne K 104
Schmitz, Janice E 197
Schmitz, JayneM 100,126
Schmoker, Sid L 350
Schmutz, Ronald W 437
Schneck, Cheryl A 437
Schneider. Angela A 13
Schneider. Jeff E 247
Schneider. Lawrence 298
Schneider. Lewann G... 146.163,391
Schneider, Lloyd T 127.146,254
Schneider, Richard D 298
Schneider, Sandy J 262.319
Schneider, Scott E 437
Schnittker, David J 122,437
Schnittker, Dea Ann 327
Schober, Randall L 305
Scoen, Deborah L 173,339
Schoen, Dodie L 376
Schoen, Kevin J 158,320
Schoenbein, Michael 122,437
Schoffner, Wanda D 120
scholarships 98
Schoneman, Laurie A 249
Schoneweis, Mark D 271
Schoneweis, Susan D 1 12,122,
277,317,328
Schoof, Rebecca L 339
Schooley, Lori 379
Schoonover, Jenelle 124
Schoonover, Keith 158
Schrader, James C 359
Schreiber, Michele M 135,339
Schreiner, Noel M 265
Schrepel, Terry S 162,376
Schrick, Christopher 99,125,
155,437
Schrick, Danny 437
Schrick, Mark A 359
Schrieber, Joan A 437
Schrock, Charles A 124
Schrock, DaleneM 437
Schrock, Sheryl B 370
Schrock, Yvette M 279
Schroeder, Kellie A 293,339
Schroeder, Ryan D 439
Schroeder, Stanley J 350
Schroeder, Val A 282.31
1
Schroff. Jane 286
Schroff, Terry B 39,104.295
Schroth. Vicki A 279
Schuab. Steven D 100
Schuette, Gary R 437
Schuette, Gene R 112,437
Schuette, Randy A 313
Schuetz, Tamara S 437
Schuknecht, Troy L 259
Schuler, Janice M 93,437
Schuler. Mark G 93,100,158,437
Schuler, Steve F 131
Schuler, Wilfred D 108,174.275
Schulte, Scott D 176
Schulties, Gary D 107,169
Schultz, Bradley 116,437
Schultz, David D 291
Schultz, Jodi A 107,391
Schultz, Maryse F 115,437
Schultz, Sally J 84,437
115
Schumacher, John G... 257
Schumacher, Tracy W.. 313
Schumann, Bryce F 146,254
Schurer. Michele D 174.339
Schurle, Bryan 173
Schuster, Barbara L 339
Schuster, Gerri A 162.299,339
Schutter. Anna M 437
Schutz, Robert E. Jr.... 84.254
Schwab. Steven D 437
Schwabauer, Warren D 112,437
Schwartz, Carrie J 339
Schwartz, Cheri D. 124,155,291,437
Schwartz, Joni K ..93,157,437
Schwartz, Joseph H 112
Schwartz, Rebecca J.... 93
Schwieger. Edward D.. 359
Schwensen, Meg 291
Schwertfeger, Alan R.. 275
Schwertfeger. Ty L 350
Scoby, Patricia A 437
Scott, Cheryl D 289
Scott, David A 155
Scott, Diane C 107,167.437
Scott, Gary A .. 93.145.437
249
Scott, Nancy J 299,437
Scott, R.Jeff 322.437
Scott, Robert 155
Scott, Sandra D 84,289
Scott, Stuart E 291
Scott, Teryl L 437.468
Scoville, R. Bret 44.295
Scribner, Kent P 97
Scriven, Rory V 437
Scrivner, Stephen M.... 437
Scronce, David L 348
Scronce, Gary W 350
Seaman, Mark A 359
296
Sears, Susan K 245.279
Sechrist, Bryan E 122
Sedlacek, Kent B 193
Sedlacek, Susan J 124.385
Sedorcek, Robert W.... 299
See, Timothy R 155,265
Seebach, David 73
Seele, Michael G 107,125.
160.169,376
Segal, Howard M 108.174
Segura, Marco A 271
274.282
155,173.254
Seiler, Gail L 274.437
Seiler, Gary N 437
Seiler, Gerald J 350
Seiler, Gerard K 350
Seiwald, Karen C 124.286
Seiwert, Betty 339
Seiwert, Charles F 350
Seiwert. Paul J 437
Selby, Monte J 176,169.265
Selby. William O 381
Selden, Laurie A 282
Seley, James W 122.296
Sell. Becky L 339
Sell, Darrel G 437
Sell, Mark 122,437
Sell, Steven J 437
Sell, StevenT 376
Selland, Denise S 437
Sellers, Kim S 107,279
Sellers, Mark R 376
Sellers, Thomas A 257
Selman, Kavid M 350
Serra, Terry L 437
293
Servis, Karen L 437
Setter, M. Sheryl 37,282
Setter. Ralph P 437
Settle, Cynthia A 380
Setzer, Jeff E 112
376
Sevart, Janet S 286,291
Severance, Frederick.. 277
Severance, James W... 277
Severance, Martin K.... 350
Sewell. Mark J 112,350
Sexton, Ben J 296
Seyfert, Karl G 385
Seymour, James A 1 04. 1 22. 1 58.350
108,437
SGA 221
SGA Executive Committee 149
Shaban AbdulMuttalib 437
Shackelton. Karen S... 165.437
Shackelton Kenneth... 146
Shadday, Craig W 438
112,438
438
Shaft. Cindy K 165,289
Shaheed, Miriam 438
Shaheed. Peter A 158,438
Shain, Glenn P 122,158.293
Shaneyfelt. Laurie B 438
Shankel, Denise L 279
Shanklin, Kirstin J 252
Shanks, Bruce J 115,146.438
Shannon. Jeffrey J 438
Shannon, Kevin B 364
Shannon, Mona R 1 15,383
Shannon, Stuart 193
Sharp. David A 295
Sharp. James L 263
Sharpe. Brett E 359
Sharpe. Douglas M 122,169.275
Sharpe, Teri L 93.438
Shaw, Dreanalee 376
Shaw, Lex D 97
Shaw, Morgan H 304
Shaw. Robert K 299
Shaw. Sherlyn A 302.31
1
Shea. Dorothy R 376
Shea, Teresa L 97
She DO's 274
Sheehan. Kevin J 309
Sheets, Anita Jo.... 122.125.270.274
Sheets, George 130
Sheets, Jeff D 63.160
Shekari, Ali 438
Shelton, Gregory L 275
Shelton, Michael W 84,112,438
Shepard, Cindy J 93
Shepard, Karmen D 339
Shepherd, Laurie A 249
Shepherd, Michael W 31
Sherchand, Kishor K 158
Sheridan, Michael P 348
Sherman, John C 273
Sherve, Karen L 317
Sherve, Marcy R 438
Sherwood, Douglas D 298
Sherwood. Kelly D 146.249.299
Shevlin, Brenda A 258.286
Shideler, Rhonda K 438
Shields. Phil L 359
Shilling, Julie L 267
Shiney, Daniel F 359
Shinogle, Ronald D 100,438
Shipley, Melva D 1 15.146.438
Shipley, Stacey J 250,293
Shipp, Patricia L 270,306
Shirk, Michael A 359
Shirley, Dale L 275
Shirvani, Suzanne D 1 12,438
Shively, Julie J 219,270
Shoemake. Karen D 262
Shoemaker, Carla J 84,438
Shoemaker, Frank L 99,145.438
Shoemaker, Jeffrey D 259
Shoemaker, Lori L 123,383
Shoemaker, Lynette 108.438
Shoemate. William S 350
Shogren. Brent R 376
Shogren. Bruce H 155.438
Shogren, Connie M 162.438
Shonfelt. John P 298
Shook, Arthur M 157,263
Shooting Star 42
Short. Bradley H 438
Short, Marilyn L 438
Short, Marshall D 438
Shortall, Lisa M 262
Shortt. Russell L 124,307
Shoup, Lynette K 380
Showalter, John C 438
Showalter, Lesa A 376
Showalter, Tammy 438
Shrecker, Cheri G 438
Shroyer, Lea G 145
Shublom. Samuel W 99
Shuck, Jerry R 257
Shuck. Todd A 359
Shuey, Robert D 87.271
Shufelberger. Scott 438
Shufflebarger. Brenda 146,
174.339
Shultz, Brad 107
Shupe. Cora 312
Shurtleff. David J 438
Shute. Julie D 438
Sidebottom, David L 381
Sideras, SavvasC 158,350
Sidesinger, Chad M 348
Siefers, Mary K 438
Siegle, Tracy F 438
Siemens. Gary D 176
Siemens. Lori L 286
Siemsen. Julie A 438
Siemsen. Keith A 359
Sigler, Dennis 107.158
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 306
Sigma Chi 308
Sigma Gamma Epsilon 97
Sigma Lambda Chi 157
Sigma Nu 310
Sigma Phi Epsilon 312
Sigma Sigma Sigma 3 14
Sigman, Jay R 155.438
Siler. Martin V 259
Siliga, Mike 193
Silsby.Clayton B 112.350
Silva. Roger M 438
Silvers, Don J 293
Silverwood, Allan K 304
Simes, T. Suzette 165.173,327
Simeta. Michael V 186
464 index
Simmons. Bob A 100.438
Simmons. Joseph E 176
Simmons, M. Kathryn 438
Simmons, Sherri L 339
Simms. Bill B 1 12
Simon. Gary L 350
Simon. Michael C 146.438
Simons. Amy L 348
Simons, Christy K 348
Simon, Gregory L 438
Simpson. Kathy D 311,438
Sims. Randy D 319
Sims. Ronald D 438
Sims, Suzanne K 107,328
Sims, Theodore J 438
Sinclair, Jana L 438
Singh, Rajendra 149.162
Singletary, Reginald 188,191,
193,202.241
Singleton, Mark D 438
Sisters of the Golden Heart 3 1
2
Sistrunk. Wendy A 176.438
Sites. Dalen E 359
Sittenauer, Annette 167,221,438
Sittenauer, Cathy L 438
Siuda, Nancy E 302
Sjo, Lisa M 254
Sjogren. Karla C 99,262
Sjogren, Timothy L 122,254
Skaer, Sara K 289
Skaer, Susan D 302
Skahan, Scott E 235,438
Skeen Tammy J 299,391
Skelton, Kerry T 305
Skidmore, James L 176
Skidmore, Keith V 100,359
Skillet, Gary L 291
Skinner, Jeff E 112, 376
Skinner. Mark W 149,307
skipping class 83
Skoch, Lisa M 83,125,
146,163,439
Skubitz, Suzanne M 272,283
Sky, D. Alice 126,169.439
Slack, Doyle L 99,126,348
Slaven, Jeffrey A 122,158,319
Slaven, Joseph P 319
Sleenbach, Sheri S 99
Slemmons. Robert H 359
Slemmons, Timothy M 359
Sleppy. Rick L 377
Sloan, Elizabeth E 160,216
Sloan, Patty M 328
Sloan, Steve D 146
Sluder. Paul K 146,257
Slusher, Robert P 138,149
Small, Mark A 257
Small, Todd T 439
Smallwood, Andrea E 165,439
Smalz, Jacob J 125
Smart, Debra D 146
Smart, James D 107,146
Smart. James R 100,350
Smelser. Shannon C 262
Smiley, Steven E 93
Smischny, Jan is K 391
Smith, Ab B 84.439
Smith, Allison R 262
Smith, Anthony E 120,298
Smith, Barbara J 439
Smith. Brenda S 283
Smith. Brent L 350
Smith, Brian J 263,350
Smith, Bruce L 307
Smith, Charles G 112,309
Smith, Coree L 146,439
Smith, Craig W 259
Smith, Craig W 349
Smith, Cris D 1 12,277
Smith, Cynthia B 162,349
Smith, Cynthia 1 439
Smith, Cynthia N 163,299,439
Smith, Dan L 359
Smith, David F 99,439
Smith, David M 359
Smith, David R 193
Smith, Dee A 291
Smith, Denzil D 100,299
Smith, Donald A 350
Smith, Edward A 304
Smith, Elton L 343
Smith, Eric 155
Smith, Fred W 439
Smith, Gregory W 84
Smith, Gregory K 439
Smith, Jeffrey S 330
Smith, Julie A 391
Smith, Julie L 349
Smith, Julie L 146
Smith, Justin T 146
Smith, Karen L 131,339
Smith, Karma 102
Smith, Kevin R 229
Smith, Kyle D 247
Smith, Laurie J 302
Smith, Layton A 25,377
Smith, LeeL 99,120,155,439
Smith, Leslie M 380
Smith, Linda M 286
Smith, Lindsay E 439
Smith, Lisa A 439
Smith, Lynnette R 173, 377
Smith, Machelle L 274,283
Smith, Marc L 108,439
Smith, Mark E 377
Smith, Mark T 280
Smith. Matthew H 309
Smith, Maureen J 391
Smith, Michael J 439
Smith, Molly K 166.439
Smith, Philip B 439
Smith, Rhonda J 349
Smith, Richard M 439
Smith, Robert C 84,385
Smith, Robert G 439
Smith. Robert L 146
Smith, Ronald J 107.126,350
Smith, Russell L 439
Smith, S. Dawn 122,123,328
Smith, Scott A 307
Smith, Scott E 313
Smith, Scott E 299
Smith, Shari A 155,
Smith, Shelly L 31
1
Smith, Sheri R 122,270,339
Smith, Sonja D 289
Smith, Stacy L 291
Smith, Stanton W 359,
Smith, Susan L 254,279
Smith, Tera A 339
Smith, Terri J 99,380
Smith, Tim J 254
Smith, Timothy R 439
Smith, Walt 138
Smith, Winton L Jr 330
Smurthwaite 381
Smutz, Stephen W 93, 349
Smyser, Kelly L 349
Smyser, Kimberly R 349
Smyth. Paul F 123
Snider, Ian F 165
Snodgrass, Sharon H 349
Snodgrass. Steve 232
Snodgrass, Thomas L 385
Snow 40
Snyder, Holl A 317
Snyder, Kurt D 100,126,135,440
Snyder, Mai S 440
Snyder, Sheldon M 295
Snyder, Stephen H 440
Sobba, Anita M 1 12,163,254,440
Sobba, Carol M 155,169,440,471
Sobba. Loretta C 155.254,391
Sobering, Timothy J 162
Soccer 230
Society for the Advancment
of Management 125
Society for Ethnic Minority
Engineers 149
Society of Manufacturing
Engineers 135
Society of Women Engineers... 100
Social Work Club 167
Sodamann, Paul E 146
Soden, Jeni M 349
Soellner, Cristy A 312,339
Softball 288
Sohm Laurie K 339
Solomon, Bamidele 440
Soltani, Ebrahim 100,440
Sommer. Michael D 112
Sommerfeld, David L 440
Sommerfeld, Doug W 359
Sommers, Bradley D 440
Somora, Susan M 249,468
Sondergard. Sanna M 93,440
Sonntag, Drew P 377
Sonntag, Todd L 377
Sooby, Virginia 124
Sopcich, Kathy A 127
Soper, Ray J 296
Sorell, Gerald L 440
Sorensen, Janet 104
sorority rush 50
Sothers, Darice L 440
Sothers, Debra L 440
Sothers, Karen L 221,440
Sothers, Kaylene L 160,221.440
Soto-Ortiz, Carlos A 174
Southard, John N 330
Southard, Lauri J 262
Southwick, Debra A 135
Southworth, Lisa M 165
Sowers, Nancy K 162,163,377
Spafford, James A 359
Spaid, Ted H 377
Spain, Catherine S 380
Spain, Dana G 440
Spangler, Lewis M 440
Spangler, Terrie S 440
Spare, Randall K 163,173,277
Sparks, Angela L 274,377
Sparks, Daniel 193
Spear, Terri R 440
Spears, Timothy C 320
Speed, Deborah J 155,440
Speer, Roy A 145,277
Speer, Todd J 350
Spence, Steven 107.440
Spencer, Brenda S 391
Spencer, J. Patrick 174,298
Spencer, Micki S 131
Spencer, Nina E 262
Spencer, Stacey S 252
Sphinx, Sisters Of The 1 25
Spicer, Alan L 385
Spier, Stephen L 265
Spight, Marnita 339
Spillar, William H 275
Spinner, David J 321
Spohrer, Stephen C 359
sports 179
Sprague, Max L 440
Spresser, Larr J 160
Sprick, Mark D 263
Spring Advertising Staff 126
Spring (Jollegian Staff 124
Spring, James L 385
Springer, David G 440
sports news 240
Spurs 97
Squires, Mark A 97,277
St. Clair, Tina M 146,440
St. John, Deana S 440
Staab, Mark P 440
Staab, Richard J 440
Staatz, Dora 376
Stack. Brian K 13,304
Stack, Douglas K 304
Stack, Tracy A 107
Stackley, David A 247
Stadel, Karen D 93,123.440
Stadel. VinceW 359
Stadler. Lisa A 162.339
Stadler, Regina S 107.440
Staggs. Denisa A 339
Stahl. Karen R 256
Stahl, Steven J 377
Stainbrook, Joann 349
Stanberry, Stehanie 302,308
Standfast, Patricia 157,174
Stanford, Mel B 63,440
Stanford, Valerie L 267
Stangle, Larry T 146
Stanley, Anna 440
Stanley, Debbie J 339
Stanley. Kimberly S 440
Stanley, Theresa D 274,440
Stanley, Todd R 275
Stannard, Scott D 81
Stanwell, Mary J 440
Stanton, Jeanne L 339
Stark, Carolee 135
Stark, Claudie D 163,440
Stark, Daniel B 176,293
Stark, David W 122
Stark, Doug 167
Stark, Jeff W 176,293
Stark, Maurice 155
Starr, Blair H 273
Stauffer, Darris B 293
Stauffer, Myla R 377
Stauth, Maria J 100,1 12
Stec, Theresa L 391
Steckly, Devon E 350
Steele, Lance D 40
Steele, Pamela K 440
Steele, Rod D 440
Steele, Sandra K 321,440
Steele, Scott H 135.440
Steel Ring 173
Steenbock. Sara L 440
Steenbock, SheriS 145,440
Steer, Robert L 155
Steeves, John A 18
Steffen. Diane M 440
Stegemen, Edward P 377
Stegeman, Joseph A 56,440
Stegeman, Sandra K 167
Stegenga. Susan L 441
Stehley, Jill 262
Steider, David R 275
Steig, DeniseM 146,174,327
Steimel, Lyndon B 273
Stein, Jim 147
Stein, Kevin F 350
Stein, Lori A 283
Steinberger, Charles 441
Steinbring, Linda L 246,249
Steiner.MarlaJ 383
Steiner, Theresia M 383
Steinhaus. Steven E 167
Steinhauser, Neal C 271
Steitz, Beth A 349
Stejskal, Ginger E 123,339
Stemmle, Susan M 162
Stenger, Deanne J 441
Stephan, Lisa K 283
Stephen, Lewis M 441
Stephens, Danial L 441
Stephens, Paul K 176,385
Stephens, Peter E 64,330
Stephenson, Jeffrey 155,441
Stephenson, Steve 176
Stepp, David D 254
Sterling, Julie A 441
Sterling, Samuel B 441
Sterns, James A 155,307
Sternsdorff, Donna L 349
Steven, Darlene R 262
Stevens, Jeffrey L 193
Stevenson, Jerry D 1 12,441
Stevenson, Melinda S 299,339
Stevenson, Periann J 339
Stevenson, Shirley R 174
Steward, Joen F 124,391
Steward, Penny L 380
Stewart, Angela M 441
Stewart, Ellen M 162,441
Stewart, James L 146
Stewart, Kay 147
Stewart, Kent B 146,441
Stewart, Margaret A 126,383
Stewart, Meg 441
Stewart, Paul G 122,247
Stewart, Rodney A 145,441
Stewart, Stephanie J 124,441
Stewart, Stephanie R 270
Stewart, Wayne L 377
Stigge, Mary A 1 13.167,441
Stiles, David A 298
Stiles, Mark 19,131,411
Stiles, Robyn R 377
Stilgenbauer, Care 339
Still, Terry W 359
Stilwell, James F 131
Stine, Carol A 97,99,327
Stinnet, MarcusS 350
Stippich, Sherry L 441
Stirn, Kalynn R 302
Stites, Tim H 176.265
Stock. Debbie A.... 126,145.302,312
Stock, Mary B 302
Stockard, Jane 155
Stocklin, Martin P 146,158
Stoddard, Susan D 441
Stoecklein, Elaine R 391
Stofer, David K 359
Stolfus. Alan K 359
Stolfus. Kecia A 97,327
Stolle, Kimberly K 339
Stoller, Meryl D 441
Stoltenberg, Lorie A 317
Stoltenberg. Michael 291
Stone, Art 171
Stone, James M 165
Stone, Janet E 377
Stone, Marvin 108,280
Stone, Richard E 441
Stone, Steven L 441
Stone, Susan E 270.303,
Stonecipher, Carol J 97,
Stoner. Diana L 100,125,441
Storey, Debra A 45,274,283
Storey, Joyce S 286
Stork, Frederick 120
Stoskopf. Becky L 279,312
Stoskopf, Steve M 62,313
Stottmann, Brenda K 108.
123,129,328
Stover, Tad J 441
Strack, David 145
Stradtman, Gary L 84
Strahl, PaulE 441
Strahm, Sharon S 391
Strain, Shannon L 441
Strait, Deborah A 441
Straub, Larry G 305
Strecker. Paul J.... 123,125,173,350
Streets, Bradley K 158,319
Strickland. Robert A 155
Strickland, Terry A 441
Strickler, Douglas 254
Stricler, John E 135
Strodtman, Cindy J 441
Strodtman, Gary L 441
Strohm, Gayla S 380
Strom, Daniel L 350
Stromgren, Becky A 302
Strong, Lyn 249
Strong, Lauri L 249,321
Strong, Linda A 99.249,321
Strong. Terri L 441
Stroud, Teresa A 349
Strouse, Tracie L... 1 10,1 12, 126,350
Strouts, Daryl L 99,441
Struble, Cindy J 327
Strunk, Cynthia S 441
Strunk, Neal V 441
Stuart, Melinda G 350
Stubby, Brenda K 441
Stubenhofer. Scot J 122,149.
173,359
Stubler, Mark A 377
Stuck, David A 155,259
Stuckenschneider, John 112,441
Stuckey, Cynthia A 84
Stuckey, Michael R 330
Stucky, Danielle M 441
Sucky, Janice L 221 ,350
Stuckv. Morris J 441
Student Body President
Cabinet 149
student cooking 22
Student Dietetic Association 84
Student Senate 122
Student Speech and Hearing
Association 135
Studer, Harry J 350
Stuelke, James B 295
Stueve, Gregory E 122,350
Stueve, Kevin E 107
Stump, Patrick L 377
Stump, Phillip G 99,155,167
Stumpff. Eva M 158
Stumps. Christyn L 107
Stupas, Pamela D 262
Sturgeon, Carla M 350
Stutterheim, Karen L 267,289
Stutts. Jana A 441
Stutz, Dean H 441,155
Stutzman, David R 155,163,441
Suda, Richard A 291
Sudduth, Carey L 305
Suderman, Arlan J 350
Suellentrop, Linda R 380
Suggs, Sandra N 221
Suiter, Susanne K 270,312
Sule, Gladys (J 441
Suleiman, Kaburi 174
Sullan, Penny S 97
Sullenger, Denise D 100,
122,124.327
Sullivan. Brian S 122,441
Sullivan, James D 271
Sullivan, Marcia L 350
Sullivan, William F 299
Sulzer, Sally A 441
Summerhill, Richard 172
Summervill, Marc R 247
Sumner, Scott B 257
Sumpter, Connie L 340
Sundgren, Jolene 123,441
Sustala, Sherri D 350
Sutherland, John J 441
Sutliffe, Patrick D 330
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Woodard, Shelley K 391
Wooddell, Rex B 257
Woods, Jeffrey A 254,255
Woods, Jill R 447
Woods, Lillian V 158,350
Woods, Melody M 270,303
Woodside, Alan K 112,369
Woodson, HeatherS 162,283
Woodward, Jeffrey L 447
Woodworth, Russel A 381
Woody, William M 193
Woolard, Judith B 300
Wooldridge, Margo J 279
Woolf, Vaughn C 447
Woolwine, Kathy M 262
Wooton, Michael J 176,247
Worcester, L. Greg 167,447
Worcester, Mark E 99
Worcester, Nellene A 447
Worcester, Paul J 385
Workman, Michael L 360
Workman, Sylvia K 447
Works, Paul W. Jr 385
Worley. Denise M 142,330
Wright, Bryan L 350
Wright, Carol B 448
Wright, Daniel P 112
Wright, Gregory M 307
Wright, Hervey W 448
Wright, James P 257
Wright, Judi L 122
Wright, Karen L 252,303
Wright. Karen S 53
Wright, Kim A 293
Wright, Kimberly K 279
Wright, Krystal D 448
Wright. Laine W 146,360
Wright, Thomas A 127
Wright, Thomas E 448
writing lab 102
Wrubel, Shari L 448
Wu, Joanne E 97
Wuellner, Grant D 304
Wulf, James E 112,176,254
Wulfkuhle, Lisa D 146,163,328
Wulfkuhle, Ronald E 84,125,369
Wurm, Mark W 377
Wurm, Ward A 275
Wurth, Joan M 327
Wurtz, Kevin R 448
Wurzer, Jill A 289
Wyant, Debra L 341
Wyatt, Randall L 145
Wyckoff, Martha 1 448
Wyly, Stephen L 313
Wynn, Cynthia A 341
Wynn, Jeffery R 115,369
Wyrick, Louis R 145
Yamamoto, Michael F 448
Yamashiro, Sharon M 146
Yancey, Brenda L 302
Yancey, John T 369
Yancey, Lisa R 289
Yang, Sandy S 100
Yarber, Sherri L 391
Yarber, Steven D 291
Yarrow, Debra L 97,160,383
Yarrow, Linda 448
Yeakley, Scott L 305
Yeargin, Kelly D 341
Yerima, Abba K 448
Yerima, Fati M 448
Yoakum, Margaret A 298
Yoakum, William R 99
Yockey, Kris M 360
Yocum, Theresa J 93,391
Yoder, David 99
Yoder, Timothy L 360
Yoesel, Mark A 108
Yonke, Steven W 304
York, Brent A 257
York, Douglas A 369
Yost, David L 112,263
Yost, Douglas A 448
Young, Ann R 350
Young, Carol L 160
Young, Cherri M 448
Young, Cindy J 267
Young, Greg 235
Young, Joe E 448
Young, Judy A 272,448
Young, Kendall C 104,259
Young, Kristina A 330
Young, Linda K 108,448
Young, Mark P 146
Young, Marty L 97,123
Young, Stephanie 84,448
Young, Stephen C 1 12
Young, Susan S 165
Youngdoff, Julie A 127,147,270,303
Youngers, Sheri R 252
Youngquist, Michael R 108,448
Youngquist, Stephanie. 135,162,448
Yowell, Glenn D 247
Yowell, Kurt L 277
Yowell, Michael V 360
Yoxall, Terri D 448
Yung, Marc T 271
Yunusa, Mohammed 174
Yustick, Michael J 369
Zabel, John A 263
Zachary, David P 448
Zadina, Steven W 377
Zagnoni, Lori L 252,306
Zamrzla, Kris A 317
Zanelli, Michael J 120
Zang, Jennifer L 124,274
Zatt, Scott E 448
Zayas, Ricardo 117
Zecher, Lisa A 448
Zeller, David F 163
Zeller, Mark J 398,448
Zentz, David J 19
Zentz, Kimberly D 448
Zepeda, Joseph D 448
Zerba, Loretta J 145
Zerger, Brenda S 448
Zerr. Duane J 448
Zey, David M 369
Zibell, Carrie A 391
Zibert, Jim R 127
Zidek, John J 448
Ziegler, Karla S 299,341
Ziegler, Kurt L 360
Ziegler, Leanne A 299
Zlllinger, Fred 125,254
Zimmerman, J. Greg 100,448
Zimmerman, Jeff J 319
Zimmerman, Jeffrey K 448
Zimmerman, Richard A 385
Zimmerman, Victoria 391
Zimmerman, Wade L 360
Zingre, Kimberly J 159
Zink, Eric M 320
Zinn, James W 31
1
Zinser, Eric G 330
Zodrow, Lucille A 350
Zody, Denene E 448
Zoe, David C 97,165
Zoeller, Diane L 97,327
Zoellner, Kirk A 84,360
Zoellner, Kyle E 360
Zorn, Jane M 341
Zorn, Randy J 108,291
Zuecher, Gregory B 265
Zuk, Alan J 360
Zunino, Gordon A 448
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Talking to himself
A different kind of editor's note
While this space is normally reserved for the editor's note,
this year's editor refused to follow the tradition of the
ordinary obligatory thank you's and sentimental goodbyes. He
requested — make that demanded — to be interviewed. Since
no one had the foggiest idea of what in the world he was
getting at, the job of interviewing Anton Arnoldy fell to the
one who knew him best: himself. So here it is, an exclusive
interview with the editor, by the editor.
RP: Isn't this whole idea of interviewing yourself kind of
conceited?
ARNOLDY: Yes, but that's not the reason I did it. I did it
because I wanted to talk about the Royal Purple in a different
light than a normal editor's note. To do that, I had to ask the
right questions. So let's get started; ask me something general
to get this thing going.
RP: O.K. Let's talk about this year's Royal Purple. Is it a good
one in your judgment?
ARNOLDY: That's one of those questions which really doesn't
have an answer. It's totally relative. If I compare it to a lot of
college yearbooks, the Royal Purple is outstanding. If I
compare it to others, the book leaves a lot to be desired. On
the bottom line, though, I'm damn proud of this year's book.
We accomplished some really great things in certain areas,
and we failed in others. For the most part, though, my
judgment doesn't matter.
RP: Then whose judgment does matter?
ARNOLDY: There are essentially three judges of a yearbook:
the students who buy the book, the contest judges who rate it
and the staff.
RP: O.K., how do each of them rate the Royal Purple?
ARNOLDY: Well, the students seem to rate it fairly high. Our
sales are at 8,000 books and the number of people who put
their mug shot in the book is just over 7,400. In a school of
nearly 20,000 students that may not sound like much to a
non-yearbook person, but I believe it would be impressive to
most yearbook business managers or advisers. And yearbook
judges have given us a pretty fair shake also. The 1981 Royal
Purple was named Five-Star Ail-American and the 1980 book
was given the Pacemaker Award. Both of these awards are
national awards. There was a period of time during, the years
before 1980 where the RP did not receive the same amount of
recognition, but there is a long tradition of awards for the
book. Finally, the staff looks at the book like no other group
of people. It is just impossible to work for an entire school
year and not have your yearbook draw up many different
emotions. The job has to be almost a labor of love or a staff
member will just never make it through the year without
quitting or being fired for not doing his or her share. I think
that this year's staff is also very pleased with the book. Of
course, there are always pages that they wish could be done
over again, but that's in retrospect. Overall, they can be very
proud.
RP: Pardon me, but you sure sound like you are bragging
instead of just answering the question. Aren't you getting a
little carried away with what a "wonderful" thing the Royal
Purple is? After all, it is just a yearbook, right?
ARNOLDY: Of course I'm bragging. But I think it's about time
that somebody does let people know that the Royal Purple
just doesn't magically appear at the end of the year. If it takes
a little bragging to get the point across, I'm agreeable. All I'm
trying to do is to have people sit up and take notice that there
is a solid foundation here to make one hell of a yearbook. And
that it's up to the students to keep building on that
foundation.
RP: Wait a moment. I understand that you want people to
know a lot of work goes into the Royal Purple, but what is
this "up to the student" business. Short of joining the staff,
what do you expect an average student to do for the Royal
Purple?
ARNOLDY: The most obvious answer is to buy a yearbook,
but I'm not going to make a sales pitch for that. Personally, I
think that everyone will someday regret not having a yearbook
on their shelf at some point in their lives. I know that sounds
corny, but I really believe it. The second most obvious answer
is to put their picture in the book whether they buy one or
not. One of the most important keys to the success of the
Royal Purple is the number of people who put their picture in
the book. The yearbook is a record book. And the more
complete we can make the housing section, the better record
it becomes. The last but most often overlooked way of helping
the Royal Purple is to let the staff know what is going on
around campus. Let's face it, it would be impossible to cover
every detail of every event but the staff always tries to be as
complete as possible. However, if the staff does not have
enough warning about an event, it's almost a sure bet that we
can't have a writer or a photographer there.
RP: But what about the people who do that each year
already? You don't even put all of their events in the
yearbook, why do you want more information from others?
ARNOLDY: You are missing the point. Just because the staff
has prior warning doesn't mean that the event is newsworthy
or that it would be of interest in a yearbook. But keeping
track of those events that are newsworthy or do make good
feature stories is a huge job and generally any help offered is
appreciated.
RP: That all sounds very honorable but the fact remains that
there are errors and downright screw-ups in the book that
make some people disillusioned with the yearbook. What do
you do about that?
ARNOLDY: / know from experience that sometimes errors
sneak into a book but I think that is a overblown myth about
student publications in general — that they have a lot of
errors. Whenever someone points an error out to me in the
yearbook, I am reminded of an interview I did during my first
year on staff. The director of admissions was talking about
registration. He said that it was hard to tell a student "I am
sorry that it happened to you but there were 13,000 others
who went through (registration) with no problem." I think the
same thought applies to problems in the Royal Purple. It's
hard to explain to someone that "I'm sorry we misspelled your
name but we did spell more than 7,000 other names right.
"
To them it does matter — and understandably so. But the
fact is that we also do a lot of things right. I just can't give
up on the whole system because there are some flaws still in
it. One has to remember that the staff often has a large
turnover each year and must be retrained.
RP: You had only one returning staff member from last year.
Was that a major problem?
ARNOLDY: There is always a period of adjustment for a new
staff. There is also a perod of adjustment for a new editor. I'm
afraid that the beginning of this year was a little like
blindfolding a company of soldiers and then yelling "Charge!"
There was not enough time helping the staff learn their jobs. t
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By the time deadlines rolled around, however, they had a
baptism of fire and they came through. Sometimes one person
would stand out by doing an extremely good job or devoting
an extreme amount of time and sometimes another person
would take the spotlight. And there were more than one who I
could count on almost every time I needed them.
RP: I understand that not all of them worked out though.
What about those people?
ARNOLDY: Yes, there were some that started with us but
didn 't finish with us. But I think we had a pretty good success
rate with our staff. If this interview had occurred during some
of our more tense deadlines, I might have named names or
said other things to regret. Time has a way of smoothing our
problems. Besides, it is extremely hard to predict who is cut
out for a yearbook staff and who is not. There is bound to be
some turnover in any staff.
RP: Don't you want to say anything about particular staff
members?
ARNOLDY: I've already said that I won't get sentimental or
just hand out the obligatory thank-you's. Each staff member
gave what they thought was their share toward the Royal
Purple. I hope they know I appreciate that effort. For me to
name particular staff members over others is the equivalent of
a rating game. As editor I may rate performances but not so
they can be published in the back of the book.
RP: So what can you say to the staff?
ARNOLDY: How about "Thanks?"
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Towering heights — Banister shafts
vaulting towards the heights of
Farrell Library guide the way for
Carol Sobba, senior in agricultural
journalism, as she climbs the main
stairway of Farrell.
Scott Williams
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A taste for tradition
C" ven though they act as individuals with their
*— own dynamic outlooks, K-Staters all hold some
level of allegiance to their alma mater. Their lives
center around private motivations, be they career or
social, but that Purple Pride refuses to give way.
Whether they remember countless study trips to the
library or the thrill of Wildcat basketball or quiet
times strolling across campus, each student holds
images of traditional college life.
Tradition can sometimes be a dirty word, though.
To some people it connotates close-minded
conservatism, or even open backwardness. K-State
has never been known as the "Berkeley of the
Midwest" and probably never will. By clinging to
traditional values of social life, academia, and even
politics, K-State opens itself to charges of being
conservative and reactionary. But should the
campus question its traditional basis of life simply
because of a fear of labels? Is there room for new
ideas in a place where the past is not out of
fashion? t
Jeff Taylor
Mirrored — Craig Delano, freshman in pre-design
professions, and Robyn Redman, junior in
elementary education, wade through a puddle in
the Quinlan Natural Area near the Strong
Complex residence halls.
Homework — Sue Bullock, freshman in
elementary education, studies for a biology class.
Jennifer Zang
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A taste for tradition
How much tradition is too much?
For K-State, the question doesn't seem to be a
problem. While it adheres to traditions almost
everywhere on campus, there is still room for the
new, along with the old. There is still room for
change in the midst of stability. The campus is
dynamic, inside and outside of the classroom. There
is still room for the individual.
And there is still room for tradition.
Old and new — With Dickens Hall, Holton Hall,
and the Art Building in the background.
University workers tear down old greenhouses to
make room for future construction of a
biochemistry laboratory building on the site.
Jeff Taylor
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